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(No. 143.) 

BY THB EDITOR. 

0 NE day, early in December 1891, my young friend Mr. 
J. H. Roudebush, who was then by way of learning to 

be a sculptor in the artistic purlieus of Chelsea, cikme to see 
me, bringing in his pocket a crumpled-up water-colour sketch 
or impression of a lot of geese. 1 was struck by the breadth 
of the treatment, and I remember sagirig that  the man who 
could see such monumentRl~nag~~ifict.i~~e in geese ought to be 
the kind of artist to paint mountains and render somewhat of 
their majesty. The very sauie evening, I believe. Roudebush 
and I pilgrimaged to Chelsea to find the author of the afore- 
said irn~llortal work (which, I believe, was sllortly afterwards 
curnmitted to the flames by envious housemaids), and we 
ran llim to earth after hunting through all the artists' 
resorts of that so well-governed district, the names and lay 
of whicb far be it fro111 me to reveal to the bourgeois for 
any consideration. 

The painter, who was none other than my now most 
excellent friend Arthur Dnvid MitcCormick, was found in the 
immediate vicinity of a billiard-table arid a pint of stout. 
Within five minutes (three of which were devoted to ut~tlis 
of secrecy) we arranged the whole matter to our 111utu;tl 
satisfactiun, and i t  was agreed tha t  he sllould accompany 
111y expedition to the Karakorams. Half an hour later the 
fact was known to every artist in Chelsea. I was not surprised 
to hear, a few days afterwards, that  RoudebusL'a niedicltl 
adviser considered i t  probable that  the best way to save his 
life would be for h i n ~  to take a long voyage and live for a 
gear in the open-air ; for Roudebush and MacCormick were 
inseparable. 
VOL. XVI1.-NO. OXXIII. B 



2 HacCvrmick's Sketches in Kahmir  

There was no time to  Rpare if the artistic equipment was 
to be ready by the date of sailing. W e  had to see one 
another frequently during the next few weeks, and by the 
time we left home we were already firm friends. It is 
impossible for me to write either impersonally or impartially 
about MacCormick, and I don't mean to attempt either the  
one or the other. Neither shall I confine myself to a mere 
critique or, if you please, puff and log-rolling gymnastic 
about and around his art, but I shall tell of the man too, 
and with such Dichtung und Wuhrkcit as may chance to  
suggest themselves to me. The mere statistical Wuhrha't 
of tlie scaffolding of MacCorrnick's life may soon be got rid 
of. When he tells me that  he was born in Coleraine of 
Londonderry I believe him, for his speech bewrayeth him ; 
but when he says that  i t  was in 1860, I murmur Dichtung. 
The yarn, too, about his having started life in business in 
Belfast has always struck me as Inere autobiographic ' pro- 
perty,' for, of my own experience, I can witness tha t  there 
is no business in him, and that  he was incapable of t j i ng  
up a bundle without me or a coolie to do i t  for him. 

It stands in the nature and mere rudiments of the situation 
that  MacCormick's future biographer will relate how he, in 
his early years, displayed such marked tendencies towards 
ar t  that all his kinsfolk marvelled and were much scandalized 
and depressed (I apologise if I do them a wrong !), fore- 
seeing but a gloomy outcome. MacCormick tells nie t ha t  
Mr. F. S. Herdman, the head of the fir111 with which he was 
working, recognising his natural tendencies towards ar t  (or 
rather, as i t  seems probable to me, away from linen), caused 
1li111 to go frequently to the Belfast Art School, and counted 
that  unto him for office houro. At all events, between 1878 
and 1882 RlacCormick worked a good deal in tlle Belfast Ar t  
School, and, a t  the close of 1882, he won in public com- 
petition a National Scholarship under the Science and Ar t  
Depart~nent, which involved his coming to London and con- 
tinuing his studies for two years in the National Art Training 
School at South Kensington. 

In 1885 his student period ended, and he set up as a full- 
blown artist in Chelsea. Those were the halcyon days of 
the Qtcartier Latin of London, and high (or desperately low) 
old times tlle sucking artists, joul-nitlists, novelists, ~tctors, and 
all the rest had there, MacCor~nick anlongst thetu. You niny 
rear1 all r~bnut i t  in Morley Roberts's ' I11 Low Relief,' which 
wuu written on the spot by olle of the gang. I have been told 
that Arthur 3askell in that immortal work is MacCormick, 
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though I don't know whether he admits the t ruth of the state- 
ment. A11 this time, of course, MacCormick never saw a 
hill; in fact the Rock of Gibraltar was the first hill of any 
size tha t  ever met his vision. I n  the meantime he was 
getting to  know the sea, for he was a keen naval volunteer 
(naval volunteering was rampant amongst the Chelsea . 
artists), and I have k e n  told by a real naval officer that  
MacCormick is an exceptionally good A.B. seaman. The 
result was, that when we came to rope-bridges iu Kashmir 
he, like my buccaneer friend Knight, rollicked across them, 
whilst I wished I was dead. 

I n  London, from 1885 to 1891, he painted plenty of 
picturea in oil and water colours and exhibited them in 
various exhibitions; he sold some and painted over tlle 
others. He boiled the pot chiefly with ' black and white.' 
He worked for the then newly-founded ' English Illustrated 
Magazine,' and for other magazines and journals. I dare say 
he designed posters and labels for soap. H e  published some 
good original etchings (one was of unusual promise), and he 
waa employed to  produce etched plates after vurions pictures. 
He illustrated many books. Thus far, however, his chance 
had not come. His fellow-artists knew him to be a man of 
rare ability; and one of the most gifted of them, my scr~lptor 
friend Mr. 1'. Stirling Lee, described him to me us ' t h e  
most artistic artist in Chelsea.' He began two important 
pictures but could not afford to finish them-the ' Dead 
World ' for one, a remarkable 'CVattsian conception, which 
I hope some day will get itself cotnpleted ; hut tnodels cost 
money, and those were the days of small t11i11gs and 1mge dis- 
appointments. The ordinary buyer is not a man to recugnise 
promise and enable it to bring forth fruit. 

The actually best finished results of this period of 
MacCormick's struggliug activity that  I have seen are some 
b i g  charcoal figure drawings-done in a large and most 
o r ig ina l  manner-peasant figures, vague in a poetic gloo~tr, 
melancholy perhaps, but grandly so and in the Millet ni:i.ntlc.r, 
t h o u g h  in no sense imitated. A11 MacCormick's art is, in fact, 
sugTestive-forms, light, colocr ; he prefers to suggest all 
these elements rather than to realize in detail the vision of 
h i s  fancy. Fancy runs a gay or sad riot within hirn, but 
remains always on a high plane. Sometitnes it is a 
humororls fancy. sometimes a tragic fancy, bnt fi~ricy of one 
80d or another  is always there. If he loolrs at landscape or 
at man something besidvs the th i t~g  seen arises in his miud, 
rnmething delicate, alluost evanescent,, that citni~ot bo cut 
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out hard and cold, but must be sympathetically caught from 
his suggestive treatment by a sensitive spectator of his 
work. 

This is true of his mountain pictures. Few that I have 
seen are more true in general presentment of form and mass. 
He a t  no time seemedto suffer from the normal tendency of 
artists to steepen and narrow their peaks. Triith to tell, the 
peaks of Hunza stand in no need of steepening or narrowing, 
but he would not have been the man to change them. To 
him, however, from the moment he was brought in contact 
with them, mountains, like men, were interesting, not as 
elemental lumps of this or that outline and structure, but 
as great canvases on which the sun painted and about which 
clouds rolled and shadows fell. fro great artist will ever 
draw mountains as things to be clilllbed-that is not a 
possible artistic point of view of them. 

Dort wo Du nicht bist, dort ist dm Qliick is the mountaineer's 
reflexion when he beholds an attractive peak ; and he desires 
to be a t  and up it and examines i t  as a climbable thing, 
though doubtless i t  was its sheer beauty that attracted him, 
and that beauty was in the view of it, not in the peak itself. 
But the same beauty will move an artist, not to approach 
the thing, but to render it in paint; his mind will con- 
centrate itself upon the interpretation of the beauty, not 
upon the attempt to appropriate i t  by climbing, and so, as i t  
were, taking possession of the peak and its beauty. The 
emotions, therefore, of an artist and a climber in the 
presence of a peak being different, and art  being the 
rendering, not of tbe facts of nature, but of the emotions 
which the sight of nature raises in a man, there can be no 
such thing as the artistic rendering of a peak which shall 
en~body the pure and simple cli~nber's view of it. 

For this reason mountaineers have largely themselves to 
thank for the relatively slow advance of mountain landscape 
art. They have called for ' the peaks as we know them,' 
the peaks with the aspect upon them that makes a man 
discontented to lie and gaze a t  them and eager to be climb- 
ing them. But an artist can only paint a thing when and 
how it  looks pleasant to be gazed at. If the peak looks 
perfect he wants to paint it, not to approach i t ;  he wants 
to render the j0.y of just standing there and gazing a t  it, 
atid you must not ask him for more. If you insist on baving 
Inore you insist on bad art, and good artists will not make 
that intentionally, not even for mouey. 

I w a s  careful, therefore, to impress on MacCormick from 
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the start that  I wanted no topographical accuracy in his 
water-coloura-only the rendering of the impression a scene 
made upon him in light and colour, s transfer of his vision 
of it to paper, so that, if possible, I might learn better how 
to see the hills by finding out how he saw them. As a 
matter of fact, his eye was so true to form that truthfulness 
of form was a mrt of his normal vision. and whoever looks 
st  his water-cblonra may be assured th i t  t h e j  are accurate 
in outline and mass to a remarkable degree. 

His ercellelice and rapidity a8 a draughtaman are points 
which it is only fair that I should emphasise, for I 
reaped from them the most valuable fruit. On the journey, 
besidee making some 220 water-colours, he filled five 
Loots with pencil sietchcs, chiefly of figures, and many 
of these are  masterly. We came in contact with so Inany 
different tribes and races of men, Arabs, Panjabis, Hazaras, 
Pathans, Gurkhas, Kashmiris, Guraisis, Shins, Hunzakuts, 
Nagyri, Baltis, and kdakhis,  that i t  was in a high degree 
iuteresting to be accompanied by an artist capable of hitting 
them off with so unerring a hand, and of catching always 
whatever was most typical in their appearance. Moreover, 
MacCormick's visual memory was extranrdinary, and, since 
we have been home, I have often amused myself by recalling 
to his memorv this and the other man or incident. which he 
haa straightiay sketched on the first odd scrap of Gaper, thus 
aa it were raising the blind from a window opening on the 
put. These qualities it was impossible for me to know that  
he possessed before we started, but the reader will perceive 
of what extraordinary value they must be for a travelling 
artist, and especially when the time comes for him to 
illustrate a book of travel. 

My intention in sitting down to write this article was to 
confine i t  mainly to the set of water-colour sketches made 
on our journey, and which, still unit.ed in MacCormick's 
possession, will be exhibited in New Bond Street towards 
the end of this February, and presumably dispersed. I 
wished, while they are still together, to regard them as a 
whole, and for the remainder of the small Rpace at  my 
diswsal I shall endeavo~ir not to wander from them. I t  

I ~- - 

was oar good fortune that our journey took us through 
Bcenery of all kinds. Ocean, straits, desert, old cities, 
luxuriant caltivated country, lakes, rivers, ruined temples, 
valleys t mall and great, glaciers, green hills, and the 
biggest snow mountains in the world-there was variety 
enough of subject, aa of season, and MacCormick availed 
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himself of the wide choice. H e  painted almost daily. Such 
constancy of application brought its own particular reward, 
and I remarked a steady development in technical power, 
and the certainty wherewith effects were attained. 

Sunset was the time of day that  we all loved best. The  
glare and fury of mid-day light rendered sketching im- 
possible, where there was no shade, and the green Willesden 
tents could not be painted in, for the green upset the whole 
gamut of colour. Under any circumstances, however, even- 
ing is the pictorial time in the Karakorams, and t h e  
exigencies of marching made i t  the only possible time for 
axt.istic work. 

The Gulf of Suez is fanlous for its sunsets, and one of t h e  
finest was caught by MacCormick with a truthfulness of 
etfect, attested by everyone on the ship. It was at 
Abbottabad that  we first saw big mouutains, and I watched 
with suppressed excitement what MacCormick would make 
of them. H e  was deeply impressed by the barren gorge we 
drove through on our way up to the place, and thereupon 
planned some big work, a 'Valley Desolate,' I believe, 
which was to be a pendant to tlie 'Dead World'; but he 
soon tackled the actual views and painted one or two 
fragments of wide panorama which gave me no little 
satisfaction. The rich colouring fastened upon him, and 
a t  first his work was too heavy. It was only by degrees 
that, as he became better acquainted with them, his peaks 
began to soar aloft. 

When we first entered the valley of Kashmir the air wns 
heavy with mists and raiu. The delicacy which he after- 
wards manifested in his return journey sketches did not 
appear in the earlier series-neither the delicacy, nor t he  
mystery, nor the flood of all-enveloping light. The 
atmosphere of Englaud still hung about him. Thie atmo- 
sphere and sky of Eugland accompanied him for a while on  
our upward road ; his mountains became more dignified, 
but they were dark in colour. When we crossed the main 
Himalaya chain by the Burzil Pass we had our first really 
tough experience. W e  were shut up for days in e bad 
suow-storm ; we had a big caravan of unwilling coolies to 
convoy ; troubles came thick upon us ; we could not fail to 
know that we had entered on a new life. And here it was, 
as i t  seems to  me now, turning over the folios of sketches 
arranged in their order, that  MacCormick first caught on. 
H e  worked on the march with the rest of us. He caught 
the spirit of the expedition and his a r t  took fire. W e  came 
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down to the Astor Valley and there he painted Nanga Parbat. 
H e  did not succeed a t  the first attempt. He made seven 
failures in one day, but he knew what it was he wanted to 
get  at, and one afternoon he sncceeded. His 'Nanga 
Parbat  from Bunji ' is a rendering of mountain ma.ss which 
can be accepted without qualification. It gives the air 
and majesty of the giant with all his brave splendours 
epread around him. 

W e  went through Gilgit and spent a month in the Bagrot 
Valley, which is surrounded by superb peaks and filled with 
great  glaciers. Here MacCormick had again a transition 
period to paas through. The great peaks were now quite 
near us, and we were even encamped upon their slopes. He 
made a climb or two,and began to see what things were like 
in detail. He had to feel his way once more, and his choice of 
subject ~ h o w s  the tentative nature of his efforts; but a t  last 
he caught Rakipushi and then, one evening, he came into 
camp w ~ t h  the white and grey vision of a snowy dome high 
up amongst clouds. He had seized the delicltcy of the snow 
shadows and the grace of the folding surfaces, and the type 
of picture then evolved by him was repeated niore than once 
and always with success-notably, for instance, in his ' First 
Glimpse of K. 2.' 

The  extraordinary picturesqueness of the villages and 
people of the Hunza-Nagyr valley kept his eyes for a t i ~ n e  
from t h e  heights, till Bubuli Mutin, the Hunza Feathers, 
and other rock needles of that strange region imposed them- 
selves upon him. Thus far, though a t  Bagrot he was 
in close contact with glaciers, and for days together upon 
them, I find that he hardly attempted to paint them. 
But when we  left Nagyr and entered the fastnesses of the 
ice-land, there was no longer any alternative ; and so, after 
a few days of tentative effort, the ice-rivers were fairly 
attacked, and with what admirable success the moonlight 
view of the Shallihuru ice-tall may be quoted as witness. 
From this time forward peaks, s6racs, broad nev6-areas, and 
all the phenomena of the higher regions, appear in rapid 
s~~ccesaion amongst the sketches, made ii-om day to day 
during the passage of the Hispar Pass and the month spent 
on the Paltoro glacier. The best set were those made a t  
Junction and F<otstool camps, and li~nongst them I may 
specially notice a group of crags a t  the foot of Gusherbrum, 
momentarily isolated by a drift of low-lying mists. 

Our highest  camp a t  the immediate foot of Pioneer 
pe& was j u s t  20,000 feet above sea-level. To this point 



MacCormick came, and here he spent two nights and the 
whole day between them, during which we made our ascent. 
H e  suffered tortures of tooth-aohe and sleeplessness, and all 
the other miseries that  await those who spend many con- 
secutive hours a t  high altitudes. The eun roasted and 
scorched him. Nevertheless he painted one view from the 
tent  door, looking over the snow plateau, and this sketch, 
which is remarkable for ita admirable rendering of the  
scene, is unique as having been painted at a considerably 
higher altitude than any other picture whatever. I t  beats 
the record for altitude. 

The viewe up the Indns Valley on the  road to Leh are 
seldom picturesque, but here MncCormick devoted his atten- 
tion in several instances to figure subjects, one of which, at 
Khurmang, is a charming study of tone. Leh Bazaar was 
a subject perfectly suited to his style, and he made several 
sketches of the animated crowd that  peopled i t  daily during 
our stay. I think, about this time, we were all getting a 
little tired of the bare grandeur of the desert Indus Valley 
and longed to behold fertility once more. As we approached 
the Zoji Pass we came amongst occasional patches of 
autumnal foliage of astounding brilliancy beside t h e  
sapphire blue Dras River. But we did not get our fill of 
satisfaction and contrast till we were over the pass and 
again in the plain of Kashmir. MacComick now entered, 
with full knowledge of his materials and experience of the 
fight and air of Asia, upon a series of views of the en- 
chantiug vale; these, for delicacy of touch, for beauty of 
colour, for brightness and, therewith, tenderness of light, 
surpass anything he previously accomplished. H e  was so 
happy in his ~urroundings, so perfectly suited by the endless 
variety of subjects, that  he begged me to leave him behind 
for a month in Kashmir to paint his fill and rejoin me at 
Bombay. 

I left him, but he did not paint, and could only rejoin 
me in London. Enteric fever laid him low and put his 
brushes and paints away. The second Kashmir series is 
therefore brief, but i t  includes the best, truest, and most 
artistic renderings of the enchanting scenery of the magic 
vale that, to my knowledge, have .ever yet been produced. 

I said that  1 had no intention of writing impartially 
about MacCormick, and I have not written impartially, but 
I hope with somewhat of the enthusiasm I feel for him. I 
should not, however, feel justified in  so doing if I had 
any doubt whatever a b u t  my own final estimate of him ae 
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an artist. I believe not merely that he may become, if he 
pleases, a mountain painter of the highest rank, but that  
(in the normal progress and average fortune of working- 
man) he may come, and ought to come, to very much more. 
I perceive in him, quite clearly and unmistakably, the 
highest artistic potentialities. He possesses power of hand, 
power of eje, exuberance of fancy, high qualities of imagi- 
nation. If  these are allowed to find, from year to p a r ,  
their natural expression and in i t  their increase, 1 place no 
limit to the future of an artist with whom, to have travelled 
for a year and to have worked for two, will ever remain 
amongst the greatest and most memorable pleasures of 8 
lifetime. 

TEE ASOENT O F  THE DENT DE REQUIN. 
BY NORMAN COLLIE. 

(Red before the Alpine Club, December 18, 1893.) 

PING hid behind the outer ridge of the Chamonix L Aiguilles, and unknown to the casual tourist, there is 
a peak whose granite summit rises, in the most abrupt way, 
rrlmoet straight from the s6mcs of the Glacier du Geant. 

Owing to its secluded position this aiguille (3,419 m.) has 
never been properly baptised, though i t  is a most prominellt 
object during the descent from the Col du GQant to the Mer de 
Glace. Forbes in his ' Travels through the Alps ' mentions i t  
more than once ; at  p. 115 he SRJS, writing of the Aiguilles 
of the Blaitibre or Plttn, 'There is a third appendage on 
its southern side to which I shall elsewhere advert ; ' and 
again a t  p. 242 we find, 'About half-way from La Noire 
to the Trtcul there is a rocky promontory on the right bank 
of the glacier, marked K in the mop, which was one of my 
points of observation, and opposite to it is an offset from the 
range of the Aiguilles of Chamonix, on the left, which 
forms a series of very fantastical summits, one of which 
might deserve a peculiar name and is figured in the map as 
the Aiguille de Blaitibre derrihre.' Since Forbes wrote this 
fifty years have passed, but his attempt a t  baptism has not 
met with the success i t  deserved. Even dnring the present 
year I have heard this mountain often referred to as ' the 
peak round the comer,' a ' peculiar ' name certainly, but an 
attempt a t  nomenclature which I think proves without a 
doubt the vulgar and unromantic attitude of the modern 
hnrist-I wae almost going to say mountaineer-towards 
the sacred fastnesses of the Alps. 
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During the last few months, however, a greater amount of 
interest has been shown about the naming of this aiguille. 
I t  wtls quite evident to me from the number of names sug- 
gested that  the mountain must be a mout important one, 
and I had almost made up my mind to give i t  a name 
myself, ' Mont Noir,' so that i t  might not be confused with 
the only other hill in the neighbourhood-I mean Mont B1a.n~ 
-when a bold effort was made and the peak actually got  
into print for the second time in its history, this time as the 
Dent de Requin. 

But I am sorry to say that  there are a few unregenerate 
persons who fail to appreciate this picturesque name. They 
must be Philistines ! These unregenerate ones urge tha t  
there are no dents in the Mont Blanc chain ; they only grow 
aiguilles in that  di~tr ict .  Again, they say that  the mountain 
is not more like a shark's tooth than any other rock point, 
a i ~ d  that  the peak has been already named by Forbes. Surely 
these things are mere details when compared with the 
exquisite beauty of the name Dent de Requin! Moreover 
i t  will in future ages give rise t o  all sorts of ingenious 
hypotheses, and the Alpine antiquarian will run riot in his 
attempts to explain away the interesting and perplexir~g 
appellation. And when the peak is named Dent de Requin 
of course the glacier by its side can be called the Glacier de  
Requin, which is most appropriate ; and I have no doubt tha t  
in the distant future this ' fictitious imputation ' will point 
a moral and adorn a tale, and another paper will be read 
before another Alpine Club proving that the ancieut moun- 
taineers used to angle for sharks in the glacier pools at the  
foot of the sCraca of the GBant. Personally I myself cannot 
rise to these great things; I should have been quite content 
to take the name Forbes gave i t  fifty gears ago, and call i t  
t,he Aiguille du Plan derrihre ; but I am afraid that is im- 
possible. I should be called irrational, a depraved person, 
and a Philistine as well, which would be truly dreadrul. 
Philistinism is a crime I should not like to be thought guilty 
of mjself ; yet I quite see that many others who hold ditferent 
opinions from nlyself on matters Alpine are without doubt 
worshippers of strange gods, and 1 firmly believe that  i t  is 
t o  them alone that we owe that  sad deterioration which is 
now so marked in many Alpine matters. This retro- 
gression is, when we come to  enquire into it, not altogether 
a thing of the present day. 

We have all heard mrtny times how the mountains are no  
longer what they were; so few things are nowadays. Ae 
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far back in Alpine &tory as the year 1868 we find that  this 
deterioration had begun to show itself, and from the ' Alpine 
Journal' of that  year* we learn that  the Alps must have 
been i n  a woful plight. I will conterit myself with only a 
few quotations. Here is one : ' So far  as the Alps are con- 
cerned, we can now, I fear, expect nothing free altogether 
from the h i n t  of staleness. For us the familiar hunting 
grounds exist no longer as they once existed.' Again, ' those 
waters of oblivion which have overwhelmed the Jungfnus  and 
Finstemaxhorns of our youth ; ' and, ' I t  only remains fbr us 
to dally awhile with the best recollections of now de- 
graded mountains.' 

This, I am sorry to say, was written twentj-five years ago. 
Since then the mountaineer too has evidently become tainted 
by the process of degradation. His descriptive powers never 
rise above such names as Mount Augustus Edward, or K1, 
or ' the peak round the corner.' The heroic age is over; we 
all know that  there were wonderful giants of old ; and did 
not Scheuchzer write of dragons and the benzoar stone? 
Now there are no more giants, and the last drugori hire been 
caught in the act of descending from his cavern amongst the 
hills, and made famous as the wilderwurm Oletscher. And 
when the ascent of a now degraded mountain has to be de- 
scribed the modern mountaineer no longer may use that  
proper amount of imagination which is absolutely necessary 
for producing a thrilling narrative, but must write in a 
chastened and sober manner. 

I have, therefore, thought i t  politic to adapt myself to the 
timee, and forego the  pleasure I should otherwise have had 
in recounting our hair-breadth escapes and the thousand 
towering, dark, savage, and lightning-riven peaks amongst 
which we wandered, and atfect the new style-chatter about 
jam tins and sardine paste, make fun of tlie bergschrunds 
and s6racs, discuss such ~ubjects  as the relative rnerits of 
drinking much water for producing a sense of repletion when 
very hungry, or of manut'acturing a most nutritive soup, 
quite enough for a whole party, kom a small cylinder one 
inch long by half an inch in diameter (kept in the waistcoat 
pocket), and which in some miraculous way is supposed to  
contain the  quintessence of a whole pound of beef steak. 
This idea of impossible concentration of food seems to be a 
very prevalent one. I have often )net people who are quite 
convinced tha t  a kola biscuit or  a few meat lozenges are 

Vol. iv. p. 185. 
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ellough nourishment for a hard day's work, which is almost 
the same thing as sugqesting that  an  ordinary locomotive 
could run a t  full speed by means of asmall spirit lamp. But  
perhaps i t  would be better not to meddle with these topics ; 
the mountains, aa we already know, have lost much of their 
mystery, and if we destroy the unknown and inaccessibly ob- 
scure beauties of the meat lozenge as well the mountaineer 
will indeed be desolate. 

I am afraid that  a t  this rate I shall never even get to the 
bottom of our aiguille, so I must now begin in the orthodox 
faahion. 

I n  the latter part of July this year our party, which con- 
sisted of A. F. Mummery, Cecil Slingsby, G. Hastings, and 
myself, arrived one evening a t  the Montenvers, having 
travelled straight out from England. W e  found the  
weather excellent, and aa i t  seemed likely to continue in 
tha t  state we made up our minds to start the next day for 
' the peak round the corner.' ' This great display of energy 
was chiefly due to Mummery, who was recognised by the 
party a s  ' guide chef,' and whilst acting in this capacity he 
alwajs considered i t  necessary for ' les messieurs' to be climb- 
ing something. W e  all had our respective positions in the 
party. Hastings was unanimously deputed to do as much 
of the provision-carrying as we could possibly persuade him 
to do ; therefore he usually carried all onr edibles. But we 
soon found this was only fair, for Hastings has a large 
appetite ; and, as his shoulders are of the same proportions, 
he  also had to back Mummery up when a more diBcult piece 
of climbing than usual was necessary. Slingsby was found 
to possess, amongst other accomplishments, a marvellous 
kuowledge of glaciers. H e  was most unerring in his skill 
when the d racs  and crevasses became more confused and 
difficult than usual. I was more or less chief passenger, 
and 1 can safely recommend my guides as very excellent 
fellows, most willing and obliging, and quite able to take an 
adventurous monsieur up a, Charnonix aiguille. Only one 
complaint have I to make : they never could be persuaded to 
carry a lantern or candle with them. W e  were often so 
well pleased with our mountains that  we were unable to tear 
ourselves away till after the sun had set. Twice a t  leaat a 
lantern was of considerable use ; and now comes the griev- 
ance: I had to carry tha t  lantern, and also burden myself 
during the entire expedition with a couple of candles as 
well ! 

As our peak was some hours from the Montenrers and we 
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all had sleeping bags, we concluded the mountain would be 
much more comfortably attacked on the morrow from a gite 
than from the Montenvers Hotel. We therefore hired u 
porter, packed as much as we coulcl on his back, and started 
for the rocks which lie directly under the aiguille and just  
above the bottom of the sQracs of the GQant. 

We soon found an excellent camping ground. There were 
several overhanging rocks under which we could retire if 
the weather turned bad, and also plenty of graee and level 
places, evidently especially made to accom modate sleeping 
bags. The  weather was perfect, so we were spared the 
trouble of constructing an  amateur gite. The porter was 
relieved of his burden and sent back to AIontenvers, and we 
prepared to make ourselves comfortable. I a ~ n  sorry tha t  
I have forgotten what provisions we had with us, for I have 
no doubt a minute description of what we all ate would be 
both interesting and instructive. After our supper, as there 
was still plenty of daylight, we all eolemnly got into our 
sleeping bags, and sat with our backs against a lztrge rock, 
discussing the most feasible metbod of atti~cking our aiguille 
next day. The face directly above us looked very steep and 
at the bottom peculiarly slabby. But &11lmmery, after due 
del i t~mtion,  said i t  would probnbly go. This was questioned 
by the more cautious members of the party, who were not 
so rtccusto~ned as lie to thousands of feet of granite aiguille 
set a t  a terribly steep angle. However we were all agreed 
about one  point, namely, that the rock tooth which was the 
summit woold probably prove the most difficult piece of 
climbing ; and profiting by the  experience^ of others who had 
attempted to climb this aiguille and found tlie north-western 
rar8te n o t  'all joy,' we set ourselves the problem, How could 
the south-eastern arete be reached? Clearlj the face of the 
great tooth a t  the summit would have to be traversed if we 
ascended from the western side to the bottom of the final 
tower. As far a.s we could see this could only be done by 
rewhing a snow patch some considerable distance down on 
the face, from there traversing across what seemed perpen- 
dicular crag for some distance till the bottom of two 
extremely steep gullies was reached, and then by their help 
ascending the great buttresses of granite t o  the eartern ar&te. 
After that ,  if the ridge should prove so disagreeable as to 
stop us by any. of those places which are usually called 
impossible, well, it would be the 'cussedness ' of the 
aiguille and not  our fault;  we should have done our beat. 

The problem, therefore, resolved itself into this : First, how 
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were we to get to the snow patch, and having got there 
could we get across to the bottom of the gullies which led 
on to the north-eastern ar6te P Part  of the problem was soon 
very satisfactorily answered. Just  as we were bk inp  our last 
look a t  the peak, preparatory to going to bed, a thin-drawn 
line of mist was observed some distance underneath the 
p a t  summit tooth. It floated by the snow patch and then 
part of i t  disappeared behind a tooth of rock which was 
quite invisible frorn below, unless thrown into relief in this 
manner. The face, therefore, was much more broken than 
we were aware of, and also just in the place we had thought 
to be most difficult. The traverse from the snow patch to  
the bottom of the gullies was almost a certainty. With 
that  we retired to our respective sleeping places for the 
night; Mummery and Hastings got into their b a p  where 
they were and slept on the grass in the open, and I believe 
Slingsby did the same. I had found for myself a most 
comfortable spot underneath a rock, where as  I lay in my 
sleeping bag I could see fitr away over the snows the  
Aiguille de Triolet, whilst nearer on the right rose the crest 
of the Tacul. The sun was just setting, lighting up the 
tops of the jagged aiguilles with a rich golden glow. 
Lower down the slladowi of approaching night were already 
casting a deep velvet curtain over the ghostly cliffs. And 
the whole scene, so soundless, so changeless, so full of 
mystery. seemed RS if the pulse of time had stopped in the 
great silence. Black peaks, arrow-headed, rose opposite, 
seamed here and there with faint lines of ice and snow. 
A solitary Rnowy cloud, like an avalanche of frozen light, 
blazed in the far-off blue. One by one the soft wreaths of 
the evening clouds faded into the night air, leaving cold 
grey ridges clear cut against the amber sky-ridges 
fan ta~t ic  in their forms, full of writhing, sinewy lines and 
fretted pinnacles ; here and there narrow curved flakes, 
overhanging and smooth, carved by the lightning and t h e  
frost, and as the faded evening died along the distance of 
approaching night, when 

' Day no longer breathes, hut thronph the hours 
The ghost of chaos haunts the ruined sky '- 

But really this will never do ! I had almost forgotten 
I might only dally for a short space with my recollections 
of the now degraded moun t,:~.ins. 

Of course my real rc.collectioi1 was t,he traditional stone in 
my gite. I thought I had removed them all, but there was 
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just one which had shyly hid its head in the moss and grass 
daring the day and blushed there unseen ; 

' And there it might have laid forlorn 
From morn till eve, from eve to morn, 
But that, by some wild impulse led,' 

it insisted on growing, and during the silent watches of the 
night i t  waxed so fa t  and large that  I wan forced to light 
a lantern and investigate. I found i t  was a piece of t he  
degraded mountain itself, firmly attached and quite im- 
movable, and would only yield to the sweet persuasion of 
the ice axe. 

Early next morning we started in complete silence ~t 
3.10. Our  way led for some distance along the h p  of a 
morains towards some rocks. Just  before reacl~ing these 
me turned off to the right on to  the glacier, and soon began to 
ascend t h e  steep tongue of the glacier. Before reaching the 
&racs, which could be seen above, we agein bore slightly to 
the right, going straight towards the bottom of the peak. 

This me afterwards found was a mistake, as we soon saw 
that a very ugly corner close under the final buttress had to  
be turned in order to get on to the glacier beyond. The 
m k s  themselves were not of the slightest use, being huge 
perpendicular slabs. The whole glacier coming round the 
coruer h a d  been broken in the most marvellous may ; deep, 
mysterious caverns yawned on one side, whilst curved and 
towering castles of blue ice rose on the other. W e  were a t  
laat extricated from our difficulties by Mummery, who 
climbed a perpendicular wall of ice about fifteen feet high, 
and we were soon on a comparatively easy glacier leading 
up to t h e  Aiguille du Plan. 

By th i s  time the R U ~  had risen, and the great peaks and 
domes of solitary snow had one by one blazed with the rose- 
light of a brilliant dawn. The untrodden snow fields and the 
white, winding glaciers below were darkened here and there 
by the vast  shadows of the mountains; and the beauty and 
abstract exhilaration of rtn Alpine sunrise made us all feel 
t h a t a  second breakfast was necessary. After we had re- 
freshed ourselves we proceeded up the glacier, which a t  this  
point is easy. W e  kept always near one peak on the right- 
hand side, the only place where any continuous cutting 
was needed being a, slope of about 150 to 200 ft. of steep ice 
covered with a thin coating of snow. which in the morning, 
being hard frozen, was a safe route, but later in the day we 
decided would not be quite so desirable. This took us over 
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the first ice-fall, and although the glacier is very crevaaaed 
above this point we found no di5culty in threading our 
way through the broken seracs till we got on to the rocks, 
probably about 1,500 ft. below the summit. 

Here the climbing was more interesting than difficult, and 
we being in extremely bad condition scrambled slowly up 
the rocks. After an hour's climb, a t  7.10 some of the 
party were a little exhausted, so we again had breakfast. 
Here we left some of our provisions, and also had a con- 
versation about a peculiar rock on the southern ridge 
exactly like a cocked hat. W e  had already Been this rock 
from below the evening before, and i t  had been suygested 
that  perhaps this was the best point to start from in order 
t o  get a t  the snow patch on the face ; but, as the rocks 
above seemed very tempting, we thought i t  was perhaps 
best to go straight for the summit, and if we found i t  
necessary descend afterwards to the stone hat. 

During this part of the climb many traces were found 
of former meals, and from the variety of labels on the  rnani- 
fold tins-' potted snipe,' ' phtB de foie gras,' &c.-the mem- 
bers of the part.y must have fared sumptuously. Slingsby, 
whose mind is above such trivii~l details, assures me that  
the Ranunculwr glacialis can liere be found in great abund- 
ance by any one who wishes to go for it. 

Aa we toiled upwards in a leisurely way the sun became 
very powerful, and a t  a slnall chimney up which we had 
to squeeze Mummery discarded his coat; a little further on 
I left my ice axe. I n  fact, as we went we distributed our 
baggage all ovPr the hill in various places, a ~ i d  finally 
arrived on the top with only one riicksack, one axe, and 
one rope. But I am anticipating. 

A t  8.50 we reached the ridge about 200 ft. below the  
summit, and I have never seen rocks which looked more 
hopelessly impossible than those which form the top of this  
aiguille. The summit is a huge tower which falls preci- 
pitously in front and behind, and is actually undercut as 
well on both sides. Between us and the tower rose a 
smaller one with clean-cut sides, and the savageness of'those 
slabs of rock can only be appreciated when seen, they cannot 
be described. About halGway up this gendarme can be seen, 
fluttering in the wind, a cord left there by aotne one during 
a former attempt. 

We a t  once abandoned any idea of climbing straight u p  
to the eummit, and all agreed that i t  was absolutely necessary 
to  stoop to conquer, and descend to  the snow patch which 
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lay 400 to 500 feet below. In order to do this we went 
down the ha t  ridge for about 150 feet, then traversed to the 
left slightly downwards till me got into the gully which led 
up to the notch between the gendarme and the find tower. 
Here 200 feet of light rope was found to be very useful. It 
was Becurely tied round a rock, and one by one we solemnly 
descended the slabs of rock about 180 feet, and arrived on 
the snow patch. Jn order that  the end of the rope might 
be found on our return where i t  was left we tied it to  a 
block of stone. After all the perils of the gymnastics of 
the last hour it of course was neceseary to have another 
breakfast. Hastinge, who took the times, has modestly 
owned to  only one breakfast and one ' feed ; ' all the others 
were called 'rests.' But I think I am not overstepping 
the bounds of prudence when I state that  we had not far 
from a dozen so-called rests.' 

Above us were two open chimneys which led up on to the 
north-eastern ar6te ; the one on the left seemed moderately 
easy for some distance. so we decided to try i t  first. After 
ascending for about 100 feet we traversed into the rightr 
hand one, and w e n  nearly stopped by a very awkward place 
shich was conquered by Murrllnery only after he had been 
helped up on Hastings's shoulders. From this point up 
to the V-shaped notch on the a r 6 b  the gully was very 
perpendicular, but there were plenty of those obliging 
crdcks and crevices which are always found on the grtnite 
of a Charnotiis aiguille. At  last we arrived a t  the art&, 
only to see between us a.nd the summit a veritable knife edge 
risicg at an angle of about 40 degrees for about 20 feet, 
and then ending in 15 feet of vertical rock. The sitaation 
was decidedly unpleasant. Here we weie within 100 feet or 
less of the top, and the difficulties were increasing. Again 
Nummery was told that  we all depended on him, and that, 
as he had taken us thus far, the least he could do was to 
finish the climb as befitted a 'guide chef,' and land the 
party on the as yet untrodden summit. The side of the 
peak which faced the Aiguille du Plan was quite one of the 
sheerest precipices I have ever seen, and i ts  steepness is 
well illustrated in any photograph of the aiguille taken 
from the Moine. 

After Mummery had climbed up the knife edge as far as 
he could the only way t o  proceed was to traverse out to the 
right on the perpendicular wall of rock, which literally 
overhung the snows several thousand feet below, and then 
climb straight up on t o  the arBte above. This, I think, is 
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certainly the worst piece of the whole climb. But Mummery 
did not seem to find any great difficulty; slowly he crept 
out on to the face, using what little foot and hand hold he 
could find, and then began to climb straight up, never 
stopping till he was firmly planted above, and the rest of 
the party were then carefully brought up. 

Although the actual top looks very formidable there is 
fortunately a, most comfortable gully, facing the GrQpon, 
which we found full of snow, and just before we reached 
the summit a narrow Bake of rock, forming a kind of ' letter 
box,' had to be swarmed up, but at 1.10 we emerged on t h e  
tot, and a t  once sat down to another breakfast-I mean 
luncheon-after whic'h we built a small stone-man. One 
hears a great deal about the wild delight felt by the true 
monntaineer who has, after many dificulties, conquered 
a virgin peak. Sometimes the varied emotions are allowed s 
safety valve in shouting, or trying to distinguish all the 
other mountains in the Alps. The superb magnificence of 
the view from that particular peak, on that particular day, 
is also insisted on. We, 'however, kept our feelings sternly 
suppreesed by means of corned beef, and as our peak was 
not quite rts high as Mont Blanc, and we were just a trifle 
exhausted, no exuberantly violent manifestations of joy 
were thought necessary. Perhaps also they would r,ot have 
been quite safe, for the top of the aiguille consists of a 
great loose stone table laid flat on the summit. The view 
from the top is without doubt very fine, standing as this 
aiguille does in the very centre of the chain of Mont 
Blanc, and also being a t  the sams time not too high, all the 
surrounding mountains are seen to the best advantage. 

T l ~ e  rock faces of the Plan, BlaitiBre, and GrQpon are  
superb; whilst on the other side the immense masses of 
glacier rolling down from the Aiguille du Midi and the Col 
dl1 GQant, and backed by the marvellous flying buttresses of 
Mont Blanc du Tacul and Mont Maudit, make a picture not 
eirsily forgotten. 

H u t  s t  2.20 we had to make up our minds to move. As 
hlun~mery had had all the excitement of going up first on 
the rope, we unanimously agreed that i t  was now his turn t o  
go last. This arrangement worked beautifully till we came 
to a peculiarly slabby piece in the gully which led from the 
nntch in the ar&te down to the snow patch, and illustrated, 
according to Mainmery, the great advantage gained by 
hitcl~ing a rope over a stone, in order to give the last mau 
extra help. The hitch worked quite nicely till we tried to 
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unhitch it, and then, just to show how absolutely it might be 
depended on, it jammed tight and refused to move. The order 
of thinge was then revereed; Mummery had to climb up 
again, in order that he might let the rope itself down safely, 
and then he followed. 

We traversed the snow patch, clambered up the slabs 
above i t  by means of the hanging rope, and a t  5 reached the 
south-western arbte agaiu. Here we indulged in what Hastings 
in his notes is pleased to call a ' feed ; ' but, as it was getting 
late, we did  not stop long and hurried down to tbe glacier. 
As we were crossing the bergschrund a rather appalling 
collapse of part of the bridge connecting tbe rocks with the 
glacier took place. It fortunattly was not just where we 
had to croas ; but the immense mass, which thundered down 
into the dark depths below, made the whole fabric shake, 
and was sueiciently startling to make us feel relieved when 
we were once again on the firm ice. 

The sun had by this time set, and i t  was rapidly beconling 
dark. W e  had yet to get through the crevassed glacier below. 
Slingsby and Mummery were both decided in the opinion 
that the route we followed in the morning was not to be 
thollght of; the long ice slope with soft snow would be 
doublv dangerous in the darkness. A new route was 
neces&ry ; lo  Slingsby was sent to the front; and then a 
wonderful thing happened. First he took us straight out 
into the middle of the glacier, and tbep slowly he led us 
down, never once making a mistake, along ice ridges, down 
seelningly black abysses, round curious corners, across 
jawning crevasses, which, owing to the lateness of the hour, 
yawned more than usual, but a1wa.y~ downwards, till finally 
he plunged straight over what looked like an ice wall, with 
the glacier apparently gleaming in the uncertain moonlight 
full 500 ft. lower down. Slowly he cut steps, zigzagging first 
one way, then another, helped here by cracks running 
through the ice wall, there by incipient couloirs, till a t  last 
the sn~all crevasse a t  the bottom was ~ a s s e d  and me were - - ~ - - .  

safe on the easy glacier beyond. How i e  managed to find 
his way in the darkness is a mystery, but what is more 
wonderful is that some time afterwards, when we again 
descended the glacier (this time in dajlight) on our return 
from the Aipille du Plan, we found that  our midnight route 
was the safest and best, through one of the most couiylicated 
and steepest parts of the glacier. 

But we were not yet u u t  of thp wood; we l ~ a d  yet to get 
down to the gz"te from the glacier we were on. Here also we 
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had to  find rt new route. I n  the darkness the corner under 
the rocku a t  the bottom of the peak would be quite impos- 
sible. We therefbre descended the glacier for some distance 
further than would be necessary if we were returning by 
the route we had come in the morning. We then turned to 
the left, but after getting fairly into the ~Bracs we were 
unable to find rt way through them on to the tongue of t he  
glacier leading down to the moraine, near which our camp 
was pitched. At Imt the top of the ice slope was found. A 
short time before this we had all screwed the Mummery 
spikes into our boots. Wit l~out  them it would have been 
ulrnost ilnpossible to go down this slope in the darkness 
without cutting steps, and we should have had to sit there 
till daylight came; as i t  was most of the party just walked 
down the ice set a t  an angle of certainly 30 degrees. I was 
not so used to it, and was only too glad to find a channel cu t  
by a small stream, about six inches deep ; down this I partly 
walked, partly slithered. The climb was over; only a walk 
of about a quarter of an hour remained. At 11.45 me re- 
turned to our gite, having been out over 20 hours. 

Once more we collected over Mummery's patent soup 
boiler, and the one thing which seen~ed to please Slingsby 
was that  we ha.d returned safe and sound to the gite before 
1 2  o'clock, and therefore had not been benighted. Bu t  
Mummery and Hastings were not satisfied with their expe- 
dition-it wasn't lo~lg enongh-so a t  12.25 they started for 
the Montenvers, where they arrived a t  4.30, after an ex- 
citing time amongst the crevasses of the Mer de Glace. Still 
being thiraty for more climbing, they ended the expedition 
by making the difficult and dangerous ascent of the Srnoking- 
Room Window. Slingsbv and I were quite contented to 
remain at the gite. 1 put my boots under my head as a 
pillow and slept till the morning sun was shining on to me 
and Slingsby was sayiug, ' Let us have just one more break- 
fast.' 

BY W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

V E R Y  traveller who has been to the prettily-situated k J hamlet of Zervreila., near the head of the Lenta Valley, 
above Vals Platz, in the Grisons, has bee11 much struck by 
the startling appearance of the Zervreilerhorn, which rears 
ihelf like a miniature Matterhorn to the south of t ha t  
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village. An idea of ite aspect may be gathered from the 
poor woodcut in the ' S.A.C. Jahrbuch,' vol. viii. p. 52, or, 
better, from the accompanying view, reproduced from a 
photograph by Herr Ernil Huber, of Ziirich. No doubt 
some one must have been tempted to go up it, and perhaps 
actually did go up it. I was long rather uncertain as to the 
latter point ; a t  any rate, no one before 1893 condescended 
to describe how it could be ascended, save a vague general 
indication in  the guide-books that it was not difficult from 
the  side of the Plachten Alp, i.e. the east. When I paid 
my first visit to Zervreila, in August, 1892, all ambitious 
plans were overthrown by the fact that there was nothing 
more to drink and very little more to eat a t  the small inn 
where we had taken refuge, as the good inn was closed 
owing to a feast-day. Hence the account of this mountain 
that 1 could give in my ' Adula Alps,' pp. 117-118, was very 
meagre, and, to me, most unsatisfactory. Just too late for 
insertion in that work, I received some notes of an ascent 
made by Herr Emil Huber, of Ziirioh, in 2885. So there 
was every reason for returning to  Zervreila in 1893. 

Accordingly, young Christian Alrner and I left Vals Platz 
(whither we had come from Spliigen, over the Barenhorn, 
the day before) on the glorious morning of August 18 last, 
and went up by the usual path (largely through fine forests, 
high above the infant RLine) to Zervreila in 24 hra. The 
good inn was now open. I t  is kept by Tonz (Eormerly by 
Lorez), amd otters simple but sufficient quarters for moun- 
taineers. As the day was so fine we had determined to 
make the ascent that very morning, as the peak rises only 
3,662 feet above the hamlet a t  its base. The sight, too, of 
the peak through the trees, as we came up from Vals, 
kindled OIU enthusiasm afresh. So we halted only to break- 
fast and get provisions, and then, leaving all our other 
traps bebind, started at 10.35 A.M. for the assault. Cross- 
ing by the bridge a t  once to the right bank of the Rhine, 
and a few steps l akr  traversing the Kana1 stream, we 
mounted by the path opposite Zervreila which leads to the 
Plachten huta. The track got fainter and fainter, so, as 
the way was perfectly easy, we bore more and more to the 
S.W., never indeed seeing the Plachten huts till on our 
return journey. Jt very soon became evident that the grand 
peak seen from Zerrreila was not an isolated needle, but 
simply the end of a long jagged ridge. The question a t  
once arose, Which was the highest point of this ridge? That 
question it waa not a t  all easy to solve from below, as many 



pinnacles on the ridge seemed in tilm to claim supremacy. 
We finally called a halt a t  the base of a steep green gully, 
which seemed to run high up into the mountain, and would 
bring us a t  least on to the crest of the 5. ridge. W e  
had taken 1 hr. 25 min. from Zervreila to this point. A faint 
sheep-track led up the N. rim of this gully, and up this me 
toiled in the heat, wondering when the track wonld end. 
It did not end, however, till we found further progresa 
barred by a blank wall, built by the shepherde to  keep t h e  
sheep away. Getting over this we found ourselves in a very 
wild hollow or small plateau, immediately S. of the main 
maAs of the mountain, and N. of e lower summit, which 
rose very little above us, and was crowned by e great cairn. 
The ascent of the green gully had taken us 2 hr. slow 
going. In  this very wild region we were considerably 
astonished to see our sheep-track turn N. and calmly 
mount in the direction of the peak. Of course we were 
bound to follow it, and so we did through very mild and  
jagged rocks. We thought a t  nearly every step that i t  
would end, but it always went on in the oddest places, till  
we mere so high that I sugge~ted it would probably lead 
straight to the top, a suggestion which Chri~tian laughed 
to scorn. We were both so curious and excited that w e  
pushed on rapidly to see how this adventure would turn out. 
At intervals we caught glimpses of a bare rock needle 
rather to the left, and doubts arose as to whether we could 
climb such a gaunt pinnacle. They were needless, however. 
Our faithful track led us on right to the foot of a rocky 
mass, up which we scrambled, to find our~elves on the loftiest 
point of the Zervreilerhorn (4 hr., or 2 hrs. 40 min. from 
Zervreila). This waa a surprise, as neither of Us imagined 
we were anywhere near i t ;  but this waa a day of surprises. 
To the N.E., and separated from us by a deep gap and a 
set of most forbidding pinnacles, rose the bare needle which 
had so disturbed our peace of mind. It is a magnificent 
sight, and grndually it dawned on our astonished minds tha t  
this needle was really the pinnacle which makes such ra show 
from Zervreila. It was easy to prove this, as from our 
standpoint Zervreila was not viaible, being j u ~ t  hidden by 
this bare needle. As the peak we were on was about 60 o r  
70 feet higher than the needle, it followed that the true 
Zervreilerhorn was not seen from the hamlet, though the  
impostor waa such a fine fellow that we forgave him the  
trick he had so long played on us. The impostor has a 
curiously-shaped rock on his top which is singularly like a 
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cairn, but is a freak of nature. From Zervreila this false 
cairn is very deceiving. On our peak there was a small 
cairn, a real one, though without card or bottles, so that we 
could easily credit our landlord's statement that travellers 
very seldom made the aecent. The summit of our point is 
very curious. There are two great pillars (short ones) or 
boulders, which bear up a huge, slightly-sloping tabla or 
rcaf of rock; this is the aummit, and it is striking from 
below to look through the gap between the two pillars, 
which ia 6 or 8 ft. wide. The view wlts fine, but we had so 
often seen i t  from other neighbouring poinb that we paid 
little attention to it. We seemed to swim in mid-air, get 
this was only a sham, for a few steps below the rocks were 
all rigbt. Certainly the rocks fell away abruptly towards 
the bare needle, but then, as it was lower, this did not bother' 
us. We spent nearly 14 hr. on the top, on a glorious August 
afternoon, enjoying ourselves thoroughly, and filled with 
delizht a t  being masters of the secret of the Zervreilerhorn. 
Though the  peak attains a height of only 2,899 metre* 
(9,508 ft.), it is so centrally placed that it commands a very 
extensive prospect. Zerrreila itself was missing, for the 
satisfactory reason I have mentioned above. 

We went down at  first by the way we had taken on the 
mcent. Thirty-five minutes took us to the foot of the green 
gully. Then we bore over stones and grass towards the N.E., 
passed a Irtke, and some distance Glow lighted at last on 
the rude Plachten huts (42 min.), hidden away in a green 
dell. Thirty-eight minutes more brought us back to Zer- 
mi la  ( 1  hr. 55 min. from the top), whence we looked up 
with pride a t  the peak towering above us, not because we 
had been on it, but because we had been on a higher point, 
the real Zervreilerhorn. 

I need brrrdly say that this ascent is to be recommended, 
not so much for its difficulty as for its singularity. It is 
quite unlike any peak I know of. The double summit recalled 
in a way our experiences far away in Dauphine on the Aiguille 
Noire, a point (2,892 m.) of a h u t  the same height, while 
the  surprise^ of the climb were even greater than on the 
Dame (3,033 m.), above Val dYIs8re in the Tarentaise. Rock 
specialists would probably find plenty of work for them on 
the h e  needle. 

I t  remaine for me to give some account of the only other 
ascent of which I have details. This was effected by Herren 
Eruil Hnber and Adolf Frick (both members of the Uto sec- 
tion of the Swiss Alpine Club) on August 13, 1835. Herr 
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Huberhas given a short notice of it in ' Alpina,' vol. i. p. 17, 
and haa supplied me privately with several other particulars. 
The party started from the Lampertsch Alp, on the N.W. of 
the peak, waded the Rhine, then mounted over stone slopes 
in a S.E. direction, finally clambering up the rock terraces 
on the left or S. side of the great gully (then filled with 
ice and raked by stones) which separates the highest sum- 
mit from that which I have called the bare needle or the  
impostor. Haviug nearly gained the deepest depression 
between these two summits, they bore right, gained the N.E. 
arete, and climbed up i t  to the true summit. Herr Huber 
s t a t e ~  that  the impostor has been climbed by a Zervreile 
hunter, but possibly the false cairn on its top accounts for 
this impression. The descent was made by a different 
route, down the S.E. flank in the direction of the h a 1  
glen. 

Herr Huber (to whom I am much indebted for much h e l ~  
in preparing Ay ' Adula Alps ') most kindly, knowing mi* 
admiration of the Zervreilerhorn, took a special photograph 
of i t  from the N.W. last June, which he has courteously 
allowed me to reproduce in order to illustrate my narrative. 
It gives an excellent impression of one of the oddest peaks 
in the Alps, and allows jou to see, on the left, the low 
cairn-crowned point S. of the green gully. 

THE Committee of the Alpine Club has done me the honour 
of entrusting me with the preparation of a new rtnd 
lhoroughly revised edition of the greater part of (General 
Int,roduction, and vols. i. and ii.) Mr. Ball's claesical ' Alpine 
Guide.' It is obvious that  a work of the desired completeness 
and accuracy cannot be produced except by the combined efforts 
of many individual climbers, rtnd of others interested in the  
Alps. Every one of us knows how much the value of Mr. Ball's 
book mas increased by the notes he received from the Alpine 
explorers of thirty and more years ago. This fact holds good 
of the new edition also, and outside aid is even more 
necessary now than then, owing to the way in which the  
Alps have beeu lninutely explored since the book was 
originally written. Hence I, as the successor of Mr. Ball in 
the editing of this portion of the ' Alpine Guide,' earnestly 
appeal t o  the successors of the helpers of Mr. Ball, and trust  
that, like him, I may be favoured by many notes and sug- 
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gestions. Certain sections will be placed in the hands of 
specialists, but all notes of all kinds should be sent to me 
(before November 1,1894, for vol. i.and General Introduction; 
a year later for vol. ii.), addressed to Magdalen College, 
Oxford. They will be most welcome, and will be utilised ae 
far as possible. In this way alone can the new edition be 
made a worthy tribute to Mr. Ball's memory, and a credit 
to the oldest of Alpine Clubs. W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

/ J O H N  TYNDALL. 

WITH the claims of the late Profee~or Tyndall to rank amongst the 
most eminent men of science others must deal ; but as a mountaineer 
he held for Inany years a conspicuous place. Although not an original 
~llember of the Alpine Club, he was elected eo far back as 1858. Four 
years later he became Vice-President, the rules of the Club having 
been altered for the express purpose of enabling the members to 
ensure his  servica in that capacity. A s  a matter of' courue he would 
a little later have occupied the chair, but, rightly or wrongly, he took 
umbrage a t  some remarks made by a prominent mountaineer, which, in 
hie op~nion,  reflectrd upon the value of ecience in connection with 
mountaineering, and he resigned a t  once his membership and his office. 

A few yeam later time had healed all old sores, and in the year 1887, 
on the motion of Mr. Dent, he was unanimounly elected an honorary 
member. T h e  wrdlality with which the appo~ntment was made and 
announced, evoked from him e x p r d o n e  of the waruest gratiti- 
cation. 

It is believed that he made a t  least one visit to the Alps prior to the 
year 1856, but  it  is certain that i t  was in that year that he bepan his 
serious Alpine work, and made the discovery, which so many of us have 
since made, that as an antidote to mental exertion too long persisted 
in, the a i r  of Helvelljn or Snowdon is not enough. ' In my weari- 
new,' h e  wys, ' the very thought of the snow-peaks and glaciers was a 
tonic-tile icy air of the Alpe seemed essential to my restoration.' 

H e  began, like the rest of us, with a branded alpenstock, which he 
received from eminent hands. ' It wse on the 16th of Auguet, 1856,' 
he writea i n  his ' Glaciers of the Alps,' ' that I received my alpenstock 
from the hands of Dr. Hooker in the garden of the Peneion Ober a t  
Interlaken. It bore my name, not marked, however, by the vulgar 
brandsot' the country, but by the eolrrr b a n ~ s  which had been converged 
upon it by the pocket-lens of my friend.' 

L.uring that year he was an observer rather than a climber. H e  
visited t h e  Unteraar Glacier and the fiirnoos HDtel dm Neufct~itclois of 
Agansiz. H e  carefully investigated many glacial phenomena. H e  



croe~ed the Stelvio with Dr. Frankland, and the results of the observa- 
tions made during this season were communicated by him and his 
friend Mr. Huxley to the Royal Society. In the following year he 
continued his ohservation~ upon glaciers nrnonpt the upper ice-fields 
of the Mer de Glace, climbed the Col du Gbant, and, in company with 
Mr. Hirst, made his first ascent of Mont Blanc. 

In 1858 he c r o w d  the Strahleck Paas with Professor Ramsay, and 
meeting John Jowph Brnnen, of Laax, for the first time, a t  the 
Eggischorn, ascended with him to the summit of the Finsteraarhorn. 
A little later he climbed Monte Roea with Ulrich Lauener, and, finding 
himself in first-rate condicion, he left his coat behind him, and, pro- 
vided only with a ham sandwich and half a bottle of tea, he made a 
second ascent ot' the mountain--alone. Here he unfortu~lately lost 
his axe, but regaining it  with extreme care, probably felt that a tour 
de force of this kind was not a wise proceeding, and that solitary 
climbing was a mode of amusement that could hardly commend 
itself 10 a prudent or a reasonable man. 

In  the month of September in the Bame year he made his second 
a-cent of Rlont Blanc in company with Mr. (now hIr. Justice) 
Wills, but with the usual contingent of guidrs and portsrs; the 
lending guide, Auguste Balmat, of Chamonix, nearly losing his hands 
f rorn tioat-bite on the occasion. 

In 1859 Tyndall made his well-known winter expedition to the Mer 
de Glace. In 1860 he accomplished the firstpassage from Lauterbrunnen 
to the Eggiechorn by the Lauwinen-'rhor, led by Christian Laurner and 
the younger Kauffman. In l t 6 1  he succeeded in making the first w e n t  
of the Weisshorn. This magnificent peak was tirst seriously attempted 
by Mr. Leslie Stephen in 1859, and hy myeelf, nccnmpanied by  
hielchior Andaregg, in 18GO. l'yndall succeeded where we firiled, and 
although jealousy, properly ~o called, muut ever he odious to mourrtain- 
eers of well-regulated mindn, the news of his auccess was received by 
both of us  with a certain pang. His  subwquent expeditions were 
the p-ge of the Gauli Joch and the old Weiss Thor in 1861, the 
ascent of the Jungfrau in 1863, the Pitz Morterastch in 1864, the 
Eiger in 1867, the Diablereb in 1868, and the Aletachorn in 1869. 
His early attempts on the hfatterhnrn are well known : on l ~ i s  necond 
trial he succeeded in reaching the foot of the final cone from the south 
side, the highest point of the niountain which had then been attained; 
and a projecting buttrees, which, as neen from Breuil, has all the ap- 
pearance of'a subordinate peak, ntill bears his name. It was not, however, 
till 1868 that, under the guidance of Joseph Maquignaz, he finished 
his contest with that fanlous peak by making the first passsge acrow 
its summit tiom Breuil to Zermatt. 

I n  later years he built himself a summer residence near the Be1 
Alp, which he called ' Alp Lutgen.' The house itself was extremely 
ugly, but the situation was marvellously beautiful, and commanded 
splendid views of the Weiwhorn and the Matterhorn, his favourice 
F y k a  

h e r e  is no doubt that in hie younger days he was not only an 
enthueiaetic but a thoroughly competent mountaineer. H e  waa 



patient but  resolute; he was prudent though brave ; his intereat wae 
equally divided between the scientific knowledge which heacquired by 
apatient study of mountain and glacier, and the perhaps higher kind of 
knowledge to be obtained only hy climbing into their innermost 
recemea 

His works on Alpine subjects are fiamiliar to us all. Iris first 
book on strictly Alpine matters was ' The Glaciers of the Alps,' 
which was partly a eciendfic work, but which contained a very 
interesting record of his previous achievements. This was followed 
hy his article in ' Vacation Tourists.' Then came ' hlountalneering in 
1861,' a little book chiefly re~narkahle for his account of the first 
ascent of the Weisshor~l-pr~hlikhed in 1862. Then came his ' Hours 
of Exercise in  the A l p  ' in 1871, and subsequently a little pamphlet on 
the great Forbes controversy, raising ques~iom which may now be 
wiwely furgotten-published in 1873. 

His last book, wlled ' New Fragmenb,' appeared in 1892, but contains 
only two chapters on Alpine subject*, ' Lite in the Alps' and ' Old 
Alpine Jottinge,' and one poem of consideritble power called ' A Morning 
on Alp Lusgm.' 

Tyndall m d  to cnll himself, before all things, a man of science. 
Sometimes he used ucientitic exprewions in his de~cription of common 
ohjects, which could not fhil to provoke from his rnany readerd an 
involuntary smile. Thus the lower limbs of Christian I,rr~lener were 
'masaive levers plied with extraordir~ary vigour to proj.ct his body 
through SF.' In drinking a dish of' milk he says, ' With my two 
hands I seized the two ends of a diarueter ot' this vessel, and gave it  
the necessary inclination! But these are small bleminheu ill a style 
which, as a rule, conveys to the reader in the r ~ ~ o s t  terse and clear 
manner exactly what the writer wishes to say. In Tyndall's writings, 
as in h i s  lectures, he way a perfect master of' lucid exposition. 

He will be gratefully remembered by many old friellds and comrades. 
I for one cannot forget him unvarying kindness and courtesy in the old 
days to the then jounger generation of Alpine men. I remember him 
at Grindelwald and a t  the Hiifel Alp; I have heard him discuss 
religious topica with Dean Lake at  Pontresina, and politics with Austen 
Layard a t  the Eggiachorn. His conversation, though rometinles 
aggressive, was o f k n  brilliant and always interesting. Peace to his 
memory. H e  loved the m0untail.s with all his heaft, and he made his 
mark in his day. C. E. NATHEWS. 

I t  mmR curious that the death of Professor Tyndall should have made 
ao little stir in the world of science. How different it  would have been 
twenty years ago! Captivated, perhaps, by the boldness of his 
thought and the confidence of his style, his admirers allowed their 
zeal to outrun their diecretion. The inevitable swing of the l.endulum 
has carried the reaction too far. Perhaps the ardour with which he 
championed what he thought slighted merit, and the vigorous incur- 



aions he made into politics during the last few years, damaged hia 
scientific reputation; for politics (like the tailor's art) are not yet 
reduced to the level of an exact science. 

Several of Tyndall's researches are brilliant; some are of first-rate 
importance. In this place we can but  touch on those connected with 
his Alpine work. But if i t  is no easy matter to-day to assign the rank 
which Professor Tyndall will take in physical ecience, still more diffi- 
cult is it, in face of the fierce polemics which have embittered the 
question, to gauge the value of his contributions to the theory of 
glaciers. 

Profewor Tyndall was first attracted to the study of glaciers in  
1856. I le  hud been working on the cleavage of slatee. and his atten- 
tion was drawn by his colleague Professor Huxley to the similarity ot 
the ' veined,' or laminar, btructure of glacier ice to the slaty cleavage, 
and to the probability that the same explanation might apply to both. 
A t  once the friends agreed to study the structure of the Switia glaciera 
on the spot, and in the following summer visited together the glaciers 
of Grindelwald, the Aar, and the Rhona In  his first paper, published 
in conjunction with Professor Hnxley, he gives the first satisfactory 
explanation of the veined structure, an explanation hinted a t  by 
M. Guyot, who first observed the phenomenon. The structure cannot 
be debcribed hetter than in Guyot's own words :-' In ascending the 
glacier of Bettelmatten . . . . I saw under my feet the surface of the 
glacier entirely covere I with regular Surrow~, from one to two inches 
in  width, hollowed in a halt snowy maw, and srparated by protruding 
platea of an ice more hard end transparent. I t  was evident that the 
maw of the glacier w a  here composed of two sorte of ice, one that oi 
the furrows still snowy and more e a ~ i l y  melted, the other that of the 
platea, more perfect, crystalline, glassy, and reaiatent. . . . After 
having followed them for several hundred yards, I reached the edge of 
a great fissure, which, cutting the plates and furrows perpendicularly 
to their direction, permitted the structure to be observed on a beau-' 
tiful transverse sectlon. As far down as my vision could reach I saw 
the mass of the glacier composed of a n~ultitucle of layers of snowy ice, 
each two ~eparated hy one of the plates of ice of which I have spoken, ant1 
forming a whole, regrllarly laminated in the manner of certain calcareous 
alatr~.' 

The theory of lamination finally adopted by Forbes was that the 
thin pleteh of ice were due to the intiltration of water into crevices in the 
glmier, where it is subsequently frozen. This theory was opposed by 
Tyndall on the grounds that no one had seen the crevices filled with 
water before freezing, and that the winter cold did not penetrate to 
the depth at  which t1.e veins had been observed. Tpndall showed that 
pressure would prod~lce lamination ill wax and other bodies, partly by  
the converaion of irregularly-formed snrllces of weak cohesion into 
p~ral lel  planrs, partly by the lateral sliding of the particles in a direc- 
rlon at  r ~ g h t  angles to that in which the pressure is exerted. Tyndall 
R \ I O I \ ~ ~ ,  by  rllany ohservation~ on the glaciers, carried out during 
nrveral years, that wllerever the necesrjary I r e s u r e  came into play the 
veined structure is developed-e.g. a t  the foot of ice-falls, a t  the con- 



flnence of two glaciers--heing always approximately a t  right angles 
to the direction of tlte pressure 

On the mechanism by which glaciers flow down their beds, Tyndall 
strongly adopted the view of Rendu aud of E'ort~es, that the  lacier flows 
under the action of gravity like a plastic mnnn. Hy accurt~te measure- 
ments made on the Mer de Glace he showed that when a glacier moves 
through a sinuous valley the point of maximum motion does not coin- 
cide with the centre of the glacier, hnt always lies on the convex side 
of the central line. The motion of the ice in thus ruled hy preciwly 
the same law as the motion of a river. Where he differed from Forhes 
was in  his unwillingneea to a!low that ice was visco~is ill itself. H e  
endeavoured to show that ice had n property e//ui~,crlei~t to viacosity, in 
virtue of which it could mtwe and mould itself like a true viscous 
hody. In regelation Tyndall put forw:ud a property of itx which in 
his opinion explained the apparent viscosity ot' glaciers. l'yndall's 
theory was often spoken of as that of 'crushir.g and regelation,' 
though he  himself suyn I rude fracture may be avoidrd and the ice 
s11Jwly compelled to change ita form as if it were a plastic body.' It  
map perhaps be mid that there is little difference bctwcen this view 
and that of the real p1asticit.y of ice under steady prcsaure; but 
T y n d d l  regarded the ready formatic~n of crevaaqes as evidrnce that 
glaciers wo111d not etretch, and therefore were not really plastic. As 
we now know, recent experiments on glacier ice have sl~own that it is 
capable of stretchir~g. On the qaest.ioo, which has also heen greatly 
dimused, whether glacier8 slide over their beds, Tyndall snpported 
the views urged by W. Hopkins. He pointed to nlany instances of 
grooved and polished rocks ua evidence t l ~ a t   he glacier 11:id moved 
over them with friction. ' I t  is perltctly certain,' he  writes, ' that a 
glncier changes ita form by pressure like a plastic maw, but it is 
equnlly true thrit i t  slides over its bed.' 

I t  is interesting to mounbineere to have scientific den~onstration of 
t h r  purity of mountain air. For some years Tyndnll worked on the 
putrefaction of organic infusions by at~nospheric germs. c'arrying 
variciue infusions in waled tuhw to the Be1 Alp, he opened them on 
the edge of the precipice fircing the glacier. Filled with ltlou~~tain air, 
the tuhea remained clear and sweet, while sin~ilar tubes opened in 
London rapidly filled with bacterin. 

One of Tyndall's m o ~ t  remarkable discoveries relates to the blue 
colour of the sky-and its polarisation. This had long been an 
enigma. Sir John Herschel mid:-' The more this polarisation is 
con~idered the more it will be found beset with difficulties, and its 
explatlation, when arrived at, will probably be found to carry with it  
that ot'the blue colour of the sky itself.' Tyndall's discovery fulfilled 
this prediction. H e  showed that the incipient cloud formed hy the 
condensation of attenuated vapours appeared blue when illuminated by 
the t.lectric beam, and that the light discharged by the cloud was 
plariard, the direction of maximum pcllari.wtion heing ; ~ t  right anples 
to the illuminating beam. ' That water particles, if fine enough, 
would produce the asme effecte doesnot admit of reasonable doubt, and 
that they must exist in this condition in the higher regions of the 



atmcxaphere is. I think, certain. A t  all events, no other assumption 
than this is n e c e a r y  to completely account for the firmamental blue 
and the polarisation of the sky.' H. D. 

/ PROFESSOR MILNES MARSHALL. 

A. MILNES MARSHALL, who* death occurred on December 31, 1893, 
on the ridge which bounds Lord's Rake to the west, was one of the 
lllost brilliant of the recent Enqlish zooloqista. H e  mrrduated a t  
Cambridge as Srnior in the Natural Science Tripos in 1874. H e  took 
the B.A. and D.Sc. degrees of the University of London. 

After spmdinp; a few months a t  N a p l e ~  in the Zoological StRtion 
controlled by Dr. Dohrn he returned to Cambridge and n ~ i s t e d  the 
late Professor Ralfour in arranging the classes in Comparative 
Morphology. Previous to accepting the Profmorehip of Zoolopy a t  
the ow en^ College, he gave some time to the study of medicine, 
having gained in 1876 the entrance scholarship in Natural Science a t  
St. Bartholomew's Hospital. On commencing his career at  Owens 
College he gave up all idem of medical practice and devoted himself 
entirely to zoolopical work. Some particulars of this department of  
his will be found in ' Nature ' for January 10. I t  is, however, of 
general interest that  hi^ hooks on 'The Frog ' and on 'Practical 
Zoology ' have heen highly appreciated by students of the medical 
profession and by orhers commencing a career of zoolo&~l study and 
inquiry. His greatest work, a manual of Vertebrate Embryology, 
was puhliehed only a few months before  hi^ death. His more 
advanced and original work led to hip election as s Fellow of the 
Royal Society in 1885, on the Council of which he served in 1891-2. 

He waR a most ~ucceqsful and viporou~ teacher. His lectures were 
illustrated by many excellent diagram*, which he himself had prepared, 
and by sketchers rapidly drawn upon the blackboard, of pointa to 
which special attention was drawn. 

No ~ t u d e n t  nevdinq ~ w i ~ t n n c r  in the accon~plishment of his work 
appr;~lrd in vain for P r o f t ~ w r  hIarsha11'~ help. 

To the progrebs of the Victoria University he  earnestly devoted 
his powers. A t  the time of his death he was a member of the 
University Council, and all matters relating to the Science curricula 
werr carefully and seriously considered and discussed by him. 

H e  waa not less succcslrful m a popular lecturer than in the dis- 
charge of his awdenlic duties, and the Ul~irrrqitv Exten~ion scheme 
owed a large share of ita success to his enthusiastic ~ u p p r t .  His 
il~terest in public lecturing led to the preparation of a popular lecture, 
with a number of good lantern slides, on the Matterhorn, which had 
been given two or three timea before his death. 

Tl~ongh keen and skilful as a mountaineer i t  wae only during the  
last few years that he had vigoro~lsly indulged in t.he recreation. 
Profresor Balfonr's accident had led him to refrain from an earlier 
commencement ot' a pursuit to which he had become keer~ly attached. 
I t  in ouly about eight y e u s  ago that he began earnestly to devote 
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himself to the pleasures of holidays on the A l p  Before laat enmmer 
hy far the best pert of his aecenta had been accompliuhed in the 
h a t t  district. Last year he probnbly made the moat succeaaful of 
his mountaineering expeditiona H e  clin~bed both the Drus and the 
Matterhorn from the Italian side, and, as indicated in the laat number 
of the Journal, made some little variation in the accent of Mont Blanc 
from the Quintino Sella Club Hut. 

All who had the pleasure of meeting him in Switzerland knew the 
energy which he threw into mountaineering work or mountaineering 
playing, and those who had climbed with him knew well the extreme 
caution and care with which he overcame the difficulties of his 
attempt& 

/ M E L C H I O R  U L R I C H .  

IT is announced that on July 22 laat Herr  bIelcbior Ulrich passed 
away, in the 92nd year of his age, and it  is but fitting that some notice 
ahould be taken in these paqea of one of the early pioneern of our 
crdh. 

I have described him elsewhere (' Swim Travel,' p. 295) aa ' the  
most indefatigable early explorer of the glacier regions of the Zern~att 
valley,' and this, in truth, wm perhape his chief cl:um to remembrance 
an a climber. H e  was to the glacier p w e a  of Zrrmntt in thoae enrly 
days what Engelhardt was to the lower hills of that vallry. In 1847 
he re-dirrcovered and croe.sed the Allatin Pass; in 1818 he made the 
fin& pawage of the Ried Pass, climbing on the way the Ulrichshorn, to 
which his name was later given by Pfarrer Imseng, of Sam, and took 
part in the second attempt to reach Monte Row, though he 11irnwlf did 
not get further than the Silher Sattel; in 1849 he crossed the Adler 
Pass for the first time, made an attempt on the Ngtrd End, and went 
over the Col d'EI6rens; while in 1852 he traversed the New Weisuthor, 
of which he waa the firat to give a detailed account, so that he was 
long (but erroneously) believed to have made the first passaqr. We hear, 
also, that he had an idea of crossing (in 1853) the Trittjoch, though 
bad weather drove him back. In 1850 he went up  the Diablrrets, 
thin being the first aacent from the direction of the Ornror~ts valley ; in 
1852 he re-opened the old paas of the Geltengrat ; in 1853 he made 
the first traveller's aacent of the second summit of the Todi, the 
Glarner T d i ,  and in 1858-9 explored the Clariden glacier, crossing the 
Clariden Pasa from the Maderanerthal to Stachelberg. A less suc- 

I cessful expedition was his attemnt, in 1850, on the virgin Monte 
Leone, when two peaks of thr Breithorn were attainrd, though a few 
Say8 atterwards he succeeded in traversing the Thiili.jocI1 near the 
W e i ~ ~ u i e s .  In  1863 he crossed the Silvretta Pass, and also made the 
fifth awent of the Piz Morteratach. Indeed, as he himself tells us in  
narrating the last-mentioned ascent, he  devoted himself to the Vtrllaia 
Alps between 1847 and 1852, and then took up the Enpadine as the 
w n e  of his explorations. This, of course. does not pretend to be any- 
thing like a complete lint of his ascents, but it may serve to show that 
he wae a pioneer in the day8 when the great mountains were still 
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r~garded  with horror. In this respect he much resembled his intimate 
friend Gottlieb Studer. with whom, indeed, he mnde many of his expe- 
ditions, and puhlinhed many of the narratives describing them. 

His literary work is scattered throughout a number of periodicals, 
which makes i t  rather difficult for a bibliographer to follow him, 
especially as he waa in t.he habit of recssting his account9 and putting 
them forth in different forms. As far a3 I can discover, the earliest 
account of his climbs appeared in the ' blittheilungen der natur- 
forschendcn Gesell9chaft in Zurich,' between 1819 and 1855. He 
published a separate revised description in an excellent little pamphlet, 
' Die Seitenthiiler des Wallis und der Monte liosa' (l850), while he 
contributed a further version of certain climhs to the two series of 
' Berg- und Gle~wherfahrtm ' (1E59 and 1863). The first two 
volumes ( 1864-5) of the ' S.A.C. Jahrbuch ' contain articles from his 
pen, while he wm naturally chosen by that Scciety to compile the 
report of the ascents made in the extensive district between the Grand 
Combin and Monte Leone, given in vols. iv.-vi. of the ' Jahrbi~ch.' I 
nay he was naturally chosen, because (though I have omitted to make 
~nention of them in the proper place) by rehaon of his passages of the 
Cols de Seilon nnd du  Mont Rouge (in 1819 and again in 1851),  and 
of the C I , ~  de Crete Sbche in 1852, in addition to the expeditions named 
ahove, no one a t  that tune was better qualified to pr form this laborious 
task. 

With Ulrich passe.s away one of the last, if not quite the last, of 
that enterprising band cf Swiss who did so much to p ropre  the ground 
B)r the later work of organisrd societies in the shape of Alpine Clubs. 
They worked alone, or nearly so, and we, their sliccesuors, have Rome 
trouble in realising the real importance of their work and the continual 
hindrances by which they were beset. Still we can hut thankfully 
acknowledge that without tlieir persevering and loug-continlied e5orta 
we should have had a much harder task to acco~~~pl i sh  than has 
actually been the case. Hence we are ralled upon to pay their 
meniories due honour, and bound to hold up their examples to those 
who shall come after ua. W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

/ T H E  MARQUIS D E  TUIIENNE. 

IN the &Iarquis Guscave de Turenne dlAynac, who died on October 21, 
1893, the Club loses its most aged memher. The Marquis was bnrn 
in the year 1803. He mi~de his firat studies in the 1rlstitl:tion 
Crrrlach. I t  was Gerlach's habit: long before Tiipffer, to take his boy8 
tor vacation ran~bles. With one of thrqe parties young Tnrenne, in 
1817, made his first visit to the valley of Charnonix. Sliortly after- 
wards he entered the Ecole Polytechnique, from which he passed into 
the army. H e  was in due time created Clievalier of the Legion of 
Honour. He retired from the army about 1818, and thencrtorward 
he was able to indulge  hi^ taare for travel amongst mountains. H e  
visited repeatedly the Pyrenee., Savoy, Dauphiny, Switzerland, 
Auvergne, and the like. The sport of climbing waa not developed 
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then aa i t  is now, and M. de Turenne devoted himaelf rather to hoot- 
ing in mountain districts than to climbing pure and simple, though he 
nevertheless made no small number of ascents, especially in the 
Pyrenees. I n  1875, being then seventy-two yeam of age, he reached 
the summit of Mont Blanc. IIe was one of the foundere of the 
French Alpine Club, and wae a member of the Direction Centrale rill 
hi* age forced him to retire, when he was unanimously elected an 
hononrry member. H e  was regarded aa the Doyen of Frer~ch 
mountaineers* 

C O R R E S P O N D E N C E .  

THE HEIGHT OF K,. 
To the Editw of the ALPINE JOLRNAL. 

13 Cromwell Road, London, S.W.: December 11, 1803. 

SIR,-JIy attention has been recently drawn to the article ' Karakoram 
Mountain Survey Expedition-Altituden ' in your Journal for last 
November. I t  in there stated that the height 01' the mountain K2 is 
27,750 feet, as n~eaaured with a theodolite by Mr. W. M. .:onway 
from his so-called J u ~ ~ c r i o n  Camp, ot which tbe height wacl determined 
by ohervatione, on five days, with a Cawlla's Roylean-M;~riotti 
mercurial barometer, which had been reduced bv comp~~rison with 
harometric readingsat Leb and a t  Gilgit. I t  is added in a foot note 
that the height previously ascribed to K2 was 18,278 feet. 

I would a k  permission to point out that the height previously 
aecribed was derived from the operations of the Great Trigonornetrical 
Survey, by independent observations from nine atatious of the Kash~nir 
Principal Series  This is shown in Synoptical Volume No. 7 of the 
account of the operations of the Survey. I t  is highly improbable thnt 
the mean of  these nine independent determinations can be 8s much as  
50 feet in error, and ridiculous to uuppose that the error can be zs 
great as 528 feet. This gross discrepancy between Mr. Conway's re- 
sults and those of the Icdian Survry shows clearly that there nluet be 
mnle error in  his determination ; and this error is probably due not to 
any error i n  his observations, but to the unreliahility of a few days' 
barometric readings for the deduction of exact determinations of - 
height. 

The height of Mr. Conway's Junction Camp. as determined bnro- 
metrically, is given as  15,870 feet ; its distance from the mountain is 
shown by his nlap to be only 116 miles, so his trigonometrical determi- 
nation of. the height of the mountain :hove the camp is not likely to 
be materially erroneoua But at  the height OE the camp an uncrr- 
tainty of one inch in the harometric prrwure causes nn uncertainty of 
1,500 feet in height ; thus an error of only one-third of an inch in 
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the barometer, such as is  very liable to be callsed by irregular fluctun- 
tions of pressure, would explain the discrepancy wbich has been met  
with. 

Mr. Conway wems to have taken much pains to ohtain data for t h e  
correct determination of heights f~-m his barometric observations. 
There is a Government meteorological clbservatory a t  I R ~ ,  about 1 5 0  
miles as the crow Hies from his Junction Camp, where the barometer 
is read four times daily and twenty-four times on one day of each 
week ; there was also a temporary observatory a t  Gilgit. t Ie  very 
properly reduced his own observations by combining them with t h e  
simultirneol~s observations a t  Leh and also at Gilgit, and more than 
this he could not have done. But the trustworthiness of the height 
thus deduced rests on the assumption that the barometric variations 
occurt,ing simultaneously at the observing stations are of identical 
magnitude and directim relatively to the mean yearly valuea Now 
though this assumption is occa.rionally true, and then accurate resuits 
are obtained, it  cerr~inly in not alwaye true, and it  is not to be ex- 
pected when the local surroundings of the stations are as different as  
they are in the p r e s e ~ t  instance. Leh is 11,300 feet high, in a com- 
paratively level plateau wit11 only low hills around ; Junction C a ~ t ~ p  is 
15,870 feet, high, in a narrow valley with mountains rising 10.000 to 
12,000 feet above it  ; Gilgit is only 5,000 feet high, and k very much 
more open than Junction Camp. One has no right to expect that the 
fluctuations of barometric pressure a t  places so differently circum- 
~tanced would be constantly identical. 

I t  is generally so much more easy to take baronleter readings at  any  
place than to carry achain of triangles to it, tor the purpose of deter- 
mining its height, that attempt- have been made in Himalayan 
topographical surveys to obtain several additional heights haro- 
metrically as a supplement to the trigonometrical determinations. 
The barometers were read and compared with a barometer w t  up for  
constant reference at  one of the stations; they were also read as a 
check at  some of the trigonometrical stations. But the results were 
very irregular, sonletime~ good, but occasionally 500 feet or more in 
error. Consequently, tlle barc~n~etric heights are shown on the nlaps 
in dtffereut fiyn~bols from tlle trigonornetriccl, being much lees relirrhle. 

Trilronometrical deternlinations are liable to error frorn uncertainty 
as regards the correction for refraction wllich has to be applied to the 
ohsrrred vertical angles. T l ~ e  valr~e of the coeflicient of refraction is 
oi taiced 11on1 mutual observations between the principal stations of 
thr t r~nn~nl ;c t io~~.  and when these determinations are sufficiently 
nllmerous and eatidactory-as wa13 certainly the case in the Kashmir 
trianeul:ition-the value may be relied on with great confidence. It 
is in~probable that any one of the nine determinations of the height 
of K, can be as much as 50 feet in error becauee of uncertainty i n  
the refraction. 

I should here fitate that the namr, or rather syn~bol, K, was given 
to the mountain in question a t  the first trigonornetrid station a t  
which i t  was ohwrved; hut it  was afterwards observed a t  eight o ~ h e r  
ettttions, and several additional peaks of the Karakoram range, to 
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which i t  appertains, were aluo observed. Thua, when the final reduc- 
tion of t h e  Kashmir triangulation was undertaken-on the completion 
of that of the great chains of the Indian Principal Triangulation, on 
which i t  is  based-the symbolic numbering of the unnamed peaks 
was altered, to produce continuity of numbering from right to left. 
Thus in  Synoptical Volume No. 7 ofthe Great Trigonometrical Survey, 
which wscr published in 1879, the peak is entered as Karakoram, No. 13. 
On reference to p. 189 of that volume it will be seen that the 
original value of ita height, 28,278 feet, has been corrected to 28,250 
feet; also that  the discrepancy per mile in the lengths of the common 
sides of the  trianglea to the peak is 2.7 feet. The  charts rhow that the 
distances of  the obwrving stations from the peaks range from 50  to 
100 miles, and thus the discrepaccy in a distance of 100 miles cannot 
have exceeded 300 feet. These figures ehow that the apex of the 
peak was sharp and well adapted for observation on the w~rea of a 
theodolite. T h e  mean of the nine  determination^ of height is given, 
but not the individual values, aa this could not hare been done 
generally throughout the volume without swelling it  to inordinate 
dimenmons. 

Of late years  the mountain hag been called Mount Godwin-Austen. 
This name h a s  not been univerwllp accepted, but I notice that it  is  
adopted in M a r s .  W. and A. K. Johnston's beautiful n t l n ~  of India, 
which hae just  been published, and which, for lowneaa of price and 
elaboration o f  detail, is a very remarkable production. 

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

J. T. WALKER, General, 
Late Surveyor-General and Superintendent of the 

G .  T. Survey of India 

While acknowledging the high authority of General Walker on 
mattem connected with the Indian surveys, I have a few comnlrnte to 
make on his letter. The altitudes of tile apparent summit of K, and 
of the hiqhest point of the Golden Throne above Junction Camp, as 
deduced from observations made with a 3-in. trannit tl~eodolite, were 
11,880 ft. and 7,730 ft. respectively. These altitudes are probably 
fairly accurate. The mean altitude of the baw (of which more anon) 
waa 15,870 ft. Kg therefore comen out 27.750 ft. high, and the (;oldrn 
Throne 23,600 ft. If Junction Camp was 500 ft. higher than 15,870 it., 
the altitudes of Lnth K, and the Golden Throne must be increased by 
that amount (28,250 R. and 21,100 ft.). 

The m- barometric height of Pioneer Peak was 23,560 ft. The 
b p  of the Golden Throne was approximately 800 yards distant 
(horizontally) from the top of Pioneer Peak, and ita angle of elevation, 
measured very carefully with a clinometer, was 25' (with a possible 
enor of certainly not more than lo). Pioneer Peak is thus about 
1,200 ft. lower than the Golden Throne. The Golden Throne, 
amding to this measurement, is  23,760 it. high-a value which 
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practically agrees with that obtained a t  Junction Camp, and which is 
independent of its altitude. If K, i~ really 28,250 ft. high, the 
Golden Throne is 24,100 ft., and Pioneer Peak must be 22,900 ft.-a 
value a p i n s t  which I a t  any rate cannot be conceived of as having 
any prejudice. 

I b~lieve, however, that Junction Camp is not higher than 15,870 ft., 
but, if anything, lower, and for the following reason :-That altitude 
is  the mean of the altitudes deduced from five separate sets of baro- 
metric observations made on tbe following dates of 1892 : August 13, 
15, 16, 17, and 29, and compared with simultaneous observationn 
made at  Gilgit and Leh. The ten eeveral values thus arrived a t  are  
respectively below or  above the mean by the following number of 
feet: Helow, 183, 181, 150, 135, 74, 46;  above, 7, 27, 287, 447. 
Thus the values obtained are remarkably uniform, except in the awe 
of the laet two, which are deduced from the observation taken on 
August 29, when the worst storm that we encountered in the moun- 
tnins had heen raging about us  (a p ~ ~ r e l y  local storm, by-the-bye),and 
when the barometer may well have been exceptionally low on the 
Baltoro Glacier, though it  wau unaffected either a t  Gilgit or Leh, ae 
the records from those places prove. 

There are a few points whose heights were determined both 1,y 
the Indian surveyors and by me. It  may be intereeting to colnpnre 
our values. In  the case of Kargil the G.T.S. tigures refer tr, the fort, 
mine to the serai on the hill considerably above it. I am unahle to 
cornpare our values for Skardo, because I do not know the position 
of the station to which the G.T. S. figures belong, and it is a place of 
many levels. 

- I ~ndiul  oney yon 1 W. M. C. 

Nomal . . . . . 
Foot of Biafo Glacier . . 
Shigar . . . . . 
Kargll . . . . . 
Shargol . . . . . 

General Walker, like the officers who conducted the French 
uurvey, has a high opinion of the indisputable accuracy of trigono- 
metrical determinations of altitude. Of courue serious mistakes may 
arise by the confusion of two pc~ake seen from different pointq of 
vic~w and the creation of a third out of them (Napyr has its Mont 
lseran ); but only those who have done no practical work in the tield k110w 
how difficult it is to avoid that class of error, and it is not of the kind 
we are now discussing. If the proh:~ble error in the altitude of K, cannot 
be lrlore than 50  ft. out of' some 28.OOVO (about ~ 1 8  per cent.), how 
nmall -hould be the error in the trigonometrically determined altitudes 
of the Alps, where not only are t l ~ e  altitudes ao much less, but, in a 
far  greater ratio, the distances of the points from which the oberva-  

- -- 

* Determined by Colonel Godwin-Ansten. 

Feet 
5,500 

10 143. 
7,640 
8,787 

10,623 

Feet 
6,340 

10.120 
7.760 
9,160 

10,600 



tiona for tbem were taken. Along the Italian frontier there are many 
p e a h  whose altitudm have been trigonometrically determined twice 
over and quite independently by the surveyors of the countries on 
opposite &dm of the frontier. If Ko cannot be more than 50  ft. out, the 
independent measurements of none of thew Alpine peaks ahould differ 
from each other by so much ae 20 it. Such, however, is not tlie 
casa Here are a few instanca; hundreds more might be adduced to 
match them :- 

Moreover R U C ~  e m r a  are not confined to points of minor im- 
portance. That  excellent amateur M. Ferrand once had the temerity 
to point out that the French surveyors must be in error in ascribing 
to the Cime d'Oin an altitude of 3,514 m. What followed he thus 
relates :--I Le commandant Houby, alors attache au  DdpCt de la Guerre, 
a d m  B la Direction centrale du  Club une lettre de protestation qui 
fu t  i n d d e  dans le 40 Bulletin de I'annde 1877, p. 365, et oh il 
ddclarait que la Cime d'Oin dtait un point gCoddsique, dont I'altitude 
exacte Ctait 3513 m. 70 centimhtres. Le Club y ajorita une note 
d v k r e  h l'adresee des jeunes ohservateurs qui introduiraient des fautes 
I B  oh il n'y en avait pas, et je fus par lettres privCes tanck d'iinportance 
pour avoir osd entrer en lice avec la carte de 1'Etat-Major et surtout 
avec 1- points gkodks iqu~~ '  

Nevertheless the French Survey had ultimately to recogni .  an 
error of 237 mktres I I t  must in fairness be added that this gross 
error was in the calculations, not in the obeervationu. I have 
recalled the story as a proof that the published results of an official 
survey are not always correct within 50  ft. 

I am, therefore, still inclined to believe that the highest point of K,, 
visible from tbe Baltoro Glncier, may measure npprosimately 27,750 ft., 
and less rather than more. The  question arises, Haa the peak s 
higher mmmit  which is not visible from the Beltora Glacier ? To thi 
the answer is that probably it has not. 

- B w h  
Map I--- Itrllan 
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Mont Velan . . 
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So far ae I know there is only one published view of the mountain 
that makes any pretence to accuracy. I t  is on p. 370 of Drew's ' Jummoo 
and Bashmir ' (London, 187.5), and by the kindneu of Mr. Edward 
Stanford I am enabled to reproduce it  here. I t  has been suggested 
that Masherbrum is the peak depicted; but this cannot be, for 
Masherbruni's north face ia not steep; besides, the eouth ar&te corrg 
sponds in all details with that of K2. The view is taken from Turmik, 
almost due west of K,, and at  a distance of 70 miles. I t  ahows a north 
point and a muth point, separated from one another by 8 saddle, and 
the north point appears to be as much as 500 ft. (possibly more) 
higher than the south point. From the south point the south ridge 
drops ateeply away. The summit of K, as we saw it, and as the 
photograpli shows it,* consista of a ridge, gently inclined to the south 
and with a point a t  each end. If these are the north and muth points, 
Drew's sketch exaggerates the dip between them ; if they are nct., 
then he has exaggerated the steepness of the muth ar0te. In  either 
case his sketch is not strictly accurate, a conclusion fully accounted for 
by the distance from which it  was made. A cornparison of the two 
views renders it  probable that the N. and S. points (which, following 

K. PROM TLTUIK, BROY THE WILT. 

Alpine custom, I should like to call the Godwin-Austen and Young- 
husband summits) are vi8ible in both. If so, the point I measured is 
the north or Godwin-Austen point, and is the true summit of t h e  
peak. 

It is, however, still just pos~ible that a higher summit lurks behind 
what we saw. This can only be proved by a comparison with other 
views. I was recently informed, for the first time, by General W d k e r  
that several sketches of the mountain, included in profiles of the range 
taken from various poinb of view, exist in the archives of the G. T. 
Survey of India. Had I known of their exi*tence when I was in India 
I should have taken pains to see them, and the preeent difficulty would 
not have arisen. But  I wan not so informed, nor indeed did I receive 
any help whatever from the officials of the Indian Survey. On m y  

The view of & is one of the illustrations drawn by Mr. MacCormick for 
my forthcoming book. I am enabled to introduce it here by the courtesy of 
Mr. T. Fisher Unwin. 



arrival in India, acting on inatructions received from the Indian 
Government, I wrote to the heads of various departments, including 
the Survey, and, with the exception of the Survey, I received from all 
the readiest and most valuable help. The Foreign Department, the 
Intelligence Branch. the Botanical and Meteoroloqical Departments, 
tho Government of Kashmir, and the officers a t  all the stations I primed 
through gave me valuable documenta, and placed every plssible 
facility in  my way. The Survey alone helped me not at all, and sent 
me no documents whatever. I t  was only after my return to Enpland, 
and by the kindnesa of General Walker I~imself, that I was given 
access to Sjnoptical Volume No. 7, referred to in his letter, and the 
possession of which would have been invaluable to me a year sooner. 

I must also point out that General Walker i n  not correct in 
mntraating as he does the surroundings of Lrh, Gilgit, and Junc*tion 
Camp. All three are at  the bottom of holes, Leh as much as 
either of the others. There is no plateau a t  Leh, only large sloping 
fane making the valley-bottom broad. The place is surrounded by 
high peaks. Gilgit is in a deep and narrow trough. 

There is one question I should like to ask. The G.T.S. altitude of 
K, is the mean of nine diffrrent sets of observations, and this fact is 
highly important; but how far did the various values thus obtained 
differ amongst themselves ? Of course if the nine ~everal  values are 
in close agreement, their mean is almost certainly correct to all intenta 
and purpma.  

I t  eeems scarcely nececlsary to add that the map given in the Angnst 
number of the 'Alpine Journal ' WRS in no sense the definitive renult of 
my journey. I t  was merely the hand map produced by the Geogra- 
ph~cal  Society for the meeting a t  which I read a paper, and hns no 
pretensions to be more than such hand maps usually are-a production 
obviously executed in the roughest style for a single occasion. Some 
perversity was needed (I am not referring to General Walker) to 
misbnke i t  for my finished map, which will be published in due courRe 
with the other results of my travela 

There were two unimportant misprints in the list of sltitudw. Bari 
Rung should have been 18,980 ft. and Paipering Maidan 10,990 fr. 

W. M. CONWAY. 

T H E  TASCHHORPI' ACCIDENT. 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
Lincoln's Inn : December 16, 1898. 

DEAR SIR,-I deeire, in all courtesy, to submit to you that the 
unsigned note, in tho Journal for November, on the deplorable 
Tiwhhorn accident contains a condemnation of the guides which the 
circumstancrs do not warrant. 

That condemnation appears to be based on two mtements of fact- 
first, a statement that the spot where the travellers had to paw the night 
was only ' eight paces c'istarit from two a b y ~ w ~ ;  and, secondly, a state- 
ment that Mr. Lucas is ~uppoeed to have rolled over the precipice in  
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the course of his sleep. On such a place, we are told (in substance) 
that the travellers ought to have passed the night roped together, and 
that the death of Mr. Luces was due to the contravention of a law to 
this effect. 

Now, sir, ' eight paces distant from twoabyaae%' ( I  note that you are  
not the author of this unhappy phraee) has certainly a fine epic ring, bu t  
in prose it only comes to this : that the gtte wae 20 ft. long and abutted 
a t  two places on a cliff. As regards the supposition that the traveller 
turned in hi8 sleep, rolled over the cliff, and was killed, I am tempted 
to ask, By whom is this supposed ? I t  is not the opinion of Mr. LUCMS'S 
co~npanion, Mr. Williamson, nor that of either of the guides, nor, so 
far as I can ascertain, that of any person who knows the spot in  the 
forest where the accident occurred. 

The fact is that, when the party were benighted, Adolf Andenmatten, 
r h o ,  as leading guide, waa responsible for their safety, selected for a 
gtte a perfectly level grass plat, more than 20 ft. long and 12 to 14 ft. 
wide. Behind, the ground a\~elved, but not steeply, so they could and 
did lie down, with their bodies at  right angles to the cllff, leaving a 
clear space of two to three yards between their feet and the rock face. 
Adolf and the second guide lay towards the south end of the plateau, 
Mr. Williatn~on in the middle, with Mr. Lucsn on his right. Towards 
the north the cliff curved in a little, breaking away to a couloir. 
Between this curved edge and Mr. L u c a ~  a coneiderable fire was built, 
so that between him and the precipice there was, firnt, a snlall space of 
f a t  turf, then the fire, and beyond several fket more of flat turf. 

I venture to say that not only is there no law that in such a place a 
party should sleep roped, but that to do ao under such circumstances is 
unheard of. 

Mr. Lucas suffered from thirnt, and had said that he  would give five 
francs if they would get him a drink. H e  had then been told that this 
was impossible, because, though the gtte was an excellent place for 
sleeping in, i t  was dang~rous to PO walking about it  in the dark, becauee 
of the precipices. He had, in fact, been specially cautioned by Adolf 
against doing so. Mr. LUCRE may have h:~d a fit of somnambulism ; 
or, wirndrring about either in search of water or otherwise, he map 
have tallen over. But the object of sleeping roped is not to guard 
against such contingencies. 

Mr. Williamson writes to me, The place was a perfectly safe one. 
Lucas could not have rolled over. Adolf was in no way to blame.' 

This, and no other, is, I think, the proper finding on tho above facts. 
But, sir, as your indictment of the guides for carelesanaw is calculated 
materially to injure Adolf Andenmatten, whose one defect, speaking 
with 15 years'knowledge of him, is excess of caution, I auk you,and I feel 
sure I shall not ask in vain, to submit this defence to the judgment of 
the Club. 

I am, dear Sir, yours truly, 
~ ~ E G I N A L D  HUGHES, A.C. 



ACCIDENTS. 
BALLOON ACCIDENT IN T H E  ALPS. 

MANY books and articles have. been written during the last few 
yeare on the suhject of Alpine dangem and accidants, and it  might 
lmve been m b n a b l y  clupposed that no single form of peril remained 
against which due warning had not been given, or a variety of precau- 
tions recommended. Yet we will venture to my that no one of the 
'octive and intelligent' authors ever contemplated the p i b i l i t y  of 
such a dkmter as that which happened in the Levanna district last 
autumn. 

It is a good many years since mme imaginative person wrote to this 
journal to suggest the use of balloons aa an aid to climbing. Tile 
sqgestion was not taken up with any enthusiasm, and the matter 
paebed into oblivion. Perhaps i t  waa just as well, for-as the incident 
to which we are referring seema to show-a balloon in the mountains 
is by n o  means a trustworthy ally. 

In October laat, Captain Charbonnet, of Lyonq who was in business 
at Turin, married a young lady of that city. Being a distinguished 
aeronaut, and thinking, it  may be nupposed, that he could not too early 
initiate h i s  bride into the pastime which he loved, he started on the 
evening of his wedding from Turin in h ~ s  balloon ' Stella,' apparently 
with the view of reaching Lyons.. That day only gome ten miles were 
accomplished. The next morning, October 9, they started again a t  
10 A.M., accompanied by two youne men, Giu~eppe Botto and Co- 
stantino Dumndo, the latter an habitual asaistant ot' Captain Char- 
bonnet i n  his ascents. Stormy weather seemed to be brewing, and 
after rising to a height of 3,000 m. they were caught in a current 
which carried them a t  fimt towards Pinerolo, then a little west of 
north. A t  Saluggia they nearly touched ground, then leapt up again 
to 4,000 and presently to 6,000 m. About 2.30 P.M. the balloon began 
to descend rapidly, and they had some difficulty in stopping it  a t  
3,000 m. Here they were in dense clouds, and bitterly cold; quite 
ignorant, moreover, of their position. Captain Charbonnet made his 
crew lie down in the car, himwlf leaning out in order to try if he could 
catch a glimpse of any point from which 11e could learn his bearings. 
'I'l~e balloon was drifting at  a great rate, and nothing could be done to 
check it. Presently there was a shock, and Captain Charbonnet was 
thrown to the bottc#m of the car by a heavy blow over his left eye. 
The balloon rebounded, and dashing across a gully struck the other 
fide of it. Two or three more strokes and returns of this kind com- 
pleted its collapee, and it  finally settled down on a steep rocky spur on 
the east side of the Bessanwr (3,632 m. = 11,917 ft.), junt above the 
snlall glacier ot'Salau. I t  had struck the wall of the mountain which 
faces the Hifugio Gastaldi, a t  a height of about 3,000 m. (9,843 ft.). 

The a@ronauts reached the ground a good deal shaken and bruined, 
hut none of them, except the leader, suffering from any serious injuries. 
The clouds presently broke sufficiently to show that they were among 
high mountains, but whether in France or Italy they had no notion ; 
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nor did the clearing continue long enough to enable them to find a way 
of descent before nightfall. Their sole provision waa one bottle of 
wine; but they were fairly well off for covering, and they cut up  the 
balloon to supply deficiencies. In the night a violent storm came on, 
to add to their misery. In spite of his injuries, Captain Charbonnet kept 
the spirits of his companions up as well aa might be; but towards 
morning his powers failed, and when day dawned, his yodng wife, a girl 
of only eighteen, had some difficulty in bringing him round. 

They started to descend the snow slope, Durando going firfit, and 
making steps to the best of his power with his feet ' and with a long key 
which he happened to have in his pocket ' (says the ' Hivista'). Ofcourse 
they had neither nails nor poles; and, by a fatal imprudence, it 
would appear, on the part of their leader, they did not tie themselves 
together, though ropes must have been in plenty in  the wreck of the 
balloon. Prewently Charbonnet slipped. He wa.3 held up  by his wife 
and Botto; but a few minutes later he di~appeared into a hidden and, 
by the inexperienced travellers, unsuspected crevaaae. The others 
could see him far below, but as he neither moved nor answered their 
call, they rightly assumed that he was beyond the reach of any help 
they could afford, and proceeded downwards. After infinite difficulty, 
owing to their utter ignorance of the conntry, and after another night 
spent in the open air, they found a path which brought them tn the  
hut  under the Rocca Venoni. Thence a shepherd guided them to the 
Cantina della Sfusrrrr, where they were at  firet taken for deserters or 
spies; the lady, it  should he said, had been obliged to put on a suit 
of her husband'a clothes, her own having been torn to pieces in  
landing from the balloon. The ~ i g h t  of her hair and bracelets con- 
vinced the inhabitants of the true state of the w e  ; a telegram was 
sent to Turin, and a message to Balme, and a search party came u p  
from the latter place in the afternoon. Captain Charbonnct's body was 
recovered the next day. I t  ww found at  the bottom of a crevxese 
more than 60 feet deep, and completely doubled u p ;  but medical 
exernination showed that his death was primarily due to the injury 
received when the balloon first struck., 'l'he remains of the balloon 
were a l ~ o  recovered, but the car lies where it  fell-a monument of as  
rash an expeditiou as wan ever undertaken. 

The above account is summarised from that given in the Rivinta 
Sfensile Italians,' October 1893, pp. 348-350. 

T H E  TASCHHORN ACCIDENT. 

TEE late Editor of this Journal writes with regard to the accident on 
the Tiischhorn aa follows:-' I am sorry to find that, owing to in- 
sufficient information, undeserved strictures were passed in the last 
number * upon Mr. Lucas's guidea The spot where the party elept 
was far below the level a t  which the rope would naturally be in use ; 
indeed, i t  was actually among the treea. Whether as a matter of 
extreme caution it  might not, as the event seems to prove, have been 
better to attach the party together even in this situation is possibly 
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a point open to discuesion ; what is quite certain in that the omission 
to do so in no way involved any culpable npglect of the usual precau- 
nons on the part of Adolf Andenniatten and Franz Zurbriggen. A 
letter on this subject will be found on p. 39, and from the now 
known fwt that the party had been for a considerable time on a path, 
which was occasionally lost and found again by the aid of the lantern, 
it in quite evident that the guides were wise not to continue the 
descent when their candle wirs burnt out. I t  is a well-known fact that 
on a path the rope is never umd, nor is it customary to rope a party 
together when sleeping on such a place as is dencribed in the letter. 
The guides showed good judgment in allotting positions to Mr. Luwe 
and Mr. Williamson, and most certainly are to he held blnrnele~s. A g  
however, such an accident has occurred, it  would seem to be adviauble 
in future for a party to rope when sleeping near a precipice ; and, to 
be absolutely secure, the rope should be attached to a tree or rock, if 
posaible a t  both ends or el= in the centre, as it is conceivable that the 
weight of a falling man coming on one sleeping might drag him alp, 
over the precipice. 

A LARGE number of fatalities and a larger numher of eecapes are re- 
corded as having occurred during the past six months ; and Christmas 
week was especially prolific of disnsters. Most of these accidents 
happened to tourists, more or lesa experienced, climbing without guides ; 
and in many instances the victim was clirnbing alone. biost of them 
occurred upon minor peaks; and, while some are on the borderland, 
the majority cannot be looked upon an Alpine accidents proper. Ex-  
cepting in the case of our own coui~trynlen, we here record those only 
which come strictly under this dssignation. 

In the middle of September an Italian artist named Curnani at- 
tempted the  ascent of Mont Blanc by the Brenva Glacier alone. H e  
hm not been heard of since. 

In October M. Eugkne Seesely, a member of the Geneva section of 
the S.A.C., was killed on the Sixt side of the Pointe den A v o u d r u  
while trying to make a short cut in the descent. 

On Christmas Day three Viennese tourists-Dr. Ludwig Kohn, Dr. 
Sigmund Patzau, and Herr Robert Pick-lost their lives in a snowstorm 
on the Gross Glockner. The party had intended to make a guideless 
ascent of the peak, and with this object in view they left Kals, ac- 
companied by a yingle porter, a t  5 P.X. on Christmas Eve, reaching the 
Stiidl h u t  (about 9,000 f ~ )  at  2 A.U. on Christmas Day. Here the 
porter left them, and, w they were never again seen alive, the exact 
nature of the accident can only be guessed at. I t  Berms probable, 
though, that one or other of the party must have slipped and dragged 
the others atter him, or else that they were either blown over by the 
force of the gale, or carried down by a emall avalanche. Two of the 
bodies were found about 600 feet, and one about 1,200 feet, below the 
probable site of the disaster. In  one case, a t  least, death was not 
instantaneous, for a pair of gloves were found lying together beside the 
body. T h e  sudden storm which broke upon the Glockner shortly 
before noon on Christmas Day seema to have made the inhabitants of 



Kals apprehensive, and a search party wan despatched on the evening 
of the 25th. Next day a larger party started, but it  was not until the 
fifth day after the accident that the bodies were found and brought 
down. The guides engaged in the search seem to have behaved in 
the most praiseworthy manner, and were themselves exposed to very 
grave risks. 

Comment on this diarrster seems hardly called for ;  douhtlese i t  
ought not to h ~ v e  happened. All three members of the party were 
strong and active men between twenty-five and thirty years of age, 
and all are spoken of as experienced mountaineers. They were not, 
however, a strong enough party to undertake a guideleas ascent of the 
Gross Glockner in mid-winter. Winter ascents involve riska of 
which niost amateurs know but little, and certainly no such under- 
taking should be contemplated except under perfect conditions of 
enow and wec~ther. 

On the errme day (December 25) another Viennese tourist, Herr  
Deinzrr, lost his life from exposure to cold in  an attempt to ascend 
the H a l  Alp. Hia companion, Herr Lischke, was recovered from the 
Archduke Otto Shelter some days later: he was severaly frost-bitten. 

On December 30 two out of three Italian workmen, who were 
attempting to cross the Theodule, were killed by an avalanche. 

The last day of 1893 (Sunday, December 31) witnessed the only 
fatrrl accident which occurred during the year to a member of the 
English Alpiue Club. On this dav Dr. A. Milnes Marshall, professor 
of Zoology a t  the Owens Collejie, Mancheater, was killed by a fall on 
Scafell. The fict.q were aa follows. Professor Marshall, with three 
companions, ascended Scnfell by Steep Ghyll and the Lowman ; they 
descended by Lord's Iiake. Near the foot Dr. Marsh,all separated 
from his comrades, and, being anxious to obtain a photograph of Deep 
Ghyll, he proceeded to search for a suitable spot on the ridge which 
forms the N.W. wall of Lord's Rake. H e  selected a site, and called 
to his friends to follow him with.the camera. A s  they were doing so 

' ' they heard a noiw of falling stones, and Dr. Collier, turning quickly, 
mw a boulder rolling down the slope, followed by the body of Professor 
Marnhall. That the unfortunate gentleman was dead seemed almost 
certain from the fact that, though the ground was broken, and not 
excesvively steep, be made no attempt to save himself. His friends ran 
down to the point where the body came to rest, and found that life was 
quite extinct. No one auw the first part of the fall, so that the exact 
circumrtancr which led to this larl~entahle fatality must always remain 
matter for conjecture. I t  seems certain, though, from the injuries re- 
ceived coupled with the direction of the fall, (1) that he fell backwards, 
p~,obably sonie eight or ten feet, (2) that the back of the head was the 
fir& part of his body to reach the ground, and (3) that death must have 
been instantaneous. I t  is probable tbat he was standing on the boulder 
when it  suddenly gave way; possibly he was pulling himself up  by i t  
when it  started and threw him backwards. The total d i h n c e ,  from 
the point where the fall took place to that where the body came to rest, 
was about 130 feet. 

P r o f w r  Marshall is spoken of by all who climbed with him as 
an accomplished luountaineer and a singularly careful climber. H e  



was in good health and apirih at  the time of the disnster, and had been 
climbing with his usual skill and rare throughout the day. The  
accident occurred, not on the difficult rocks of Scafell, but on what all 
members of the party regarded as easy and safe ground ; a rope would 
seldom be employed in any similar situation ; and, in short, i t  may be 
said that the catastrophe wru, a pure misfortune, and did not result 
from any neglect of reamnable  precaution^. The mishap is one which 
should be clwsified more with sub-Alpine than with mountaineering 
accidents proper. 

On December 31 last a party of five experienced Italian climbera, 
four officers of the Alpine Companies,' two guides, and three porters 
started from the Col d'Olen Inn to pass the last night of the year in the 
newly erected Club hut (Capanna Margh~rita) on the ~ u m m i t  of the 
Sipalkuppe, o r  Punta Gnifetti. This hut had been occupied eince 
the 30th by two of the Signori Sella, with two pnrters. One of the 
nine, Lieutenant Giani, had been ill on the way, but had been able to 
keep up with hie comrades, despite an icy wind, till by evening the 
whole party were but a short distance from the summit. One of his 
brother officere, as well as three of the five experienced clin~brra, finally 
remained to keep him company when he was too ill and farigued to 
proceed further, the rest ot' his party (including all the guides and 
porters) going on to the Club hut. Kight, however, came on, while 
the wind RO increased in fury that the five below were unable to 
continue their journey up to the Club hut, while all those in the hut 
were quite unable to descend to their aid, though well aware that their 
friends were not far off. A terrible night was spent on the glacier by 
the fire. About 4 A.M. on January 1, by moonlight, the wind having 
gone down a little, the five began to mount towards the hut, while 
those in the hut came down to their aid. Four mcceeded in gaining the 
hut, but Lieutenant Giani succumbed while being dragged up by a 
guide. Two of the four were badly frost-bitten. The Signori Sella 
and other tourists went down to Alngna and Gresaoney, to send u p  men 
to help them down, the hut being amply provisioned for ~rvera l  days. , 
On January 2 the four survivors (with whom the guides had been 
lekj were brought down to Gresaoney, but the body of Lieutenant 
Giani had to be left, fnr the present, in the hut. 

The above details are taken from the 'Kivista hiensile Italians,' 
1893, p. 436. 

NEW EXPEDITIONS AND UlWECORDED 
ROUTES I N  1893. 

Lepontirre Alps. 

S. PEAK OF THE PIZZO FIZZO (1,742 m. = 8,997 R., I. map). 
June 17.-Mr. W. Larden, with Christian Almer, jiin., went fr,,m 
Binn to the Geisspfad Pass by the usual route. Thence they etruck 
S.E. over stones to the W. base of the N. ridge of the peak, the deep notch 
(just right of a sharp rock tooth, and just left of the great rock 
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sl~oulder) in which was gained by a snow dope (40 min. from the 
pw). This ridge or shoulder wae then climbed, mainly on its W. 
face, not far from the crest, to the summit ( 1  hr.). This consists of a 
doping plateau, on the N.E. edge of which is the highest point (no 
cairn), while further S.E., on the edge of the cliff overhanging a deep 
cleft separating it  from a great buttress, a small ruined cairn, probably 
built by Rome hunter, waa found. 
- Both the Swiss and Italian maps figure this peak inaccurately. 
I t  m I l y  stands just a t  the junction of the ridge from the Bwca Rossa 
wirh that running from the N. Peak (2,762 m.) of the Pizzo Fizzo. 
T o  the E.S.E. of the S. Peak is a deep cleft, and beyond it  a ridge, 
which runs S. to the Pizzo Stange (2,417 m.), but the great spur 
marked on the E. of the S. Penk of the Pizzo Fizzo by the maps is far 
ltw important than it  would there appear to be. The S. Peak is 
rather lower than the N. Peak, and is believed not to have been pre- 
viously visited by a traveller. 

OFENHORN BY THE GREAT COULOIR IN ITS W. FACE (3,242 m. 
= 10.637 ft., S. map). J u n e  19.-The Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge and 
Mr. W. Larden, with Christian Almer, jun., followed the usual r o u t .  
of the Hohsand Pass from Binn to the edge of the Thali Glacier. 
They then mounted over that glacier and the Ofen Glacier to the 
bergschrund at  the foot of the great snow couloir in the W. face of 
the peak, which is so conspicuous from Binn ( f  hr.). Following first 
the N. edge of this couloir, then the S. edge, under some rocks, they 
finally crossed its steep upper portion to the notch just a t  the S. foot 
of the highest peak of the Ofenhorn, the summit of which was gained 
in a few minutes more (1  hr. 1 0  min. from the bergachrund). The  
enow wns in excellent condirion, but two parties which traver~ed this 
couloir later in 1893 encountered more serious difficulties. This was 
the fiwt time the couloir had been scaled. 

CHERBADUNG FROM ITALY (3,f 13 m. = 10,542 ft., S. map; 3,211 m. 
= 10,535 f ~ ,  I. map,. J u n e  24.-The tame party, starting from 
Devero, followed the Geisspfiid Pass route to the highest hut, near a 
aign-po8t with a notice as  to hunting (1 hr.). They then bore W., and, 
by grass, the lower moraine, snow, and the great central moraine of 
the Hossa placier, gained the highest point of that moraine (1 hr. 
25 min.). They then wrnt S.W. across the glrtcier to the base of the 
peak, and, lohing sight of t.he great nn,now couloir which runs u p  from 
the Roaw glacier to the N. ar&te, gained by snow (? new) and rocks 
a notch, above a great rock tower, on the E .  ar&te, and just a t  the foot 
of the peak (50 niin.), Keeping up the rocks on the N. face of the E. 
ar&te, and mounting a steep and difficult chimney of rotten rock, the 
party gained the S. face of the mountain high up. Once fairly on the 
face, they bore to the rigl~t,  and by slopes of new snow covering loo% 
rocks reached the snowy ridge between the highest point and the spur 
on which rises the cairn-crowned summit marked 3,108 m. on the S. 
map (2) hrs.). This snowy ridge was then followed, past the junction 
of that spur with the main N. ar6te, to the summit (4 hr.). The fimt 
and only previous w e n t  from the Italian side was made at  the end of 
Auguet, 1892, by Signori G. Corradi and G. Barbetta, who appear to 
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have mounted more by the S.E. face ('~i;bta Mensile del C.A.I.,' 
1893, pp. 175, 286). 

H ~ ~ U E H O R N  FROM THE RITTER PASS (3,186 m. = 10,453 ft., S. map). 
June 26.-The same party went from Binn to the top of the Ritter 
P w  Thence they mounted W. along the shaly E. ridge of the peak, 
peaed a first hump (25 rnin.), and rounded on the Italian ~ i d e  the 
first of the two p e a t  rock teeth seen from Binn, thus gaining its 
summit (40 min.). (On its E. end a pole waa found, pro- 
bably left by a hunter who was reported to have tried this route 
unsuccessfully.) The Pame courae was followed with regard to the 
~econd tooth, reached in 20 min. more. They then descended into the 
notch between this tooth and the great shoulder or buttress which 
bounds the Hiille glacier on the N.E. Climbing up  steep, hut not 
difficult, r w k s  on the Swiss side of this shoulder, they gained that 
glacier in 1 hr. 35 min. from the second tooth. In  10 min. more they 
traversed the glacier to the Hiillejoch, between the peak and the Punta 
Mottincia (3,156 m., I. map). After ascending the final point of the 
Hiillehorn h p  the usual route in a violent snowstorm, they returned to 
tile Hiillejoch, descended by M e m .  Stable and Broke's route of 1891 
to the Steinenjoch (35 min.), and regained Binn by the usual route in  
2 hra 50  min. more. 
This route from the Ritter Paw is entirely new. From Binn the 

two teeth and the great shoulder look very formidable, but this is a 
deluion. 

OBER HOHSAND PASS (c. 3,000 m. = 9,843 R.). June 28.-Mr. 
Coolidge and Almer, wishing to climb the Hoheandhorn on their way 
from Binn to Toss Falls, made a variation of the Hoheand Psss, which 
may he useful to future travellera From the edge of the Thali 
Glacier, in~ tead  ot' bearing E. an usual, they kept up to the N.E., over 
deep, soft mow-slopes, a t  the end of which a short gully led to the 
notch a t  t h e  S.E. foot of the Hoheandhorn ( l a  hr.). This notch may 
be named 'Ohr r  Hohaand Peas' for the eake of distinction. Easy 
hroken rocks led up thence to the cairn on the Hohsandhorn ( 2 6  rnin.), 
which commands a view fine enough to reward the alight di~our,  but 
has been rarely vieited. Returning to the new paw in 10 rnin.. the 
party went down some rather crevassed snow-rlopea, and rejoined the 
usual route on the p e a t  central moraine of the Hohsand Glacier - 
(25.min.). 

GRIESHORN (2,966 m. = 9,731 ft., I. map); VAL COBNO PASS (c. 
2,930 m. = 9,613 it.). June 29.-The =me party took a new 
and interesting route from Toea Falls to All' Acqua in the Val 
Bedretto. From the Toea Falls inn (enlarged and improved this 
year) they followed their 1893 route up the Rothenthalhorn* as  
far aa the small lake a t  the head of the Rothenthal (2 hra. 
25 rnin.). Thence, instead of ascending straight up  a snow-slope, 
tbe party (giving up  their intention, due to a sudden storm, of 
retrealing over the &in Giacomo Pass) circled high round the pasture 

6ee Climben' Buida to Lha Adub  dlpo, p. 183 ; and the S.A. C. Jalrrbuch, 
&. p. 113. 
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basin of the ~o then tha i ,  and gaining the said snow-slope h i ~ b e r  
up, mounted it  to the Brunni P a ~ s  (2,765 m., Italian map) of Signor 
Brusoni's ' Guide alle Alpi Centrali Itirliane,' i. pp. 187, 188, which 
lies between the Grieshorn and the Brunnihorn (1  hr.). Finding, 
contrary to their expectation, that this pass would not lead them direct 
to the Gries Glacier (accessible only by a desceut and stony traverse), 
but  to the Bettelmatten huts on the Italian side of the Gries Pass, they 
bore N., over snow (later stones) and a small.glacier, to a notch a t  the 
E. foot of the Grieshorn (2,966 m.) (4 hr.), which was named the 
'Val Corno Pass,' as i t  seems to be now. Hence the mcent of the 
Grieshorn walr made in 10 min. by slippery and steep rocks (it is emy 
from the W.), a small cairn being found on it, though no traveller ia 
known to have before ascended it. The Tom Falls inn is visible 
from the summit, nnd, as the view is in some respects finer than that 
from the Rothenthalhorn, this ascent ought to become a favourite one 
from Toea. Returning to the pass in 7 tnin., the party descended by 
steep, ~ h a l y  slopes to the extensive and crevi~qsed Val Corno Glacier, 
a t  the head of the glen of the anme name, worked their way down 
i t  to the E. end of a green glacier lake in Switzerland (but not in- 
dicuted on the maps) ($ hr.), and quitted the glacier in + hr. more. 
Hence a rough p ~ t h  along the left bank of the main stream led to the 
T'nl Corno huts (3 hr.), theroute from the Valdiisch Paw* having been 
joined soon after leaving the glacier. The track from the Nufenen 
Pam was reached at  the Foppe hut (t hr.), and followed to All' Acqua 
(1 hr. 1 0  n~in.). 

This expetlition was very interesting from a topographical point of 
view, as it  revealed serious inaccuracies in the Siegfried map. 

This map wrongly marks the highest point of the ~ r i e s h o r n  as rising 
just E. of the Gries P m :  the Italian map rightly places here the 
lower point, 4,776 m., the higher lying a good bit to the E. T h e  
lower point is, therefore, alone accessible direct from the Gries Pass. 

Next, the Siegfried map seems to indicate a branch OF the Gries 
Glacier as flowing over illto the Val Corno, and joining--or nearly so 
-the wide Val Corno Glacier. This  mRy have been the case long 
apo. At present there is a distinct, though slight, ridge between the 
two glaciers, which separates them completely from one another, thus 
serving ay a watershed. I t  is, however, possible that the green lake 
mentioned above is f'ed from the Gries Glacier by a subterranean 
stream. The pass across this harrier bears the name of Valdiisch P m  
in recent editions of' the Siegfried map. 

BANHORN (3,028 m. = 9,935 ft.). Augltst 30.-The m n ~ e  party 
made the first traveller's ascent of thin peak. From Tom Falls they 
followed the Gries P m  route as far as the Morast h u b  ( 2  hr.), then 
bore S. on the left bank of the Neufelgiu strenm by a sheep track u p  
steep grass slopen and through bushes, to the crowpath running from 
the Nrufelgiu huts to the Ban gorge (50 min.). This path was fol- 
lowrd round the hill-side for some distance, until it bore up  to the 
pastures on the S.W., when it  was quitted, in order to go over stoues 

* See Lelmntine Alps. p. 69. 
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to the N.E. end of the stone-covered Ban Glacier ( I  hr.). This glacier 
and its moraine were mounted, keeping nearer the lett bank, and then 
shale and a epur led to the notch a t  the S. foot of the peak, jutit above 
the North Banjoch (1 hr. 5 min.).* Thence the S. a d t e  of the 
peak was climbed, a t  first by the rotten rocks of the crest, then a 
chamois path led round on the W. side of this arbte, until i t  was pos- 
sible to scramble up to the amall gap between the two aummitj. The 
S. point is rounded and easy ; the N. i u d  higher one is gltined by a 
scramble up steep rocks (50 min.). -4 great cairn, visible from afar, 
was found on the summit. I t  was built c. 1882 by two Italian 
~ I d i e r a  and Peter Zertanna, the brother of the TOM landlord; but no 
later ascent was known a t  Tosa. The view is exte~isive, and very 
curious. The kiale huts near T o w  are seen, and also tbe Afonwt 
plain, but not the Morant huts. 

On the descent the party followed the chamois track right round the 
S. base of the pwk, thue gaining tile Ban Glacier, not very far from 
ia end, in 1 hr. from the summit. Fmrn the crowpath a fair path 
was found to the sheep track, rather to the E. of the morning's route, 
Toaq btaing renched in 23 hru. tionl the top. 

h f o n ~ e  GIOVE (3,010 111. = !),876 ft , I. msp). August 31.- 
T l ~ e  same party made tile a.scent of tliis prltk, p roh~bly  the tirst by an 
English travellrr. From Tow Falls they crossed tlie Bocclietta del 
Gallo to the Vannino huts (23 hrs.), went up to the Vannino Lake in 
25 ,in. by a path high above the right bank of the Vannino stream, 
and then mounted by cow pathe over pastures in a S. direction to the 
more north-rasterly and higher of the two depressions called Passo 
Bwin (2,193 m.) ( Q  hr.), and n~par;it.ed only by a grassy m o u ~ ~ d .  
Shale and grass slopes (many sr~iali precipices being found) led then1 
to the S.W. foot of Monte Giove, not far from the lower Buein Lake 
(2,371 m.) (20 min.). Gaining the crest of this grassy ridge, they 
mounted by it  and stones to the foot of a steep hillock, then Lore N.E. 
to the  great cirque cf stones a r ~ d  snow patches at  the S. foot of the 

y a k .  A wearisome, though easy, ascent brought them to the S.E. 
r~dge,  a few steps along which led to the cairn on the summit (1 hr. 
25 min. from the lake). The view wax very fine, Dome d' Ojsola itself 
being seen. 

In the ' Tosa Falls Travellers' Book ' there is a record of an ascent 
of this mouritain, on Augr~et 1 I ,  1893, by two German geologists, 
Herren J. R. Zeller and Otto Htig ; while in the cairn the cards of an 
Italian pirty were found-Signori G. Barbetta and hlarco Alberti. 
Violetti, of I)omo d'O;w?la-who 11ad been up, with the guide E'ilippo 
Longhi, on Atlpust 9, 1893. These seem to be the only travellt.rx' 
ascents yet known. This peak is probably t l ~ e  ' Mons Jtihet' of 
certain old fiftrenth and sixteenth century maps and writer*. (See 
' Alpine Notes.') 

Keturning to the lake in 40 min., the party went N.W. hy sheep 
tracks over stony pastures to the upper Busin Lithe (2,451 m.) 

This pass seems to be the point marked 2,910 m. on the Italian map, and 
not j u t  S. of that point, as stated in the h!~untim Guide, p. 40. 
VOL. XVI1.-NO. OXXIII. E 
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(35 rnin.), whence a well-marked sheep path leads, by a sharp zigzag, 
to a deep notch, just S. of a grand range of brttlemented crags, and 
about where stand the figures 2,647 m. on the Italian map (4 hr.). 
Hence they went down the right bank of the Rio della Valle gorge, 
croesing at  the second hut to the left bank (a hr.), and then followinp a 
path which winds round the hillside high above the fine Codelago Irke, 
and gradually descends till i t  joins the Albrun path above the 
Crampiolo h u h  (35 rnin.), 40 min. above Devero. Few other excur- 
sions can make a traveller realire better the extent and the intricacy of 
the many ranges between the Ofenhorn and the Tow Valley. 

VORDEH HELSEN (3,109 m. = 10,201 ft.). Sept. 4.-The eame 
party made the second ascent of this conspicuons crag. They seem to  
have struck the N.W. a~Cte at a higher point than their predecessors,* 
aa from the Kummenbord hut they look 1 hr. 50  min. to the crest 
of the arete (reached at a point just S. of a line of fantastic 
pinnacles), and only 50 min. thence by easy rocks to the summit. 
In  the cairn were found the names of their predecessors and of their 
guide, Constantin Kiecher, of Binn, who is probably the man mis- 
called Pioher on page 518 of the ' Alpine Journal,' vol. xvi. 

T6di District. 

SUMVAL Pass (2,778 m. = 9,115 ft.). July 4.-The Rev. W. A. R. 
Coolidge and Mr. F. Gardiner, with Christian Almer, jun., and his 
hrother Rudolf, etarting from the new inn at  the W. end of the lake on 
the Oberalp Pass, went by the road and path to the Pam da Tiarnls 
(50 rnin.). They then bore N. by a d ~ e e p  track over g r a ~ s  and 
stones, and, passing by two cairns, reached the upper hit of the Val de 
Val (1 hr. 5 min.), above the great rock step which divides it  into two 
portions. Snow and stones then led to the pass (1 hr. 5 nlin.), a deep 
gap N.E. of the Piz Sumval or Federstock. The height only is  
marked on the Swiss map. 

After a visit to the summit of the Criupalt (3,080 m. = 10,105 ft.), 
reached by way of the notch on its N.t  in 1 hr. 35 min., under a 
bur~. ing sun, from the Sutural Pass, they turned to make tlie descent 
into the Wichel glen. This was very rough and steep, lying over 
loose stones and rocks. The Obern~ntt huts were reached direct i n  
1 hr. 5 min. from the new pas, and the Fellillicke route followed thence 
dowrl the picturesque but stony Felli valley, the St. Gotthard high road 
being gained thence in 2 hrs. 20 rnin., by a very steep and fatiguing 
final deat.ent. A good hour more brought the party tu Amsteg. T h e  
Crisltalt peak has been several timen ascended, $ but it  does not appear 
that the pa= has been previously crossed. Un the pass was fou~ld a 
broken bottle, containing the name of Alfred Breitschmid, of Lucerne, 
and the date August 29, 1887. Nothing is said as to the starting- 
point whence the ridge wa8 gained, but i t  does not seem to have been 
cros~ed, as that gentleman makes no mention of any pas3 in hie list of 
ascents in 1887.9 

* Alpine Jorrn l ,  vol. xvi. p. 619. $ Ibid. 
t See Alpine Journal, vol. xvi p. 270. § S.A.C. Jahrbwh, xxiii. p. 673. 
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TSCBINGELAORN or MANNEN (2,850 m. = 9,351 R). July 24.- 
The pame party made the second ascent of this difficult peak, which is 
s1.w known as the Jungfrauen. Starting from Elm they climhed up  to 
the Martinsloch (2,636 m.) in 3 h r a  55 min., finding no difficulty a t  all. 
Paeaing through this curious natural opening, they dewended to the 
upper edge of the Segnes glacier in a few minutee, and then skirted by 
stones and mow, along the S.E. baw of' the line of pinnacles of which 
the peak is made up, to the ibot of the snow--lope coming down 
between it  and the Ofen. Havirrg n~ounted by this slope nearly to the 
gap b t w e e n  the two pointsnamrd, they struck to the right and took to 
the rocks (14 hr. fiorn the Martinuloch). Climbing up a steep fare of 
whitish rocks they rkirted wveral pinnacles successively on the E. or 
Griaons side, and passed over several shoulders till they rearhed a 
p i n t  not fa r  fmm the summit of the last pinnacle but two. The  top 
of the last needle hefore the highest w:~s attained in 2 hrs. 25 min. 
from the time the rocks were first struck, the work being severe in 
consequence of the rottenness and steepness of the rocks, and the 
constant a.scentn and descents. The final pinnacle was gained by a 
climb up  ite S.E. face in 55 min. more. It is that +en most to the 
left from Elm-ie. ,ju>t S. of the M.i;trtineloch. A ruined cairn and 
broken bottle were found on the summit, no doubt left there twenty- 
five yeam before by the only previous party known to have acl~ieved 
the complete aacent. 

Desirous of finding another way down, the party went down the 
N.E. ridge, m y  rocks alld stones, to the wide depression immedi~tely 
over the Martinsloch ( 25  rnin.), where a cairn was built, as it had 
never heen visited before. A firnt needle in the direction of the 
Seguea Pus was overcome, but the next was so formidable that 
the party were forced to rtturn to the highest summit, and to follow 
the route b y  which they had come up. Owing to the many d~fficulties 
of the expedition, and to the length of time taken in overcoming 
them, the party waa compelled to paw the night on the rocks of the 
lsst pinnacle but two. Next day they regained the Srgnes glacier and 
returned by the Segnes P a s  tu Elm. Thie peak is mttde up of a g a n d  
mnge of shattered needles.* which are very conspicuoue from E lm,  
just to the right of the Martinhloch. Though the height to be 0vt.r- 
come is insignificant, the many linavoidable ascents and descents, and 
the fact tha t  the highest pinnacle is the most distant from the point at 
which the climb can be begun, render this expedition very long and 
tiring. It did not seem poesible to  take any other route, unlem one 
had a rope of 3 ~ 0  tt. or ro long, by means of which it  would be easy 
UJ descend from the deprewirln ahove the Martinsloch down a wall 
of mooth rocks to near the Martinsloch itself. 

The first and only previous ascent was made on July 23, 1868, by 
Herr Schliipfer, with H. and P. Elmer, of Elm. According to the 
published account of their climb, this party seems to have c r o w d  over 

See the views in Scheuchzer's Itinera A ~ y i r n ,  1723, p. 120, and in the 
Swim Jahzhoh, x. p. 680, xiii. p. 112. 
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the ~umrnits of all the pinnacles ( f o ~ ~ r  or five in number) eave the first 
one.* 

WEISSHORN (2,992 m. = 9,817 ft.), AND ALI~ERSCHELLI PASS 
(2,764 m. = 9,069 ft.). August 14.-The Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge. 
with Christian Almer, jun., spent two day8 in exploring the unknown 
group of Dolomite peaks, near Spliigen, called the Liiohliberg peaks.? 

The first day they started from the village of Splilgen and followed 
the path of the Safierberg toe point beyond the highest Stutz huts, and not 
far tronl that a t  which the path critsses to the left bank of the torrent 
(1 hr. 2.3 n~in.). Crossing by a plank bridge to the left bank of the 
torrent, they then mounted by very steep graw slopes to a 6ne spring 
near the W. end ofthe Teuri pasture basin (35 rnin.). They then bore 
N.W. by sheep tracks over grass and stones, kept on the E. of n great 
slope of white stones fallen from above, and m gained the last 
grass patches at  the S. foot of the great jugged S. spur of the 
peak (35 rnin.). A climb up  easy rocks and stones on the W. side of 
that spur brought them to the W. arCte of the penk, u few steps along 
which led to the highest point of the Weisshorn (48 rnin.). Hence the 
ancient church of Thalkirch in the Safien valley, as well as part of the 
village of Spliigen (including the Hotel Bodenhaus and the square in 
front of it), were visible. A  mall ruined cairn was found on the 
summit,-probably built hy some shepherd or hunter, as a t  Spliigen. 
Neither in 1892 nor 1893 was any ascent known. Enqouraged by their 
success ifor the peak had been reported to be very difficult), the party 
resolved to go along the ridge towards the E., in order to climb the 
Alprrscl~ellihorn, the highest point of the Liichliberg Dolomitea All 
went well a t  first, but the ridge becarne worse and worse, while many 
needles appeared on the r i d ~ e  leading up to the desired peak. A descent 
was therefore forced to the S.E., to near the S. foot of the Alper- 
schellihcrn (55 rnin.). A yery fatiguing traverse along the S. base of 
that mountain, over steep slopes of shifting stonee, led to the gap 
between it  and the Steilerhorn (40 rnin.), which was christened 
' Alperschelli Pass.' Descending hy snow and a small glacier (not 
mi~rked on the map) on the K.E. ~ i d e  of the paas, the party gained a 
small glacier lske (10 ruin.), then traversed the shouldrr a t  the extreme 
N.E. end of the K.E. ar6te of the Alperschellihorn, and mounted by 
stonrs LO the E'urcla d' Aunnrosa (2,596 m.) (40 rnin., slow), on which 
no fewer than thirty-four ctlamoix were found. This d9mr  round the 
peak had been undertaken with a view of examining it  from the N. 
and N.1.:. Prorpects ot success did not seem altogether good, and as i t  
mas late (Spliigen had only heen left a t  5.40 A.M.) i t  wae r m l v e d  to 
postpone the attempt. So the party descended the very wild and 
Parage gorge of Steilen to the S.E., finding traces of a path on the left 
brink of the torrent, hut crossing to its right bank before the stream lost 
itself in a great gorge. The first shepherd's hut was reached in la hr. 

* S.A.C. JnhrbucR, vi. pp. 3-17. 
t See Clinibars' Guide to the Adula Aha, pp. 136-8. 
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from the Furcla, the second in 20 min. more, and the Hinter Rhein 
Valley near Sufers in 25 min. furrher. A pleasant walk through s 
shady wood, N. of the high road, led past the ruins of an old castle 
b a ~ k  to Splugen (50 rnin.). 

ALPERSCHELLIHORN (3,045 m. = 9,991 R.). August 15.-The same 
party, starting from Splilgen, followed the Safierberg path till some 
way below the highest Stutz huts ( 1  hr.), when they struck down to 
the right to gain three huts, and crossed to the left bank of the torrent 
by a bridge below them. Very steep sheep tracks led up, over grass 
and rocks, to the E. end of the Teuri paeture 5asin (55 min.). Keep- 
ing nearly due N. over grass and stones, they gained the S.W. foot ot 
the Alperechelli Pa= and mounted easy stones to that p 9  (50 min.), 
thus completing the first passage. Following at  first their route of the 
day before across the shoulder, they left i t  in 20 min. a t  a great slope 
of whitish rocka, higher than the Furcla d' Annarosa. Keeping on the 
N. side of this slope, and ascending stones, they climbed a rocky 
barrier to the right, and eo gained a hollow with a small glacier in it  
(25 min.), just a t  the N. base of the N.E. arete of the peak. Still 
bearing to the right, they climbed up the rocks on the right bank of 
a great snow gully in the W. corner of this hollow, but before reaching 
its head turned to the left, aud by some rocks attained what from below 
looked like a great buttress, but was really the N.E. end of the N.E. 
ari-te (& hr.). This jagged but easy ridge was followed to the surnmit 
(10 min.), an apparent break in it, which had disturbed them the day 
before, turning out to be a mere optical delusion. The highest point 
consiwts of two sharp needles, on neither of which was any trace of a 
previoua vimit found, 8o that this is doubtleha the first ascent of the 
cnlmirlating point of the Liichliberg group. The day was very fine, so 
that the view extended from the Bietscbhorn to the Ortler. I t  was 
noticed that there were many small glaciers in this group, hidden away 
in lofty hollows, and eo not marked on the Siegfried map. The Weiss- 
horn glacier (of which more anon) is the only one of any size. 

Krtur~l ing by the same route to the glacier-filled hollow, the party 
then bore N.W. a r ~ d  by steep glacier-polished rocks descended to the 
moraine a t  the E. end of the considerable Weisshorn gkcier (50 min.), 
which tills a hollow at  the N. foot of the Alperschellihorn and the 
\5'eisshorn. It is wide, but not long. Traversing this glacier from 
E. to W. and ascending slightly, they gained ( 2  hr.) a large lake, 
&own on the Swiss map, near which a long halt was made. A ahort 
ascent up  a slope of stones led to the gap between the Weisshorn and 
t h e  Krache (20 min.), which may be called ' Krachenliicke.' I t  is 
often traversed by sheep. Going down on the other side through two 
m a l l  basins, the party bore fax to the left by a uheep track in order to 
avoid a great gully running down to the Stutz glen on the right, and 
ao regained their route of the day before at  the W. end of the Teuri 
pasture baain, reaching the spring in 25 min. from the Krachenlilcke. 
The return to Spliigen by the well- known route took 1 hr. 10 min. 
more. 

I n  the course of these two days' explorations a good beginning was 
d e  in the way of examining the curious Lochliberg group. Of the 
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peaks not climbed, the Steilerhorn (2,983 m.) looked very formidable 
from every side, but the Teurihorn (2,975 m.) is eanily reached from 
the E. by a glacier, and is crowned by a huge cairn. The upper 
slopes nf the Pizzas d' Annarosa (3,002 m.) are m y ,  but they are de- 
fended by a very ateep barrier of rocks below, which did not look 
promising. A view of mme of these peaks is given in the Panorame 
from the Piz Vizan, issued with vol. ix. of the ' S.A.C. Jahrbuch.' 

For a fuller account of these two days' wanderinge, see Mr. Coolidge'e 
paper in the ' Oe~terreichiache Alpen-Zeitung,'No. 391 (Jan. 5,1894), 
pp. 1-8. 

Plz SCAARBODEN (3,124 m. = 10,250 k). August 19.-The aame 
party ascended this fine point, wbich had perhaps been never visited 
since Father Placidus a Spescha made the first ascent about 100 yeare 
430. 

Starting from the admirably situated summer haxnlet of Zervreila 
(23  11m. above Vals Platz), they followed the path along the left bank of 
the Valser Rhein to the Lampertsch h u b  (1 hr. 1 0  min.), then mounted 
by a rough eheep track up  steep grase elopes on the right hank of the 
stream from the Nova glen in a N.W. direction to a first pasture 
basin, and then to a second one (1 hr. 20 min.), into which a mnsi- 
derable glacier stream pours from the W. A rough ecramble u p  steep 
grassy and rocky slopes, crossing the torrent twice, brought them to a 
stony hollow, a t  the head of which was the depresion of the Vanemha 
Pass, indicated by a dotted line on the S w i ~ s  map (40 min.). Instead 
of making for this paes, the party bore N.E. over whitish rocks, snow 
patches, and shale, to a much higher point on the ridge' E. of that pass 
(40 min.). The summit now towered up on the S.E., and was gained 
by keeping along the E. edge of the glacier or nCvC on the W. side of 
the peak. and clow to the base of the N.W. arete. A s  this edge 
wrre largely mnde up of ice, much time was lost, until the 6nal easy 
rocks were gained, and soon after the summit (55  rnin.). Tile view 
waR very fine, especially towards Vrin and the Vanewha hub ,  both of 
which were visihle. No trace of any previous visit was found on the 
pointed ~ummit ,  and it  is probable that no one had been up since 
Father Placidus, though two mentions of the peak * eeetn to point to a 
personal knowledge ot' the peak, possibly, however, based on Father 
Placidus' papers. That old monk seems to have climbed the Piz from 
the N.E., the opposite side to that taken by the 1893 party. 

After building a smdl  cairn, the party returned by the same route 
to the point where they had struck the N.W. ari-te of the peak E. of 
the Vanesclia Pass (25 nlin.). Bearing then well to the right or N.E., 
they crossed ahale slopes till close to the rocky rib or epur which forme 
the N.W. limit of the extensive glacier on the N. and N.E. of the peak. 
Then keeping always on the left hand of this rib and the glacier, they 
went ~traight  down, by stone8 and rocks, to the stream flowing fmm 
the vanescha Pw, on its Vrin side ($ hr. fapt). No leaa than 2 hrs. 
were consumed in reaching the Vanescha huta, i t  being necessary to 

* I t i ~ a r i c t n ~  a h  8.d.C. fii7 1874, p. 43, and Theobald's Dad Biidmw 
Obmlami, p. 167. 
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descend many gram spurs and to crom many deep ravinea before 
p in ing  the foot of the graeny knoll on which these huts are situated. 
The well-known path led thence, in 1 hr. 50 min., to the village of 
Vrin. The great heat wlls very much felt all day, espwially on the 
descent. 

ALPINE NOTES. 
' CLIXBEBS* GUIDE TO THE BERNESE OBERLAND.'-The Berneae Ober- 

land volume of' the ' Climbers' Guides ' series ia now in active prepara- 
tion. It will extend from the Gemmi to the Grimael, and will 
probably be divided into two parts, the first of which may, perhaps, 
be issued in time for the wason of 1896. Despite the very extrnrive 
literature relating to tile mowy regions of the Berneee Oberland, I 
have already advanced far enough in the classification of my notes, 
gathered from many wurcee, to become aware that there are many 
g a p  in the printed records. Hence I venture to address an earneat 
appeal to all nlountainerrs interested in this splendid group to aid me 
by sending me (addressed to Magdalen College, Oxtord) their notea 
and observations. They will be n~ost  gratefully received, and utilised 
as far as  possible. Information is specially desired as to short cuts 
and improvements on the classical routes up the great peaks and over 
the great paysea, as well as  accounts, based on permnit1 experience, of 
the lower and lem known snow peaks and paHses in this range. Of 
course, all notices of unrecorded routes and  variation^, and notes of 
mistakes in the published narratives, will he most welcon~e. -4 firrt 
examination of the materials a t  my disposal suffices to show what a 
totally unexpected amouuc of exploration (including not a few virgin 
peaks) remains to be done in the Oberland-a district nupposed to he 
' exllaubted.' In such an enormous extent of country a really useful 
aod accurate work can only be produced by the efforts of many 
individual climbers, and, therefore, I trust that I shall be favoured 
with notes, however apparently unimportant, from every mountaineer 
who delights in the beauties of one of' the grandest regions of the High 
Alps. W. A. R. COOLIDGE. 

WHYYPER'S ' SCRAMBLES AMONGST THE ALPS.'-The publication of a 
new edition of this classical work, a copy of which has been prese~~ted 
by the author to the Club Library, is a tact probably well known to all 
members of the club. The publication way in a high degree nuccesq- 
t.d, the whole edition having been rapidly taken up and exhausted 
within a fortnight of the date of ixsue. 
THE G R ~ P O N  C R A C I ( . - ~ ~ ~ O S ~ ~ ~  we reproduce a photograph of 

Mr. Mummery in the act of clilllbing this well-known hard place. 
The photograph is by hliss Bristow. I t  is scarcely necessary t t r  
observe that access to the crack is not obtained along the line of 
the rope i n  the photograph. The traverse is effected some eight 
f e t  below the bottom of the lowest point visible in the i1lustratic)n. 
When the climber ia standing where Mr. Mummery's hands are 
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placed he is not quite half-way uy, and the worst bit is immediately 
above him. 

A &EW AMERICAN MOUNTAIN CLUB.-A club ha4 been founded i n  
Tacoma, Washington, U.S.A., with the ohject of exploring and 
opening up the mountain district of the Western State% 
THE NEW ZEALAND ALPIKE CLUB.-We congratulate our fellow- 

mountaineers of the Antipodes on a further pl.oof of their activity. 
Last June they inaugurated what it is hoped will prove to be the first 
of a wries of exhibitions of mountain picturm and photographs. 
Photographs appear to have predominated. In the evening there was 
a display of'lantern slides, which were explained by menlbers of the 
club. 

BREIL H o ~ ~ ~ . - L o v e r s  of the Italian side of the Alps may be glad 
to have their attention called to the fact that this old hotel has been 
renovated and enlarged. There is some talk of opening it  as a winter 
resort in future years. 

SNOW-SHOES.--The use of mow-shoes for purposes of amusement is 
becoming common in Bavaria and Austria. Both the Canadian and 
Korwrgian (eki) forms find fhvour with amateure. W e  noticed ekd 
offered for  ale about Christmw-time in several London shops. On 
inquiry we have been infilrmed that the best Norwegian maker of ski 
is  Larsens Vabenforretnirig at  Christiania. The Alpenfreund ' of 
Munich has commenced the publication of :ljournal, ' Der Scllneeschuh,' 
devoted to tlie interests of snow-shoern. 

THE ASCENT OF TIIE TODI BY THE W. OR SANDGRAT IIIDQE.-I 
hqd been up the Tiidi by the usual route from the Griinhorn Club hut  
(descending to Dieentis by the Porta de Speficha) as far back as  S e p  
tember 2, 1876; but as in the Hummer of 1833 I was engaged in 
collecting information on the spot for a vo lu~r~e  of the ' Cliu~bers' 
Guides,' i t  was desirable to repeat the ascent, as my recollectic~ns had 
become rather din]. I had intended to take the uame route, but, when 
crossing in July from the Maderanerthal to the Linththal by the 
Plsnura Pass (formerly, but wrongly, called the Clariderrgrat), the 
appearance of the W. side of the TMi was uo different from what I 
had fancied that I was strongly tempted to try it from that direction. I 
knew that some one had done it by that route long ago, but had got tlie 
idea into my head that it  was a tmtr f ie  force not to be repeated. But, 
instead of ghastly precipices swept by avalanches (my idea), we s;iw a 
ihce composed of rocks which could not be very eteep, as  wan shown 
by the mass of fresh snow resting on them. We accordingly resolved 
to try the ascent by this route later on, and i t  was with this intention 
that, on the afternoon of Aupust 22, I etarted from Disentis with my 
two guides, Christian Almer, jun., and Matthias Schuoler, of Disentis, 
none of the party having ever climbed the Todi by the proposed route. 
We went up in 3 hrs. 10 min. to the Knsein huts, marked 1,841 nl. 
on the Swiss map, and there spent a night which was more colnfort- 
able than the dirty and dilapidated appearance of the huts p r o m i d  at 
first sight. 

The Tiidi rose immediately above us, and I will deucrihe its appear- 
ance in  detail, ae it will help readern of the following notes. It 
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presented itself aa a rock and mow face divided aa follows : Below, 
there was a rocky hollow, or amphitheatre (in which we Inter found 
a small glacier), e n c l o d  between the rocky ridgen running respec- 
tively W. and S. froni the mowy dome which forms the summit. A t  
the head of this hollow, and just a t  the S.W. foot of the mountain, a 
rocky rampart supported mveral anow slopes, nearly filling the upper 
portion of' the space between the two ridges named, which became 
narrower and narrower towards its summit. I t  was clear that we could 
gain the base of these anow-slopes (which, we were told, sometimes 
disappear altogether), but it  was not quite certain what our route 
would be beyond. (As a matter of fact we skirted along the lower 
edge of these snow slopes in a N. direction, and then followed the W. 
ar&te to the summit.) 1 have not come acrom any really good view of 
thin face of the mountain. The best of a poor lot is that a t  p. 46 of 
Herr K. T. Simler's excellent pamphlet, entitled ' Der Tdi -Kwein '  
(Bern, 1863) ; others are given at  p 584 of vol. xiii. of the ' Jahrbuch ' 
of the Swiss Alpine Club, and in the case of maps and views accom- 
pznying that volume. Beck's photograph, No. 101, gives a view of 
the Tiidi from the Planura Pans; in it the lower bit of our route, and 
part of the higher bit, can be traced. See, too, the panorama from the 
Titlis, taken by Herr C. Kwh,  of Schaffhauaen, in 1893. 

On the morning of the 23rd (a  fine day in a series of hot and 
stornly ones) we started a t  3.50 A.M.. and crowing first the torrent from 
the Val Pintga, then the main Rusein stream, followed the ordinkry 
Sandalp Pacce route to the highest hut, 2,029 ni. (4 l~r.),  and for a little 
way beyond. Gradually we bore up  the hill-side on our right (N.E.) 
by mtonew, and rounded a praspy shoulder, bryond which stones led 
to tho moraine-covered glacier filling the hollow a t  the S.W. foot of 
the 'l'odi. C r o ~ i n g  it  in a N.E. direction, we then mounted above itn 
N. edge hy stones and ensy rocks. This led ue to a point just below a 
great yellowish knob of rock on the ridge running from the summit of 
our prltk to the Sandalp Pass. Here we halted at  6.15 (2.25 from the 
huts) for breakfut. (A party coming from the Sandalp Pess could, 
a h r  rounding the Klein Tiidi on itn S. side, easily reach this point 
over stones.) After 4 hr. sprnt in preparing ourselves for the real 
climh, now about to begin, we bore S.E. beneath a very conspicuous 
reddish rock-face (doubtless the 'rostfarbenen Kalkfelsen' of Theo- 
bald*), and climbed, beneath it, diagonally from left to right, over 
rotten rocks. Afier going eome distance in this direction we turned 
to the left, and, by easy strpped rocks, bore back above it to the lefi, 
m as to g i n  the shelf a t  its upper edge juet at the foot of the great 
rnow slopes leading up direct to the summit. Pasaing along this shelf 
without touching the snow, we went up easy rocks (which from below 
a p p r e d  to be smooth, black rocks), and m gained the crest of the 
great W. ar6te clf our peak, between i t  and the Sandalp Pass. This  
wtrs attained a t  8.10, in 1 hr. 25 min. from our breakfast place, and 
here we mated h hr. to look round. W e  knew that the worst part of 
the climb was now behind us, for the problem, looking from below, 
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wse to find a way from the great reddish rock-faoe to the W. adte .  
This had proved unexpectedly easy. Of course we might have gone 
atmight up the mow slope, but they were steep and would have re- 
quired a good deal of stepcutting, while the main W. ar&te was m y  
to gain, and seemed even easier to m e n d .  This proved to be the 
case. Easy, if rather steep, shale dopes close to or on the crwt of the 
d t e  led us up the ridge. The snow slopes on the S. came nearer and 
nearer to us w we advanced, for they narrow rapidly at  their upper 
end. At  length, a t  9, we halted for 5 min. to put on the rope, as we 
bad uow gained the snowy bit of our ar&te. I fancied that the true 
summit lay far back out of sight, and prepared niyeelf for a bout of 
stepcutting, the snow being hard enough to require it. But what 
was my surprise when, after only 20 min. easy climb, the neck of 8 

bottle wue seen sticking out of the wow, and we found ourwlvea on 
the very loftiest point of the T d i ,  which is called Piz Rusein ! I t  
was only 9 25, so that we had been but 42 h r a  ascending the 5,847 ft. 
which sepnrrted us from our hut, seen far below. W e  had encountered 
not the slightest difficulty, and it  wlla obvious that our routs was the 
nhortest and most direct on the G r i ~ ~ n s  aide of the Todi. W e  had 
xilade the only known direct route to the highest summit, which rises 
a t  the junction of the ridges from the Sandalp Peas on the W. and 
from Piz de Dor on the S. The rocks themselves, though steep in 
par@ are broken, and cnn never be difficult, though no doubt we were 
fortunate in  finding them entirely free from snow. Schuoler, who had 
often looked a t  the face we had ascended, was much delighted by our 
succens, and declared that he would take thin route often in the tuture. 
IIe informed us that mrnetimew there were no snow-e lopes at all on the 
S.W. face, while others say that there ie only snow on it. Hence it i~ 
clear that its condition varies much, but I cannot believe i t  can ever 
be really difficult. 

W e  spent over an hour on the summit in the sunshine, enjoying the 
glorious view ; then, without going on to the Glarner Tiidi (which I 
had visired in 1876), deecended to the Biierten Glacier by a great 
track, and in 35 min. left these traces to crow back to the Kusein 
valley by the Porta de Gliems. In 1 hr. jiom the top we were in the 
Porta, and in 2 hrs. 5 min. more, taking (like hlenara Moore and 
Walker in  1865') a short cut to the W. of the tail of thr  (;lier~~s 
Glacier, we gained the fltmr of the valley near a hut juet oppoylte our 
night quarters. A hot but lei~urely walk of 2 h r a  35 ~nin. more 
brought 11s back to Dissntis, well pleased with our expedition. 
Schuoler can be recommended as a good, steady man. H e  is ihe only 
guide on the active roll now a t  Disentis, whence the Tiidi, so he  
assured us, is but rarely climbed. 

That evening some of the Trosch f ~ m i l y  came over from the 
Maderanerthal by the Brunni Pass, in charge of a Dutch lady and 
gentleman. W e  had nlet theee guides during a recent stay i l l  the 
hladeranerthal, and Almer naturally related our experiences. They 
were exceedingly surprined to hear of the route we had taken, and that 

See Alpins Journal, vol. iii. p. 164. 
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i t  had turned out m easy. They had often looked a t  it, bnt had never 
ventured to try it, owing to its very sterp appearance. This excited 
m y  cnrioeity. T h e  one guide a t  Dillentis had never before been up this 
way, while the beat Maderanertl~al men had not even tried it. Keither 
knew anything of our route, having only a vague idea that Zweifel, one 
of the Linththal guide% had once come down by it. It became more 
and more clear that quite unintentionally we had done eomething very 
unnsual. I enquired of many S w i ~  friends, but tile answer always 
was that they knew of only one previous aacent, and of no detailed 
description of that w e n t .  As Boon w I came back to rr~y books in 
October I began to work a t  them. Not very much have 1 been able 
to fiud out, but, as far as I can ascertain, there has been but one recorded 
deecent, and one recorded ascent, of the T d i  from the W. or  S W. 
betore our climb of 1893. Further, it is not a t  all certain that either 
party took precisely the name route we had taken. Hence I have 
described it a t  some length, as it is a short and intereating one, t h o u ~ h  
I cannot but think that some one n a ~ t  have taken it beridrn the parties 
whoee experiences I now proceed to narrate. 

I t  is well ascertained that the first party to traverse the S.W. face 
of the  Todi was that of Dr. J. Piccard (a  professor a t  Basel and 
member of the Diablereta nectiou of the Swim Alpine Club), with 
Joachim Zweifel, of Linththal, and perhaps a second guide t)eruing 
the same surname. This party descended from the summit to the 
Rnsein valley on July 14, 1866, and it  is well to rememher that 1866 
waa a remarkably snowy year. Unluckily R i .  Piccard never gave (or 
at  any rate never published) any account of his expedition, while the 
lnentions of it in Alpine literature are very confused. The best autho- 
rities* seem to imply that he went down more or less by the crest of the 
great W. ar&te, though one? only definitely states this. So far m clear. 
Other accounta make him to have gone down either direct by the great 
mow slopes I have mentioned as lying S. of the W. arb, or even by 
the well-known route from the Ruseinlilcke, a window in the S. arste 
between the P. de Dor and the Piz illellen. (It is worth noting that on 
occasion of the 1869 expedition (see belnwj both Zweifel and Elmer 
looked out for the 1866 route on the S.W. face, not on the W. ridge.) 
The odd thing about theae conflicting accounta is that in each cam 
Jmchim Zweifel was with the party, and in each amured them that 
they were taking his 1866 route. h'o doubt the confusion rests with the 
narrator rather than with the guide. The former of t h e ~ e  two eupedi- 
tions was made, July 20,1872, by Herren A. Moffmann-Burckhardt and 
Fritz Hoffmann, theguides being Zweifel and Christian Jann. According 
to their detailed narrative,: they went from the summit a few nteps 
down the snowy S. argte, then down by the central oiie of three rock 
r i b  to the great.snow slopes S. of the W. ar&te (already oftrn men- 
tioned), and descended these with many precautions to the rocks a t  
tbeir lower end, reached in 2 hrs. h m  the ~ummit .  One hour more 
took them down rotten rocks and icy gullies to the small glacier a t  the 

8.A.C. Jahrbuch, iv. pp. 10,609, 612 ; vi. p. 476 ; xx. p. 183. 
t Ibid. xii. p. 314. $ Ibid. viii. pp. 6-9, 666. 
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foot of the Ruwinliicke, and in 4 hr. they cleared that glacier. Herr  
Hoffmrmn-Burckhardt note8 that it  may mmetimes be better, after the 
rock rib, to bear right (N.) towt~rds the great W. ar6te. My view ia 
that this p r t y  descended nearly straight down the great mow alopea 
on the S.W. hce, and a t  the base of these joined our route, leaving i t  
soon in order to go direct to the  mall glacier, to the N. of which we 
had gone. Thus this dement seems to hare been partially made by 
the route I took, the W. ar6te being possibly in a bad etate a t  the time. 
Save the 1866 expedition it  is the only recorded one I know of 
which has traversed any part of my route. The other party, many 
in number, captained by Herr  I-Iauaer and led by Zweifel, went up  to 
the Todi, August 23, 1869, after crossing the Sandalp Pass from the 
Ober Sandalp in the early morning. From their narrative* I d ~ o n l d  
have thought that they went up very much by the 1872 route, 
though thry encountered very great difficulties, and took 8 hrs. from 
the foot to the summit; but Herr Hauser himself states quite clearly,+ 
followed by Professor A. Heim, $ who has ntudird the queation 
carefully, that the 1869 ascent Was really made by the Huseinlticke. 
Hence it  is of no importance for onr preeent purpose. 

The result, therefore, to which I have come is that M. Piccard 
possibly (though not probably), and I certainly, have been over the 
W. ar&te, while but one party, that of 1872, is recorded to have taken 
the route by the great snow slopen between the W. ar&te and the 
Rrlseiulticke. I should be very glad to receive any additional informa 
tion relating to this neglected route, which I hope will become more 
fiequented tllan it is a t  present. I t  is a very imprewive sight to see, a s  
we did, from the crest of the W. arete, a party on the Sand Glacier 
directiy below us at an immense depth. 

J t  in wort11 recalling that Hegetslchweiler often (in 1819, 1820, and 
1822) looked at, and even sent his guides to attempt, this route by 
the Sandgrat ridge. 5 Father Placidus a Spescha, on the other hand, 
Reems to have directed his attention more towards the gaps in the 
ti.. arbte, now known rrs the Porta de Spescha and the Porta de Gliems. 

W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 
P.S.-Since writing the above note I have been fortunate enough to 

obtain further authentic details as to Profeswr Piccard'sroute in 1866. 
These are taken from an extract from that gentleman's diary (including 
a sketch ma].)), which he fiirniahed to Dr. H. Diibi (the Editor of the 
' S.A.C. Jahrhucli'), who has courteously communicated them to me. 
BI. Piccnrd (now Profrawr of Chen~istry at  the University of Basel) 
had as guides Jonchim and Gabriel Zweil'el. The party appear to have 
descended rrainly by the W. arbte or its S. slope, though keeping a 
little out towards the great snow slopes 6n the S.W. face described 
above : they regained the crest of this arCte where it  becomes practi- 
cable, i.e. above the Klein Tiidi, ~ n d  so gained the foot of the Klein 
l 'odi 3 hours after quitting the surnn~it of the Todi. Professor Piccard 

6'7cjd8 Jnhrbuch, ix. pp. 207,211-3. t lb id .  vi. p. 470. 
$ Ibid. xii. p. 314. 
5 See his Ilelsr, pp. 66-8, i2-3,  93-9, 191. 
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ataten that the notice of hie descent in the ' S.A.C. Jahrbuch,' xii. 
p. 314, is quite accurate, eave that he did not alwaya keep along the 
actual crest of the W. ar&te. 

Hence hie route is, with pnRsibly Rome emall variations in detail, 
identical with mine of 1x93 : the 1866 party, therefore, made the first 
descent by the W. arGte, and that of 1893 the first =cent by that 
route. \IT. A. B. C. 
THE TUKTYANN RIDGE.-The history of the peaks on the ridge N. 

of the Brunegghorn has always been so~uewl~at  obscure, chiefly owing 
to the fact that the sheet of the ' Siegfried Atlrrs,' in wl~ich they are 
contained, did not appear before 1892. 

The  subject was treated briefly by Mr. W. hf. Conway in tlre ' Alpine 
Journal" and in the present volrlma (28)  of the 'S X.C. Jahrbuch ' 
i t  is discussed at Rome iength by Dr. Grljbli inan article called ' In  den 
Berxen von St. Niklaus.' 

T h e  latter writer proves that the p & s  clirnhedin September 1883 
by Mrs. Jackson were the Harrhorn (3,621 m.) and the lower of the 
two Giisairpitzen ; but when Ile maintains that the peak climbed on 
August 5, 1882, hy Mr. J. S. Anderson, and descrihetl by him t as 
the Barrhorn, is the Stellihorn (3,415 rn.), he is less corlvir~cin~. I t  
would stem far more probable that it was the peak rn:trked 3,404 m., 
which lies a little to the N.W. of the former. 

Dr. Grohli's main arguments are two in numher, based in the one 
case on the published account of hlr. Anderson, and in the other on a 
ataternent of the guide Alois Ptrllicper. 

H e  maintains that Mr. Anderson's account suits either of the two 
p k s  in qnestion equally nrell-or rather equally ill. But this ie 
hard to admit. Anyone who reads it carefully and knows the district 
will see that, though necewrily inaccurate as to naruea, it gives a per- 
fectly intelligible description of the peak 3,404 ; i t  i~ only when 
applied to 3,415 that it  becon1e.s nonsenw. 

I t  is generally agreed that hlr. Anderson's Gassijoch, from which 
the ascent was undertaken, is the Briindijoch.3 Fronl here he ' de- 
scended S,fi,r five minutes to the foot of a snowy couloir on the E. face.' 
Xow i t  would be imposeible in five minutes or any such time to rmch 
from the Briindijoch a point on the E. face of 3,415 ; Dr. Gr6hli him- 
self $ took 20 n~in. between the Briindijoch and the Stellijoch (which is 
between the two Stellilrorner); how, then, could Mr. Anderson have 
gone well-nigh twice as far in five rninutesl t  The account of the 
ascent that follows is an accurate description of 3,404, t'rough it might 
perhaps be applied to 3,415 also ; but the account of the descent will 
apply to 3,404, and to that alone. 

' D e n d i n g  from the summit for about 200 feet,' says Mr. Ander- 
son, ' they . . . gained a small snowy col between the two peaks, 
forming t,he crest of the couloir already mentioned, and one on the W. 
face of the peak. The  rocks on the right side of the latter were 
debcended and the Ghsijoch regained from the S.W.' Everjthing in 

Vol. xvi. p. 43. t dbim Jou,rnu.l, vol. xi. p. 118. 
$ ~f .dGpine  Jowna2,xvi. p.44. $ P.113, 1. 13, of hisarticle. 
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this points to 3,404. The two peaks of 3,415, if peaks they may b e  
called, are close together and of almost equal height, and there is no 
col between them 200 feet below either of them ; 3,404, on the other 
hand, has two distinct peaks, one very much higher than the other, and 
has exactly such a col sonic: 200 feet below the higher. Secondly, the 
couloir on the W. face of 3,404 leadsdown to the Brandiqletacher, and 
from its foot the Brlindijoch (Mr. Andersorl's Gksijoch) would be 
reached from the S.W. The couloir on the W. face of 3,415 leads 
down to the Pipigletscher, ltom which the Brandijoch cannot be 
reached at  all, or anyhow not without climbing n rock wallsome 1,000 
feet in height. The contention that the descent may have been by a 
couloir on the N.W. face of 3,415 to the Stellijoch is disposed of b y  
the fact that there is no such couloir on the N. W. face ; on that side a 
snow slope leads down to nlmost the foot of the moantain, as Dr. 
Grdbli himself describes.* 

Finally, the view from kIr Anderson's pealc, as detailed with some 
minuteness in his account, seenis to afford conclusive proof that the 
peak in question was 3,404. ' A short distance to the S.E.' of that 
lies 3,415 ; ' due south ' are the Giissiapitzen, and ' still further south ' 
the ' long snow ridge with precipitous east face ' of the Barrhom. 
From 3,415, on the other hand, there is nothing whatever to be seen to 
the S.E. nearer than, perhaps, the Mi~chabelhdrner. The theory that 
the Gnmispitzen are meant is surely untenable, as they lie S.W. from 
8,415 rather than S.E. 

But Dr. Grobli's chief argument is the second. In the year 1888 
he was with Pollinger (who accompanied Mr. Anderson in 1882) on 
the Pestihorn, and from there Pollinger pointed out to him the peak 
8,415 as the one Mr. Andrrdon climhed. There would have been no 
ohject, he maintains, for deception, and an error in identification i s  
impowible, owing to the fact that as seen from the E. the two peaks 
3,404 and 3,115 are entirely differelit in appearance. Of intentional 
deception there is, of course, no qi~estion, but that, mme six years after 
making the ascent, Pollinger should have failed to identify his peak i s  
not RO impossible. The peaks 3,404 and 3,415 look quite different 
from the E. ; so they do from the W. ; hut. it does not therefore follow 
that 3,115. as seen from the E , may not resemble 3,404 as seen from 
the W., and hence lead to confhsion ; for it  must be remembered that  
Mr. Anderson's party came from the W. ; Pollinger was first called 
upon to identify the peak from the E. 

But Pollinger had witnesst.s. Ask Ulrich Almer,' he says ; ' h e  
watched us all the time.'t Al~ner  has been aeked, and answers as  
follows. After devcrrbing how the party reached the Briindijoch, h e  
writes, ' They went up that penk next to the col-that is to say, 
comiug up from Gruben, to the right from the col. I believe they 
took about 40 or 45 minutes from the col. I believe 40 minutes would be 
far too short a time to go to the second peak which Dr. Grobli 
de*cribea, but certain is thilt they [that means Mr. Anderson's party] 
went u p  the one mentioned above.' (The italica art, in the original.) 

* P. 133, 1. 9. t Cf. Alpim Journal, vol. xi. p. 118. 
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That ie, Almer says it  is certain that Mr. Andemon's peak was 3,404. 
From all this it  would Beem to be practically beyond doubt that the 
point reached in 1882 by Mr. Anderson was 3,401, and that the first 
aecent of 3,415 waa made by Messre. Conway and Coolidge on August 
23, 1890.e 

There remain to be conlddered two passes across the ridge, Mrs. 
Burnaby's Barrjoch and the Stellijoch of the Misses Green. 

T h e  former cannot have been the Stellijoch, which in much too far 
from the Bruneggjoch to be reached in the time mentioned, but was evi- 
dently somewhere between the Inner Barrhorn (3,587 m.) and one of 
the Schijllihorner (the 'stony point' of the account). This identification 
Mrs. Main has herself accepted.t The latter may have been somewhere 
in the same nei~hbourhood, or i t  may have been the Pipijoch, as 
snggeeted in 'A. J.' xvi. 43. In the latter cme the pointa of the compass 
eeem to have gone somewhat astray ; in the former the view described 
is hard to identify. 

T o  Rum up, the Barrhorn (5,621 m.) warr fimt ascended by Mrs. 
Jackson, on September 1, 1883. The  same lady on the same day 
reached the lower of tbe two GMispitzen. The Giissispitz (3,414 m.) 
was first ascended by Dr. Grobli, on October 10, 1891 ; the Stellihorn 
(3,415 m.) by Meesrs. Coolidge and Conway, on August 23, 1890; 
tbe Aeueeer Stellihorn (3,404 m.) hy Mr. J. S. Anderson, on August 
5, 1882. The ridge has, perhaps, been crowed at  one p i n t ,  between 
the Stellihorn and the Giissispitz, and all the cola have been reached 
from the E. side. E. F. M. BEXECKE. 

I entirely agree with the argumente and conelusions set forth by 
Mr. Benrcke. That gentleman, with his friends, in 1892, not only 
went up the two peaks of the Barrhorn,$ but also climbed the Aeusser 
Stelllhorn, 3,404 m., by the N.W. couloir between ih two p k u ,  i.e. by 
tlre route taken by Mr. Anderson on his descent in 1882. 

Since the above observations were written, Dr. Grobli has addressed 
a letter to me, the contents of which he allows me to n~ake  public. 
On Ocwber 16, 1893, with Pollinger, he went from the Jungthal 
Hothhorn to the Brandijoch, ~ l o n g  the ridge, and then down to the 
Stelli Glacier. Pollinger was no loneer so certain as before that in 
1882 he hnd been up  the point 3,415 m., while Dr. GrBbli, after 
examining the range ngain, came to the conclusion that Mr. Anderson's 
deecription fits 3,404 better than 3,415. As Almer expresses himaelf 
so strongly in favour of 3,404, Dr. Grobli is now ready to admit that 
the 1882 peak was most probably 3,404. This intricate nlatter is thus 
finally settled to the satisthction of everybody. W. A. B. CIIOLIDQE. 

THE RIDGE BETWEEN THE COL DE PIERRE JOSEPR AND THE COL DE 

L~sc~aux . -There  haq always been a singular amount of conf~~sion as 
to the expeditions made across this ridge, and the ascent of the principal 
peak on it. Mr. Broome's note on his Col de 1'Ehoulement $ has led to 
a fresh examination of the subject, which has brought several new 

Alpipins Jm~mal,  vol. xv. pp. 265, 308 
t 2% Alpine Pod, Feb. 27, 1892, p. 150. 
$ Alpine Juurrcal, vol. xvi. p. 263. 5 Ibid. vol. mi. p. 611. 
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facts of considerable historical interest to light. The detaila 
given below are all supplied by t,he various climbers named, and a r e  
therefore perfectly authentic. They may help to clear away the cloud 
of mystery in which this ridge has long been enveloped. I t  seema 
most convenient to arrange the various expeditions in chronological 
order. 

1. First come two exploring expeditions in 1864 and 1866. 
On July 25, 1864, Messrs. C. E. and G. S. Mnthews, with Michel 

Balniat (and, for part of the way, Jean Carrier), went frome the  
Montenvers nearly to the bergschrund at  the foot of the couloir lead- 
ing up to the future Col des Hirondelles. Considering that depression 
impassable, and wishing to ascertain the best point a t  which to crow 
the range, the party bore N. in the hope of crossing the future Col 
de 1'Eboulement. Bitlmat. however, advised an attempt still further 
to the N. The party then rounded the great S.W. spur of the Aiguille 
de I'Ebonlen~ent, went up  the glacier between it a r ~ d  the Aipuille rle 
Talkfre, now called the Pierre Joseph glacier, and, by a hardish climb, 
gained the crest of the great spur named at a point higher than, and 
overlooking, the depression between the Aiguilles de I'Eboulement and 
de Leschaux. They did not go on to the summit of the former peak, 
but returned by the same route.* 

On July 7, 1866, hiessrs. C. E. Mathews and A. Adams-Reilly, with 
Michel Docroz and Michel Balmat, went up the main branch of the 
Leschaux glacier with the intention of crossing the future Col de  
l'Eboulement, which they imagined was the Col de Pierre Joseph. 
But  they preferred to climb up to the crest of the great S.W. spur of 
the Aiguille de I'Eboi~lement, and went along it t c ~  the summit of the 
Aiguille, of which this wav the firat ascent. The top wag reached in a 
slight snowstorm. They dtwended the snowy N. arcre of tbe Aiguille 
to the true Col de Pierre Joseph, but did not descend the Italian side 
of'that paw, going down the French side to the Montenverd. This i s  
the first occasion (so fbr as is k n o w )  on which that pass was reached 
from either side. The  party thus came up  from the head of the 
Leschaux glacier, and went down by the P iexe  Joseph glacier.? 

2. On August 25, 1866, hir. C. G. Heathcote, with Michel Balmat and 
Michel Ducroz, ascended the Aiguille de 1'Eboulement from the head of 
the Leschaux glacier by the route taken by Messrs. Blathews and 
Reilly, with the same guides, six weeks earlier. They effected a 
new and direct de~cent  on the Italian side to the Triolet glacier. 
Leaving the S.E. ardte of the peak a very short distance from the 
s ~ ~ m m i t ,  they went down a very steep wall of had rocks, taking 5 hrm. 
from the summit to the glacier.$ The line of descent is a good bit N. 
of that finom the Col de I'Eboulement, the two not joining till below 

+ This is the expedition descrihed in Alpim Journal, vol. ii. pp. 287-88, 
and in M. hun's Climbers' Guide tu the C'haiw of Nun t  Blnnc, p. 60 of the 
English edition. - 

t"'rhis is the expedition described in Alpins Jotcrnal, vol. ii. pp. 364-65, 
pol. iii. p. 100, and Kurz, p. 61. 

$ This expedition is described in Alpina Jmrnal, vol. iii. pp. 10S4. 



the foot of the great rock wall, i.e. when all difficulties are  over. This  
waa the first traverse of the Aiguille. 

3. On August 14, 1867, Captain Marshall-Hall and Mr. W. 
Leighbn-Jordan, with Jean Couttet as leading guide, effected a second 
traverse of the Aiguille de I'Eboulement, but by slightly different routes. 
On the French side they followed the route tiom the Leschaux glacier 
taken twice in 1866, till very high up, when they bore E. to gain the 
crest of the main S.E. arCte of the Aiguille, which they followed to 
the summit of that peak. Tliey thus struck the S.E. arEte far above, 
and to the N.W. of, the Col de I'Eboulement. They were much aur- 
prised tc, find themselves on the eummit of the Aiguille, which from 
below had been much foreshortened. Descending along the snowy 11'. 
as&, they left it, before reaching the Col de Pierre Joseph, a t  a point 
immediately S. of a conspicuous rock needle, which rose between 
them and that paw. A steep dwcent down difficult, but pretty sound, 
rocks led them to the atrep snow d o p a  above the berglchrund, 
cnwsing which they reached the Triolet glacier. This d e w n t  lies 
rather S. of; but  is quite distinct from, that from the Col de Pierre 
Jwph.* It is  the traverse of a peak, and not a pass in the strict 
wnse of the word. 

4. On August 4, 1893, Mr. E. A. Broome, with J. M. Biner and 
Aupste  Cupelin. made the first pasage of the Col de I'Eboulement, 
eeveral times alluded to above. EIis notice of his passage is printed 
in the 'Alpine Journal,' vol. xvi., p. 514, and he h a  placed 
some further details a t  my service. From the head of the Leuchaux 
glacier he followed the route of the 1866 and 1867 parties for a con- 
siderable distance up  the S.E. face of the great S.W. apur of the 
Aiguille d e  I'Eboulement. After gaining the crest of a rocky shoulder 
just below the great snow-dope (both well Reen on No. 94  of hlr. 
Donkin'a published collection of photographs), the party bore E. by a 
nmull snow-slope to the bergschrund a t  the toot of the final rock wall. 
Croasing this, they mounted by a short climb up rocks to the desired 
paw. T h i s  is a notch juat to the X.W. of a bold rocky pinnacle, the 
highest summit between the Col de Leschaux and the Aiguille de 
PEbulement. 

The descent on the Italim side lay straight down a very steep rock 
face, the route of the Col de Leschaux not being rejoined till near the 
foot of t h e  steep snow gully descending from that pass. This new pass 
ia therefore quite dis~inct from the Col de Leschaux, and the name 
Col de 1'Eboulelnent seems an appropriate one for it. I t  is, ot' collrse, 
evident that  that name cannot be applied to what was really the 
traveme of a peak. 

The following outline summary of the various routes described 
abnve may be ueful .  and will show precisely what has been done. 

Starting from the Col de Leschaux, there rises N. W. of it a bold rock 
pinnacle. N.W. of this is the G1 de I'Eboulement (No. 4 of the above 
not-). T h e  ridge then runs N.W. up to the Aiguille de I'Eboulement, 

This expedition is alluded to on p. 60 of Eun. 
t As in Alpine Journal, vol. iii. p. 99. 
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some point on it  having been gained by the 1867 party (No. 3). The 
Aiguille it-slf was twice reached in 1866 by the great S.W. spur 
(Nos. 1 and 2), while that spur was itaelf gained In 1864 (No. I )  
from the Pierre Joseph glacier. The N. ar6te of the Aiguille wlra 
descended in 1866 (No. 1 )  to the Col de Pierre Joseph, and in 1867 
(No. 3 )  to a point separated from that paw by a n,cky pinnacle. 

The  descent on the Italian side of this ridge hae been effected a t  
three points. In  1893 from the &I de I'Eboulement, and in 1866 
from a point near the sun~mit  of the Aiguille de 1'Ebonlement, both 
thene routes lying down the bit of the E. face of the ridge between the Col 
de Lexhaux and the Aib.uille de i'Eboulement. I n  1867 the dencent was 
effected from a point just 8. of the rocky pinnacle, which riaes just 
S. of the Col de Pierre Joseph. 

All these mutes on the French side can he well studied on Ncs. 9 4 ~  
and B of Mr. Donkin's published collection of photographs. T h e  
Italian side is seen on Yo. 1024 (view from the Pr6 de Bar h u b )  of 
the collection of photogmphs published in 1892 hy M. Attinger, of 
Neuchitel; a nearer view is that given on a photogmph, from the 
level bit of the Triolet glacier, taken in 1891 by Mr. F. Bnker-Gabb, 
and kindly sent to me by him. 

Two small matters nlay best be noted here, both referring to the 
myeterior~s Pierre Jo~eph .  This l ~ a n ~ e  is given to no glacier s t  all on 
Mr. Iteilly's map, but is bestowed hy hlieulet, the French Ordnancu 
map and Viollet-le-Duc on a smdl  glacier arm just S. W. 
of the Aigullle de Tallifre. This arm (as secer-n on Mr. Donkin's 
photogr:~ph) does not seen1 to deljerve a name, while the contiiderable 
glacier between the A~guilles de Taltfre and de 1'El,oulement ia lelt 
nalnelea. The [lame I roperly belongs to this larger glacier, and then 
only can the title Col de Pierre Josepl~ be properly given to the  
depreaion at  the heud of that glacier, and between the two peaks 
mentioned. 

The result of the inquiries reported above tLrow~ no light on the  
party which actually first travermd the Col de Pierre Joseph. Mesare. 
Mathews and ICeilly in 1866 were undout,tedly the first to reach the 
paw tiom any side, but they accomplished the French side only. I 
should be very glad to learn who first achieved the Italian side of the 
pass. In debult of this bit of inforn~ation, 1 may be allowed to state 
that the d e ~ r i p t i o n  and times given for this pass in M. Kurz's Guide, 
pp. 59-60, are tliose cou~mul~icatrd to me by hlr. P. Baker-Gabb, who 
made the p a w e  of' the Col, with his wit&, on August 29, 1891. Tlris 
WBR, if not the actual first p a w g e  of the Col, a t  least the first which 
has ever been described. Mr. Baker-Gabb sent me him notes won 
after, aud also two pl~otographs taken by him from the tbot of the final 
slopes on either side of this mysterious pae~. 

In conclusion, it  is my plauant duty to e x p r m  my warmest thanks 
to the various clin~bers llamed in the c o w  of this note, for the 
information with which they have nupplied me. I have carried 
through the wl~ole investigation a t  the request of the new Editor. 

W. A. B. CUOLIDGE. 
WINTER ASLENT OF TEE Dox.-The first midwinter ascent of the 

Dom was effected on January 13 by Mr. Sydney Spencer, who has 
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kindly communicated the following detnils to ua Mr. Spencer waa 
aeeompanied hy Christian Jossi, of Grindelwald, and Adolf Schaller, 
of Zernratt. T h e  party started from the  Dnm Club h u t  a t  1.30 A.M. 
They found the  snow very deep on the moraine, and had some difficulty 
in getting over the glacier, owing to the dangerous state of the d r a w .  
In fact t h i ~  bi t  took over an  hour. T h e  Festijoch ridge waa reached 
at 9.30 A.M. Thence the ridge w a ~  followed, usual, to the summit, 
steps having to be cu t  up  two r a ~ h e r  long stretches of blue ice. ' r l ~ e  
snow from the  Gabel ' to the top was in perfect order. The  summit 
of the Dom was attained a t  3 5 P.M., and a most wonderfully clear 
view obtained. T h e  cold was hardly felt a t  all, owing to the entire 
ahseoce of the  wind. Starting on the return journey a t  3.30 P.x., the  
Club hut was regained a t  $.YO, the last two hours being done by 
moonlight. A second night was spent there, and Zermatt regained 
next day. 
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Yonson (Lord). Views in the Depnrtment of the I d r e  and the High Alps. 
f i l l-page plates. Atlas. Folin. London. 1840. 

Bonney (Rev. T. (3.). Lake and Mountain Scenery from the Swiss Alps. 
Twenty four photographs from original oil-paintings by Q. Clom and 
0. Yroelicher, and furty-eight woodcuts. T-xt by Rev. T. G. Bonney. 
I ~ D .  lto. London. 1874. 

Lamy (J. ~ P.). Choix.de rues  en Suiuse. Twenty-four coloured plates. 
Folio. Berne et Bile, 1819. 

Chantre (Jfad,?me B ). A travers l'~lrm8nie RUSSP. Map3 and illustrations. 
~ a r &  8vo. paris 1893. 

Whymper (Edward). Scrambles amongst the Alps in the Yean 3860-69. 
Maps and illnstrations. Fourth edition. 8vo. London, 1893. (Pre- 
rented by the Author.) 

Forbes (Sir John). Sight-seeing in Germany and the Tyrol in the Autumn of 
185.5. Map and illustrations. Small Rvo. London, 1856. 

Zeitxhrift des Deutschen und Oesterreichischen Alpenvereins. Jahrgang 
1893. Band xxiv. Berlin. 1893. 

Kichter (Prof. Dr. E.). Die Emchliessang der Ostalpen. 16.-17. Heft. 
Berlin, 1893. 

Wnnllt (Theodor). Wanderungen in den Ampezzaner Dolomiten. Illustrated. 
Berlin, 1893. 

Bonney (Iiev. T. G.). The Story of our Planet. Illustrated. 8vo. London, 
183%. 

Dent (C. T.). Lose Bliitter ans einem Kaukasiscllen Reisetazebuche. (Re- 
Giut f;om ' Oebterr. Alpen-Zeitung.') Illustrated. pamphlet. 

THE MEASUEEIENTS OF ST. ELIAS AND OF O R I Z A B A . - T ~ ~  latest 
oficial inibrnlntion as to the heigl t of Mount St. Elias was given in a 
pater read before the Netiorlal Grographic Society of Washington by 
Dr. T. C. Mendenl~all, and h a s  beer1 printed in tllc~ magazine of that 
Society. The  resrlltr anno~rnced by Dr. h lende~~hal l  are of' much in- 
tere~t, because there is  no d o ~ i t ~ t  that :he latest determination of the 
height aud  position of Mount *t Elias will btl acct-pkd a s  a very close 
approxin~ation to the a b s l ~ t t e  truth. 

Last year  (1832) the C o a ~ t  aslid Geodetic Survey eent J. E. JIcGrath 



and J. H. Turner to the St. Elias region for the purpose of making 
thorough observations to determine the position and height of the great 
mountain. During the two yeam preceding these gentlemen had been 
engaged in determining the north-eatern boundary of Alaqka along 
the 1 4 1 ~ t  meridian. I t  was thought they might ascertain that the 
mountain summit wss exactly on the boundary line between the United 
States and Canada, and i t  was desired to settle once for all the vexed 
question of the mountain's height In 1874 Dr. Dall determined the 
height of St. Elias at  19,300 ft. In 1890 Mr. Kerr surprised every- 
body by declaring it% altitude to be only 15,350 ft., and in 1891 Prof. 
Hu..eell's determination was 18,099 it .  

The observations for position and altitude, occupying over two 
months, were numerous a ~ i d  very satisfactory. The  methods were 
above criticisul, the final resultn clowly agreed, and the figures will be  
accepted by all geographers. The uummit of' St. Elias was determined 
to be in 60" 17' 35" north latitude, and 140' 55' 21.5" west lonptitude. 
The height of the mountain, as computed from trigonornetrid measure- 
ments made at  five different stations, varied from 18,000 to 18,017 ft., 
and the adopted mean is 18,010 ft. 

St. Eliw is thus found to be 89 ft. lower than Prof. Russell's figures 
indicated, 1,490 ft. lower than the computation of Dr. Dall, and 
2,ti60 ft. higher than that of hlr. Kerr. The top of the mountain is 
nearly five miles inside of the Canadian boundary; and yet i t  is not 
given to the British lion to plant his foot on the highest sulrimit of the 
continent. 

In  1891 it  seemed very probable that the peak of Orizaba, in Mexico, 
was a little higher than St. Elias. In 1892 Dr. J. T. Pcoville, of Terre 
Haute, Ind., made trigonometrical ohhervations of Orizaba, by which he  
determined ite height a t  18,314 ft. This result surprised the geogrnphers, 
but the observations were of a character indicati~ig a close approxi~na- 
tion to accuracy, and the figures have since been confirmed by t h e  
measurements of Dr. C. A. Schott of our Coast and Geodetic Survcay. 
Hereafier St.  Elias must figure as the second highest mountain in North 
America, for the Mexican peak overtopu it by about 300 ft. 

~ ~ O V ~ H E N T  OF GLACIEHS I N  THE HIMALATAS.-T~~ iollowing note on  
the movemrnt of glaciers in the Hi~llaliiyas, by Mr. R. Waller Senior, 
of the Indian Survey, is extracted from the Allahabad ' Pioneer ' of 
Septrnlber 20, 1890 :- 

' During the past two months, thanks to very had weather, I have 
hnd oppflrtunities of conducting a series of rigorous measurements, 
based on Tyndall's own methods, and give the resulta below. Three 
glaciers only were measured, and though the rate of movement of 
each wed recorded during the short period of forty-eight hours, I tllink 
the result obtained may be taken as a fair avericge of the ytiarly 
motion. 

Of course some glaciers travel much faster than others, a good 
deal depending on the slope of the ice strran1.s and on the height of 
the n ~ o ~ ~ n t a i n a  that give tl1e111 birth. For inutancp. the meat Sonapmi 
or Duple11 C;l.~c~er, which i~sues  from enormous beds of nkv6 I y ~ n g  a t  
steep luclirlrs and cradled among very high hills, where the clnowfull 
ie preeuruably heavy, runs down ita valley much more rapidly than 
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the Shiti, oppoeite Sism village, which for nearly its entire course is 
nlmost level. The upper portion of the Dllpleh Glacier, however, 
would seem to move faster than t.he lower during certain eaeons of 
the year, and this accounts for the huge tottering ridgee and cones of 
ice forced u p  high ahove the normal level of the stream between the 
steady pressure of the drecending maas ahove and the more slug~inh 
advance of the lower and more level glacier. Again, the advance 
mid-stream, as will be seen fiom the table of meairements, is much 
morerapid than that of the sides; this fact is amply illustrated by 
almost every large glacier in LahauL The centre of the glacier is 
always fairly smooth and runs down either in undulating waves or 
wide expanees of perfectly level, clean ice, whereas the wides consist o€ 
tumhled masses and pinnacles of very dirty and distinctly older ice 
forced up into all ec~rts of fantastic shapes, split and resplit by a 
thousand crevasses, all curving downwards in the direction of the 
more rapidly moving centre. 

'The well-known, though not often visited Pandanlamo Glacier is 
one of the finest we have here, and though only three miles long forms 
a noble picture. Springing from enormous accumulations of nCv6 
at the h u e  of a fringe of peaks above 20,000 feet high, it descends in 
great wavw of pure blr~e-white ice for about two miles brfore it is lost 
under a coatir~g of dhbris; a very thin veneer, however, for all along 
it3 course glistening walls and domes of ice hold themselves up out d 
the mass of rr~bhish. There is no marsh-like valley beyond this 
glacier, as i n  the cue of the Sonlrpani and St~iti  ; the melted ice rushes 
out of a vast cave in a tumultuous brook which, dashing over half n 
mile of very steep descent, squeezes itself throogh a narrow slit in a 
rock and forn~e the beltutiful fan-shaped waterhll, over 100 feet high, 
wen from t h e  Sissu encamping gruund. 
' Glacier8 mmetimee come down with a rush without giving ;any 

warning. Sevrral a r e s  have occurred in the memory of men now 
living, the most appalling of these catastrophes being in 1835, when 
the big Shigri fell into the Chandra Kiver and mused a flood. In 
Switzerland the peasants can te!l when a glacirr means miachief by 
the dieappearance of its ice cave. " The glacier is burying his nose," 
they say, and look out for ~ q u a l l ~ .  In Lahaul whether the glaciers 
e r e  any warning or not it  is impossible to say ; probably there i* no 
one to heed the warning or read the signs; anyhow when a glacier 
falls the catastrophe is always an unexpected one. Some years ago, 
I am informed, an old man foretold the collapse of a huge glacirr, 
acd was of course laughed at  for his pains. Neverthelem in a day or 
~ W I J  down it wme, cruslling an entire villnge. 

' Afocement in 24 lirmrs-in Inches. 

hnapani . 
Shiti 

i 
Pandanlamo . I 

I Mean . 
I General mean, 600 inches. I 
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' T h e  flank measurements were taken 30 yards from the extreme 
edge of the glacier. The  hnapani  was measured in June, the Shiti 
and Pdndanltlln early in September : probably t.he movement of these 
latter might be more rapid in warmer weather, for froet has set in  
and to s 11ne extent bound up the snows. ' R. W. S! 

REVIEWS AND NOTICES. 
Tha S t a y  Q our Planct. By T. O. Bonney, D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S. 

(London, Paris, and Melbourne : Cagsell and Co. 1893.) 

THE general plan of this work, the author tells us  in the preface, is in  
its main featuressimilar to that adopteJ in the ' Principle3 of Geology ' ; 
but  a close adherence to the lines follo~.ed in that wark has not bern 
deemed needful, partly because many things can now be taken for 
granted which, a t  the time when he wrote, Sir C. Lyell was ot)liged to 
demonstrate completely, and also for the reasot~ tint during the  
twenty+ne years which have elapsed since the appearance of the lmt  
edition ot'the 'Principles' fresh drscoverirs have &en made and new 
theoriea enunciated which have widened the ecope arid area of 
investigation. 

Throughout the present volume the author's aim hae been t o  avoid 
as  much as  possible technic*l~tirs, to mxke the subject intelligible ti, 
the educa.4 reader n b o  baa no epecial knowledge of the variouo 
branches of science involved, and to give him an insight into the 
methods of reasoning which are adopted in geology, and the general 
conclusi~~ns to which ~ h t t ~ e  have led. 

The first part oi'the book i n  preliminary, and treata generally of t h e  
physical condition and geograt~hy of the earth. the action of air currents 
and ocean currents and the transfer of heat and cold, the relative depth 
and elevation of sea and hind, the formation of glirciers and ice-sheet*, 
and the different theories thereqf. A re~narkahly pimple explanation 
of the phenomena of tides leaves nothing to he desired in re~pect  of 
terseness and lucidity. Exception may be taken to the inference of 
the existence of an extensive antarctic cont~nent which is implird i n  
several passages; for although it is true that the bed of the ocean 
rises considerably towards the s juthern polar region, the land which 
IIHS been discovered is of small extent, and in the opinion of Sir J D. 
Htmker, Profewor S h ~ l e r ,  and Dr. Croll, there is a strong probability 
th:~t the ice has accumulated on low discontinuous land, and in the 
~liallow saw between the islands 

The sculpture and moulding of the ea~th's surface occupy the  
scc o ~ d  part. Air and water are the chief tools; but their ~ c t i o n  i s  
constructive as well as destructive. Rain and rivers not only carve 
orit the surface of the land, but also transport the material to lower 
levels and finally to the sea, where the procew of rock-making is con- 
stsntly renewed. Both these agents, moreover, ; ~ c t  clien~ic;~lly as well 
as  mechanically, and dirwolve lime from the rocks, which is carried 
away to be re-deposited, mostly by orpnicapency. But  the mechanical 
effect attracts attention much more than the chemical, although in  a 
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limestone country the latter iA m n  r e c o p i d  in the numerous under- 
ground water-courses which often are revealed. 

In connection with this branch of the subject it  is natural that 
Profemor Bonney should have mu,:h to my on ice ae an abrading 
agent, and on the long-atanding controversy, which hna recently been 
revived, respecting the origin of lake basins. He gives a complete 
nbume' of the arepments uwd by the late Sir A. Ramsay in favour of 
the hypothesis that the greater number of lakea occurring in districts 
which have undergone glaciation lie in rock basins hollowed out by 
the glaciers which at  one time filled them In particular, the lakes ot 
Switzerland and North America, the Norwegian fiords, and the Scottish 
lochs are cited as examplee of excavation by ice, and the fact is 
beyond dispute that all these districts have heen inten~ely glaciated. 
While admitting that i n  mme cases under favourable conditions a 
glacier is capable of making depresvions on a small scale, P r o f e w r  
Bonn7 hae from the first strenuously opposed this hypothesis. His 
reasons are to? lengthy to quote, but they depend in great measure on 
the fact that  the sections of valleys and lakes, as regards their sidea 
and floors, present just the outline which would result from the 
ordinary action of sub-&rial denudation, and also on the further ob- 
~ervacion that in many places where, according to the advocates of the 
excavating hypothesis, the erosive force should have been a t  its 
maximum, no moping  out of the bed has resulted. The author's 
position has lately been much Rtrengthened by the observ;rtions made 
by the American surveyors in the lakes of the United States and 
Canada, the  Hoora of which prove to be somewhat complex valley 
qstems to which the ice theory afford0 no explanation. Similar in- 
vestigations in Switzerland have a l ~ o  been attended by a like result. 

Another explanation of the origin of lakes has been put forward by 
the author. During tho elevation of n mountain chain, suppose that a 
valley has been formed the direction of which is approximately at  
right angles to the trend of the strata forminq the chain, which are, on 
the whole, parallel with it. At a later period differential movements 
of the parallel zones of rock may ensue, and as these are likely to occur 
in lines roughly parallel with the range, a zone of rock at  some dis- 
tance fmm t l ~ e  chain may be raked by folding, while a nearer zone 
may be slightly depremed. If these movements take place across the 
direction of' the valley, a part of the sloping floor will be converted 
into a hollow and water will accumulare as the subsidence continues. 
This hypothesis haa the merit of simplicity, and is reasonably con- 
eonant with such changes of level and gradual fblding of the strata as 
are produced, not only during the primary elevation of a mountain 
mass, but also, in all probability, in its later 8tsge.s. But  it would be 
b y  to conclude that this is the only solu:ion of the problem, 
altllough it  may be accorded a favourable reception as a provisional 
explanation. 

The laet chapter of this section deals mainly with the action of 
organisms whose secretions form deposits which at  a later stage become 
d i d  limeetonea The foraminifera and coral polyps have been and 
are yet the most active agents in this work, and one of the former, a 
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Glohigerina, plays now a most important part inrock-making, and by ' a 
never-cearing rain ' of its minute dead shells on the ocean floor forms a 
mud similar to that which formerly has been converted into chalk. 
The  rival theories as to the formation of coral reefs are exhaustively 
discussed, but want of space forbids us to dwell thpreon. 

In the next part the author turns his attention to the changes which 
proceed from below the surface, commencing with the movemeuts of the 
crust, and he deecri1)es the phenomena attending the elevatidn of massea 
of rock and the formation of mountain chains. The theory most in 
favour as to the origin of the latter, with the accompanying folding 
and fracture, is that which attributes their elevation to intense lateral 
pressure, and it  haa been greatly confirmed hy numerow experimenta 
made by Mr. H. M. Cadell. By exerting great pressure on several 
super-inlposed layers of stratified material of varying hardnescr, folds 
and overthrusts have been produced resembling closely those obwrved 
in mounhin chains, and among these in the fo-called fan-structure. 

In  the chapter on volcanic action prominence is given to the 
eruption of Krakatoa and the still more recent catastrophe of Bandai- 
aan in Japan. Both appear to have been caused by superheated steam, 
the latter being simply a gigantic boiler-explosion. The whole top 
and one side of the volcano (5,500 feet above the sea) were blown into 
the air in a lateral direction, and Mr. Norman, who viaited the scene 
shortly after the explosion, maintains that an enormous maea of mud, 
caused by the mingling of the steam and de'brie, must have passed eix 
miles through the air, and then have rushed along the ground for four 
miles in less than five minutes. The extreme violence of eruptions i n  
recent times may seem a t  variance with the fact that the earth ia 
gradually losing enerw, and that the volcanic phenomena of the  
present era are geuerally not of the same frequency or extent as in  
former times. But it  is pointed out, on the authority of Lord Kelvin, 
' that a gradual loss of' heat resulting in the thickening of the crust 
may cause the explosive phenomena to be, indeed, more unfrequent 
and localised, but more violent when they do occur-may produce, i n  
short, the effect of screwing down a safety-valve.' 

The geographical distribution of volcanoes is of the greatest signi- 
ficance, and it  is pointeci out that the chief volcanic reb~ons either 
traverse or fringe the greater ocmn basins, and that the thick deposits 
of sediment which are formed along the coast lines have an important 
influence on volcanic activity. The author believes that the source 
of heat is deeply seated, and he also gives reasons for the opinion 
that igneous rocks are not produced by the loral melting of sedi- 
mentary strata, but represent t l ~ e  outer part of the magma of which 
the globe is composed. 

On the ' Internal Changes in the Earth's Crust '-comprising, on the 
one hand. mechanical phenomena such as cieavage, foliation, faulting 
and jointing, and on the other, internal changes produced on ~*ocks b y  
the action of water, heat and pressure, either combined or separately- 
the author is unexpectedly brief. Water in undoubtedly the most 
potent agent in these alterations, and wherever water or air can 
penetrate, there chemical change is surely taking place. 
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The subject of ' Meteors' does not strike one a t  first as having a 
direct relation to the early history of the earth; nevertheless sume 
interesting conclusions may be derived therefrom. All the consti- 
tuents of meteorit- so far as they are known, are substances and 
elementa which exist in the earth's crust. Iron enters largely into 
their composition, and meteors which consist chiefly of oliville cor- 
respond with peridotite, which is an igneoun rtck allied to serpentine. 
A11 these conntituents may be regarded as  reprewntative of the deeper 
wated rather than of the superficial portion of the crust. Further, by 
the aid of the spectroscol~e it h a  been ascertained that all the element8 
which exist in the sun are likewise found in the esrth; and results 
pointing in the eame direction are obtained from the stars and even 
the nebale. A community of origin of material is thus indicated. 
This question naturally leads up to the nebular hypothesin as applied 
to the ea r ly  stages of development of the solar system. 

Among other speculative subjects which are discussed in this most 
interesting chapter is that of the condition of the interior of the earth 
helow the superficial crust. The average rate of incre.~ae of heat near 
the surface ie about lo P. for every 64 ft. ot' descent; but this 
increase goes on in diminishing ratio. According to thc calculations 
of Lord Kelvin, who ha8 assumed an incraae of lo F. for every 51 ft. 
near the surface, a t  a depth of about 80 niiles the increase would be 
reduced to lo F. in 141 it., and at  a b u t  double that distance it woiild 
not be more than lo F. in 2,250 ft. In any case, a t  a depth of from 
25 to 30 miles the temperature would be sufficient to fuse most rock. 
Increased pressure would raise the funing-point, but not to a very 
peat  extent, as a t  a depth of 250 ~ t ~ i l e s  the density would have 
risen from 2.5 (at the surface) to only 3.1. 

The question a r i w  : Is  the earth's interior liquid, or after a zone 
which is melted by the increasing telnperature, does it  again become 
d i d  through pressure, c~r  is it solid throughout? The answer is 
unsatisfactory. hiathematicians and geologists are at  issue 011 the 
question-the former inclining to regard the interior as nolid, while the 
latter a re  in favour of its liquid condition. For  the arguments on 
both rid- the inquirer in referred to Professor Bonney'n adniirable 
summary. 

Passing over the next chapter, which deals with the succession of 
geological formations and their varying forms of life, we come to that 
on the Archrecm rocks, a subject of keen discussion aniolig geologiets. 
These rocks, according to recent classification, comprise two distinct 
formations, the Iluronitin, certainly ot' sedimentary origin, sometimes 
becoming crystalline, and exhibiting a few ob~cure  traces ot' life; 
and the Laurentian, an enormously thick series of gnei~ses, crystalline 
whish and some lirnestones, a.wciatad with igneous and intrusive 
rocks of later and uncertain date. I n  a few of the lilnestones is 
found the Eozoon canadense, claimed by some as an organism, but  
p i b l y  of mineral origin. The Horonian fol-mation ix considerably 
the more recent of the two, and is probably separated froni the Cam- 
brian epoch by no great interval of time. In  the lower part of the 
Lauren~ian aeries gneiseoid rocks predominate; upward8 the series 
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becomes more varied, and, on the whole, less coarsely crystalline. 
Professor Bonney is of opinion that these lower highly crystalline 
rocks, some of which were igneous and wme undoubtedly sedimentary, 
were originally the first crust which was formed on the incandescent 
globe. I3e maintains that these Archmin schists differ altogether in 
structure fiom sediments which have been modified mainly by pressure, 
and that they have been expowd for a lengthened period to a rather 
high temperature. Water, no doubt, was present, and the rock was 
suhject to pressure, but neither of these two conditions wan e~sential, 
heat having been the primary factor. In the author's words : ' These 
schists must have been raised to a temperature above that which a 
rock attains by heing depressed to a depth of ten or fifteen thousand 
fvet below the earth's surface, because there is no difficulty in finding, 
for purposes of comparative study, Palreozoic rocks-if not any of 
later date-which have bren buried beneath a t  least that thickness 
of eediment, and yet have returned to the surface practically unaltered.' 
And further : -' We ueenl to he forced to the conclusion that the 
environment necessary for changing an ordinary sediment into 
a crystitlline schist existed generally only in the earliest qes ,  and 
but very rarely and locally, if ever, since Paleozoic time began.' 

Probably, however, there was at  that time a much more rapid 
increaw of heat in drscendinp helow the surface than now exists. 
Lord Kelvin is cited to show, ' that  though the hrat of the interior 
after a comparatively shnrt time would ceaae to produce any wnsible 
effect upon the snrface, the tempc~rature at the end of orle twenty-fifth 
of the whole time which has elapued between the first crusting over 
of the globe and the present age would rise lo F. for every 10 feet of 
de~ce~lt . '  For some time ttfter the n~etamorphism of these Archnean 
rocks, 'foot after foot would be rather rapidly added to the interval 
corresponding with each rise of a degree of temperature, until, pro- 
bably, before the world had advanced very far in the Primary era, the 
cond~tions had approached so near to those now existing that the 
drpresbion of a m a .  of rock to a couple of miles helow the surface 
b r o ~ ~ g h t  it into a zone of temperature only slightly higher than would 
b ?  found a t  the preaent time.' But it may be objected that the asqump- 
ti011 ot such a rapid cooling of the earth in the interval of time between 
the metamorphism of the Archman rocks and the early part of the 
Ptllaeozoic er,r, as  would he implied by a diminution of the rate of 
increase of temperature from l o  F. in 10 ft. to lo F. in 50 tt. to 60 ft., 
while rince the latter em and down to present times the rate of 
increase 18 supposed to be practically stationary, requires more 
evidence than is yet before us. I t  is, indeed, probable that our estimate 
ot' the lapse of time between Archean und early Palneozoic times has 
been hitherto much below reality ; but on the other hand, to establish 
the author's prop tsition it  would be necessary to pmve that this period 
was materially greater than that which hm elapsed between early 
Paleozoic times aud the present. 

I n  t l ~ e  ' Building of the Britiuh Ides,' while explaining the con- 
ditions of each geological formation, an attempt is made to give, a~ far 
ns present evidence allows, some conception of the contemporary 
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distribution of land and water, and to indicate the source of the 
material of the new de,mits. Even in some of the later formations 
this is a task of snme difficulty, but in the earliest ages it  becomes well- 
nitrh impossible to give a rough npproximation. 

Only when we arrive a t  the Devonian and Carboniferous eras do we 
hegin to obkin trustworthy data, and evrn then in any aketch of the 
phyaical geography of the time too man? g a p  remain which afford 
undue scope for the imagination. A good illustration of the method 
ot reasoning employed in found in the deduction that in Carboniferoris 
tlnles, and afterwards, an important tract of continental land lay to the 
north, north-west. and probably waqt, of the British Isles. The 
character of the bulk of the sedimentary deposits of that period 
warrants the conclusion that they occupied the basin of a great delta 
into which were di~cbarped the de'bris brnught down by a t  l w t  two 
great rive1.s from the north-west and west, which from the immen~e  
quantity of' material transported could only have existed on continental 
land. Again, in 'Triassic times, there is strong evidence in the pebble 
beds and sandstones of the Bunter division that the components of 
these strata were deposited by streams flowing in the same general 
direction, and an inveqtipiltion of the nature of the pebbles confirms 
this deduction, as many of them rtapresent rocks which are now found 
nowhere but in the Torridon e~ndstonea ot' the North-west of' Scotl~nd- 
which must, therefore, have had a much widrr extension during that 
epoch, and probably formed part of the land stretching out far into 
what is now the Atlantic. On the configuration of the land during 
1at.t.r perlods, Profeswr Bonney enter* into considerable detail, more 
wpecially with regard to the Pl i~ceneand Post-Pliocene epochs. The 
~t11)ject of the Boulder clays gives occasion for a comprehensive re'surne' 
of the various theories as to their origin, but for these and the glacial 
phenomena which accompanied them the reader must be referred to 
the  work itself. 

On tile uuhject of the ' Building of Europe ' it must suffice tn quote 
the author's conclusions that many of the European highlands have 
existed as physical features from very early times : that the present 
niaditerranean is a remnant-perhaps representative of the deepest 
pnr t s -of  a fairly persistent oceanic area, also of great antiquity and of 
wide extent : and that in the north-central region (including much 
of Buwia) defined on the north and west by the crystalline masses of 
h n d i n a v i a .  Northern Scotland and Ireland, with possibly the 
extremity of Cornwall and Brittany, there was a constant struggle 
for nlastery between sea and land, the former on the whole pre- 
doxinating. Further, i t  may be inferred that in this region the 
movements in a downward direction produced most conspicuous effeckq 
during the Loner  Ci~rboniferoue, the Jurassic, and the Cretaceous times. 
while in  Europe generally the earth's crust was most markedly folded 
and disturbed a t  the end of the Carboniferous, of the Eocene, and of 
the Bliocene periods! 

Among the ' Theoretical Questions' which occupy the closing part 
of the book, that on the ' Permanence of' Ocean Basins and Land 
Areas' has borne relation to the two chapters just noti:ed. The general 
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drift of the discuaeion is to the effect that although what are now 
continents and oceans have been exposed to vicimitudw, the former 
having been at  times invaded by water and the latter partially replaced 
by land, there is ground for the belief that there has been a general 
tendency to a constant condition ; and that. on the whole,  continent^ 
indicate regions over which land has dominated from very early days, 
and that the profounder depths of the ocean basins mark the centres of 
large areas which have been even more perclistently eubmerged.' 
Though the other questions raised in this section, particularly that on 
' Climatal Change,' are of the higheat intarest, we are co~npelled by 
want of space to abstain from noticing them. 

The  forenoing rather lengthy, but, considerinq the ecope and 
importance of the work, hardly adequate notice will give some idea of 
the magnitude of the task undertaken by the autbol.. That. he has 
nuccreded in the aiin set forth in the preface admits of no doubt. The  
descriptive and explanatory portions of the book are remarkably 
clear, and the style is simple and attractive. I t  is posrible that some 
of the conclusions on controverted questions may be assailed, and that 
Profewr  Bonney may incur the, perhaps not altogether uncongenial, 
duty of having to defend his position; but whatever may be the 
ultimate verdict on these point4 the book must be regarded as a very 
suggestive and valuable addition to geological literature. J. E. 

Amuaire du Club Alpin Fvenqais. Tome xix. 1892. (Paris : 1893.) 

The  new volume of this ' Annuttire ' is perhap a shade more Alpine 
than its predeceesors, but it  still contains articles (e.g. on journeys to 
the Sahara, to Bosnia and Transjlvitnia, to Jerr~mlem and Cairo) 
which are fitted rather for a Geographical Journal than a special 
Alpine Year-book. There is no one article of capitill irnport;ince in it. 
That for which i t  will doubtless be most generally consulted hereafter 
is the concluding paper of &I. Perrand's elahorate and painstaking series 
on the frontier ridge between the Mont Thabor and the Petit St. 
Bernard (just collected in a vol. of 266 8vo. pages, issued by Gratier, a t  
Grenoble). H e  deals this year with the Rutor and it.. neiglibours to the 
N. and S., and finds many unexplored corners to describe and visit. 
(A final supplement to this series is a paper by the same author in the 
current 'Annuaire de la Socidtk des 'J'ouristes du  Dauphink' on the 
' Louie Blanche '). Another article on the Turentaise is that narrating 
n careful examination ot' the range of the Pointes du  Bouchet. a t  the 
S.E. corner of the PQclet group, by M. P. Lory, the worthy heir of a 
great name. I may be allowed to point out that M. Lory gives the 
name of Col du Bouchet to a pass N. of the point 3,267 m., whereas, 
as far back as 1878, I had given that name to a pass E. of the point 
3,056 m.* These niay well be distinguished as the S. and N. Cole d u  
Bouchet respectively. AI.  Garpon narrates his conquest of the Grand 
Bec de Pralognan by the long-desired route up  the \V. face, which 
Eeems easy enough after all. 

Dauphin6 fares rather badly. One writer describes the well-known 

* Alpine Journal, vol. ix. p. 103. 
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pa~aes of the Cole du  PavC and de la Pilatte, hie excuae being (it ie 
a valid one for readers of the Annuaire ') that neither haa before been 
spoken of a t  length in the pages of the ' Annuaire.' The narrative of 
the first ascent of the h ighe~t  point of the Pointe d'drpentikre (near 
Allevard), and an account of eome emall climbs near Villard de Lans, 
carry us to two of the outlying and lese known regions of the Dauphin6 
Alp. 

The Maritinlea are the subject of a paper by M. Dujardin-Beaumetz, 
who profited by the fact that he was doing his military eervice on the 
h n t i e r ,  near SoFpel, to explore some of the lower hills of the French 
b i t  of the Maritimes. Intending vieitore to those parta ~hould note his 
remarksas to the way in which that frontier is now guarded by eoldiers 
and gendarmes, BO that an unhappy stranger dare hardly leave the 
Tenda highroad, on pain of imprisonment. Things must be changed 
indeed since I was in those parts in 1879. 

T h e  Pyrenees fare little better than other divisions of the French 
A l p .  Mr. Packe makeu his debut as the author of a paper in the 
' Annuaire'  with a description of a ~econd viait to the Pic de Mali- 
hieme, twenty-seven years after his first ascent, and naturally compares 
matters as they were then and as they are now. MM. S-hrader 
and  de Margerie give us a uneful bird's-eye view of the pyre nee^, 
accompan~ed by a very clear map of the whole chain, which (their 
names ~uffice to show thin) is far more accurate than any hitherto 
published. 

T h e  chief orticle relating to the Mont Blanc chain has alno to do with 
a map. This i~ not Herr Imfeld's, as we might have expected, but 
proposal for an entirely new survey of that group, made by tlle MM. 
Valiot. They propose to issue a mnp in twelve sheets, on a wale of 
=-, bawd on a new triangulation of the chain. Thin will be on 
larger scale than any of its predeceanors, and should be extremely 
valuable, when ready. But, as the real work began in 1892 only, 
many years must elapse before i t  is in our hand*, though the sheets 
a r e  to be i m r d  singly as completed. As R ~pecimen of their intendrd 
map MM. Vallot give one of the Aiguilles Rouges, with a text, 
remarkable for ita careful comparimn of the narnen and positiorls 
m i p e d  to the various points by the different maps. There is a very 
outspoken criticihm (generallv very unfavourahle) of the maps issued 
by the French Ordnance Office, a criticism which a few years ago 
would certainly have not bern allowed to appear in these pages. Most 
fortunately even French writers are beginning to grarp the fact that 
their offiaial hurveyoru are hy no means infallible, a trurh which I and 
others have often p in ted  out, though receiving little thanks for our 
pain0 M. Jarmen reprints his RCCOllnt of hia observatory on the 
m m i t  of Mont Bhnc  from the ' Proceedings ' of the ' Acadkmie des 
Sciences,' and I have noticed very recently in the list of new publica- 
tions the appearance of the first annual volunte of the Annales de 
I'Obeervatoire MCt6orolopiqne du hIonbBlanc ' (Paris, G. Steinheil). a 
publication that would have amazed, and delighted, I)e Sauwure. hf. 
Durier givrs a history of the great cntactrophe which stvept away 
St. Gervais les B i n s .  The narrative of the advance of the swollen 
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mud stream seems better done than the explanation of how i t  came 
about that the stream was eo swollen. 

A monograph on the subalpine range of the Bauges, near Chambkry, 
e m s  thorough, and may attract persons who like unfrequented corners 
of the Alpa 

Other articles deal with mountains outside France. The Eiger, 
the Arolla peaks, and the Oberanrjoch all find a place, but need not 
he f~lrther alluded to in these pagra. An account of the Spanish 
Sierra Nevada i~ nrore novel than one of the Ampezzo ra!ley, o r  
another of the Vosges and the Jura. A word inay be added on hf. 
Martel'e fifth subterranean campaign. In the course of it he attained 
the greateet depth below the surface hitherto attained, a t  least in s 
direct line-163 mitres. These investigations read rather like climhing 
up  side down, but certainly lead to queer and amusing adventures, eo 
that the descriptions published by hi. Martel and his cc~rnrade, bL. 
Ganpillat, are always among the most rendable articles in the nucceasive 
volumes of the ' Annuaire.' W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

THE WINTER EXHIBITION O F  THE ALPIXE CLUB. 

IN quality as well as in quantity the 1893 Winter Exhibition was, 
perhaps, the best that has ever been ga therd  together. For this 
rucce-n the Club is indebted chiefly to Dr. W. A. Wills, on whoin fell 
the chief labour of organising the nhow. The number of pictures went, 
indeed, was eo large that the excellence of many of the works IVWI in  
danger of being overlooked, and, further, mnle of the defects inci- 
d e u t ~ l  to the very nature of the exhitpition were rendered more promi- 
nent. Before adverting further to thrse drawhacks and makinq 
suggestions for improvement, we may briefly review the works actually 
hung. 

The variety of style and of treatment naturally becan~e more 
apparent than ever in a collection RO wide in its scope, and conlprising 
works by anlateurn as well as artists. Even allow in^ that the com- 
mittee showed a wise discretion in accepting not only pictnrea of 
mountains but works of ' Alpine interest,' it was evident that the 
definition had been rather strained in some instarlceq notably by the 
inclusion of w n ~ e  works hy Signor Segantil~i. Still, viaitors were not 
likely to complain of having an o p p r t u ~ ~ i t y  of studying these remnrk- 
able pictures. Here the artist'e claim to admiusion co11n;sted i r ~  little 
more than the fact that he had chosen his subjects in mnuntainous 
countries I n  nearly all of them he deliberately eet himself diffi- 
cult problems to solve in the matter of lighting, and overcame them 
with extreme @kill. In the ' Interior of tln Italian Studio' the 
nlixture of lighta was nuch as would have dt.light-d the nlasters of the 
broader who01 of Dutch painters. In figurer, ns in hin anirr~al pant-  
ing, Signor St.gantini seerued to show the influence of that remarkable 
artist Bastien-Lvp~ge; but the methods, the colour, and the treatment 
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r e r e  strikingly original. Exceptional or transient effecta of light, 
however, such as were nl~own in tl~ese ~licturer, ]lave the drawback 
that the spectator ia unable to gauge their truth with any accuracy. 
As he  is compelled to a great extent to accept the artist's rendering, 
h e  not unnaturally desires qualitien of u ~ t n ~ m i t i o n  or drawing in 
addition ; but in thew rwpactn tile Italian painter's work left some- 
thing to be deeired. The paintings were strikingly bold, but not 
altogether satisfying. 

Hung in a pronlinent position, and deservedly no, were three 
large works, all presenting renlarkable contrast in ctyle and method. 
Tile first of thew, Mr. Alfred East'd ' Fusijama,' wan an adlnirahle 
nnd characteristic work, very hnrmonious and delicate in colour. 
There wae no painter, we think, rej~resented in the exhibition who 
would have a better chance of succerdinp in the difficult task of 
adequately rendering the great lnountains with their glaciers and snow- 
fielda Mr. E@t always shows a perlect sense of atmosphtsre and is 
never conventional. No mountain painter will ever make anything of 
high mountain subjects unless he can infum mnle imaginaticln while 
observing truth of form and modelling; and no painter has the chance 
of succeeding who does not underbtand akiea Thin lt~st qlmlifiwtion 
Mr. East po~aw3wt.s in PO eminent drgree. 

Admirable too was Mrs. Corbett'a large painting of a view in 
the  Apennines. In the treatment of' tile foregrouna, of the sky, and 
of the twilight mist, the example of Professor Coats wan very easily to  
be traced ; but this was no detrirrlent. Here, again, tile work was 
full of good feeling and admiratiorl of mountain form. Unfortor~ately, 
t h e  picture was too dark to be properly seen under the inadequate 
conditions of lighting. 

Mr. Stott, of Oldllam, whose work is always interesting, if wome- 
timm astonishing, a large painting of the ' Alps by Night.' Here 
imagination had lather run riot, and impressionism in mountain paint- 
ing was carried about as fbr as it well can be. Some of' the rock 
forms were altogether io~posnible. Gocni paawges of colc.ur there were, 
b u t  h e  picture could hardly be called a success from any point of 
riew. The  artist in endeavouring to catch the spirit of the mountains 
only succeeded in portraying their ghost. The work was infirior 
to the Jnngfiau ' exhibited two yearn ago. 

Mr. Andrew I\IacCallum showed a large painting of the liatterhorn, 
ejltirled ' After a Blizznrd.' The work suffered from including too 
much in the view. The foreground was subjected to a good deal 
of arrangement, and the topo~ra[~hy  in some parts wi~s incompre- 
hensible. I t  is dangerous to take 1il)ertit.s with the arrar~gtmel~t  of so 
h i l i a r  a view. Still, i t  wclr a good example of what nlay be recog- 
nised M the poetic echool of Alpme painting, a school by all means to 
be encouraged. 

Perhaps the most remarkable work of the whole exhibition was an 
extremely -lid and vigoroua view by Proleasor tlerkcmer of Slinwdon 
clrlled ' Relah Mountains.' T h k  wurk was lent by Mr. J. S. Forberi. 
To tilose especially who remember Profelisor Herkomer'e work seen a 
few 7-0 ago in one of the winter exhibitions, i t  was refreshing to 
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encounter so admirable a painting by one who understands mountains 
eo well. 

A painting of Moiint Earn~haw, hy Mrs. Kate Clark, of Auckland, 
was interesting as being the first important New Zealand picture that 
we have had in these exhibitions. I t  is to be hoped that this is all 
earnest that the New Zealand Alpine Club intends to further Art as 
efficiently as i t  encourages mountain explorntion. 

Mr. E. T. Compton, always a welcome exhibitor, is never more PO 

than when he gives his art free play. and doex not tie himself down by 
work desipned solely for reproduction. Many of' his water-colour 
drawings this year were quite in his happiest vein, but nothing waa 
more interesting than his 'Evening on the Nabelhorn.' This was 
merely a study of rocks which at  one time or another had hllen in  
picturesque confusion from a high rocky ridge. I t  was a scene that 
might be found almoht anywhere, nob~bly in Skye, but the work was 
finished with the utmost truth and vitality, and the lighting so adroitly 
managed as to give immediate interest to what might have seemed bu t  
a commonplace subject. If artists would make more studies such s s  
this they would levs seldom have to draw on their imqination with 
the result of putting in dull and conventic)nal foregounds. 

Mr. J. hIacWhirter contributed two small sketches, good in colour, 
and Mr. Arthur Severn a vigorous rendering of a storm on the Lakeof 
Geneva. 

Mons. Loppk exhibited no recent work, but was represented by some 
winter studies and a few paintings contributed from private collections. 
Of the latter, perhaps the most ititerating waa the ' Aiguille det, 
Charmoz,' dated 1864. The blue depths of the crevauses were perfect 
in colour. Possibly the hand of time has dealt lovingly with the 
canvas, and softened down the tones, but utill it is only sound work- 
manship that improves with nge. A view of the crater of Etna showed 
that the veteran artist can catch the spirit of a scene in the mountains 
wherever he may be. 

In water colours the exhibition was remarkably utrong. Mr. A. W. 
Hunt's two beautifully delicate and finished drawings of Tlmn occupied 
most wortl~ily places of honour. 

Scarcely l e ~  admirable were two drawinp by Mr. E. W a k e  Cook, 
one of the ' Uri Hothstock and the Entrance to the St. Gotthard Pass,' 
and the other ' A View on the Lake of Como.' 

Of several good sketches by Mr. A. H. Hallam Murray, nothing 
was more charming than the drawing ' On the Waikoto River, New 
Zealand.' 

Mr. Alfred Pareon'u study of 'Fusiyama' was a good and direct 
piece of work, painted with characteristic grace, and as aucceaqhl in 
colour as any of the remarkable series of Japanese views made by  
this artist that we a n  call to mind 

A rare interest attached to Mr. Ruskin's hesutifully accurate draw- 
ing of the ' Aiquille and Glaciers of the Rlaitibre.' This  was the 
original study for Plate 3 1 in ' Modern Paint~rs.' I t  was not merely 
the personality of the artist that lent the charm. Though only a 
pencil ketch,  it made one Skel a t  once that the man who could do it 
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understood the mountains so well as to justify any criticism he ch0he 
to p a ~ s  on those who painted them. 

Of several interesting works by Mr. B. J. M. Donne the most 
attractive was a bfont Blanc de Seilon.' Mere the ar tkt  had deserted 
for once his familiar chalet on the mountain aide and gone up into the 
higher A l p .  The excursion was not wholly successful, aa the character 
of the snow-slopes and the structure of the glacier were alike some- 
what missed. The shape of the drawing WIIS unfortunate. I t  was cut 
off too sharply a t  the top, ae if from some uncertainty a~ to how to 
deal with the sky. B i t .  of sub-Alpine scenery may possibly pass 
when painted without any sky at  all, but this is hardly permissible in  
the Upper Alps if the effect of height is to be given. 

In  w-orks by the late Elijah Walton the exhibition was not so rich as 
usual. A drawing of the Lower Grindelwald Glacier, painted in his 
earlier manner, was extremely minute, scarcely lees so than a remark- 
able Himalayan drawing by Mr. Edward Lear which hung close to it. 
T h e  ~ i c t u r e  was marred by the cold, monotonous colour aud the trans- 
parently artificial arrangement of the whole compoaition. Yet it had 
certain qualities which showed, not for the first time, how near Elijah 
7Talton came to being one of the greatest of Alpine artists. 

For almolute contrast of style i t  would be hard to point to two 
txt ter  examples than Mr. Stott's dreamy work and Jlr.  Alfred 
\Villiams's wrought-out studies of some of the great peake. But hfr. 
n-illiams more than atoned for the semi-diagrammatic rendering in 
some of his drawings by an admirable eketch of ' Hiillstadt,' one of 
the best drawings he has ever exhibited. Good tl~roughout, i t  seemed 
to UP, in the bold drawing of the rocky cliffs, in the water, and 
especitlly in the truth of the reflections. 

Space forbids us  to do more than mention good work by hir. Colin 
Phillip, 31is  Oliver, and Mr. Tristrarn Ellis, the latter of whom sent a 
sketch of Yalta, a study of a picturesque corner of Russia too little 
recognised by artists, where no difficulty would be experienced in 
sketching or making studiea. 

Mr. Charles Pilkington sent' some studiea made in the Cnmpiglio 
district, which showed that he could draw as well as climh, and son~e  
interesting work was aleo exhibited by Lord and Lady Monkswell. 
n-e  must not omit to mention the work of Mr. Albert Stevens, whose 
numerous contributicns were notable for giving, as all Alpine studies 
should do, the 'plein air '  effect as distinguished from the studied 
mpprmion of the Impreesionist. 

Xeturally enough the Himalayan group was not neglected. Some 
good, if rather laboured, sketches were shown by Sir Michael 
Biddulph, several of which were effective enough and d o u b t l e ~ ~  caught 
the character of the scenery. A drawing, entitled 'Where Glaciers 
Dewend' from Nunga Purbat, was a little too ambitious in choice of 
subject. I t  afforded an illuetration that a painter must understand 
mow and ice before he can hope to draw it, and that an attempt to 
faithfully transcribe a view when dealing with mountain scenery will 
never give the effect aimed at. But the chief interest in this depr t -  
ment centred in  Mr. A. D. MacCormick's sketches. The black and 
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white studies were excellent, a t  once graphic, strong, and varied, the 
effects being h in~ed  a t  with the utmost skill and never unduly insisted 
on. Mr. MacCormick was a t  his best obviously when he had not the 
engraver in his mind's eye. For instance, the 'Rochester Crags, Bal- 
toro Valley,' was as direct and vigorous a sketch as could be desired, 
the effect being obtained by the simplest means. ' The Fir* View of 
the Golden Throne' was, again, an admirable study. No less meri- 
torious were the sketches in colour, of which those that  truck us most 
were ' Looking Down Baltoro Glacier,' ' From White Lily Camp,' and 
the ' Sketch a t  Abbottabad.' I t  is to be hoped, however, that the  
 reproduction^ of Mr. MacCormick's sketches to illustrate Mr. Conway'e 
book will be more euccessf~il than the two or three  engraving^ sl~own. 
To  draw a good illustration for a book and to draw an illustration 
that will engrave well are, of course, two widely different gifts. Still, 
the fault in this instance seemed to us to lie with the engraver. W e  
can only trust that Mr. MacCormick will, on the whole, come triumph- 
antly out of the ordeal. A revival of the ' one man' exhibitions, 
once so attractive at  the Club Rooms, could not fail, in Mr. MacCor- 
mick's case, to prove popular. 

Other excellenh black and white work was shown by Mr. Joseph 
Pennell, but the dnwinqs were unfortunately not framed and could 
not be properly seen. hiore justice could have been done to the artist 
if a few only had been selected and framed, so that they could be 
properly hung. Many of the studies, too, had been exhibited recently, 
and might with advantage have been withheld. The committee would 
do well to exclude all drawiny that are not framed, for the more a n  
unframed drawing is appreciated the more likely it  is to be spoilt. 

Although the pictures almost without exception bore their titles i n  
the corner, complaints of the absence of a catalogue were very general. 
The  time seems really now to have come when the preparation of a 
catalogue might be undertaken. This would involve sending in t h e  
works earlier, or requiring each exhibitor to furnish on a proper form 
the size and titles of the drawings he proposes to submit. It would 
hardly be worth while under the present conditions of the exhibition 
to undertake the labour of preparing a catalogue unless the collection 
were kept open for a very much longer period-say, a t  least n fort- 
night. But this innovation, it  seems to ua, may well be seriously w n -  
sidered. The change would have its drawbacks. I t  would certainly 
be necessary to hire a gallery for a t  least a week longer than the 
period during which the exhibition is kept open. I t  would be  neces- 
sary also to charge for admimion and for catalogues. Further, the 
new departure would necessarily involve a severance of the picture 
exhibition from the dinner, but this really would entail little sacrifice. 
Practically, thoee who come to the dinner do not spend more than a 
few minutes in  looking a t  the pictures, and after the dinner i t  ie 
usually too late to return to the gallery. The expense of the exhibi- 
tion would probably be covered by the admissione and the sale of 
catalogues, and the latter would form a memento of the exhi- 
bition interesting to the visitor and invaluable to the reviewer. W e  
hope to see the change undertaken next year, if only aa an experi- 
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mental departure. For those who love a crush and the opportunity of 
meeting old &ends over the pictures, the Private View Day will afford 
an admirable opportunity of undergoing such discomfort as is con- 
sidered to be properly incidental to any fashionable function. As a 
further argument in favour of the change, which may not be without 
its influence, we may mention that in a gallery ladies' dresses can be 
een to much better advantage than they are in the vaulty of the HBtel 
MCtropole. 

Very interesting questions were sug~ested by the present exhibi- 
tion, and had time allowed when studying the pictures, or did space 
permit in  writing of them, it  might not have been without interest to 
consider in what respect Alpine painting has really progressed during 
the lnet year or two, and how near we are to the establishment 
of a real school of Alpine painters. One thing to our minds is quite 
certain, that the artists, who after all have a kind o f a  right to be con- 
aidered a little, would welcome the change, and that some new departure 
would be altogether for the good of Alpine art. A t  present the results, 
excellent though they are, are in no way commensurate with the 
m o u n t  of labour expended on the organisation. Owing to the 
e n e r n  of the Club the scope of these exhibitions has extended 
immensely, and it is quite time for this fact to be recognised. 

C. T. D. 

The exhibition of photographs thin year was marked by a standard 
of mnmderable excellence. Most of the various groups of the Alps 
were well represented. 

Zermatt, Chamonix, and Grindelwald were shown in their winter 
garb. Mr. H. Woolley's and Mr. C. T. Dent's enlargements were 
from views taken a t  Zermatt in mid-winter ; whilst Captain Abney's 
series of lantern alides illustrated Chamonix and Grindelwald, and 
were, from a photographic an well as an artistic point of view, above 
criticism. Mr. C. T. Dent also exhibited an enlargement of the &race 
of the Rosenlaui Glacier, a study of wonderful brilliancy and photo- 
graphic detail. 

One of the most interesting of the enlargements, which received 
much attention, was the Aiguille de Grkpon, by Mr. A. Holmes, taken . 
h m  the Charmoz. A considerable portion of the route up the 
northern arCte could be seen, and the peculiar perpendicularity and 
alabbinesn of the Chamonix Aiguille was splendidly illustrated. The 
firat difficult part of the climb up this aiguille, which is partly hidden 
in Mr. Holmes's view, wan supplied by a most interwting photograph by 
Minu Brietow, Mr. A. F. Mummery being represented wrestling with 
the worst part of the noted ' Grbpon Crack ; ' a portion of this view 
ia reproduced in the present number of the Journal. Another 
bromide enlargement by Mr. Hoimee--Mont Blanc from the slopes of 
the Maine--wan a particularly well-chosen subject, the sweep of the 
glaciexs, the buttresses of Mont Maudit, and the black aiguilles making 
a very artistic picture. 
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Mrs. Main, as usual, sent a series of excellent views of the Ortler and 
Bernina group. Unfortunately the view of the traverse of the Pelt110 
and the ascent of the Ortler having been wrongly described, the unwary 
visitor  we^ shown a steep couloir and a vast expanse of snow, and 
asked to believe the party of mountaineers who could be seen on the 
enow had just completed the traverse of the Pelmo, whilst on the other 
hand the views of the Ortler group were a set of very effective photo- 
graphs of a rock traverse. Mra. Main aleo sent a series of remarkable 
winter studies in the Engadine, which showed in a marvellous manner 
the wonderful beauty of the lower Alps at  that seaeon of the year. 

Signor Sella's contributions this year were as excellent as his 
splendid photographs always rue, the district represented being t h e  
Grose Glockner and the Tyrol. In this connection mention must also 
he made of Herr Isder's fine enlargement of a view amongst t h e  
Dolomites, kindly presented by him to the Club. 

Of the aiguilles round the Montenvers Mr. Prior sent several 
delightful views, and Mr. Brushfield exhibited two enlargements of the  
Fiescherhorner and the Cristallo, excellent examples of the higher 
Alps. The Piz Bernina was the mbject of another fine enlargement 
by Mr. E. T. Garwood. 

There were also a large number of artistic studies of cloud effects, 
some by Mr. H. Priestman and aome by Mr. N. Neruda. The modern 
rnountain photographer seems to be  learning that the view of endless 
11eaks taken on a perfectly clear day does not always produce the most 
heautiful photqraph, but when the peaks are draped in mist, and v a s t  
masses of heaped up  clouds hide the distance, effects may be  seen which 
are far superior to those obtained when the day is brilliantly clear. A 
particularly picturesque photograph was one by Mr. W. M. Conway, 
taken from the foot of the Grivola, and representing the dawn behind 
the p e a t  range of the Pennine A l p .  

Mr. Anderson sent aome very characteristic photographs, taken i n  
Iceland and showing the gaunt basaltic form of the hills in that island. 

Perhaps the most beautiful photograph exhibited was that of D2, one 
of .the Sikkim peaks. The exquisite combination of perfect mountain 
form, snow drapery, ~ n d  veiling mist showed how peaks in  t h e  
Himdnyas, of only 22,000 feet, are second in beauty to none in t h e  
world. 

The photographic exhibition was equal in every respect to those 
of former years, and proved how busy the camera had been in 
aknost every section of the Alps. I t  was also especially intereeting 
for the large number of excellent enlargements. Indeed, the future 
mountaineer will soon no longer need to wait for the summer in  order 
to find new routes up  a mountain. The perfection of sorue of the enlarge- 
ments, coupled with the telephotographic views, will be all that is 
necetlsary, and in the winter evenings the ascent will be planned out 
in  all its details. 

As nn illustration of this latest form of photography the not only 
excellent but also highly interesting views taken by Dr. W. A. Wills 
of the Aignille Verte and other mountains show how much can b e  
done in Alpine photography with the newly-invented telephotographic 
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lens of Mr. T. R. Dallmeyer. We should, however, have liked to see 
a few more photographs from the Caucasus, Norway, and Scotland. 
A s  there is a very flourishing Scotch mountaineering club surely some 
of the members might send a few specimens of the splendid effects 
so characteristic of the land of miat and finely-shaped hilla We 
regretted the absence of the beautiful atmospheric effects from Mr. 
Eccles which last year charmed 80 many people. N. C .  

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING was held at St. Martin's Town Hall on 
Monday, December 18, at 8.30 P.x., Mr. Douglas W. Freshfield, 
President, in the chair, when the following candidates were balloted 
for and elected members of the Club :-Measrs. E. Aves, M. Black, 
H. C. Bowen, H. Downes, E. Mackenzie, H. Priestman, A. H. B. 
Reynardson, H. J. C. Runge, H. Williams, and J. J. Withera. 

On the motion of Mr. C. E. MATHEWS, seconded by Mr. C. T. 
DENT, the Precrident, Mr. Douglaa W. Preahfield, waa unanimously 
re-elected. 

On the motion of Mr. H. G. WILLTNK, seconded by Mr. M. CARTEIGHE, 
the Vice-Presidents, Mesara. W. M. Conway and H. Pasteur; the 
Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. H. Wicke; and the other members of the 
Committee who were eligible-viz. Messrs. G. Chrrter, G. H. Mom,  
Alfred Williams, J. A. Luttman-Johnson, H. Woolley, and Dr. W. A. 
Will-were all unanimously re-elected. 

On the motion of Mr. S. F. STILL, seconded by Mr. J. CuRT1.3 
LEMAN, Me- Henry Cockburn and G. P. Baker were unanimously 
elected new membera of the Committee, in place of Mellsrs. T. H. 
Carson and P. W. Thomaa, who retired by rotation. 

The  PRESIDENT then briefly reviewed the more interesting Alpine 
eventa of the year. Amongst travels undertaken by members outside 
the Alps, he mentioned the expedition to the Caucasus of Me=. 
Woolley, Cockin, Solly, and Newmarch without guides; that of Mr. 
Cozens-Hardy to Montenegro, where he explored mountain districts 
hitherto unknown, and produced a map for which he had received the 
thanks of the Foreign Office ; and the series of expeditions made by 
the Rev. Walter Waston in the highlands of Japan. With regard to 
glacier observations, he read a communication from the Indian 
Government, showing that it had directed copies of the Club's circular 
to be printed and circulated amongst its oflicers, with a request that 
the desired information should be collected ; a similar satisfactory 
reply had been received from the Canadian Government ; thus founda- 
tione had, he hoped, been laid for reporta which would be of great 
scientific interest. He regretted to have to announce thnt Mr. A. J. 
Butler found his literary engagements were so heavy that he was 
unable to continue to edit the ' Alpine Journal! The Committee had 
requested Mr. W. hi. Conway to undertake the arduous duties of 
Editor. For the same reaeon Mr. Butler was unable to carry to com- 
pletion the revieed edition of Ball's Alpine Guide,' but he congratu- 
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lated the Club on the fact that the Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge had 
consented to edit the first two volumes, and fully expected to produce 
the first volume in the spring of 1895, and the second volume very 
shortly afterwards. H e  waa sure that the unrivalled practical and 
literary knowledge which the Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge possessed of the 
Western and Central Alps made him the most competent member to  
aomplete the work in a manner that would do justice to Mr. Ball'e 
memory. The third volume, dealing wieh the Eastern Alps, would 
be dealt with subsequently. H e  expressed a hope that some member 
might before long take in hand a Climber's Guide to the Caucasus, 
and that the Club would make a grant towards the publication of 
such a work. H e  next called the attention of members to Mr. 
Conway's map of the Karakoram Glaciers, which was hanging on the 
wall, together with the previous official map of the region he had 
eurveyed, so that everyone might judge for himself of the extent and 
character of his work. The thanks of the Club were due to Mr. 
E. Whymper for presenting to the Club a copy of the new edition of 
his ' Scrambles amongst the Alps.' In  conclusion, whilst congratu- 
lating the Club that no accident had happened to any member during 
the summer, he referred in sympathetic terms to the Club's losses 
through death, and in especial to the 'loss of one of whom w e  are all  
thinking at  this moment, a name for ever connected with the Matter- 
horn and W e i d o r n .  John Tyndall was one of our earliest members, 
and lately came back to UE as a n  honorary member. Elsewhere hie 
fame will be celebrated as a natural philosopher and 8a a brilliant 
expositor of science, but here we look on him most of all as an enthu- 
siastic climber and a friend. Tyndall was an eminently lovable 
m a n ;  whatever he did and wherever he was, he brought with h i m  
a spirit of energy and brightness. The Alps did not interest him 
only as a man of science, they appealed to the imagination and rever- 
ence which were among the fine qualities of his character. T h e  
mountains had had no more faithful worshipper from the day in 1856 
when Sir Joseph Hooker put his first alpenstock into his hands a t  
Interlaken. One of his feara was that a time might come when 
illness would prevent him visiting his Alpine home. I n  the sad 
circumstances of his death i t  might be permissible to remember that 
he spent his last summer, as he would have wished, among hie 
beloved mountains. The Committee have reqnmted me to convey to 
Mra. Tyndall an expression of their sorrow a t  the lose of one of the  
most distinguished men the Club has numbered amongst ita members 
and of their most sincere sympathy with herself.' 

On the conclusion of his address Nr. P. 0. SCHUSTER proposed, and 
Dr. CLAUDE WILSON seconded, the following resolution :-' That the 
best thanks of the Club be preeenhd to Mr. A. J. Butler for hie great 
services to the Club as Editor of the Alpine Journal " during the period 
of four yeara' This was carried by acclamation, and Mr. BUTLER re- 
turned thanks. 

Dr. J. NORXAN COLLIE read a paper on a new w e n t  in the chain 
of Mont Blanc, which is printed in the present number. Dr. Collie 
illustrated his paper, not only by lantern alides, but by several admu- 
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able diagrsms and excellent photographic enlargements, showing in a 
m o d  clear manner the poqition of the mountain and the details of his 
route. 

Nr. WICKS heartily congratulated Dr. Collie and his companions 
on their success; he with Mr. Morse and generally one other companion 
had made not less than seven attempts to climb thin Aiguille. On the 
first occasion, in 1890, after some very bad weather, he started with 
Mr. Morse and a porter, intending sinlply to cros? the Crl du Gkant to 
Courmayeur, but the day being a gloriously fine one they thought i t  
a pity not to combine some peak with the pas ,  and in their innocence 
attacked it. They reached the final pinnaclr (where Dr. Collie com- 
menced to descend), but finding the walls of the chimney cc~ated with 
ice they continued their journey to Courmayeur, thus probably making 
the first passage of the Col du  Gkant from the BIoutenver3 without 
either @g through the ice-fall or tnveraing the lower slopes of the 
Aiguille Noire. Two days later found tlrem back again at  the same 
spot, Nont Frety being alrnoqt w good a starting-point as the Mont- 
envera. The final pinnacle is probably about one hundred fret above 
the point reached by them, and may be said to consist of three enor- 
mous slabs planted endways ; the chimney hetween the two higher onee 
cannot be climbed in its lower portion, but a position mxne fifty feet up  
can be reached between the middle and lowest slab, when a very difficult 
traverse to the main chimney can be made, and a small ledge reached ; 
beyond this, so far, no one has been. H e  stated that above this ledge 
there was thick, hard ice, and that the chimney was not wide enough 
to wield the axe tm as to be able to cut up  it. Several times he had 
been forced to return owing to bad weather, and although Dr. Collie'a 
route had been often discussed, he and his con~paniom always tired 
themaelvea first by endeavouring to climb the pinnacle direct, and so 
were disinclined to try it. On two occasions they attempted to climb 
atraight up  the face of the Aiguille, but on both were unfortunate in 
havingmisty days. They proved, however, that thenearestroutes were the 
most impracticable, and that the arete on the extreme lett (that nearest 
to the Glacier du  Requinj was easy a t  first, and, though more difficult 
higher, gave the best chance of success. I t  was late in the day when 
they tried this ar6te, and they had to return when about one hundred 
feet below Dr. Collie's traverse. In conclusion he thought that, what- 
ever might be the opinion as to the name, it would be a great pity to 
change Dent de Requin after it had appeared in the November 
Journal. 

Dr. WILSON Raid that the mountain was one which had interested 
him for many years. The  first attempt upon i t  had been made by 
bIr. C. R. Pasteur and himself some years ago, accompanied by a well- 
known Chamonix guide ; they, however, lost so much time in the ice- 
fa11 that they abandoned the expedition, and never reached the rocks. 
Sice then he had been three times on the peak, in each case in the 
company of Messra Wicks and hlorw. The  final rocks were certainly 
very formidable, and it  was doubtful if they were possible. Perhaps 
tbe moat interesting day he spent upon the peak was wheu they at- 
tempted to join Dr. Collie's route by climbing straight up the face. 
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This they failed to do, but  they learned so much during the day as to 
feel pretty confident that the point which Dr. Collie referred to as  the 
' cocked hat ' could be reached from below ; from this point a traverse 
could almost certainly be effected. If this route proved possible, the 
peak could be traversed if ample Rpare rope were taken t o  descend the 
final rocks, and the expedition would be a very fine one. H e  congratu- 
lated Dr. Collie on the graphic manner in which he had expounded 
the topography of the district. 

Mr. MUMMERY and Mr. SLINGSBY added a few words, the latter 
explaining that he had received very numerous suggestions as to the 
naming of thia peak, but  there were objections to trll of them. Finally 
Dent de Requin was proposed ; this seemed to him to be appropriate, 
and 11e had adopted it  in the short record of the aecent which was given 
in the last number of thia Journal (pp. 512-3). 

The PRESIDENT mid that of course names of mountains to be of' 
real use must be adopted by the Government Survey, and published i n  
their maps. H e  proposed a hearty vote of thanks to Dr. Collie, which 
waa carried by acclamation. 
THE ANNUAL EXHIBITION of Alpine paintings and photographs was 

held a t  the Whitehall llooms during the afternoon of Tuesday, December 
19, when the Bijou Orchestra played a selection of music, and through- 
out the following day. The  display was exceptionally large and good ; 
i t  attracted, as usual, a large attendance. For  detailed notice see 
p. 78. 

THE WINTER DINNER was held a t  the Whitehall Rooms on Tuesday, 
December 19, the chair being taken by Mr. D o u g h  W. Freshfield, 
President of the Club. Upwards of 260 members and guesta were 
present, the latter including Viscount Cobham, the Dean of West- 
minster, Professor F. W. Maitland, Sir Charles Rugge-Price, Bart., Pro- 
fessor G. Forbes, Mr. Onslow Ford, A.R.A., Dr. Ilobertson, C.S.I., &c. 

An unexpected but very popular toast was given, viz. that of 
Melchior Anderegg on his retiring from active wrvice as a guide, atter 
being known to mernbere of the Club for a t  least thirty-eight years. 
This toast was proposed by Mr. LESLIE STEPHEN, and responded to by  
Mr. HORACE WALHEB, SIR REGINALD CUST, Mr. F. C. GROVE, and Mr. 
C. E. MATEIEWS. 

Errata in Last Number. 

Pa@ 610, line 14, for Rank, very atcep, a slope read Bank, ;very Bteep dope. 
3 from bottoqfor 2,UlO read 4.010. : dil, ,, 2,for 700 m. = 2,300 remi 4 , ~  m. = ~S,WJ. 
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MOUNTAIHEEBINO IN CENTRAL AFRICA, WITH AN 
ATTEMPT ON MOUNT KENYA. 

BY DR. J. FV. GREGORY. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, February 6, 1891.) 

FRENCH cynic once remarked that the only two A essentials to happiness are a sound digestion and a 
hard heart. So long as mountain sickness is regarded as 
partially due to interference with the former, and Zanzibaris 
are the only means of transport, there are few things which 
illnstmte the wisdom of this remark better than mountaineer- 
ing near the snow-line in Central Africa. The food on the 
march is never of the choicest, and when water boils a t  20° 
or more below normal, difficulties are introduced which are 
beyond the comprehension of an ordinary Zanzibari cook; 
while anyone given to weepiug over the woes of others would 
simply wash himself away in sorrow for the sufferings his 
followere have to endure when exposed to the cold of the 
higher peaks. 

The difficulties in the formation and provisioning of camps 
at high elevations in Equatorial Africa, may long delay the 
ascent of the two mountains which we know to present 
serious obstacles in themselves : these are Mawenzi, the 
lower of the two peaks of Kilirna Njaro, and the volcanic core 
which forms the.summit of Kenya. Aa Mawenzi repelled 
the repeated attacks of Meyer and Purtscheller, the still 
higher Kenya is not likely to yield without a systematic siege. 

When I left for the East Coast of Africa in November, 
1892, I did not anticipate that I should be going near any 
snow-clad mountains, or even any that would present serious 
difficulties of aecent. I therefore took only a light ice-axe, 
for we on grass or talus slopes, and which made subsequent 
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work in step-cutting slow and laborious. The expedition to  
which I was attached left England for the purposes of 
exploration around Basso Narok (Lake Rudolph), the sources 
of the Juba and Centrtll Somaliland ; I had been allowed to 
join by the kind permission of the Trustees of the British 
Museum. The expedition, however, broke down on the 
Tana, and as after it was disbanded on the coast I had five 
months of my special leave of absence still unused, I resolved 
on a visit to the great East African Rift Valley, the plateau 
of Laikipia and Kenya ; for in this region I hoped to be able 
to  work out the problems which I had gone to study, as well 
as in the Basso Narok district. 

Kenya was the most interesting lrlountain from an Alpine 
Club point of view that I was able to explore, but before 
reaching it, I made a number of other ascents which may 
perhaps be recorded here, as they had not been previously 
done by Europeans, and some certainly not by natives. 

The first waa Mbololo, the highest summit of the Ndi 
group in the Teita mountains. The ascent of this was made 
from a camp a t  Ndi, 130 miles from Mombw. The camp 
is a t  the immediate foot of the mountain, and is situated a t  
an elevation of 2,550 ft. ; the altitude of the summit, which 
is crowned by a clump of trees with an undergrowth of 
the common English bracken, is 5,640 ft. The ascent, 
which is very easy, was made by the north crest. 

. The next opportunities for climbing were offered by a 
group of mountains for which there is no one name, but 
which I propose to call the Iveti Mountains ; they ought to 
have a general name, as both topographically and geologically 
they form a definite mountain system. I here ascended 
three peaks in addition to that a t  Nzoai which had been 
previously done by the officers of the Railway Survey. The 
first is the bold pyramidal mountain marked on the maps as 
Kilungu Peak, but the real name of which is Etwa. Its 
altitude is 6,120 ft. ; it was ascended by the south-east ridge, 
and the retnrn was made down the south face. 

The two next ascents were the mountains beside the pass 
of Kwathomi or Kwazomi. That to the east is known aa 
Tetutha ; the ascent is easy, and just below the summit of 
the ridge is a broad cattle track. The height is 6,050 ft., 
while the summit of the pass is 4,750 ft. 

Iuni lies on the west of the pass and is a more interesting 
climb ; especially as one can easily get some good crag work 
near the summit. The ascent, however, from the col which 
leads to the adjoining valley of Mbani, is a pleasant half- 
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hour's scramble up s steep slope and over easy rocks. The 
summit is 6,780 ft. in height. 

Longonot is one of the largest and most perfect of the 
volcanoes in the East African Rift Valley. It is situated in 
latitude O0 54' S. and longitude 36O 28' E., upon a ridge 
that here crosses the valley and separates the baein of Lake 
Naivesha from an old dry lake-basin to the south. Thomson, 
after s heavy climb, reached the rim of the crater on the 
south-east side, and found it there so narrow that he was able 
to sit aatride with a leg on each side. He could not, however, 
rea,ch the highest pinnacle on the west wall, which he esti- 
mated a t  700 ft. higher; my calculations make it 750 ft. 
I made the sscent from a camp on the snmmit of the pass 
from the K d o n g  to Naivasha. I started, accompanied by 
two porters, a t  8 o'clock ; we skirted the south side of the 
marsh from which we obtained our water, and then crossed a 
series of h v a  terraces to the base of the cone ; twenty minutes' 
scramble up this took us to the rim of the crater. This is 
here a broad smooth path, trodden literally into a cinder- 
track by herds of zebra which doubtless visit i t  in the dry 
season. The ascent of the pinnacle was in places trouble- 
some, aa we had to  make several traverses across steep cliffs 
of ash to avoid teeth upon the crater wall between the 
pinnacle and the point where we had struck the rim. The 
higher pads of the cmter, moreover, are densely covered 
with woody scrubs, through which we had to force our way. 
To reach the final tooth of the pinnacle we had to traverse 
a, narrow wall of soft volcanic ash, which the morning's rain 
had made very slippery. I n  spite of my cutting steps, this 
was too much for the nerves of the Zanzibaris, and I gained 
the summit alone, two hours after reaching the crater rim. 
The summit is 9,350 ft. high, and the rim of the crater 
where I reached it 8,600 ft. 

The next ascent was of a tabular peak that forms the mast 
conspicuous object to the east of the camping ground of 
Karimdnsi, a t  the south end of Lake Elmeteita : i t  is a l a v a  
capped summit, rising to the height of 7,650 ft. As I 
cannot find any local name for it, I propose to refer to it in 
subsequent descriptions of its geological structure as Kilima 
Meza, (Table Mountain), as that name will be readily recog- 
nised by porters. We reached the summit by a chimney in 
the west face of the lava cliff. The view across the barren 
steppes of the rift valley ' to the fault-face on the western 
aide, of the picturesque group of old craters a t  the south 
end of the lake, and the wooded valleys and rugged scarps 

s a 
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of the Dondole mountains, of which this peak is the moat 
conspicuous member, well repays the ascent. 

These peaks, however, are of little interest in compari- 
son with Mount Kenya, the greatest, if not still the highest, of 
African mountains. I t  was first discovered by a missionary, 
h p f ,  in 1848, when he Haw it for a few minutes from the  
Wakamba settlement of Kitni, which is 90 miles to the S.E. 
He mas a t  once told he was either a liar or a fool by some 
English geographical critics, and its existence was not 
finally accepted until Mr. Joseph Thomson saw it across the  
steppes of Laikipia in 1883. This explorer was then in 
command of an expedition fitted out by the Geographical 
Society, which included among its other objects a visit to 
Kenya. The Masai, however, were very troublesome, and 
before Thomson reached the foot of the mountain he had to 
abandon his oamp and escape under cover of night. Four 
years later i t  was visited by Count Teleki, who ascended to 
the height of 13,800 ft., and has given us the only definite 
information we possess about the structure of the mountain. 
Unfortunately, however, Count Teleki was more accurate as 
a shot than as a topographer, for, according to him, the 
mountain is a well-preserved volcano, having a.cmter of 
from 4 to 44 kilometres in diameter, and from 200 to 300 
metres deep, while the central and k h e s t  ' spitze' is 
only a tooth on the north wall of the crater. Moreover, 
from his collections and descriptions, it was concluded that  
the mountain was a dome of phonolite, and resemblances 
were discovered between it and the phonolite peaks of 
Central Europe. This was certainly not what was expected, 
and the position of Kenya in the &can mountain system 
remained very uncertain. The subsequent expeditions sent 
out by the Imperial British East Africa Company, unfor- 
tunately, mere unable to contribute anything materially to 
our knowledge of the mountain. Mr. Piggott first saw ita 
eaatern face early in 1889 ; the three Europeans of the %na, 
expedition, Captain Dundas, and Messrs. Bird Thompson 
and Hobley, attacked i t  from the south, but failed to pene- 
trate the forest zone, and had to return a t  the height of 
8,600 ft. Dr. Peters passed near it in 1889-90 with the 
German Emin Pasha Relief Expedition, but he did not set 
foot upon it. His companion, Lieutenant von Tiedemann, 
has given a sketch seen from the S.S.E. I n  1892, Lieutenant 
von Hijhnel, who had previously accompanied Count Teleki, 
but had then been detained by illness in camp at  Ndoro during 
the latter's attempted ascent, made a second visit to the 
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district with Mr. Astor Chanler. The whole of the heavy 
expenses of this expedition, which was fitted out on a most 
extensive scale, was borne by Mr. Chanler. It was hoped 
that it would work out the topography of the N.E. side 
and possibly gain the summit. This expedition, however, 
has ended disastrously. Lieutenant von Hohnel was pounded 
into jelly by a wounded rhinoceros, and we have recently 
heard that all Mr. Chanler's porters have deserted, leaving 
him with only eighteen men in the district of Daicho. 
This forms a complete record of previous visits to Kenya, 

and ehows how limited our knowledge of it is in comparison 
with that of it8 great rival, Kilima Njsro. As this is near 

K ~ Y A  Fnov OLD Yo~nrvrs XI THE XORTIIZ 
r Snow. rr Steep rock CUES aith snow on lwlg~s.  c Corrie glacier. b Bergpclmnd. 

the coast-in fact, is occasionally seen from the sea-as the 
road to it is easy, and the neighbouring tribes fairly friendly, 
it has been visited by more than a hundred Europeans, and 
carefully explored. So far, it was not known whether Kenya 
had a, well-preserved crater or was a volcano in the last 
stages of decay, or whether there were any glaciers upon i t ;  
while the estimates of its height varied from 18,000 to 
23,000 ft. 

I thereforeresolved to attempt to reach it, to settle these and 
other points in connection with the mountain ; but I assured 
everyone on the coast that I had no intention of completing 

* It must be observed that the couloir and Point Piggott are much 
further away than the moraine and rock-alopes of the S. aiguille. 
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the ascent, as I guessed from Peter's photograph that it was 
not likely to yield to anyone climbing alone, and I knew 
none of the Zanzibaris would venture upon the snow. 

I first saw the peak from rt point about 90 miles to the  
W.N.W. ; but I was obliged then to go south into the country 
of the Wakikuyu to purchase food. Having obtained this, 
we marched northward on to the plateau of Laikipia, till we 
reached the watershed between the basins of the T a m  and 
the Nyiro, for here the steppes rise highest into the forest 
zone. There I left most of my men, and all the loads except 
my tent, collecting gear, and food ; and having served out 
ten days' rations and packed up a few days' reserve, we 
sttlrted about 8 o'clock on the morning of June 24,1893. My 
plan was to form a second camp above the forests, just on 
the limits of the zone in which firewood would be sufficiently 
abundant to supply the men ; to  form a third, a day's march 
above this, which could be kept supplied with stores from 
the lower camp ; and finally, a fourth for myself and possibly 
one man, as near the snow-line as possible. I hoped to 
traverse the forests in two days a t  most, as i t  was evident 
that the men would suffer considerably from cold and damp 
during the passage through these. It took us, however, 
more than three days of very hard work, and judging from 
the experiences of Captain Dundaa and his party, we were 
lucky to have got through so soon. The work was the most 
trying I have ever experienced. The forests consist of 
splendid trees, Junipers, Podocarpzca, &c., which rise to the 
height of from 100 to 150 ft. At first they are unbranched, 
but when they have cleared the undergrowth they branch 
profusely, and the branches, together with the trailing 
and climbing plants that cross from tree to tree, form a 
dense canopy overhead. As the forest zone appears to be 
nearly always covered in mist, this roof is always kept 
saturated with moisture, in spite of being drained by the  
steady drip of rain that falls from it. The undergrowth is 
therefore kept moist, and accordingly is very dense. Things 
are a t  their worst in the bamboo zone, which occurs from 
the height of 8,000 to 10,000 ft. The bamboos are often 
50 to 70 ft. in height, and 44 ft. is very common. They are 
packed together as closely as park railings, and as their 
stems are often 4 ins. in circumference, the labour of cutting 
a way through them is very severe. In places one can take 
advantage of the elephant tracks, but it ia frequently necea- 
sary to leave these, and hew a way through the jungle. 
Fallen trees continually lie across the way. These are often 
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so rotten that when one steps upon them the bark gives way, 
and one is plunged to the waist in rotten slush or dust: in 
the latter case one gets out fairly quickly under the stimulat- 
ing influence of the jaws of a swarm of ants. Pro,al.ess was 
considerably delayed by the necessity of stopping every hour 
to light f ies  in order to warm the porters, who found an 
hour of this work a t  a time as much as they could stand. 
The cold was so severe that even then the hands of the man 
who carried my instrnmenbbox were so numbed that he was 
n m l e  unaided to release his hold of the handle. 

The ascent was very slow aa the grdient  is low, and on 
the  evening of the second day I was disappointed to find 
that we had only gained 1,700 ft. We were then upon e 
ridge, on either side of which we could hear the roar of a, 

mountain torrent. On the third day we made a desperate 
effort to get out of the forests, but a t  nightfall we were still 
within them, and the bamboos were a t  their thickest. Early 
next day, however, my spirits were cheered by the discovery 
of some erratics, which I whacked a t  with my hammer, 
overjoyed by the change from hewing a t  bamboos. A 
little later we entered a clearing and saw the sun, our 
acquaintance with which we renewed with three hearty 
cheers. We had a few patches of forest yet to traverse, but 
we dashed through them for the open Alpine pasturages 
tha t  we saw above. Having reached these, we rested for 
awhile, the men revelling in the sunshine, and 1 examining 
an old moraine, till some clouds rising ominously from the 
W. warned us to hasten on to camp. We were here a t  the 
foot of the bare rock-slope which can be recognised in the 
sketches of Ton Hohnel and Hobley; it was identified by 
the former as the crater wall; and by the latter, who saw it 
from the S., aa an east and west ridge. It is, however, a 
rock-slope. bared by the icefall of the former sheet glacier 
that once covered the mountain. While scrambling up this 
the storm broke upon us, and we had to fight our way 
through a blizzard of sleet and hail. I had gone ahead to 
h d  out a camping ground, but mas recalled by a signal 
shot, and found that the porters had collapsed and the h e d -  
man h e n  compelled to pitch camp on a frozen peat swamp. 
AS soon as our shelter tents mere up and fires lighted I went 
on again to find a better place for the second camp. When 
I returned I found that one of the porters had not come in, 
and though the askaris, whose duty it was to see that no 
one lagged behind, and my plucky headman, had all tried 
to go back to the rescue, they had been unable to face the 
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storm. I rushed back a t  once, and after rn hour's search 
found the man half covered in snow, lying on his load, 
nearly frozen to death. A little brandy revived him, but he  
was too weak to stand, and I had to carry him np to camp, 
which, as he was a light weight, I was foi*tunately able t o  
do. I told him next morning he was a fool to have sat 
shivering there, and that he ought to have left his load and 
come on when he could have done so. 'What !  leave my 
load without my master's order to do so ! How could I 2 ' 
was the man's reproachful reply. Such is the stuff of which 
a good Zanzibari porter is made ! 

Next day my own tent, collecting gear, and some food 
were carried 1,700 ft. higher up, and there pitched alllid 
some agglomerate crags on the crest of the ridge that  
separates two of the main valleys that run into this part 
of the mountain. The men, except four, returned to the  
lower camp. From this point I made excursions into the 
ridges of the south side of the mountain in order to get on 
to the line of Hobley's view and reconnoitre the central 
peak. The principal of these excursione was the ascent of a, 
summit that forms a conspicuous landmark, and may be 
clearly recognised in the sketch made by Von Hohnel from 
Xdoro. I therefore name it after him-probably the most 
accomplished cartographer and draughtsman who ever 
visited Equatorial Africa. I may as well here briefly refer 
to the nonlenclature proposed as far as is necessary for the  
present paper. The lake that lies in a cirque a t  the west 
foot of Mount Hohnel, and the valley that opens from it, rare 
also named after Lieutenant von Hohnel. As the valley to the  
north of this is that in which Count Teleki reached his 
highest point, I name it, the tarns on its floor, and the ridge 
a t  its head, after this plucky Hungarian explorer. The 
main south-eastern valley I propose to name the Hobley 
Valley, as it is the one for which this geologist was 

, making through the forests of the southern slopes. The 
lakes in this valley I name after his colleague, W. Bird 
Thompson, Esq. The main southern glacier is named the  
Lewis Glacier, after the late Professor Carve11 Lewis. 

On the attack on Mount Hohnel I took with me my favourite 
Zanzibari porter, Fundi Mabruk by name. We crossed 
the Hohnel Valley, up a cwm with some fine phonolite 
crags a t  its head, and then along the next valley to the north 
till we reached a col that leads over to Lake Hohnel. F'rom 
this point we followed up the west ridge. This was a t  first 
easy walking, but we soon came to the steeper art%, which 
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waa broken by a series of cliffs of lava. Fundi did not like 
the look of these, but after a little tempting he consented 
to be roped, and I went ahead up a chimney. Having taken 
my position, I had another little argument with Fundi, 
accompanying it by a few gentle pulls on the rope. Thus 
exhorted, he climbed up about 10 ft., but his foothold 
having once given way he was done, and I had to lower 
him to the bottom. No arguments would induce him 
to try it ' That is all very well for wajuxi (lizards) 
and Wazmgu (white men), but Zanzibaris can't do that,' 
was his verdict. ' You'd better come back, master,' he sadly 
cried. ' I promised to follow you anywhere in Africa, but 
how can I when the path stands up on end ? ' But he would 
not come on, so there was nothing for it but to order 
' Fungua ' (Unrope), pull up the rope, and continue the climb 
alone. At  several places .vertical lava walls bar progress on 
the arbte, but traverses were not difticult, and I finally gained 
the summit of the south-east arbte, which I had reached by a 
traverse. 

A.fter examining the ridges around this peak, and con- 
sidering the various lines of attack on the central summit, 
I commenced a descent to Lake Hohnel. The climbing here 
wrts a t  first rather diEcult, aa the face of the mountain con- 
sists of a series of almost vertical lava cliffs, separated by 
dopes of volcanic ash and talus. The snow on the ledges waa 
in a very unstable condition, and rendered the traverses 
along them highly interesting. Moreover, as a heavy cloud 
had settled over the mountain, it was impossible to pick out 
the best way down, and I was frequently compelled to 
retrace my steps and strike out blindly in a fresh direction. 
I waa therefore not sorry t o  reach the lower part of the cliff, 
where the slope was more gradual. The stones that I threw 
ahead gave warning of my approach to the next series of 
lava cliffs, while the snow here was only in patches, so the 
descent became more rapid. I boiled the thermometers upon 
the lake shore, sketched its outline, examined the glaciated 
rock barrier that supports it, and then hastened back to  
camp by the valley to the south of that named d t e r  Von 
Hohnel. 

Next day I had a small shelter tent moved across to the 
north side of the west arbte of Mount Hohnel, and there 
pitched under the shelter of some groundsel trees (Senecw 
n. ep.) in the valley in which Teleki reached his highest 
point. af ter  pitching the tent I left a porter to collect 
firewood and light a fire, while I went on with Fundi to 
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explore a set of old terminal moraines that cross the valley 
like a series of railway embankments. Thence we ascended 
the old icefall just above the point where the valley bends 
abruptly to the N., in the hope of reaching the glaciers. 
Here, a t  the height of a little under 15,000 ft., I had a, slight 
attack of unquestionable mountain sickness. As I did not 
like to confess this to Fundi, preferring he should be kept in 
absolute ignorance of the existence of such a complaint, 
I became absorbingly interested in the study of a coarse 
andesite erratic, one part of which happened to form a very 
comfortable seat. The u s d  afternoon snowstorm then 
threatened, and I was glad of this excuse to return to camp. 

I was anxious for an early start next day, and so turned 
in a t  sunset, after having in vain tried to persuade F'undi to 
weax boots and leggings. He  tried them on, but flatly 
refused to  wear them ; as he also declined to allow me to nail 
the soles of his feet. I think his hide would h ~ v e  held them. 

I h e w  I should have to go for the snow alone. Our 
night's rest was disturbed by a furious storm, and a t  
two in the morning a slip of the newly-fallen snow above 
our camp knocked the wall of turf and stones in upon the 
tent. As the door was blocked a t  the same time, we had 
to tear up the loosened pegs and pull down the tent before 
we could escape. The f i e  had been put out nnd our goods 
buried. As it was impossible to re-pitch the tent, there was 
nothing for it but to wrap ourselves up in our blankets and 
jump about to keep warm till the morning. As the tempera, 
ture was 28O below freezing, and it was snowing steadily, 
our efforts in this direction were not rewarded with the 
success they deserved. 

This meant a late and a breakfastless start next day, but 
as the storm had cleared, and there was no time to lose, I set 
off with Fundi a t  daybreak, though I did feel very ' cheap.' 
We soon reached the old icefall, and then, turning again to 
the E., crossed a long steep talus slope, scaled some lava 
crags, and gained the snout of the southern glacier. This 
is surrounded by a set of five small concentric t e r d  
moraines ; the last has been broken through by the glacier, 
so that this is now re-advancing. Here we lighted a fire and 
boiled the thermometers, obtaining data from which I have 
subsequently determined the altitude as 15,680 ft. Fundi 
here begged for permission to return, as, in the first 
place, he objected to touching the ice, and further com- 
plained that his head was aching, his stomach was very bad, 
he felt very sick, and his legs would not do what he told 
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them. It was obvious that  he was suffering from mountain 
sickness, so I took up his share of the firewood, instruments, 
and  the pegs which I had had cut to serve as ' pitons,' and 
let him go back. Before doing so, however, I fear I com- 
pletely ruined any reputation for sanity that I might have 
had left by executing a Masai war-dance on the snout of the 
glacier, and then pelting h d i  with snowballs. 

I had hoped to ascend by the right moraine of the 
glacier, but this was too risky, owing to &11s of snow 
a n d  rock that thundered down on to the glacier from 
the great rock-face of the larger of two great aiguilles. 
I was, therefore, compelled to stick to the left or south 
moraine, along which I kept till above the ice-fall of the 
glacier. l 'he snode ld  here ran away to the S., and I 
risked a traverse across it to the main south ar6te of the 
mountain. The snow was then in fairly good condition, and 
the crevasses were well marked by droop. Along the mete, 
however, things were not nearly so comfortable, and espe- 
cially near some large hot-plates the ice was excessively 
rotten. By hitching the rope in a loop over rocks, and 
then pulling it up after me by a cord, I managed, however, 
to screw up my courage to the continuing-point. After this 
the d t e  became steeper and broken; step-cutting was 
necessary, and an occasional traverse to the west round the 
h e  of the s6ntcs and of the ' gendarmes ' that occasionally 
rose through the ice. At length the m6te became corniced 
as the east face became almost verticd, and the wind swept 
the snow up the n6v6 field and over the edge of the ar6te. 
The face of the rock-slope was swept by falls from the 
cornice, so that it would have been too risky to have 
attempted e traverse below it so late in the day; the snow 
on the E. was in too bad a: condition to be traversed 
alone, so there wns nothing for i t  but a return. I had long 
~ecognised the hopelessness of a single-handed ascent, but 
I did want to get up a few hundred feet higher so as to 
have been able to make a traverse on to the east arbte, 
whence I hoped for a view of the north-east,ern part of the 
mountain. I f  I could have passed the cornice I should, no 
doubt, have been able to do this. 

Tbe voice of prudence that urged return was on this occ* 
sion vigorously supported by the fact that the usual after- 
noon snow-storm wrrs blowing up from the W., and that a 
more than usually Alpine appetite was reminding me that 
by this time my men would have dug out my breakfast. 

The snow-dorm having broken before I had got off the 
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ar&te, and hidden my footsteps, I did not care about crossing 
the glacier again, so I kept along the ar&te till I reached a, 
col which leads from the left moraine of the glacier over to 
a broad tarn-strewn valley, which descends toward the  
S.E. Here I stopped for a few minutes to try to light a fire 
to  boil my thermometers, and to build a small stone man of  
some blocks of coarse andesitic rhyolite. But the fire would 
not burn, and so I picked up my goods, ran down the  
moraine, and reached camp very exhausted two hours before 
sunset. The fact that I ordered ' Fannya jocula tiari ' (Make 
food ready) as soon as I was within shouting distance of the 
camp, and settled down a t  once to as hearty a meal as I 
dared to make, seemed to relieve my men very considerably ; 
bht I could estimate from the anxious way in which they 
watched me their deep concern about my mental welfare. 

Next day I had another attempt by the west arbte, hoping 
that, as this was all crag work, I should be leas handi- 
capped by going alone. I ascended the ridge that forms the  
north wdl of the Teleki Valley, and along this to a couple o f  
tarns whose existence there I had previously suspected ; 
they are on a col and have their outlet'e in different direc- 
tions. A steep scramble over a snow and talus-strewn slope 
led to the west ar4te. The most striking feature here is a 
prominent rock pyramid, which I propose to name Point Pig- 
gott, after the Administrator of British East Africa. The 
south and west faces of these might have tempted a Mum- 
mery, but they did not tempt me, and I was able to tear 
mvself awav from their charms without much mental 
sthggle; s i  I crossed to the north side in tmhe expectation 
of finding this less precipitous than the others, and thus 
being able to work round to a col or, rather, breche between 
Point Piggott and the final peak. If I could reach this I 
hoped to be able to gain the summit of a t  least the former. 
I was, however, stopped by some vertical cliffs, which it 
was hopeless to attempt to scale. I tried to turn them, 
also, to the N. by a traverse, which the loose snow made 
rather uncomfortable, though I had always plenty of hitch- 
ing points for the rope. Progress was very slow, and from 
this side I could not see that the daily snow-storm was 
blowirlg up earlier than usual. My retreat was too late; 
the storm broke while I was still on the arbte, and rendered 
some rocks I had skipped over in the morning quite im- 
passable. I had to descend a gully on the N. side in 
order to try to reach some level snow lower down; this, 
however, was so pulverulent that I could not cross it, and 
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had to continue down the N. face, which, but for the rope, 
I could not have done. The result was, I missed the paper 
marks I had left in the morning, struck the wrong valley, 
and  did not get back to camp till 3 hrw. after dark. 
Here the news was waiting me that my men a t  the lower 
a m p  were ill, and I had to descend next morning to doctor 
them up. Owing to the treachery of my cook I found the 
a m p  deserted, and only after some hours' hunt in a drench- 
ing storm of rain and hail did I succeed in tracking it to 
a place in a wood.1,400 ft. lower down. The cook, who 
had been taught writing in a mission school, had forged an 
order in my name to the headman to descend to a lower 
level. I found, however, that the men had been suffering 
so severely from mountain sickness, hemorrhage of the 
lungs, and frost-bite, that I mas bound to return a t  once to 
a climate more like that of the steaming atmosphere of the 
coast plain and Zanzibar. 

I n  e day and a half's hard marching we reached our camp 
at Ndoro, and after a full day's rest there started on the 
return journey to the coast. 

It may perhaps be advisable, in conclusion, to refer briefly 
to one or two points in connection with mountains which 
may be of general interest to mountaineers. 

In the h t  place, as to mountain sickness. I was very 
careful never to refer to the existence of any such complaint 
to any of my men, but Fundi showed undoubted symptoms 
of it at the height of 15,400 ft. ; he remarked several times 
afterwards of the funny feeling that came over him, but 
this, with the impossibility of boiling his beans, and the re- 
markable property that Kenya water had of turning solid 
at night, he attributed to the witchcraft that possessed the 
mountain. I had a slight touch of the complaint myself a t  
the elevation of a little below 15,000 ft., but this was 
doubtless the result merely of over-fatigue and indigestion, 
arising from badly-cooked, coarse food. The only occasion 
on which I had previously experienced the complaint was in 
an ascent of Gray's Peak, which, though the highest moun- 
tain in the Rockies, only reaches to 14,300 ft. It arose on 
this occasion solely from lack of food, as, owing to the break- 
down of our transport, my sister and I had a very long 
march, and 28 hrs. without food; she collapsed absolutely ' 
at 13,000 ft., and I felt rather bad during the last 300 ft. 
of the ascent. Climbing in the Rockies, however, I always 
found far more exhausting than in the Alps, a fact which is 
probably due to the excessive dryness of the air. The fact 
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that, though with mnch rougher conditions of life, I reached 
3,000 ft. higher without inconvenience in the damper air 
of Kenya, may show that this factor is not without i m p o r t  
ance. 

i3nowcraft.-The conditions of both snow and ice are very 
different to those in the Alps. There is a mnch greater pro- 
portion of pulverulent snow, and this renders progress very 
slow, while the necessary beating it is a terribly fatiguing 
task. Both snow and ice are very treacherous, a fact which is 
doubtless due to the sudden and extreme variations in tern- 
perature ; for, owing to the height, the nights are excessively 
sudden, and, in estimating the force of the midday sun, i t  
must be remembered that the summit is only eight miles 
south of the equator. The result of the alternate freezing and 
thawing is the formation of layers of clear, hard, brittle 
ice with others that  are soft, spongy, and friable ; the snow 
may be hard and well crusted, and then half-an-hour's ex- 
posure to the sun renders it soft, sodden, and slippery. The 
conditions are not unlike those described by Whymper, from 
Ecuador; Giissfeldt, from Chili; and Meyer, from Kilima. 
Njaro. There is not so mnch snow, of course, aa Mr. 
Whymper met with, but there i~ more than Meyer found on 
Kilima Njaro, and what there is has to be treated with great  
care. 

The climatic conditions doubtless, also, will explain t h e  
great irregularity of the snow-line-if I may be permitted 
to use this objectionable expression-though this is aided 
by the fact that the snow seems to require a lower gradient 
of rest. I had hoped to measure the rate of the glacier 
movement, and it was really for this object that I had pro- 
vided boots and clothes for my man Fundi. I expect that  
the great diurnal range of temperature will give the glacier 
an unusually rapid motion. 

As regards future aaoents, unless someone has a good run 
of h e  weather, I doubt whether a mnch higher point on the  
mountain will be reached than I gained, except by a well- 
equipped, full-sized party. Two men would be safer, but  
would probably be a little slower than one, except for occa- 
sional pieces where rope-work and stepcutting are required. 
I n  an interview, recently published in the ' Daily Graphic,' a 
man has stated that, as far tts he could tell from a sketch 
that  he had seen, Kenya was just like Mont Blanc. I can- 
not say that I was myself struck by the resemblance, and 
possibly the man had a sketch of Kibo in his mind. Aa  
is usually the case with the eroded cores of volcanic craters, 
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a zone of almost vertical cliffs rendere the summit difficult of 
access. 

I might point out that Mawenzi, the lower and older of 
the two peaks of Kilima Njaro, successfully resisted all the 
attacks of two such trained climbers as Ludwig Purtecheller 
and Hans Meyer, who only reached the height of 16,830 ft. 
Kenya is much higher than Mawenzi. The most remarkable 
thing about the two mountains is that a t  the elevation 
reached on Mawenzi Meyer found no snow, but there ic 
plenty 1,400 ft. lower on Kenya; though this mountain is 
on the Equator, while Rilima Njmw is over 200 miles to  
the S. Meyer's visit wae, of course, in the dry season, 
while I wa8 there in the rains ; the snow, moreover, occurs 

K m . 4  PBOX THE WET. 
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much lower on the western slopes of Kilima Njaro than on 
Mawenzi. 

I think that three or four climbers could gain the summit, 
and the accompanying sketch shows the route which I 
ahould have attempted if I had had a companion, but the 
wide stretch of snow-covered glacier to be crossed a t  the start 
rendered it impracticable. If an attempt should be made, a 
camp should be fitted up near the end of the middle glacier, 
and reserve stores placed on the rocks near its head, before 
the actnal ascent. If the rocks above the glacier could be 
surmounted, it would doubtless be possible to  reach the 
summit, though the climb would not be an easy one. The 
formation of these high camps would, however, be difficult, 
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a8 the Zanzibaris cannot be depended on above the forest 
zone, and only reliable men could be trusted to follow s 
leader through these. 

As far as time goes, an expedition to Kenya might be 
managed from London in six months, giving one month 
on  the mountain. The cost would be somewhat heavy, as 
it would be unsafe to go with less than forty armed men, 
and the local authorities would advise a much stronger 
force. The number quoted to me as the minimum was 100, 
while 150 were recommended; but having got through 
safely with forty, that is, a t  least, a possible number, though 
it leaves no room for accidents. 

The honour of reaching the highest summit of German 
East Africa has been gained by Gemens, and two climbers 
from that ubiquitous nation are now on their way to Kenya; 
they, however, have plenty of other work on their hands, 
as they are going to solve the social problem and accom- 
plish a few other trifles on their way. If this paper should 
stimulate any members of the father of Alpine Clubs to 
scale the crags of the highest peak in our African dominions, 
my paper will have been amply repaid. 

[BY the courtesy of Mr. H. Cockburn we are enabled to reprint in 
these pages the following very interesting and important account of 
the first ascent of the Mittelhorn (the loftiest of the Wetterhorner), 
the exietence of which Mr. Cockburn made known to students of 
Alpine history by his note in (Alpine Journal,' xvi. p. 402. It 
appsared on pp. 1055-6 of the Athenaeum,' No. 940, the number 
for November 1, 1845, and is due to the pen of Mr. Speer, the hero 
of the climb. From the article itaelf we learn that eome allusion to 
this aecent had been already made in the ' Athenaeum! Mr. Cock- 
burn informs ue that a summary of the article given below is 'to be  
found in Chambers' Journal,' January 24, 1846. I t  may be added 
that a paraphrase of Mr. Speer'a narrative is given on pp. 163-186 
of a small compilation, entitled ' Alpine Adventure ' (from 1881 
onwards, ' Alpine Climbing'), and published by T. Nelson & Sons 
in varioue editions, dated 1878, 1881, and 1882. The ascent is  
mentioned by Herr G. Studer in his ' Panorama von Bern ' (1850). 
p. 233 ; by the 4th edition (1851 ; not by the 3rd, 1846) of Murray's 

Handbook for Switzerland,' p. 78;  by Mr. Wills, Wanderinge 
among the High Alps,' let edition (1856), p. 271 ; and in 'Alpine 
Journal,' vol. viii., Appendix, p. 78. Some elucidations have been 
inwrted (within square brackets) in the text by Mr. Coolidge, who 
has added at  the end of the reprint a note on the variou~ interesting 
questions of Alpine history raised by Mr. Speer's description of his 
adventures.] 
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Ascent of the Wetterhom, or Peak of Ternpeats, in the Valley 
of Ch-indelwald, Canton of Berne. 

(The Berne and Ziirich journala lately announced, as we 
mentioned a t  the time, that the central peak of the Wetter- 
horn, one of the highest of the Oberland Alps, had been 
ascended by a young Englishman, the son of Dr. Speer, a 
feat heretofore unaccomplished, and not unattended with 
dSculties and danger. We have now the pleasure to 
publish an interesting personal narrative of that bold and 
hazardous adventure.) 

The valley of Grindelwald, situated in the heart of the 
Bernese Oberland, may justly be considered the formidable 
rival to that celebrated spot, above which tower the mighty 
masses of the monarch of all European mountains. It is 
true the valley of Grindelwald cannot boast the presence of 
a Mont Blanc; it is, nevertheless, the chosen spot around 
which the gianta of the Swiss Alps have, as if by one coneent, 
grouped themselves. This valley is bounded, on its southern 
aspect, by three mountains, the loftiest (if we except the 
Finsteraarhorn) of the whole range ; to the right, the Klein 
Eiger, or Great Giant, in the centre the Metkenberg, sur- 
mounted by the Shreckhorn (Peak of Terror), and on the 
left the three summits of the Wetterhorn (Peak of Tempests) ; 
the first of these (the Eiger) attains the height of 12,000 
[13,022] ft.; the second, 13,291 [13,250] ft. ; the last, 
12,194 [12,166] ft. above the sea level. Seen from the village 
of Grindelwald, they present the appearance of stupendous 
walls of rock, rising almost vertically for thousands of feet: 
these vast black masses are surmounted by fields of snow 
and ice ; which, in their turn, are crowned by the peaks them- 
eelves : whilst in the wide intervals which exist between the 
three mountains, the two sew of ice, known as the superior 
and inferior glacier of Grindelwald, stream downwards into 
the v d e y  to the very verge of the pastures. Until of late 
years, the prevailing opinion existing in the vicinity was, that 
these summits were inaccessible; experience had however 
(in the case of one of them) proved the contrary; the 
Shreckhorn, or Peak of Terror, having been surmounted by 
three Swiss naturalists, with their guides," after imminent 
danger and difficulty, leaving on the summit an undeniable 

[This ia the w e n t  of the Lauteraarhorn, August 8, 1842, by 
MJI. Desor, Girard, and Escher von der Linth, with Leuthold, Bann- 
holzer, Madutz, and two other guides. See Desor's Excursions, vol. i. 
pp. 532-558.1 
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proof of their achievement in the shape of a flag-staff," which 
I afterwards discovered through a telescope : nevertheless, 
by the guides and chamois hunters of Grindelwald, the ex- 
ploit is not yet credited. 

The untrodden summit of the central or great peak of the 
Wetterhorn had therefore been to me an object of ambition 
for months ; it was not, however, until my arrival a t  Inter- 
lacken that I proceeded to obtain information as to the 
feasibility of my project. Among the resident guides there 
were but two really good mountaineers; by one of these 1 
was informed that all attempta to scale the Wetterllorn from 
Grindelwald had proved fruitless, and that the only plan was 
to proceed to the Grimsel (situated a t  a height of 6,570 
[G,149] ft.), on the southern slope of the great chain, and 
that there we should meet the most intrepid and adventurous 
mountaineers of the Bernese Oberland-the men by whom 
the invincible Jungfrau had been successfully conquered 
some years previous. Acting, therefore, on the advice of 
this guide, whom I immediately engaged, we started from 
Interlacken on Thursday, July 4, a t  six o'clock in the even- 
ing, arriving a t  Grindelwald a t  10 P.M. I now had full 
opportunity of satisfying myself aa regards the previous 
statement of the guide, which I found to be perfectly cor- 
rect. We therefore left Grindelwald the following morning 
[July 51, proceeding across the Great Shiedeck, passing at 
the foot of the glaciers of Schwartzwald and Rosenlaui, &., 
and arriving a t  Meyringen a t  eight in the evening. We 
again left a t  an early hour [July 61, continuing our course 
up the valley of the Bar, passing the villages of Im Grand 
[ i e .  Im Grund, or Im Hofl and Guttanen, and the celebrated 
fall of the Aar a t  Handeck. Since our departure from 
Meyringen the ascent hrtd been continual, as was now testi- 
fied by the frequent occurrence of large patches of snow, 
and by the presence of a few immense avalanches, which 
impeded our c a m e  in no trifling degree. Vegetation waa 
visibly decreasing as we approached the Grimsel, the Alpine 
rose alone flourishing in these wild regions, whilst the fallen 
masses of rock, a few blasted pines, and the roaring of 
innumerable torrents, bore melancholy testimony to the un- 
bridled fury of the wintry elements-the whirlwind, the 
snow-storm, and the falling avalanche. On our arrival a t  
the Gtrimsel, a consultation was held between the host 
[Zybach] (a hardy old mountaineer), myself, and three of 
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the guides, as to the proceedings to be adopted, and also as 
regards the probable result of the undertaking. Thie 
terminated satisfactorily; two of the boldest, J. Jaun and 
Caspar Alphanalph [Abplanalp] , volunteered to accompany 
me, and, as both one and the other had trodden the summit 
of the Jung£i-au,* I instantly placed all confidence in them ; 
and leaving them in company with my former gnide to pre- 
pare for our expedition, I retired early, knowing that the 
ensuing night would be spent necessarily on the glacier of 
the Aar-a locality not very favourable to repose. The 
morning [July 71 broke without a cloud, and I found the 
three mountaineers fully equipped with hatchets, ropes, 
crampons, long poles ehod with iron, blue veils, &., not 
forgetting provisions for two days, and the flag, which we 
fondly hoped should bear testimony of the forthcoming 
exploit. On leaving the Grimsel, our course lay among fallen 
rocks, up a desolate valley, bounded on the left by the 
Leidelhorn [Sidelhorn], and on the right by the Juchliberg 
[Juchlietock] and the Broniberg [Brunberg] . This valley 
{situated about 7,000 [6,135] ft. above the Mediterranean) 
appeared gradually to enlarge, and we perceived its further 
extremity to be closed from side to side by a wall of dingy- 
looking ice, rising vertically between 200 and 300 ft. in 
height; this was the termination of the glacier of the . Having attained the eummit of this wall, by scaling 
the rocks on its border, we perceived the vast glacier of the 
Bar itself spread out before us for many miles, and sur- 
rounded by the gigantic peaks of the Finsteraarhorn, Shreck- 
horn, Oberaarhorn, Vischerhorner, and Lauteraarhorn, the 
former rising to the height of 14,000 [14,026] ft., the re- 
mainder ranging between 11,000 and 13,000 ft. above the 
sea level. Following the course of the terminal moraine, we 
reached the pure unsullied surface of the glacier itself, 
which we now found t h i c k l ~  spread with crevasses, all run- 
ning parallel with each other; the majority of these being 
filled with snow, considerable caution was necessary in 
sounding them with the poles, previous to trusting the body 
to so frail and deceptive a support. Proceeding thus 
along the centre of the glacier for 3 hrs., we arrived 
oppoeite the little hut, constructed for M. Agassiz,t iu 

[The former made the ascent in 1841 with bi. Desor's party 
(Desor, vol. i. pp. 359, 394) ; the latter in 1812, with Herr Gottlieb 
Btuder (see hi Topogr. Mitthalungen, p. 102).] 

t See Athemum, No. 717 [i.e. the Pavillon Dollfus]. 
1 2  
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order to enable him to carry out more fully his experiments. 
on the increase and advance of the glaciers. Situated 
fully 300 ft. above the level of the ice, it is in a great 
memure sheltered from the fall of avalanches and from the 
effect of those hurricanes and snow-storms to which these 
elevated regions are so liable. The sun was now gradually 
declining, the innumerable ice-bound peaks and glaciers 
being lit up by its last rays, until the whole chain presented 
the appearance of burnished gold. This magnificent spec- 
tacle suddenly ceased, and every object resumed its ghastly 
bluish tinge, as the shades of night shut them out from our 
view, merely leaving the white outline of the nearer peaks 
discernible. We now attempted to obt.ain a few hours' 
sleep, after taking every precaution to guard against the 
severe cold; in this latter we partially succeeded. Sleep, 
however, was tardy in its approaches, the novelty of the 
situation being too exciting. Towards midnight, several 
vast avalanches fell, with the roar of the loudest thunder, 
on the opposite side of the glacier. This was quite SUE- 
cient to banish all drowsy sensations ; we were soon, there- 
fore, on foot, preparing in earnest for the anticipatad 
1 7  hrs. of successive climbing over snow and glmier 
[July 81. The first point to be accomplished was, the 
descent to the surface of the glacier, into the recesses of 
which (owing to its disruptured condition) we found it neces- 
sary to penetrate, finding ourselves a t  the bottom of a well, 
round three sides of which walls of ice rose up almost 
vertically. Up these walls it was necessary to ascend, in 
order to effect our exit from our cold dismal prison. Jaun, 
our guide chef, commenced cutting out steps in the ice, and 
in a short time we dl emerged from our retreat, and stood 
safely on the glacier of the Lauteraar, at its junction with 
that of the Finstemar. The former descends from the 
Shreckhorn and Col de Lauterrtar; the latter from the 
Finsteraarhorn and its attendant peaks. Our course was 
now directed across the glacier towards the Abschwung, along 
the base of which we cautiously proceeded, the ice a t  this 
early period being dangerously slippery. The doubtful 
crevasses were sounded, and the yawning ones avoided as 
far as possible ; these a t  length (on our attaining an eleva- 
tion of 9,000 ft.) ceaeed in a great degree, and the surface 
of the glacier appeared covered for miles in extent with a 
thick coat of unsullied and unbroken snow, whilst in front 
of us, and fully 3 hrs.' march distant, rose the Col d e  
Lauteraar, 10,000 [10,355] ft. in height, hitherto con- 
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aidered impracticable. Its brilliant white crest being cut 
out in the strongest relief against the deep blue sky tempted 
us into the belief that it was close a t  hand ; we soon, how- 
ever, became aware of our inability to calculate distances in 
regions where the vast size of the surrounding objects, 
combined with the peculiar light reflected from the snow 
and glaciers, baffle such attempt. For hours we continued 
surmounting long slopes of snow, sinking a t  every step half 
way to the knee, and as yet no visible decrease of distance 
appeared. At length we reached the first range of those 
great crevasses u s u d y  found a t  the foot of the steepeat 
ascents : among these it was necessary to proceed with the 
utmost caution ; the whole party were lashed together, and 
we threaded our way through this labyrinth of blue and 
ghastly abysses to the very foot of the redoubted Col de 
Lauteraar, which now rose quasi-perpendicularly far above 
our heads for many hundreds of feet, whilst on its ridge we 
perceived a mass of overhanging snow, which from its 
threatening aspect caused us great uneasiness; in fact, a 
more formidable or apparently inaccessible barrier could 
scarcely be witnessed : i t  was, nevertheless, necessary to 
surmount it, and the question now was, How is it to be done P 
At our feet lay a large crevasse, on the opposite side of which 
the wall of snow rose immediately, not leaving the smallest 
space on which to place the foot. Our head guide, how- 
ever, nothing daunted, by means of his long alpenstock, 
succeeded in excavating a hole in the snow, into which we 
might jump without much danger of falling into the yawning 
gulf below ; he first crossed, and extending his baton to assist 
the next comer, I seized the friendly aid and jumped ; the 
snow, however, gave way, and I remained suspended over 
the abyss, grasping with all my strength the extended pole ; 
from this perilous position I was instantly rescued, and the 
rest of the guides having crossed in safety, we found our- 
selves clinging to the wall of snow which constitutes the 
south aspect of the Col. The ascent now commenced in 
earnest, the first guide having been relieved by the second 
in command, who (hatchet in hand) assiduously dashed holes 
iu the snow in which to place the hands and feet ; the steep- 
ness of the Col being such that the necessary inclination of 
the body forwards, which all ascents require, brought the 
chest and face in close contact with the snow, the excessive 
brilliancy of which, notwithstanding our blue glasses and 
veils, proved singularly annoying. In this critical position 
our progress upwards was of necessity very slow, the advance 
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of the foot from one step to the succeeding one being s 
matter of careful consideration, as a slip, the least inclina- 
tion backwards, or even giddiness, must have inevitably 
proved fatal to one or other of the party. Thanks, 
however, to the efforts of the hardy'mountaineers, the 
summit of the Col was a t  length attained, 5 hrs. after our 
departure from the night encampment. For some time 
previous our sphere of vision had necessarily been limited 
by the interposition of the Col de Lauteraar ; its crest, how- 
ever, being attained, me beheld a great portion of Switzer- 
land stretched out like a map far below, whilst on either 
side rose the summits of those gigantic barriers which bound 
the Valley of Grindelwald. On the left, the great and little 
Shreckhorn and the Mettenberg, and on the right the object 
of our ambition, the three peaks of the Wetterhorner, t h e  
Wetterhorn, the Mittalhorn, and Rosenhorn : below us lay 
the fields of snow which descend from these summits and 
crown the superior glacier of Grindelwald. 

It wrts now deemed necessary to descend a portion of the 
opposite side of the Col we had just surmounted, previous to 
arriving a t  the foot of the great peak, which appeared to 
rise in close proximity to the height of 2,150 [1,811] ft. 
above the plateau of snow on which we stood, and which i n  
itself att,ained an elevation of 10,000 [10,355] ft. We now 
began our descent, which, although not so steep as our pre- 
vious ascent, was perhaps more nervous ; the precipices of 
ice and snow, together with the wide crevasses thickly 
spread a t  their feet, being constantly before the eyes. 
Great stress being laid on the ropes and hatchets, this de- 
scent was in turn safely accomplished, and we again began to 
bacend slope after'slope of snow (at times threading our way 
with much difficulty among the gaping crevasses, all of which 
presented the appearance of the deepest azure), our course 
being directed towards the base of the superb central peak, 
known as the Mittalhorn [Mittelhorn], which now towered 
over our heads; apparently a huge pyramid of the purest 
ice and snow. To me it appeared so impossible to scale it, 
that I ventured to inquire of the guides whether they ex- 
pected to attain the summit ; to this they replied, that they . 
assuredly, did so. I, therefore, held my peace, thinking my- 
self in right good company, and the south-western aspect 
of the Peak being deemed, to all appearance, the most 
practicable, we began the arduous task of scaling this 
virgin mountain. The ascent in itself strongly resembled 
that  of the Col de Lauteraar described above; its dura- 
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tion, however, being longer, and the coating of ice and 
wow being likewise more dense, the steps hewn out with 
t h e  hatchet required to be enlarged with the feet prepara- 
tory to changing our position. In this singular manner 
we slowly ascended, digging the left hand into the ,hole 
above our heads, left by the hatchet of the advancing 
guide, and gradually drawing up the foot into the next 
aperture ; the body reclining full length on the snow between 
each succeeding step ; in this truly delectable situation, our 
eyes were, every moment, greeted with the view of the vast 
precipices of ice stretching above and below; impressing 
constantly on our mind the idea that one false step might 
seal the fate of the whole party : connected as we were one 
to the other, such, in fact, might easily have been the case. 
W e  had now been three hours on the peak itself, and the 
guides confidently affirmed that in another hour (if no acci- 
dent occurred) we should attain the summit; the banner 
was accordingly prepared, and after a few minutes' re- 
pose, taken by cautiously turning round and placing our 
backs against the snow, we stretched upwards once more, 
the guides singing national songs, and t,he utmost gaiety 
pervading the whole party a t  the prospect of so successful a 
result. The brilliant white summit of the peak appeared 
just above us, and when within 30 or 40 ft. of its apex, 
the guide chef, considerately thinking that hie employer 
would naturally wish to be the first to tread this unconquered 
summit, reversed the ropes, and placing me first in the line, 
directed me to take the hatchet and cautiously cut the few 
remaining steps necessary. These injunctions I obeyed to 
the best of my abilities, and a t  1 o'clock precisely the red 
banner fluttered on the summit of the central peak of the 
Wetterhorn. 

W e  had thus, after three days' continual ascent from the 
level of the plain, attained a height of 12,154 [12,166] ft. 
Up to this period, our attention had been too much occupied 
in surmounting the opposing obstacles which lay in our 
route, to allow us to contemplate, with attention, the as- 
tonishing panorama, which gradually unfolded itself. The 
summit being under our feet, we had ample leisure to ex- 
amine the relative position of the surrounding peaks, the 
greater portion of which appeared to lie far beneath us. 
To the N. we perceived the Faulhorn and the range of 
mountains skirting the Lake of Brienz; behind these the 
passage of the Bmnig, together with the lakes of Lungerne 
and Liicerne, on the banks of which rise the pyramids of the 
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Righi and the Mont Pilate, the summits of which (the boaat 
of so many tourists) appeared as mole-hills. Towasds the 
E., the eye wanders over an interminable extent of snow-clad 
summits, extending to the utmost verge of the horizon, a 
perfect ocean of mountains. Turning to the S., however, 
we there perceive the monarchs of these Berneae Alps rising 
side by side, the Rosenhorn and the Berglistock raise their 
snow-clad crests in close proximity; separated from them 
by the Col de Lauteraar, we perceived the rugged Shreck- 
horn, aptly denominated the Peak of Terror, whilst the 
loftiest of the group, the Finsteraarhorn, appears peering 
among his companions. To the right of these two peaks 
the brilliant Vischerhoerner next came into view, beyond 
which we diecover the three celebrated sister summits of 
the Eiger, the Mounch, and the Jungfrau ; the whole group 
exceeding the height of 12,000 ft. At the base of these 
gigantic masses lies the Wengern Alp, apparently a mere 
undulation; whilst far below the outline of the village of 
Grindelwald may be faintly discerned, the river Lutchinen 
winding, like a silver thread, through the valley. On all 
pides of the peak on which we now stood (on the summit of 
which a dozen persons could scarcely assemble) we beheld 
vast glittering precipices; a t  the foot of these lie the plains 
of snow which contribute to the increase of the numerous 
glaciers, situated still lower, viz. to the left the superior 
glacier of Grindelwald and that  of Lauterartr, to the right 
the glaciers of Gauli, of Reufen [Renfen], and of Rosenlaui, 
out of which rose the peaks of the Wellhorn, the Losenhorn 
[Dossenhorn], and Engelhorner. 

Many anxious looks were now cast in this direction ; t h e  
guides having determined to reach Rosenlaui through this 
unexplored region. We had remained above twenty minutes 
on the summit, exposed to a violent wind and intense cold, 
although in the plain, on that day, the thermometer of 
Fahrenheit stood a t  93O in the shade. The sudden appear- 
ance of a few fleecy clouds far below caused us some mis- 
givings, we therefore (after firmly securing the flag-eta4 
commenced our descent on the opposite side of the peak to 
that by which we had ascended, in order to reach the plains 
of snow surmounting the great glacier of Rosenlaui. From 
the excessive steepness of this slope, and the absence of 
crevaases, it was deemed advisable to sit and slide down the  
snow, guiding our course with the poles. In  this manner 
we descended with the greatest rapidity to the plateau. 
Here again great caution was required, many of the crevasse8 



being covered with a slight coating of fresh snow, incapable 
of wstaining the weight of the human body. After crossing 
this plateau we arrived a t  the foot of the Tosenhorn [Doss- 
enhorn]. This is a lofty peak, situated a t  the junction 
of the glaciers of Rosenlaui and Reufen, which at this point 
become identified with the great slope of snow descending 
from the Wetterhorner. This region being a terra incognita 
like the preceding, our advance was slow and wavering; and 
o n  the descent of the Tosenhorn the dificulties appeared 
rather to increase than diminish : the loose rocks and ~ltones 
covering the southern aspect of the peak, receding continu- 
ally from under the feet, and falling in showers over the 
precipice ; below which, a t  a fearful depth, we could discern 
the deep blue crevasses and bristling minarets of the glacier 
of Rosenlaui. Quitting the rocks, we again found ourselves 
o n  slopes of snow so vertical that  for a long period of time 
it was necessary to  descend backwards as if on a ladder- 
the hatchet being in full play. At the foot of one of these 
slopes, the snow broke suddenly away, leaving a crevasse, 
apparently about four yards in width, the opposite border of 
which was fully 20 ft. lower than that  on which we stood ; 
this at first sight seemed insurmountable, the guides 
themselves being bewildered, and all giving advice in one 
breath ; we were a t  this time clinging to the slope of snow 
over the very verge of the blue p l p h  below. Jaun a t  length 
volunteered the hazardous experiment of clearing it a t  a 
bound-this he accordingly did, arriving safely on the 
inferior border. The ropes being detached, the remainder 
of the party mustered resolution, and desperation giving 
fresh courage, we all in turn came flying across the crevasse 
upon the smooth snow below. Our successful triumph over 
thia alarming obstacle having greatly inspirited us, we pre- 
pared to cross a narrow slope of ice, on which our leader 
wse diligently hacking a few steps; a sudden rumbling 
aound, however, arrested our attention-the rear guides drew 
the rest back with the ropes with violence, and the next 
moment am avalanche thundered down over the slope we 
had been preparing to cross, leaving the whole party petri- 
fied with horror a t  the narrowness of their escape. The 
clouds of fine snow in which we had been enveloped having 
enbeided, we again descended, during 3 hrs., a succession of 
steep walls of ice and snow ; reaching the glacier of Rosen- 
laui a t  5 P.X. The passage of this glacier resembles in 
every respect that of the far-famed glacier de Bossons on the 
Mont Blanc, the crevasses being so numerous as to  leave 
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mere ridges of ice interposed between them; and these 
ridges being the only means of progress, the eye was con- 
stantly exposed to the view of the surrounding gulphs of ice 
which a t  every step, appear ready to swallow up the un- 
fortunate individual whose presence of mind should fail; 
whilst the pinnacles of ice rising over head, often totter upon 
their unsteady foundations. I n  our present fatigued con- 
dition, the passage of the glacier was indeed highly perilous ; 
the extreme caution and courage of the guides, fortunately 
prevented the occurrence of any serious accident, and a t  
8 P.X. we bade a final adieu to those fields of snow and ice- 
bound peaks over which our course had been directed for 1 7  
consecutive hours. A11 danger was now past, and the ex- 
citement having ceased, the tedious descent over rocks and 
fallen pines became insufferably fatiguing. The baths of 
Rosenlaui were still far below a t  our feet ; whilst the sombre 
hue of the pine forests, stretching down into the valley, 
formed a striking contrast to the uninterrupted glare of so 
many previous hours. Night was now gradually throwing 
its veil over the surrounding objects; the glimmering of 
lights soon became visible, and a t  9 P.M. we all arrived 
safely a t  the baths of Rosenlaui, where, for several hours, 
considerable excitement had preva,iled-the flag fluttering 
on the summit of the peak having been discovered, by meaaa 
of a powerful telescope. Four small black dots had likewise 
been noticed a t  an immense height on the otherwise un- 
sullied snow, which dots having been likewise seen to change 
their position, the inhabitants of the valleys wisely concluded 
that another of their stupendous mountains was in a fa i r  
way of losing its former prestige of invincibility. 

On the following morning [July 91 I took leave of the two 
intrepid chamois hunters, to whom, on several occasions, during 
the previous eventful day, I had owed my preservation. I was 
shortly afterwards informed that these poor fellows (though 
so hardy) were confined by an illness arising from the  
severity of their late exploit. For myself, I escaped with 
the usual conseqiiences of so long an exposure to the snow 
in these elevated regions, viz. the loss of the skin of the  
face, together with inflammation of the eyes, and accom- 
panied by luy remaining guide, who was likewise in a very 
doleful condition we recrossed the Great Sbiedeck, arriving 
a t  Interlacken the 10th of July. 

We here learnt, for the first time, that two days previous 
to  our ascent some Swiss gentlemen, indignant a t  the  
idea of allowing un Anglais ' to be the first to scale their  
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virgin peak, had, in compmy of three chamois hunters, made 
another attempt from Grindelwald. To our gratification i t  
proved rt failure; the parties, having mistaken their locality, 
ascended a peak,* the summit of which had been first 
reached in 1844 by the same men who had so ably assisted 
m e  in the ascent just described. 

H I S T O R I C A L  NOTE. 

BY W. A. B. COOLIWE. • 

Mr. Speer's most interesting paper possesses great historical value, 
even though i t  is not poasible to accept all his statements as in 
accordance with well-ascertained facts. 
That his  ascent of the Mittelhorn, the higheat of the Wetterharner, 

was the firat, has never, so far aa I know, been doubted by anyone, and 
his full narrative of his climb is therefore an original document of 
the greatest value to the Alpine historian. $ 

His claims, however, to the jir8t paeeage of the Lauteraar Sattel, 
and to the jirst exploration of the Roeenlaui glacier, are opposed to 
well-authenticated historical facts. 
Let us take the case of the Lauteraar Sccttel firat. 

* [Herr$p Fankhauser and Roth, both of Bern, with three Grindelwald 
guides, on Jnly 7,1845-the diry before Mr. Speer's expedition-limbed from 
the (ileckstein care to the ridge of the Wetterhorn, probably that between 
the Hasli Jungfrau and the Mittelhorn, and were then driven back. See 
G. Studeis Panmomo con Barn, p. 233, and Uebm Eis u d  Schnee, i. 
p. 236.1 

t [This is a mistake. The Hasli Jungfrau was, indeed, reached in 1844 by 
Jaun, but his companion was Michael Bannholzer, not Abplanalp. See Desor, 
ii. pp. 153-4.1 

I take this opportunity of completing the account of the Mittelhorn by a 
notice of the Mitteljoch, the pass between that peak and the Rosenhorn. Mr. 
Ball's A&ne &ids, 'Central Alps,' p. 124, is the authority for the state- 
ment that this pass was crossed, probably for the first time, by Mr. A. P. 
Wbately in 1857. Mr. Whately has kindly commnnicated to me the following 
particulars of his expedition :-The exact date was August 24, 1857, and the 
guides were Winterberger and Johann Jaun, who were nnacquainted with these 
regions. The party, therefore, tookabont 16 hrs.' actual walking from Rosenlani 
to tile Dollfus hut, crossing, most probably, the Lauteraar Sattel to gain the 
Lauteraar glacier, though possibly they crossed first the Berglijoch or the 
Rosenegg, and then the Gauli Pass. The former conjecture is the more pro- 
bable, and in that case Mr. Whately's party was only two days later over the 
Lanteraar Sattel than Captain J. R. Campbell, Dr. Porges, and Herr Stern, 
whose traverse (Alyina J m d ,  i. pp. 60-2) is sometimes regarded as the 
8794 though it will be shown presently that that claim in historically unte- 
nable. 
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Herr Gottlieb Studer tells us * that as early as 1834 he and Profeeeor 
Hugi had the intention of croasing it, but that bad weather made them 
change their plans. As the broad opening of the paea was plainly 
seen from Agaseiz's hut on the Unteraar glacier (the d l e d  ' HBtel 
des Neuchltelois ') we are not surprised to find a view of it from the 
hut inserted in the account of the sojourn of 1840 in that rough 
shelter. t Nor does it astonish us to read that at the end of July or a t  
the beginning of August (the limits are July 23 and August 81, 1842, 
one of Agamiz's party, M. Girard (who, a few days later, was one of 
the three travellers who made the first ascent of the Lauteraarhorn), 
with J. Berger (the chief of the workmen employed in making 
soundings of the glacier), was stirred up to pay a visit to the pasa 
This was apparently the first time it had been reached. The two 
adventurers seem to have found no very great difficulties, save n final 
ice slope, and only took 4 hrs. from the hut to the pass. They 
thought that the slopes on the Grindelwald side were rather lees steep 
than those by which they had come up, yet decided that it would be 
rash to descend on that side. Deaor, to whom we owe nll these 
details, $ adds, no doubt on the authority of M. Girard, 'Auaai jan~ais 
cette descente n ' a - ~ l l e  bd effectu8e.' This visit is important as 
&owing us that Ageseiz's party were aware of a poeaible pass by this 
ridge. In the second aeries of Desor's ' Excursions' (published in 
1845-the preface is dated May 1)  we find the ' Col d. Lauteraar ' (sic) 
marked on the map at the commencement of the volume. Later on 
he narrates how, on his way down from the first ascent of the Rosen- 
horn (August 28, 1844), two of his guides, Jaun and Bannholzer, 
offered to plant a flag on the virgin Hasli Jungfrau, and adds, ' Ila 
devaient en m&nie temps s'aesurer si, cornme on avait prktendu 
jusqu'alors, il Ctait riellernent impossible d'atteindre le glacier d e  
1'Am par le Col de Lauteraar.' The two guides were thus sent on a 
double errand, and carried it out successfully on August 31, 1844, going 
from Hosenlaui to the col between the Mittelhorn and the Hadi 
Jungfrau, making the first ascent of the latter peak, and then achieving 
the first traverse of the Lauteraar Sattel in order to regain the hut on 
the Unteraar glacier, whence the whole party had started on August 27. 
They took 12 hrs. from Rosenlaui, and reported that there were no 
great difficulties, save in rounding the foot of the Berglistock, so that 
they clearly took the old route over the N.E. bit of the ridge of 
the col. Deaor tells us all this in detail, 4 and it is worth notice 
that, in describing the view he' had enjoyed from the Rosenhorn on 
August 28, he makes special mention 11 of the ' Col du Lauteraar,' 
which he and his guides had thus clearly examined on ita hitherto ~ n -  
known Grindelwnld side. I lay stress on theve small points because 
they go to prove that the passage of the Lauteraar Sattel was one of 
the climbs planned by the Desor party, and hence the fact that the 

* Berg- ?crtd Qldsclmfahrtun, ii p. 62. 
t Desor's Exaurrions, i p. 156, which was published in 1844, so that the 

drawng ia, at any rate, earlier than that date. 
Vol. i. pp. 491, 631-2. 5 Vo1. ii. pp. 146, 163-6. n P. 141. 
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guidea made it alone does not detract h m  their credibility. I t  
was the solution of a problem which had been carefully studied by 
Deaor and his frienda For all these reaeons it appeara to me that the 
evidence in favour of the two guidee ir overwhelming, quite apart &om 
their credibility, to be discussed later on. Barely a ywr  after thii 
expedition, Mr. Speer made his, in the course of which he undoubtedly 
accomplished the first traveller's passage of the Lauteraar Sattel. He 
eays it was ' hitherto conaidered impracticable,' but we must bear in 
mind that his head guide waa the very Jaun who had been over it a 
year before, and had been one of those who had studied it previously 
on both sides. We shall see later on what was the probable reason of 
his astonishing ~tatement. On the occasion of the first traveller's 
ascent of the Hasli Jungfrau on July 31, 1845, by MM. Agassiz, 
Vogt, and Bovet, with Jaun, Bannholzer, and two other guides who 
do not concern us for our present purpose, the party, making a late 
start from the D o l h  hut owing to doubtful weather, bivouacked the 
tirat night on the Lauteraar Sattel, achieved their ascent next day, and 
that evening came back over the same pase to the Unteraar glacier.' 
In other words, acarcely three weeks after Mr. Speer's passage, the paes 
was m well known that it was ueed as a bivouac, and recrossed in the 
afternoon. The 1845 party thus improved on their predecessors. Jaun 
was on all three expeditions, and I think all this makes it more and 
more certain that his passage on August 31, 1844, really took place. 
I, a t  any rate. am, personally, entirely convinced of this. 
Thus, while Mr. Speer can claim only the first traveller's paaeage of 

the Lauteraar Sattel, Captain Campbell's party? are only entitled to 
the credit, such as it is, of having made the first recorded passage of 
the psss in its entire length, from Grindelwald to the Grimsel. 

The dkussion of Mr. Speer's ungrounded claim to this pass has 
taken me longer than will that of the even more ungrounded claim 
that on July 8, 1815, the Rosenlaui glacier was an 'unexplored region,' 
and ' a  t m a  incoglzita.' I t  is sufficient to enumerate the recorded 
visits to all parts of this glacier before Speer ever went down it. I n  
1843, Desor, with a fiiend, M. Brunner, and his faithful guide Wiihren 
(who had just succeeded the lamented Leuthold as Demr's head guide), 
want from Rosenlaui to the Weit Sattel (the Urbach Sattel of the 
Siegfried map). I t  is expressly stated that the ascent was made by 
the glacier, and implied that natives had already reached this pass.$ 
On Auguat 28, 1814, the Rottenhorn party (including Jaun) descended 
from the S.E. foot of that peak to the base of the Dowenhorn and to 
the Weit Ssttel, which waa crowd to the Urbach valley.$ Desor says 
m p r d y  11:  'Tout l'espace entre les Wetterhorner et le pied du 
Towenhorn Ptait une terra incognita,' ant1 this statement was then 
strictly accurate, though it was not when Mr. Speer cirule by, nearly a 

Btnder, iv. p. 68, and Vogt '~  account in S.A.C. Jadrl,uc.h xxvii. pp. 388-94. 
t Sfe the footnote on the Mitteljoch a t  the beginning of this ' Historical 

Note. 
t Desor, i. pp. 604-6. 
8 Ibid. ii. pp. 14851. 11 P. 149. 
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year later. Finally, Jaun and Bannholzer, on their ascent of the Hadi 
Jungfrau, August 31, 1844, are distinctly stated by Desor to .have 
gone up the entire Rosenlaui glacier, from Rosenlaui to the opening be- 
tween the desired peak and the Mittelhorn. Jaun, at las t ,  had thus been 
certainly twice on the upper Rosenlaui glacier before he guided Mr. 
Speer down it on July 8, 1845, by the very route, doubtless, that he 
had taken on A u p t  31, 1844. Thus, once more, I think, Mr. Speer's 
narrative has been proved to be contradicted by well-wertained facts. 

Let us, in conclusion, examine the qualifications of Mr. Speer as 
compared with those of his two guide& 

Mr. Speer seems from his paper to have been an energetic young 
fellow, who, on hearing that there was an inaccessible peak somewhere 
about, at once started Tor it. Apart from his imperfect knowledge of 
German, as shown by his spelling of proper names (part of the blame 
may very likely belong to his printers), we find that he displays no  
acquaintance with Desor's books, one of which, at least, was published 
before his expedition. He had apparently no special topographical 
knowledge of the regions which he was viaiting for the first time, 
though he seems to imply that he had done eome climbing previously. 
It is odd that he never mentions the name of the Interlaken or Grin- 
delwald guide, who accompanied him from Interlaken throughout his 
journey and back. Further, it  seems to me that there are many little 
signs in his narrative which point to his having &ply handed himself 
over to Jaun and Abplanalp, on their engaging to take him to the top 
of the peak he wished to conquer-e.g., the name of Mittelhorn, e v e n  
in 1843 by Desor,t which at that time could only have been got either 
from the guides or Desor's works. The latter is improbable, ae he never 
mentions the name of Desor, whose monograph on the Wetterhorn 
group was then quite unique, and as Mr. Speer misapells the name 
Mittelhorn, it  look^ as if he had h d  it from the guides. Again, 
notice what he says about his question to the guides as to whether they 
expected to reach the summit, seen by Mr. Speer for the f i s t  time, and 
startling him not a little; and remark how, on their aseurance that 
they certainly expected to reach the summit, he allows, that he held 
his peace, thinking himmlf in right good company.' All this make. 
me think that Mr. Speer was what would now be called a ' gymnast ' 
or ' a peak hunter,' caring for naught else than to conquer his peak-a 
most laudable frame of mind, indeed, but one which scarcely entitles 
him to be treated as an authority of any great weight, save as to the 
actual details of his climb. It is really amusing to see how, as I have 
pointed out in my notes, he makes a mistake almost every time he  
condescends to speak of any of his predecessors or rivals. I do not, of 
course, blame Mr. Speer for not carefully getting up his subject, but I 
do ,think that his statements avail little against the wide experience of 
his two chief guides (we know nothing of the third who came with 
Mr. Speer from Interlaken). 

Of these two guides, Johannes Jaun, of Meiringen (to be carefully 
distinguished fmm another guide, also called Johannes Jaun, of hgrund 

Vol. ii. p. 154. t Vol. i. p. 610. 
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o r  Imhof *), appears to have been the leader. In 1842 he took M. Deaor 
up the Thierberg (between the Unteraar and the Oberaar glaciers), on 
which occasion Desor speaks t of him as ' jusciuSB un certain point le 
rival de Jacob1--i.e. Leuthold, the leading guide of the day. He also went 
with Deaor that year up the Jungfrau (the fourth ascent),$ while, amming 
the accounts in Desor to be true, Jaun waa up the Roeenhorn and 
Hasli Jungfrau within three days (both first ascents), a capital training 
for the conquest, in 1845, with Mr. Speer, of the Mittelhorn, which he 
bad t h m  Reen and no doubt studied, gujde hahion, from all aides.$ 
hradpar Abplanalp (to be carefully dist~nguiehed from his brother, 
Andrem,! 3a well as from a Johannes of the same clan T) has alw a good 
record, for in 1839 he went up to the Strahlegg from the Grimael (a 
great feat in those early days), and in 1842 aacended the Jung£rau 
(fifth ascent), both with Herr Gottlieb Studer, who daecribee ** him aa 
a hardy and skilful climber, as well aa a cautiouu and refleotive man. 
Jaun's credit, eo far aa regards the Hasli Jungfran and Lauteraar 
Sattel, stands or falls with that of Melchior Bannholzer, of whom I 
must, therefore, eay a few words, though he waa not one of Mr. Speer's 
guidea in 1845. He was one of the guides on the first ascent of the 
Lauteraarhorn in 1842,t t  while in 1842 he had been the leader on the 
fiRh recorded ascent of the Jungfrau,$S having made the fourth ascent 
in 1841 with M. Desor's party. In 1844 he climbed the Rotlenhorn on 
August 28, came back on the Ylst over the Hasli Jungfrau and 
Lanteraar Sattel, and on September 1 led a party of Americans over 
the Strahlegg.$$ In 1842 Studer describes him aa a most daring and 
v e n t o m m e  climber,\ 11 and narrates how he couqeoualy rescued a cap 
which had fallen into the great bergschmnd,%q while in 1844 Deaor 
tells us*** that Bannholzer was the leader in an adventurous excureion 
down an icehole at night. I had almost forgotten to say that it waa * 
Bannholzer who, on the ascent of the Lanteraarhorn, was selected by 
the leader, Leuthold himeelf, to force a way over a bad bit on the 
ar&te, and who took a moat thrilling leap in mid air, to induce the rest 
of his party to follow him.* 

I have entered into all these minute details about these three guides 
to pmve that their narratives deserve complete credit, and that Mr. 
Spee(a statements in contradiction to them muat be attributed to his 
yont and inexperience. The only plausible argument against the 
guides is that they did not mention their previous paseages of the 
Lauteraar Sattel and of the Rosenlaui glacier to Mr. Speer, and that 

* See Desor, i. p. 359. t Vol. i. p. 529. 
S Deeor. i. pp. 369, 394. 
5 A striking instance of his devoted care to a wearied traveller on the de- 

scent from the Hasli Jungfran, Angnst 31,1846, is narrated in Vogt's account, 
-rint,ed in S. A. C. J., xxvii. p. 393. 

I) Desor, ii. p. 126 ; Studer, Tqogr. X t t h .  p. 102. 
7 Desor, i. pp. 359, 394. ** Topogr. Mitth. p. 102. 
ff Desor, i. p. 536. 

Stader, Topogr. Mitth. pp. 102, 116,117-8. 
sDeaor,ii.pp.163-6. IaP.102. 1 2 7  ***Vol.ii.p122. ff ttt Demr, i. p. 641 ; S t u b ,  Tqpog. K i h .  p. 102. 
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therefore it may be presumed that they did not really accomplish 
them. Mr. Speer, however, does not say that they did not tall him 
about their exploits, while he does mention with perfect belief the 
1844 ascent of the Hauli Jungfrau by one of his guides, by a very 
natural miutake giving him aa comrade on that expedition his companion 
of 1845 instead of his real companion, Bannholzer. This admission on 
Mr. Speer's part goes, I venture to think, n long way towards demolish- 
ing the always dangerous argument from silence. Another r a n  for  
either their omission to tell Mr. Speer, or for his forgetting what they 
had told him about the pass and glacier, is that for a long time pass 
and glaciers (especially the former) were not considered as anything 
but steps in the attainment of a summit, and so, in the early narratives, 
they are frequently slurred over in a fashion that seems very curious 
to us. I need only recall the first passages of the Beichgrat by the 
Meyer party of 1811, and of the Monchjoch by Rohrdorfs party in 
1828. One has to read each narrative very carefully to make out that 
the parties crossed a pass at all. 

For all these reasons, therefore, I think that we may assert with 
great confidence that the expedition of the two guides on August 31, 
1844, on which the whole matter really turns, is perfectly authentic, 
and that any expremions of Mr. Speer to the contrary are capable of 
easy explanation, without supposing that he meant to give the lie to 
his two guides, of whose general conduct during the Mittelborn 
expedition he speaks in very complimentary terms. 

Some minor points alone remain to be disposed of. 
I t  is worth remembering that the pamage ofthe Lauteraar Sattel by the 

two guide9 in 1844 is recognised aa authentic by some important works 
dealing with Alpine history (in addition to those named in the course . of this note)-e.g., Herr Gottlieb Studer in 'Berg- und Gletscherfahrten,' 
ii. (1863), p. 61, and in his ' Ueber Eis und Sclmee,' i. p. 161, and 
Mr. W. Longman in his 'Modern Mountaineering,' Appendix to 
vol. viii. of the ' Alpine Journal,' p. 76. 

The statement made in 1857 at Grindelwald to Captain Campbell * 
that the Lauteraar Sattrl ' had never been traversed ' may be explained 
either by the jealousy between the Grindelwald men, who had not 
been on it, and the Meiringen men, who most certainly had been on it 
several times by the date mentioned, or-this, I fancy, ie the 'real 
explanation-that it had never been traversed throughout from Grindel- 
wald to the Grirneel. This latter contention is apparently quite 
accurate, but may very likely have been unconsciously given a wider 
meaning by travellers not well up in Alpine history. This would be 
not unlike a very conimon belief even nowadays, that Sir Alfred Wills 
in 1854 made the absolutely first ascent of the Hasli Junghu .  Of 
course it mas only the first complete ascent made from Grindel~~ald as 
a starting-place ; and the hero of that f mous climb never claimed any 
other merit for i t  or himself. t 

* Alpine Journal, i .  p. GO. 
f See Wanderinqs, pp. 271,302, with which compare Studer's Uaber Eis 

und Sohnce, i. p. 237. 
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Mr. Ball's statements on this subject are unfortunately not as 
accurate as his etatemente generally are. He nays that, while 
the two guides were the first to cross the actual ridge of the pss, 
pet ' the possibility of reaching the pam from Grindrlwald was not 
eetablished till 1857.' He has clearly forgotten that as early as 
1845 a party of travellers came up from Grindelwald to the Gleck- 
stein cave,+ and that Mr. Wills and othera had done the same 
before 1857. On the other hand, the two parties of 1844 and . 
1845 up the H d i  Jung£rau, and poasibly others, had passed close 
to the Gleckstein, on their way up the peak, but did not go down 
to Grindelwald. Thus it was very clear that the ' possibility of 
reaching the pam from Grindelwald' was established long before 
1857, though no one had actnally reached it from Grindelwald until 
that date. Of course I am only speaking of recorded passages ; others 
may have taken place of which I have no knowledge, though I should 
be very much obliged to anyone who would communicate to me 
information regarding any such m e s .  On p. 120 Mr. Ball, by 
an unlucky misprint of 1843 for 1845, darkens and confuses matters 
very much. I t  is quite certain that Agaeeiz's aacent of the Hasli 
Jnngfmu took place i n  1845, not 1843.3 In reality the two guides 
went up in 1844, and took np A p i z  and his friends in 1845. Mr. 
Ball clearly recognised the ascent by the two guides, though unluckily 
he poetdated it, while antedating Agaasiz's. A little below, too, it is 
of course in flat contradiction to what has just been mid in his text 
to asaert that there were douhte ae to the acceasibility of the Hasli 
Jmgfrau till Sir Alfred Wills' ascent in 1854. Mr. Ball really 
means (aa in the case of the Lauteraar Sattel) that it was the accessi- 
bility from Grindelwald that was doubtful, not the accessibility of a 
peak of which he had juat mentioned two ascents. The latter state- 
ment would be absurd. ARer the words ' Wetterhorn proper' we 
mmt necessarily ineert ' from Grindelwald.' Then the text becomes 
consistent and much more accurate, though still open to the ob- 
jection that the Gleckstein had been reached before 1854 from 
Grindelwald, and also practically by the partiea coming from the 
Lauteraar Sattel on their wa up the Hasli Jungfrau. In bnth cases 
the question of accessibility c as been unfortunately mixed up with the 
entirely diEerent one-Has the peak or paw in question been actually 
reached from this or that direction ? 

It may, perhaps, be of use to some of my readers to point out that 
Stnder's, Desor'a, and Vogt's narratives, often referred to in the above 
lines, may be found collected (with other articles) and reprinted from 
the original texts, in one volume, which forms rol. iv. (1864) of 
Dollh-rlusset's ' Matkriaux pour 1'Etude des Glaciers,' and haa also 
a aeparate title-page, ' Ascensions dana les Hautes Rkgions des Alpes.' 

Thie note has become far longer than I expected when I begau it, 

Csntral A@, p. 118. 
t See footnote (*) on p 116 above. 
f Stnder, Ueber E i r  und Schnac, iv. p. 68 ; and S.A.C. JahrbucA, -i. pp. 

388-94. 
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but I trust my readers will accept it as an earnest endeavour to clear 
away some deeply rooted but erroneous beliefs that still obscure the 
history of one of the finest mountain groups in the Bernese Oberland. 
I hope that a complicated set of events has now beell set in ita proper 
light, and that my successors, at least, will thank me for the minuteneee 
with which I have tried to sweep away every cobweb from this dark 
comer of Alpine history. 

NOTES FROM THE ADULA ALPS. 

BY W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

THE dieastrous fire at Grindelwald (August 18, 1832) had many unex- 
pected consequences, but perhaps none was quite so singular as the fol- 
lowing. The news reached us three days late a t  the distant village of 
Spl~gen,  and as our leading guide, Christian Almer, jun., lost in the fire 
his houee and all its contents, while I lost half my heavy luggage (left at 
the ' Bear ' after a month spent there in May and June), our party broke 
up at once. Now we had been engaged for mme weeks in the exploration 
of the Adula Alps for the purpose of a ' Climbers' Guide ' for that 
district, and had pretty well completed our task save as regards the 
E. bit of that district, precisely that round Spliigen. In writing my 
book in the winter of 1892-3 I felt very keenly the want of notes, 
based on personal experience, relating to that portion of the range. 
Hence I resolved to make up for this in the summer of 1893, and the 
following jottings are meant to help the readers of that work by com- 
pleting the details there given. These jottings consist mainly of the 
notee made during a splendid week spent in the Adulae last August, 
to which I have added corrections of various slips made in the printed 
text, and some account of certain ascents made by some of my friends 
in 1893. 

Let me first of all put right some minor matters. 
A kind reviewer in the ' Rivieta Mensile ' of the Italian Alpine Club 

(No. for August, 1893, p. 255) has pointed out that the Cornera Alp 
(line 7 from the bottom of p. vii. of my 'Guide') is really in Graubiinden 
(not, as stated, in Uri), while he also points out that I have wrongly 
inserted an accent on the final letter of the name ' Streghe ' (p. 147), 
though in doing this 1 was but copying the Siegfried map, so that I 
err in good company. To these mistakes I may add some more 
which I found out for myself-pp. 137-8, for ' Annarossa' read 
hna rosa  ' ; p. 138, line 8 from the bottom, insert ' S. A. C. J. ix. ' ; 

p. 60, line 12, after ' Theobald ' insert ' i. p. 80,' ; p. 133, line 6, for 
' Madene' read ' Modens.' An ascent of the Badus on July 3 showed 
me that my account of Route 1 (p. 14) was open to improvement. 
For ' Oberalp road ' r d  ' St. Gotthard road,' and in the next line 
for ' a small chapel ' sub~titute ' some huts.' I t  is far better to climb 
the steep rocky slopes N. of the great gully leading up to the gap 
between the Badus and Piz Toms than to climb the gully itself, while 
after gaining the N. ridge of the peak the summit is best reached by 
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circling round by atones and anow on the N.W. face. Going very 
leisurely, we took 5 hm. walking up from Andermatt, and 2 hrs. 40 rnin. 
down to the new inn at the W. end of the large lake on the Oberalp 
Paas, paaaing by the Toma tarn and the Milez huts. Let it be here 
mt down that we found that inn clean and fairly good, but pretty dear, 
trout out of the lake being charged for (without previom notice), 
in addition to the price of the table d'hate. 

After escaping, on August 9, from Elm in Glarus (after a detention 
there owing to bad weather and the claims of my forthcoming ' Tijdi 
Guidebook'), young Christian Almer and I climbed on August 11, in 
rather doubtful weather, the fine peak of the Ringelspitz (3,251 m. 
= 10,667 ft.) above the Calfeiaen Valley. We took 6.35 up and 
3.40 down, finding no di5culty (the pawge from one of the two 
highest needlee to the other is curious), though the peak enjoys a great 
local reputation. I mention it here aa oum seemed, from the names 
in the book on the summit, to be the firat ascent by an English party. 
In fine weather the view ought to be very extensive. Our starting- 
point was Flims, on the high road between Reichenau and Ilanz. The 
big inns there were quite full, but we were most hospitably enter- 
tained at the modest H6tel Post, the bill being a marvel of cheapnees. 
Next day we drove by Ilanz to Veraam, at the entrance of the Safien 
Valley. Here we found a fair new inn, H. Signina. The road up 
from Ilanz paeses through Rome beautiful forest scenery. Proceeding 
in a smaller carriage, we purmed our way up the very narrow and 
rugged Safien Valley, and were pleased to find a nice new inn (kept 
by Alexander Gredig, last house in the village) at the chief place in 
t h e  valley, Safien Platz. On the 13th we went over to Spliigen by 
the  Sajierberg, when I had the pleasant surprise of finding my de- 
scription (pp. 135-6) quite correct, save that the distance from Platz 
to Thalkirch is 13 hr., not 2 h r ~ .  I ought to warn travellers that 
though there is a sort of a char road as f ir  as Thalkirch, the post-cart 
from Versam does not go beyond Platz, where it halts at Gredig's 
inn. 

The next two days were spent in exploring the dolomite peaks of 
the Liichliberg range, of which I have given a full description in 
'New Expeditions' (pp. 52-4). .On August 16 we went up the 
Tandohorn (10,749 ft.), just opposlte them, in order to admire our 
latest conquests. We took the route from the top of the Spliigen Pass,* 
finding it perfectly easy, though the distance is greater than I 
imagined. I t  ia better to skirt round the S. foot of the Lattenhorn 
than to cross the top, while the final rocks, though steep, have a 
zigzag path up them. The two cairns are built on the two ends of 
the summit ridge, a few minutes from each other. On our return we 
took Route 2 of my book, as I desired fuller particulars of it than I 
could find in the printed accounts. Retracing our steps to the depres- 
aion between the peak and the Lattenhorn (40 min.), we descended by 
steep mow slopes, broken by rocky ialands, to the level part of the Tambo 
glacier (3 hr.). Seen from the N. these dopes look much worw than 

See p. 167 of my 'Guide! 
x 2 
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they really are. Quitting this glacier, near a large green lake, not 
far from s great cairn on a green mound (4 hr.), we went past a 
second lake and down very stony slopes to the Tambo huta (40 min.), 
whence a etony path above the right bank of the Tambo torrent, and 
then a hot walk along the right bank of the Hinter Rhein, brought ua 
back to the village of Spliigen (1 hr. 10 min.). The direct dement from 
the top of the Tambohorn to the Tambo glacier by the snowy N.E. 
face would probably be possible, but the dopes are exceedingly steep. 

On the 17th we had a most agreeable stroll across the Bdranhorn 
(9,620 ft.)* from Spliigen to Vals Platz. The ascent wwr of the easieat 
kind, and only took ua juet under 3 hm., leisurely walking (with knap- 
sacks) from Spliigen by way of the Safierberg, and the lower point 
2,814 m. It seemed to me that the Swiss map wan not quite accurate, 
as the point of junction of the three ridges is not 2,814 m., but a hump 
a little to the E. of it. The view was very fine, as always during that won- 
derful week. It was a surprise to find that the crag of the Valserhorn, 
which stands up boldly on other sides, was easily accessible by h a l e  
nlopes on the S.E. We deecended toVals Platz in 2 hra. 35 min. by way of 
the Beim Biiren Paes and the Tomiil huts. The dream pa&ng by thorn 
huts has many fine waterfills in ita upper course, and is beautifully 
clear apring water. The first bit of the path beyond the Tomiil huts 
is very striking and quaint. At Vals we took up our old quarters a t  
the H8tel Albin (a good country inn), and heard much of the great 
new Kurhaus opened this year, a few minutes h m  the village, but 
little patroniaad se yet. 

Next morning (August 18) we went up to that ideally placed Alpine 
village of Zervreila in 24 ha., and, ascending the bold peak of the 
Zervreilerhorn,t spent the night at Tonz's (late Lorez's) little inn at  
the E. end of the village. The quarters there were simple, but clean, 
and food good, so that we were glad we had avoided Schmid's inn a t  
the W. end of the village. In 1892 we had suffered much there, as 
we arrived on a feast day (August 15), and Tiinz's house was shut up, 
so that we had to take refuge where we could. 

Next day (August 19) we went over the Piz Scharboden $ to Vrin. 
I t  wae an odd sensation for a disciple of old Father Placidua a Spescha, 
the earliest explorer of the district, to find oneself on a point which 
hod probably not been vieitad since his aacent 100 years before. At  
Vrin we found that the Post Office, where we had lodged in 1892, 
had blossomed out into the HStel Post, with a Travellers' Book. I t  ia a 
very clean, good, little inn, and the position of the v i l l a g m n  a high 
shelf above the Vrin Rhine-very agreeable. Thence we c d  
(August 20) the Diesrut Pa88 to the Somvix valley. The Vrin aide 
is made up of g m ~  and &ale dopes, and cows frequently go up to it. 
But they go down on the other side in a S.W. direction to the wide 
Greina plateau, by which Olivone is easily reached. We, on the other 
hnnd, were bound for the Vorder Rhein Valley, into which the p~ss 
leads topographically. But we soon found out that it was little uaed 
as a pa88 in that direction. After a ~ h o r t  grasay deecent, a v q  rough 

- -- - 

Ibid. p. 126. f A .  J. vol. xvii. pp. 20-4. f Bee ' New Expeditions,' p. 64. 
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and faint stony track led N. high above tho right bank of the torrent, 
and gradually descended (a high traverae to the hut on the Foomla de Ra- 
moee route being avoided) to the miserable Fronscha hut (1 hr. 10 rnin.), 
whence more stones led down to the right bank of the Somvix torrent, 
which was croeeed at the point marked 1,407 m. on the Swim map 
(35 min.). AR up and down path, traversing the stream aeveral timen, 
brought us through this narrow, deep-cut, and secluded glen to the 
umall baths of Tenigerbad (1 hr. 10 min.). The heat all day had been 
most oppressive, and this, joined to the f c t  that we had climbed six 
peaks in the six preceding days, induced us to halt for the night nt 
thia quaint little place, whither foreignera rarely find their way. 
Tenigerbad is no longer the very primitive little place described by 
early visitors and figured in the ' 8. A. C. Jahrbuch,' x. p. 152. The 
little chapel with ite queer turret is still there, hut the inn itself was 
entirely rebuilt in 1882, while in 1893 a new annexe had just been 
completed. I found everything very clean and the accommodation 
good, while the acale of pricea may be estimated by the fact that the 
psndion is only 4 francs. I t  is picturesquely situated in the midst of 
a fine forest, and far from any hamlet. 

The following morning we jolted down in a sort of hay-cart to the 
Vorder Rhein Valley, after taking leave of the very friendly landlord 
and his wife. We were draggod up to Somvk, whence a lesa rude 
reliicle conveyed us to Disentis. Here we stayed several days 
to make the ascent of the Tiidi by the Sandgrnt ridge," but the 
terrific heat forced us to drive up (on the afternoon of the 24th) 
to the Medeb Valley on the Lukmanier route, a pass which we were 
told over and over again was nearly abandoned by travellera, though 
it haq I think, from our experiences in 1892 and 1893, many redeem- 
ing pointa The Medels Valley forms one commune, of which the 
fir& hamlet, Cnraglia (HGtel Lukmanier), contains far more inhabitants 
than the village of Platta, higher up, which posaessea, however, the 
old parish church. Just opposite the church is the very decent little 
Hatel Post, which we made our head-quartem for two days. The top 
of the Td i  is just seen hence. The morning atter our amval a thick 
mist filled the valley, so that we did not start for Pi. Medel. I t  
cleared off too late, so that we had to content ourselves with a stroll 
through the woods on the W. side of the valley to a amall lake beyond 
the Tegia Nova huts, in order to study our peak. Next day (August 26) 
we achieved the very easy ascent, taking only 5 hrs. up, and 2 hrs. 
50 min. down. The route lies above Fuorns through the Buora glen 
nearly to the pass of the same name; then up the stones just W. of 
the Miez Glatschb ridge, and so by the upper bit of the Ruora glacier 
and round mowfields S. of the point, 2,998 m., and of the Rifugi 
Carnotach to the N.E. ridge of the peak, by which the top is soon 
gained. The view was of course fine, and specially striking from the 
appearance of the hamlets of Campo and Ghirone immediately at our 
ht. We tried to identify the scene of the historic glissade from the 
Camadre Paea made in June, 1865, by Messrs. hioore and Walker,t 

See ' Alpine Notes,' p. 66. t Alpina J o w l ,  vol. iii. p. 167. 
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but naturally at the end of a hot Auguat there was much leaa mow 
than in June. Platta is by far the best starting-point for this ascent, 
as the Sura hut in the Plattas glen ha8 long ceased to exist a8 even a mdi- 
mentary Club hut. We found the namee of but one English party in 
the cairn (dating, I think, from 1885), while the moat recent d 
therein were dated 1888, since which time it would appear that no 
one has taken the trouble to make the ascent. On the morning of the 
27th we went up in the diligence (simply a yellow two-horse carriage), 
to the great joy of the officials, who very rarely convey anything 
beyond the mails, to Santa Maria, close to the summit of the Luk- 
manier Pass. Here we got provisions, and strrrted j u ~ t  before 9 A.M., 
to cross the mysterious Bocca di Cadlim to Airolo. This is a psss 
which gave me a great deal of trouble when preparing my Adula 

Guidebook,' as I could get no clear account of it. In 1892, coming 
from Piz Blaa to Santa Maria, we had descended the Cadlimo Valley on 
the E. side of the p w ,  but then, in ignorance of these parts, had made 
a great round towards the Uomo Pase before getting down on to the 
Lukmanier plateau. From below we saw what we believed * to be a 
short cut, and thiswe took in 1893. From Santa Maria we bore S.W. 
over grass slopes above the left bank of the Cadlimo or Medelser Rhein 
stream, and more or less by a cow track reached the Cgesina la Bolla 
hut in 1 hr. 40 min. There is not the slightest difficulty in finding 
this way, which is by far the moat direct. We proceeded up this 
desolate glen, my mind being full of the intricate history of the ' Mona 
Cadelinus.'+ Keeping always on the left bank of the torrent, we passed 
the Stabbio di Mezzo hut in 40 min. from the Casaina hut, reached the 
shoree of the Lisera lake in hr. more, and thence made our way over 
a wilderness of stones, past many small lakes, some of which on1 are 
indicated on the Swks map, to the ridge of the p (55 min., or Slhra. 
from Santa Maria), which lies much further back than one imagines. 
The view from the paes is one of absolute dewlation, even by com- 
parison with La BBrarde, or the DQvoluy. The topographical intere* 
of the pass is the sole point in its favour. Near the pass we found 
bits of a track and some ruined cairns. We tried at first to descend 
to the right or N.W., but finding progress stopped by a great ravine, 
bore back to the left or S.W., keeping far to the left, and by many 
stones gaining the first basin or hollow. Bearing now to the right (N.W.) 
and crossing the stream, grassy slopes and bite of precipitous rocks 
brought us down to the wcond hollow or Pian Bornengo. At the 
further end of this we came to a stone hut (1 hr. 5 min. from the paae), 
soon after which a broad path was joined. This soon becomes smaller, 
and paws  opposite to the Froda hut () hr.). Most of the upper huts 
in the Canaria glen are on the left bank of the torrent, but we followed 
the main path (often rough enough) which keeps throughout on the 
right bank, contrary to the indications of the Swim map, adopted in 
my ' Guide.' The glen is very narrow and steep. We pa~sed the 
Lower Pautan huts in 35 min., and after a stony descent in the full 
sun were thankful to turn the corner in order to leave our valley, and 
enter the hamlet of Valle ( 2  hr.), 4 hr. beyond which is Airolo (2 hrs. 

* See Adula A l p ,  p. 28. t See my M a ,  pp. vii.-viii. 
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55 min. fiom the B m ) .  This psss is perhaps the shorter way from 
the  Lukmanier to the St. Gotthard road, but it is far less picturesque 
than the round by the Uomo P w ,  and the finely placed inn of Piora, 
at the S.W. end of the greet Ritom lake. 

Here our wanderings in the Adulas ended for 1893. They do not 
contain any very high or difficult summits, but abound in lovely bits 
of scenery ; while the inhabitants, though unuaed to atrangera, are 
well-to-do, and no more c iv i l i d  than is usual in remote Alpine 
valleya Hence the rare travellers who pass are sure of a hearty and 
genuine welcome, which camea one's mind back to the days when 
Grindelwald and Zermatt were the haunt of true lovers of mountains. 

In June, my friend Herr Emil Huber, of Ziirich (the chief explorer 
of the Selkirka in North America), made two moat interesting new 
routes in the A d u h ,  of which he has been kind enough to send me 
notes, supplementing his brief account in ' Alpina,' No. 2, pp. 16, 17. 
Accompanied by the guide Josef Gamma, of Gowhenen, he made 
(June 14) the ascent of the Pizzo Columbe,* direct by the steep 
rocks of the W. face, in 14 hr. from the Piano dei Porci, and 
descended by the N.E. side and the North Columbe Pasn to the Piano 
in 1 hr. Both routes were new. Herr Huber has had the goodness 
to send me several beautiful photographs of this sharp little dolomitic 
peak, particularly one of our cairn, taken from the foot of the final 
rocky head. On June 17 the eame party ascended the Piz Terri by 
the W. arCte, and then, profiting by a hint of mine,? went down the 
S. d t e  (a new route) as far as the second deep gap, keeping either on 
the crest of the ridge or on its S.W. face. Thence they descended bv 
steep slate slopes and a very steep snow gully on the E. face of this 
arCte to a point about 2,400 m. high ( la  hr.), then turning S. and 
crowing the Vaneacha Pam to Zeraeila (4; hm.). Herr Huber has 
aleo most courteously sent me a photograph of the E. face of the Terri, 
with his route marked on it. 

Dr. Darmstidter's detailed account of his important journey in the 
Adulas has now appeared in the ' Zeitschrift ' of the German and 
Austrian Alpine Club, vol. xxiv. pp. 217-248. 

I may mention, too, that in the ' S. A. C. Jahrbuch,' xxviii. pp. 353-5, 
will be found an account of an ascent of Piz Borel (2,875 m.:) from 
the Pian Bornengo Pass. This was niade in 1891, and the great cairn 
on the summit was supposed to he due to the Federal surveyors. A 
coloured panorama from the top is given. In July, 1893, Dr. Colin 
Campbell, of Dundee, made a most careful exploration of the nlinor 
summits of the Badus range, besides an ascent of the Piz Ravetach,$ 
by way of Piz Alv 11 and Piz Borel, descending to the Cornera glacier 
and the Paaso Vecchio. He has very kindly sent me full notes of his 
climbs, but I hope he will soon describe them himself in these pages. 

These notes will, I trust, be of use to those intending to viait the 
Adulae, and may serve to show how much exploration remains still to 
be done in purely Swiss ranges. Other less important notes I reserve 
for a future new edition of my ' Guidebook.' 

* The second. See d d ~ i l a  Alps, p. 34. t ddula Alps, p. 75.  
t See Adub A l p ,  p. 16. 3 Adula d@8, p. 17. I] 1'. 12. 



C O R R E S P O N D E N C E .  
T H E  L A T E  MR. I?. DREW'S IDENTIFICATION AND 

SKETCH OF K, 

T o  the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 

SIR,-I~ the 'Alpine Journal ' for February, 1894, is a letter respect- 
ing the height of K, Peak, by General .J. T. Walker, R.E , C.B., late 
Surveyor-General of India, rrnd the reply to it by Mr. W. M. Conway, 
who questions the accuracy of its height aa deduced by the Kash~ni r  
Survey Triangulation. However, i t  is not that point I deal with i n  
this communication; I wish more particularly to call attention to o 
woodcut in  the work ' Jummoo and Kashmir Territories,' p. 370, b y  
the late Mr. F. Drew, given as ' K,, 28,265 ft., as seen from Turmik.' 
This Mr. Conway has reproduced to support his views regarding t h e  
form of the actual summit. Peak K, has no saddle between two 
distinct summits. I felt awe if it  had such a form, the surveyors, who 
carried out the triangulation work, would have observed as u ~ u a l  
both pointa Such a feature would be most useful to the topographer, 
and facilitate the identification of his plane table points, which often 
show for only a few minutes amidst the clouds that surround them. 
I should certainly have noticed mch a marked outline, but I have only 
two sketches of K, to asaid my memory. The nearest view I got of it 
was from a point above the glacier about 1 7  miles distant, K, showing 
just above an intervening ridge, 11 miles across the glacier on its 
northern side. A copy of this sketch was published in the ' Illustrated 
London News,' February 27, 1892 ; i t  is a good reduced reproduction, 
but K, has been made far more pointed and needle-shaped than in the' 
original. In neither of my sketches is there the slightest indication of 
two distinct surnmita as in the woodcut. 

Mr. Drew writes thus : - I  I t  is not easy to get a sight of this moun- 
tain ; I once saw i t  from a distance of nearly 70 milee, standing up  in 
the h r m  given in the sketch, clear above all the great ridgee! The 
italics are mine. H e  does not give its bearing from where he  saw it, 
and he says ridges, not rangea 

I would not recommend anyone to go to the Tormik Valley to get 
a fine view of K,, and I am convinced that Mr. Drew waa mistaken, 
and that he never saw that peak from the side of Tormik-i.e. from 
the westward. The peak which he  did see, and which he made so 
good a sketch of, was K, (Masherbrum). From the neighbowhood of 
the Tormik Valley K, is not visible unless a peak of at  least 18,000 or 
19,000 ft. be ascended, and then if i t  came into view i t  would not show 
'clear above all the great ridgee,' but would lie beyond the great 
ranges of 20,000 A. and upwards, and stand among a mass of snow- 
clad peaks of great altitude. From the summit of Mashalla (16,920 ft.), 
a principal station of the survey, further S. with a f i r  more open ray, 
K1 etands beyond, and among many lofty peaks and above heavily 
snow-clad alopea. 





The ray from the aide of the Tormik Valley to K, bears E.N.E. ; 
at about 25 miles dietant it cuts the very high ridge, some 18,000 ft., 
which bounds the Biafo Glacier on the S.W. ; following the ray on a t  
about 40 miles up to 60 miles, it  lies upon the very lofty snowy maes 
weat of the Mustakh Pasa, and which i n  considerably over 20,000 ft. ; 
K2 is 18 miles still further east of this, so that if visible from the 
highest peak near Tormik it could by no poseibility present the 
appearance shown in Mr. Drew's sketch-viz. a very coneiderable 
snowy peak appearing above a flattiah ridge quite bare of anow. 

From Tormik, and very probably near the Gnnto La, a paaa Drew 
would cross into or out of that valley, when on one of his official tours, 
he .rvould aee K,,  55 miles away, precisely aa depicted by him, and 
bearing due W., the only intervening ridge being that of Busper, 
15,000 ft. and upwards, which has no snow on it at the northern end 
in the summer months. From the Ganto La the view up the Braldoh 
Valley is a grand one, and K, has a most striking appearance, and Mr. 
Drew might very easily have been misled ss to his own poaition with 
respect to K, and ita identity. In September, 1860, I mended a peak 
called Munbluk, 14 mile S. of the Ganto La, and in the following year 
I crossed into the Tormik Valley by that paea I think I should 
remember seeing K, and wing it for fixing my position if it  had been 
visible from that quarter of Baltistan. 

Now, as to details, K,, or Masherbmm, has two well-defined points 
separated by a saddle. Both were fixed by the Kaahmir Triangulation, 
being respectively 25,676 ft. and 25,627 ft., the lowest being to the 
S.W., whence the main ridge l a d e  away in the same direction, agree- 
ing so well with the woodcut. The dark, snowlase, somewhat flat 
ridge rising higher to the S. can be no other than the Busper. The 
Trigonometrical Station is even indicated by the slight elevation on 
the left-hand side, the higher portion to the S. being Gurindo (vide 
Atlas Sheet). I must here call attention to the way this woodcut has 
been printed in the ' Alpine Journal.' I t  has been placed so crookedly 
that all the slopes are thrown out 8' to 9' from the position they are 
shown in Mr. Drew's work, this bringing down the higher mass on the 
S. (Gurindo) to the same level with the point on the N. (Busper 
Trigonometrical Station). Such an error as this so materially alters the 
original aa to render it quite misleading.* 

Until my attention was lately drawn to this woodcut, I had never 
looked at it  critically, and noted the position on the map from whence 
it is said to have been taken. I have now laid off the rays on my 
plane table survey, a photograph copy of which, on the scale of the 
original, I fortunately poseess. I cannot put my finger on any point 
west of K, where Drew, at 70 miles, could have obtained such a view 
as that given in his book. It is not clear to me why the question of 
K, having two summits has been raised at all. Where ie its impor- 
tance as bearing on the trigonometrical value of its height? Mr. 
Conway says, with reference to the point observed from his barom* 

Mr. Whymper, in an article on ascents in the Himalayas (Lebm.6 Em.  
January 1893, p. 193), illuatratea it with a copy of this same woodcut of Mr. 
Drew's, and in this w e  Mr. IVhyrnper'e- reproduction haa been correctly set up. 



trical station on the Baltoro Glacier : ' I t  is just poeaible that a higher 
wmmit lurks behind what we saw.' If Mr. Conway did not see the 
highest point, and thk  was hidden, it follows that the angle of 
elevation would have been less than the one he actually observed, and 
the horizontal distance not being increased in the computation, it 
would bring out the height of K, even lower than what he assign6 
to it, viz. 528 k leas than the trigonometrical, which General 
Walker points out was the mean of ' independent observations from nine 
af ten stations of the principal series'-in fact, few peaks have been 
m eatisfkctorily determined: 

The fact of a higher invkible point would not improve the compu- 
tation, and hie e m r  must lie either in the obaerved angles or the baro- 
metrical record, perhapa both combined. 

H. H. GODWIN-AUSTEN, Lt.-Col., 
Late Deputy-Superintendent, Survey of India. 

Shalford House, Guildford, March. 1894. 

Limits of space and the fact that the queation under discuseion is of 
small inteneat to European climbers necessitate brevity in my reply to the 
above letter. Colonel Godwin-Austen 
says that, ' K, has no saddle between two 
distinct aummite.' I assert that it haa- 

! a  
firstly, because I have seen them re- I . , .  . 
peatedly, having had better opportunities 
of m doing than Colonel Godwin-Austen 
o r  any other person living; secondly, 
because the two summits appear on 
photographs now lying before me. Qoe 

The fact that the Indian Survey does 
not ahow them prove8 nothing ; the map 
makes no pretence to detailed accuracy 
of that sort. The outlines here given Q L  

show the blunt head of the mountain 
and its two pointe. I regret that they 
are not accompanied by another outline 

fit,< 
from Captain Younghueband's sketch, 
which wholly confirms them, if a photo- f"*~-nm,, 
graph can be said to need confirmation. 
If Colonel Godwin-Austen's sketch does 
not show two summits, it is either be- ? 

cause they were end on towards him 
when he took it or because his outline 
was not quite accurate. The north 
summit is the point of junction of the 
N. and E. ar6tes ; the muth summit is the 

f i  *'Iff. F-7 

P ,oOLC 
poFt  of junction of the W. and S.W. 
aretea Their existence is aa certain to 
any person who has been on the upper part of the Baltoro Glacier as 
is  that of the nose on a man's face. 

Vide his letter eince published in ' The Oeographical Journal ' for April. 
1894, p. 339. 



Tormik, it should be observed, is a valley some 14 miles long b y  
6 miles wide. Drew does not say from what part of the valley he saw 
K,. If it had heen from the Ganto La he would not have said it was 
from Tormik. The peak in Drew's sketch is almost certainly KS and 
not Masherbrum. The S. ridge agreee in all details with the S. ridge 
of K2. I have marked the corresponding points with letters ; and the 
agreement at the point d i practically conclueive. If Colonel Godwin- 
Austen's map of the S. side of BZaeherbrum is correct, that peak's 
S.W. ridge does not correspond in any detail with the ridge on the 
right in Drew's sketch. The N. face of Masherbnun is wholly and 
entirely different from the N. face of the mountain in Drew's sketch, as 
I pointed out in the February 'Alpine Journal.' 

The part of K, shown in Drew's sketch is not more than the top 
5,000 ft. of the mountain. This might be easily visible from parts of 
Tormik, clear over the top of anything along the ray in Colonel God- 
win-Austen's sketch map. 

Masherbrum (ticketed K, in the G.T.S. map) has a blunt top, 
which is not a curved mow-ridge like the top of K,, but a sharp mck- 
crest, ae nearly as poeeible straight. The second point, or SW. 
shoulder, seen from the S., would be foreshortened into a peak ; but it 
is legs of a peak and more a true shoulder than the lower peak of K,. 

The flattieh ridge in the foreground of Drew'lr sketch is evidently 
quite close at hand and by no possibility 16 miles away. So broad a 
piece of ridge would include many more points and irregularities in 
all parts of the Karakorams, and especially looking along the strike of 
the atrata. If the map is correct the Buaper ridge differs greatly from 
the one in the sketch. 

I have the authority of the printers for mying that the block of 
Drew's sketch (the same that waa used in Drew's volume) was printed 
straight in the 'Alpine Journal.' It looks to me aa though it were 
crooked in the book. Mr. Whymper's reproduction of it was, of course, 
a photograph from the book. 

The error, if any, in my observed angles was less than 1'' for the 
angles were taken, face right and face left, twice over, with entire 
agreement. The barometric meaaurement of the height of the base ie 
of course liable to error, and no one can aesert positively that an Altitude 
thus deduced is accurate; neither can any man be certain of the 
accuracy of an altitude measured through a rehct ing  medium of un- 
known index. Since, however, the 9 several values for the height of 
K, have been published in the ' Geographical Journal ' (it is unneces- 
sary to reprint them here) it seems probable, as I said in my former 
letter, that the height deduced from them is closely approximate to the 
truth. I am glad of i t ;  for the altitude of Pioneer Peak is thereby 
raised to 23,000 ft. 

In conclueion I should like to add one word to my former letter. I 
have been informed indirectly that aecrrch hss been made in the Indian 
Survey Office, and that no trace has been found of any letter from me 
applying for assistance. Seeing that several of my registered letters to 
England never arrived, this fact is not remarkable, but it diapoaes of 
any discourtesy I may have thought the Survey guilty of towards me 
when I was in India. W. M. CONWAY. 



ACCIDENT. 

ON October 21, 1893, two Genevese mvellern dept at the inn a t  Sixt, 
and started next morning (Sunday) a t  5 A.M. to ascend the Vaudru 
(Lee Avaudrues), on the northernside of the Fer B Cheval valley. They 
took no guides, as Bf. Eugene Seseely (a meniber of the Geneva section 
of the SA.C.) had previouely made the w e n t  of the mountain. They 
arrived d e l y  at the eumrnit by the ordinary route, and would have 
returned the aame way, but M. Sessely woe anxious to descend the steep 
south face of the mountain directly on to the chaletsof Salvadon. Thia 
fce consiata of a aeries of steep banquettee of gram separated by 
walls of rock some 15 to 20 R. high, and M extremely elippery and 
dangerous. His friend, M. Konig, WM unwilling to accompany him, and 
returned by the ordinary route to Sixt ; not meeting M. Seeaely there, 
he concluded that he had preceded him to 0amoens and Geneva, and 
no made hsste to follow him. Finding at Geneva that M. Seaeely 
had not arrived, he returned to Sixt next day; and, as nothing was 
there known of the missing man, a search was instituted, and the 
guide Kaffet and a pegsant on Tuesday morning mw his body on 
one of the steep slope8 of graes and etone on the precipitous S. face 
of the Vaudru. The body was finally recovered and brought down to 
Sixt on Wednesday. 

It appearei that on leaving his hiend M. S d y  had a t  once climbed 
down the first little rock wall, throwing hi8 ax8 and knapeack in front 
of him. He deacended for some distance over eimilar ground, presum- 
ably repeating the mapaeuvre, until at laat he found himeelf unable to 
advance or retire, having jumped down a vertical face too steep or tol, 
high to reascend. 

He remained aome ti& on this banquetbe and wrote a pencil letter, 
which was found on his body, in which he asked pardon of his mother 
for the sorrow he was likely to cause her, and hoped that his friend 
had mfely arrived at Sixt. He then apparently attempted to jump 
down the last wall; but the distance was greater than he imagined, and 
he fell, rolling a considerable distance over the stones. This fall 
proved iatal. His watch stopped at 12 (midnight 1 )  

Exactly how long he remained on the face of the mountain before 
his last fall it is impoeaible to say, as his body was found on Tuesday 
and he parted hom hie friend on the Sunday. I t  eeems likely that he 
may have descended to the last banquette on the first day, and remained 
there until rendered desperate by hunger and thirst. 

His body was brought down to Sixt and buried. 
This is a kind of unnecessary accident which, there seems some 

reaeon to fear, may become more frequent in subalpine districts, where 
the means of communication with the neighbouring towns are annually 
being improved. One result of the facilities given by the road rail- 
ways in Savoy for reaching spots such as Sixt is that persons who 
have little or no experience in mountaineering avail themeelves of a 
ahort Saturday to Monday holiday to make ascents which are much 
more difficult and dangeroua than they imagine. Under such cir- 



cumstances an accident is sure sooner or later to happen. I t  is 
perfectly extraordinary how indifferently many of the tourista are 
provided with the usual mountaineering appliancas, mch as nailed 
boo& ropes, and ice axee. Only two summers ago a party of young 
Genevese clerks made a Sunday ascent of the Buet. Their chief food 
apparently consisted of bottles of wine, and in descending they were 
not as cautious as they might have been. One of the party slipped on 
a h e p  snow slope, and falling a considerable distance hurt one leg so 
severely that it was thought to be broken. His companions helped 
him along for an hour or two, until the party arrived at the upland 
aheep pastures of the Beaux PrBa, where finding a shepherd-half- 
witted by-the-bye and unable to   peak any known language--they 
left him, and went on to Sixt and Geneva. The only thing they did 
for him was to give him his return ticket from Samoene to Geneva. 
He had no money and no food. The ehepherd did what he could 
for him, but the injured man lay out all night in the open air with 
only a sheepskin to cover him. Next morning a man from the cantine 
at Les Fonds, who had been casually told by his companione that their 
disabled comrade was on the mountain-side, went lip to the B a u x  
Prbs and found him there. By this time it was evident that his leg, 
though badly bruised (his boot had been torn off his foot in his fall), 
was not broken, and so with help he reached Lea Fonds, and later on 
got back to Sixt ; and so ' all's well that ends well.' The whole pro- 
ceeding is an excellent example of the unnecesesry danger which inex- 
perienced people are apt to incur who venture upon mountains which 
look to them easy, and indeed are easy for the practised mountaineer. 
All the ordinary dangers of climbing are i n c r ~ d  tenfold when the 
traveller has no idea how to protect himaelf against bad weather, o r  
how to provide himself with the necessary food and clothing suitable 
for the work he is going to undertake, and yet t h inh  he can dely  
dispense with the services of a guide. 

After all, this man was more suitably equipped as a mountaineer 
than another traveller who four or five yeare ago attempted to amend 
the Buet in carpet s1ti)pers without nails. He came to grief long 
before he had reached the end of the path, and escaped with a bad 
scraping and a sprained ankle, and very lucky he might consider 
himself. 

A few examples of this kind make one alive to the exceeding danger 
of this form of mountaineering. 

ALPINE NOTIB. 
A CAUOASIAN CLIMBER'B GuIDE.--M~. Douglas Freshfield, 

with the assistance of Mr. Mummery, Mr. Woolley, and other 
recent travellers in the Caucasus, has in preparation a 
Climber's Guide to the portion of the Caucasian chain be- 
tween h b e k  and Elbruz. It will contain a complete table 
of rontee from England, with time tables, coat, and a selec- 
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tion of routes to the mountain centres from the chief towns 
on both sides of the chain, as well as such details as to the 
topography of each district and the expeditions already ac- 
complished as can be collected from mountaineering jourds .  
Four district maps will be given, and probably a few out- 
lines from Signor V. Sella's panoramas. As two of the maps, 
originally produced for the Geographical Society, have been 
taken'off the stone. the edition will be necessarily limited to 
150 copies. It ia hoped to issue the book in thi spring of 
1895. 

OBERSTDORF, IN THE h ~ ~ u . - O n l y  three houre' rail from the Lake of 
Constance, and accessible a h  by fine paases from the Vorarlberg, the 
district round Obersrdorf deserves more attention from English tourists 
and mountaineers than it has hitherto received. The village itself is 
now better provided with accommodation than formerly, and this 
summer the charmingly-sicuated and well-conducted Pension Rubihaus 
will be considerably enlarged and improved. In  the side valleys, 
which branch like a fan to the southward, several chalet inns and no 
1- than five Club huts facilitate excursions and aaceota in the groups 
of Dolomite peaks forming the watershed between the Iller and the 
Lech. There is much more climbing here than might be expected 
where none of the peaks reaches 9,000 R. 

The extraordinarily deep slopea of the Hoffitz and the Schneck and 
the remarkable obeli~k of the Trettachspitze, the Wilden, and the peaks 
of the Hornbach chain afford amusement even to firstrrate cragamen. 

T o  the geologist the district offers manifold attractions, and at the 
same time owes no small part of the charm of its scenery to the alter- 
nation of its Dolomite and J&c crags with extensive beds of Algiiu 
alate and flyech, which are everywhere clothed with the rich pastures 
that make Algiiu famous for its dairy produce. 

An admirable little guide to the district, by Professor Thiirling 
(proprietor of the Rubihaus) is piiblished by Lampart, of Augsburg. 

E. T. C. 
THE S.W. FACE OF THE TODI.-Since writing my note on the ascent 

of the Todi by the W. ar&te (see ' A. J.' xvii. pp. 56-60) I have come 
across some small bits of evidence which clear up two points as to 
which I was then in doubt. Both refer to the S.W. dope of the 
mountain between the Ruseinliicke and the W. arLe. 

1. I t  seems pretty certain that the two hunters, who, in 1824, made 
the firrrt ascent of the highest peals of the Todi, mounted by the S.W. 
face. It ie expressly stated by one of them that they mounted direct 
from the Bleieasverdaa Glacier at the foot of this face (' S. A. C. 
Jahrbuch,' i. p. 63). I t  is improbable that they would have gone 
from this glacier up the very diflicult gully leading to the Rusein- 
liicke, and had they gone by the W. ar8te it would have been natural 
to state this definitely. There ia too indirect evidence that they went 
up thia face. Father Placidns expressly mates (' S. A. C. Jahrbuch,' 
xvi p. 498) thet h m  the Bame Rusein hut he climbed up to the right 
of the line taken by the two hunters. Now it ia generally allowed 



that on thin occasion the Father and hie servant reached the gap hter 
called the Porta de Speacha, and this would agree very well with the 
stutement that they mounted to the right of the hunted route. It ia 
furthp to be noted that the hunters never came to the spot attained 
by the Father, for he etates distinctly that he only rejoined them at 
the Rueein hut, though from hie highest point he had eeen them climb 
up the final peak. All these indications agree, and EO I think it is 
extremely probable that the hunters made the first ascent of the Ttdi 
by way of the S.W. face. 

2. In my former note (p. 60) I was puzzled by the route taken by 
Herr Hawer'sparty in 1869. The description seemed to point to the 
S.W. face, but he stated so clearly that he reached the Ruseinlticke 
that I felt bound to accept his definite statement. I have eince wme 
acroes a note by Herr Haueer ('N. A. P! iv. pp. 112-IS), which ex- 
plains the whole matter. Hie Ruaeinpforte ia not identical with the 
RuseinlUcke. The former is to the N. of the Piz de Dor (formerly 
called Bleieasverdaa), and is under 100 metres below Piz Rnsein ; the 
latter is to the S. of the Piz de Dor, aud about 240 mktrea below Piz 
Rueein. Herr Hauser's party thus, ue I originally supposed, mounted 
the S.W. fsce to a notch on the S. d t e  high above the true Rueein- 
l~cke. W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

NEW INN ABOVE SAM.-Zurbriggen, the keeper of the Monte Moro 
Hotel at Saas Grund, will open, on July 1, a new inn on the Trift 
Alp, near the foot of the Laquinhorn, and at an altitude of about 
8,800 feet. The situation commands a superb view of the Miechabel- 
homer and the Fee Glaciers. 

ATTEMPT ON THE ECRINS  DIRE^ PROM TBB GLACIER Nom-Through 
the wurteey of M. A. Reynier, of Grenoble, we are enabled to lay 
before the readers of the 'Alpine Journal ' an authentic a o c m t  of a 
very dariig, though unfortunately unwcceeeful, attempt made by that 
gentleman in 1893 to attain the summit of the Ecrina direct from 
the Glacier Noir. The party consisted of M. Reynier, of the guide 
Maximin Gaepard, and of the porter, Joseph Turc. They bivouacked 
on the left bank of the Glacier Noir, j u t  at rhe foot of the Barre 
Noire, and atarted thence, at 8 A.H., on A u p t  9, 1893. Mounting 
first the medial moraine of the glacier dmnding  from the Barre 
Noire, then that glacier till it became too ateep, they bore W. and 
gained tile rocks on its right bank (1) hr.). Going up these to the 
upper end of the glacier, and then over a small snowfield (stretching 
to the W.), they gained the foot of a gully, ewept by a waterfall, aud 
climbed up this gully to the upper glacier (1 hr. 5 mine.). This 
glacier waa mounted in a N.W. direction, leaving the gully running 
up to Dr. Gtideldt's Brkuhe dee Ecrins to the right. At the upper 
end of the glacier a steep and lofty gully (overhanging at the summit) 
was scaled with great difficulty to a notch (2 hrs.). This notch is 
between the main S. wall of the Ecrins and the head of a secondary 
rib of rock which here abuts on that wall. The direct route towards 
the N.W. is here cut by a great perpendicular wall. The party were 
therefore forced to the N.E., and clambered up a long, winding shelf 
or ledge in the m k a  This becomes narrower aa it mounts, and ia 
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expod to falling ntonea, while the & of the ledge are rotten, 
specially in its upper portion. Twice it beam N.W. towards the 
summit of the Ecrine, but in either case is cut by the same great wall 
already encountered a t  the notch below. A long gully, with a l a  
overhanging bit, led to the creat of the E. d t e  of the Ecrins at 
2.50 P.m. (about 5 hra fmm the notch), 9 hra. 20 mina, without halts, 
having been consumed from the bivouac. A cairn was built on the 
mete, and the deacent made by the usual route down the N. face to 
the Col dm Ecrins, La BBrarde being gained at 9 P.M. The height of 
the point attained on the E. d t e  is estimated at trborit 80 metres 
(165 ft.) below the summit of the Ecrina, and about 50 metres 
(164 R) above the bergschrund a t  the baee of the N. face of the peek. 
It is on a level with the central part of the ' Couloir Whymper' (about 
4,030 m.). The intereat of this bold attempt lies in the fact that it 
is the first attempt made to d e  the true S. face of the Ecrins. Dr. 
Giideldt, in 1881, took a more N.E. couree, and only gained the de- 
pression (about 3,750 mitrm, or 350 metres below the summit of the 
Ecrins) between the Barre Noire and the Ecrins, this point being a 
considerable distance below the bergschrund at the foot of the N. face 
of the peak (about 3,970 metres). On the other hand, the usual route 
up the Ecrins from the Col rlw Avalanches liea up the S.W. bit of the 
S. face. The whole of M. Reynier's route can be followed on No. 522 
of the collection of photographs published by Signor Sella, but the 
upper bit of the route is better seen (though much foreshortened) on 
No. 507 of the same collection. No. 507 is taken from the Pic 
Coolidge, and No. 522 from the Pelvoux. 

T o  THE GEMMI BY THE GRIMMI.-In June, 1893, I found myself once 
more bound from Grindelwald to the Gemmi. Many a time had I been 
up the always beautiful Kander valley, so that r now looked out for 
some variation. I happened to remember a mysterious pass called the 
Grimmi, and, as a little training was neceesary before starting serious 
mountain-climbing, I resolved to go in eearch of t h i  paea I was all 
the more tempted to do so becauae, aave a few very vague descriptions 
in the guide-books, I could find no account of this paasage except in 
Latrobe'n ' The Alpenstock ' (2nd edition, 1839, pp. 223-5). 

Hence it was that on the evening of June !I young Christian 
Almer and I took up our last year's qunrters at the hospitable Krone a t  
Erlenbacb, in theLower Simmenthal. In 1892 we had made the ascent 
of the Stockhorn thence, and as Erlenbach was Latrobe's favourite 
starting-point, so it was a natural one for us, about to follow in his 
track& 

Kext morning we set off on our three months' round from Grindel- 
wald a t  7.15 A.M. only, as I was still poorly and wished to take things 
quietly the first few days. We croaeed the Simme by the bridge just 
under the village,and then followed a pleasant path through woods and 
meadows which led us round a shoulder to the picturesque hamlet of 
Diemtigen (40 min.), the principal village in the long valley of the 
same name which we were to follow to our pass. Beyond, the char 
road descended through more woode in order to cross the valley stream 
to the Horben inn (35 min.), but soon recrossed it, and, passing through 
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a gorge, emerged not far from Wampflen (25 rnin.). This brought u s  
to the middle basin, or reach, of the valley-a fertile reen hollow 
strewn with houses. Passing by Riedli (HStel ~ e l v e t k y ,  we walked 
acrose the hollow, crossed the Narrenbach (50 min.), then the Filderich 
torrent. A sharp ascent led up to the hamlet of Thiermatten (H6tel 
Helvetia) (35 rnin.), where the char road comes to an end. We had 
now gained the upper baain of the Diemtigen valley, called Schwenden. 
Our pass, or rather the ridge over which it lay, rose in front of us. 
Crossing the Filderich once more before Warttannen (20 min.), we 
mounted the green chalet-dotted promontory of Egg (long seen &om 
afar) to the Lower Nidegg huts (40 rnin.). Here, like Latrobe, w e  
soon began to suffer from the numberless cow paths branching off in 
various directions. We chose the wrong one, and had a ateep climb 
towarde the Stieren Grimmi huts, but before reaching them we found 
out our mistake, descended to the wooded Nidegg gorge, and regained 
the right path on its left bank some way beyond the Upper Nidegg 
huts (40 min.). A very steep, zigzag path now led up through woods 
to the Kuh Grimmi huts, 1,741 m. (40 min.), where we called a halt 
for dinner. Already the great heat, which was the characteristic of 
the summer of 1893, had much affected me, and I was really glad to 
rest awhile and look down on the Schwenden basin, whence we had 
come. From these huts.. we mounted leisurely over many green 
knolls (leaving the huts marked 1,841 m. on our left) and by a amall 
snow slope (no doubt later non-existent) a t  last reached the Grimmi 
Pase (50 min.) in 6) hrs. elow going from Erlenbach. There ia a hut  
on the crest of the paaa, which is marked 2,025 m. (6,644 R) on the 
Swise map. The view looking back was wild and striking, while on 
the other side the g r p  glen of Fermel lay at our feet. The Albriet- 
horn and Gsiir made a great show, considering their height. 

We descended by a path which soon led through a band of woods to 
the level of the Fermel glen. We had intended going on to Matten, 
and eo up to An der Lenk, but, as I was tired with my first walk, 
Christian suggested that we should try to find quarter8 in the Fermel 
glen itself. A man whom we met informed us that the schoolmaster 
received into his houee the few strangers who passed this way. We 
a t  once obtained precise directions, and in an easy hour from the pass 
reached the emall hamlet (the chief in the valley) of Ziel, where me 
were most hospitably taken in a t  once by the schoolmaster, Herr 
D. Spiiri. We found him a most pleasant companion, and he recalled 
to my mind what I had read of his fellow-instructor Kehrli a t  
Gieaebach in the old days. Rarely stirring from his valley, so that 
Grindelwald was to him a strange country, he was a most enthusiastic 
botanist. At the moment of our arrival his son had just come over 
from Adelboden (where he combines the functions of schoolmaster 
and guide) with a plant new to his father, whom we found engrossed 
in turning over hie Latin botanical bookr in order to identify it. 
Altogether I carried away the next morning the most pleawnt recol- 
lections of our night at Fermel and of our delightful old ho&. 

On the 11th we went up to the head of the Fermel glen, and 
mounted by grass dopes and mow to' the Fermelkrinden Pass 
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(2,354 m., 3 hrs.). Hence we followed the E. ar&k of the 
Albristhom (2,764 m.)-then laden with snow that it took us 
all but 2 hrs. up-to the summit of that peak, which ought in less 
cloudy weather to command a very fine view, aa it  is the monarch of 
the Niesen range. Returning to the pass in 35 min., we went down 
by atones and gram till near the Furggi hut (25 min.). Leaving the 
easier but more roundabout path to the S.W., we took the track to the 
S.E. It proved very rough and stony, traversing many deep ravines, 
so that we were very glad to reach the pretty Stiegelschwand hollow 
(50 min.). A pleasant walk of hr. led us round a shoulder to 
Adelboden, which is not eeen till one is quite close to it. The 
Hbtel Wildstrubel (the larger and more modern of the two inns) waa 
not yet open, so we had to go, as in 1892, to the Adler. Frau Hari 
was everything that could be desired as a hostess in an unpretending 
fashion, but her charge0 were distinctly not low, and I am not the 
only person to complain of this, I believe. 

Some years before intense heat and fresh mow (in June) had 
compelled h e r  and myself, coming from Schwarenbach, to content 
ourselves with the southernmoet of the three peaks of the Wildstrubel, 
which is 2 m8tres (64 R.) lower than the E. and highest. Hence 
the latter had to be done. We added Johannes Pieren, the beat guide 
oE Adelhoden (we were very well satisfied with him in all respects), 
to our party, and we all went up on the afternoon of June 12 to deep 
a t  the Engstligen Alp huts (24 hra  by the steep but quaint path called 
the Geissweg). We were much surprised to find a pension of some 
size being built above the right bank of the torrent, on the edge of 
the cliffs looking down towards Adelboden, each plank coming up 
singly on a man's back. I t  will be a very convenient halting-place 
between Schwarenbach and An der Lenk, and will save the traveller 
the descent to Adelboden. June 13 was a very fine day, and we got 
up our peak all right (4 hrs. in very deep snow under a hot sun), 
climbing straight up the N k . face, mithout making the usual round 
by the Ammerten Pass. On the way I became more than ever con- 
vinced that Herr Waber* is right in holding, against Mr. Ball,t 
that it is highly improbable that there ever was an old pass, called 
Strubeleck, between the E. summit of the Wildstrubel and the 
Steghorn to the E. 

From.the summit we had the first of many fine views during the 
mmmer, but on the descent we all, and I especially, suffered so much 
from heat and from the absence of a breeze in the Liitumem valley 
that we were half dead with thirst and weariness (it was the first 
climb of the season for all of us) when we reached (2 hrs. 25 min. 
fmm the peak) the HStel Wildstrubel, on the crest of the Gemmi. 
The  hotel had been much enlarged since I last passed by, and had, 
luckily for us, been opened for the season the day before. 

And this is how we went by the Grimmi to the Gemmi. 
W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

D m  DU R~qur~.-The name of the peak should be thus written. 

5. A. C. Jabbuck, xxv. pp. 636-45. t Central Alys, p. 47. 
L 2 
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and not Dent de Requin, as in the February number of the 'Alpine 
Journal.' 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SICKSESS.-T~~ allusion by Dr. Gregory to this 
in his paper on Mount Kenya, confirming the experiences of Profeaeor 
Bryce and myaelf, has awakened some interest; and aa I only touched 
briefly upon this subject in my paper on ' Mountaineering in Southern 
Colorado1* I venture to state my sensations a little more in detail. 
I was staying principally in the Valley of Trout Lake, at an elevation 
of 9,700 ft. above sea-level. On moat days I had to w e n d  an 
additional 1,000 fi. on the San Bernardo Mountain, and the act of 
mounting these invariably made itself felt in a quickening of the 
pulsation of the heart, breathlwmeas, and certainly some muscular 
weakness, but at no time did I suffer from headache, naulle8, giddiness, 
or feverishness. I noticed that niy companions, natives of the place, 
in nearly every instance suffered more than I did, although acclirna- 
tived by residence. Indeed, surprise waa expressed by them that I was 
able to make the ascent with comparatively so little inconvenience. 

I experienced the most unpleasant sensations during my expedition 
to the foot of the Lizard's Head. Here, a t  a height of from 12,000 ft. 
to 13,500 ft., I suffered from the symptoms above described in a very 
marked degree, and, indeed, lost the power of exertion to such an 
extent that I wat~ glad to return without attempting to reach the 
summit of Sunshine Mountain. I found that I could go barely twenty 
paces without pausing to take breath, and to have prolonged the 
expedition to its bitter end would have been for me a physical 
impossibility. I was almost giving out entirely as it waa ! 

On this occaaion my companion, Mr. Douglass, a resident at San 
Bernardo, was less affected than I was, but he too waa quite ready to 
turn back when 1 gave the word. 

My appetite in the Rockiea was never much impaired, but I certainiy 
did not experience that same readiness for meal-time which always 
besets me in the Alps. 

I dismiss the suggestion that I was out of condition. I am seldom 
that to any great extent, and certainly was not in the Rockiea, and 
that condition had little to do with it is proved by the fact of the 
natives suffering in the same way. 

My sensations at first very much surprised me, for in the Alps I had 
never cause to complain of inability to 'go,' and had never, even a t  
much greater altitudes, experienced anything quite like them. 

I think Mr. Conway's theory that a very dry is more favourable 
to mountain sickness than a moist climate, is quite likely to be the true 
one, and it is a fact that in our ascent of Mount \Vilson (14,309 ft.), 
where we were overtaken by a storm, we both suffered rather leav than 
on Sunshine Nountain when it was fine and hot. 

Few mountain districts can be freer from moisture than the 
Colorado Rockies. Except for storms, the weather is usually perfect, 
and on neither of the two occasions on which I vi~ited those parts did 
1 experience R Bingle wet day. 

- - -- - - - - - - 

Alpins Journal, vol. xv. p. 480. 



Gray's Peak, where Dr. Gregory underwent similar sensations, 
ie eome 400 miles north of the San Juan district, where I wae staying. 

PERCY W. TIIOYAS. 
TEE SUSTENSPITZ (2,931 m. = 9,617 ft.).-Measm. E. F. M. 

Benecke and H. V. Reade, leaving Stein at 6 A.M. on July 30, 1893, 
reached the Sustenspitz, by way of the Susten Pass and N.E. arate, in 
S hra After an hour  pent in a vain attempt to see something of the 
surroundinn county, they leR in a snowstorm, intending to descend 
by the N.W. ar&te, but in the darkness got too far to the left, and 
descended the W. i c e  instead, by gulliea and rock-ribs, and finally 
graes slopes, to the middle of the lower ice-fall of the Steinengletecher. 
The rocks, and still more the gnres, were very slippery ; but, though 
the fkce is decidedly steep, it would present no difficulty under ordinary 
circumstances. The glacier, however, is thoroughly bad, and in place8 
impaesable, it being necessary more than once to creep under the ice 
between glacier and mountain, which is a damp and cheerless pro- 
ceeding at best. The descent to Stein took 6 hrs., of which 13 hr. 
were r pent on the glacier. 
THE LAUITHOR. -T~~~  pass wems to have hitherto enjoyed n rather 

evil reputation, both for danger and also for the great length of time 
required to cross it. In the latter respect, a t  any rate, it seems to 
have been maligned. On August 26, 1893, Mews. E. F. M. Benecke 
and R. V. Reade, with Fritz Graf and C. Schlunegger, of Lauterbrun- 
nen, left the Roththal hut a t  3.20 A.M., and cut up the couloir to the 
point where it divides (well marked on the Siegfried map), which they 
reached 3 hrs. after the start. Here they tmk to the rocks between 
the two branches of the couloir, and followed them in 3 hrs. 40 min. 
to the top of the paes. These rocks are very loose till just below the 
top, but, except for one piece about 5 metres in height, present no 
particular difficultiee. From the p a s  the party made straight for the 
Ober Monchjoch, which they reached with caw in a little over 2 hrs. 
The  whole expedition (including halts) from the Roththal hut to the 
Bergli took rather leas than 12 hre. As for the danger, no stones fell 
while the party were in the couloir (i.e. till 10.40 A.M.), except such 
as they brought down themselves, though there were signs here and 
there of where things come. Perhaps nothing much happens till the 
aftentoon, as the whole mountain face is due west. For this same reason, 
however, it may be remarked that the climb is a most terribly cold one. 

WEERE IS THE MONS JUBET?-In the list of Addenda and 
Corrigenda to the ' lepontine Alps ' volume of the ' Climbers' Guides,' 
which I issued at the end of my 'Adula Alps,' in the same series, in 
the spring of 1893, I asked this question (p. 186). I was in despair 
of solving the puzzle, and so appealed for outside aid. My appeal 
brought me a most interesting communication from Dr. Diibl, the 
present editor of the ' S.A.C. Jahrbnch,' which called my attention to 
several points I had overlooked. Thanks to this courteous act, and 
by the help of one or two small facts I have since lighted on, I am 

,now in a position to give eome sort of answer to my own query. 
Dr. Diibi must not be held responsible for all the following conclusions, 
though I think he would accept by far the greater portion of them. 
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The Mons Jubet appears first on the oldest known map of Switzer- 
land, and the neighbouring regions, that of Conrad Tiirst, 1495-7 
(faaimile edition issued in 1884, with vol. vi. of the series entitled 
' Quellen zur Schweizergeschichte '), and next on Aegidius Tschudi'a 
map of Switzerland, 1560 (facsimile edition h u e d  in 1883). 
On both the mountain occupies about the same place, viz., S. of 
Miinster in the Upper Rhone Valley, E. of the Doveria or Simplon 
Valley (Val di Vedro), W. of the Tosa Valley, and its upper part, 
the Formazza (or Pommat) valley. I t  ia placed rather to the N.W. 
of the Formazza valley, while i t  is due W. (on Tiirst's map) of the 
' Valldijwh ' or ' Valldossz ' huts, which are clearly the Val Dolgia 
huts, on the S w i ~  side of the San Giacomo Pase. Stumpff in 
his Chronicle (p. 283b. of the 1548 edition) describes Pommat or 
Formazza as lying close to the Mons Jubet ('gleich neben dem 
Gebirg Jubet '). These are the three primary authorities, and, did we 
hear nothing more of our peak, all would have been well. At this 
point I unfortunately allowed myself, before Dr. Diibi set me right 
again, to be led astray by a remark of Simler's. In speaking of theee 
parts,* he first mentions, on the authority of Sebaatian Miinster,t the 
fact that the mountain out of which the Rhone flows was formerly 
called ' Juberus (in addition to other names), but now ' Furca.' He 
then adds, out of his own head apparently, that there ie, close to 
Juberue, another mountain, the source of the Elma stream (in the 
Gehren valley), sometimes considered one of the sources of the 
Rhone, and that this mountain waa named ' Jubet.' Further, he 
suggests that poaeibly this latter mountain is identical with. that 
called ' Jovet ' by the historian Paulus Joviue. Now Simler probably 
compared the two names Jubenis and Jubet in order to get support 
for his derivation of the former name from that of the Juberi or 
Viberi, the ancient inhabitants of the Upper Vallais. But in doing 
this, while rightly, like the two old maps and Stumpff (p. 339), dis- 
tinguishing the Furka (mentioned by all three) from the Mons Jubet, 
likewise mentioned by all three of our primary authorities, he falls 
into a great mistake as to the Jovet of Jovius. We have only to turn 
to the 'Hiatorire Sui Temporis' of that celebrated Renaissance 
historian (who died 1552) (p. 236 of the 1550 edition, book xv.) to 
see that he is speaking of the two St. Bernard passes-Mons Jovis or  
the Great St. Bernard, and Jovettus, or the Little St. Bernard.: 
Hence Simler's conjecture is entirely wrong as to the Jovettus. 

We arrive then at the following r d t  with regard to them three 
very similar names : 

1. ' Juberus ' is the old name of the Furka. 
2. ' Mans Jubet ' is a mountain near Pommat or Formazza. 
3. ' Jovettus' is eimply the Little St. Bernard. 
These nonies dipentangled, we can return to my original question- 

* Dracriptio VaUesi*e, p. 34 of the 1633 edition. 

1 L'us#rographia Cic.iversalis, p. 332 of the 1660 edition. 
Vaaccarone's Le Vim d e b  Alpi Occidantali, p. 43, says that the latter puss 

bore from 1600 onwanla the name of Mont Jouvet, to distingukh it from the 
3lont Joux, its better known neighboar. 
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Where is the Mons Jubet ? Mentioned only by the two old maps, 
and Stumpff, who all place it  near Formazza, it  is Siruler alone who 
transports i t  more to the E h t ,  to the head of the Gehren valley. Now 
it happens that, overhanging Formazza on the W., is a very con- 
spicuous peak, which ia not merely the highest point, off the main 
range, between the Rhone, Tom, and Ticino valleys, but still bears 
the name of Monte Giove (Mons Jovis). The Sardinian map calls it 
aim 'Cima Rosaa,' but the newer Italian survey drops this name, 
preserving the former only. I went up  it  on August 3 1, 1893, and 
found that it was in a very commanding position (see 'New 
Expeditions,' p. 49). The resemblance of the names Mons Jubet and 
Monte Giove may be purely- accidental, but aa the one peak stands in 
pretty much the poition assigned to the other by early m p m a k e r s ,  
and a careful chronicler like Stumpff, I cannot resist the conclusion 
that both names really belong to the same peak. Mons Jubet  is, 
therefore, in my opinion, the prerent Rlonte Giove (3,010 metres = 
9,876 feet). W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

REVIEWS AND NOTICES. 

The Range of tha Todi. By W. A. R. Coolidge. 
(London: T. Fisher Unwin. 1894.) 

Thie is the volume of the ' Climbers' Guides' for 1894. I t  is the  
complement of the Lepontine and Adula volumes, the three, taken 
together, describing all the monntainous district which lies S. of the 
Rhone and Reuss Valleyq and between the Simplon and Spliigeu 
P w s .  The Tadi volume deals with the great N.12. spur which 
starts from the Oberalp Pass and runs as far aa Kagaz. Its S. limit 
is the Vorder Rhein Valley, while the Schiichenthal, tha  Klausen Pass, 
a line drawn from Linththal town to Elm over the KtirpKstock, and 
then over the Foo Paw, and so down the Weisstannen Valley to Mels, 
indicate its N. boundary. I t  thus describes the ranges around the 
Maderanerthal, the Tvdi and its neipbbours, the great mountain circle 
which shutsin the head of the Elm Valley, as well as the ridges (little 
known to English travellers) on either side of the Calfcisen, or Upper 
Tamina, glen. As bits of these districts were explored by Father 
Placidus and other early traveller8 there has been considerable diffi- 
culty in ascertaining quite certainly which peaks exactly were ascended 
by these climbers. The hietory of, and all the numerous routes UD, 

the Tiidi are worked out in great detail. Besides the csucl information 
as to maps, inns, Club huts, and printed books consulted, this volume 
has two special features. One is an investigation of the history of the  
topographical terms Crispalt and Vepcha Mons ; the other is a sketch 
.of the German-speaking Vallaisan colony (now no longer existing) in  
the Calfeieen glen. 

A short statement a t  the end of the preface mentions the forth- 
coming volumes of the ' Climbers' Guides' In  1895 i t  is hoped 
to publish part or the whole of Mr. Norman Neruda's ' Guide 
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to the Dolomites,' and in 1696 my own ' Guide to the Bernesa Ober-- 
land! The Guides for the Engadine (taking in all the rangee from 
the Spliigen Pass to the Austrian frontier), and for the Tarentaise and 
Maurienne are in active preparation. There will then remain only the  
following (all more or lese in preparation) to complete the account of the 
whole of tlie Western and Central Up-Suetenhorn-Titlie-Damu- 
stock group, Monte Viso district, and the Maritime Alps, with poesibly 
a volume on the Wildstrubel-Diablereta and Dent du Midi-Buet p u p s ,  

W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

ffrulogia dalla Arorincia d i  Toriao. Da Dr. N'utino Baretti 
(Torino : F. Casanova. 1893.) 

This important work consi- of a large-sized 890. volume and an 
atlaa in folio, the former containing nearly 750 pages of text, the latter 
15 double plates of maps and sections in colours. The text is divided 
into three parts, the tirat dealing with topography, the m n d  with 
descriptive geology, and the third with economic geology. Evidently 
the work is the fruit of immense labour and research, and often indicates 
that difficult questions have been studied, not only in the library, but 
also in the field. The first part contains a minute description of the 
topography and orography of that portion of Northern Italy which 
falls within the province of Turin. I t  is not less studded with facts than 
a track in a Piedmonteae valley with stones. which makes travelling a 
little laborious in the one case as in the other. Nevertheleaa this part 
of the book will be most valuable for purposes of reference. The 
second part gives a very full account of the geology of the district. 
The province, as is well known, consists of two very distinct region4 
the one practically all mountains, the other all plains, the latter being 
the product of the former. Dr. Baretti gives an excellent &etch of 
the character and relations of the various rocks which make up the 
mountain region. He distinguishes these-rightly, as we think-into 
the following groups :-(1) Central gneiss and its associates. , These 
form rudely elliptical masses, and are five in number. (2) The newer 
crystalline formations, of which a large part of the mountain region 
consists. These two rock groups are regarded by Dr. Baretti as 
belodging to the Arcbrean era, the latter being the more modern. This 
clear recognition of the pre-Paleozoic age of the major part of the 
Alpine crystalline masses will do much to dissipate the clouds which 
have been long hanging over these difficult but highly interesting rocks, 
and the student of Alpine geology will find Dr. Baretti's sections most 
vnlunble and suqgeetive. Powibly as time goes on certain details of 
his work may have to be modified. The age of some of the pro- 
togines, such as that of Moot Blanc, and of some of the augen-gneisses 
cannot be regarded as established, and certain of them may prove to be 
rather more recent than he supposes. Still we are convinced that  
~~epresentntives of the earlier aa well as of the later Archsesns occur in 
the Alps, and that he is right in referring the crystalline rocks in 
general to the pre-Palmzoic era. (3) Paleozoic formations. Theae 
are limited in extent and representative of the Carboniferona and 
(occasionally) the Permian periods. (4) Meaozoic formations, in- 
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cluding the Trim and some part of the Juramic eyetern. (5) Tertiary 
f m t i o n s .  These are developed in the hilly district near Turin, 
where the Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene, and Pliocene aystems are re- 
presented. A little of the last occur~ between Ivrea and Cuorgnb. 
(6) Post-tertiary deposib, including mme preplacia1 gravels, kc., the 
moraines and beds of glacial age, and the poet-glacial alluvium, gravel, 
and dbbris. The care£ul deecriptions, map ,  and eectione make this 
one of the most interesting sectiona of the book. The la& part of the 
work deals with economic questions, such ae mines, foresta, agriculture, 
and roads. The book, in ehort, is a complete memoir on the geology, 
orography, and physical history of a large and important diatrict in 
the Alpine and sub-Alpine region, and will long remain a most 
valuable work of reference. T. G. B. 

Dis Entm'cblung &r Probetm Intmlaken i m  X I I I .  Jahshundart. Von 
E .  Tatarinoff. (Schafiausen : Joh. Bachmann. 1892). 8vo. pp. a. and 
193. Price, 3 francs. 

In  the 'Alpine Journal' we are concerned with the higher regions 
of the Alps only, but this expression includea the mountain valleys, aa 
well as the peaks which tower above them, and the pnsses which lead 
from one valley to another. Hence this work on the history of the 
house of Alltin Canons at Interlaken ahould receive a warm welcome 
from everyone interested in the history of the Alpine valleys of the 
Berneae Oberland. 

In form it is a dissertation presented to the University of Zurich for 
the degree of doctor by the author, a Swiss of Russian extraction, and 
it is ostensibly devoted main1 to the advoweons held by the convent in 
or before the first quarter of d e  fourteenth century. In fact it  contains 
far more, and is really a histo of the house from its foundation, about 
1133, to the election of t h e x u k e  of Austria as ita 'protector' in 
1318, a continuation to the diesolution of the convent in 1528 being 
promised by the author. As it owned the advowsons of Grindelwald 
and of Gateig (the mother church of Lauterbrunnen) fmm the twelRh 
century onwards, and acquired that of Hasli in 1272, it is obvious that 
practically the whole of the early history of these valleys is sketched in 
thk moat interesting and well-executed book. I t  is most curious to 
trace out (for instance) the slow but steady growth of the power and 
po%sesaions of the Canons in the valley of Grindelwald. It was not 
till the purchaee of the Mettenberg Alp in 124G fiom ita lord that the 
convent became the largest owner in the valley. In 1252 it bought 
the Wergisthal pastures, the limits bring given in minute detail, and 
including mentions of the Kalli, the Boneren, the K1. Scheidegg, and 
the ' Mons Egere.' As Herr Wnber, in his most important paper on 
the history of the names of the great Oberland peaks,* has pointed 
Out, this is the first known mention of the name of a greut Oberland 
peak. In 1302 the convent bought Itramen, and finally in 1323 it 
acquired all the rights of its ' protector ' in the valley, of which hence- 
forth it was the sole lord. These details help one to realise the true 
meaning of the term ' alps' before it was applied to mmmits, for 
-- --- - -  - 

* S.d.C Jahrbr~ch, xxviii. pp. 235-63. 
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pastures are far more necessary to Alpine valleys than icy peaks. It 
is, again, very curious to read of the purchaae of the Sefinen pastures, 
above the Lauterbrunnen valley, in 1240, and of the long struggle 
about them which ensued, or of Gimmelwald, near Miirren, in 1244, or 
of the sale of the Wengern Alp in 1318 to the Duke of Austria, who 
later gave it to the convent. Like Grindelwald, Lauterbrunnen passed 
in 1323 entirely into the possession of the convent, though it was not 
till 1487 that the church of St. Andrew ' ad fontes limpidos' was 
built, and the parish of Lauterbrunnen separated from that of Gsteig. 

There are numberless other interesting points on which I should 
like to dwell, e.g. the relations of the convent to ite 'protectors,' and 
to the rising town of Bern, the story of the nunnery at Interlaken and 
the sad tales about the bad bread and gowns the Canons gave the sisters, 
the foundation (1279) of the town of Unterseen a t  the very gatea of the  
convent and the precautions the Canons took to preserve their right8 
on the Bdeli ,  the gradual advance of the Austrian power in the 
Oberlmd, &c. But these matters can be best studied in Herr 
Tatarinoffs excellent monograph, which I commend to the attention 
of all who delight in the Oberland. Genealogical tables of the local 
dynasties and an appendix of original documenta complete a really 
fascinating work. Its great drawback is that it has no index, a defect 
which it is to be hoped the author may make good in the promised 
second part of his study, to which I for one am looking forward with 
the greatest impatience. W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

Wandemwen i n  den Anrpc=aner Dolonciten. Von Theodor Wnndt. (Berlin : 
Raimund blitscher. 8. d.) 

This book, which is issued by the Berlin Section of the German and 
Austrian Alpine Club, is designed on linea similar to thoae of the same 
author's ' Besteigung des Cimone delk Pala,' noticed in these pages a 
year since. I t  contains accounts of ascenta of a number of the peaks 
in the neighbourhood of Cortina d'Ampezzo, and is lavishly illustrated 
with reproductions of the author's photographs. 

A companion volume of this kind must inevitably challenge com- 
parison ; and it is high, but merited, praise of the present book to say 
that, on the whole, it is worthy of ita predecessor. 

The illustrations are certainly the most important part of the work ; 
and, though a few of them are indifferent., the great majority are very 
good, and some, notably plates 11 and 24 ('Cadini del Neve' and 
' Tofana') are of superlative beauty. I t  is interesting to note, by the 
way, that the negatives were taken on the much-abused Eastman film. 

A number of the plates illustrate climbers at work, but these are, 
perhaps, of less interest than some of those in Herr Wundt's previous 
book, and there appears at times to be a tendency to sacrifice truth to 
effect. See, for instance, plate 7, where a member of the party is  
represented descending the chimney on the Kleine Zinne face-out, a 
method which the enterprising lady in question would, no doubt, be  
the first to wont. As studies of the anatomy of the peaks many of the 
plates are beyond all praise, and are heartily to be commended to the 
perusal of those who are disposed to under-rate the difficulties o f  
Dolomite climbing. 
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I t  is not possible to epeak in equally high terms of the text. Herr 
Wundt is such an admirable artist, such a keen climber and good 
sportsman, and we have so much to thank him for, that it  is disagree- 
able to criticise his literary style ; but it muet be confessed that he has 
become terribly 'subjective,' that his perpetual analyses of his Yen.=- 
tions are irritating, and that, to put it frankly, he gushes incoherently, 
and that not once only, or twice, but over and over again. All 
climbers know the feelings of awe and exaltation that the mountains 
inqire, but attempts to communicate those feelings by words are 
doomed to failure, and Herr Wundt succeeds woree than many of hie 
predecessors. 

By far the most interesting chapter, and one of permanent historical 
value, deals with the career of Michel Innerkofler, the most famous 
gnide of this region, who was killed on the Cristallo Glacier in 1888. 
Michel must have been an exceptionally fine cragaman, and the Iament- 
able manner of his death adds, if possible, to one's regret for his loss, 
for i t  seems almost incredible that one of the finest guides the Eastern 
Alps have produced ahould have come to grief over a straightforward 
crevasse which thoae accustomed to serious ice work would hardly 
consider a grave difficulty. This chapter also contains some admirably 
told anecdotes in Tyrolese patois, which will afford an excellent teat of 
the reader's linguistic attainmenb. 

The book, as a whole, is undoubtedly a success, and it is to be 
hoped that it is only the second of a long series. A. F. DE F. 

.%itsahrift &a Dmtachm und Ocntencichischm Alpmz.erins. 

Thie volume (the twenty-fourth, 1893) has been issued to the mem- 
bers unusually late on account of delny in the completion of a map of 
a part of the Oetzthal Alps. Its contente are about equally divided 
between practical articles connected with the Alps and descriptions of 
mountaineering expeditions. Professor Schindler describes the agri- 
cultural conditions and methods on the north and south sides of the 
Brenner Pasa Herr E. Briicknbr writ- on the influence of the snow- 
covering on the climate of the Alps ; Herr E. Gliick on Roman and 
pre-Roman cultivation in the Bavarian Alps. Dr. R. Schnfer con- 
t r ibute~ an article on Alpine geology intended specially for persons not 
acquainted with the subject. Herr Gustav Bancalari writes on human 
habitations and their development in the Eastern Alps. Dr. b1. Hofler 
contributes an ancient Upper Bavarian calendar containing many 
curious medical receipts. Herr S. Simon, in an amusing article 
entitled ' Alpine Chatter of a Surveyor,' compares the growth of an 
Alpenverein to that of a human being : in the beginning, mountain- 
climbing only for amusement (Bergsport) ; later, interesting and practical 
resulta sought to be obtained from it in almost every branch of science. 
In the former he adduces some remarkable performances of Herr 
Riieggwgger, of Thun, a clerk in an office, who used on a holiday to 
take the following walk : By S. side of the lake to huterbmnnen, 
cross both Scheideck Passes to Meiringen, to Lungern on the Brtinig 
Pas, and thence over the Brienzergrat to Interlaken, and home by N. 
Bide of the Lake of Thun. Estimated distance 120 miles in 24 hours ! 



Sometimes he uaed to get the pastor of a village to certify the time of 
his arrival, so that there should be no doubt of his having been there. 
Dr. Ludwig Darmstiidter gives an account of his excursions in the 
district between the L~dsmanier m d  the Splligen and Bernardino P-. 
This waa the 'Excursions Gebiet' of the Swim Alpine Club in 1872, 
but owing to bad weather little was done in it, and aince that time, 
partly owing to bad accommodation and partly to want of g o d  guides, 
it had been very little viaited, no that Herr Darmstiidter with his guides, 
Joh. and Joe. Stabeler, of Taufers, found plenty of virgin peah The 
work waa made eaaier by hie having with him a tent and a supply 
of tinned provieions. The strangest experience they had wae on the 
ridge between the Vernokhorn and Plattenberg, where they had no foot- 
hold, and had to work along holding on the narrow edge by their 
hands. The slight ups and downs of the ridge were very troubleeome 
to pasq and this traverse lasted three quartera of an hour ! The tour was 
completed by an ascent of the Rheinwaldhorn by a new route from the 
Guarnajo Alp on the S.W. The asoent to the Bresciana Glacier was 
difficult. Herr Ludwig Purtscheller describes two visits to the Maritime 
Alps in 1890 and 1892. He was, aa ueual, without guides. On the Rocca 
ROEXU he had a narrow escape in a thunderstorm. He wae everywhere 
well received by the inhabitants, and complains only of the too frequent 
attentions of the doganieri, who eometimes even pursued him up a 
mountain. 

Herr Gustav Becker deecribes the succeeaive attempte to climb the  
Aiguille du G k t ,  which waa finally made accessible by the so-called 
' mining ' operations of J. J. Maquignaz in 1881. He himself made 
the w e n t  on August 5, 1892, with Simon Fankhauser (Zillerthal). 
This is the uecond time that a tourist has made the ascent with only one 
guide. Lieutenant Otto Jiiger describes his experiences in the Wetter- 
stein Gebirge when employed on the Ordnance survey. Dr. Theodor 
Petersen, on August 5, 1892, made the first ascent of the Schwabenkopt 
(3,408 metres = 10,181 ft.) between the Pitzthal and Kaunserthal. Dr. 
Guido Eugene Lammer, one of the boldest and rashest of guideless 
climbere, describes an ascent of the Gross Venediger by the N.W. face. 
He prefaces this by an account of the attempt made by the Archduke 
John in 1828. On August 24, 1891, after several mowy days, h e  
started from the Kiirainger Hut. H e  gives no times. I t  wasonly after 
a dangerous and Illmo~t desperate passage that he reached the highest 
point to feel that return either by the line of ascent or by N.W. ridge 
or by W.S.W. ridge was impossible in the state of the snow, and the 
only possible route waa by croseing the Gwiichk" to the Vorgipfel. 
He had already been four times on one or other of these summits, but  
had never pmxd from one to the other. This passage is sometimes 
made across the steep face towards the Dorfer Kees. but the new mow 
lying a foot thick made this impossible. Over the ' Gwachte' he  
muet go. The passage lasted forty-five minutes, but he had become yeare 
older. Many times aa he aank in the soft snow he gave him& up for 
lost, and with a hoarse shout of joy he joined the track of a party who 
had amended the Vorgipfel the aame day. Should he live to a hundred 
years old he will never think of that pamage without a shudder. It 
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mnih be admitted that Dr. Lammer has a fine capacity for getting into 
dsngerom situations unnecesearily. 

Herr Anton Heilmann demribea a aeries of tours between the Spitz- 
kofel (Lienz) and the Kellerwand (Plecken Paee). Herr Hans Wodl 
gives us another chapter on the part of the Niederen Tauern between 
the Predigtstuhl and the line of railway between Admont and Leoben. 
Professor E. Richter describes the variations of the glaciers in the 
Eastern Alp,  between 1888 and 1892. Herr F. Seeland adds another 
chapter (XIII.) to hia studies of the Paatene Glacier. Herr K. R. 
Koch describes an attempt to construct an artificial glacier by the use 
of a kind of pitch (Kolophon-Pech), whose plasticity varies with the 
temperature. The map, whose pmdnction delayed the delivery of the 
volume, is a sheet (section Weisskugel) of the map of the Oetzthal and 
S tnh i  Alpa It is on a s a l e  of 1 to 50,000, and has been executed 
by the chartographer S. Simon (Interlaken), mentioned above. The 
rocks are coloured brown, the contour linea on the glaciers are blue, 
elsewhere brown ; the light comes from the N.W., but the shadows are 
never made deep enough to impair the clearness of the names. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club waa held at the Club Rooms on 
the evening of Tuesday, February 6, Mr. DOUGLAS W. FRE~EFIELI~, 
President, in the chair. 

The following candidates were balloted for and elected members of 
the Club : Walter Barrow, Rev. Colin Campbell, William Pickfwd, 
Q.C., Claud Schuster, Alfred H. Tubby, Henry Dunn Wangh, Arthur 
Henry Worthington. 

The PR~IDENT announced that Mrs. Tyndall intended to publish a 
biography of the late Profewr Tyndall, and she hoped that any 
membem of the Club who poeeeased any of his letters relating to 
Alpine subjects would send them to her; and also that any members 
who had been with him in the Alps would inform her of any incidents 
which miaht be of general interest. 

The Hon. Secletary and Treasurer presented the accounta for the 
year 1893, which were unanimously pasued. 

Dr. J. W. GREGORY read a paper entitled ' Mountaineering in East 
Equatorial Africa, and a Partial Aecent of Mount Kenya.' 

Mr. W. M. CONWAY asked whether Fundi's belief in the bewitching 
power of mountains was common to Africans generally, as he had met 
with a somewhat similar superstition in .  the Himalayas. What 
Dr. Gregory had said aa to the difference of the effecta of diminished 
premure on Kenya and in the Rocky Mountains he considered was 
of great interest. He remembered that Mr. Percy Thomas experienced 
ill effecta in the latter a t  lower altitudes than in Switzerland. This 
was also confirmed by Mr. Bryce, so that now there were three 
independent observers of this fact. Some people thought that in the 
dry air of Tibet and the Karakonrms the ill effects of diminished 
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pmsaure are fel't at lower altitudes than in damper Sikkim. T h e  
wonderful loyalty of Dr. Gregory's Zanzibari porters to their loads 
contrasted very favourably with the careleasmess and dishonesty of 
Asiatic coolies. 

Mr. PERCY THOMAS said tbat he certainly experienced in the Rocky 
Mountains a quickening of the heart in secending ordinary dopes which 
he had never felt in the Alps ; this, he thought, was very likely to be 
due to the dryneee of the air. Miners who worked a t  considerable 
elevations had to go regularly to the valleys for relief. 

The PRESIDEKT said that passes in Sikkim-about 20,000 R above 
sea-level-were without difficulty crossed by natives, and that in the 
last war British soldiers used to run races at an elevation of 17,000 ft. 
With regard to the superstition as to spirits or witches inhabiting the 
heights, he thought that in all countries it was believed that places un- 
inhabitable by men were inhabited by beings beyond our ken. Addison 
mentioned the prevalence in Switzerland of supposed witchcraft, and 
the records of Charnonix testified to the frequent sufferings of v ic t im 
accused of thie imaginary crime. He proposed a vote of thanks to 
Dr. Gregory for his interesting paper, which had opened a field more 
entirely novel-the Snows of Africa-than any that had been read to 
the Club for many years. The vote was carried by acclamation, and 
the proceedings terminated. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held at the Club Rooms on the 
evening of Tuesday, March 6, Mr. DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD, President, 
in the chair. 

Mr. Hugh Cecil Robinson was balloted for and elected a member 
of the Club. 

The PRESIDENT, referring to the paper of the evening, drew the 
attention of members to the two maps of Suaneti~ he exhibited, which 
were of interest historically, as the one showed what Alpine explorers 
made out the glaciera to be without the aid of surveyors, whilst the 
other showed the result of the last Russian survey. In the main 
features they corresponded closely with one another, and were both 
absolutely different to the Five Verst map, reproduced in Reclus' 
' Gdographie Univere.de.' 

hfr. G. A. SOLLY read a paper entitled ' Suanetia in 1893,' after 
which Mr. H. Woolley exhibited an interesting collection of his own 
lantern slides illustrating the district, which were further supplemented 
by othern shown by the President. 

Mr. NEWMARCH mid he shared Mr. Solly's affection for the S. 
aspect of Uahba, and thought it would be a rash prediction to say that 
it would not be ascended from that side. Probably the eastern route 
they had attempted to follow w a ~  the easier. I t  was his first experi- 
ence of climbing in the Caucasus, and the pleasure of the expedition, 
as a whole, had fully come up to his expectations. 

The PRESIDENT said he wished to emphasise two main points, alluded 
to in the paper which had been read. F'"*r that within seven days 
from London it was now possible to reac a mountain village from 
which to atart climbing. Secondly, that a six weeks' expedition to 
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the Caucasus without guides need not cost more than from 601. to 
801. Every guide employed would entail on the party an additional 
expense of 1001. Consequently the Caucasus waa quite within the 
reach of anyone who could afford a six weeks' tour in Switzerland. 
He would strongly advise mountaioeera visiting the Caucasus to 
reconnoitre carefully before attacking the great peaks. The most in- 
structive views were obtained by going up, not a shoulder, but a 
height some distance off. If there was too little time for that he would 
advise that before leaving England the panoramic photographs of 
Signor Sella should be carefully studied, and copies taken for use on 
the expedition. In  conclusion he proposed a vote of thnnks to Mr. 
Solly for his paper, and to Mr. Woolley for his photographs with 
which he had illustrated it, and enabled everyone to understand the 
story they had heard. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held at the Club Rooms on 
the evening of Tueeday, April 3, Mr. Douglas W. Freshfield, 
President, in the chair. 

Mr. H. G. WILLINK read a paper entitled ' Alpine Distress Signals,' 
embodying the report of a sub-committee consisting of Mr. C. T.  
Dent, Capt. E. D. Law, Mr. F. 0. Schuster, and Mr. H. G. Willink. 
This sub-committee was appointed to consider the advieability of 
recommending for universal adoption by Alpine clubs some form of 
@a1 for use in case of emergency arising on mountain expeditions. 

Mr. ELLIS CARR suggested that for attracting attention a column of 
smoke by day or coloured fire by night might be useful. 

Capt. Law pointed out that, though the apparatus necessary for 
making certain forms of signals could not be carried on an expedition, 
they might be kept in readiness in huts. The real advantage of the 
system proposed waa that no form of apparatus was absolutely 
essential, as in fine weather the distress signal might be made by 
means of a hat or coat by day, or by means of a lantern by night. 
Fireworks or coloured lights he considered were bad, as they might get 
damp or freeze, which \vould cause them to burn intermittently or 
explosively. Where a hut waa in view of a hotel it would be interest- 
ing to practise signalling (not, of course, distress signals) at some fixed 
hour. The ten-seconds method he thought would in practice be a 
very simple one. A small shaving-gk, such as could be bought for 
2d., would make a good heliograph. In using tho Morse' system in 
the Alps, it  would be better to have flags coloured dark-blue, orange- 
yellow, or red, instead of the white and light-blue used in the Army, 
as in certain s t a k a  of the weather the latter would show out badly 
against sky or snow. 

Sir JAMES RAMSAY complimented the sub-committee on the very 
nhple method they had devised; the idea of n ten-seconds flash or 
sound signal struck him as being remarkably suitable and happy. 

Mr. A. J. BGTLEB said that the inside of a sardine-box could be 
uwd in case of necessity for making a flash signal. The whole 
system, however, he considered could only be applied to a very few 
popular places. In ninety-nine caws out of a hundred no human habi- 
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tation could be seen h m  a hut, and the signal in such cases would, of 
course, be uselem. 

Mr. C. T. DENT felt a great interest in the matter. He had sug- 
gested in the Badminton volume on blountaineering that some form 
of dietrees signal should be agreed upon. The idea had met with 
general approval in foreign papers. Most mountaineers could recall to 
memory instances where such a system would have been of p a t  
practical use. The particular form of signal was not of importance : 
the main point of the report was that anything might be used to make 
it. He fully believed that in certain instances it would be of very 
great use, and that if the idea were put before the principal foreign 
clubs it would be generally adopted, and if adopted it would be of 
invaluable service. I t  would not interfere with any known signal. 
I t  wae perfectly simple, though, of course, if not well done, it was not 
so likely to be seen and understood as if it were carefully done. I1 
ever one party were by its use saved from the positive scandal of 
leaving another party in distreee on a mountain, as happened on the 
Matterhorn, then the adoption of the system would be justified a 
thousand times over. I t  might also prevent one person leaving nn 
only companion for the purpose of obtaining aid and returning to find 
that all aid was useleas. 

Mr. HASKETT-SMITH hoped Mr. Willink would explain why the 
answering signal should be the same as the distreas signal. It was 
quite possible to conceive that the former might be mistaken for the 
latter in some cases. 

The PRESIDENT thought that Mr. Dent Was quite right in the view 
he took that many catastrophes might be prevented by the use of the 
signal. There were two questions to decide-the form of the signal, 
and the method of securing its adoption. The guides especially would 
have to be taught to understand it thoroughly. The notion of the 
avemge guide would he, in the first instance, to take off his coat and 
wave it, or to use the common lantern, and the signal recommended 
could be made in this manner. He considered that the Club waa 
much indebted to Mr. Dent for initiating the inquiry, and to Mr. 
Willink and the other members of the subcommittee for the report 
and paper which had been read. 

Mr. WILLINK thanked the Club for the manner in which they had 
received the sub-committee's report. He agreed that it wollld be 
preferable to make a difference between the original distress signal and 
the answer to it. The simplest plan would be to make the latter 
consist of twenty -seconds intervals instead of ten-seconds. He under- 
took that this alteration should appear in the report and in the paper 
as printed. 

The PRESIDENT proposed that the Club should authorise the com- 
mittee to communicate with the various foreign Alpine Clubs, asking 
them to co-operate with the view of securing a t  the earliest moment 
possible the introduction of a universal system of signalling as  recom- 
mended by the sub-committee. 

This was unanimously agreed to, and after a vote of thanks to Mr. 
\\'illink for his paper, and to the other members of the sub-committee 
for their services, the proceedings terminated. 
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BY G. E. MANNERING. 

T the request of the Editor I send from New Zealand this A short paper. It will be my endeavour to condense the 
accounts of climbing and nlountain exploration which have 
been given by members of the New Zealand Alpine Club, 
and others, during the past two seasons ; and i t  will also be 
my aim t o  describe briefly the methods of approltch to the 
mountain districts in question, for the benefit of intending 
travellers. 

Beginning with the southern portion of the range, the 
Wakatipu district first claims our attention, the ascents 
worthy of mention being those of Mount Earnslaw and The 
Remarkables. The former (a fine glaciated peak) was first 
ascended in 1889 by Harry Birley, a guide residing a t  the 
head of Lake Wakatipu, who accomplished his task single- 
handed, and appears to have broken the majority of the 
mountain commandments in the achievement. I n  February, 
1892, Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Ross, Mr. Kennett Ross, with 
Harry Birley and D. McConachy, set out from the head of 
Lake Wakatipu (which is easily accessible by rail and 
&earner-two days from Dunedin) t o  attempt the second 
ascent. On the first night out, camp rras pitched on the 
bush-line, a t  about 4,000 ft., and, in dubious weather, the 
party climbed on the day following, at 7 A.M., over easy 
rocks for 3 hours t o  good snow-slopes, which led by 
noon to the ice plateau under the final peak. Here glazed 
rocks gave some trouble, and Mrs. Ross and McConachy 
returned. Difficult rocks and heavy mists were met with 
higher up, till, when 300 ft. below the summit, Birley was 
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seized with a fainting fit and could proceed no further. 
Leaving him in a safe place the Ross brothers continued, 
arriving a t  the summit (9,200 ft.) a t  3.30. The view to  the 
N.W. was very fine, embracing the Western Ocean and 
Mount Aspiring (9,600 ft.). Mists obscured the greater part 
of the panorama. The descent to the camp a t  4,000 ft. was 
accomplished by 7 ~ . ~ . - 1 2  hours out. 

I n  March, 1893, the mountain was again ascended by 
Messrs. Herbert Jones t ~ n d  Clive, with Harry Birley. 'The 
first-named gentleman gave most thrilling accounts of their 
adventures. The party spent an u n h a p p ~  night out in (I 
snowstorm, during the descent, erentunlly reaching the  
Glenorchy Hotel, a t  the head of the lake, after an absence 
of 63 hours. The view from the summit is described by Mr. 
Herbert Jones aa being very comprehensive and magnificent. 

I n  April, 1893, two Glenorchy residents (Messrs. James 
Wilson and Joseph Leary) made the ascent, and in doing so 
deviated from the usual route up the Birley glacier, so 
avoiding long spells of stepcutting, and returned to Glen- 
orchy in 44 hours. Evidently the mountain is eas j  under 
favourable conditions, though there are times when glazed 
rocks make the ascent impracticable. 

The Remltrkables (situated a t  the lower end of the lake) 
are a peculiar jagged and rotten mass of rocks whose cul- 
minating point is a triple cone 7,688 ft. in height. The  
ascent of this final cap of rock was accomplished for the first 
time in February, 1892, by Messrs. Malcolm and Kennett 
Ross, with Harry Birley, since which time several Queens- 
town residents have followed their route to the summit. 
The view is described as very fine, extending from Aorangi 
(Mount Cook, 12,349 ft.) to Stewart Island. 

Working our way northwards we now come to the  
mountaineering centre of New Zealand par excellence, t he  
Tasman District. Here are situated the highest peaks and 
the largest glaciers. Thanks to the enterprise of ' T h e  
Hermitage Company,' aided by government subsidies for the 
construction of roads, tracks, bridges, and the ' Ball ' hut, 
the mountaineer now finds himself able t o  get to his much- 
desired snow-line witl~out the labour of heavy ' swagging ' 
and precarious river-crossing, and can enjoy n comparative 
immnnity from those dreadful curse-inspiring struggles 
throi~gll Alpine ' scrub ' which many of us in Kern Zealand 
know so well. 

Most of the Alpine climbing in iVew Zealand has been 
done in this district, but though no less than nine attempts 
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to scale Aorangi and a similar number to climb Mount 
De la 3 b h e  have been made, their actual sunlrnits remain 
yet untrodden-indeed, the only 6rsklaas peak (and that 
can only be called first-class under certain conditions) that 
has been topped is the Hochstetter Dome, situated a t  the 
extreme head of the Tasman Glacier. 

In Jannary, 1892, Mes~rs. A. P. Harper and IF. Mont- 
pmerie-Hamilton, from ' The Refuge ' (a bivouac a t  the foot 
of Mount De la Mche), made an excursion .to Mount Darwin, 
which they nscended to 7,100 ft., when Mr. Hamilton was 
attacked with a faintness which necessitated their return. 

A day or two afterwards the same party tried Mount De la 
Bche, and after proceeding up the Kron Prinz Rddolf 
Glaciar for some distarrce took the snow slopes on their right, 
which, altenlating with good rocks, brought them out on the 
main ridge ;et 8,500 ft. at  11 A.M. Shortly alter this, under 
the main peak (10,058 ft.), Mr. Hamilton was again attacked, 
and the party returned. Returning to the Refuge some 
dajs subsequently with John Adamson (then acting as a 
guide a t  the Hermitage), Mr. Harper made two subsequent 
trials, but mas brought up in the first instance by a fierco 
nor'-wester, and on the second by Adamson being attacked 
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with violent cramp in his loins and stomach, and, curiously 
enough; the point reached (about 9,000 ft.) was the same in 
each instance. 

Mr. Harper secured a number of valuable photographs on 
this occasion. 

I n  January, 1893, Mr. Malcolm Roas essayed tb ascend 
De la B&che in company with Messrs. Fyfe, Gibbs, and 
Adamson, and following Mr. Harper's route, succeeded in 
ascending a little closer to the main peak than Harper's 
highest, but here a gap in the ridge prevented further pro- 
gress, together with the fact that Fyfe was quite w o n  out- 
he having done an unusual amount of swagging in the pre- 
liminary part of the expedition. 

In  December, 1893, Messrs. Malcolm Ross, Gibbs, and 
Wilson again essayed the task, only to meet with defeat. 
They found the upper portions of the Rudolf Glacier very 
much broken up, and were unable to reach the base of the  
peak proper, so turned their attention to the saddle imme- 

, diately south of it, which lies between the heads of the  
Rudolf Glacier on the eastern, and the Franz Josef on the 
western side. Their efforts to reach it were futile, owing to 
the maze of covered crevasses which barred the may. 

Both Messrs. Harper and Ross have secured many fine 
photographs from this route on De la S c h e .  

In February, 1893, Messrs. Burton Bros., of Dunedin, 
photographers, sent an operator to the Hermitage, who 
made aeveral extended tours of the Tasn~an, Hooker, and 
Mueller Glaciers, and secured some hundreda of fine nega- 
tives, varying in size from stereos to 18 by 15-a magnificent 
collection of Alpine pictures. 

The Ball Pass (7,426 ft.), connecting the Tasman and 
Hooker Glaciers, was during this season crossed by several 
parties. 

I n  November, 1893, in company with my sister, A h .  
Westland, and Messrs. M. J. Dixon and T. C. Fyfe, I re- 
visited the Hermitage for the sixth time, and made what is 
for me the fifth attempt to climb Aorangi. 

Dixon and Fyfe preceded me by one day to the Ball hut  
(14 miles from the Hermitage), and I followed with the  
ladies and a pack-horse (which can now be taken right to 
the Ball hut along a fairly good track). Our plans were as 
follows :-Dixon and Fyfe were to go up to the bivouac 
(7,000 ft.) on the Haast Ridge (called by Green in his book 
' Tasman Spur '), taking provisions and two pairs of Nor- 
wegian snow-shoes, and return to the Ball hut to meet me ; 
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then we were to take more provisions, &c., up to the bivouac 
on the next day, and start for the final climb a t  midnight. 
On my arrival a t  the Ball hut, however, there was no sign 
of Dixon and Fjfe, and, as they did not appear next morn- 
ing, we began to be anxious on their account, which led me, 
a t  10 A.M., to start for the bivouac with a swag of some 
35 lbs. in weight. Leaving the ladies out on the clear ice 
of the Hochstetter, two hours later, with full directions as 
t o  finding their way back to the hut, I made my way across 
the  final hummocks below the Hochstetter icefall, and came 
shortly afterwards upon traces of the lost men, which I 
followed up carefully towards the bivouac, now immediately 
above me about 3,000 ft. As time wore on my anxiety 
increased the more aa the tracks now and then led over bad 
places in the rocks, and I feared continually that 1 should 
suddenly come upon two mangled corpses. Added to this, 
the  swag was telling, aud I was without the kindly assistance 
of the rope. I shouted continually, and a t  last, as I was 
rising into the mist, and knew I could not be very far below 
t h e  bivouac (though i t  was after an absence of three years, 
I seemed to recognise every rock), I heard a reply from above. 

Then followed an abortive attempt a t  conversation a t  full 
lung ower, which ended in neither part understanding ' R fl t h e  ot cr. So I sat down and waited for t e lost sheep to 
come down. After an hour's continual waiting, the mono- 
tony of which was varied by more shouting on my part, I 
suddenly heard a faint reply far, fw  below, and, making for 
t h e  nearest couloir, went down with a mild avalanche and 
came across Dixon and Fyfe, as merry as sandboys, and any- 
thing but mangled corpses. If I had possessed a gun I 
should have shot them on the spot. Dixon had misunder- 
stood our plans, and was making for the hut 24 hrs. late 
by my time, but ' up to contract' by his. 

We reached the hut some 3 hrs. later, much to the 
relief of the ladies, and on the following day (Dixon having 
kept us awake half the night knocking up another pair of 
snow-shoe8 out of an old packi~g-case) we were off oncc 
more for the bivouac a t  7,000 ft. 

We foolishly struck a new route up, and paid the penalty 
for i t  by arriving 2 hrs. later than we should have done, 
owing to the avalanohy state of the snow from about 6,000 ft. 
and upwards. On one occasion, in crossing a small glacier 
(which we call the 'Bivouac' Glacier), we started an 
avalanche, which swept about half its surface, and, filling 
an enormous crevasse, paseed hissing onward and over to 
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the couloirs below. The snow was in a very bad state, and 
we were not sorry to wriggle into our blanket bsgs a t  
the bivouac, tmd, by the aid of a kerosene oil lamp, get a 
pannikin of hot soup. Snow came on for a short time, but 
before 12 the night was frosty and fine. 

By 1 A.M. we were off, and keeping mostly on the rocks 
in the bright moonlight we made good progress tom-ards 
what is known as the ' Plateau,' situate 1,500 ft. above the 
bivouac. Alternately on rocks and snow (now hard frozen), 
we passed the 'Ladies' Foot,' where, in 1883, Dr. von 
Lendenfeld spent a miserable night, and we tackled the  
steep snow slopes above this point leading on to the 
plateau. The top of these slopes is awkwald, the rocks 
ehelving down at  about .the same angle as the snow, and 
below you, in case of a slip, are the crevasses of the Fresh- 
field Glacier, gaping wide. Dixon and Fyfe had been 
up here two days previously, and left the snow-dhoes, o r  
' skis,' on the plateau. It was  at  this point that von Lenden- 
feld was beaten by crevasses in 1883. I t  is always a bad 
place. Once on the plateau we breathed more freely, and 
soon after this daylight began to show up in the east, and 

/ before long old Aorangi bad a rosy hat on, and Tasman 
follorved suit. I made many exposures here with a a-plate 
band-camera by Shew & Co., using an Sastman roll-holder, 
with most satisfactory results. I have observed that Captain 
Abney does not think much of these rury flexible films, but 
for mountain work in New Zealand, where dark rooms are 
unknown, and where we want sc;metimes to take forty 
pictures a day, and where time and weight have to be con- 
sidered, glaes plates and cut films are a long way behind a n  
Eastman holder, and results fully justify their use ; for 80 
per cent. of my neptives print exceedingly well, and, indeed, 

' with many of them it  is impossible to tell from prints 
whether they are glass or films. 

It was now 4 A.M. Before us, as we faced towards t h e  
Linda Glacier (S.W.), rose up what I suppose is one of t h e  
most magnificent scenes of mountain glory in the New 
Zealand Alps. The rocky Inass of Aomngi, clothed here and 
there with enorlnous rooflike glaciers seamed with avalanche 
streaks, rose in stupendous grandeur, presenting a face of 
unparalleled magnificence. A little to our right hoary 
Tasman stood boldly out, clad thickly with coat upon coat 
oE overlapping hanging glaciers, glistening in the morning 
sunlight, and beginning already to shed his daily a d a n c h e s  
on to the plateau. Behind us, a little to our left, we could 
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look round and see the maze of creva:sses which appears at  
the top of the Hochstetter icefall, above which we now were, 
and away beyond this the peaks of the Malte Brun and 
Liebig ranges, and further still the bold rocky mass of Mount 
Jnkes appeared against a glorious crimson eunrise. 

The snow was in splendid order for walking, so after 
Dixon had given us an exhibition of ' skilobning' (sitting 
down hard and unintentionally several times) we made n 
sledge of the ' ski ' and put them as fourth man on the rope. 
We reached the junction of the Linda Glacier with the 
plateau close under the rocks of the N.E. a & - e  of Aorangi 

howox, P R O ~  THE H O C ~ ~ F L ~ E B  P L A ~ A V  (7,500 feet). 

(Photographed by G. E Mmnerlng.) 

on the left and the avalanche slopep from the Silberhorn of 
Tasman on the right at  5 A.M., and here we left the snow- 
shoes and began the ascent up the Linda. Crevasses were the 
order of the day, and before long we were crawling over 
bridges, and zigzagging across, first to one side and then to 
the other, for some of the larger crevasses extended right 
across, and many had but one bridge left. To go on to the 
slopes on either hand was quite impossible. The sun now 
began to torture us, and beating down with relentless power, 
the rays were reflected from beneath and from both sides, and 
seemed to fry the very skin of our faces and hands into a 
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half-cooked state. Indeed, the agony of the burning was 
terrible. At 8 A.M. we had reached the turn in the Linda, 
whence, looking upwards to our left, the well-known peak of 
Aorangi stood up some 3,000 ft. above us. We could see 
well the route by which Mr. Green with Herr Emil Boss and 
Ulrich Kauffmann had climbed in 1883, and which Dixon 
and I followed in 1890; but there was no getting a t  the 
foot of i t  from the Linda, for the rest of the glacier n-as in 
an utterly chaotic state, being broken up into huge blocks,. 
acres in size, tilted into d'readful confusion, with crevasses 
in all directions. So different was the state of things in .  
comparison to that in which Dixon and I had found then1 
in 1890, that we could not-except for the attendant peaks- 
recognise i t  as the same glacier. 

By 8.30 we began to feel that our chance of success mas 
going fast, and for my part I may say that I was almost 
exhausted physically-'played out,' as we say in the 
Colonies. In addition to this me were constantly specu- 
lating upon our chances of getting down safely off the 
plateau again, for the avalanches were pouring down in all 
directions, and we had unpleasant recollections of those 
steep slopes just below the plateau. Our only chance of 
success lay in stopping where we were till nightfall, and 
then making our way further-if indeed such were possibie 
in the face of such a fearfully confused state of the glacier. 
But to stay for another eight hours or more in the broiling 
sun, in a place not safe from the inroad of avalanches from 
Tasman, was more than we were prepared to endure ; so we 
once more turned tail on old Aonngi and acknowledged 
ourselves beaten. 

Many of the snow bridges me had crossed coming up were 
now in a dangerous state, and we all experienced the cheerful 
sensation of going through up to the armpits now and 
again, in spite of our crawling propenaities. (We were fast 
becoming quadrupeds. j On one occasion two of us were in 
a t  the same time-in different crevasses, luckily. 

On reaching the snow-shoes again we were not long in 
finding their usefulness, and instead of sinking in up to the 
knees a t  every stride, me were soon sliding along-(no doubt 
it would bave amused Nansen to see us)-in gay style. Small 
crevasses were negotiated with impunity, but one avalanche 
from Tasman (now on our left) struck terror into our com- 
paratively danger-hardened hearts, for it came straight for 
us, but luckily spent its energy on the flat snowfield before 
reaching our line of march. 
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The sun- and snow-burning was something terrible. Fyfe 
and Dixon, though their faces were well plaetered with 
lanoline and protected with handkerchiefs, notwithstanding 
that their calling keeps them always in the open air, suffered 
little less than I (whose occupation is sedentary). Whenever 
me halted we would wrap our heads and hands in our coats, 
and try every conceivable device for protection, but to little 
purpose. It wae weeks before I recovered from the effects. 

We left the 'ski ' on the edge of the plateau, and began 
the descent of the rocks. And honid work i t  was ; for the 
rocks were very hot and very difficult, and we had to let 
the axes down with the spare rope every now and again. 
Sometimes we found the rocks too bad to get down. and we 
were forced on to the snow slopes, but we always first started 
avalanches with stones and went dowu in their tracks. 
Eventually we reached the bivouac, and after an hour's rest 
went down the lower couloirs (avalanches and nll), and reached 
the Ball hut a t  nightfall. 

The Tasman district is easily approached by rail (one day) 
and coach (two days) from Christ Church or Dunedin, 
whilst to visit the Godley (the next district under notice) one 
requires to branch off at Lake Tekapo. There is however no 
accommodation in the latter part, and camping is necessary. 

The .Godley district is situated next to the north from 
the Tasman, on the eastern side of the range. Two large 
glaciers (the Classen and the Godley) are here situated, 
and their respective waters f o m  tlie Godley River, which, 
emptying into Lake Tekapo, flows out in the Tekapo 
River, and forms the most northerly affluent of the FVaitaki 
River, just as the Tasman system forms the middle tributary 
as the waters emerge from Lake Pukaki. 

I n  February, 1893, I visited the Godley Glacier in company 
with Mr. M. H. Lean and James Annan, the latter a shep- 
herd, who has accompanied me in various glacier excursions. 
We walked up the Godley Glacier from the terminal, 7 miles, 
to the Sealy Pass (5,800 ft.), which we crossed for the first 
time, and made our way down towards the west coast. On 
getting off the Scone Creek Glacier on the western side of 
the pass an unfortunate accident occurred to Mr. Lean, who 
fell a, distance of about 80 to 100 ft. down the steep terminal 
face, but was saved from a horrible fate by lnnding on his 
swag, on a block of ice a t  the bottom. Luckily the 'billy ' 
was also on the back of his 8wag, and this mas crushed flat, 
taking most of the concussion. As i t  was, his right shoulder 
was dielocated, and his face and hands badly cut. This 
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accident crippled the party, which, coupled with bad weather, 
made a return to civilisation exceedingly difficult. We 
reached Lily Bank Station some dajs later, after a terrible 
journex, the record of which would occupy too much space. 
The scenery of the Godley is exceedingly fine, and the Me7 
de Glace of the glacier very extensive and clean. None of 
the peaks have been ascended. 

The same year, in March, two parties visited the glacier 
and crossed the Sea1.y Pws, viz, Messrs. Gmthrie, Annan, and 
Jones, and Messrs. Pringle (two) and Blythe, the last-named 
party reaching civilisation on the western side. 

I n  April of the same wason the Sealy  pas^ was again 
visited by Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Inglis and Mise Ainger, with 
Maurice Httnnigan, a shepherd, and again by Mr. and Mrs. 
Smithson and party with Maarice Hannigan, 

The Rukaia district next claims our attention, and is 
situated still further northward, on the eastern side of the 
range. Here the Arrows~nith Range is tha predominating 
gnassif, though the Hamsay and Lyell Glaciers are further 
westward and drain mountains which, though inferior in 
height to Arrowsmith (9,171 ft-), contain larger n6v6 fields 
and are more heavily glaciated. This portion of the country 
is more di5cult of access, and there is no accommodation in 
t3e vicinity of the higher mountains; one can but impose 
upon the hospitality of the run-holders up to a certain point, 
and onwards from there camping is a necessity. 

In March, 1893, in company with Yessrs. C. H. Inglis and 
M. H. Lean, I visited Mount Arrowsmith, leaving the train 
a t  Ashburton, and driving 60 miles to Lake Heron Station. 
From there we walked up the Cameron River and camped 
a t  the terminal of the glacier of the same name, immediately 
under the highest peak of the mou~tain, From this point 
we started for the ascent a t  2 A.M., travelling by moonlight 
over the lower portion of the glacier for 2 hrs., after which 
we ascended the screes (' shale slopes ' we call them in this 
country) on our left, and came out on a saddle a t  7,MO ft. 
situate on a subsidiary ridge between the heads of the  
Douglas and Cameron Glaciers, which 611 the two principal 
depressions in this part of the range. At this point the sun 
rose, and a, glorious sunrise i t  was. No wind, never s 
cloud i n  the sky, and a temperature that was just delightful. 
We unlimbered our two cameras and fired away in all direc- 
tions, and the Eastman films on this occasion also proved their 
adaptability to the work. Sunrise a t  7,400 ft. silgured well 
for the ascent of a mountain of 9,171 ft., but we little 
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dreamt of the task near at  hand, for, on moving upwmds, 
we soon found the rocks would not go any further, and we 
were forced, after climbing 700 ft. or so, to take to a hard 
ice slope on our left, and we commenced to carve a ' crystal 
stairway' in what proved to. be some of t.he hardest ice I 
ever put an axe into. A lonq ctry 8urn1nt.r had effectually 
removed all ndv6 and gone d m n  into the 'bed rnck ' of the 

ice, and, to cat a long story ehort, we spent S hrs. and 40 m. 
cutting our way up less than SO0 ft. I t  took from 20 to 30 
blows with the pick to hew a step, and we cut about 250 
before we reached the desired skyline above, a t  12.40 P.M. 

Here we rested and photographed for an hour. As we 
looked westward, below us lay the head of the Cameron 
Glacier, some 2,000. ft, down, from the opposite side of 
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which the battlements of the main peak rose in awful 
precipices-such rocks, wonderful faces of red sandstone, 
broken a t  their suminits into jagged aiguilles not at all unlike, 
in some respects, those of Chamonix, only on a smaller scale. 
On our left continued upwards our rocky ridge, leading 
towards the highest part of the mountain. For a long way 
it seemed to promise glorious rock-climbing, but the highest 
parts were shut out from view. Unfortunately we mere 
under the necessit~ of reaching Lake Heron again that 
night, so we had to consider the question of time, and to go 
further meant that me should never reach our respective 
places of business in time to arert getting the sack ' or 
some such dire calamity ; so back we had to turn for home, 
leaving the top rocks still untrodden. Half an hour sufficed 
to see us safely down our steps, and theu the pace soon 
became a clinker, and we reached camp at  4 P.M., 14 hrs. 
ffom the start. But our day's work mas not over yet, and 
a t  5 we mere off again, following the pack-horse down for 
four solid hours a t  a pace that only a homeward-bound h'ew 
Zealand pack-horse can walk, and reaching Lake Heron 
station a t  9 P.M.-19 hrs.' hard going. The next day we 
drove 60 miles to catch the train a t  Ashburton. 

This range promisea some of the finest rock-climbing, and 
may be fairly called 'first-class.' I have never been amongst 
such fantastic rocks. Rugged grandeur dominates everj- 
where, and the climbing is simply magnificent on the upper 
ridges. There is nothing on the Mount Cook route to com- 
pare with the rock-work here; even the rugged north- 
eastern ar&te, between the Linda and Hochstetter Glaciers, 
though perhaps larger as a mass of rocks, is not by any 
means its equal in fantastic outline. 

In  April, 1893, the Hon. James and Mrs. Westland visited 
the head waters of the Rakaia River, and made some photo- 
graphic cxcursions amongst the glaciers. They reached 
Whitcombe's pass-a pass which can tell terrible tales of 
hardy adventure in the early days of the gold diggings-and 
they brought back negatives of country which had never 
before been under the photogmpher's lens. 

The New Zealand Survey Department can tell of glacier 
work done in 1892 on the west coast, the last report containing 
moat interesting accounts of reconnaissance work in the Wills, 
Macfarlaue, and Copland ralleys, mostly by Mr. C. Douglas, 
which are illustrated after the manner of colonial attempts 
a t  reproduction. 

At the time of writing, Messrs. A. R. Harper and C. 
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Douglas are doing reconnaissance survey work for the New 
Zealand Government on the Franz Josef Glacier, upon com- 
pletion of which they move southwards and explore the Fox 
and other large glaciers in debil. The report of their work 
is not yet available, being require? for the Annual Survey 
Report (published in May), but proinises exceedingly inte- 
resting details regarding mapping glacier-movement obser- 
vation, &. 

Mr. Brodrick, of the Enstern Survey, ha4 also some valu- 
able glacier-movement observations to chronicle shortly, he 
having quite recently picked up marked stones on the 
Mueller Glacier, whose positions he last fixed in December, 
1890. 

To anyone desirous of acquiring a book-knowledge of the 
New Zealand mountains I would recommend a perusal of 
the  following works :- 

1. Haast's I Geoloay' of Canterbury and Westland.' 
2. Hntton's Geolopy of Otago.' 
3. Green's High Alps of New Zenland! 
4. Von Lendmfeld's ' Australische Reise.' 
5. Mannering's 'With Axe and Rope in the New Zealand Alps! 
6. Ross' ' Aorangi ; or the Heart of the Southern Alps.' 
7. No. 1 of the ' Geognrphical Jour~ual,' which contains the best map 

hitherto published of the central portion of the Southern Alps. 
8. The New Zealand ' Alpine Journrrl.' 

BY (IODFREY A. SOLLT. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, March 6, 1894.) 

INCE the days of Jason and Prometheus every traveller S ta the Caucasus has on his return home had some 
stirring tale of success to tell: some dragon has been over- 
come, some high mountain climbed, or some scientific object 
achieved. To-night I have to break the record of centuries, 
and to give the story of a mountaineering and exploring 
expedition to Suanetia in 1893, in which no summit was 
reached and no new district explored. So mauy papers 
have already been written and printed in the ' Journal ' de- 
scribing the general features of the country that I cannot 

1 and 2, out of print ; 3, hiacmillan ; 4, Wagner, Innsbruck ; 
5, Longmans; 6, New Zealand Survey, Wellington, X.Z.;  7, Royal 
Geographical Society ; 8, Whitcomb and Tombs, Christchurch, N.Z. 
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even say much that  is new of what we saw in the vallejs 
and villages that we visited. Where the scenery has been 
depicted by a Freshfield, and the humour of the people and  
their wajs has been impressed on o u r  memories by a Dent, 
a novice mag well fear to follow ; so, remembering that travel- 
lers are always truthful, and that the Alpine Club is always 
accnrate, I will endeavour to give you a straightforward 
account of what we saw and did, whether we failed or not, 
such as-with ar. apology t.o Mr. Rudyard Kipling-might 
be called ' Plain Tales from the Hills.' 

I n  the spring of 1893 Cookin and Woolley asked me to  
join them in an expedition to the Caucaaus during tlie en- 
suing summer, and I a t  once accepted the invitation, as  I 
was anxious to go and was only too glad to have the benefit 
of their previous .knowledge .of the country. In May we 
were fortunate in arranging with Newtnarch to join us, so  
that  our pa r t j  consisted of four. We decided not to take 
any guides, but agreed that  we would mate  as much use of 
native porters as we possibly could. Tlie idea of the erpedi- 
tion was Erst to attack the south peak of Usliba, and 
secondly to explore the glaciers in Suanetia on the south 
side of the mainchain, and to attempt some of the peaks 
which. u p  to that  t ime,  had ol~ly been climbed, orattemlrted, 
from the ~lorth. We delayed our preparations a3 rn~ich a s  
possible, on account of the alarm of cholera; hut a t  the  
beginning of June, not having heard of any quarnntirle regu- 
lations that  would hinder us, decided to start a t  the end of 
that month. Cockin, who has more leisure than the rest of  
u ~ ,  kindly agreed to start about a week earlier, and to go by 
sea to St. Petersbnrg with our tent and all the 1ugg;ye on  
which duty was likely to be levied, so as to save delay a a ~ d  
expense a t  the frontiers of the several countries through 
which we had to go. Prom St. Petersburg he went to 
Moscow, where he picked up a quantitj  of provisions tha t  
we had ordered from the excellent British stores then., kept  
by Messrs. Muir and Merrilees,. and then on to Vladikaf'kaz 
and over the I\Ianiisson Pass into Suanet.ia, where he 
joined us. 

Woolley and I left London on Friday, June 20, and 
travelling by Cologne and Vienna rertn:hed Odessa on the  
Tuesday morning following. Newmarch had left Lnntlon a t  
6 P.M. on Saturday, and travelling by Berlin and VT'ilrsam 

- -- - - - - - - - - 

* I n  1834 this firAl had given up this branch of their business 
and could not esecnte a similar order. 



reached Odessa a t  7.30 P.M. on Tnesday, in time to catch the 
express boat to Batoum a t  8.30 P.M. We reached Batoum 
on Friday morning, having loyally drunk to the healths of 
the Duke and Ductless of York in vodki a t  sea on July 6. 
Newmarch, by his discovery of this new route to Batoum in 
five days and a half, not only established his reputation ae a 
first-class guide over a railway system, but may fairly claim 
to have shown how the Club, as Mr. Holder in 1891 asked, 
may be transported wibh the utmoet rapidity from London 
to Batoum. At B a t o ~ ~ m  we picked up r tent and some 
cooking utensils which Mr. Dent had kindly placed st our 
diipoaal, and then travelled over the Latpar Pass to Retsho, 
and thence, four hours higher up, to the place under Cshba 
where Cockin had camped in 1888. 

On July 16 we started a t  3.15 for a training and recon- 
noitring expedition to the ridge opposite us which comes 
down from the south peak of Ushba towards Betsbo. The 
most remarkable featme of the expedition was thnt we saw 
a bear on the snow slopes south-east of Gulba. XThen first 
wan he was moving; then he stopped, but presenbly went on 
and disappeared over the col which we crossed a few dajs 
later. We had a splendid view of the precipices on the 
south face of Ushba, and looked down upon the upper snows 
of the glacier on the west of Ushba, for which we got the 
name of Sotar Glircier from a native hunter named Moriltvi 
vho  was with US. 

It would have been possible to have descended to the 
glacier, but the pass would be of little practical value. I t  
might be compared to the Col des Grand Montets fiom the 
Montenvers to Argentibe, but is on a larger scale. 

My note for July 1 7  is, ' Got up a b u t  6.30. Ate and 
slept most of the day.' That description applies to Inany 
of our days in camp. 

On July 18 we started for a gite, in order to attempt the 
aouth peak of Ushbe on the next day, intending to follow 
Mr. Cockin's route to the saddle between the two peaks ; but, 
aa one of the party was unwell, me only went as f i r  as the 
rocks of Gulba, where we stayed the night. 

The next morning we were off by 2.40, and passing 
through the s&racs a t  the bottom of the great slope uf ice 
and snow which comes down from the coaloir and the cliffs 
of the north peak, struck diagonally across i t  towards the 
bottom of the couloir. On the lower part of the s!ope tLere 
is a large patch of exposed rock, which we made for, hoping 
to save time ; t u t  the rocks are smooth, and it is quicker to 
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keep to the snow, leaving them on the left. From these 
rocks we turned a good deal to our right, and got close 
under the cliffs of the nortli peak, so that icicles or stones 
from above might fly far over our heads and leave us in  
safety. 

Walking dong nnder these ~ocks, we came to the bottom 
of the great couloir where it widens out and is merged i n  
the great slope, but t u r n i ~ g  up a little too soon, so aa to 
avoid going nnder some dangerous-looking sQracs, we came 
to some of the hardest and toughest ice that I have ever 
met with. It was difficult to  make even the smallest steps. 
By 11.40 we found that we were still so far from the saddle 
that there was no chance of reaching the summit that day, 
so rather than overtire ourselves-and we were not yet in 
good training, and had been kicking or cutting steps for 
about five hours-we turned back. This decision was arrived 
a t  the more willingly as avalanches of ice n.nd stone were 
constantly falling in the couloir, owing to the great heat of 
the preceding days, and we were not a t  all sure that it would 
be safe to descend later in the afternoon over the snow cover- 
ing the ice on the great slope. 

On July 21 i t  was cloudy all around, but, as no rain had 
fallen in the night and it was tolerably clear towards the 
Black Sea, from which the storms generally come, we started 
again a t  10 A.M. for Ushbn. We lunched and spent 2& hrs. 
a t  the rocks where we had slept a few days before, and 
arrived a t  7 P.M. a t  a triangular rock to the right of our 
previous route and some little distance below the north peak. 
Soon afterwards a terrific thunderstorm burst suddenly upon 
us. We seemed to be in the centre of it. Flash followed 
flash with alarming rapidity, reminding me vividly of an 
experience on the Dent Blanche, while the hail streamed 
down the steep slopes on to us. About 9 it cleared a little. 
Newmarch, who was rolled up in his bag a t  the time, had 
kept dry, but the rest of us were wet through; so, after a 
consultation, we decided to abandon the expedition. Cockin 
then said that he was prepared to lead down at  once, instead 
of waiting till daylight, and we started, with a half-moon to  
give us light; but i t  soon clouded over again, and we had to 
depend upon a lantern. For nearly two hours Cockin kicked 
steps backwards in the hard snow, and we followed most 
carefully ; then in the darkness he led us successfully over 
the big schrund and through the s6racs until we reached 
easier -ground. It was s masterly performance on his part, 
and I have seen few h e r  pieces of mountaineering. We 



reached a m p  at  3.15 AX., tired and disappointed, as we had 
carried loads of fully 2.5 lbs. each from the luncheon place 
to the gite, and had taken an extra quantity of food and 
firewood, so as to have a reserve in case we were a second 
night o u t a n d  all for nothing. As far as I know the fire- 
wood is still there, a t  the disposal of the next party. 

Newmarch and I had no other chance of returning to the 
attack, but, after we left, Cockin and Woolley went back to 
Betsho and made another attempt, which Woolley describes 
aa follows :- 
' We slept the first night nuder the rocks of the N. peak, 

and next day only got about half-way up to the saddle. 
The mountain had lost nearly all its mow, and the upper 
slones were bare ice. What snow was left was in bad con- -- - .- 

&on ; streams of water and mow mixed were coming down 
the couloir, and stones kept firing down from both N. and 
€3. peaks. At noon we saw that we could never cut up the 
couloir in the time, and I was anxious to get down while we 
c0uld-i.e. before the remaining snow had been washed 
clean off the slopes-so we turned. I don't think any guide 
would have gone on. We got back to the Gul camp at 
11.30 P.M.' 

There have now been twelve attempts on Ushba ; in only 
t,hree has even the saddle between the two peaks been 
reached. The climb is of the highest interest, both from 
the amount of ice-craft required and from the magnificent 
scenery around ; but from all that I have seen and read I 
have come to the conclusion that it can seldom, if ever, be 
free fiom danger, and that it will be better to search for a 
route amongst the precipitous rocks on the south side of the 
S. peak before venturing again into the great couloir. 

Onr next expedition was over the low pass a t  the south foot 
of Gulba from Gul to Mestia, which we had seen the bear cross 
a few days earlier. There was a good deal of snow on the Gul 
side. From the col a steep snow-slope descends to the nBvB 
of a tributary of the Mestia or Chalaat Glacier, as i t  is 
called on the new map; but, as we had gone otit more to 
enable Woolley to take some photographs than with the 
idea of a climb, and were rather late, we went up the ridge 
to our right for a short distance, then descended a little, 
and rounding point 1,410 on the new map, turned dne 
south, and, ascending a slope of nBvC, crossed the ridge a 
little west of point 1,59G on the same map, and came out a t  
the head of the Lendjer vnlley. As we had arranged to 
meet Cockin, who had gone round with the luggage, a t  - -- - 
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Mestia, we bore more to our left till we found a path which 
led us to Mestia, where the whole population turned out t o  
receive us. It was one of their Sundays-they seem t o  
have several in each week-and having heard of us fro111 
the men with our luggage, they had been watching us with 
great interest. 

A route could be made from Betsho over this col and the  
Chalaat Glacier, and so by a kngwn pass to the north side 
of the main chain ; and it is possible that natives may hnvz 
passed that way, and so deprived us of the right to call i t  n 
new pass; but the walk was interesting from the views it 
gave of the peak 2,045 on the map, which Sella and others 
call Mestia Tau, and the south-east side of the north peak 
of Ushba. I saw no possible route up either from where 
we were; but the glaciers are evidently very changeable, 
and dracs which could not then have been safely passed 
may be quite easy another year. 

Our next camp was in a small clearing in the forests near 
Mujnl, on the left side of, and about 700 ft. above, the  
Zanner torrent. On our way to i t  me had an opportunity of 
inspecting the new Government school a t  Mulach. The 
head-master is M. Gabriel Nichoradze, who wore his ofticial 
uniform-a swallow-tailed cost and open waistcoat of bright 
Mue cloth with gilt buttons. He invited us to stay nnd 
have coffee, and while waiting we asked to see the school, 
and were shown in and provided with chairs, while he put 
the pupils through their lessons. It was a mixed school 
with fifty-three scholars-fifty-two boys and one girl. The 
boys' ages varied from six to about twenty-two. The head 
of the school was a young Prince Dadishkilian, a bright, 
intelligent-looking boy. ~f about fifteen. Their principal 
lesso~is were in learning Russian, but they also did some 
sums on a blackboard, and sang, amongst other things, t h e  
Lord's Prayer, all standing. The girl, Maria, whom we 
afterward8 found to be the nurse-girl in his house, answered 
as well as any. 

. The best part of the school was outside, where we found 
what was practically an excellent technical school on a small 
scale. In the gardens were little plots of different veget- 
ables and herbs-potatoes, peas, artichokes, onions, amongst 
others-while in a corner mere two beehives, near beds of 
flowers. I n  the outbuildings there was a small carpenter's 
shop, used for teaching the pupils, and there was also pro- 
vision for teaching them to malie bread, butter, and wine. 
It says much for the wisdoni of the Russian Government 



that they should thus try to wean these wild natives from 
their old customs by teaching them the wta and comforts 
of civilisation ; and the placing of this little technical 
sehool in this out of the may province, although i t  can only 
be kept open during the summer months, is an example 
which other countries might follow. After our inspection 
we sat down to a most excellent banquet, with plenty of 
vodki and good Tiflis wine, i n  which we drank the health8 
of the Czar, the Queen, our respective countries, each other, 
our families, and so many other tou t s  that we began to be 
alarmed, and to doubt whether we should be able to cross 
the narrow bridges on our way to camp. A day or two 
later we asked M. Nichoradze and hie wife up to afternoon 
tea. The1 came, with three children and several relatives 
and friends, and we gave tea, with preserves and whatever 
we had in our storea that was new to them; and Woollsy 
photographed the whole party, so that we did our. best to 
return their kindness and hospitality. 

Our next expedition was over the Tiktengen* Pass, which 
connects the baeins of the Zanner and Thuber Glaciers, aud 
lies between Tiktengen on the north-east and a much 
lower nameless, enowp, dome-shaped peak on the south-west. 
Cockin had discovered and heu to the top of this pass in 
1890, but no one had ever descended the west side, down 
the Kitlod Glacier to its junction with the Thuber Glacier. 
We left camp about 10 A.M. on July 25, and, after descending 
to and crossing the bridge over the Zanner torrent, went by 
a path through fields where sweet peas and other flowers 
were growing in profusion, and then through the woods to 
tbe gorge of the Zanner. We were not very successful in 
choosing a route throngh the sbracs of the lower icefall, and 
spent over two  hour^ twisting in and out alllongst them in a 
way that  is most enjoyable if you are on the.Gorner Glacier 
and know that, whatever happens, you will be in time for 
afternoon tea aB the Riffel Alp. There was no tea for us, 
however; so we went on, and bivouacked before dark on the 
right bank of the glacier in a grassy valley between the 
mountain-side and the moraine. 

Starting next morning at 1.30, we went up the glacier to 
the aecond icefall, which we turned by keeping on the right 
bank on some very disagreeable moraine and broken ice. 
From there the route to the pass was easy. At first we 

* In some previous maps Tiktengen lias been called Tiutiurgu. The  
height; is given as 15,208 feet. 
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went N.E. ; then, turning sharply to the N.W., round the  
point marked 1,733 on the new map, which looked as 
if i t  were composed of brown shale, after passing a few 
crevasses came by easy slopes to the col marked 1,801. 
which we reached at 7.15. As the day was fine we had 
some discussion as to whether or not we ought to try for the  
peak then, but we decided that it wae too late, so had a 
breakfast leisurely and admired the magnificent view. At 
or near the top of the pass we saw to the N.E. a rocky peak, 
which we took to be Baahiltau, and further off Elbruz and  
Ushba, and behind us Tetnuld, Koshb tau ,  Gestola, and 
the giants a t  the head of the Bezingi valley which form 
the great Bezingi wall. At 8.10 A.M., before commencing 
the descent, we explored the rocks on Tiktengen imme- 
diately above the pass, but soon found that they were too 
difficult to afford hope of a practical route, so returned. 
We left the pass about 9.30 A.M. For about 14 hr. our 
route lay over the n6v6, rather nearer to the right of the  
glacier, until we came to the first icefall, which we passed 
by still keeping to the right. Then we came to a point 
where the glacier falls rapidly for about 200 ft., from which 
we got a bird's-eye view of the s 6 m s  and crevasses below 

_ us, and decided to strike diagonally across to some avalanche 
snow that we could see on the left bank. Several of the 
schrunds were very wide, and caulled some delay, but we 
were tolerably successfill in finding a route, and reached the 
snow I have mentioned a t  1.30. Here we unroped, and 
going down the ice, which was a t  first bare, but afterwards 
very rough with big stones piled up on one another in heaps, 
reached the junction with the main Thuber glacier a t  3. 
This soon became too rough ; so we quitted it for the left 
bank, and, after scrambling through rhododendron bushes 
and other vegetation that reached n,) to our knees, came to 
some pastures, where we soon found a track that led us 
through the Thnber gorge to Mujal and our camp, which we 
reached at 7.15 P.M. We have calculated that this expedi- 
tion would take about 17 hrs. of actml walking ; but it would 
always be better to descend the Kitlod Glacier as early as 
possible, as it faces almost due west. 

Our next expedition waa an attempt on Tiktengen. On 
July 27 we left camp at 9.30 A.M., and profiting by past 
experience avoided the difficulties of the lower icefall, and 
were beyond i t  by 2.30. We then went up the glacier past 
our old sleeping-place to the second icefall, and aa the 
r:ior~ine on the right-hand 8ide had been so troublesome we 



tried the other; but the lower part was no better, and there 
seemed to be some little danger from falling stones. Higher 
up we got on to some easy rocks, and presently found a 
little wall, evidently made by some hunter; and, as i t  was 
7 P.X. and there was water near, we stayed there for the night. 
We mere then nearly 10,000 ft. high and surrounded by 
glaciers, but close by were quantities of white primulas in 
full bloom, as well as other flowers. 

W e  had some rain early in the night, and a little thunder, 
but the  morning was fine and clear, and we started a t  
2.30 A.M., and leaving our sleeping kits and a little food on 
the moraine above the icefall reached the top of the Tiktengen 
Pass at 6.15. 

Tiktengen, as seen from the pass, is a long ridge running 
nearly due E. and W., very steep, and with very little 
permanent snow visible. The ridge, especially that part 
west of the summit, is much broken up, and from i t  a 
number of steep, narrow buttresses or ribs of rotten rock 
come down for nearly 3,000 ft. to the n6vB of the glaciers. 
Between these ribs are couloirs, often of ice, and dangerous 
from falling stones. This ridge is on the watershed, but 
according to the new map the highest point is just N. 
of it on another ridge, which runs almost due N. and S. 
and joins the first ridge rather to the E. of the pass. At 
the time we did not know that there were two peaks, and 
thought that the peak on the watershed was the highest 
p i n t ;  but shortly before we turned we saw a peak a little 
to the N. which looked as high as any part of our arete, 
and we wondered after all whether we were further off the 
true summit than we expected. We did not get a view 
of this peak later, as the storm came on and clouds hid it 
from our view. 

We began our ascent up a long snow couloir just to the 
W. of, but not visible from, the pass, having for our nlaxk 
on the ar&te some great towers of lighter-coloured stone; 
but me soon took to the rocks, to avoid step-cutting, and 
always ascending, but inclining to  our right a little, came 
without special difficulty neaxly to the base of these towers. 
From this point the climbing was very difficult. Picking 
the best way we could, often only one could move a t  a time, 
and a great deal of pushing and pulling had to be done, 
such as one associates with the Scafell Ghylls rather than 
with a mountain of over 15,000 R. At last, a t  1.30 P.M., 
we reached the ar8te very near the point me had aimed for, 
and could see that, although some distance off, we were not 



very much below the level of the peak. We went along the  
ar4ta for an hour, but had to be very careful, aa i t  is 
extremely narrow and the rocks were very loose. At one 
point I thought the ridge, about 12 ft. below us, was not 
more than 9 ft. in thickness, and that the slope continued at 
this angle for over 1,000 ft. on each side. A little before 3, 
when we were apparently quite near to the summit, and 
only about 250 ft. below it, we came to a narrow tower tha t  
stopped us. After recent performances near Chamonix I hesi- 
tate to say that any rocks are impossible till Mr. Mummery 
and our Secretary and their parties have tried them, but this 
tower would turn most climbers. The face towards us maa 
perpendicular for 20 ft. and about 5 ft. in width; on the  
left, after crossing a few feet of very steep ice, we could have 
got, to a sloping ledge, from which we should have had to 
come back. To have gone lower down on this side would 
have involved hours of step-cutting a t  a dangerously steep 
angle. On the right there waa no ice, but it was equally 
impracticable ; we conld have traversed i t  for about 2 yards, 
but no further, and, as the rocks below were as steep as those 
from the GrBpon to the Nantillon Glacier, it was not a place 
in which to run any risks. I saw no chance of traversing 
on this side without a descent of many hundred feet. While 
we were stopping before this tower I was feeling particularly 
sleepy, when Newmarch, who was second, suddenly turned 
round and asked me to be very careful, as he could not rely 
on himself to keep awake. I looked round, and saw tha t  
Cockio, who was sitting down in a secure place, had the 
rope firmly in both hands, but hiu eyes were shut, and he 
was evidently content to leave the decision to others. 
Woolley afterwards said he had felt very sleepy. I cannot 
account for such a feeling of drowsiness coming over the 
whole party. We were not tired or hungry, were a t  no 
exceptional altitude, and had no feeling of sickness with it. 
I have never experienced anything of the kind elsewhere, 
and can only .suggest that the air there may have been in 
some way affected, either on account of the very narrow and 
steep ridge or because of the coming storm. 

At 3 me turned back. Very soon a sharp hail shower 
came on, though the sun was still shining. Our axes were 
hissing, and the whole ridge waa fizzing like a glass of eoda- 
water, while Woolley says he felt pins and needles in his 
head and shoulders. 

We sheltered for a few minutes until the electrical dis- 
turbance became less violent, and then, while the hail still 



fell, climbed back as quickly as we conld to the point where 
we had p i n e d  the arhte, and going a little further found a 
couloir, invisible from below, leading in the right direction. 
The ice had very little snow on it, and much step-cutting waa 
neceesary, but it was better than the difficult rocks, for by 
this time the weather had broken completely, sleet was 
falling, the rocks were wet, and the holds partly covered by 
anow. We got to the point where the hardest climbing had 
begun, but afkrwasds could not keep in the track of our 
ascent, the whole aspect of the rocks being changed by the 
anow. w e  went too much to onr left-that is, east-and 
conld not find a way to trarerse back to our right, so kept 
going steadily on. During the descent I nearly had a fall. 
Cockin, who was leading, stepped on to a ledge of rock 
without its seeming to be loose, and moved to one side and 
waited while I came down. I saw his footprint in the 
snow on the ledge and thought i t  was all firm, eo got on to 
it, when it suddenly gave way, and a great piece of rock, a t  
least 2 ft. high, went thundering down. I made a spring, 
and, getting hold of the nearest rock, managed to keep my 
balance, and Newmarch and Woolley were ready with the 
rope, and could probably have held if necessary, but it was 
in a steep place and might easily have caused an accident. 

At 8.4 P.M. we were still on the rocke, and though it was 
not snowing much i t  was too dark to go on, so we looked 
round for a place where we could all stay together. 

There was no shelter to be had, but we found a little 
crevice in the rock where we could all stand. The rock in 
front came up to our knees, and behind ns eloped slightly 
away for about 7 ft., when it ended in a small snow field. 
Here we waited till about 3 o'clock, stamping our feet and 
moving our fingers and toes, and doing all we could to keep 
our circulations up and each other awake. We had the 
weather in samples-thunder, lightning, snow, sleet, rain, 
and wind, and occasionally for a few minutes it was calm. 
About 1 the wind became worse, and came driving down 
the mountain-side upon our baeke with an icy blast. It was 
bitterly cold, and our wet clothes were frozen hard, and in 
the morning I found that my beard and moustache were 
fm=n together, so that at firat I could not open my mouth. 
About 3 it was fine and the moon was shining, and we 
started down, but soon came to a place where we were cut 
off by an almost perpendicular cliff, so we retraced our steps 
for a ehort ditance, and traversing eastwards descended till 
we again found oureelves cut off, and had to traverse again. 



This we had to do repeatedly. The rocks are too steep to 
give any general view of a route down, so we just went 
down where we could, traversing right or left as seemed 
best whenever the direct descent was impossible. During 
all this time the climbing was very difficult. A11 the rocks 
were covered with snow acd ice, and we were cold after t h e  
night's exposure, and it was difficult and even painful to 
hold firmly either to the rock or the frozen rope. At last we 
came to a narrow gully, and descending it for perhaps 300 
ft. to the snow, crossed the bergschrund, and with a short 
glissade reached the open glacier, where the hot sun soon 
warmed us through. It was then 10 o'clock, and we had 
been nearly 7 hrs. on those snow-covered rocks and icy 
couloirs. The point where we gained the glacier was east 
of and about 20 min. below the pass, so Woolley and I 
walked up to fetch one or two things and a little food tha t  
we had left there; then, having rejoined our companions, 
we all went to the mor&ine, where we had left our sleepiug 
bags and more food, and had a well-earned halt. Going 
down the Zanner Glacier we kept on the right bank, and 
on ' t h e  whole I think this is the best side to take when 
either ascending or descending the glacier. The walk 
through the woods which choke'the Zanner Glacier was a 
wearisome struggle, and we had several falls in the darkness 
over boulders and tree trunks, and the final ascent of 700 f t .  
from the river to our camp was almost too much, but we 
reached i t  about 10.40 P.M. and mon woke up the men, 
who lit a fire and made us some hot drinks and soup. 
We were all thoroughly tired, and the next day none of 
UR went 200 gds. from the tent, but, except for a little 
temporary damage to one toe of one member of the party, 
we were none the worse, and, as Cockin remarked a day o r  
two afterwards, ' that night was as good as a medical 
certificate for us all.' 

Shortly afterwards we moved from Mujal, and on August 2 
pitched our camp about 20 min. below the snow of the  
Kalde Glacier, among some birch trees on an old terminal 
moraine. The weather was very unsettled, but we made two 
long expeditions while we were there. 

On hugust 4 we started soon after noon up the grassy 
ridge which separates the Kalde from the Adisch glaciers 
and runs north till it joins the south ridge of the Saddle 
Peak ; then, when above the level of the grass, we traversed 
along the rocks on the Kalde side and slept out a t  a 
comfortable g4te about 4 hrs. actual walking from the camp. 



There was a little min and thunder in the night. We got 
up a t  midnight aria set off a t  1 in unpromising weather, 
which became worse as we traversed along to our right, 
gaining a little ground all the time. At 5.30 rain and hail 
fell, and we stopped for about an hour to hare breakfast and 
see what the weather was going to be. Our hope had been 
to ascend to &e ridge visible from camp, which we thought 
might be a t  the edge of the great plateau of snow at  the 
head of the Adisch icefall, and then, if practicable, to work 
round to  Djanga or the Saddle Peak, whichever of the two 
might be found most accessible, but in the bad weather we 
knew that this wes impossible. At 6.30 the hail stopped, 
and as We ridge looked quite near we decided to go, in order 
to ascertain whether the route*to the plateau was practicable ; 
but weawere deceived as to the distance, and i t  took us over 
4 hrs. to reach it: We gained it by going up a long snow 
and Ice couloir to a point described in my note as e ~ t  of 
the second hump on the left as seen from our mmp, but I 
cannqt fix the exact spot on any of the photographs : i t  lies 
so deep in the ridge. 

From there we went for over an hour up the icy ridge on 
our right, which runs up to the south or lower peak of the 
Saddle Peak to a point from which we had a good view of 
the true Saddle Peak, but i t  was at least 3 hours away, 
and if we had had to cut many steps, as was most likely, 
would have taken us double that time. We turned a t  noon, 
had another experience- 

' With rain, and hail, anbfire, and snow '- 
while crossing the small glacier below the couloir on the 
way down, reached our gite at  7 P.M., left i t  nt 7.30, and 
getting into trouble in the darkness did not get home till 
3.40 A.M. on August 6. 

To parties with good porters, who can sleep high up with- 
out undue fatigne, the Saddle Peak is practicable from this 
side in good weather, but if many steps were neceesary 
beyond the point that we reached the expedition would be 
very long and tedious. 

On August 8 we set off to ascertain whether a pass could 
be made at the lowest point on the main chain between 
Shkara and Janga. We started a t  9 A.M., crossed the lower 
p r t  of the Kalde Glacier, then ascending by its left bank left 
point 1,845 on the map on our right, and ascended through 
eome big s6racs-in which, as usual, we lost time-to one of 
ae~eral  small patches of rock high up on the left of the 



pass, where we slept. We had a wonderful view of a purple 
sunset. From our perch high up amid ice and snow we 
could see to the south ridge after ridge of hills stretching 
far away into Turkish territory; to the west lay the Leila 
chain and the almost unknown mountains of Abkhasia, 
while close to us to the east waa the great mass of Shkara. 

At  first the night waa warm, but about 11 it came on 
to  min, and there was lightning, but not much-we had 
become experts in thunderstorms-and later still a very cold 
wind sprang up. 

It cleared about 4.30, a d  we e M e d  at  5.10, climbing as 
nearly straight up as we conld, for i t  was unsafe to go direct 
towards the pass. At 11.20 we were stopped by a series of 
huge rock towers, which from below were quite invieible. 
To the left we were cut off; to the right waa a very difficult 
slope of ice and snow, which ended under a hanging glacier. 
We saw no safe route anywhere, and aa Newmurch and I 
had to leave camp for England next day we could not risk a 
night out high up, so turned back. The way down was very 
difficult. The snow was sliding off the ice slopes all around us, 
m d  we had to choose our way most carefully. We reached 
our gite a t  5.30, and the glacier below it  a t  7.30; but by 
the time that we had crossed it and got to the Inornine west 
of point 1,805 it was qui t .  dark, so, rather than stumble 
along over the stones and recross the glacier in the dark, w e  
slept out on a grassy slope above the glacier. We had our 
usual shower, but got off a t  4, and reached eamp a t  5.30 A.M. 
Cockin and Woolley had another climb to the Nuamqnam 
Pa~s,*andmade a third attempt on Ushba,asI have mentioned, 
but that was the last expedition for Newmarch and myself. 
We said good-bye to our comradee and rode off a t  1.30 on 
the same day, crossed the Latpar Pass, and rode down in 
the darkness through the woods in seven hours to Lougi, 
where, after being refused admission a t  a substantial farm- 
house reputed to belong to s Prince h h ,  we slept out-in 
the woods just across the river Tsenes-skali. The next day 
me rode to Tsageri, and so on to Alpane, and home as faat 
as we conld to England. 

Before concluding this paper it may be useful for future 
travellers to the district to summarise the lessons of our trip, 
reminding the Club that they only profess to be the result 
of one season's experience. 

First : Travel in t be Caucasus is gradually becoming 

* See Alpine Journal, vol. xvi. p. 626. 



easier, and need no longer be looked upon aa beyond the 
reach of men of ordinary leisure and means. By Newmarch's 
route one can reach Tssgeri, or beyond, on the seventh day 
from London, and be in the Leila mountains on the next day, 
or on the main chain two dajs later, while the coet of a six 
or seven weeks' tonr in the Caucasus may' be considerably 
less than that of rt month in the Alps with guides. As 
regards travel there, the life is still rougher than in moat 
outlying valleys of the Alp, and the difficulty of trans- 
port remains very great. The delays and unpunctuality 
are as greet as ever, and one can never rely on getting either 
horses or porters. Still life is safe and property nearly ~ s .  

Law and order now prevail where, in 1868 and 1874, murder 
was common end robbery invariab!e. 'Twenty yeare of 
resolute government' haa had its natural etfect. Porters 
who will go on all mountsins nre not to be had. The best 
that we had, Moratvi, of Beteho, climbed capitally on rock, 
and had been taught by Herr Merzbscher to glissade, but he 
could not go on a slope of bard snow or ice, and absolutely 
refused to set foot on Ushba. Then the difliculty of inter- 
preting is not so great. We had with us Merun Formovitch 
Kugama and Anton, his brother, both of Tsageri, aa servants. 
They seemed to know all the native dialects aa well as 
Russian, and generally nnderstood onr wishes as expressed 
in broken Rnssian and pantomime. At times also we 
thought they understood oar meaning wben expressed in 
forcible English. They have been with previons parties, are 
honest according to Suanetian standards, and make fairly 
capable servants. We had also a snbordinate servant, 
Dianos, of Tsageri, who was a very willing, strong fellow, 
and would come as a porter until we reached ice or steep 
snow. Through their agency we c o d  generally buy what 
food we required, and in some places the natives wonld even 
bring food up to our camp'on the chance of a sale. They are 
becoming more accustomed to travellers who do not want 
to rob them, and nre beginning to appreciate the money 
brought into their province. 

Next as to climbing without guides. Any one who wants 
to make a record of big peaks should go b the north side, 
with two guides and no other companion, but he may not 
have such an interesting holiday at3 ours. 

A guideless party must be prepared to undergo great 
fatigue, and more than one member of it should have 
had experience of guideless climbing on snow and ice in the 
Alp, and a t  least one member should know what being 



benighted high up means. They should not be too proud to 
turn back. .--.--- 

It would, of course, always be better to have one member 
of such a party who has been to the Caucasus before. Per- 
haps a t  this point I ma.y say that although our expedition 
was nominally guideless, to me it was hardly so, and I think 
Newmaich will agree with me. Cockin and Woolley were 
as good aa guides, and their knowledge of the country and 
familiarity with the class of work to be done was of incal- 
culable help to us. I can hardly say too much of what I 
owe to them both, and to Woolley especially, for his orga- 
nisation of the expedition and the arrangements for provi- 
sions and other necessaries. 

As to what R future party may do I cannot prophesy, but 
this paper will have shown what may be expected by a 
guideless party in unsettled, thundery weather while 
climbing on great slopes of ice aqd snow and ribs of rotten 
rock facing almost due south. Still-other parties will go, 
and will return, a s  I have done, 'after a glorious holiday, 
mnvinoed that the game is worth the candle, that the 
abiding interest of seeing that new country, with its strange 
inhabitants and their primitive customs, more than balances 
the discomfort of not being in a, bed or a t  a table d'h6te for 
five consecutive weeks. Apart from the mountaineering, it 
is no small privilege to have ridden through the gorge of 
the Tsenes-skali, and to have seen the semitropical forests 
and flowem of the valleys and hill-sides, with gorgeous bntter- 
flies flitting by in endless variety, whilst the climber who 
first sets foot on the south peak of Ushba, on Tikten, men, or 
on Bashiltau will feel that he is well repaid. 

I can best conclude my paper and express my own feelings 
by saying that I hope it is not for the last time that I have 
seen, and climbed amongst, those noble mountains. 

SCRAMBLES IN T H E  EASTERN GRALANS. 

THE evening of August 4, 1892, found me a t  the chalets of RZonei, 
above the Valnontey, in company with Mr. E. T. Compton, who had 
very kindly accepted an invitation to join in  a visit to the Piantonetto 
Hefuge. W e  had with ns Praaqois Pession and AndrC Pelissier, of 
Val Tournanche, as guides, and U o n  Guichardaz, of Cogne, as extra 
porter. W e  spent a pleasant evening in watching the spacious amphi- 
theatre of snow and ice which doses in the Valnontey, while Compton 
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Scrambles in t l ~  Eadti' Clraians. 

made the beautiful sketches of the Roccia Viva, and of the Herbetet, 
which illustrate thia paper. The Berbetet haa been defrauded of hie 
rights, and reminds one that not only is it  true that the world knows 
nothing of ita great& men, but  that it  is not leee true that great 
mountains frequently misa the meed of fime which they deeerve. 
Otherwise this glorioua peak, now begmning to gain fame, would ere 
thia have enjoyed the pride of place no long reserved for the Grand 
Paradis, the Grivola, and the Tour St. Pierre. A glance a t  Compton's 
picture will prove the truth of thia statement. 

On the morrow we walked leisurely up to the Con$ de Monei, 
Compton, who was in the pink of condition, generoudy accommodating 
himaelf to the infirmities of an arrival of yesterday. Chamois and 
bouquetin diverted our upward way, the latter showing splendidly 
againet the sky-line, to the great excitement and delight of Franyois 
and Andrd. When we reached the Coup6, and saw others in the 
Valeille, the beautiful and. fearleas creatures performed such featb 
that Francpis exclaimed, '.I wonder they do not kill themeelves ! ' The 
enthusiasm of the two Yal l!oumanche men was pleaeant to witness. 

About ten o'clock we leR the Coup6 and begm the aecent of the 
peak to the muth of it, now known na the Tour St. Ours ; for mrely 
the patron saint of Cogne would be found aa near an poRaible to St. 
Andrew w d  St. Peter. Blanchetti once told me a t  Ceresole that he 
had climbed the peak near the Coup6 de Monei with m Italian gentle- 
man. I took him to mean the Tour St. Oum, but when Mr. Stallard's 
party climbed the Tour St. Andd ,  nearcr the Tour St. Pierre, nnd 
found Blanchetti's card on the aummit, the inference I at once drew 
was that the peak immediately above the Coup6, now known as the 
Tour St. Ours, had not been aecended. Only one course was therefore 
eatisfactory-viz., to climb the peak. Well, an hour and three-quarters 
-the firat part spent in cutting u p  and acroee a steep slope, the latter 
portion of which was ice, wherein Franpois made magnificent steps- 
mfficed to bring us to the summit. After reaching the rocks we, 
roughly speaking, climbed straight up. The top was cairnless, and 
I hareno  doubt that we were the first to visit it. 

Our meal m-89 crowned with a bottle of the beat red wine that the 
cellar sf the Hbtel de In Grivola wuld  furnieh. I t  can generally 
supply something respectable, but the brand varies. In 1893 Torette 
was the thing to aak for. If anyone is  in  doubt what to demand I 
would recommend my plan to him. I t  is simple, and consists in  
beginning a t  the top of the list, which Madame will, on request, write 
out for him, and trying the winerr in order till he finds one that pleases. 
R u t  to-day, alsn ! 'all is fortune.' When we returned to Cogne and 
called for the same brand (we had carefully preserved the label) we 
were presented with n white syrup nearly as  sweet as honey. Moral : 
Labels tell a h l e  of little meaning. 

W e  descended a huge snow mamelon to a col now known as  GI 
Paganini, and then by rock8 and snow we went down to the Monei 
1 Where we stepped fmm rocks to mow there were some five 
or six eteps in ice, and here Guichardaz, who wee immediately in front 
of me a n  the rope, aeized the opportunity to give a hard jerk just as 
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I reached the aecond ice-step. Naturally I shot down the ice-slope; 
to the amusement of the company; but a few forcible words from 
Franqoitiunder cover of which I regained the steps-brought the 
culprit to a senae of hie wrong-doing. 

Once on the glacier we made for tho Col Monei, and thence deacended 
to the Val Piantonetto. There ww a good deal of mist about, and we 
went ao far down that we had rather a long climb up to the refupe. 
This refuge (9,023 feet) is well built and comfortable, and we would 
both of us express our gratitude to the Italian Alpine Club for the use 
of so pleamnt a shelter. 

The next morning we reached the Roccia Viva Glacier by way ot 
the Bocchetta di Monte Nero,* between the Monte Nem and the TGte 

de Monei. When r e  reached the glacier Compton remained to 
sketch, whilst Franqoig And&, and I made for the peak marked 
3,552 m. ( ~ 1 1 , 6 5 5  it.; on the Italian Government map, and 3,604 m. 
(= 11,825 ft.) on Signor Paganini's. This peak I had set my heart 
upon. It shows well from the Cogne meadowtiin fact, it affecte 
rlvdry with the eonlewhnt higher Itoccia Viva. It appealed too to me 
on other grounds. SS. Vacctlrone and Martelli have In their excellent 
guide-book abolished the Roccia Fiva Est. Its abolition certainly 
simplifies matters. But I had longed for this peak for years. Wl~en  
Coolidge and J, in 1885, ascended the Tete de Monei, Signor Martelli 
claimed-and Coolidge and I from his description at once admitted 
that he claimed with justice-the first ascent. of that peak, though be 
- - 

* Abinr  Journal, vol. xiit p. 120. 
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had climbed i t  as .the Rocci. Viva Est. Now, in many discuwions 
with Coolidge I had always maintained the-shall I my ?-autonomous 
existence of the Roccis Viva Est ; and when tbe Tdte de Monei turned 
out to be the peak claimed under that name, and our ascent of the 
asme to be the second, instead of the firet, I registered a vow to me by 
actual inspection of the top what peak 5,554 m. wm like. Patience 
not a little had to be exemid,  and so I venture, after climbing it, to 
name this peak for which I eo ptiently waited the Bec de la 
Patience. 

We climbed it without di5culty. The summit k beautifu1-a 

THE - E m ,  FROM NILtR THE CIldLgIY OW MOSIU. . 

abort mow.ridge of great lovelineas with a glorioua view, though we 
saw only p r t  of it, aa cloud8 denied to us 

The long array of helmets bright, 
The long array of spears, 

which we ought to have men in the great peaks of the Eastern 
Graians. The Tour St. Ours looked shapely, the Monei Glacier very 
large, and our eyes commanded the most magnificent of Cogne'a frozen 
catRractg the icefalls of the Tribulation aud Lhasset Glaciers. 

On our way up we had zeen several cbanloie and four ptarmigan, 
called albinos by the men. On the ray down I paid some attention 
to, the flowen which lit up t he rocks here and there with their bright, 
colours. Bloet beautiful was Eritrichiitm nartum, the most hrilliunt of 
forpetme-not bluen. One tuft was worth the climb to fee, a large 
cushion absolutely ablaze with blossoni. The modest beauty of 
Pet)-ocallie pPyrenaica and the rose-flushed cup of Ranunculue gltt,:iuIia 
were almost equally attractive. These same three I had previously 
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found P profusion on the Becca di Noaschetta.. There were also 
Chrysanthemum alpinurn aud a Cermtiui~i. 

Before we reached the Refuge the weather had become bad, and 
thick mist and rain caused us considerable annoyance. . Moreover o u r  
proviaions ran Bhort-as Guichardaz, who ought.to have arrived in the 
evening, failed us. In  the morning, as no Guichardaz .had come, and 
we were foodleee, we deecended to the Muanda, or Tekccio. 

The herdsmen received us  hospitably, and we breakfasted on milk 
and polenta. W e  were much amused with the chalet dog, who, under 
the mask of simplicity, concealed many knavish tricke. After. he h a d  
made friends with us we found him searching the knapsacks with all 
the enthuaiaam of a dounnier. 

A little a h r  nine Guichardaz arrived. ' r e  had, from the Muanda, 
seen him at  the Refuge, and had sent up  a boy to show him the shortest 
way down. H e  had really walked wonderfully well, considering h i s  
age, but his account of his adventures, his defence of his mistakes h i s  
attempts to prove the care which he had bestowed upon the'provisio~~s 
under his charge, were ludicrous in the extreme. Volubility is hardly 
the word for his readinerrq 

The full-flowing river of speech 

hut  faintly euggesta his powers. Franpois and Andrb, as well aa 
Compton and I, roared with laughter. 

First he produced sundry eggs, which had been wrapped up in h i s  
pocket-handkerchief, showed them round, and said, ' You see they a r e  
not broken! Then he held up a huge bottle of a gruesome blue com- 
plexion, made to hold paraffin, and explained to us that he h a d  
deposited a lira with the landlord of the inn a t  Perebecche as security 
for the restoration of this precious vessel. Of the wine which i t  con- 
tained I can only say that it  had come a long way and that a little of 
it certainly went a long way. 

Then the old man enlarged on his descent of the previous day. ' A s  
I went down the valley I asked how fnr it  was to Perebecche. I' F o c r  
houm." ' H e  then tramped a4beau  morceau' and inquired again. 'Four- 
end-a-half hours! So he thought he had better return, but, being s 
plucky veteran, persevered. After that he spoke of his return. He 
came to the Muanda and knocked a t  eeveral chaleta, but could get no 
answer. H e  missed the one in which the herdsmen were. After that  
he seems to have gone u p  mout of the smaller peaks in the neighbour- 
hood. H e  would find it  verv cold. whereuuon he would ' out himself 
to dance' for an hour. ~ h e k  he would winder to mme dther point, 
and again ' put himaelf to dance.' These adventures of his were really 
a strong testimonial to his powers of endurance, for he ia well advanced 
in years. 

After a debate aa to what we ahould do-it eeemed too late to try a 
new way back to Cogne-we decided to descend to Pont Canavese, 
and regain Cogne by the Col Bardoney. W e  hoped to be rewarded 
with a full view of the peaks near that paas; a sight I had long desired, 
bu t  on my two previous visits been denied by bad weather. 

So we started down the Val Piantonetto. A little more than an hour 



below the Muanda there is a big grotto with watez Edlhg from the top 
at the end of it-an effective picture. The Scalari are decidedly 
intemting. Twoand-a-quarter hours after a h t i n g  we stopped for 
lunch. ' The place for a painter's camp ' was Compton's description 
ef the spot whew we halted. A green meadow, a bubbling ~pring, 
the flrrahing torrent, and a noble framework of mountain walls here 
delighted ua 

The most striking part of the vegetation waa the ferns. Everywhere 
their soft green m t h e d  the eye, and many of them were of the hay- 
scented variety. Water too waa everywhere, clear and cheerful-voiced. 
Ae we got lower the vegetation gradually increased in richness. Hay 
perfumed the air, and drying chestnut foliage added its heavy fragrance. 
But the last bit of the deacent to the Loauur road wan detestable. I t  
is paved with cobblee and the brooks take to the track a t  will. Ileeult: 
Exasperation. But as we neared the highway the atreams talked 
more audibly. In the hot eunahine their eloquence became more 
persuasive. Who ahall describe their sparkling freshness, their exube- 
rant life, their deep-throated music 1 They reminded one that Virgil 
ass born under the same sky. May euch a Bcene a~ thL be my rzfuge 
when age compels me to cry 

Flnmina amem dvasqne inglorins I 

A t  length we reached Perebecche and its Cantina Reale. Boys 
from eight to seventeen were playing a t  cards under walnut and chest- 
nut trees. When Guichardm had restored the gruesome-looking 
bottle and recovered his lira we departed to Locana. As we trudged 
along, the sound of brooks, especially the big one by the roadside, was 
most delightful, and no treasures of the greenhouse could be more 
p c e f u l  than the myriada of ferns which everywhere overhung the 
water. We reached at 3.30 the Corona Grossa at Locana, where 
Conipton had been well entertained some little time before, and were 
shown into a room wit11 a balcony clothed with fig trees. We after- 
wards drove down the Val d'0rco to Pont Canavw, where we found 
fair quarters at, as far as I csn remember, the Corona Grosa. 

The next morning we started for the Col Bardoney. There ie now 
a fine carriage road for two-and-a-half hours to the point where the 
road to Ronco and the Bardoney path separate. At that point the 
engineers were busy with a new bridge. About half-an-hour up the 
Forzo Valley we stayed for breakfast by the side of a little stream. 
Here, as I reached back to fill a cup, I thought I must have crushed 
wme aromatic plant-there was so meet a scent. Another look 
discovered Cyclanzen europa?um nestling under freeh green ferns. 

A little above Tressi there were beautiful pools of turquoise water in 
the torrent, and cranberries were not uncommon. Higher up bilberries 
were plentiful. As we drew near the Col the clouds came down, and 
consequently in such a case- 

If straight thy wag, or if oblique, 
Thoo know'st not. 

We went too far to the west, and also too high ; but at last the Col 
was found. In the thick mist the guides asked Guichardaz, ' Where is 
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the Co19 ' ' I  cannot see it,' he replied in  all good faith. Then, aa 
we began the descent, the rain pelted us hard. W e  bumed down the  
little Bardoney Glacier, but though we went a t  a good pace we did 
not reach Cogne till after dark. 

Tuesday was a gloomy day, as Compton left me, to my great regret ; 
and Wedneeday brought more rain, eo that no start could be made. 
Thursday, however, treated us  better. 

W e  followed the Col Trajo route, seeing many fine views by the 
way, to the foot of the little glacier which lies under the Grivoletta, 
hitherto nameleas. I propose to call i t  Glacier d e  la Grivoletta. 
The moraine was quite a nursery of Campanula cenisia. U p  this  
glacier we made our way, not without amusement. It is steep, and 
boasts three big schrunds. These we had to cross. W e  then took to 
the r o c h  on the true right of the glacier. These were steep--at first 
smooth, afkerwarde loose. By them we reached the Col between this  
little ice-field and the Trajo Glacier, for which the name Col de la 
Grivoletta seems natural. This  scramble, as we found it, could hardly 
be  d l e d  easy. The rocks just to the eaut of the Col were most 
grotesque, like eagles' beaks in shape. W e  had a jump down to t h e  
snow of the Col. Thence we followed the ridge to the summit of t h e  
Grivoletta, where we found my card of 1885. 

One of my objects was to see whether it  would be feasible to start 
fiom Cogne and ascend the Grivola by Mr. Pendlebuy's beautiful 
snow-ridge, but I am afraid it  would be too long a task. Peesion waa 
very eager to try the ridge, but thought that it  would be neceseary to 
camp out mmewhere in  the rocks. Before we left the top clouds 
appeared everywhere, and I reluctantly gave up  t b  intention of  
descending from the Col to t h e  west of the Grivoletta between t h e  
Trajo and Grivola Glaciers. I propose to call this col, which I have 
twice reached but never crossed, Col des Clochettes. If an apology 
for so fanciful a name is needed I would plead the music of the cow- 
bells from the Nomenon chaleta, the most vibrating memory of my 
previous visit. W e  returned to Cogne by the Tmjo Glacier and t h e  
ordinary Grivola route. 

The  next morning we descended to Aosta. On the way I succeeded 
in rediscovering some rasp'berries which I had noticed when going u p  
to Cogne. They were dead ripe and plentiful enough to have feasted 
an Alpine company. W e  did not cross the river a t  Aymaville, but 
kept the comparatively shndy path on the right bank. 

I cannot leave the guides without aaying that Compton and I were 
highly pleased with both of them. They did their work Well, a n d  
showed a keen interest in, and admiration for, the mountains. 

Whilst I was looking out of the Hate1 du Mont Blanc a t  Aosta 
I saw a lean cat in the road and a s\vallow taking shota at the cat's 
hend, apparently to see horn- nnwr he could go without touching. My 
only discovery in Aosta itself was the following advertisement :- 

In  this storehouse you will find any gastmmic speciality for the mountain 
as a Delicious salt pork and Ham. 



I went to the A l p  in 1893 with an open mind. New guide-books, 
new maps, a prospect of new expdtions,  led me to examine a new 
centre for excumions I journeyed to Liddeq on the St. Bernard route, 
where the little H8tel du  Grand St. Bernard ia clean and comfortable. 
I walked up  from Orsibres with Sl inpby and his companions, who had 
just concluded their brilliant campaign a t  Chamonix, and were on their 
way to the Grand Combin. Thin was a great pleasure, as i~ is very 
unusual to meet with members of the Club in the Graian~. 

T h e  next day I took an intereeting walk of about 3,000 R. 
through woods-which reversed tho poet's comparison, and were 
branched like mighty cloitstera-nnd pasturea to the ridge oppoaite 
Liddes on the weat, and thence enjoyed a good viaw of the eaatern end 
of the Mont Blanc group and the weatern face of the Grand Combin 
dintrict. The peaks were fine, but memoriea of Cogne were too 
strong. M y  resolution to try new ground vanished, and I went to 
Aosta  

Andrd Pelissier was engaged, and no one arrived in his place in  time 
to go to Ccgne with Fran~ois  Pession and myself. On our arrival a t  
the H8tel de la Grivola we found a dozen officers at  table, but Madame 
explained that m he had reserved a room in caee Coolidge, or Gardiner, 
or I should arriire. So I was comfortably installed in the old house, 
which I much prefer to the modern magnificence of the HGtel de 
Ville. 

Just I was starting on the following day, after engaging Joseph 
Jantet to join us, Signor G. Bobba, who is so well known for his work 
in the Graians, and specially for his monograph on the Grand Paradis 
and Grivola, came to see me. W e  promptly fraternised. I invited 
him to join me, and he readily accepted. 

W e  had a pleasant walk up  to the chalets of Monei, where the herds- 
men were, as ever, very hospitable. A merry evening and a quiet 
night followed, and in the morning we started off in the direction of 
the Conpk do Monei-bent on an expedition which, as we rose iu 
height, soon declared itself in the existing condition of the glacier too 
much for u ~ ~ p e c i a l l y  as, though Franpois is a host in  himself, we 
had not a normal force of guides. 

Now was to be. made apparent how difficult a thing i t  is to really 
know all about a district such as the mountains of Cogne. I t  was with 
wonder that I was brought to think that in our often-ransacked world 
still ao much gold was left. 

W e  had seen from the chalets a huge ridge in form something like 
the  Alphubel (of course, on a smaller ecale), which I could not properly 
place on the map. It  had no name and no place-I aay i t  with sl~ame 
--on any map except Signor Paganini's. Zeal in cutting out 
imaginary rocks, which appear in other maps in  the wrong place, 
caused me, even with a photograph before my eyes, to cut this ridge 
short. I n  the photograph i t  is, naturally, much dwarfed. Well, when 
i t  became clear that our proposed expedition would not come off, 

. because the Monei Glacier this year was a niagnificent spei:tacle of 
shraca in  a state of insurrection, i t  was decided to climb the crest 
which is marked on Signor Paganini's map 3,444 m. = 11,300 ft. 
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The  climb was a pleasant one ; good as Franpois took it  ' p o u r  
e'amuaer,' as he remarked. I do not think he picked out the easiest 
way, but  wisely gave me aa much training work as came to hand. I a m  
idraid that in one place I scnndalised Signor Bobba by accepting help 
in the shape of Jantet's proffered back. H e  was so anxious to aid me 
that I had not the heart to refuse him. The ridge climbed, and a 
snow-crest topped, we saw plainly where Compton and I had descended 
in 1892, and I then and there propoaed to call the ridge Crercta Pryranini, 
and the col Col Paganini, as a compliment to my friend Signor 
Paganini, who alone has properly laid it  down on his map. A s  Signor 
Bobba is one of Paganini's friends, and has a great admiration for him, 
the proposal was w r i e d  with enthusiasm. 

By descending in the directior~ of the Coupk de Monei we were a b l e  
to complete last year's pass. The first part of our descent was down 
as steep a wow-slope as one often meets with. Jantet led and cut t h e  
deps. The  bergschrund a t  the bottom caused some trouhle, and then  
we marched up to the Coupk de Monei, a t  Signor Bobba's request. 
This climb clears up the Monei Glacier's problems. W e  descended 
to the Monei chalets, and thence to Cogne. 

On August 21, Signor Bobba, with h i m i r  ThCrieod, of Val 
Grisanche, and Franpois and Sylvain Pession, of Vnl Tournanche ( w h o  
arrived to join me aa second guide on August 20), and I started f o r  
the Puntn del Tuf (11,221 ft.-Paganini), under which title (written 
Tut)  in the ' Climber's Guide ' appears the exhilarating notice, ' N o  
information! The peak is well seen from the hamlet of Valnontey, 
whence its apparent size aomewhat aetoninhed me. We followed t h e  
King's path to the Lauzon Hunting Lodge, and then made for the 
north-eastern ridge of the peak. This we climhed by rocks for the 
most part, though a patch of snow or ice occasionally cropped up. 
Signor Bobba and Casimir led the way. The top was reached with- 
out difficulty, and no trace of previous visitors could be discerned. 

We then descended to the col between our peak and the Grand 
Sertz. This was a plessant scramble, as the rocks were firm thongh 
steep. But once on the col an entirely different enterprise lay before 
us. The whole of the face above the Glacier de Lauzon waa evidently 
more or less-and I should say generally more than leas-raked 
by  falling stones. There were traces of them everywhere, and the 
glacier below was dark with their corpW. 

Sfter a long examination we decided in favour of a sort of flattened 
ridge on the face of the cliff in parta well worn by stones, but obviously 
the least dangeroun part of the precipice between us and the glacier. 
By this we descended ss fast we could, though, as the footholds were 
some distance apart, progress WM not as fast as  could have been 
wished. I own that I cast an anxious look upwards now and again, 
but no stonev fell. Step-cutting was necessary here and there, though 
not for long a t  a time. 

A t  last we reached the glacier, and were out of range of anything 
that might hll. Then we halted to examine the face, and agreed that 
we had followed the best route poesible. W e  then traversed t h e  
Lauzon Glacier to the King's Hunting Lodge. A herd of chamois 
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gave us much amusement. The way in which they dashed forwards, 
and afterwards hack, through a torrent was a ltight to be remembered. 
A single chamois then appeared close to us, and interested m much by  
his untica We went down to Cogne. 

On Augnst 23 the same party lett Cogne for the Piantonetto Refnge 
b y  the Col Teleccio. On the first part of our journey we enjoyed the 
Hght of a lantern. Afmrward~ we spent mme time in a torrent, an 
occupation very stimulating towards the study of 'figures of imprecation.' 
Finally, as the light improved, we found ourselves on the King's 
bunting path in the Valeille. 

After we had followed the path nearly to the moraine of the 
Valeille Glacier we took to the cliffs on our right, where, for our 
folly, we came across one or two nasty bits of rock-climbing, inter- 
~persed  with nteep and slippery grassslopes-ofall ~bomina t ion~ ,  to my 
m ~ n d ,  the most abominable. We here repeated the experiences of the 
h e m  of whom the modern bard observes :- 

Then Tomlinson looked up and down, and little gain was there. 

L ike  Tomlinson, we looked up  and down, found that we had gained 
nothing, and had I~umbly to mttke for the despised moraine. Nor waa 
this all, for another party a few days later, seeing our trace% repeated 
o u r  Tomlinsonian experiences. Eventually we reached the Teleccio 
Glacier. 

On our way to the col we looked a t  the Pointe de Valeille, but 
avalanche rehearsals were going on, and we did not feel tempted to 
t u r n  aside. I t  was a long bubiness to reach the u s u ~ l l y  easy pass. 
T h e  glacier was cut and curved in a most unexpected manner; but 
t h e  fact that the chasms were most beautiful to look upon did not help 
u s  much, though it  delighted our e y a .  I t  was neceseary to ' wind 
about and in and out,' and, as a consequence, progress \\,as by no means 
rapid. W e  had to do obeisance even in the humblest fauhlon, as one 
huge chasm-bridge refused to be crossed-at least we did not venture 
t o  cross it--except on hands nnd knees. 

W e  descended to some rocks a little on the Piantonetto side of the 
col, and there devoured our victuals, and the view a t  the Bame time. 
W e  took about two hours, easy going, from these rocks to the Rifugio, 
and met with many flowers on the way. I t  was a curious proof of 
t h e  warmth of the weather last summer that in the Rifugio (9,023 ft.) 
I found i t  necessary in the night to throw aside even my jacket, which 
I had taken off and bpread over my shoulders. As for the dleepskins 
over one's legs, they were won discarded. This, us far as my experi- 
ence goee, is a very rare occurrence. I t  is generally difficult to get 
enough w r a p  to keep oneself warm. I remember once at  the little 
inn a t  Ferphle, when vinitors were scarce, making a raid through 
several rooms before I got enough blankets to keep the cold out. - 

On August 24 we all started together, but when we reached the 
mornine of the Roccia Virrr Glacier we agreed to separate. Signor 
Bobba and Therisod attacked the central peak of the Becchi della 
Tribulazione, which, notwithstanding its difficulties, they eucceeded in 
clinibing, whilst we went for the peaks which I have named the 
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Jumeaux de la Roccia Viva. Anyone who exnminea Mr. Campton's 
beautiful picture of the Rmia Viva group from the Monei chaleta 
will, I think, recogniee the fitnew of the name. Seen from the 
Piantonetto the peak we climbed$ of ' a  compelling dignity.' It d i d  
not take ua long to get to the foot of our mountain-at the bottom of 
Coolidge aud Gardiner's big mow-couloir on the Roccia Viva-though 
the glacier was much crevaeaed for ao generally amiable an ice- 
stream. 

When we .had reached the great mow-couloir we turned a little to 
our right and began at  once to be interested. Perhaps memory plays 
us  false, perhaps an undue affection for these mountains warps my 
jud-pent, but our ascent certainly aeemed to me one of the most in- 
teresting in the Cogne group. When once we got to work on the 
rocks Franpia  was delighted. ' I t  is the Cervin without ropea,' h e  
cried. I t  wm, as he  remarked! quelque choee de chic when once w e  
had left the glacier. I a p o l o p  that I cannot give the minutes tha t  
the different parts took. I was so interested that I forgot times. Yet, 
I dare uay, should anyone repeat the ascent he will think my enthu- 
sissm exaggerated. B e  it  so, yet our joy i n  a redly excellent climb 
cannot be destroyed. 

The rocks were always good. Once both guides went up  and left 
me behind. Thus are tiros raised. Haul am-ay and up  goen t h e  
imbeci!e. I &outed, ' Wait a bit I ' not being minded to lose t h e  
enjoyment of the climb. ' I s  all things ready and all things neat? ' 
' Certainly.' So I leisurely, being unahle to reach the first foothold 
on my left, net my back againet one side of the cliimney and my fee t  
against the other, and so worked my left foot on to the appointed 
hold. All goes well. Gently does it. By this time I had reached 
the men. 

Occasionally, like a flaah of sunlight, little tufts of Alpine flowers lit 
up  the rocks with a shy smile. Then the guides spoke of the delighte 
of the Matterhorn from Val Tournanche; and how it could be done 
without the help of the fixed ropes. You will recollect ' This is 
the Cervin pans cord-.' Oh, it  was like a glimpse of youth again 
for one with more than the good Kent's years on his back. 

A t  laat we got to the final rock. U p  went Franpis, not without 
an effort. Then I followed, with Sylvain's help minus much of t h e  
skin of my knees. But is i t  not thus that one 'amaltses eouveneera ' 
on a rock peak ? The  height given on Signor Paganini's map i s  
11,776 f). The  chimneys were the great feature of the climb. 

And the view? Splendid. W e  looked down the Valnontey to 
Cogne, but that did not ao much impress us. The sky waa a blue 
black. A heavy thunderetorm waa evidently approaching fast. It 
would ere long be upon us. Prompt departure wae abmlutely n e e  
wiry. Even nnw the recollection cost me a cruel pang. There was 
the other twin ' hard a t  hand, and evidently feasible without difficulty. 
But  no-we dared not wait. Nothing remained for ua but to retreat 
with all speed. So five minutee waa all we spent on the top. Yet I 
do not think that any view from a summit in the Cogne district will 
live longer in  my memory. A s  I recall that day the ahadow of the 
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storm, as i t  gathered its forces together, darkens the whole group with 
its gloomy majesty; and I doubt if all the splendour of sunshine 
and cloudlerur skies impresses one as much as the sombre glory of the 
approaching tempest. 

We descended a t  our best pace-Sylvain fir&, Frangois last. One 
or two hard places we avoided, partly by a couloir to the e a t  ; and 
when the lightning began to flash and the thunder to roar we were 
getting near the great snow-couloir by which Coolidge and Gardiner, 
with the two Almers, ascended the Roccia Viva  When we were once 
in  the couloir everybody went a t  his best pace, regardless of slips. I 
tumbled aeveral timea, but picked myself up  as quickly as possible, 
and went a t  i t  again. Quid multa? W e  reached the shelter of a 
friendly rock, and, the axes having been planted a little way below us, 
we awaited the passing of the storm. 

T h e  lightning was magnificent, and I was thankful to be i n  a posi- 
tion of comparative safety. In time the storm flashed and roared 
i&lf away, and then we started for the Bocchetta di Monte Nero. So 
completely have the climb and the storm dominated my memory that 
I cannot remember when or where we took our meals. I n  about an 
Lour from the Bocchetta we reached the Rifugio, a t  t i m a  much 
atonied by  stones that noisily leapt down the rocks to our left. 

On  the 25th we all left together for Cogne by the Col Mallei. As I 
have already explained in this Journal,' we varied the ordinary 
pasaage by climbing a rock-ridge to the west of the ordinary route, 
and striking the watershed about twenty n~inutes west of the col proper. 
W e  thurc avoided the couloirs, in which, to judge by what we heard 
and saw, the stones had certainly been called early. The Monei 
Glacier, aa I have said before, was i n  an unusual state of chaos this 
year, but we did not meet with any great difliculties. W e  aimed for 
the  foot of the Cresta Paganini, whence a n  hour and twenty minutes' 
step-cutting on the part of Caimir  (we were all five on one rope), who 
was leading, carried us to easy ground. Part of our route was subject 
to stones, which obriously sometimes fell in considerable numbers 
from the Cresta Pagnnini. As the steps were in  ice, any demonstra- 
tion on the part of the stones w'as much to be deprecated. Fortunately, 
we were there early in  the day, and they let us  alone. 

After a friendly call on the herdsmen a t  Monei we went down to 
Cogne. This route ia now quite rich in  memories. Here you jump a 
torrent; here is the place where Conlppm stayed to sketch; here in 
ages past Baker and I met and foregathered with two friendly garde- 
chasses; here they relate the pitiable history of the donkey that fell 
over the precipice; here is found the moat delicately coloured Aster 
lilpinuo I know ; here in  a late season the whole mountain-side is 
ablaze with rhododendron. 

Bfy time w a ~  now running out, and it remained to choose a roube to 
Aosta which should give us an interesting scramble on the way. I 
decided to take the Col Trajo, and try the Punta Crevasse by the 
ridge. This  peak was first climbed by hieaere. Coolidge and Gardiner 

dlpina J o u m l ,  vol. xvi. p. 608. 
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in 1889 on their way from Cogne to Aosta, but they did not follow 
the ridge, on which are many rock-towers ; of which one may my with 
truth- 

A wild and warlike group they stand. 

We had a beautiful morning, made the climb up  from Epinel with 
interest, and struck the ridge a little above the Col Trajo, on which s 
smnll herd of bouquetin were reposing. Then we turned to the left, 
and ascended without difficulty till we came to the first of the towers. 
The character of the work was then completely altered. Up and dawn 
over the towers we clambered, the climbing being always interesting, 
though the rocks were too rotten to give the delights we had enjoyed 
on the Jumeaux de la Roccin Viva. 

Time after time, a t  the second or third trial, the rock came uway 
in one's hand; but distrust b e ~ 3 t  prudence, and no ~er ious  t m b l e  
resulted. Franqois would go ahead to the full extent of the rope. 
and I would shout, 'You have got all the cord ! ' ' Two feet more ! ' 
he would cry, as I crept a pace forward. Then, out of sight of both 
guides, I followed round rotten ledges, distrustful, but not discon- 
tented, for by this time I had begun to consider our ascent by t h e  
ridge a kind of triumph. ' They went below,' 1 shoutel to Franyois. 
' W e  shall do it by the ridge, eh ! ' 'Yes, monsieur, I think so,' 
he would reply. Then a chamois attracted our attention, and stones 
from the guides. He waa quite close to us on a big lateral spur. W e  
were amused, and he, no doubt, saying to himself, 'What  fools these 
mortals be ! ' escaped unhurt, little recking that the men were jeering 
him in the same s t ~ l e .  

The climb was never really easy-the rocks were too rotten-but it 
was always interesting. As we climbed tower after tower, ' All t h e  
gendarmerie of the province are here,' one of us  remarked. Then \re 
came to the last two towers. These we turned a little below their 
summits on the west side, and at last, after an exacting scramble, 
we reached the top. Now human nature being what it is-and the 
makers of Climber's Guides-I speak personally-are sufficiently 
human-1 am bound to own my chief delight was that we h a d  
climbed the ridge because the Guide speaks of numberless rock-teeth 
which force the climber from the ridge on to the face. 

We found on the summit (30,850 R-Paganini) two little a i m s ,  
which sufficiently attested Coolidge and Gardiner's ascent, though we 
could not find their cards. W e  then enjoyed a pleasant meal, and 
surveyed the world. How splendid was the Grivols ! Pendlebury'e 
snow-ridge looked like a fairy path to heaven, and one of the greatest 
delights was to climb again in menlory the ridge from the Col de 
Belleface which Baker and I had conquered in 1881, though in those 
days we called the paes, with avuncular respect, ' Col de Mesoncles.' 
I t  was a glorious day. Little does the tourist who travels by Epinel 
and its Kreen meadows suspect how beautiful that village looks from 
10,850 feet. Often as I had passed Epinel, never before did I 
properly appreciate its pastures, its river, and its pine woods. 

A t  last it was neoessery to make a move, and we decided to descend 
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by  our ridge route, instead of following the easier way which Coolidge 
and Gardiner had followed in their descent. We went a t  a fair pace, 
and in due time were enjoying the glorious view oE the Grivola from 
the  Gran Komenon chaletrr. Probably there is no more splendid near 
view of a great peak to be found i n  the Alps. 
' Like wealthy men that care not liow they give,' these remote and 

little-visited cowsheds throw in glorious views of the Aigville du  GBant, 
the  Grandes Jorasses, and the Grand Combin. 

I would conclude this paper with the remark that Franpois quite 
fulfilled my expectations-that he would prove a firstrate guide- 
while Sylvain was always cool, collected, and capable. I may add 
that  both of them, and Andre Pelissier too, are keen to go to the 
Caucasus, and would, I doubt not, prove themselves excellent guides 
for  exploration in that country, which still otfers so much that is new 
to the ambitious mountaineer. 

BY W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

THE Bouquetin, Steinbock, o r  Stambecco (Capra Ibez), was formerly 
widely spread through the Alps, but i s  now extinct everywhere i n  
t h a t  chain, save in the mountains of Cogne. Varieties are, however, 
still to be found in the Pyrenees, i n  the Sierra Nevada, in the 
Caucasus, and in different ranges in Asia, Africa, and perhaps 
America. I t  belonge, zoologically speaking, to the goat tribe ; 
xrhile the  chamois-Rupicapa tragus-(with which i t  does not 
m i x  or breed) represents the antelope tribe. It is mentioned by  
many old writers as existing in  Switzerland, while its bones have been 
h u n d  in ancient caves, though never in great quantities. But  as early 
as the sixteenth oentury i t  was rapidly becoming extinct in the Swiss 
AIpa  The  last bouquetin in the cantoo of Glarus was shot, in 1530, 
on the Gliirnisch, and the last in the St. Gotthard district in  1583 (not 
i n  the eighteenth century, as commonly asserted). It lingered latest 
in  the Pallais, the Grisons, and p e r h a p  in tho canton of Bern. In 
1574 the Archduke Ferdinand of Austria ordered his bailiff in the 
Grisons to supply him, for his zoological garden in Innsbruck, with 
two young bouquetins euch a s  he had before obtained from the same 
district ; but a letter is extant from the unlucky bailiff, lamenting that 
i t  was nearly impossible for him to execute this commission, as so few 
bouquetins were still to be found. Certain i t  is that in 1612 a heavy 
fine was imposed in some parts of the Grimns (e.9. Upper Engadine, 
Vals, and the Bregaglia valley, aa well as the hi& round Chiavenna) 
on anyone hunting bouquetins in those regions; while in Tyrol and 
Salzburg they disappeared before the middle of the eighteenth century, 
despite the care taken to preaerve the race. In 1786 Wyttenbach, a 
famous Swim naturalist, supplied Cole with a list of the Swiss fauna, 
and included in i t  the Steinbock, though remarking that it  was then 
extremely rare. I t  is stated that the last Steinbock in the Vallais was 



shot near the Dent Blanche in 1830, and when the bones of seven 
othera were found in an nvalanche near Arolla some years later, it  wae 
supposed that the race was quite extinct; yet one is believed to have 
been wen on the Seilon Glacier aa recently ae 1874. It is a h  said 
that about the early fifties of this century many were eeen and cap 
t u r d  on the S. tide of Monte Roea ; but this has been denied, snd 
appeara a t  least doubtful. 

4 s  long ago as 1821 Zumstein eecured from the King of Sardinia 
that the pursuit of bouquetins in his dominions should be prohibited 
under heavy penalties, and this meaaure haa certainly been the cause 
of preserving these intereating animals in the ranges round the valley 
of A o s k  I t  is practically iu the Cogne mountains that they alone 
still survive. Occasionally a specimen is shot in the neighbourhood 
of the Grandes Jorasses, or in French territory at the head of the I d r e  
Valley, where, in 1891, I saw near Fornet a fawn which took most 
kindly to ita adopted mother, a goat, and wan quite tame, coming when 
whistled for, though it only lived a few months in captivity, dying of 
ophthalmia ; but these rare individuals h d  undoubtedly wandered o r  
been driven away from the main herd in the Cogne Mountains. 

In the year 1850 Victor Emanuel hunted for the first time in these 
ranges, though it waq only from 1856 onwards that he gradually 
bought up the  hooting riyhh in all the valleys south of Aosta (the 
rights round Cogne in 1858), which therrceforth became his favourite 
summer resort. The first of the many excellent mule paths which 
now intereect these ranges in every direction was constructed in 1861. 
They are found in the wildest and moclt remote gorgep, and generally 
lead to the very edge of the ice, thus eaving climbers many weary 
tramps over moraine, though they must be on their guard, as some 
paths lead to gorges which are blocked nt the end, and eerve only to 
annoy and enrage the wayfarer who has blindly followed a splendid 
path ending in a hunter's cache. The highest of these paths is pro- 
bably that over the Col de Lauzon, which is nearly 11,000 ft. high, 
while it is stated on excellent authority that the total length of paths 
constructed by the king in these districts approaches 250 miles ! Prom 
1863 onwards permanent, though simple, shooting lodges were built 
by the king, such as those ohove Champorcher at Dondena, on the  
C o p e  side of the Col de huzon,  on the Col de Nivolet, in t he  
Ciamoaaeretto glen above Noasca, and at Orvieille nbove DCgioz. In  
1869 the king purchased the fine castle of Sarre, not far from Aosta, 
in order to receive the trophies of the chaw, and there must be many 
pairs of bouquetin horns in that mansion, as the laws are very severe 
against either poaching or selling home or skins of these animals. 
Even members of other royal families have the greatest difficulties in 
obtnining permission to hunt in the district, and it ia mid that the 
number of head they may kill is rigorously limited in each case. In 
1874 the king bought the old tower at Cogne, which formerly belonged 
to the Bishops of Aosta as lords of the manor, and had it enlarged and 
restored to serve aa his head-quartera. Many ganlekeepers and beaters 
are employed in the royal hunting partiea I t  ia a very pretty sight to 
pee the return of the hunters, followed by the long procession of men 



carrying the epoilrc of the chaee. One evening in Angust, 1885, I naw 
n o  lesa than twelve bonquetins and twenty-five chamois brought in a s  
the reault of the day's exertions. The  estimates of the number of 
bouquetine actually in existence in the Cogne mountains vary conaider- 
ably. !he  books put i t  a t  five hundred or so, but  one of the game- 
keepera informed me thbt the number probably did not exceed three 
hundred. Of couree there are enormous herds of chamois beaides, so 
t h a t  bands of aeventy and over are not unfrequently aeen, particularly 
cn the Lauzon and Gran Neiron glaciem. They seem to be aware that 
they must not be shot by any ordinary person, and allow one to 
approach quite near without showing any aigns of fright. The extra- 
ordinary upectacle of such d m &  countless herds of wild animals once 
eo roused the imagination of one of my Berneae guides, a mighty 
hunter a t  home, that that night he dreamed that he bad successfully 
pursued and captured a bouquetin, on whom back he vaulted, and waa 
being borne swiftly to his native village, when he awoke and found 
that  i t  waa all a tautalising vision. Attempts have been nrade within 
t h e  last twenty years to reintroduce the Steinbock into the Grimnu and 
partn of the Eastern Alps, but they do not seem to have attained any 
permanent amount of sncceas. Hence i t  is probable that Steinbocks 
will survive only in the C o p e  mountains, and that owing solely to 
severe regulations and unremitting care. In  other districts the names 
of a peak or pass, aa the Dents and Col des Bouquetins, near Arolla, 

' 

o r  of  an inn, as  at Chur and a t  Lauterbrunnen, will be nearly the sole 
memorials of a vani~hed race. The Steinbock, which figures since a t  
least lG5O (the seal of that date being pretty certainly copied from a 
more ancient one now lost) on the armorial bearinp of the Grey 
League of Raetia, and, since 1466, on those of the city of Chur, will 
be more lasting monuments perhaps to ahow that the bouquetin was 
a living animal in  those regions before he stiffened into a purely 
heraldic one.. 

Atdhoritica. 
The fullest monograph on bouquetins is Dr. A. Girtanner's 'Der Alpen- 

steinbock' (Trbves, 1878). of which an Italian translation is given in the 
' Bollettino' of the Italian Alpine Club, 1879, pp. 412-61. See alao the 
classical work on Alpine zoology, F. von Tschudi's ' Das Thierleben der Alpen ' 
(1853, pp. 307, 5 4 2 6 7  of the 2nd edition, 1864). An outline of the subject 
may be found on pp. 22-8 of Dr. Conrad Zeller's ' Alpenthiere im Wechsel der 
Zeit' (1892, one of the series of 'Zoologische Vortriige' issued under the 
direction of Professor William Marshall, of Leipzig). Consult, too, Professor 
T. G. Bonney's 'The Alpine Regions of Switzerland, kc.' (1868). pp. 186-8. 

Some curious and interesting details may be found in the older writers, such 
as the following :-9. Manster, ' Cosmographia Universalis ' (pp. 348-9 of the 
Basel edition of 1650) ; J. J. Stnmpf, Beschreybung der liiblichen Eydnoss- 
schaft ' (1606 edition), p. 609 ; Conrad Gesner's Thierbuch ' (published in 
Latin in 1561-8, and in German in 1563; the passages relating to Steinbocks 

In the engraving by the Master of the Amsterdam Cabinet' (hlax Lehrs, 
30. 39). representing St. Michael casting down the Drqon, it is worth notice 
chat the dragon's horns are tbe horns of a Steinbock. The period of activity 
of this anonymous engraver was about the last quarter of the fifteenth 
century. and hi style is that of the Suabian school of the period.- 
(ED. d. J.) 
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are reprinted in Girtanner's book mentioned above, pp. 12-14) ; J. J. Waper, 
' Historia Naturalis Helvetie Curiosa' (1680 edition), pp. 176-7 ; W. Coxe, 
' Travels in Switzerl6nd' (1789 edition), ii. pp. 36-59; Berthout van Uerchem. 
jun., ' Beschreibung und Naturgeschichte des Steinbocks der Savoyischen 
Alpen' (in Hopfner's ' Magazin fiir die Naturknnde Helvetiens,' 1789, iv. 
pp. 333-68) ; and another Dr. Girtanner's essay (in the same vol. of the same 
magazine, pp. 381-90). In the index to 13. Studer's 'Geschichte der phy- 
sischen Geographie der Schweiz bis 1816' (1863) mention is made of other 
works on the subject. 

In addition to these general works, some information as to bouquetins i n  
Switzerland may be gleaned from Coxe (ut supra), iii. pp. 332, 343 ; G. Thm- 
bald, Das Biindner Oberland ' (l861), p. 201 ; S. W. King, 'The Italian Valleys 
of the Pennine A l p '  (IHSX), p. 338; '8. A. C. Jahrbuch,' xvi. p. 664, xviii. 
p. 640, xx. p. 620 ; ' Nittheilungen ' of the German and Austrian Alpine Clnh. 
1879, pp. 168-70; and the 'Echo des Alpes,' 1874, p. 207,1879, pp. 59-61, 
!)I, 250, 1880, pp. 290-300. 
As to bouquetins in the mountains of Cogne, see, too, Nic Sererhard. 

Einfalte Delineation aller Gemeinden gemeiner dreyen Pundten vom Jahre 
174'2' (1872 edition), if. p. 10; Coxe, ii. p. 39; Van Berchem and Girtanner 
(both in Hopher's 'Magazin,' iv. pp. 336, 352. 361, 386) ; F. von Tschudi, 
pp. 562-65; King, pp. 89, 295, 338 ; ' Peaks. Passes, and Glaciers,' 2nd series, 
ii. p. 263 ; and L. Purtscheller, in the 'Tourist' (Vienna), No 1, 1888. 

[Jpecial accounts of the late King of Italy as a hunter are given in t h e  
Memoir of the King prefixed to the ' Bollettino' of the Italian Alpine Club, 
1878, pp. vii.-xiii. ; Am6 Gorret, ' Victor Emanuel sur les Alpes' (Turin. 
1879); G- Corona, 'Picchi c Burroni' (Turin, 1876), pp. 167-83; Bonnep, 
p. 189 ; and the ' Aiittbeilungen ' of the German and Austrian Alpine Club. 
1878, pp. 27-8. 

For the seals of the Grey League and of Chur, see E. Schultheas, 'Die 
Stiidte- und Landea-Siegcl der Schweiz' (Ziirich, 1858), part ii. pp. 17-21. 

ALPINE NOTES. 

N o n w a r - h f ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~  BY THE EAST FACE-On July 8,1893, Mr. W. h'. 
Tribe, with Erik Norahagen, made the second ascent of nljvlnir. 
They left Nedre Dale a t  6.50. Finding that the Kvandrrlebne offered 
a tempting route, they ascended i t  to a considerably higher point t h a n  
Messrs. Slingsby and Hopkinson had done in their first ascent in 1885 
(' Alpine Journal,' vol. xiv. p. 380). A cl~aem caueed by the shrink- 
ing of the glacier from the rocks gave some little diaculty, and was 
succeeded by some interesting climbiug on &he steep glaciated rocks of 
the Eastern face. Bearing slightly towards the right, they reached a 
point just below the ar&te between the northern and eastern faces, 
having crossed the route of Messrs. Slingsby and Hopkinson. T b e y  
then followed a eeries of open hal low couloirs, always keeping jus t  
below the arete, and advmced rapidly to the final rocks. They struck 
the main arGte a few yard8 only from the summit, which was 
reached a t  1 P.M. A h  an interval of half an hour they retraced 
their steps along the arCte for a few yards and turned downwards on to 
the S.W. face. After the negotiation of some smooth steep rocks by 
the aid of n rope doubled over a projecting point, the head of a steep 
tongue of enow was reached and a traveree was made in a S.E. 
direction with a view of passing bdow the steeper cliffs and striking 
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the bmad snow col a t  the bead of the Kvandalsbm, but on arriving 
below the deep gap in the ar&te which the first party had reached from 
t h e  other side in their w e n t  they climbed up to it, and finding thu 
rocks below practicable, they altered their plans, and continued tho 
descent by  the E. face. Ere  long the morning's route was joined, and 
after following i t  for a few hundred feet, a south-easterly traverse saved 
a considerable descent over steep rocks, and brought them to the 
Kvandalsbrae, Bone little distance below the col. From this point 
t h e  going was easy, and the remainder of the descent was rapidly 
accomplished. 
THE EARLY HISTORT OF THE AIOUILLE DU hfr~~.-In the ' Quarterly 

Review ' for April, 1857 (a little before the birth of the Alpine Club) 
there is a n~os t  interesting article entitled ' Pedestrianism in Switzer- 
land,' written by Professor J. D. Forbes (see his ' life,' pp. 368, 370). 
I n  it there occur (p. $19) the following words : ' Why do our c~spiranta 
fo r  mountain honours not attempt the almost untrodden snows of Monte 
Viso and hiont Pelvoux, of the Aletschhom and Fletschhorn, of the 
T a i  and Bernina? Even at  Chamouni, if they want a difficult feat 
no t  on the tariff of the Guides, did they ever try the higheqt part of 
t h e  Aiguilles Rouges 1 Who has mounted the Aiguille du Midi since 
Mr. Romilly, nearly forty years ago? And is i t  on record that the 
summit of the Aiguille Ferte-next but one in height to RionS Rlanc 
i n  that g m u p h a s  been even attempted l ' This outburst iu a little 
rhetorical, as out of the six peaks mentioned in the first sentence only 
t w o  (the Viso and the Aletechhorn) had certainly not been climbed a t  
the moment these lines were published. But the most interesting 
remark in the passage is that relating to an ascent of tho Aignille 
du Midi, about 1818 ('nearly forty years ago ') by Mr. Romilly. I s  
anything known of this ascent, which does not seem to be mentioned 
b y  the usual sources of information relating to the Mont Blanc chain ? 
T h e  narrative of such an early climb ~ h o u l d  be of great interest. 

Oddly enough, there does exist an account of the ascent of the second 
point of the Aiguille d u  Midi in 1818. Possibly it  was really of this 
expedition that Forbea waa thinking. I n  any case, i t  Eeerns worth 
while to reprint the following narrative (probably translated from a 
French original) from 'Blackwood's Magazine,' Kovember, 1818, 
pp. 180-1. It is by a young Polish nobleman, Count Matzewski (the 
name is trr~nsliterated in  many forms), who went up Mont Blanc on 
August, 4 of the same y w ,  his account of that ascent immediately 
following on the bit here reprinted, and filling pp. 181-2. 

* Letter addrewed to Professor Pictet, descriptive of ascents to the 
mmrnit of the South Needle of Chammo~lni [sic],  and to that of Mont 
Blanc.' By a young Polish gentleuian in  the beginning of August in  
t h e  present year.* 

Nde by Profew Piotet.-The young ancl modest traveller who has been 
go kind as to favour ns with some details of an enterprise which h.ul been 
much talked of, has only permitted us to publish them under the condition 
nf their being given without hia name. He has likewise had the goodness to 



Geneva, Angnst, 1818. 
You ank me, Sir, to give you an account of my j o m e y  to Chammouni. Ani- 

mated by the love of your country, and your ardour in the pursuit of a l l  
knowledge useful to your ~pecies, and sensible that things, apparently unim- 
portant, may eometimea prove interesting, you are naturally anxious to learn 
what has occurred to me. In order, then, to M y  you, I must employ my 
pen in a tongue which is not my own. 

In  common with all the world, I admired your lofty mountains and your 
c h a d i n g  valleys ; but I mas peculiarly delighted with the shores of the Lake 
of Geneva. From thence I was not disposed calmly to view the glaciers of 
Chammouni. I experienced a feeling ot impatienoe when the sun had gone 
down, and I could no longer see them, or when clouds intercepted my view 
of their summits. At last, on a beautiful July evening, I was so enchanted 
with the aspect of Mont Blanc, that I resolved to go and impect it more 
nearly. I shall say nothinp; of my journey from Geneva to Chammouni. I 
saw nothing but Mont Blanc, and I only thought of the pleasure of reaching 
its summit. At Sallanches, where I passed the drst night, I made Rome 
attempts to procure information, and what I d v e d  was extremely unfavour- 
able to my desigrl; they spoke of difficulties without number, of enormous 
gaps formed no one knew how; fin,illy that it was imposaihle to reach Mont 
Blanc; and they ended by laughing a t  me when I expressed my desire to 
ascend it. The day following I was again unlncky ; the weather wan overcast, 
and the rain was talked of an something like nn l~onourable get-off from my 
perilous enterprise. I arrived then a t  Chammouni with faint hopes of success ; 
but the guides soon dissipated my fears of those terrible crevices. While we 
were making some excursions npon the glaciers the only subject of their 
conversation was the South Needle, which nobody had ever ascended. I t  
involved, perhaps, nothing less than the discovery of new districts, or a t  least 
new routes. I forgot Mont Blanc to devote my whole attention to this 
Needle, though the king of mountains hnd occupied my drst thoughts. To 
reconcile everything, I formed a project still more extensive. I t  was no lese 
than, d t e r  reaching the h'eedle, to pass over to Mont Blanc, and to return 
from i t  by the ordinary road: you will now see how far I succeeded. 

I set out for the South Needle with six guides. and after having passed t h r  
Montanvert, and crossed the sea of ice. we resolved to sleep a t  Tacul, where 
we arrived a t  about seven o'clock in the evening. You are aware, Sir, tha t  
this Cp. 1811 abode is not very comfortable. I t  consists of rocks in the  
middle of ice, close by a small lake, which empties itself during the night. 
I was pretty cold, the thermometer of R&iumur indicating one degree below 
zero. I quickly collected a heap of rhododendron, and a good tire soon 
warmed and enlivened the party. We supped, laughed, and recited and 
listened to interesting stories of the mountains. Afterwards we ley down 
around the fire, and a stone, rather less rough than the others, was reserved 
for me as the pkace of honour. We were under a great mass of rock, and on 
the slightest wind the smoke saluted all our faces. The scene was in  all 
respects too new to allow me to enjoy i t  in tranquillity; I got up, therefore, 
and perched myself on a stone a t  some distance. The moon shed her light 
upon this vast solitude of ice and rocks, but nothing gladdened the eye nor 
refreshed the mind, and those men, sleepiug round the dying em be^ of the 
fire, appeared to have arrived in the land of death to undergo the inevitable 
destiny which the avalanches foreboded. The cold a t  l ~ s t  drove me from my 
observatory; my guides awoke, stirred up the are, and we prated away the 
rest of the night. At four o'clock in the morning we prepared to set off; 
the barometer, which in the evening was 22.2, had fallen a little in the 

superintend the execution, by an able artist, of a most exact reliuro of Mont 
Blanc and the South Needle, which we will weful ly  preserve.-~CTET. 

h'ote by the Editor of ' Blackmood.'-We have again to thank our friend. 
Professor Pictet, for this interesting letter, which he haa kindly forwarded 
to us. 
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morning. and the thermometer was fonr degrees below zero of RBaumur. We 
took the precaution to bind ourselves to each other with ropes, and set off. 
We first akirted the shores of the lake, which had now disappeared, for we 
now only saw the stones which formed its bed ; and after having crossed the 
gape we met with in the way to the Col de GCnt we arrived at a plain of 
snow. Here we held a council on the route we should follow, as three glaciers 
presented themselves, each of which would lead us to the South h'eedle. The 
first, on our right, appeared too ateep and full of gap; we, therefore, took 
the second, the slope of which was pretty moderate, and I soon began to 
dream of the fine v d l e p  we were about to discover; but we found nothing 
bat precipices, and it  was not without much pain, attended with some danger, 
that we at  last got a skh t  of the South Needle, the summit of which we were 
not able to reach till four o'clock. On the side of Chammouni it presents two 
rocks, separated by a ridge covered with snow. We reached the least elevated 
of these. and even the ridge; the other rock, which is inaccessibie, is prolonged 
by many perpendicnlnr peaks. We Boon discovered that we must not think 
of approaching Mont Blanc by this route. The view from the rock on which 
we stood was very extensive, and we could discern a great part of Lombardy 
over the Col de a n t .  Italy, thus seen across the glaciers, recalled those 
Elysian fields which the ancienb had a glimpse of beyond the tomb. As we 
were able to advance without danger to the edge of the rock on the West 
side, we beheld the priory of Chammouni, but a cloud hid from us part of the 
valley. An accident having befallen the barometer, we could make nc obser- 
vations, and now thought only of returning. I t  waa now late, yet it was 
absolutely necessary to reach our habitation at  Tacnl ; for we were wet and 
fatigued, and not sufficiently clothed to pass the night on the snow. In 
descending, we avoided the difficult parts which had cost us no much trouble, 
and we went in another direction. Skirting the glncier near the Needles, 
which separate us from Mont Blanc, a t  ten o'clock in the evening we at last 
reached our favoudte rocks; I bid good-bye to refiectiom and obsemntions. 
and slept very comfortably on my stone. In the morning we arrived all well 
at Chammonni. 

NEW ZEALAND: OF ~ ~ @ U N T  DE LA B~cBE.-The following 
qtractg from the ' Timaru Herald,' referring to eome recent expedi- 
tions in  the Alps of New Z d a n d ,  appeared in the ' Christchurch 
Prese' of Monday, April 2 :- 

T h e  most important of Mr. Fyfe's achievements, from a practical 
point of view, wae hie exploration, in company with Mr. J. Graham, 
of a reaaonably good pass to  the West  Coast side of the main range. 
Previous expeditions had augg;geated the direction in which thie ehould 
be sought for, and the two men made for Barron's Paw, at  the head of 
t h e  Aiueller glacier. Barron's Pass leads over into the Hopkins river, 
which flows into Lake Ohau, and therefore is not n a d d l e  in the main 
range. They climbed Mount Montgomerie, near that pass, fbr recon- 
noitering purposerr, and then descended to the McKerrow glacier, whence 
rises a West Coast river, the Landsborough. They camped two miles 
below the terminal of the hfckerrow glacier, and tried to descend the 
river, but it  runs in  a deep gorge with very rough bottonl, and five 
miles down and back made a hard day's work. Travelling then 
u p  the glacier, they reached a saddle leading into the head of the 
Douglas, a tributary of the Kurangarua, a West Coast river, which 
re ache^ the sea a little south of Gillespie's Beach, and descending on 
that side reached vegetation-snow grms and stunted scrub-on country 
t r a v e r ~ b l e  by a track. Mr. Douglas, Gorernment Surveyor, had been 
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from the West Coast side to the foot of the saddle they descended. 
From the camp two  mile^ below the McKerrow glacier to the foot of the 
Douglas d d l e ,  Mr. Fyfe estimated a t  about nix miles, and as a home 
track could be cut u p  the east side of the Mueller glacier, a short &y'r 
walk would land one in the Douglas Valley. T h e  outing occupied 
nine days. I n  the course of i t  they had ' a shot a t  ' Mount Sealey, 
but  failed to scale it. This  is only a small peak of 8,630 ft., but  i t  u 
of very rotten rock-'a terror to climb! 

The  next effort of the two men was an attack on Mount De la B k h e ,  
10,022 ft., this being the tenth attempt by different parties, and the 
first ~ucceesful one. I t  is a beautiful peak, and has been tried by more 
climbers than any other. They bivouacked at  4,782 tt., a t  the juaction 
of the Tasman and Kron Prinz Rudolf glaciers. After travelling u p  
the Rudolf to near its head, they turned to the mountain, which now 
presented a bare rock surface. On all Mr. Fyfe's previous visita this 
face had been covered with mow. Rocke were travened to about 
7,GOO ft., when the rock became ao loose that the climbers took to the 
mow again, which a t  the head of the Rudolf was in  grand condition, 
and  thus they reached the level of the Francis Joeef, which flows 
westward. After a lot of zig-zagging to avoid ' bergschrunda,' they 
reached the saddle between two peaks of De la BCche (9,000 ft.). A 
aheer rock face preeented itself on the west aide. The a s r ~ n t  of the 
final peak waa impracticable from the mddle, owing to the &uttered 
condition of the rock and precipices, so they returned to the ice plateau 
and made straight for the peak. The only difficulty that seemed to be 
in the way was a large bergschrund that ran right a c r m  the peak, bu t  
they found a bridge across this. When they got above the ice they 
found the rxk work difficult, but not dangerous, the rock being mund, 
the strata dipping into the mountain. At 10.20 A.M., five and a half 
hours from the bivouac, they stood on the surnn~it-quic-k work. The  
\ V a t  Coast tide was clouded over, but a fine view waa had to the east 
and north. The descent was easily made, and the bivouac reached 
after an abaence of only 10; hrs. 

Mr. Fyfe then took a few days' rest a t  the Hermitage, and next 
tackled Malta Brun alone. This is the fourth in height, lU,421 ft., a 
fine rock peak, ' the  Matterhorn of New Zealand! H e  Pound the 
climbing difficult, but was never stopped, and was back a t  the De la 
BCche bivouac in 11 h hrs from the start. 

His next climb was with Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell, of Hobart, and 
Dr. Kronecker, of Berlin, assi~ted by J. Clarke and J. Adanwon, u p  the 
Hochatetter Dome. Starting at  5.15 A.M. from the foot of De la Beche, 
no difficulty was met with until they reached the aaddle immediately 
below the final peak, and here they found two rather formidable 
hergschrunds. A frail-looking snow bridge crrrried the party over the 
fiwt. The  second had a drop of 30 ft. to 40 ft. After some search a 
not very safe bridge was discovered, with a chance of cutting steps up  
the steep face on the further side. This was a nasty bit of work, 
especially for a lady, as  the ice cliff was very steep, but Mrs. Maxwell 
sho\ved excellent courage and made no objection to facing it. It took 
f11lly an hour to get up that 30 or 40 it. of' ice cliff. Adamson, being 











lame, stayed behind. This landed the party on the eaddle, and the 
rest waa easy, with 150 ft. of step-cutting a t  the top. A bitterly cold 
wind was blowing over the summit. T h e  West Coast side was hidden 
by clouds with a surface like a sea, out of which the higher peaks 
stood u p  like islands with beautiful effects. The east side was cloud- 
lw, and a fine view was had in this direction. 4 camera had been 
carried u p  and mme views were taken. The  descent of the bergschrund 
which had given so much trouble in mounting was aafely managed, 
Mr. Fyfe taking the post of danger and honour, as last man. T h e  
lower bergschrund was crossed eately on the snow bridge, whose frailty 
was shown by one of the party putting a foot through it. The descent 
was then easy, and a m p  was reached a t  9.30 P.M. 

Glacier Peak, 10,017 fc., a fine pure ice peak behind Mount 
Haidinger, was next attempted by Messrs. Kronecker, Fyfe, and Clarke. 
T h e y  reached 8,500 it., and were then held back by a network of 
bergachrunds, and the attempt was a failure. 

The next day the party crossed to the Matte Brun range in readiness 
for a first attempt on Mount Darwin (9,715 ft.). Starting a t  2 A.M. 
in brilliant moonlight they reacbed the top a t  1 P.m., and had a grand 
view northward, and could just distinguish the western coast. A cairn 
was built on the summit, and names left in  a bottle. An easy deecent 
was made, Mr. Fyfe seeing a better route, and noting its detail from 
top to bottom before starting. The Tasman was reached a t  dark, and 
after waiting till the moon rose they were back in a m p  in 20 hrs. 
T h e  party were hungry when they got to the bivouac, as they had 
eaten their last scrap-a small one-at 3 P.N. on the mountain, and had 
to turn in supperlesa. hlr. Fyle, however, was too hungry to stay, and 
set off a t  once for the Hermitage, and stopping for three hours' sleep 
at the Ball Hut, reached the hotel early in the n~orning, with a full- 
grown capacity for breakfast. The othera would get a breakfast nearer 
by crossing the Tasman to the D e  la Beche stores. 
VIEWS I N  ALASKA.-T~~ reproductions of photographs of views of 

the Speel River published in our lust number are the first-fruits of the 
request of the, Committee of the Club for views and notes illustrating 
the action and movements of glaciers in different parts of the globe. 
A small collection of photographs, of which the views reproduced form 
part, hsu been forwarded by the Survey Department a t  Ottawa to the 
Club. i t  L hoped that a paper from one of the surveyors describing 
the locality may be contributed to n subsequent number. Speel River 
empties into Port Snettisham, Stephens' Passage, on the coast of Alaska. 
It is  in latitude 58' N. , 
MR. CONWAY'S Afar OF THE ~ A R A K O R A M  HIMALAYA.-T~~ map con- 

structed by Mr. Conway from his own survey of the glrrciers traversed 
by him during his recent journey in the Karakoram can be obtained 
a t  1 Savile Row, W. It is in two sheets, and executed in chronlo- 
lithography. The price to the public is 5s., to Fellows of the Royal 
G e o p p h i c a l  Society, 2s. Gd. 

CAUCASIA~J Alap.-A map of the glaciers of Suanetia, to illustrate 
Mr. Solly's and Mr. Alummery's paperg, will be iesued with the R'ovember 
number of the Journnl. 
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Alpine Notes. 

A CAUCASIAN 'PEAKS, PASSES, AND GL.\cIERS.'--M~. D. Freshfield 
and Signor V. Sella have in contemplation a work on the Caucasus of 
a more popular and attractive character than a guidebook. They hope 
to be able to arrange for the production of tr number of the most 
characteristic of Signor Sella's and other Caucasian photographs a s  
illustrations to a text which, besides an account of Mr. Freehfield'e 
journeys in 1887 and 1889, should contain a summary of recent 
exploration and narratives of several of the more important ascents. 

WINTER PICTURE ~ H I B I T I O N . - T ~ ~  Preqident announced a t  t h e  
General Meeting of the Club on June 7 that the Winter Picture Ex- 
hibition would be held this year in  the Nineteenth Century Art  Gallery, 
Conduit Street, and be open for about a fortnight inatead of two days, 
as  hitherto. 

The  date of opening to the public will probably be December 12, 
and it  is proposed to hold the winter meeting of the Club 011 Decem- 
ber 17 in the Galley. 

The Committee desire that the first exhibition held under the new 
systenl should, as far  at3 space allows, be representative not only of t h e  
year's work in mountain ar t  and photography, but also of the beat work 
of the artists connected with the Club since its formation. They would 
also gladly receive specimens of mountain or hill paintings of an earlier 
date, and also Alpine prints. 

Members and others who may be willing to make contributions, 
falling under any of t i l w  heads, are requmted to communicate with 
the Hon. Secretary a t  the Alpine Club Rooms. 

I n  the course of the autumn there will be sent to all members 
another notice, together with a form to fill up, with details of the sub- 
ject, size, and number of the works they propose to exhibit. T h e  
Committee reserve to themselves the right of selection and arrangement. 

Arrangements will, as usual, be made for collecting and returning 
d l  exhibits fiom and to any address in London ; insurance will also be 
effected if the value be specified. A descriptive catalogue will be pre- 
pared, and for this purpose the works will be required to be delivered 
about December 4. 

DISTRESS SIGNALLINO.--T~~ report of the Sub-Committee on Distress 
Signals is published with the present number. Communications have 
bean addressed to the foreign Alpine Clubs, and favourable answers re- 
ceived. I t  is expected   hat the subject will be fully discussed a t  the 
general meeting of' the Deutsch-Oesterr. Alpen-Verein to be held at 
hIunich this month, when representatives of several foreign Alpine 
Clubs will be present, and i t  is hoped that the Club will be represeuted 
by a member of the Sub-committee. This will be the best means of 
arriving a t  a speedy and general agreewent on the question. 



IIEVIEIF-S BED KOTICES. 
- Jahrbicch des Schzcirer d l ~ e n c l u b ,  vol. xxviii. 

THIS volume (xxviii. 1892-3) is the third on the enlarge11 scale, 
and is quite equal as regards matter and illustn~tion to its predecessor. 
No doubt by degrees the interest attaching to exciting mountain 
ascents diminishes, whilst that attaching to history and science increases. 
The editor, Dr. D~ibi ,  in  the preface complains of the dilntorinew of 
many sections in sending their communications. H r  still has to depend 
for material upon a small number of old and tried friends in the S w i s  
Alpine Club, and i n  this volume he has been aided by a valuable con- 
tribution from a member of the Alpine Club. Hardly any of the new 
ascents a c r e  communicated to him directly, and he has had mostly to 
collect them himself from various Alpine publications. No doubt it  is 
natural that expeditions should be inserted in publications appearing 
more frequently than once a year. The labour of editorship is greater, 
he  say^, than anyone would suppose. H e  might, however, diminish it  
by asking some of his friends to review some of the niany books (about 
twenty) which he has reviewed himself. 

The following new expeditions are not already recorded in the 'Alpine 
Journal.' These were all made in 1892, unless specially mentioned. 
On July 2 Herr  F. Werner, with the guides Fankhauser and Cognez, 
Gom the Pavillon de Lognan, attempted the second peak (3,626 nl. 
=11,896 ft.) of the Aiguilles Rouges du  Dolent. After 9 hours' labour 
they found the last 40 metres impracticable. On August 30 Mr. V. 
Fpnn and Dr. Murphy from the Cabane C o r n y  ascended the second 
peak (3,540 m.= 11,614 it.) of the Aiguille de la Varappe. MbI. 
Attinger, Colomb, and Kurz, with the guide Fr. Biselx, from a bivouac 
on the right bank of the Saleinaz Glacier, ascended, on July 10, the 
Pointe de Planereuse (3,156 m. = 10,355 It.) ; on Ju ly  11 the Grand 
Clocher de  Plnnereuse (2,900 m. = 9,515 ft.) ; on July 1 2  the Col de la 
Petite Fourche (3,400 m. = 11,155 it.), and the Petite Fourche 
(3,531 m. = 11,585 ft.) by the N.E. ridge; and on July 1 3  tlie 
Petite Pointe de Planereuse. On August 8 nI. J u l a  Janin, with 
the guides Delez and Itevaz, from the chalets of Salanfe ascended the 
Eperon (Dent d u  Midi) (3,116 m. =10,223 it.). On August 4 AI. 
R. de Breugel Douglas, with 1)elez and lievaz, tiom Salanfe ahcended 
the high&% point between Champery and the Glacier du Plan NGvG 
(3,212 m. = 10,538 it.), which they named Dent K'oire de Champdry. 
The same on September 20 from the chalets of Chnlin ascended the 
Cime de l'Est (Dent du Midi) (3,180 m. = 10,434 ft.) from the N.E. 
On August 1 5  Signor G. Afandini, with the guide L. Bich, of Val 
Tournanche, starting from the Luseney Alp, ascended the Becca di 
Lueeney (3,506 m. = 11,503 ft.) by the K.E. face. On August 28 
the eame from Xuz ascended the Punta dei Terrai(3,400 m.= 11,155 ft.). 
On August 22 Signor Evan Mackenzie, with Dan. and Ant. Maquignaz, 
leavinq Prerayen a t  4.30 a.x,  reached the P u n k  biargherita. 
(3,877 m. = 12,740 ft.) a t  2.15 P.X. The foot of the rocks was only 
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reached on the descent a t  7.30 P.M., and they had to bivouac on the 
glacier. On August 24  the same from Prerayen ascended the Torre 
di CrCton (3,583 m. = 11,757 fb.). On September 1 2  the same from 
the inn at  Breuil ascended the Colle dei Cora (3,800 m. = 12,467 ft.). 
I n  August 1892, MM. H. Rieckel and L. Kurz, with Justin and JOS. 
Bessart, of Chables, ascended the Bec Epicoun (3,527 m. = 11,572 ft.) 
from the W. side. Here they found the card of the veteran moun- 
taineer J. J. Weilenmann, dated July 21, 1866, and went on thence to 
the Monte Cervo (3,430 m. = 11,254 ft.) of the Italian map. O n  
August 1 G  Signor Carlo Creesini, with the guides Franz Jarba and V. 
I io~gia ,  starting from the Veglia Alp, ascended the Monte Leone 
(3,561 m. = 11,681 ft.) by the N.E., and then by the S.E. face. O n  
August 22 the same ascended the Pizzo di Terra Rossa (Wasenhorn) 
(3,255 m. = 10,680 ft.). On July 19 Signori Gerla, Prina, Creasini, 
and Conterio, with the guides Marani, of Antronapiana, m d  Roggin, 
of Varzo, ascended from the Veglia Alp to the Bocca Mottiscia 
(2,921 m. = 9,584 ft.), thought to be impracticable, and thence by way 
of the Mottiscia Glacier reached the Punta biottiscia. On July 27 t h e  
same, without Prina and Roggia, ascended the Pun& di Val Grande 
(2,856 m. = 9,370 ft.). This hillock had before only been ascended 
from Berisal, on tbe Simplon road. The Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge, with 
Ch. Almer, jun., made the following firat ascents in  the Leone 
district : July 8, the Punta Mottiscia ; July 10, Gross Schienhorn 
(2,942 m. = 9,653 ft.) ; July 11, Gtischihorn (3,084 m. = 10,119 ft.) ; 
July 16, Albrunhorn (2,880 m. = 9,450 f t . ) ;  July 19, Ober 
Turhenllorn (5,121 m. = 10,239 ft.);  July 23, Neufelgiuhorner 
(2,94G m. = 9,666 ft.). On August 1 0  h1h.I. H. Rieckel and L. Kun, 
with the guides Chr. Lauener and Fritz Graf, jun., from the Ober 
Aletsch hut ascended the Geivshorn by the W. face and N. ridge. On 
A q u ~ t  8 Herr A. Gaesmann, with the guide H. von Allmen, made t h e  
first ascent (by tourists) of the Tschingelspitz (3,318 m. = 10,886 ft.). 
On Ju ly  3 Herr Ken6 Klinig, Fdule in  Sarah Konig, and Herr C. 
hlontandon from the Pavillon Dollfus made the first ascent of t h e  
Brandlnl~~mhorn (3,115 m. = 10,220 ft.). On August 8 Mr. V. A. 
Fynn and Dr. Murphy from the Pavillon Dollfus ascended t h e  
Thierberg (3,202 m. = 10,505 ft.).* On July 26 Pfarrer H. 
Bn~~mpartner, Herren A. Baumgartner, and E. v. Riltte, with t h e  
guides I-'. Baumann (father and son), from the Pavillon Dollfua as- 
cended the N. peak of the Biichlistock (3,270 m. =. 10,728 ft.). O n  
September 27, 1888, the Pfarrer had ascended the S. peak (which is 
4 nl.-13 St.-higher) in a dense fog. The  volume contains a phob- 
graph from the Brandlammhorn. In this the two peaks of the  
Hiihnerstock-the Vordere, ascended by hlessrs. Coolidge and Gardiner 
in 1886; and the Hintere, by Pfarrer Ba~imgartner in 1889-are 
risible, hut i t  is not stated which is the higher. On August 5 Dr. 
\\'. Griibli, with the guide J. Gamma, from the Kiihplanken hut, in  t h e  

[This ascent had, however, been made aa far back as 1844 by hih1. Dmor, 
Egcher, and Sulgar. See Ll. Desor's E'2rc~?~siuns, 1st series, pp. 625 sqq.- 
EDITOR d. J.] 
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Voralpthal, ascended the Hinter Sustenhorn (3,220 m. = 10,564 ft.). 
On May 22 MM. A. Bois de Cheme and V. A. Fynn made a traverse 
of the Ruchen (Mlirtschenstock) (2,442 m. = 8,012 ft.). On July 25 
the Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge, with Ch. Almer, jun., ascended the 
Wyttenwasserstock (3,084 m. = 10,119 ft.). On August 3 the same, 
with Mr. F. Gardiner, ascended the Pizzo Columbe (2,549 m. 
= 8,363 fi.). 

A number of ascenta made in the Adula group by Herr I,. 
Darmstiidter, with Joh. and Georg Stabeler, of Taufers, and also a 
number made in the Albula district by Mr. Oscar Schuster, with the 
guide J. Engi, of Davos, deserve the attention of those making a 
special study of those regions. On August 8 Herr A. Hzewuski, Dr. 
and Frau Tauscher, with the guides C. Jann and P. Allemann, of 
Kloeters, ascended the Veratanklahorn by a new route from the 
Tiatecha Glacier. On July 8 a new descent was made from the 
Fergenkegel, and on July 9 the passage from the Gross Litzner to the 
Seehorn achieved, both by Mr. Oscar fkhuster, with J. Engi, of 
Davos On July 26 the aame gentleman made the descent from the 
Drusenfluh (2,828 m. = 9,278 ft.) to the Schweizerthor. On August 12 
the ascent of the Drusenfluh from the S. wan effected by IIerr D. 
Stokar, with the guide blichel ; and on July 3 the first ascent of the 
Hornspitz (2,540 m. = 8,333 ft.), W. of the Scesa Plana, from the 
Swim side, was made by IIerr E. Imhof, with the guide Martin E. 
SprecLer. On August 13  the first ascent of the Grosser Thurm (Drusen- 
fluh) was made by Herren A. Ludwig and L. Jeklin. 

On the apecial district (the Rhiitikon), whose period of three years 
ended in 1892, we have several papers, which pretty well exhaust it. 
Dr. Stokar was chiefly anxious to make the ascent of the Drusenfluh 
(mentioned above) from the south side. This was effected by the 
' Rote Gang,' a limestone fault of a peculiar colour to the east of the 
Schweizerthor, up which chamois had been observed to pass. IIerr 
E. Imhof (Scesa Plana) has already spent much time in the district, 
and would have done more had he not been called away to prepare the 
excellent Itinerary for the new district (Albula), in which he made as 
many asthirty ascenta in the remainder of his holiday. Herr U. Obrecht 
(Stern, Plana) writeti on the woods and wood trade of the Prattignu. 
This ie specially a valley of woods. Many of the trees reach to 4 ft. 
in diameter, and in the winter of 1866-7 a tree was cut and trans- 
ported to Glarua which measured 8 fi. in diameter, and was the 
largeet ever cut in Gmublinden. Special tracks have to be made to 
the woods that are cut. In one parish in 1892-3 a very large nurnber 
of bridgea were constructed across ravines. The work requires special 
training, and many workmen are imported annually from Italy, more 
than 100 comin~  h m  the village of Sondalo (Valteline). Herr W. 
Zwicky (Sceaa Plana) contributes an interesting article on the towers 
and caetlea of the Rhatikon, compiled from many excellent authori- 
ties. The castle of llaienfeld is said to date from 340 A.D., but this 
date must be considered very doubtful. The oldest castle which is 
atill inhabited, and which is, perhaps, the most interesting in the 
district, is Schloas Marschlins, a little to the S. of hialana This is 
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mid to have been occupied in 1154 A.D. by Frederick Barbarossa when 
on his way to the campaign against Milan. It passed into the hands 
of the Salis family in 1633, and in 1770 became the seat of Planta's 
philanthropic school. Near this castle were planted the first maize 
and potatoes in Graubiinden in 1717. The servants would not eat 
them. In 1787 tobacco was grown here, and silk of excellent quality 
was manufactured, but  the late spring frosta too often destroyed the 
mulberry leaves. The natives too were unwilling to look properly 
after the worrnp, especially in unwinding the cocoons, and the cost o f  
introducing Italian workmen was too great. In this castle originnted 
the first map of any part of Grauhiinden bawd on trigonometrical 
mearurements, the little map of the Rheinthal, between Chur a n d  
Luziensteig, made by Magister Riisch. The castle is now the property 
of Friiulein N e t .  von Saiis-Mnrclchlins, well known as one of t h e  
foremost champions of woman's rights. 

Amongst the expeditions out of the special district (freie Fahrlen) 
the Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge contributes a numl~er in the district 
between Binn and Airolo, several of them new ascents already men- 
tioned above. H e  was able to make various notes for the next edition 
of the Guide Book to the Lepontine Alps, and wns aucceeeful i n  
making good his claim to the first ascent of the Pizzo di Pesciora by 
finding on the adjacent Kiihbodenhorn the cards of the two former 
supposed climbers of the Pizzo di Pesciora. Dr. W. Grijbli (Uto) gives 
an account of a number of ascents in the month of October in t h e  
years 1888-92, with the guide A. Pollinger, in  the neighbourhood 
of St. Niklaus. These Reem to have been thoroughly enjoyable, b u t  
require the exercise of more caution than i n  snn~mer-e.g. on t h e  
Ae~~ssere  Stellihorn, where a surprised poacher nearly brought the ex-  
pedition to a n  untimely end. H e  insists that the firat ascent of t h e  
Innere Stellihorn (3,415 m.) was not made by hLessrs. Coolidge a n d  
Conwap on August 23, 1890, but by Blr. Stafford Anderson, with t h e  
guide Pollinger, on August 5, 1882,. and that the first ascent of t h e  
Bnrrhorn was made by RZrs. Jackson, with Pollinger, in 1883, and not  
by Iiimself. 

IIerr Emil IIuber (Uto) gives an account of a number of winter 
ascents in the Alps of Canton Schwyz. Theae involve a considerable 
element of danger when the ascent is  over steep frozen grass aiopes 
covered with powdery snow. The  ascent of the Briinnelivtock p,l 50 m. 
= 7,151 ft.), E. of the Hintere Wtiggithal, from the Sulzboden 
Alp, on its E. aide, is remarkable. H e  states the vertical distance to 
be 1,090 m. (3,SiG ft.),and the horizontal 1,350 m. (4,430 It.), giving 
an angle of no less than 81' ( I ) ,  and the ascent seems to have been 
tolerably direct. I t  must have been like going up a staircase with 
very high and very narrow steps ; worse than going u p  a ladder, for 
there the feet can be put over the rongs. The  winter ascent8 are, as 
he remarks, generally very enjoyable, from the steadiness of t h e  
weather, the clearness of the atmosphere, and the absence of excessive 
heat. 
- 

* [See, however, Dr. Grobli's later view, above, p. 63.1 
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Herr A. von Rydzewaki (Davos) contributes a second paper on his 
ascents in Bergell, with the guides C. Klucker and M. Barbaria. 
Amongst these are the first ascent of the Punta Pioda di Sciora and 
that of the Cima di Sciora by a new route. 

Herr Th.  Bore1 (St. Gall), in a paper on the Grdnerthal,  gives 
some interesting particulars about the valley and i i  inl~abitanta. 

On August 11,1888, along with Profeesor Kellerbauer, of Chemnitz, 
he made an attempt (without guides) on the Langkofel from the 
south aide. The 'a lps '  in this neighbornhood are not used during 
the summer, as in  Switzerland or many other parts of Tyrol, and i t  
was only after much eearching they got a night's lodging in a hut on 
the ridge between the Grohmannspitz and Col Rodella, which divides 
the Sella Alp into two parts. The mountain on this side looks forbid- 
ding, not to  say impossible. Next day, after a difficult climb of 
74 hrs., they only reached an inferior summit separated by a deep 
chasm from the top. The ridge here was so &arp that they held on 
by their hands on opposite sides, and each could only eee the tips of 
the other's fingers. They attempted a new line of descent, and a t  
one point were nearly stuck fast, not being able for nearly 2 hrs. to 
make further progress, and a t  last were only abIe to extricate them- 
8elve by a dangerous leap across a chnsm. On August 16,1888, with 
the guides G. and L. Bernard, he ascended the Grohmannspitz, and on 
August 20  the Langkofel, the latter of which, under the circumstances, 
he atill considers the most difficult of the group. 

Of miscellaneous articles there are two dealing with the Alps 
generally. Herr Frisch-Lochmann (Uto) tries to answer the question, 
'Why do we  viait the mountains? ' T o  this the answer may well 
vary with tho temperament of the tourist, but i t  certainly will be some 
form of advantage or enjoyment. The guides, who have the most 
labour, and who earn by i t  their daily bread, have often a satisfaction 
in overcoming difficulties far beyond that of their mere pay. What 
money payment, indeed, could reward the care and devotion they show 
to their employers, sometimes even to death ? H e  quotes with admira- 
tion Mr. Whymper's opinion of M. Croz and Christ. Almer; and to 
these a long list of guides might be added who have climbed or are 
climbing for love of the mountains as well as for reward. Herr S. 
Simon (Oberland) describes the peculiar character impressed upon 
mountain peaks by their geological formation, taking for examples the 
primitive rocks, limestone, and nagelfluh ; with numerous illustrations. 
Herr A. Wiiber (Bern), the former editor, discusses the mountain nomen- 
clature of the Bernese Oberland before the present century. I t  seems 
hardly credible that before the middle of the eighteenth century the 
principal mountain peak8 of the Bernese Oberland were either without 
names or were named quite uncertainly. In  the oldest Swiss map 
(Conrad Ttirst, 1495-7) only two passes, the Grimsel and the Gemmi, are 
named, and no peaks. In  the course of the next century a few passea 
and mountains are added ; but  no very p e a t  advance was made until 
the publication of Scheuchzer's map (1712) and the meaaurement of 
the boundaries of Canton Bern by Sam. Bodmer (1701-10). Again 
nearly 60 years elapsed without further advance. Then came biicheli 
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du Crest's lPanortns from the Castle of Aarburg' (1755), and the 
' Eisgebirge dee Schweizerlandea' (1760) of Gottlieb Sigmund Gruner 
(b. 1717, d. l778), and the first guide book (1777) to the Bernese Ober- 
land by Sam. Wytknbach (b. 1748). In 1779 Archdeacon William 
Coxe's Travels in Switzerland ' made conniderable alditiona But the 
greatest advance was made by Gottlieb Siegmund Studer (1761-1808). 
He drew a great number of panoramas and view% varying from mere 
outlines to finiahed drawing. In these the summits are often 
named, and here we find that his difficulties from conflicting authorities 
were great. Namee are often c rwed  out and others supplied, some- 
times as many as three names given. There was special confusion 
about the Jungfrau group. Between 1755 and 1790 the Eiger had four 
different names, the Bitinch seven, and the Junghau four. The 
article is illustrated by one of Studer's drawings (1788) reproduced in 
colour, a view from Thierachern, on the Lake of Thun, extending 
from the Ralligstock to the Nieaen. But the reproduction is said not 
to convey the delicate charm of the original, which is still fresh in 
colour though more than 100 years old. G. S. Studer died in 1808, 
and the work at which he had so zealously laboured waa carried 
on by his eon Gottlieb, who inherited from him the spirit which urged 
him ever to visit the wild beautiful mountains. 

Herr H. Reber (Bern) writes on earth curvature and refraction, 
and on the conditione under which a mountain may be visible or 
invisible from u fixed point. 

Professor Forel contributes another report (No. xiii.) on the 
periodic variations of glaciera. The present article deals largely with 
the catastrophe which destroyed the Baths of St. Gemais in July 
1899, and that of T i h ,  August 15-17, 1892. In the Mont Blanc 
chain all the glaciera are advancing, in the Valais Alps most, in 
the Bernese Alps some, whilst in Central and E. Switzerland they 
are stationary or retreating. Amongst shorter articles are an ascent 
of the Morgenhorn (Bliimlia Alp), by Herr K. Knecht and the brothere 
C. and P. Montandon ; one of the Kammlistock (Clariden), by Herr 
Heinrich Streiff (Todi) ; an account of the Schiichenthaler Windgdlen, 
by Herr E. Huber, who thinks they are unhirly neglected for their 
more pretentious neighbours over the way; and another of an excur- 
sion from Airolo, through the Val Canaria, over the Piz Ravetach, to 
the Oberalp I J w  and Goschenen, by J. Eggermann and friends. Dr. 
A. Balker relates the explorations of an ice cave, or rather ice crack, 
near Meiringen. This was a rather difficult expedition, and much must 
be done before i t  is acceseible to ordinary touriste. It ie much more 
ewily got a t  than the Schafloch, which is, however, a far finer cavern. 
The same author describes an ascent of Djebel Resas (? 1,400 m. 
= 4,693 ft.), a principal peak in the Tunisian mountains. The 
Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge gives a list of the excursions of Herr Gottlieb 
Studer in the Tarmtaise, amongst which are the first ascenta of the 
Punts Violetta (3,031 m. = 9,915 ft.), of the Pointe de la Rechasse 
(3,223 m. = 10,571 ft.), and of the Ruitor (3,486 m. = 11,437 h). 
Dr. E. Bossbard (Rhatikon) describes the use of the thermometer for 
measuring heighta, and claims that when properly understood it pro- 
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ducea more accurate resulta than the aneroid barometer. Dr. A. Biihler 
(Biel) describes the silver lead mine at Goppistein (Lotechthal), eo rich 
that i t  produced more than 18 oz. (av.) of silver to the ton ; it has 
failed, owing to mismanagement and extravagance ; alno, probably, to 
the difficulties of transport, which have wrecked many promising 
mines. The reviews occupy no leea than 23 pages, and moet be a 
great addition to the editor's laboura. 

Herr Francke (Bern) contributes a catalogue of the Alpine literature 
of the year 1892. 

The map of the new special district (the Albula Alps) is not pet 
issued to the club. At the General Assembly held at Olten, Sep- 
tember 26, 1892, the principal queation was that of a new periodical 
for the S.A.C. which should connect more easily and closely mex~lbers 
and sections. This was commenced in July 1893, under the name 
' Alpina,' and is to be continued monthly. 

The huts are still a source of trouble, and there is a great deal of 
abuse of them, owing to inefficient supervision. Persons are said to 
have used them as lodgings for weeks aa a kind of ' Sommerfrisch.' 

Of the chronicles sent in by the sections there is not much to be 
eaid, except that it hardly eeems dorth while to send in such ascenta 
se the Gornergrat. Section St. Gall is conspicuous for the great number 
of ascents. It reckons amongst ita membera the well-known climbere 
Herr L. Purtacheller, Profeseor K. Schi~lz, and Herr Robert Hans 
Schmitt. The former of these, in 1892, made 63 ascents. 

On December 31, 1892, the club numbered 3,855 members, an$ 
had a balance to ita credit of 38,326 frs. (1,5331.). J. S. 

CIimbing and Ezpluration in  tL Karahm-Ximalayas. By William Nartin 
Conway, M.A., F.S.A., dcc. (London : T. Fisher Unwin. 1881.) 

' We spent, in all, eighty-four days on snow or glrrcier ; we traversed, 
from end to end, the three longest known glaciers in the world outside 
the polar regions, and we climbed to the top of a peak approximately 
23,000 ft. high! This extract from Mr. Conway's preface sums up, 
from the mountaineer's point of view, the results of his sojourn in the 
Barakoram-Himalayaa from the middle of April to the same part of 
September, 1892. He spent a fortnight on his journey into the hill 
country from Abbotabad, and remained about a month longer in the 
mountain region, visiting Leh, and returning to Srinagar (from which 
he had started) by the Dras valley and Zoji-la Pass. In the Alps the 
last would be reckoned aa an excursion, for it is 10,300 ft. above the 
sea; but it is a way for man and bea~t in the more gigantic Himalayas. 
These lie, aa in reading of them we are constantly reminded, some ten 
degrees nearer to the Equator than the Alps. If, then, we would com- 
pare the former with the latter, we must begin by deducting some 
7,000 ft. from the altitudes. We read of oppressive heat at 7,000 or 
8,000 ft., of camp  pitched, aa a matter of course, 5,000 or 6,000 ft. 
higher. The snout of one of the larger glaciers may be found some- 
where about 11,000 ft. above sea-level. A track, free from snow in 
m m e r ,  may cross the mountains at 14,000 ft., while the peaks and 
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passes * at from 17,000 to 18,000 ft. appear to find their Alpine 
equivalents on either side of the 11,000 fi. contour-line in that chain. 
The portion of Mr. Conway's book which appeals especially to the 
frequenter of peaks and glaciers may be arranged under three heads : 
Expeditions into the range between Hakipushi (25,550 ft.) and Emerald 
Peak (22,390 ft.); the passage of the Hispar and Biafo glaciers; and 
the exploration of the Baltoro Glacier, with an ascent of a peak of the 
Golden Throne rnmsy. The approach, however, to his field of work 
involved the crossing of a p3ss (the Burzil) higher than the Grandes 
Jorasses. This, under ordinary circumstances, would have been no 
more than a journey over the Col du Bonhomme eome half-century 
since, but towards the end of April, and in bad weather, it  became a 
very long and weary trudge, which was not accomplished till the party 
had waited in camp for two or three days among the fresh-fallen 
snow in the upper part of the Bunil  valley. 

Mr. Conwny's party consisted of the Hon. C. G. BNW, Messrs. 
Eckenstein and Roudebush, Mr. McCormick, the artist, Matthias Zur- 
briggen, of Macugnana, 11s guide, three or four Gurkhas, and eome native 
servants, with coolies hired, as re uired, for porters. It was reduced 
in numbers from time to time by 21 e illness of some of its members, 
and occasionally was divided for hunting or for exploration. The 
commissariat difficulties mere serious, because the journey lay through 
regions as inhospitable as the upper valleys of Dauphin6 in days before 
the French Alpine Club had come into existence, and everything had to 
be carried for long distances, often even imported into the country. 
Thus a large camp-following was necessary, and the cotnmisaariat and 
transport service must have required no little forethought and apacity 
for organisation, and must have added immensely to the anxiety and 
labour. Fortunately, though not without danger from both accident 
and disease, the journey was accomplished without harm to limb or 
loss of life. 

The Himalayan season, evidently, is no longer than the Alpine, for 
when the travellers arrived, early in May, a t  Gilgit (4,890 ft.), in the 
centre of magnificent scenery, they found they were too early, and the 
higher mountains would not be fit for serious work for a t  least a 
month? perhaps even more. They determined, however, to begin by 
exploring the vallrys which descend from the southern side of the 
range which is ended by the magnificent peak of Rakipuahi, in the &int 
hope of effecting a direct paasage to Nagyr over the head of the  
Bagrot Glacier, and thus avoiding the long detour by the main valley. 
They fiucceeded in exploring not only this, but a h  the Gargo Glacier, 
r grand mass of ice, which descends from the flank of Emernld Peak. 
Among other interesting excnreions, they climbed a rocky needle, 
17,580 ft. in height, in the neighbourhood of Rakipushi, and they 
camped out at a height of 15,680 ft. below a pass on the west side of 
the Emerald Peak, which, however, the obstinately bad weather com- 
pelled them to abandon, while any attempt on the other one was pre- 

Occavional passes, traversed by man and beast, exist, as ia well known, 
in some districts at rather greater elevations. 
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vented by the condition of the mow. Thus they had to be contented 
with the explorstion of a magnificent mountain region, the lower part 
of which, owing to ite rich vegetation, is far more beautiful than the 
ordinary valleys of the Karakoram-Himalayas. 

The northern eide of the range was e-xamined in the course of two 
expeditions from Nagyr. They explored the Samsfyar Valley, and 
succeeded, after camping out at an elevation of over 15,000 ft., in 
climbing to a gnp, which Mr. Conway names Daranshi Saddle, 
17,940 ft.; but here again they were driven away by hopelessly bad 
weather. Kext the fine Barpu Glacier, deecending from the northern 
mide of Emerald Peak, invited their attention. They explored it, 
and succeeded, after the umal opposition from the implacable weather, 
in climbing an aigaille (the Dasskaram Needle) 17,660 fi. high. 

Nest they had to prepare for the mast serious part of their under- 
taking, the journey from Nagyr to Askole, by the Hispar and 
Biafo glaciers; or, in other words, for crowing the enormous spur 
from the southern eide of the Karakorams, which overlooks one of the 
upper portions of the Indus Valley, and terminates in Rakipushi-a 
spur which stands in somewhat the same relation to the main chain 
as the Graisns do to the Pennines. But a separation of the party 
became necessary in consequence of commissaris$ difficulties : one 
section, in two divisions, took the more direct route to Shigar (below 
Askole) over the Nushik-la Pass-which apparently had not been 
previously crossed by Europeans, though the summit had been reached 
tiom the south in 1861 by Lieutenant-Colonel Godwin-Austen ; while 
Mr. Conway, with Mr. McCormick and Zurbriggen (who, however, 
diverged to conduct the second detachment to a camping-place on the 
south side of the Nushik-laj proceeded up the Hispar Glacier. 
Starting from the foot of this huge ice-stream--40 miles in length- 
on July 12, they crossed the pass (17,650 ft.) on July 18, and arrived 
at the end of the Biafo Glacier, after some halts by the way, on 
July 26. We have not space to enter into the interesting details of 
this long journey over ice and rocky slopes, for the whole time at an 
elevation above that of the ThCodule Pass, and in the very heart of the 
most magnificent mountain scenery; but must be content to refer to 
Mr. Conway's nnrmtive, and to Mr. McCormick's admirable illustra- 
tions. 

At  Askole the third episode of the journey began. The party was 
once more united; but prior to this Mr. Eckenstein was obliged to 
return to England, as his health had begun to ~uffer. The others 
ascended the Biaho Valley to the foot of the Baltoro Glacier. This 
issues from a loop of gigantic peaks, which in several cases exceed 
25,000 fi., the highest being the famous K, (26,278 ft.), which over- 
looks the northern eide of the upper portion of this huge ice-stream. 
After passing the tributary glaciers which descend from the two cols 
bearing the name of the Mustagh Paw-the western one reached by 
Colonel Godwin-Aueten in 1861, and the eastern crossed by Captain 
Younghueband in 1887 *-they mended a peak 19,400 ft. high, and 

* Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 60. 
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finally camped out, on August 22, at 20,000 ft., and remained to explore 
the neighbourhood till A u g u ~ t  25, when Meears. Conway and Bruce, 
with Zurbriggen and two Gurkhas, succeeded in climbing a peak which 
forms part of a huge mountain called the Golden Throne. The summit 
of the latter rose about 1,100 ft. above them at a distance of nearly half a 
mile, and was cut off by a deep depression. Thus no more could be 
done, but even this subordinate-Pioneer Peak, sa they named i e  
was 22,600 R. above the sea by barometric measurement, and if 
judged by an estimate of the height of Golden Throne &om that of K p  
must be more rather than leas than this altitude, so that very probably 
it is about 23,000 ft. The day, fortunately, wan fine, and they remained 
more than an hour on the summit, reluctantly quitting i t  at four in the 
afternoon and arriving that evening at a camp previously prepared 
(19,000 ft.). On September 5 they were back at Askole, and thus 
happily brought to an end their real mountain work. 

When at high levele, and especially on their last expedition, the 
climbers were much affected by the rarified condition of the air. They 
found exertion difficult during the whole time spent above 18,000 ft. 
The slightest exertion, even lacing a boot, often caused panting for 
breath, quick and irregular action of the heart, and a sense of extreme 
lassitude. These and other symptoms of ' mountain sickness ' were 
commonly felt on approaching elevations of about 17,000 ft., and 
sometimes at lower levels. Occasionally one of the attendants was 
affected even at from 13,000 to 14,000 ft., but the others were not gene- 
rally conscious of inconvenience till they arrived near the higher limit. 
Mr. Conway's journey, however, has demonstrated that peaks of 
25,000 or 26,000 ft. can be almost certainly reached by seasoned 
mountain climbera Progress however will become slower and dower 
an this nltitude is approached, and the ascent of such a summit a8 K, 
will probably require the laat camp to be pitched at an elevation not less 
than that of Pioneer Peak; hence serious difficulties will arise as to 
the transport of proper food and shelter, and the attempt can only be 
made in the most favourable weather. Here, unless Mr. Conway's 
experience was exceptional, the mountain climber seems to find his worst 
foe. From the beginning to the end of the journey the weather waa 
generally detestable; a fine day was the exception rather than the 
rule : two or three in succession seldom came. The vapour-laden 
air draws northward from the plains of India towards the vast 
mountain masses of Central Aaia, and is not deprived of its 
moisture until it  has croseed the Karakoram Chain. Doubtlea on the 
northern side of this more favourable conditions can be found, but it 
will probably be long before the valleys of Turkeatan become s a -  
ciently accessible to strangers for an attack to be made upon K, from 
this quarter. Still, as Mr. Conway sometimee incidentally reminds u g  
certain districts which he visited have but recently become eafe for 
travel, so possibly the inhospitable regions acroas one of the great 
watersheds of Aaia may be fairly accessible in another generation. 

Mr. Conway tell8 his tale most clearly and pleasantly. He avoids 
the fault, not unknown among writers on Alpine travel, of mild 
facetiousness, but he is never dull. We find, scattered through his 
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Committee. W e  do not imply that Alpine pair~tings are exoluded 
i n  order to make way for the pictures of the members of that com- 
mittee, but silnply that these subjects are undeniably difficult to hang. 
They are prone to kill other good work, and are not seen a t  their best 
in  a general collection. But  this year the Academy seems to have 
thrown over its Hanging Committee altogether, and certainly set them 
a very difficult task-witness the contributions of Mr. lierkomer, bfr. 
J. S. Sargent, and Mr. Chevallier Tayler-though one in which on the 
whole they acquitted themselves well. 

In one of the firut rooms, well placed, mas one of the best examples 
of Mr. E. T. Compton that we can remember, ' The Jiountains of 
Valpelline, from Mont Brulh.' The  quotation from Isaiah in the 
catalogue was unnecessary. The picture was a thorough and direct 
representation of a very grand view, full of air and with the clouds 
well in  the sky (though this was the least ~ t i s fac tory  part of the 
picture), while the various aspects and colours of snow on a rainy, 
changeful morning were excellently given. So few of our members 
visit the mouta ins  on this side of the familiar group that we fear the 
truth of outline and form of the dirtant peaks will not be appreciated 
as they deserve. But the painting cannot fail to please. I t  is to be 
hoped that this notable picture will be seen a t  the Winter Exhihition. 
The artist could hardly be better represented. I t  is not often that a 
water-colour artist s~cceeds  so well i2 mixing light with his oil paints. 
A painter like Mr. Compton has a grecrt advantage in that he does not 
dip once and again into Alpine art, but eoalis and saturates himself in 
the mountain atmosphere. A good work by blr. McCormick, un artist 
to be watched closely by collectors of mountain pictures, w a ~  to be 
noticed in the same room. 

Few people mould have expected to see Mr. T. Sidney Cooper e w y  a 
mountain subject, and fewer still, perhaps, would have anticipated that the 
veteran artist could succeed 8o well in a purely Alpine pictnre as he has 
in No. 71, ' T h e  high hills are a refuge for the wild goats.' I t  is 
true that there are some goats, and they may have been intended to 
form the chief features of the painting. But  the animals are, curiously 
enough, far from being successEu1, being marred by the faults with which 
the public has become only too familiar in Mr. Cooper's later works. 
Omitting the goats, and taking the picture piece by piece, it  is one of 
the best landscllpes he ever painted. The picture is full of light. T h e  
mountains go well back and rise high, and the qualities of painting 
almost reconcile one to the strange mixture of geology. I t  seems a 
pity to draw the Jungfrau~ with the Eiger on the wrong side of it, and 
to deposit s purely dolomite pinnacle in an Oberland foreground. 

Mr. Vereker EIamilton has caught the true mountain feeling in his 
' Dawn in the Scinde Valley, Kashmir.' The scene is raw and chill 
and weird. Doubtless the tone is true, but i t  is hard to believe in the 
clouds. The  composition, too, is rather awkward. The framing of 
a picture in the painting itself, as  when a view is taken from under 
an arch, or, as  in this iustancc, where the greater part is seen betrveen 
an inner frame ~f tree.s, is seldoui satisfactory; but the artist h a s  
bhown real power in dealing with a somewhat heroic subject. 
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X r .  Sidney Cooper is not the only Academician who has gone 
boldly to snow and ice for his subject. Mr. Briton Riviere, in a work 
that has excited a good deal of discussion, has followcd &I. LoppC'a 
lead, and sought to pourtray the colour and form of pure glacier from 
the Alpine point of view. I t  may be considered a promising sign that 
the painting has, i t  is mid, been purchased for the Chantrey collection. 
The reviewer is landed in mt.her a difficulty with regard to this work. 

Beyond plan's footsteps' may reaeonably be considered to be 
beyond man's criticism. No doubt in  the region of the North Pole 
the colour and forms of the ice fields may be identical with those to 
be seen in the lower park of an Alpine glacier. T h e  physical laws 
which determine the direction of crevasses may be in abeyance in 
Arctic regions; otherwise i t  is difficult to understand the rather 
jumbled anatomy of the ice. The crumpling of the ice may be 
intentional, and it  may be true; but it  is not self-explanatory, as 
the lines of the crevasses suggest rather that the ice is flowing in 
various directions, radiating fiom the centre of the painting. The 
distant pinnacles of ice would be seen in any ice-fall, but only on 
condition h a t  the sun, which is seen setting in a corner of the picture, 
directed ita rays from the very opposite point of the compass. The  
dracs resemble the weathered crags of a dolomite ridge ratlier than 
ice. Such pinnacles could hardly be formed unless the glacier were 
flowing down a trough over a curved bed. Unfortunately, as pointed 
out, the lines of the crevnases do not indicate any such nlorement. 
Such hyper-criticism is but  a veiled compliment. The painting is 
-entially dramatic, almost theatrical, in  fact, but it is the work of an 
artist  who ia always interesting, and one which, whatever may be said 
w i n s t  it, h a  the rare quality of being full of imagination. The  
bear gives a woriderful touch of lonelinesa Ilere the painter 
perfectly a t  home. 

Perhaps the key to the inclusion in the Exhibition of the numerous 
illpine paintings is to  be found in the President's own work, ' The 
Spirit of the Summit.' I t  is easy enough to find fault with a painting 
M, frankly ideal. I t  would be cheap criticism to talk of it as a re- 
presentation of a young woman rather unsuitably dressed, somewhat 
uncomfortably seated, and furnished with a background a little too 
suggestive of the view from the Riffelalp. Surely, however, the 
ideality would have been vastly increased if RO fanliliar an outline 
had not been, however vaguely, introduced. To  those who w n ~ ~ o t  
see beyond the brush marks in  a painting, and ask for a mere 
transcript, the picture will not appeal for a moment ; but for 
those who really love the m o u n ~ ~ i n s  the work should have a 
great attraction. Every mountaineer haa felt what the painter has 
sought to represent. Some have tried to render the sensations in  
words, and conspicuously failed. The  more credit to the artist who 
has given us a notable work animated truly by the spirit of the 
mountuins, full of dignity, i~npreasivenees, and poetry. The painting, 
it seems to us, would have gained if the idea of the drapery shredding 
off into snow below had either been carried a little further or omitted 
altogether, while the concentration of high lights on the upper part of 
the figure gives a rather lime-light effect. 
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Mr. MacWhirter in  hie Flowera of the Alps: Anemone a n d  
Gentian,' repeats himself, and not too successfully. The painting is a 
large study of flowers, with some scratchy, slovenly-modelled mountain 
distance. No depth is guggeeted. The  forms and lines of the hills 
nowhere suggest strength or solidity, and indeed the npirit of the  
summita' ia wholly absent from the work. The painting is nothing 
but a botanical essay. Pictorially the flowers tell, but  they do not tell 
the truth. 

A work by  Mr. Reginald Jones, entitled ' Mist,' was remarkable fo r  
i t .  extraordinary truth of atmospheric effect. I t  was interesting t o  
compare thia with Mr. Donne's view of the ' Kinnbriicke, Stalden : 
passing storm,' where the artist was not Reen a t  his bent. The  effect 
aimed at  was marred altogether by ti general rnuddinevs and the colour 
of the clouda Mr. Doyle Penrose in  No. 450, The  punishment of 
Loki,' had evolved a rather artificial rocky mountain top on which to 
bind his Scandinavian evil spirit, and had eought unwisely to impart 
an alpine flavour by making a patch of edelweies grow in a perfectly 
impossible place. 

Under the title ' Premiere neige : nux Avantq,' M. Albert Gos 
showed a delicately-painted study of fresh-fallen wow, very aimple a n d  
charming. A painter who can catch so well the subtle tones of =&on, 
or fawn, or row colour,' aa Southey wrote, ahould do well in the little- 
worked field of winter scenes in the Alps. Would that some of our  
younger painters would recognise that what Southey wrote of the 
English Lake district is equally true of sub-Alpine regiona. ' Summer 
is not the season for this country. . . . Then i t  is  like a theatre at 
noon. There are no goings on. . . . The very snow, which you would 
think must monotonise the mountains, gives new varieties; i t  brings 
out their recesses and designates all their inequalities.' 

Though not strictly falling within the province of Alpine Art, we 
cannot forbear to notice the vigorous though rather grim portrait of 
Mr. Whymper by Mr. Lance Calkin. T h e  difficulty of producing a 
eatisfactory out-of-doors portrait had not been wholly overcome, b u t  
the work was a fair example of an artiat whose work ia always in-  
teresting. 

The  New Gallery contained but  few pnintings'of Alpine interest, 
and onIy one of con~picuous merit. This was a strong work by Mr. 
Robert W. Allan, with tlie rather general title of ' Himalaya Mountains.' 
So fur as we can remember Mr. Allan has made a new departure i n  
essaying a mountain aubject. Iris auccess ahould enconrage fur ther  
attempts. The middle distance is excellent, and the soft mists that 
fill the valley with blue shadows throw up the great snow-peaks in a 
perfectly legitimate way, and are not smudged in merely to eave 
trouble. The foreground looks as if i t  had been borrowed from a 
sketch-book melnonndum of some Scottish scene, with its winding 
road and flock of sheep. The  colour of the patch of foliage i l l  the 
centre of the foreground is strong but, remembering Mr. hIcCormick'e 
atudies, the brilliancy may not be queationed. Mr. MacWhirter con- 
tributes (No. 23G) a painting of ' The  Misty IIills of Skye.' The 
motive of the work lies in the strong relief of the dnrk jagged 
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mountain tops against a clear patch of aky showing through some 
breaking clouds. The road in the foreground eeem to be sheeted 
with ice, and the wet look aimed at is altogether wanting. 

Profemr Costa was but poorly represented in the gallery. The best 
of his worts were exhibited separately at Mesare. Agnew's gallery. 
We hope the committee may be able to collect mme good examples 
of this admirable artist for the Winter Exhibition. Mr. Matthew 
Corbet sent but small works. ' A  Morning Study,' however, was a 
delightful example, perfectly harmonious and steeped in the soft early 
light. Mrs. Corbet, one of the strongest of our lady artiste who 
find their subjecta in the mountains, was not seen at her best. blitls 
Hilda Montalba, in ' The Alps, from the Venetian Lagoons,' h a  at- 
tempted a difficult and ambitious subject with but partial succeae. 
The mountains seem to rise np from the water's edge and are destitute 
of form and character. 

Most of the mountain pictures in the water-colour exhibitions were 
to be found at the old Water Colour Society. The Institute was 
remarkably poor in drawinge that concern the p r e w t  review, and as 
an exhibition generally fell decidedly short in quality of its umal 
standard. 

Mr. William Collingwood wrre strongly represented at the gallery in 
Pall Mall East. The moat ambitious of his w o r k  'Morning on 
the Gemmi,' was well worthy of his reputation. Light lniste fill the 
valley, reflecting the rays of the rising sun. The hills south of the 
Rhone valley glow with colour (a little ' bricky ' in tint), and the 
giants of the Pennine A l p  stand up well. The amber and rose 
tones of sunriee are happily caught, and the colours of the shadows 
are very delicate and true. The picture is but s m d ,  yet the 
sene of vastnesa in the panorama is skilfully mggested. Close by 
hangs Mr. Cuthbert Rigby's 'Blea Tarn and the Langdale Pikes.' 
Mr. Rigby has still much to learn about mountain forms. A better 
example ie 191, ' Langdale Pikes : winter sunset! Mr. Collingwood 
i~ again to the fore with some views about Conieton. Of t h w  the 
' Hortue inclusus ' is the most pleasing, but ' The Shepherd's warn- 
ing,' a view looking acrose the lake, with the ' Old Man ' on the left, is 
full of the broad mft light that follows rain. Mr. E. J. Poynter 
exhibits a beautiful little work elaborately wrought out, especially in 
the middle distance. This painting goes far towards showing that in 
the hands of a master the ordinary midday effects on the mountains 
are paintable. Good strong work comes from Mr. Colin B. Philip. 
The rather prosaic hardnese is atoned for by the decided contours and 
modelliig of the hills. A atriking view of Snowdon by Mr. H. Clarence 
Whaite we hope to meet again ; also, by the same artist, a grand sk - 
occupying aome two-thirds of the drawing--over Carnedd Llewe yn. 
Thie ia a bold and altogether aucceaeful work, full of strong colour. 

i' 
Apart from the large picture galleries good work was to be found. 

Three drawings by Misa Donkin fitly found a temporary home at the 
Club Rooma All were characteristically delicate in treatment and 
carefully finished. The best of the three-though, . perhaps, the least 
satisfado ry aa a composition-waa a view of the Weleahorn. We were 
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glad to welcome valuable additions to the Club collection in two of 
Mr. McComick's black and white drawings. The artiat haa given of h is  
ba t .  Mr. McCormick'e excellent drawing8 and sketches, which were 
separately exhibited in the earlier part of the year, have already been 
noticed in this journal. 

We have reserved to the laat a notice of a work to our minds the 
fineat mountain painting of the year. This is a large picture by Mr. 
G. F. Watts, exhibited in Mr. Dunthome's gallery. I t  is a study- 
qges t ed ,  we believe, by an effect eean from the shore of the Lake of 
Geneva--of a great maw of cumulus cloud glowing with the transient 
fire of sunset, sweeping up over a wow-covered peak, and resting 
lightly on the summit. Here is the spirit of the mountains indeed 
transferred to canvas, aa if by the hand of Turner. Imaginary the  
painting of the mountain may be;  imaginative i t  certainly i ~ .  The  
distant peaks are touched in with the unconecious skill of a master. 
This is a great work, and one that we are glad to think is likely to b e  
included in the next Winter Exhibition. In the eame room was an 
intereating though less important moonlight study of a rocky peak 
entitled ' Ararat.' C~OM by the ' Swim mountain ' waa hung the superb 
portrait of Mr. Walter Crane. While we number among English artists 
a man with a range of power capable of producing two mch works we 
need not be ashamed of Engliih art. 

C. T. D. 

PROCEEDINGS OF T H E  A1,PINE CLUB. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held at the Club Rooms o n  
Tueaday, May 1, at 8.30 P.M., Mr. W. M. Conway, Vice-Prm'dent, 
in the chair. 

Mr. WALTER LEAF read a paper entitled ' The Home of the Beam,' 
which was illustrated by lantern elides. A short discusion followed, 
in which Memrs. Conway, Solly, and Butler took part, the proceedings 
terminating with a vote of thanks to Mr. Leaf for his interesting 
Paper. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club waa held at the Club Room on 
Tuesday, June 5, at 8.30 P.M., Mr. Douglas W. Fmhfield, Preddent, 
in the chair. 

The following candidah were balloted for and elected members o f  
the Club : Profeeeor Harold Baily Dixon, Meaara Victor Herbert 
Gatty and Alfred Holmea. 

The PRESIDENT announced tbat the Committee had decided to hold 
the Winter Picture Exhibition in the Nineteenth Century Art Gallery, 
Conduit Street, and that it would remain open for about a fortnight, 
the actual dates being probably from the 11th to the 22nd of December. 
Further particulars would be announced by circular. 

He also intimated that Lieutenant-Colonel Barrow had kindly pre- 
sented the Club with a photograph from an old picture of Jean Michel 
Cachat (dit le Gbant), or;e of De Sauesure's guides on hie nscent of 
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Mont Blanc, and alm on hie ascent and sojourn on the mnmi t  of the 
Col du Ghnt. 

EIe stated that the map to accompany Mr. Conway's 'Climbing and 
Exploration in the Karakoram Himalayas ' could be obtained a t  the 
Royal Geographical Society, price 5s. 

He then referred to the question whether the general meetings of 
the Club during the next e o n  ahould 'be held in the Club Rooms or 
in some larger hall ; the attendance a t  the meetings had become much 
larger, and it was, he &d, a question for the Club to decide whether 
they would not prefer to meet in more commodious and better venti- 
lated rooms, although they might not be so comfortable and homely as 
their own. H e  said that in all probability the next December meet- 
ing would be held in the Nineteenth Century Art Gallery, and that 
probably St. Martin's Town Hall would be aa convenient as any other 
place for the remaining general meetings, and from ita vicinity would 
enable members who were dasiroaa of doing so to adjourn to the Club 
Rooms afterwards. 

Mr. HORACE WALKER put the question in the form of a resolution, 
and moved that the Club considers it deimble that a larger mom than 
the present be used for the general meetings of the Club, the selection 
of a suitable room being left to the Committee. This was duly 
seconded and carried unanimously. 

Mr. A. F. M ~ M ~ E R Y  ready a paper entitled ' The First Ascent of 
Dychtau' (formerly known as Koshtnn-tau), which was illustrated by 
lantern elidea. 

Mr. H. WOOLLEI eaid that when his party arrived in the Caucasus 
in 1888 the heard that a certain Englishman h d  been up the 
glaciers and 2' one something that surprised the natives. What it was 
they had been unable to find out, but on reaching the eummit of 
Dych-tau from the north they found Mr. Mummery's cairn on the 
top. They had previously made an attempt on the south face, but 
fortunately i t  had been unsuccesclful, as i t  led to their finding an 
entirely new route. I t  waa strange, he said, that Mr. Mummery 
ehodd have tried the north ad te  first, and then have ascended by the 
wuth face, whereaa his party did just the opposite. They had all 
recognised that Mr. Mummery had nccomplished a magnificent climb, 
and they now knew for the fimt time the great difficulty of it. 

Mr. F. 0. SCHUSTER expressed his admiration of the very excellent 
paper which had been read. He thought that Mr. Mummery had 
performed a greater feat even than his ascent in reading one of the 
most delightful and interesting papern the Club had ever listened to. 

The PRESIDENT entirely agreed with what Mr. Schuster had mid. 
Many papera had been read in the Club by men of exceptional powers 
of description, but they had listened to no paper which could have 
better brought home to every one the delightful sensations of a fine 
climb'and the peculiarities of Caucasian travel. He hoped that every- 
body had enjoyed i t  aa much as the few who had been in the Caucasus - 
and knew how true and vivid the sketch waa. As regards the change 
in the namea of the Dych-tau and Koshtan-tau of the old five-verst 
map, the Russian m e y o r s  had finally decided to call the peak known 
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formerly as Dych-tau by the name of Koshtan-tau, and to call t h e  
Koshtlrn-tau of their original survey Dych-tau. They had done this 
in apite of representations from England of the inconvenience of t h e  
change. 

Mr. HORACE WALKER asked whether they were now to my tha t  
Bfessrs. Donkin and Fox loet their lives on Koshtan-tau. 

The PRESIDENT replied in the affirmative, as the names de6nitely 
adopted in the Ruseian official map must be accepted. He was 
sure that the Club would pass the warmest poesible vote of thanks to 
Mr. Mummery for his paper. This was unanimously agreed to and 
the proceedings terminated. 

The SUMHER DI~WER was held a t  the Ship Hotel, Greenwich, on 
Thursday, June 7, Mr. Douglas W. Freebfield (President) in t h e  
chair. Fifty-five members and gneata were present. 
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(Head before the Alpine Club, May 1, 1894.) 

N easily accessible region of dolomites, with some eight A or ten peaka of more than 10,000 ft., which rewarded 
a fairly industrious search with ' no information;' a promise 
of good inns in their close neighbourhood, a warm testi- 
monial from Mr. Freshfield in the ' Alpine Journal ' and the 
' Italian Alps,' and s complete ignorance of the district-- 
these were the temptations which induced Mr. Prothero and 
myself to turn, in September 1893, to the Lower Engadine. 
There wus even a spice of adventure in entering one of the 
most westerly resorts of bears in Central Europe. 

The region we proposed to investigate lies on both sides 
of the Ofen Pms, a little known but excellent carriage road 
leading eastwards from Zernetz to the Miinsterthal and the 
Stelvio road. North of the pass lies a roughly triangular 
block of mountains, bounded by the Engadine and the 
Scarlthal. To the south is the district of Livigno, where 
the natural intricacy of the valleys is singularly con~plicated 
by that of the political frontier of Italy and Switzerland, 
which shows a fine disregard of watersheds, and gives to  
I t a ly  one of her two bits of territory on the hither side of 
t h e  main chain. The region contains no less than twenty 
peaks running into the magic five figures, but they appear 
t~ be all well-nigh exhausted by the effort, and none of 
them can beat the 10,427 ft. of Piz Pisoc. But little peaks 
can give good climbing enough, especially if they are 
made of dolomite, and we had thus reason to hope for the 
beet. 

After ' a  walk or two among the Silvreth peaks, three 
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daja of rain a t  Davoe, and a superb and cloudless panorama 
from the Schwarzhorn-where, by the way, we had t h e  
satisfaction of ehowing the leading guide of Davos t h e  
pum~nit of the Matterhorn, which he had always believed to 
be invisible hence-we found ourselves on September 5 at 
Diirrenboden, in a quaibt but friendly little inn, where host  

and guides sang together to the accompaniment of the zither, 
and made us feel that we were far away from the familiar 
Valais and the Pennine Alps. Next day we crossed Piz 
Vadret to Zernetz. Mounting by the usual route on the 
N.W. side, over the Vallorgia glacier, we made what was 
probably a new variation in the descent on the S.E. The 
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correct route on this face sbrta, appnrently, from the north 
side of the summit. We, however, from pure ignorance. 
b e p  by going a little way down tile south arcte. Here 
we found the head of a steep couloir, crossed it northwards 
by a rather awkward ledge, and after descending a short 
distance and traversing back to the south side found our- 
eelves forced to get into the next couloir l?g a practically 
vertical chimney some 40 feet high. We went down one by 
one with the rope, Guler coming last - 4 t h  a loop over a 

< ,  
, . . ', 

8 . . -  
I t .  I . - 

VIEW TO N. FBOM SUMMIT OF PIZ VADBET; PIZ LINABD, ETC. 

handy rock. The whole descent from the peak to the 
glacier was probably not more than 300 or 400 feet, but i t  
took us two hours, including various attempts to force 
passages a t  other points. The porter whom we had taken 
thus far with us volunteered the statement that he had 
never done anything like it in his life before. It was 
certainly the best bit of climbing that we got during our 
trip. The illustration on page 225 shows the summit of Piz 
Vadret on the right and our chimney immediately below the 
gap in the ridge. The couloir is not seen. 

R 2 
Ir 
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And here 1 must say a word in praise of Leoilhard Guler, 
of Kloskra. We engaged him for the whole expedition on 
the recotr~lnendation of friends, and had no reason to com- 
plain of our choice. Of all the guides with whom I have 
travelled ho is the best companion. Not only was h e  
always willing, ready, and thoughtful, not needing so much 
as a hint to look after all the petty details by which a guide 
can do so much to make tllings pleaaant, in the valleys as  
well as on the hills ; not only is: he a good and safe climber, 
with an eye for a mountain; but he is an exceptionally 
intelligent, instructed, and agreeable companion, as sharp- 
sighted for a flower as  for a chamois-which is saying a 
good deal-a collector of old furniture and old books-the 
former by profession-and, what is more, a shrewd observer 
of men, with a store of anecdntes and stories wllich he  is 
well able to tell. H e  is, in short, of an altngether superior 
class to the guide that  one hrts to deal with in Western 
Switzerland. 

From Zernetz we drove, on Thursday, the 7th, to the little 
inn at Ofen, two hours np the  Spijl valley. W e  found the 
Wirthshails Z U ~  Ofen (marked on the Siegfried map by 
its Ladin name, I1 Fuorn) comfortable beyond our ex- 
pectation. An addition was built a few years ago, which has 
converted the old rough semi-Italian cantine into as  good a 
mountain inn as heart can desire-clean, bright, and roomy. 
We shared i t  with only one other guest, a gelltleman of 
Luzern, who was chamois-hunting, a keen sportsman, a n  
enthusiitstic fruit-grower, and a pleasant companion. On 
one night only was there any one but ourselves sleeping in 
the house. 

We found that we were in a sporting country, to wllich 
~nountaineering was unknown. The talk was all of 'chamois 
and bears, which had this summer reappeared in the district 
after an abse~lce of several years ; one had killed and eaten a 
calf not far  from our inn, and a story was going the round 
of a hunter of Samaden who had found himself face to fwe  
with Bruin, and had bee11 so startled that he omitted to fire. 
But whether the neighbouring peaks had been climbed no 
one knew or cared. The only point on which the natives 
all agreed was, that  Piz Plavna was still virgin, in spite of 
the tkct that  i t  has a place iu the Schuls tariff, and that  
Tschudi tells of the side by which the ascent is made. And 
we seemed carried back into prehistoric times, when Guler 
told us of n nntive who had cross-questioned him as t o  onr 
nlotives in coming, and laughed to scorn the idea that  i t  
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was for amusement. ' I f  they are not hunting,' he said, 
' depend.on it they are looking for mines.' 

Next day we made the first ascent of PIe Laschadurellt~ 
(10,020 ft.), at the head of Val Ftur, just behind the hotel. 
I cannot honestly say that i t  presented any attraction but  

- - 

PI2 VADBET, S.E. FACE 

that of virginity. It was, indeed, so easy that even to 
mention it is almost 'like hitting of a gal.' I can only 
aay in self-defence that we gave i t  every chance, as the last 
thousand feet or more were climbed in thick cloud and 
rain. The top is remarkable, in our experience, only for 
being very muddy, though in a brief break of the clouds 
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we saw just enough to show that  in good weather the view 
must be a fine one. A little way to the east lies a name- 
less peak, only 'four metres lower, which is, I believe, still 
unclimbed, and looks rts if i t  might present c~nsiderable 
difficulties. - 

The next day, S~turday ,  September 9, was no more 
promising than the Friday ; but, as it was clearly no use sitting 
still a t  home, we set off for the Pizzo dell' Acqua (10,259 ft.), 
with all the tops cloud-covered and stray showers driving 
up from the west. I n  the improbable event of any one  
wishing to follow ug into the Val dell' Acqua he may be g lad  
to hear that  jou take the Livigno path tor about an  hour, 
until a very plain track branches off to the right, and leads 
you to a bridge over the Spiil. Then the way is clear. As 
we went on the weather improved a, little, and during 
breakfast we got a sight of our peak. . There is a fair- 
sized glacier in the valley, some two miles long, but three- 
quarters of the length are entirely concealed by a huge  
moraine. Fortunately i t  is not very steep, and gives f a i r  
going. There is not much to be said ~ . b o l ~ t  the climbing, 
except that  it is more varied than the Laschadurella, a n d  
tha t  we had one short but rather steep wall of very 
treacherous rock just before reaching the eastern nr&te. 
The illustration shows the easy ledge by which we passed 
along below the ar&te. 

IV; gained the top in snow and wind; onr axes were 
humming with electricity, and we did not care to stay more 
than the five minutes necessary to heap up a few stones on 
tile very sharp summit, which showed no signs of any 
previous decoration of the sort. We ate lower down amid 
all the signs of a coming storm, and were completely taken 
by surprise an hour later when the weather suddenly cleared 
up like ma,gic, and gave us our first view of the mountains 
to the north and east. The next day, Sunday, was lovely. 
TVe gave Guler a day off, which, of course, he took advantage 
of to go after a fine buck chamois we had seen in  t h e  
Val dell' Acqua. I n  the afternoon we started off for  
Livigno, leaving a measage for him to follow us. 

Of Livigno I need not speak, as Mr. Freshfield has 
already described i t  in his ' Italian Alps,' though, to judge 
from the Strangers' Book, he has not succeeded in inducing 
many Englishmen Co visit it. After the beautiful walk 
through the romnntic cliffs of the Spol valley, with their 
genuine dolomite colouring, this fat  upland valley seems 
rather tame. But i t  has a better inn than i:: Mr. Fresh- 
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field's time, and possesses one advantage of which he does 
not speak. I n  virtue of its position beyond the watershed, 
I suppose, it has no custom-house, and compounds for it8 
taxes by a small yearly payment. It is a rare pleasure to 
find oneself in Italy without the risk of having to pay 
three times its value ss duty on the tobacco in one's pouch. 

As Guler had not turned up by 8 o'clock next morning 
Prothero and I set off in search of Monte Foscagno ' 
(10,130 ft.), which was down on my list with 'no informa- 
tion.' From the shoulder above Trepalle we saw a peak in 
the required-direction, and reached it- by the rough .but.emy 
northern ridge in rather under 5 hrs. going from.Livigno. 
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I t  mas a superb point of view, but i t  was not the top of  
Monte Foscagno. That lay some little distance further on, 
and evidently out of reach a t  this late hour ; i t  was, therefore, 
some consolation to see an unmistakable stone-man a t  the  
tnp of the highest of the two bold peaks of which it consists. 
The whole length of the Italian Val Viola lay a t  our feet, 
and we saw every peak for miles round, so far a t  least as the  
clouds, now fast gathering, allowed us; the Ortler remained 
obstinately veiled. But  we gazed long a t  one of t he  
most beautiful mountains in the Alps, the Cima dei Piazzi ; 
i t  has not been ascended from this, the N.W. side, and 
we sought in vain to trace a way through the maze of 
huge schrunds which split the great glaciers covering i te  
flank. The very name of the mountain is unknown even 
so near as Davos; it is well seen from the Schwarzhorn, 
but passes as  the Adaruello or Presanella, according to t h e  
fancy of your guide. From our top :L quick walk over 
d6bris took us down to the frequented Passo di Foscagno, 
and so in 3 hrs. to Livigno. 

Our programme for the next day-far too ambitious, as i t  
turned out-was to cross the Alpisella Pass to S. Giacolllo 
d i  Fraele, ascend Piz Murtarol-' no information ' apain- 
descend on the N.E. side to the Munster Alp, croes t h e  
Buffalora Pass to the Ofen r o d ,  and so back to the Ofen 
inn. We started late, and began ill by missing the Alpisella 
path, and losing valuable time in forcing a way up the bed 
of the stream. The path really lies high up, close under 
the cliffs of the Pizzo di Ferro. We got to S. Giacomo 
only a t  10.15, and reluctantly decided that  i t  w u  too l a t e  
t o  go on to a peak which still lay more than 4,000 f ee t  
above us, and of the other side of which we knew nothing. 
There was nothing for i t  but to pass the night a t  S .  
Giaconlo. 

But the delay was well rewarded. That  afternoon remains 
one of the pleasantest memories of the trip. S. Giacomo 
was, in fact, a complete surprise. Even Tschudi has nothing 
to  sap about it, and from the map i t  would seem to be no  
more than a hut  in a bare upland alp. What  we found was 
an undulating plain, lying exactly on the main watershed. 
wit11 a view down the Val Briina to the north, and to the  
south down the windings of the Val di Fraele, closed by 
the mass of the Cristallo and tlie Ortler. Two side valleja 
open into this plain, and break up the chains to the west. 
There is a pecu1ia.r charm of contrast in these mountains, 
for on the one side there are the fantastic dolomite crags 
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of the Pizzo di Ferro and the Monte Cornacchia, stained 
with all colours from dead grey to glowing orange and red ; 
on the other, to the south, is the slnte range of the Cime 
di Plator, built up of great smooth 'Blatten'  in nearly 
vertical faces. The plain is well wooded and strewn wit11 
huts ;  springs burst from i t  a t  every point, and turn the 
infant Adda, hardly a mile from its source, into a respect- 
able river; while among the woods, and hidden from the 
road under the cliff8 of the Cornacchia, lies a lovely little 
lake, with a bottom of the purest white marble sand. A t  
t he  highest point of the plateau, and just on the wakrshed, 
stands the little church of 5. Giacomo (6,407 ft.), and by its 
side a Casa Ci~ntoniera, rough in appearance, but provided 
with a t  least two clean beds, abundant and good food, and 
Veltliner a t  a franc the litre. I t  is an idyllic spot; further 
west or north i t  would by this time have been plentifully 
provided with big hotels and all the outfit of a ' Luftkurort.' 
No doubt this will all come in good, or bad, time. 

Guler, as landlord of the ' bewirthschaftet ' Club hut  by 
t h e  Silvretta glacier, was sorely tenipted by finding here a 
mu1 with a donkey to sell for the sum of 120 francs. He 
wanted one to help in carrying provisions from Klosters to 
the  hut, and he said that  a t  home he might go all the yenr 
round without another chance of buying one; for, strange 
t o  say, i t  seems that the use of beasts of burden is   in known 
i n  the  Prattigau. Of mules he spoke as though he knew 
them by name only; he had been warned against their 
'Ittunisch' character, but hrtd no persona.1 acquaintance 
with them. Bud certainly I saw no evidence of such use 
while I was a t  Klosters. He ultimately decided not to buy 
t h e  animal, however, on the ground that i t  was the end of 
t he  season, and that  the donkey would only spend the winter 
in  eating its head off to no purpose. 

The  kitchen of the little inn was filled a t  night with a 
company of Bergamasque shepherds on the way back to 
Italy with their flocks, and a picturesque sight they were as  
they sat and ate their polenta. But  what interested us a t  
least as much was that  there turned up, in the company of 
a n  Italian from Sondrio on a hunting expedition, Krapacher, 
of Bormio, the one man, i t  would seem, who really knows 
the district. H e  told us that  more than one ascent had 
been made of Piz Murtarol, or Monte Cassina, as he called 
it. I t  is a pity, by the way, that  the Swiss map has not 
taken this name in place of Mnrtariil, which, in one form 
or another, is far too common round here. In  a distance of 
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a few miles there are, besides Murtariil, a Piz Murter, a Piz 
3Lurtarus, and a Piz Murtera, and i t  is, of course, not a far  
cry to Piz Morteratsch. The nanie comes, I suppose, from 
Morta Terra, and its frequency is due to the stretches of 
' dead land,' w a ~ t e  slopes of barren limestone ddbris, which 
are so painfully frequent in the district. 

He, too, i t  was who had built the stone-man which we 
had seen on the top of Monte Foscagno, and had made t h e  
first ascent of the Citssa di Ferro, as he named the higheat 
peak of the Dosso di Ferro to the north of us. On all these 
expeditions he had accompanied Signor Cederne, of Milan, 
who had evidently been all round the frontier on a ' moppiug- 
up ' tour. But the real blow was when he said that he had 
been with the same gentleman to the top of the Pizzo dell' 
Acqua. A careful cross-exaniinat.ion only confirmed the 
truth of his statement, and left us but the poor consolation 
of having found a new route, as he had climbed the peak 
from the Passo del Diavel, the opposite side from ours. He 
told us that there remained hut one virgin peak in t h e  
Livigno district, the Piz Salient. I must add that I have 
not been able to trace any record, in either the ' Bollettino or 
the ' Rivista,' of these expeditions, with the exception of t h e  
ascent of the Cassa di Ferro. 

Though the bloom had thus been taken off the Murtarol 
it was clear that nothing could deprive i t  of the privilege of 
being one of the very finest points for a panorama in all t h e  
district, as it is the highest point of the range of Piz  
Umbrail, and overlooks everything from the Ortler and 
Bernina groups iu the east and south, to Piaoc, Linard, and  
Kesch in the north and west. The summit was veiled in  
cloud when we started, but things looked better as we rose 
by slopes clothed with edelweiss, the most profuse and luxuri- 
ant that I remeulber to have seen. These mere succeeded by 
the usual wearisome dt5bris, and also, alas ! just as we got to 
the top, by the usual cloud, so that we never saw our pano- 
lama after all. In the descent we made a great error, 
trusting to Krapacher's advice. We traversed under the 
rocks of the N.W. arBte by the abominable debris on their  
south side, and thus, in a wearisome hour of walking, gained 
a little col from which we could descend, still over debris, to 
the Miiuster Alp to the north. We afterwards saw t h a t  
we could have saved some time and much labour by coming 
straight down the left bank of the westernmost of the two 
steep glaciers which cover the northern face. From t h e  
Miinster Alp some 3 hrs. over the grassy Buffalora Pus 
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and the Ofen road took us back to the now familiar Ofen 
inn. 

Next day we devoted to idleness ; i t  was, therefore, very 
fine. W e  sent off Guler to examine the approaches to Piz 
Tavrii (10,394 ft.), over which we proposed to cross to Scarl. 
He  came back saying that  he was sorry he had nbt bougl~t 
that  donkey at S. Giacomo, as we might have rued i t  to  ride 
to t he  top. Unluckily I had been somewhat out of sorts 
fur the  last few days, and when the time came I did not feel 
equal to starting; so I had to let Prothero go alone. He 
had a little climbing, which would a t  least have been too 
much for that  donkey, and a splendid view; the peak was 
evidently virgin. Bnt he came ta the conclusion that  u 
direct descent from the top on the north side, though per- 
haps possible, would be decidedly dangerous. When we 
saw this fuce afterwards i t  mas clear that  his conclusion 
was right. There was no way of descending but by couloirs, 
apparently of ice and well swept with stones. 

I n  his absence I felt sufficiently recovered to spend the 
afternoon in going up the Munt la Schera (8,494 ft.), opposite 
the hotel, the local Rigi, and well worth a visit, though 
even here i t  is hard to avoid the universal slopes of loose 
d6bris. But the view in all directions is a fine one, and 
repays the labour. 

Next day (Saturday) we crossed to Scarl by the pass 
im~nediately to the south-east of the Tavrii. It is perfectly 
stmightforward and eas j ;  but it cannot be said to be fiee 
horn danger, for i t  is well known that  the Val Niiglia is 
haunted by a ghost, ' the witch without a nose.' She was, 
i t  appears, an official of the convent a t  Munster, and for faith- 
lessness to her vows is condemned to wander about this desolate 
valley in this unattractive guise. From what Guler told us 
i t  would seem that the traveller has only too good reason to 
be thankful that  all the valleys in  the neighbourhood of 
Munster are not peopled with ghosts in a, similar state of 
noselessness. But perhaps this is only scandal. A t  all 
events we escaped her terrors or her attractions, though we 
thought we saw her turned into a rock and looking down 
her haunts from near our pass. Future travellers, besides 
being on their guard against her, must also take good heed to  
avoid another allurement in  this valley-to wit, a well- 
marked path which starts behind the Buffalora cantine, and 
seelns to lead up the right bank of the stream. It has 
probably been made by the malice of the witch, for they will 
find that  i t  leads them only iuto trouble. By crossing the 
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bridge alld a little nleadow beyond it, however, they will 
find a path on the left bank which is all they can desire. 

We found Scarl in a state of picturesque animatiou and 
excitement ; the cows had left the ' alps,' and their owners 
l ~ a d  come to receive their allotment of cheese and butter, 
the result of the sumlner's work. Of the two inns we chose 
the ' Edelweiss,' after some hesitation ; whether we were r ight  
or  not I do not know. It is primitive, and our rooms and 
beds certainly did not justify the charges of a first-class 
hotel. which were made not oniv to 11s. but to Guler. Next 
morning we walked don-n to ~Ehu l s  i i  pelting rain, which 
continued steadily all day; on the Monday we took the  
diligence back to Davos aud the rail to Klosters, where w e  
succeeded in somewhat app2i~sing our thirst for a good clirnb 
by an ascent of the Gross Litzner, reltching the top, a s  
usual, in cloud and snow. 

It will be seen that  this dolomite region produced a good 
many disappointments. The record of first ascents in t he  
district seems to have been very carelessly kept, or to have 
been kept in some unusual place; and we were convinced 
that  many peaks with ' no intormati011 ' were by no means 
virgin. Under this head must come Piz Minger (10,193 ft.), 
and probably Piz Ztiort (10,243 ft.), just above Scarl. We 
came across a Schuls lnan who had been up the for~ner this 
summer, and had found some cards of previous visitors on 
the top. There are, however, still one or two ascents to be 
made, which I expect would turn out to be new. The Pizzo 
clel Diavel (10,079 ft.), on the north side of the Val dell' 
Acqua, is one of these; the southern point of Piz Pisoc 
(10,299 ft.), rt quite independent peak, is another. Piz Foraz 
(10,152 ft.) is doubtful. 

A more serious disappointment was in the climbing itself, 
which certainly showed us nothing qualified to  keep up the 
reputation of dolomite. Every point we reached was easy 
on one or two sides, though generally difficult, perhaps 
impossible, on the others. The rocks, where we got on to 
them, were treacherous, but uninteresting, and everywhere 
the way lay unavoidably, for rt greater or less distance, over 
repulsive slopes of debris a t  the highest possihle angle, whicli 
a t  least doubled the labour, while their crying barrenness 
was somewhat depressing. I t  mas a real rzlief, from time to 
time, on the edge of the district, to set foot for a while on 
good honest gneiss. I regret to have to add that  the C ~ I I -  

trast was such as to lead Prothero to #peak- of the limestone 
as the ' gnastg.' 
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Another disappointment was the weather. There is a 
curious tradition in some places to the effect that the 
weather in September is generally settle8, especially if you 
have a good break with a snowfall just a t  the end of August. 
In this hope we patiently endured two days of hopeless rain 
at Davos, and the deep snow which they left behind on the 
tops. But we were deceived; the weather, to  the last, was 
ae capricious as I have ever known it. No one can have less 
respect than I for local weather-wisdom; but I must say 
that, in this caae, it waa rightly in opposition to the received 
opinion. Guler said that September wait, on the whole, a 
bail month, and t.he previous September one of the worst he 
had known. &n Scar1 we found that i t  was actually proverbial 
for uncertainty. The landlady there quoted a saying- 

Im September 
Hat'a kein Kalender. 

The rhyme is not so rigid but that one might insert the 
names of various other months, and thereby expand the truth 
of the adage. 

And jet, in spite of all this, our recollection of the whole 
trip is most pleasant. There is a charm about these un- 
spoiled districts, their simple inns, never crowded, always 
friendly, aud always comfortable, their sociable and courteous 
company, the beauties of streams and cliffs, of colour and 
form, which more than compensates for gymnastic de- 
ficiencies. But i t  is better to say nothing which might be 
so unfortunate as to k w h  more than a small rill from, the 
stream of tourists to see for themselves. 



AVENG obtained fifteen days' leave of absence from my 
regiment in December laat, I determined to pay i~ 

visit, as I had long wanted to  do, to Dhartnsala, where the 
1st Gurkha Rifle8 has its permanent station, and to combine 
a climb to the high ridge, on the spurs of which the  station 
of Dharmsala or Bagsrt is situated, with a little shooting in 
the Kangra valley and a visit to  the tea plantations a t  
Palampur, lower down the same Kangm valley in the Kulu 
direction. The great mountain ridge behind Dharmsalrt 
separates the Kangra district from the semi-independent 
State of Chamba, and is, though but little broken up into 
peaks, very impressive, owing to its abrupt rise from the 
plains. Kangra lies from 2,000 to 2,500 feet above the sea, and 
the mountains rise directly t o  a height of over 17,000 feet. 

After a horrible drive over one of the worst carriage roads 
in Asia I reached the foot of the hills, and then was only too 
delighted to change my tonga for a pony which I found waiting 
for me. 14 hr. ride brought me to my destination. On 
the way I h d  not had one glimpse of the mountains, which 
were hidden from me by dense clouds. However on rny 
arrival the clouds began to blow over to the Chamba side of 
the ridge, and within two hours not a cloud was to be seen. 
A dazzling white ridge took their place, most beautiful to 
looli at, but making me mournful when I remeunbered certain 
struggles through winter snow in the Zermett district i n  '91. 
My companion, Money of the 1st Gurkhas, was very keen tha t  
we should start on the following day, camp as high as we 
could, and on the second day make a push for the prominent 
peak on the ridge which stands directly behind Dharmsitla 
station. Accordingly next morning we started, a party of 
four-Money and myself, a Gurliha of Money's, and last  
but not least Karbir Bura Thoki, of' my regiment, mlio was 
as keen as mustard to get a t  a mountain again. I t  took us 
neitrly two hours of smart walking before we were clear of 
the station of Dharrnsala. A statipn spread over a hill- 
side from 3,000 to 9,000 feet above the sea certainly has 
i ts drawbacks. I am told that invitations to dinner a re  
given and accepted between houses separated by 4,000 feet  
of' hill-side. Two hours' more walliing brought us to LBkar, 
about 10,500 feet, and after lunch mve proceeded leisurely for 
another 1,500 feet to our camp, a large overhanging rock 



which we found h d  luckily let no snow in under it. W e  
made ourselves comfortable here for the night. I t  turned 
out much warmer than corild have been expected from the 
height and time of year; we owed our comfort no doubt t o  
the stillness of the air. 

W e  left our camp nest morning a t  4.20, after a com- 
fortable ' chota haziri 'of cocoa and bread. W e  had determined 
the night before to follow for about half of the way up the 
track used by the people of the country in the summer to take 
their goats over to Chamba. This ensured us good quick 
going, provided the snow was in good condition, nnd, although 
rather longer than a direct attack on the peak in point ot' 
distance, would probably save us some time. W e  roped 
together at once on starting, t o  insure regularity, as the 
morning was very dark, and made good progress for some 
time over perfectly easy but steep slopes and over snow in 
capital condition. At 6.15 we left the easy ar6te on 
which we were, and traversed the face of the mountuin to 
nearly directly under our peak. From here onwards a good 
deal of care had to be exercised, as we found the rocks 
much iced and the snow powdery. One long slope in 
particular gave us a great deal of work-powdery snow 
2 feet deep over a sheet of ice. However, luckily, tlie 
angle of the slope was not very bad. At 8.30 we arrived below 
the very steep face of inclined rocks directly under the face. 
Owing to the icy condition of the rocks I gave up  all 
hopes of climbing the slabs themselves, but keeping a 
little t o  my left again was lucky enough to find a way ; a 
ateep couloir filled with frozen snow led into a very steep 
chimney, which ampin was connected with another still stiffer, 
by a rather  awkward traverse across a ~ t e e p  face of rock. 
The second chimney led us directly under the final ar&te of a 
small point somewhat to the left of our peak. There appeared 
to be considerable difficulty in getting out of our chimney on 
to the  ar6te again. A t  8.45 we started a t  the first climbing, 
and 2 hr. of gymnastics found ua at the bottom of the second. 
The chimney was steep enough, but the difficulty was to  get 
into it. W e  were on a narrow ridge of rock from which 
the axe had scraped the ice away, and the chin~ney came to 
an end about 5 feet above our ledge, and was moreover full of 
ice. It took several minutes' work to cut niches suficiently 
good t o  pull myself up by, and when in i t  mas by no means 
eaay t o  stay, owing to the icy condition of everything. 
Finally, however, I arrived a t  the top, and crept into a large 
cavity in the rock and lay round, so that my body came 
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across the entranca. Frotn here I could assure my com- 
panions that unless I happened to break they could come 
9s they liked. Karbir, who followed me on the rope, had 
beeu splendid ; on several occasions, the holding being very 
bad. he fixed himself with both hands aad feet and held 
the rope in his teeth, taking apparently .without discomfort 
as much strain as the two who came after him put on. 
He certain11 on one occasion bore the full strain of a single 
1lla.n without effort. He was of course held fast from above. 
I am bound to say, however, that I do not recommend his 
xilethod ; but as a dentist's advertisement-' In this style : 
all ivory, and only 1 dollar the set'-it would 'lick 
creation.' 

In five minutes more we had turned a nasty corner over a 
slab and were on the ar&te again. A quarter of an hour 
later, a t  11 o'clock, we were on :our little point. This 
point is close upon 16,000 ft. above the sea. So we had 
taken six hours' hard work to make, a t  the outside, 4,000 ft,. 

We decided that we had done enough, so after one hour's 
rest we turned, a t  noon, to go down. For I +  hr. we fol- 
lowed the main ridge of the mountain towards the pass 
to Chamba, which I have before mentioned. The rocks 
forming the crest of this ridge were much iced, and as soon 
as opportunity offered I struck down the face again, making 
for a long couloir about 1,000 ft. below us, which was filled 
with last year's snow. On reaching this we had capital 
going to within about 1,500 ft. of our camp, when we left 
i t  for steep snow-covered p s s  slopes a little to the right of 
the track by which we had ascended. 

At 3.30 we reached our camp, and rejoiced to find lunch, 
and above all beer, ready for us. At 4.30 we were away 
again, as we had engagements to diue a t  Dharmsala, a t  a 
level of 4,000 ft., a t  7.30. 

From the top of the ridge we had a beautiful view of the 
glaciers and peaks of B b k  BQgBI, to the sonth-east oE 
Chamba. They bore but little fresh snow, and I am told 
that there is little rain or snow in this district from the 
end of Septeniber until the middle of December. Biirir 
BQgBl can also be reached in a week or so's maxching from 
the Kangra valley or from Kulu. The whole district would 
certainly be much more suitable for autumn climbing 
than further north. The chief advantage of the district 
is its accessibility; there are probably no other really 
great mountains and glaciers so near civilisation and the 
ra i l~ay .  A firsticlass train of coolies could be hired in the 
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Dharmsala district from among the G a d i s  ; they are capital 
men, very cheerful and hard-working. The district of BHrii 
B6&l has no 'nhabitants; in the summer the GBddis and 
shepherds from Chamba take their flocks there, but all leave 
before the winter shows signs of approaching. Good shoot- 
ing can be obtained both in Bkrh BBgil and in Chamba. 

NOTE ON THE MAP OP THE GLACIEBB OP SUANETIA. 
THIS map is a photograph from a sketch-map prepared for 
Mr. Freshfield, and based on the new sheets of the Govern- 
ment 1-veist map. Slight alterations have been introduced 
at the head of the Shikildi Glacier based on Signor Pelle's 
photographs, and more considerable ones in the spur E. of 
the  Adyr Su, the sheet representing which is not on a level 
with the rest of the New Survey. The spelling of the local 
names on the photographic map must not be regarded as 
definitive. Twiber should be Tviber, and other modifications 
will be made in the forthcoming Caucasian Handbook. 

SCRAMBLES IN THE JAPANESE ALPS. 
BY THE REV. WALTER WESTON. 

A GLoerous morning greeted us as we turned our backs on our inn 
and, in company with the sturdy trio of bear hunters who were to act 
a3 our guides .md porters, passed out of Harrhiba * on our way towarda 
ou r  peak. In order to gain the hut at which we proposed to ~pend 
the firet night we had first to traverne the valley of a fine mountain 
torrent which falls into the Adzu~agawa just east of Hashiba, and 
then, winding up a densely-wooded spur of Kasumigatake, to crow 
the ridge by the pass known to the hunters as the Tokugo-tijge. The 
freeh pure air of the cool valley, the dew drops trembling like diamonds 
on the sweet-scented pines, the blue vault of heaven seen ae a narrow 
band above the eteep sides of the great ravine, and the rushing 
waters of the emerald stream below all combine to make even exist- 
ence itwlf a delight. A steady walk of an hour brings ue to a little 
wayside hut, which has been built since I was here a year ago, and 
which rejoices in the name of Furd-taira, in allusion to a chalybeate 
spring recently dixovered on tbe ol~posite side of the valley, whose 
watery now conducted into an artificial bath by means of bamboo 
pipes and heated by a charcoal stove, are held to be a sure specific 

Haahiba is practically the same village as Shimajima. Cf. AZpi9rc Journal 
for May 1803 (No. 120), p. 390. 

POL. XVI1.-NO. CXXVI. 8 
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for many of the ills to which flwh ie heir. The courteous old 
custodian, interested at the arrival of the firat foreigners he haa ever 
seen, insiata on our etopping to drink tea with him, and only the 
prospect of 8 long day's nlarch before ua compels us to decline hie 
pressing invitation to test the healing virtueeof hisnovel fur6 (hot bath). 

Some three milee higher up, the valley contracts for a short distance 
in to a narrow gorge where the wild waters of the torrent plunge over 

PABIGATAKB FBOM THB NOBTH-UBT. 

the edge of a rocky h d n  with a thunderous roar. Immediately aar- 
wards, however, it opens out again, and the sound of the woodman's 
axe is heard as we pas  by a spot where a party of wood-cuttera are 
engaged in felling the great pine trees on the steep bill-side on the 
right bank. As the trees fall they are one by one shot down a aort 
of timber alide, and then @tacked in great pilea before bring finally 
poled down the stream to Shimaji~na and Mataumoto for eale. 
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I t  neema odd to find large portions of theee foreetclad slopes 
entirely denuded of their fine timber in this way, instead of being 
gradually thinned out, though after the treea have been once cut down 
the upot is left untouched for twenty or thirty yeare. Indeed, I have 
been informed that in eome places it  is customary, where one tree has 
been removed, to replace it by planting two close by. These forests 
are the property of the hTGshGmunh6 (Agricultural Department), but 
conwasions to fell and eel1 the timber may be acquired by private 
individuals. I t  is owing to the work of this active department that 
the paths in thew wild regions are being improved and extended, and 
the huts they occasionally erect for their workmen afford a convenient 
means of ehelter to the fraveller whenever he happens to find them 
open and tenanted. 

The climb to the top of the col, 7,100 ft. above sea-level and 
4,400 ft. above Shin~ajima, leading between the rounded summits of 
Nabetwmuriyania on the N. and Kasumigatake on the S., is very 
eteep, and interrninable aeem the zigzags of the path whose sinuous 
windings crawl through the denae bamboo gnw and under the 
welcome ehade of the pines that cover the slopea from baee to crest. 
At length, in G hre. steady walking, we gained the head of the paas, 
and after a short siesta-for the day wes hot and the valley somewhat 
close, through lack of cooling breeze-we began the descent towards 
the broad vale in which the hut for which we were making is situated. 
The view from the summit of the col ie hidden by trees, but a few 
feet below a glorious scene suddenly confronts us. T o  the W., 
e i g h t  ahead, towers the bold form of Hodakayrmr (MyGjindake), 
whone stern grey granite cliffs, seamed here and there with long 
linee of glistening snow, rine steeply for a height of over 5,000 ft. 
above the bed of the Adzusagawa, whoee broad &earn is chiefly fed 
by the great wow dopea on Yarigatake. The  ' spear peak ' is still 
hidden from view by intervening ridgen, but to the N. appears the 
graceful pyramid of JBnendake, vividly reminding one of the shape 
of the peerless Weieahorn, though lacking the adornment of her robes 
of snow. 

A quick descent, during which the now dwindling track finally 
losea itself hopeletsly in  the looee rocks of the torrent down which we 
have to make our way, brings us to the hut  in the forest on the edge 
of the lett bank of the Adzumgawa; but we decide to push on, if 
p i b l e ,  some 5 milea further, where a roomy cave I know of affords 
shelter EO much nearer the base of our peak. B u t  there is eome 
delay i n  fordiog the river, and by the time we have got well 
on our way up the right bank day iu too far advanced, m a halt is 
called and a short discmion ends in a determination to bivouac at  a 
suitable spot in  ,the forest about half way between the hut  and the 
cave. Water  and wood were found in abundance at  hand, and i t  was 
not long before the lsaak Walton of our party had secured us some 
of the delicious trout i n  which these streams abound. Supper over 
we slung our ham~nocks aide by side on conveniently situated t r eq  
stretching over them a roof of Japanese oil paper, for the night 1~ 

fine and dew was likely to fall heavily. 
s 2 
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The hunters meantime put  up a shelter of branchea and.leaves for 
themselves, and with a grand fire blazing all was soon cheery and 
bright. By-and-by the stars began to light the sky with an almont 
tropical radiancy, and clear and cold the moon rose from behind t h e  
dark pine-clad ridge on the opposite side of the valley, whilat straight 
above us the lonely, majestic form of Hodakayama, with ita pale slopes 
and lines of enow, loomed np in ghostly grandeur, and over all a calm 
etillneaa reigned, unbroken aave for the low murmur of the broad 
stream over ite stony bed. 

On the following morning we were up  betimes, and by 5.50 had 
struck camp and were on our way in eager anticipation of the climb 
before us. First wmee a long stretch of water worn bouldem and 
smooth stones in the river bed, for the volume of water haa narrowed 
a good deal through the summer drought. This traversed, we next  
crosa a corner of the forest, by  way of making a short cut, and in a n  
hour from the start reach a point where the main valley is joined by  
the wild ravine on the left, called YokMdani, up which my friend, 
Mr. W. H. Belcher, and myself passed when attempting the ascent of 
Yarigatake by a new route the year before. On that occasion, after 
a n  arduoua ecramble of 10 hrs., we found ourselves a t  the foot of the 
final peak-i.6. within 400 ft. of the summit-in a pouring rain, which 
rendered the rocks perilously slippery, and, deserted by the guides a t  
too late an hour in the afternoon to justify us  in proceeding alone, we 
were consequently obliged to accept defeat and to return. 

Now, however, Miller and I are taking the route up  which the two 
previous ascenta have been made, and are  more hopeful of success. 
After an hour and a quarter's steady work up  the torrent from the 
Y o k d a n i ,  now wading the turbulent waters, now leaping from boulder 
to boulder on its brink, or again pushing our way through the den= 
bamboo gram and the thickets high above it, we at  length halt at  
the foot of Ch6gadake, and just here a lateral valley on the left opens 
out to us for a moment our f i s t  view of the monolithic forni of 
Yarigatake itself. As a rule we have followed the course of the 
torrent nearly all the way, but now and then a slight detour take8 us 
acroea a tributary stream a t  its aide, and in one of theae I had a n  
impressive reminder of the fact that for this kind of work the waraji 
(straw sandals) of the native hunters are far preferable to hob-nailed 
boots; for, when crossing from one particularly smooth boulder to  
another, I failed to get a good foothold on ita rounded surfirce, and the 
next moment found me cooling my heated frame in the snow-fed 
stream, having mt down with all the amphasis of the commencing 
rkater in his earliest efforta 

Another hour's walk brought ue to a point where we wuld a t  length 
leave the torrent and take to the wood on the left bank; and, after a 
hard struggle with the dense undergrowth, we emerged on to a deep 
slope of rotten red rocka, fragments of which, very loow and sharp, 
made the going troublenome. Croseing thiu, another rough scramble 
through the wood brought us  once more close to the torrent bed ; and 
here before us lay the huge wedge of rock which the hunters call the 
Akaroka no iua-goya, ' the  Red Cliff Cave,' and which forms one of 
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their f a v m i t e  shelters on their expeditions in warch of the beam, 
boare, and J~paneae  chamois (iwa-ahika) in which thia wild, unfre- 
quented region abounds 

It wae a t  this spot that Belcher and I had to bivouac on our retreat 
from Yarigatake, soaked through to the akin, without a change of 
clothing, having had scarcely any food for  m m y  hours past, and with 
no better prospect for many to come. But we were none the worse 
for it  afterwards, and i t  waa with a grim eatisfaction that we gazed 
on the  intereeting spot, and contrasted our present comforta with 
former dieagreeables. 

After a long halt here we set off a t  noon, and for 45 minutes followed 
the course of the now attenuated stream until we could leave i t  for 
the looee rocks and steep grasey acclivities to the W. Yarigatake now 
comes in full view once more, and the sight of the great obelisk spure 
ue on to more strenuous efforts, which a t  last land us on the long wide 
elopes of snow which lend a pleasant variety to our climb, and bring 
back recollections of happy daye apsnt in Alps of far wider farue than 
these of Japan are ever likely to know. 

Above the last snow-slope a wilderness of rocks piled up in unutter- 
able confusion haa to be traversed before the base oE the final peak is 
reached, and one is reminded of the ' aspect of destruction ' in  the 
broken cliffs of the aiguilles of Chamonix to which Ruskin refers in the 
well-known magnificent passage in the fourth volume of his ' Modern 
Painters' Some of the larger fragments of rock that have here been 
rent from the ridgee of Yarigatake have fallen into such a position as  
to form caves, and in one of these a mlitary hunter had taken up  his 
temporary abode-almost the only person we met during nearly three 
days away from Shirnajima. 

At 3 o'clock we were on the saddle from which the arrow-like 
portion of the peak sharply rises, and then came the grandeat bit of 
the whole expedition-a climb up  100 ft. of steep, smooth rocks on 
the S.E. arbte, the very recollection of which almost makes one's 
fingers tingle again. This  acwmpliuhed, a h a r p  turn takes us west- 
ward, and another step places us on the tip of the very spear-head ' 
itself. Yarigatake is ours, and, save for ' Fuji the peerless,' we are on 
the highest point of the k i r  Empire of Japan. 

The  summit consists of a short, sharp ridge of bare rock, whose 
sides plunge down almost perpendicularly, except on that up which we 
have climbed. The view, as one gazea down into the wild and 
desolate valleys that stretch away from the base of the mountain, is 
one of extreme impressiveneaa. 

T o  the north lie the almost unknown peaks of the range between 
the provinces of Shinshiti and Etchiii, whose furthest end slopes 
steeply into the watera of the Sea of Japan. On the W. towers the 
rugged form of Kaaa-dake, which we think would afford a grand 
climb if attacked from the valley which separates i t  from us. South- 
warda the eye rests on the nearer giants of the Japanese Alps-- 
Hodpkayama, with ita pinnacles of granite, and the massive, double- 
tapped Noriknra (the ' Saddle Peak ') ; whilst beyond these come 
Ontake with its near and loIty ncighbour Komqatake of Shinshiu, 
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both extinct volcanoes. T o  the S.E., but far away, r i m  t h e  great 
maim of mountains on the bordera of Shinshifi and Koshiii, of which 
Akaiehi San is noticeable, with ita sharp, triangular top. 

But  most striking of all is the stately w n e  of Fuji, rising with its 
majestic sweep supreme above all else, its unbroken contour showing 
clear against the aky at  a distance, as the crow flies, of nearly ninety 
mila .  

To  enumerete all the summita to be seen from our point of van- 
tage would be to give a list of the grandest mountains in Japan. 
Beyond Fuji lie the blue waters of the Pacific Ocean, and only the 
haze in the N.W. prevents our panoramic view from embracing the 
Sea of Japan in the Bay of Toyamn, so that n a r l y  the whole expanss 
of the cen~ral  portion of the main ialand a t  ita widest part is included 
in this magnificent prospect. 

The height of Yarigatake is  10,300 ft., and the peak, which is 
probably the oldeet of all these giants of Japan, consista of A hard, 
weather-resisting, brecciilted porphyry, traversed by numerous foliated 
siliceous bands, inclined a t  high  angle^ and frequently wntorted. 
Here and there beautiful piecesof quartz are to be seen. I t  is to  this 
hard porphyry breccia that Yarigatake o w a  its height, and to the 
eiliceous bands the jagged, spear-like appearance from which i t  geta its 
name. 

Leaving the summit a t  4.30, a quick descent over the screea, fol- 
lowed by glorious glissades down the welcome wow-elopea, and then 
a fmntic Bcurry down the torrent-bed, lands us just before nightrill 
(6.30) at  the Akaeaka no iwa-goya ; for daylight diea early in these 
requestered valleys, whose eidea r i ~ e  too abruptly to allow the mnlight 
long to linger within them. 

By the time me reach the cave one of the three hunters bas just 
returned from the lower camp with supplies, for which we sent 
back when we were at  this spot in the morninq; and presently we are 
chatting over the fire about all the events of the day with the coolies, 
who are delighted a t  our success. Our evening meal done, we ' turn 
in  ' under the lee of the sloping rock, our beds conrliating of a few ferns 
and leaves, over which we spread our shawls and sleeping-bag sheets, 
whilst for pillows a riickeack and a camera suffice. With an umbrella 
opened, by way of screening off the night breeze that pierces the 
crevices at  our head, and a bright fire bluing a t  our feet, we sleep the 
deep of the satisfied. 

On the following day a stiff march of 12 hrs., including a halt at 
the lower camp, to pick up the rest of our k g a g e ,  took us into 
Haahiba once more. Near the top of the Tokogo-Gge, on the western 
side, the little dog our hunters had with them fell foul of a ten 
(Anylice, oddly enough, ' marten '), and, after a sharp tussle, slew 
him. I t  wm within two or three miles of the same spot that, the 
year before, our party disturbed a magnificent eagle in the act of 
devouring another animal of this speciee, but none of our hunters wru 
a sufficiently good shot to bring down the monarch of birds as he 
wheeled his flight away towarde the tup of the opptlite hills across the 
valley. 
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In A u p ~ s t  1893, towards the close of another summer holitlay, I 
again found mynelf a t  the Tokugo hut, unfortunately without either of 
my former cheery compsnions, but piloted hy a couple of sturdy 
hunters from Shinhajimn, having, as the ot~ject of my visit, the first 
ascent by a foreign traveller of Hodakayama, the lof t ia t  g ~ n i t e  peak . - 
m Japan. 

Some of the lower ridges of the mountain eeem to have already 
heen clin~bed by the llunters who come for the chamtris which are to 
he found in the neighbourhood, but on one occasion only had the 
highest point been reached-just a fortnight before my coming- 
the succesllful clirnher being a Rikugunsho (War Office) surveyclr, 
whom I met at Fur6taira, on my WILY up the Tokugo-Gge. He had 
a terrible fall near the summit, and, alter being carried down the 
mountain by his guides, and taken over the pasa to Fufitaira, was 
resting there to recover from hie injuriea. 

bly leading guide, Kamonji by name, a curious-visaged, sturdy litlle 
fellr~w, had found the way up  for him, and I considered n~ysrlf for- 
tur~ate in securing his services. On arriving, in the rrfternoon, a t  the 
hut we found one of its two, now rather dilapidated, rooniR tenanted 
hy several peasane, who had driven over from Matsumoto a s~nal l  
herd of cattle, for the wke of the p t u r a g e  that is to be found more 
readily here in the lofty valleys than in the sun-scorched plninn 
3.000 R lower down. These gave us a cordial welcome, but could 
offer nothing more, as  they had barely enough for their own auh- 
si~tence in the way of food, though 1 managed to obtain the loan of a 
juton (thick cotton quilt) for the niglrt. 
As Kanionji had a private hunting-box' of his own (really a 

shanty built of l~runcl~es and bark) on the opposite bank of the 
Adzuaagawa, I allowed him to go over to spend the night there, on 
condition that he should be back a t  the hut in rradinese to start with 
tire e t  daybreak, as the accounts he gave of the difficulties ot'tht: ascent 
of our  peak were ~ u c h  as to make i t  evident we should need (ill the 
daylight we could get. 

T h e  morning broke dull and chill, but I breakfasted ~ n d  packed 
esirly, and only awaited my guides' arrival to be on the move. 
Kanlonji and hia companion, however, were nowhere to be wen, and 
a couple of hours or more drrrpgrd slowly by before the stunted 
firm of the sturdy litrle guide waa c~brervable pushing through the 

Hodakayama, or Hodakadake (yanta and dake being the same), has also 
another name, MyOjindake, which means ' the Mountain of the Illustrious 
God.' Whilst the former is the geographical and, so to speak, a e e u h  name 
the latter has a relip'oucr significat~on. The one refers to the shape of the 
p a k  (cf. p. 239), and the other to the Great Spirit whom the hnntera, who 
almost alone set foot on it, believe to dwell there. Hodakagama is the only 
name, however,rnarked upon the mirpsof the Japanese Government Geologir;il 
Burrey. The accompanying photog~aph was merely a snap shot in the early 
morning, taken by a ' det.ectivel camera, and gives no fair idea of the fine 
position and proportions of the peak. 
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trees on the right bank, and carefully making hi8 way across the ford 
towards the hut. On his arrival I enquired why he had not appeared 
at mnrise, according to agreement. 'Oh,' he replied,'the weather 
looked too threatening, and I thought the climb couldn't bc! done if it 
were wet.' He a!eo talked of the Yarigatake expedition as mere child's 
play compared to this, and averred that we should certainly be 
benighted, and have to sleep out on the rocks, if we were rash enough 
to make the attempt. 

However I insisted on trying, believing that, aa I had often found 
to be the case in other instances, the guided estimate of the perils and 
difficulties of the ascent would prove to he an exaggerated one. After 
@me time had been wasted in uselem argument the leader gave in, 

HODAKAYANA FBOM THE TOKUOO PAM. 

and a t  7.45 A.M., taking in my riickeack plenty of food and some extra 
clothing, in case of emergencies, we started off for the mountain. 
Crowing the Adzuaagawa at the ford, we quickly sped through the 
lower part of the forest which covers tho level ground on its right 
bank, and, alter half an hour's walk up the valley towards the 
Yoko6dani (on the way to Yarigatake), a sudden turn westwards 
brought us to the mouth of a small mountain torrent, hidden in the 
denser trees at the E. base of Hodakayama, which now towered above 
our heads in all its majesty. 

Judging by the extraordinary way in which Kamonji forced the 
pace as he led through the foreat, regardless of obstacles, which were 
indeed both many and various, it wm quite evident he had no inten- 
tion whatever of spending the night on the inhospitable cliffb of 
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Hodakayama. There wan no path of any kind, and we had to cut or 
push our way through as best we might; and whether Kamonji went 
hard in the hope of tiring out hL travellers, o r  of only ensuring a 
timely return, I an not quite certain, though he evidently hoped at  
first that the attempt to continue the climb would not be finally 
persisted in. However, I thought the beet plan was to follow the 
example of Uncle Remus'a friend ' Brer Rabbit,' to ' lie low and 
sey nuffin ;' so on we went, now plunging through the icy cold water 
of the torrent, again jiimping from boulder to boulder or scrambling 
over the fillen tree trunks that often barred the way when we had to 
take to the banke. A good deal of trouhle waa caused by the cloeely 
interlacing undergrowth, whose cord-like creepers would persist in  
turning themselves round the anklea of the unwary one, greatly to his 
confueion. Sometimee the leader had to cut through the undergrowth 
or lop off an overhanging bough with his great knife-a welcome 
divemion, however, t h i ~ ,  Tor the person in the rear of the caravan, 
since i t  afforded both breathing time and space for reflection on the 
novelty of a situation which seemed to promise developments more 
interesting than anything I had yet witnessed. 

After an hour or m of this work we emerged from the denser part 
of the forest, near whose upper limits we were able to part with the 
etream ; but then came a tiresome struggle through a stretch of bamboo 
gram, wet with the early morning rain, a good deal of which transfers 
itself at every step to our clothing and pereona Long before this 
stage, however, we had got thoroughly soaked, so we pushed on re- 
gardleas of more moisture until we found the going better on a long 
scree stretching down from the base of the broken cliffs in front. 
Here we halted a few minutes for food, and shortly after resuming 
oar d m b  I suddenly became aware of a familiar ecent, suggestive of 
an English fruit garden, but quite foreign to those of Japan. What 
the fregnroce came fro111 for a little while I could not discover, until 
a t  a short distance higher up  I found myself face to face with a 
clump of black currant bushes. The find was aa welcome as it  was 
surprising, and the epot was not left until I had indulged in a eatis- 
fying f w t .  I was already aware that this plant had been introduced 
from abroad into Japan, although, except in the north, in  the neigh- 
bourhood of Hakodate, i t  rarely flourishes for any length of time ; but 
thia proved to be the first occasion on which the black currant has 
been found growing wild in thia county,  as is known to be the case. 
in some parts of Russia The  altitude a t  which I found it  growing 
was about 7,500 R., and further on I also tell in with wild raspberry 
bushes bearing a magnificent-looking fruit, quite the finest of the kind 
1 have met with in Japan. The sweetness of the berry, however, was 
by n o  means proportionate to ita eize, as i t  wan distinctly inferior to 
two other slightly different varieties I found in adjoining valleya 

On getting clear of the bushes and undergrowth beyond the forest 
the impracticable nature of the cliffs above us forced us across the 
scree to the right, after traversing which we found ourselves on the 
crest of a sharp ridge up  which we climbed above the western side of' 
a small pool. Looking over this ridge we saw that far beyond us 
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stretched a mighty couloir that ends on the right in a precipice over 
the edge of which a cmxde,  fed by the snows far above, falls with 
sullen roar, whilnt its upper end, to the left, gives accws between ~ ~ 1 1 8  
of wild ciiffn to the main arCte of the mountain. In  order to rmch the 
couloir we had to surmount the ridge and pass across the face of a 
nearly perpendicular wall of rocks, where the only hand-hold wrw 
afforded by the creepers and ferns that grew in the crevices. A s  we 
started acrose this Kamonji, whose face had now amumed a some- 
what anxious look, turned round to me and asked, Can you do it  2 
I t  needs great care.' Heassurrd by the reply he proceeded, and after 
an exciting wrarnble we dewended into the couloir and turned our 
faces eastward towards the final ridge. A rapid climb up some big 
loose rocks led us, a t  10.30, to the base of an overhanging cliff on the 
right, where we halted half an hour for another breakfast, for hard 
work made us hungry amazingly won. 

Resuming our climb over broken, but firm, dahs of granite, we 
reached the first snow-slope a t  11.30, a t  an altitude of rather under 
9,000 ft., the inclination of the dope being about 40°, the steepest 
nngle a t  which I have found snow lying in summer on any of the  peaks 
or passes I have heen on in Japan. After a few hundred feet of this 
we were again able to  h k e  to the rocks, and from here to the summit 
waa the most enjoyable part of the whole ascent. The rocks were 
firmer, larger, and steeper than any we had yet had to climb, ~ n d  it 
was a real pleasure to be obliged to put forth one's best energies in 
overconling the obstacles be61re us. At  12.45 we were actunlly on 
the arete, and as Kamonji pointed excitedly to a huge rock pinnacle to 
the right he exclaimed exultingly, ' Ah, there'e the top ! we shall soon 
be on it! ' But tltat can't be the summit,' I objected. Look a t  the 
tower over there on the left; that must certainly be higher! ' Wait  
a moment, then, whilst I go and see,' answered Kamo~lji, and turn- 
ing the corner a t  the foot of the pinnacle on our right he climbed 
quickly up and out of night to reconnoitre. In  a few minutea, however, 
he  was scrambling bnck, with monkey-like agility, to where I stood, 
acknowledginp, an he rejoined me, that my sur~niee was correct; 
so, without further delay, we applied ournelves to the remainder of 
our task. W l ~ a t  a grand scramt~le it wae, and the appropriatenes3 
of the name Hodakayama ( I  the Mountain of the Tall Etlra of Corn') 
is all the niore clppnrent when once one gets up among the great 
gendarnles or pinnacles of rock, that rise a t  intervals from the main 
ridge. 

The  ~ u m m i t  was finally gained a t  1.15 P.M., or 53 hrs. from the 
start;  but unfortunately the clouds which rolled in rugged masses 
rouud the top prevented one from enjoying what must be undoubtedly, 
next to that fiom Yarigatake, almost tho fi~lest view of the interior of 
Japan. Occasionally the grey curtain would part for a moment, 
and a glimpee of Amma Yama, of the plain of Matsumoto, or of the 
long serrated outline of Onrnke'e volcania ridge would  how itarlf. 
As tbe mountain is so sin~ilarly situated, and so near to Yarigstake, 
one could form u, fair idea of the prospect it affords. But a cold 
wiud was blowing from the S.E., and the ragged state of my nether 
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garments, now hanging partly in ribbone about my legn, and fluttering 
wildly in the breeze, made a long stay undesirable, especially an we 
had arrived thoroughly makd through by the rain in which we had 
heen climbing for mme hours until ehortly before the e n d  On the 
top, driven into a cleft in the m k q  I found a little ntake, a memorial 
of the vinit of the Rikugunsh6 official two or three weeks before. As 
1 looked down the rocks where his fall took place it  seemed almo.-t 
incredible tbat he should ever have survived, and the only wonder 
was tbat the aforesaid stake had not also been requisitioned ax a 
111onument of his destruction ae well as a token of his triumph. The  
main masa of Hodakayama is composed of a very hard, clow-gained 
granite of a dark colour, and the height of the loftiest peak 1 mndr,~ 
Ily the R. G. 8. mercurial barometer I carried, 10,150 ft. The 
appenrance of the precipitous depths and snow-filled gullies, almve 
which rose so stegply the jagged masses of granite, wap wild and 
desolate in the extreme, more eapocially on the wwtern side of the 
main ridge. Lenving the top a t  1.45, we descended quickly until we 
reached the foot of the cliff under the shelter of which we h d  ntopped 
for breakfast on the way up, and while again resting here for r 
similar purpose I noticed a cloud of small flies hanging about, which 
immediately upon our arrival began to pester ue unmercifully, and 
continned to do so for several hourn afterwnrdq several times getting 
into our eye0 a t  uuch inconvenient momenta as to almost ca~ise 
serious disaster. The guides told me tllese insects are particularly 
fond of worrying the chamois found on these peaks, and that it ia 
u a u ~ l l y  near the haunts of'those animals that they are to be found. 
As P r  as the pool to which I have already referred our line of 

dement was the eame as that we had taken on the way up ; but here 
we changed our course, bearing southwards, so as to avoid tho descent 
down the torrent bed, and aleo to make a more direct course for the 
sleeping-tent. Down the loose rocks we went-vivid and unpleasant 
rem~ndera that they are of the tirenome moraines of Alpine glaciers- 
and then through the tangled undergrowth and dense bamboo grans 
until the more level ground of the forert was rrached, so that the lower 
we got  the higher our spirits rose, and we began to wnqratulate our- 
selves on a succeseful issue to our expedirion. However, as I think a 
French proverb puts it, ' i t  i ~ n ' t  well to whistle until you are out of 
the wood,' we now learned by reason of a remarkahle divernion that 
happenod. Kamonji had just stopped to make aorne remark to me 
about a fillen tree trunk that lay in our way, whm, to my amazement, 
Ilia whole appennmce, without a moment's warning, suddenly under- 
went a most ext.raordinary change. Instantnneou?ly his face ausum1.d 
the anpect, and hiti form the attitude, of one of the Ni-6, the giiardian 
dems u s  with whicb travellers are familiar who have viaited the great 
d ~ r i n e  of Iyeyasu a t  Nikk6. 

Even a t  ordinary times Kamonji's features are odd-looking enough, 
but on this occasion they were trnnsformed into the likeness of those 
of a being from another world. On my hurrying u p  to learn what 
this strange transfiguratioa meant, he began to leap about in the wildest 
manner, and my first idea wirs that he might have gone mad at eome 
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sudden thought of our having insulted the spirit of the mountain by 
the intrusion of a foreigner within his mcred fastnesses. So for a 
moment I prepared myself to resist an onslaught from the hunter, but 
the next instant I found out that the real danger was from quite a 
different quarter, an attack againat which resistance aeemed almost 
Iropelesa. For Kamonji had stepped upon a wasps' nest, and the 
creatures were just rising in their fury ae I approached him I The 
tightfitting, tough, hempen garmenta my compnion wore protected 
him hirly well from the pitlless onslaught, but the great gaps in my 
thin flannel knickerbockers and the exposed conditinn of my neck and 
arms offered a grand field for their operations, and in a few seconds I 
jound mywlf the selected target of ten or a dozen stings. Only by  
dint of much painful self'-flagellation, aided by well-meant violence on 
the part of Kamonji, was any relief obtainable, though I still continued, 
a t  intervals, to receive from various hidden cornen of my nether gar- 
men& painful proofs of the presence of the foe. I was reminded 
of the condition of Mark Twain's friend in the 'Tramp Abroad,' 
where on a memorable occasion an unpleaunt experience on the part 
of Harris reduces him to a sad condition, RO graphically described 
-'When the musing apider step8 upon the red-hot shovel he firat 
exhibits a wild surprise, and then shrivels up.' 

I t  was some little time before we could well move on, and the inci- 
dent served as a vivid illustration of the Japanese proverb which 
corresponds to our own saying that 'troubles never come singly.' T h e  
proverb in questiou runs, ' ~VaJcu teura wo hachi ga s a w  '-i.e. ' I t  is 
tlie weeping fkce that the wasp etings'-and seeing that but a few 
minutes bekre I had been mourning over the huge rents in my cloth- 
ing, and the loss of the heel of one of my boom, which had been torn 
clean off during the rough descent of the brokon rocks, the Japanese 
rendering of the old adage seemed to hit off the situation with eingular 
appropriateness. 

Shortly after leaving the scene of this disRster we reached Kamonji'a 
shanty, called 'Miyagawa no Koya,' picturesquely situated close to the 
still waters of a secluded mere, whoee glaesy surface mirrors the 
form of the giant cliffs a t  the foot of which it  nestles so securely. 
Crossing the river ford again, we reached the Tokugo hut  a t  6.15, our 
expedition having occupied but 104 hrs. from start to finiah. 

Both for variety and iuterest it  stands out in my memory as the 
finest scramble I have had on any single peak in the 'Land of the 
Rising Sun.' 

Not that the interest of that day's doinge by any means ceased with 
the conclusion of the climb, for the most curious experience was yet to 
come. 

On our return to the hut Kamonji had a good deal to say about our 
adventures, especially with regard to the wasps, which i n  more ways 
than one had produced such an impreeaion upon us both. Amongst 
the various remedies suggested for my wounds was the employment of 
kuma-no-i, or bear's gall, mid to be an infallible cure for the stings. 
No bears, however, being handy, and as I could not well wait until the 
winter hunts began, something else had to be done, and one of the 
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Japanese of my party conceived the idea of remedying the deficiency 
in a manner aa novel to me as i t  was unexpected. 

I was standing by the fire in the middle of the hut, busily hanging 
up wet garmenta to dry, when Nakazawa, the person in question, came 
in and said, ' Will you kindly tell me where the wasps stung you ? ' 

Pointing out the wounds on my legs, neck, and arm4 1 took no more 
notice, and went on with my drying operationa A t  length, to my 
astonishment, I saw that Nakazawa was solcmnly engaged in making a 
aeries of mes~neric pas508 over the injured park, a t  the conclusion of 
which he went to the door of the hut, turned his face towarde the 
sombre, precipitous cliffs of Hodakayama, now wrapped in the dark 
shadows of night, and then, clapping his hands together before his face, 
aa the Japanese always does when wishing to attract the attention of 
the object of his worship, he bowed hie head in an attitude of prayer. 
As soon as his orisons were over he once more clapped his hands, and 
then returned to where I stood with the remark, ' This is what is called 
majinai' (i.e. exorcism) ; 'you will be all right in the morning.' 

As a matter of fact, though the severe pain caused by the stinge 
effectually prevented me from aleeping much that night, the inflamma- 
tion had sufficiently subsided by morning to allow me to get over the 
Tokugo-Gge to Hashiba and Mateumoto in good time. The  strange 
incident, however, led me, on my return to Kcbe, to enquire into the 
curious practices of this kind, of which, though they are widely spread 
amongst the Japanese, so very little is  known to foreign residents. 
The  result has been truly astonishing: for there are varieties of 
'hypnotic ' phenomena, exorcisma, et hoc genus omne known and 
practised to an extent such as  scarcely any one but the people themselves 
has any conception of. Indeed, to describe all in  detail would need 
more than the space of a large volume, though I hope e h w h e r e  to be 
able to record what is more particularly connected with the mountains 
and the country folk who dwell within their shadows. 

And so for another year I had to bid good-bye to the Alps of Japan, 
whom beautiful peaks and valleys it  almost Reems as if Huskin must 
have had in mind when he wrote, 'How many deep sources of 
delight a re  gathered into the compass of their glens and vales; and 
how, down to the moet secret cluster of their far-away flowers, and the 
idlest leap of their strayiug 8treamlets, the whole heart of Nature seems 
thirsting to give, and still to give, ahedding forth her everlasting 
beneficence with a profusion so patient, so pas~ionate, that our utmoet 
observance and thankfulness are but, a t  Iast, neglects of her noblenese 
and apathy to her love.' 



NEW EXPEDITIONS IN 1894. 

[Contributors of ' New Expeditions' are requested to observe the following 
n11ea:-(1) To forward their amounts in  the form in which they sre to 
a p p r .  (2) To preflx the name of the peak or pass from the best nnrp, and 
the altitude both in metres and feet in a parenthesis after the name. (3) To 
give the date of the ascent, and the names of the party. (4) To give exact 
references to any previously published descriptions of dlied routes to which 
they may have occasion to refer. (6) To write the description with the best 
existing map before them, and to quota the figures of any m-ured point 
their route may touch. (6) To nse always the poinh of the compass instead 
of the misleading words 'right ' and 'left.' (7) To record their 'times ' 
exclnsive of halts. (8) To make their descript~ons as brief an possible con- 
sistentl y with the above considerations. (9) To write on one side of the paper 
only, leaving a large margin, and to begin a new sheet for each expedition.) 

Dauphin; Diatn'et. 

POINTE DE LA MUANDE (3,319 m = 10,890 f t )  ; SOYYET DES 
ROUIES (3,634 m. = 11,923 ft.) BY THE S. A ~ ~ T E .  July 18.-M. 
Auguste Rrynier, with Maximin Gaspard and Joeeph Turc, made 
horh theee climbs for the first time. Starting from La Lavey, the 
party followed the usual route to the Col de la Muande till within 5 or 
10 min. of that pass, and then ascended the Pointe de la Murrnde in 
1 hr. Descending on the N. side of this penk to a snowy gap, they 
gained the baea of the S. arete of the Rouies in 20 min. from the  top 
of the Pointe. Thence they climbed u p  the S. arete direct to the 
cairn on the summit of the Kouiea (23 hm.). The dencent to La 
Bbrarde was made by the ordinary route. 

Eastern G r a i a ~ .  

TOUR DU GRAND ST. PIERRE, BY TAP W. RIDGE (3,692 m.=12,113 k, 
Italian map; 3,697 m. = 12,13Oft, Paganini). Augusi 19.-Messra. 
P. E. Lord and G. Yeld, with Pranpis  and Sylvain Pmion ,  of Val 
Tournanche, having reached the Col Monei in  3 hrs. 55 min. from the 
Monei hutcl, made what ia believed to be the fir& w e n t  of the St. 
Pierre by the W. ridge. The  climb from the col to the summit took 
5 h r a  16 min., very brief halte included. There, are many towers 
on this arbte (separated bv curving snow ridges), some of which were 
climbed, othera turned. The  party passed close to the top of the Pic  
du  Retour,' though not actually over it. Through anxiety to avoid 
Measrs. Pendlebury's route t they kept afterwards too much to the 
right, and made the last bit of the ascent (very difficult) from the S. 
Thry descondd by a variation of the usual route by the N. ridge 
(which was harder than usual), suffering much from a fierce wind, to 
the col between the St. Pierre and the Tour St. AndrC, and then 
hy the rocks to the right of the col, and over a big bergschrund 
rrached the Glacier de Rlonei. This dexent  from the col is probably 

* See Cli911her's Guide to tb Nountai~ur rf Cognr, p. 71. 
t Yce ilrid. p. 70; Alpine JuurnaC, vol. viii. p. 102. 
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new; it is certainly the easiest way of getting off the mountain. 
(This mute was followrd a I'ew days later by Mercsm. F. W. Oliver 
and Hiatt C. Baker, with Alexnnder Burgener.) T h e  party dewended 
hy the Col Monei to the Piantonetto refuge, having been out 
18 hrs. 7 min., of which 2 hrs. 6 rain. was spent in hnlta 

I.ES JUM~AUX DE LA ROCCIA VIVA, W. PEAK (3,618 m. = 11,871 ft., 
Paganini). Auguet 21.-Mr. G. Yeld, with Franpoia and Sylvain 
Pemion, of Val Tournanche, made the first ascent of this fine peak. 
They laR the Piantonetto refuge a t  4.45 A.M., going round the Monte 
Nero spur to the Roccia Viva glacier. A t  7.15 they reached the big rock 
under which they had Hheltered from the thunderstorm in 1893, where 
they breakfasted. They reached the summit a t  10.45, after an arduous 
climb, not unattended with rink. One piece about 45 min. from the 
top was very difficult. T h e  day was splendid, hut the wind on the 
summit cold. After a halt of 1 5  min. they went down in 20  ruin. to 
the col between t h i ~  peak nnd the Roccia Viva, over difficult rocks 
plaswred with snow in placea and there halted for lunch. Leaving a t  
12, they descended on the very edge of Messre. Coolidge and Gardiner's 
couloir * (this year well grooved by stones in its centre), as n w r  the 
rocks as possible, and sometimes upon them. When they had p u e d  
the big rock ehelter hrfore mentioned they raced on to the glacier, 
croesing two bergechrunds on the way, as hard as possible (for fear of 
stones), and reached it a t  12.4.5-i.e. in 46 min. very fast p i n g  from 
their lunch place. They dewended to the rrfuge by the Bocchetta di 
Monte Nero, and arrived a t  2.5 P.M. Apprclximate ha l t .  during the day, 
2 hrs. The  eaetern peak (11,776 ft., Paganini) wlre ascended hy the 
Beme party in 1893. t 

PUNTA LAVINA, N. SUYYIT (3,273 m. = 10,739 ft., Paganini's map) ; 
S. Suwnrr FROM THE N. (3,308 m. = 10,8.54 ft., Italian map). August 25. 
-Mr. H. S. Mushet, with Gttbriel and Joseph Taugwalder, ninde the 
first recorded w e n t  of the N. Summit, and a new route up the Y. 
Sumn~it  of this peak. Starting from the Col dea ERUX ,Rouges, the 
party followed the N.E. arEte to the top of the N. Summit, dewended 
to the gap between the two summits, and gained the S. Summit by 
means of the broken rocks on the E. £ace or slope. 

I n  the ' C o p e  Climber'e Guide,' p. 36, lines 1 and 2, transpose the 
words ' N.' and ' S.' 

COL DE L'ABEILLE (3'8.52 m. = 12,640 ft., Paganini's map). Sep 
terder 3.-The same party effected what seems a new descent from 
this pam to the N o d e t t a  glacier, climbing down the rocks under the 
Creeta Gastaldi in an easterly direction. 

i l font  Blanc District. 

COL DES COURTES. A~tguat 2.-Messm. G. ha sting^, and A. P. 
Mummery, and Dr. J. Norman Collie left the Chalet de Lognan a t  

* Clim W: Quide 2u the Mwntaim of CO~?~C, p. 76 ; Alpine Jmtrnal, vol. xiv. 
pp. 481-6. 

t ACpine Journal, vol. xvi. p. 608. 
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12.40 A.M., and reached the foot of the steep slopes leading up  to the 
pass at  5 A.M. The  ber~schrund proved very formidable, but this 
obstacle bring paiased, a rib of rock on the ' Courtes ' side of the ice 
wall atiorded a fairly easy way to the ridge (8.45). The  traverse of 
this ridge to the point where it  is lost in the upper plateau of the 
Glacier des Courtes occupied rather more than an hour. Owing to 
numerous halts the Col de Triolet was not reached till 10.30. T h e  
descent to Courmayeur was made by the usual Col de Triolet route. 

C ~ L  SUPCRIEUR DU TOUR NOIR. August 16.-The Rev. A. C. 
Downer, with Franpis  Mugnier and H. Schuler, ~ ta r ted  from Lognan 
a t  3.30 A.M., reached the foot of the rocks S.W. of the Amethystes 
glacier a t  5.55 A.M., halted for breakfast a t  some water a t  7.40 A.M., 
and reached this pass at  10.40, or in about 6 hours' actual walking. 
Many crystals were found en route. This eeems to be the first time 
that this pass has ever been attained. A snowstorm forced the party 
to descend by the same route, after building a cairn. Later, h m  the 
Col dea Essettes r i d g ~ ,  they ~ a w  that the ascent to the p m  on the E. 
aide did not present serious difficulties. 

COL DES ESSETTES. A q m t  23.-The same party left the new 
Saleinaz Club hut a t  8.10 A.M., and crossed the Col de Planereuse 
(3,063 m.) to the Planereuse glacier. They went round the head of 
this glacier, neither ascending nor descending very much, but  pre- 
serving the contour lines on the Siegfried map, and crossed the ridge 
between the Planereuse and Darrei' glaciers probably at  a point which 
is  just E. of the 'i" in the word 'Darrei" on the Siegfried map (a 
route taken on August 10, 1893, by Monsieur H. Rieckel, with 
G. Coquoz and Pierre Dkvouassoud, on their way up  the Darrei'). 
Crossing the head of the Darrei glacier they then reached (c. 1 P.M.) a 
point on the rocky ridge between the Darrei' and La Neuva glaciers, 
which may be called the Col des Essettes, ss this ridge has never been 
previously croesed by a traveller a t  any point. The  exact position of 
the new pass cannot be precisely fixed, but pomibly was that marked 
3,222 m. or that marked 3,124 m. on the Siegfried map, the uncer- 
tainty arising from the fact that the party were unprovided with this 
map. Threatening weather forced them to abandon their scheme of 
attaining the Col Supkrieur du Tour Noir from the E., so from the 
pa= they went down the rocks in a direction following the course of 
the glacier, keeping the La Neuva glacier on their right, later descend- 
ing to the glacier, and so reached the level of the Ferret valley. 

Grand Conlbi Diaiiict. 

PETIT MONT FORT (c. 3,100 n ~ .  = 10,17 1 ft.). July 9.-From the 
foot of the S. face Meesrrr. E. F. M. Benecke and H. A. Cohen climbed 
steep but  easy rocks in Q hr. to the top. This whole face is rock, not 
partly snow, as &own on the map ; the peak, too, iR a double-headed 
rock peak, not a snow hump. From the top down to the col 3,026 m. 
took 3 hr. over msy rocks; fioru there to the lake, down a shale 
couloir, 20 min. more. 

The history of the peaks S. of the Mont Fort is as followa :- 



Re: d'Agrt (2,983 m.1.-Apparently errsy to ascend from the side 
of the lake and from elsewhere, but apparently not climbed. 

Be: dm ROXM (3,225 m.).-A fine double-headed rock peak, with 
a stone-nian on each snmmit. 

Due S. of the above is a very marked rock needle, not shown on the 
-P. 

Then, due S. again, is the Be: Temun (3,0.52 m.).* 
p o r ~ ~ ~ s  DE TORBESE (3,060 m. = 10,007 ft.).-These are three in 

numbrr, two cloae together and of nmrly equal heieht, the third some 
way along the ridge to the S.W. This laat ia a curious rock needle, 

good deal lower than the other two, ba t  a striking object from the 
Sevreu Alp. 

On July 1 0  Mr. E. F. hf. Benecke went from the Sevre11 Alp over 
gram and shale in la hr. to  the W. foot of this peak, and climbed 
pretty straight lip the rocks, which ate  decidedly interesting, in I h  hr. 
to the top. He descended the S. face by rock8 and a #hale coulo~r in 
14 hr. to L e  CrEt, reaching Fionnay in 1+ hr. more. 

,)n July 14 the eame gentleman, with Mr. Cohen, went from the 
fk.-rc.n .Alp over p r w  and dkhris in 2 hm. to the col between the Pointes 
de Torbeere and the point 2,960 m. From there the party walked over 
snow and a few rocks in 4 hr. to the top of the highest Pointe dt? 
Torbesee. 

From here they went orer snow, keeping always a little on the N. 
side of the ridge, in 1 hr. 20 min. on to the W. r ~ d g e  of the Parrain 
(3.262 m. = 10,702 ft.), getting to the top of the latter in 10 min. 
more. They dewnded  by the S. face over dkbris, and renched 
Pionnay, via L e  Cr&t, in 2 hrs. 40 min. Between the Parrain and 
the Rosa Blanche there are a t  least three distinct peaks; all, however, 
looked quite eaqy. 

PETIT MONT CALME (3,229 m. = 10,591 R). .fitl!/ 13.-The same 
pentlernen went from Fionnay to the last rocks below the Col de Cleuson 
in 4 I~rs. 5 min; ; from there over snow, in hr., to the S. foot, of the 
Petit Mont Glme,  and then up by the S. ar&te (a good climb) in 
14 hr. T h e j  daecended by the easy N. ar6t.e in 50 min. to the col 
hetween the two Monta Calme, and from there reached the Col de 
Cleneon in 20 rnin. 

The Petit Mont Calme seemed easily acce~qihle over debris on the 
W. face ; the E. face is very steep. The Grand hlont Calme (3,2 11 nl. ) 
neemed acceseihle either from the S. or the W. 

MONT GELP. BY THE S.E. RIDGE (3,517 m. = 11,539 ft.). July 16.- 
Tlie Rame gentlemen went from Chanrion over the Crdte Skche glacier 
iu 2) hm. to the foot of a broad couloir on the N.E. face of the Mont 
Gele, and mounted by rocks in  1 hr. 5 min. to the frontier ridge. 
This they followed (on  rock^ practically the whole time) over the top 
of a lower peak to the top of the E. summit in 1 hr. Here they 
turned down on to the snow on the Italian side, and reached the main 
mmmit in about 4 hr. This route is no doubt longer than the ordinary 

dl*~ Jar~nal, vol. xvi. p. 63, and Echo des A Ipes, 1891, pp. 4 5 4 .  
VOI.. XVI1.-NO. CXXVI. T 
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one, but, when tlie snow is bad, it is decidedly drier. People wi th  
time to spare might follow the ridge all the way to the W. summit. 

LA SERPENT~NE FROX THE S. (3,691 m. = 12,116 ft.). July 17.- 
The  same gentlemen, ss soon as they had reached the top of the Breney 
icefdl ( 3  hrs. 40 min. from Chanrion), bore due N. up a pretty steep 
ice-dope (about 1 hr.'s step-cutting), and then up  steep but m y  rocks, 
varied by a ~ h o r t  mow-slope, straight to the top (1 11r. 35 min.). 
They then followed the N. ridge over or round several little mow- 
peaks down to the Col de la Serpentine in 1 hr. 20 min. 

COMBIN DE ZESSETTA (4,078 m. = 13,380 ft.). July 21.-The same 
gentlemen from the upper plateau of the Corbaasibre glacier went 
S.E. over the face of the Grand Combin, striking the ar&te just E. of 
the wow hump 4,080 m., and following thence a broad mow ridge 
to the top (2 hrs. 36 min. in all). The  descent by the same mute took 
55  rnin. There are no difficulties, but there is of course a certain amount 
of danger from falling ice. 

Arolla and Valpclline Districts. 
DENTS DES BOUQUETINS, SOUTH PEAK (3,690 m., Swies map ; 3,691 

m., Italian map = 12,110 ft.). J u l y  18.- Mr. Alfred G. Topham, with 
Jean Maltre and young Pierre Maurice, made the first ascent of t h i s  
peak. Having on several occasions attempted the ascent on the Swim 
side from Arolla, they determined to try the Italian face, the upper 
pnrt of which had a l w a y ~  looked to them impracticable. For th i s  
Tlurpose they slept a t  the Stockje and crossing the Col de Valpelline 
arrived under the east face of the mountain a t  5.20 A.M. From the 
glacier there appeared to be two chimneys lrading up  to the last rock4 
the one S.W. and tlie other N.E. of the peak, the former apparently 
the more direct. The lower part of the ascent was made up  a n  easy 
rock utaircase for one hour. Here it was Been that the S.W. chimney 
mould not go, 80 they made for the N.E. one, and ascended it  fbr 

Ilr., until they were forced on to the rock wall on their right. 
&hey amended straigllt up this to the main ar&te N. of the peak at  a point 
a quarter of the distance between the S. peak and the point on t h e  
arcte above the couloir gained by Mr. Topham in his arrcent of the 
highest Bouquetins by the S. ar&te.* The E. face of the mountain i s  
exceedingly steep, and does not resemble the W. face, which  slope^ 
away in mow and smooth rocks from the top of the ridge to the 
Arolla glacier. From here they followed the arCte to the top of the 
S. peak in 3 hr. (10 A.M.). Thry left again at  11 A.M. and descended 
by the same route as far as  the chimney (1.30). Starting again at 
2.15, they crossed the chimney and traversed on to a narrow ledge of 
rock and mow \vhicll runs under the rock wall of the peak Ilbove the 
easier rocks: this lcdge leads on ta the main S. ar6t.e of the S. peak 
a t  a 'plateau of loose stones' and snow mentioned by Mr. Barnes i n  
his paper on an attempt on this peak in 1886 t (3.30). From h e w  
they descended the mete to the ' band of snow ' mentioned by Mr. 
Barnes, and then straiglit down the rocks to the N. of the wnspicuous 

--- 

Alpinr Journal rol. xiv. p. 499. t Ibid. vol, r ; i i .  p 634. 
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couloir mnning up  from the Glacier de Za de Zen and S. of the upur 
marked 3,097 on the S. map (5 P.M.). This route Mr. Topham had 
ascended on two previous occasions, on both of which he crossed over 
the point reached by Mr. Barnes's party into the big depression on the 
arete to its N. An outline sketch of this range accompanies the paper 
written by Mr. Barnes.* Mr. Topham's p r t y  reached Arolla a t  
7.25 P.M. This p e ~ k  bears the local name of'the Aiguille dn  Midi. 

~IONTE CERVO (3,430 m. = 13,253 ft., Italian map) ; COL BETWEEN TEE 
RAJETTE (Swisa map) AND THE REC DE CIAIIDONNET (3,347 m., I. mrrp; 
3,398 m., S. map), a b u t  11,000 f t  Jul!/ 20.-The name party 
made these two expedition& The position of the peak, well detached 
from the main chain, makes it a fine point of view. The  party Irk 
Arolla a t  2 A.M., and crossed the Col de la Vuignette and the Col de 
Chermontlme. They descended the Glacier d'Otemnis until they came 
under the rocks of the Tourme de Bouque (8.4.5). They c r o w d  by 
thew on to the nkvk above the ice-fall of t le latclral glacier which 
descends from between the Gran Epicoun (I.  map) and the Brcca 
Xajette (I. map) or Bac d'Epicoun (S. map). They crossed this 
glacier and ascended to and croseed a minor col (10 15) between 
the Jardin deu Chamois and the Becca Ihijette. Thia co! brought 
them on to the lateral glacier which lead8 to the Col de Ciardonnet. 
They crossed under the W. face of the Becca Rajrtte (12.80) and 
w n d e d  a wall of ice and rocks to the col (2  P.M.). This col lies to 
the S.W. of6 the lbjette ' of the S. map,? and is a t  the head of the n6v6 of 
the Ciardonnet glacier. I t  is proposed to call it the COL DE LA RAJETTE. 
The party left the col a t  2.30 P.M., and circled round the h a d  of the 
glacier until they could ascend on to the N. arste of' hlonte Cervo. This 
they ascended (3.45). They left the summit a t  5 P.M. by rhe same route, 
and regained the nkvk. T h e  long ice-fall of the Ciardolinet glacier was 
w i l y  turned by the avalanche snow and rockn on ita left bank. A 
final descent over moraine brought them to the Vardecampe glen at  
the point where the Col de  Ciurdonnet route diverges. Bionaz w a s  
reached at  8 P.M. 

The Monte &NO had been previo~iuly arcended in August 1892 by 
MM. L. Kurz and H. Rieckel, with Juatin and Joseph I lemrt ,  of 
Chablea. Froni the Bec d'Epicoun (3,527 m., S. nlap) they went up 
the Gxvo by its easy snowy N. a r b ,  which docs not start from the 
Hec itself (as wrongly figured on the I. map), hut from the point 
marked ' Rajette ' on the S. map.$ 

BECCA UES LACS (3,412 m. = 11,195 ft.) ; A I ~ L E  ROUGE (3,037 m. 
= 0,964 ft.). July 23.-The same party made the first ascents of 
these p i n @  which are prominent objects in the view from the Col du 
hlont Collon. They left Prarayd a t  3.40 A M. and ascended the Comba 
d'Oren for 1 hr. Thence they ascended steep grass slopes, always 
working to the S., and a final 4 hr. straight up brought them to a 

* Alpint J U U T ~ I U ~ ,  v01. xiii. p. 529. 
t (hnwaj'a ( ' r n t ~ a l  Penninz Cfuidr, p. 28. 
f ,S.A.C. Jahrbuch, rul, xuviii. p. B!)Y, aud Sokmuizer Alpsn-Zmtt~ng,  1893, 

p. 31. 
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big huttrcm rlescending from the Aigle Rouge. This was ascended to 
the top in 4 hra. from PrarayG (7.40). They descended into tlie small 
col W. of the peak, and kept along the ardte until the summit of t h e  
Becaa des Lace was gained (10.20). The party left again a t  11 A.M., 
intendinp to descend strnight down the W. face ; but  they were com- 
pelled to traverse in an easterly direction, and finally descended by an 
awkward chimney on to the small ridge which lies to the S. of t h e  
Lac Mort, unmarked on the Italian map (2.30). PrarayB was regained 
a t  5 P.M. 
PUNTA DEL DRAGONE (3,394 m. = 11,136 ft., 3,369 m. = 11,053 ft., 

and 3,230 m. = 10,598 ft., Italian map). July 24.-The same 
party made the first ascents of these points, which form t h e  
northern portion of the Punta di Fontanella ridge, but are unnamed on 
the Italian map. Punta del Dragone is a local name taken from the 
lake immediately under the peak on the Valtournanche side.* T h e y  
left PrarayB at 5 A.M , and ascended the Valpelline to the top bridge, 
which they crossed, and then ascended the gmaa for -5 minutes, when 
a plank bridge was found. By means of this the torrent which 
descends from the Petit Glacier Bellwa was crossed. Thence they 
mounted rock and gram  lopes to the foot of the broad buttress 
which is a t  the base of the W. arete, and marked 2,843 m. on t h e  
Italian map (7.40). Crossing over this they followed the rock a d t e .  
and finally proceeded for 1 hr. u p  a enow ar6te and h e  to the top of 
point 3,394 m. (11.15). They followed the ridge to point 3,369, a n d  
returning (12.15) descended the E. ar6te over point 3,230 on to the 
Col de Bellaza (1.30). Thence they aacended to the Col de Vofrbde, a n d  
reached Breuil a t  6.15 P.M. 

L'EVBQUE (3,738 m. = 12,264 ft.) FROM THE S.W. August 18.- 
Mews.  K. A. Rohertaon and Howard Uarrett, the latter having wit11 
hinr Miw Agnes M. Barrett and Mr. Edmund H. Barrett, with t h e  
guides Jos. Quinadoz (Evolena) nnd dlois  Tembl (Sulden, Tyrol), 
made the first aacent, ae far as can be ascertained, of I'Ev6que from 
its S W. side. From the Col de l'Ev&que they mounted a small 
glacier-covered eminence to its N.E., 'marked 3,393 m. on Siegfried's 
map. Hence they bore away ra little to the left, intendinp to s tr ike 
and ascend the great couloir that divides this side of the nloun- 
tain into vertical halves. Finding the rocks Pteep, smooth, and iced, 
they altered their course and ascended directly for a short time, but ,  
no improvement beinp gained, bore up to the right to gain the arCte. 
This  was adhered to for a time, until a rock was reached that looked 
tur more formidable than it  proved. I t  ie, perhaps, YO feet in height, 
smooth, and of a steep roof-like shape, inclined at  an angle of not l e ~ a  
thnn 45'. One climbs along its ridge, where there is but little hand- 
or foot-hold. Just  after this the way led a little on to the S. face, a n d  
to a curious traverse along a narrow ledge under a more or less over- 
hanging rock, very like that near the summit of the Zinal Rothhorn; 
thence to the top the route is obvious. Time, 29 hrs. ; but i t  could 

AIp i~ tc  J O I I ~ J I O ~ ,  vol. xvi. p. 265. 



b e  done more quickly by a smaller party, and iE the arbte were follo\ved 
tiotn the begiuning. 

This  ie a rock climb throughout that can be recomtnended when 
the rocks are in good order, as it provides enough difficulty to give 
~nterest.  Future parties by thia route, if any, will be well advised, 
bowever, to go by the are& throughout. 

Zinal District. 
T ~ T E  DE MILLON (3,698 m. = 12,133ft.) PROM THE S.W. A I U J , ~ ~  

21.-Mr. 0 K. Williamson. with Pierre Epiney, of Zinal, ascended thia 
peak by the S. W. ar2te from the CrCte de Millon. They left Zinal at 
5.23 a.m., and reached the Cri3t-e de Millon just N.E. of the point 3,216 m. 
(Swiss map) at  8.28 A.M. From this they again started at 8.55 A.M., a t  
firat keeping on the crest of the arCte and then traversing elightly 
below the crest on ita N.W. face, to avoid several geudarmes. 'I'here 
was some fresh mow on this fkce, which in places is exceedingly 
nteep, and care is necessary, the rocks slope the wrong way and are 
l m .  Half an hour below the nummit they were again able to take 
to the crest of the arbte. Halted 25 min. to photoqrdph, and 
reached the summit a t  11.55 A.M. Left the summit at  1.20 P.M. 
Descended by the ordinary route to the Col de Tracuit (reached a t  
2.20 P.M.) ; regained Zinal a t  4.25 P.X. The S.W. arbte afforda most 
interesting climbing. 

Monte Rosa District. 
Dow AND T ~ H H O R N  IN OXE DAY.-On July 26 Messr~. R. Corry and 

E. d. Garwood awended the Dom and Ttischhorn in one day for the 
!kt time. Mr. Corry writes- 
' We left the Dom hut at  2.36 A.M., and reached the top of the Dom 

at 7.1 1. We took to the arCte a t  7.17, and got two-thirds of the way 
to the Domjoch without any difficulty in an hour. Here we were 
detained 20 min. by a gendarme which had to be climbed over, and we 
reached the Domjoch a t  9.18, after two traverses on the E. side over 
very rotten rocks. BIr. Conway's estimate that we should require two 
hours to reach the Domjoch was, therefore, Ainguhrly accurate. After 
halting 20 min. on Rome rocks just above the pass, we got to the top 
of the Tiirchhorn at  10.37. The ridge throughout was in very good 
condition. and we did not find the climb a t  all difficult. The descent 
of the T k h h o r n  by the ordinary route in thick mist and snow ww 
much more troublesome, and though we left a t  10 46 we were not 
over the bergschrund till 2.15 P x. W e  crossed the bergschrund 
by the aid of a spare cord firetened over an alpenstock and ice axe 
which were left last year. The mist was so dense that we xere never 
able to w e  the other i d e  from above, and of course we could form no 
opinion as co whether the bergnchrund could be more easily crossed 
elsewhere. W e  reached Randa a t  7.40, having halted 40 min. on the 
descent. The times were as tbllows : 4 hrs. Dom hut to Dom ; 2 hrs 
Dom to Domjoch; 1 hr. Domjoch to Trinchhorn; 8 hm. Ta%hhoru 
to Randa-all exclusive of haltr. Our guides were Ckw Knubel and 
1:olnun Inlbodeu.' 



Lepontine A l p .  
UNTER SCHIENBORN (2,904 m. = 9,528 A). June 18.-Bira a n d  

t,he Iiev. George Broke, with Adolf Andenmatten, turned N. from t h e  
Geisapfad p t h  a t  a point about 10 min. above the upper hleswrn hut ,  
pamed over the knoll marked 2,152 m., and crossing the Lengbach 
followed tlre whole length of the W. ar&e of this peak to the summit i n  
24 hm, No trace of any previous ascent could be found, and a t  Binn 
the peak was said never to have been climbed. I n  the deecent t h e  
ari:te was followed for 20  min., and then the party descended on to t h e  
N.W. slopee, then covered with snow, and always bearing to the W. 
regained the Geia-pfd path a t  Lochji i n  14 hr. from the top. 

H ~ ~ L L E H ~ R N  (3,186 m. = 10,453 k) FROM THE 8 . - A U ~ ~ U I L  11. 
Mr. J. A. Luttman-John~on, with the guides Augustin Gentinetta and 
Fmnz ( W e i d o m )  Biener, starting from B e r k l ,  effected the ascent o f  
this peak by a route distinct from tiny of those described in t h e  
' Climbers' Guide to the Lepontine Alps ' or in Mr. Coolidge's article 
in  the 'S.B.C.J.,' vol. xxviii. p. 102. Having reached the Steinen 
Glacier, the party directed their course towards the Bocca hfottiscia, 
the notch in the frontier ridge between the Bortelhorn and the P u n t 3  
Nottiscia, crossed the bergschrund a t  its foot, and cut steps up an ice- 
slope to the col. Thence they climbed to the Punta Mottiscia (3,156 m.) 
etrtirely by the rock ridge, which runs south-west from that mountain. 
A t  the Punta hiottiacin they quitted the frontier ridge, wlrich here 
bends east to south-east, and descended to the gap (Hiillejoch) a t  t h e  
southern base of the Hiillehorn, which, viewed from this side, is an 
imposing tower of rock. Proceeding for a few steps on the snow to a 
point directly under the silmrnit they climbed straight up the eastern 
face, gaining the actual crest a few feet to the south of the cairn. I n  
all previous rrecenw  he final rock tower appears to have been clilllbcd 
by its northern ridge, but Mesare. Stable and Broke rightly conjectured 
tllat the rocks could be waled directly. 

The party dencended from the Hiillejoch to the Steinen Glacier by 
Messrs. Stable and Broke's route.? 

Although the ascent by way of the Bocca hfottiscia and the S.W. 
ridge of the Punta Mottiscia is circuitous i t  nray be recommended to 
clitnbers starting from Berisal as affording an interesting scr:rml~le o n  
rocks, and undoubtedly very fine views. 

Owing to the frequent halts rendered necesary by  the tl~ickness of 
the mist no time8 w ~ r e  taken. 

ALETSCRIIORN (4,182 m. = 13,821 ft.) nY TIIE W. A R ~ T E .  July 5.- 
Tho Hev. W. A. B. Coolidge and Mr. W. Laden ,  with Cl~ristinn 
Almrr, jun., and hie brother Rudolf, made what seems to be a new 
route up the Aletschhorn. Starting from the Ober Aletach Club hut., 
they went up the Ober Aletsch Firn till some way W. of the rocks 

* Alpins Jnrcrnal, vol. xv. p. 550. 
t Bid. vol. xv. p. 650, and S, A. C. J. vol. u v i i i .  p. 103. 
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marked 2,828 m. (1 hr.). Thence they mounted N.E. up the rather 
crevassed glacier (many concealed crevasses) which flows fmm the 
snowy d e p r d o n  just W. of the Aletechhorn and E. of the snowy hump 
(E. of the Satklhorn) named Klein Aletschhorn' (c. 3,750 m.) by 
Dr. Schulz, and ao gained the aforesaid depreeaion (2 hrs. 55 min.). 
They then mounted the W. ar&te in all its length. A first snow slope 
was followed by several rocky pinnacles and towers, which had morrtly 
to be turned by the snow a t  their N. base. Beyond theee an easy snow 
ridge led to the summit (3 hra. 25 min. from the gap). The descent 
was made by the S. arbte. 

Tho W. ar&te may have been previously climbed, but there seems 
to be no record of any such ascent, and the Belalp guides denied 
that i t  had ever been done before. The practicability of this route 
was pointed out many years ago by Dr. Schulz in his narrative of his 
ascent of the Sattelhorn and Klein Aletechhorn,* but his suggestion 
seen18 not to have been hitherto acted on. T h e  new route enables a 
party to traverae the Aletschhorn, starting from and returning to the 
Ober Aletech hut. 

R.XZLI PASS. Augwt 20.-Measrs Frederick Corbett and Seymour 
Williams, and Miae Ethel Corbett, accompanied by Joh. Pieren, of 
Adelboden, c r o d  from the new inn on the Engstligenalp to the new 
Hotel d u  Pan: a t  Montana, above Sierre, by way of the Ammcrten Pass 
and the Ammerten, Rilzli, and Plaine Morte Glaciers, quitting the last- 
named near the source of the Derzence, almost due N. of Tubsng. 
From the Ammerten Pass the p r t y  followed the usual Wildstrubel route 
along screea to the E. moraine of the Ammerten glacier. They then 
leR that route, crossed the moraine, and took to the Ammerten glacier 
below the icefall. Traveraing the glacier in a S.W. direction, almost 
on a level and a little above the rocks forming the S. boundary of the 
Ammertenthiili, they gained the rocky waste S. of the Ammertenhorn. 
Bearing due S. till near the R i l i  glacier, they went up the rocks 
under the W. peak of the Wildstrubel to that glacier, reached a t  
about the point where is the contour line 2,700 m. on the Siegfried 
map. T h e  Riizli glacier was then crossed in a S.W. direction to the 
point marked 2,930 m. W. of the Todthorn. Hence there are sereril 
routes to Montana, the moat direct being that hy the W. slope of 
Tubang, the Col de Pochet, and the summit of Zabonn, acces~ible by a 
chimney 5 min. E. of the col. (Other routes are to keep E. of Tuhang 
and Zabona and go by the Pkpinet huts, or to keep along the W. bank 
of the  Derzence, and follow the mule-path on the E. side of the ravine 
of the Liene.) Nine hours' leisurely walking (an hour might have 
been eaved) was taken from one inn to the other. 

JAGIHORN (BALTSCEIIEDER) (3,416 m. = 11,207 ft.). July 23.-This 
is the lnountain ascended by Dr. Haberlin's guides (Peter and Johann 
Siegen), September 27, 1869.t I t  must not be confused with the 
Jiigihorn ascended by Mr. Yeld in 1884.t It lies a t  the extremity of 

* 5. A. C. Jahrbuch, vol. xix. p. 31. 
t IbU. vol. vi. p. 116. 
$ Alpine Journal, vol. xii. p. 123. 



t l ~ e  ridge which, wtarting fiorn the Hreitlauihom, runs in a noutherly 
direction, r ~ r d  srpurntew the In~lerer and Aeumrer  Baltachieder Firn. 

Mr. J. A. Luttn~an- Jol~unon, with the guides Augustin Gentinetta 
a d  Franz (Weis~horn) Biener, starting tiom the Hotel Neethorn at 
Ilied, reached the Baltucllieder Joch in 3 hrs. 50  min. act& walking, 
and thence c r o w d  the Aeueserer Baltnchieder Firn in 1 hr. to tlie foot 
of the rock wall which supports the snow field lying below the depres- 
sion between the Jiigihorn and the next high point on the north. This 
rock-wall consiste of dabs of the prevailing granitic goeiee, and waa 
found to be in places coated with ice. By cracks and ledgea, and 
readily avoiding the ice-coated portione, the party waled the rocks and 
cut step up  the snow above in the direction of the rocks on the right. 
by which, and finally by the crest of the northern ridge, they 
reached the sulnmit in jl hr. from the glacier. 

A cairn waa found on the top, but no cards or other means of 
tracing former visitors, and no ascent except by the Biegena aeemn 
to have been previollsly recorded. 

Adulu A l p .  

I'lzzrs D'ANNAI~OSA (3,002 m.= 9,850 ft.) FROM THE N. Augturt 24. 
--Mr. Coolidge, with Christian Almer, jun., climbed this peak, t h e  
second highest of the Splrigen Polomiteq' by two new routas. 

From Spliigen village they followed their lant gear's route over the 
Blpermhelli Pana to the Purcla d'Annarosa, 2,596 m. ( 3 i  hm).  Theu  
they akirted round the W. flank of the deaired peak, mainly by great 
o l o p  of w t o n ~ ~ ,  till they reached ite N.W. Jla~ck. Hence (keeping 
always to the W. of the ridge connecting the peak with the Purclo dl1 
Idai Grand, 2,662 n~.) ,  they mounted a great couloir, then the rocks 
between the two steep gullies in which it  ends. The rocks here were 
very rotten indeed, and covered with much fiesh snow. Kerping to 
the left bank of the easternmost of the two gullies. the party, when some 
way below ita upper end, bore to the right up  a narrow crack in the rocks 
which led to a gap in a burtrem, whence an m y  traversr brought them to 
the gently-sloping plateau of' stones wliich lies juRt W. of the highest 
summit. Going up thin, and climbing an easy rock ridge, the summit 
of the peak was gained (3 hm. 5 min., nlow going, owing to the snow). 
Here waa found a cairn with the cards of the two previous parties 
w h ~ c h  had renched the peak-Herr Max Schlminger, with Chr. 
Klucker, June  9, 1894, and Herr C. Miissly-Inlthurn, with Peter 

' 

Schwan. of Spliiuen, duly 23, 1894-but neither party ~tuted on their 
cards by w h ~ t  route they had wme up. According to 'Oe.A.Z.,' 1894. 
p. 183, the first party went up by the S.&-. couloir and W. ridge, and 
w o r d i n g  to Alpina,' vol. ii. p. 151, the eecond hy the S. tiice. and W. 
ridge. On the descent hl r. Coolidge and his guidea retraced their steps 
down the final rock ridge and over the plateau till rather E. of the point 
at which they had gained it  on the ancent. They now found themtelves 
at  the head of a broad snow-tilled couloir which furrows the N.E. Junk 

* See Alpine Journal, vol. xvii. pp. 52-3. 



of the mountain. The highest rocks were very rotten, but lower down 
rl~ose oo the left bank of the couloir and the snow in it were easily 
descended, the foot of the couloir being p i n e d  in 1 hr. 10 min, from 
the summit of the peak. Hence a traverse E. over a s m ~ l l  glacier 
(above the Lai Grand) not marked on the Swiae map, then stones. 
snow-fields, and grass led to the Furcla dil Lai Pintg, 2,594 m. 
(a hr.). The views of the many-pinnacled ridge of the Annarosa were 
most striking during this traverse. Gram and atones led down to the 
highest Cufercul hut (40 min.), whence 14 hr. very leisurely walking 
sufficed to reach Suferg 2& miles below Splilgen, which was regained 
in a chn,. 

Taken in connection with the explorations of this region made i n  
1893 by the =me party,* this expedition completed their sxarnin:~tio~~ 
ot'the ' Splugen Dolomites.' A cairn (non-existent in August 1893) 
was wen on the Steilerhorn, and also one on the Cuferctrlhorn, hoth 
having been built in June 1894 by Herr Schleinger (loc. cat.). With 
11.ference to certuili remarks in Herr H o ~ l y ' s  interesting account of 
hia attemptx on the P. d'Annarosa in previous years,t i t  may be 
remarked that an apparent inconsistency between his views and Mr. 
('oolidge's aa to the final ridge of the peak is easily solved. Herr 
Homly approached it from the E., on which side it is a succession of' 
difficult and fjrntaatic rock towers. Mr. Coolidge referred to the sloping 
upper plateau at  the W. end of' the final ridge, seen by hirn in 1893 
from the Alperschellihorn, and reached by him (an well as by his two 
predecessors) in 1891. It i~ quite certain that the t~an~elcsn peak 
2,641 m. (easily gained from the Furcla dil Lai Pintg) and the Piz 
Calandari (2,543 m.) are composed of the same Dolomite rock au the 
higher peaks of the ' Spltigen Dolomites.' 

Albitla Dietrict. 
E. SURETTAHORN (3,039 m.= 9,971 ft., S. map; 3,021 m.=9,912 ft., 

Italian map). Auyuat 25.-Mr. Coolidge, with Chri~t ian Almer, jun., 
made t h e  second ancent Af the peak by a new route. Starting tkom 
the village of Splilgen they followed their track up the W. Surettahorn, 
3,025 rn. (wended  by them on August 20), as far an the mowy 
depreeaion between it and the point marked 2,922 m. on the S. map 
(33 hrs  ). Thence they traversed round the head of the extensive 
S~iretta glaciers, crossing two rocky spurs, but keeping always abort? 
the & r w ,  and 80 gained the foot of the rocky spur running N. from 
the denired peak (1 hr.). By the easy broken rocks of this spur they 
eanily p i n e d  the highest ridge (25 min.), just between the two small 
cairns bui l t  by Dr. L. Darmstadter and Dr. Helversen, with J. and G .  
Stabeler, on  June  28, 1894. That party 2 had gnined the summit hy 
way of t h e  shattered N.E. ridge from Piz La Rl~ttalla, and descended by 
the steep S.E. rocky face to the Elnet glen.$ Both p r t i e s  were con- 

Alpiyins Journal, vol. xvii. pp. 62-4. 
t 8. A. 6'. Jahrhuah, vol. xxix. pp. 303-3. 

i See Alpina, vol. i i .  p. 183. 
For an attempt on the peak from the 6 .  see Rirista ~Ve~silr, 183?, 

pp. 314-5. 
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vinced that the W. peak of the Surettahorn i s  certainly higher t.han 
the E. one, so that for tile latter the figures given on the Italian map are 
to be preferred to those on the Swiss map. The first party named the 
peak ' Ferrerahorn,' or ' Piz Perrera,' but for several reasons it  is  
better to retain the name o f '  E. Surettahorn,' proposed by Herr 1111hof 
in his excellent ' Itincrarium d. S.A.C., 1893-5,' p. 205. 

A k r  enjoyinq the wonderful view which extended from the Monch 
to the Ortler, the party of August 25 returned by the aame route to 
the foot of the N. 6pur ( f  hr.), then completed the traverse of the  
Suretta glaciers to the wide opening (2,71 P m.) N. of Piz La Mutalla 
( hr.). Stoncs and g r w  led down to the level of the Emet glen, the 
titream in which was crossed (1  hr. 40 min.) in order to gain the hanllrt 
of Canicul or Inner Ferrera (Q hr.). Thin is certainly the climber's 
route from Spliigen to Aven. 

AVER~ER WEISSBERG (3,041 m. = 9,987 ft.). August 30.-The long 
limestone ridge of which this is the culminating point forms one of 
the most striking features in the Avers valley. The peak haa often 
been reached by travellers, but the route taken seema always to have 
been direct from Cresta on the S. by way of the stony hollow between 
the points 3,041 and 2,970. 

Mr. Coolidge and Alrner struck out a new and quite as easy a route, 
which has the advantage of enabling a traveller to climb this fine 
point on his way from Avers to Miihlen, on the Julier road. Starting 
tionl Cresta they mounted by Hubelboden and Am Biihl through the 
Thiili glen to the pass a t  its head, 2,802 m. (2) hrn), called Thiilijoch 
by Herr 1mhof.C Deecending on the Mtihlen side for a short way 
(13 min.), in order to avoid a precipitous spur, they then bore W. u p  
stones, small ice and mow slopea, and  stone^ again, to a rocky hump 
between 2,987 m. and 3,041 m. (40 rnin.). Thence the easy broken 
rock ridge (the usual route) was followed over 3,011 m. (+ hr.) to 
3,041 (5 rnin.), now crowned by a great cairn, built in 1894 by H e r r  
Heber (the Federal engineer engaged in the new triangulntion of the  
district). The view included the Schreckhorn, the Miuchabelhiirner, 
and the Ortler, as well as the village of Cresta. 

The party descended by the yellowish stones on the N.E. face of 
the peak to the small glacier flowing into the Starlera glen, croased 
this glacier from NT. to E., traversed the rocky spur coming iiom the  
' hump' above mentioned, and regained their former route (35 min. 
to the point below the Thalijoch where the knapsacks had been left). 
Thence they descended by the Gronda and Faller glens to hiiihlen 
(4 hr~.). 

Berrrina District. 

MONTE ROSSO DI SCERSCEN (3,967 m. = 13,016 ft.) August 23.- 
Mrs. Main, with the guides Roman Inlboden,of St. Nicholas, and Wieland 
Wieland, of St. Rioritz, ascended the Italian side of this peak by n route 
which differs in some respecta from routes previously taken, and is likely 
to be adopted in future ascents. They followed Mews.  B. Waiuwrigllt'n 

* Itin. d. S.A.C. 1893-5, p. 168. 



and E. Garwood's 1886 route for about one-third of the distance from 
tlie beryaclirund, ascending a rib of rock close to and we& of a couloir 
 wept by falling stones. On reaching the top of a precipitous rock, 
by means of n steep chimney and a rather difficult traverse of 
5 or  6 ft., their route deviated from t h o ~ e  previously taken, nnd con- 
tinued ta follow the rib till a Rhort distance below the main crest of 
the  mountain, which was gained by an easy traverse to the errst, the 
highest p i n t  being arrived at  by the main ridge from the Schneehaube. 
Previous parties ascended from the top of the chimney by atone-swept 
gullies, and arrived eventually on the summit by the ridge running 
towards Piz Bernina. The mountain wee covered with a large quan- 
tity of fresh snow. The descent (the first ever made down any part 
of the east face) was by the same route. At  no time were the party 
erpoeed to danger from falling stones. 

T h e  same party repeated the ascent by this route five days later. 
T h e  rocks were then free from snow, and the ascent fiom the bergechrtitid 
to  the summit took but 2 hnr. 20 min. On this occasion they proceeded 
along the ar2te to the summit of Piz  Biarnina. Tllougli this a r c h  
affords a fine climb it  ia by no means a very hard one when the route 
is skilfully chosen. 

The  tariff prices (150 fm. for the Scerrrcen and 190 frs. for the 
traverse of the arhe ta the Bernina) are absurd overcharges. 

Langko fel Gr~trp.  

P L A ~ O F E L  FROM TIIE S.S.W. July 12.-Mr. Norman-Neruda 
cliu~bed this peak by n new route from the S.S.W. I t  is not difficult, 
but  is certainly more interesting tlian the ordinary way. Tliosc who 
wish to enjoy the remarkable view from the sun~niit  of the I'lattkofel 
a re  a d r i d  to go up hy the new route and down by the usual one. 
The way is obvious from the first. 

Rosengnrten Group. 
EASTERN AND WESTERN GRASLEITENSPITZEX. A U ~ I I S ~  1.-Mr. and 

Mra. h'orman-Neruda lett the Graaleiten hut a t  8.30 A.M., reached the 
Molignon Puea a t  9.11, left i t  a t  9.19, and stood on the summit of 
the ' Ertstlient' Graaleitenspitze (Oetlichnte G~rasleitenupitze) a t  9.26. 
Heat till 9.50. They then went down in a northerly direction, turned 
to the left, and traversed into the gap between the ' Ewtliest ' and the 
Eastern Grauleitenspitzen (10.20-10.10). The ordinary way from here 
is described as leading to the left towards the summit, but  the 
party. went up  by a chimney beginning at  the gap, then traverred to  
the right, ascended a rock-wall, and again traverned to the right until 
they stood a t  the foot of a yellow wall. They now climbed straight u p  
(very difficult) until they reached a hole in the mountain. Here it 
was necessary to climb out to the right, and over a n  overhanging 
block on to easier rocks above. The summit-ridge was reached shortly 
after, and turning to the left the party stood on the summit a t  11.35. 

- -- - - - - -. - - . 

* Alpine Jounral, vol. xiii. pp. 127, 300 rqp. 



At 12.15 they proceeded to climh the Western Gmsleitenqitze, hut, 
owing to the uncertainty of the information receivrd as to the correct 
line of aacent, they climbed up over a difficult chimney and partly 
overhanging rock-wall to the S.S.W. of the summit, instead of taking 
to the East ar&te. Summit, 1.45-2 P.M. Tlie wme way wan ttrken 
on the descent. Eastern p k ,  3.20-3.40. Eantliest peak, 5.30-5.45. 
Molignon Paw, 5.49-5.52. Gradeiten hut, 6.12. I 

THE TWO HIGHEST VAI,HUONKOPFE. August 2 .-These peaks are 
neprrated from the G r o w  Valbuonkogel by the Valbuonkopf Scharte, 
and from the Gra~leitcnspitzen by the Grnsleiten valley. Mr. a n d  
JIrs. Norman-Nerude left the Gmlei ten hut a t  9.23 A.M.. and reached 
the Valbuonkopf Scharte a t  10.36. Left a t  11.30, climbed into a 
chimney on the right, and up it, until they had to leave it  and continue 
tht! way over an extremely brittle wall. It wae then possible again to I 
take to the chimney. They then got on to the ha le ,  and reached t h e  
aunimit of the higher tower over tkirly easy rocks (12.20 P.M.). Lef t  I 
at 1.20 for the gap between the two towers. Here it  wlra neceeeary to I 

ttike a very long step on to the rocks of the second toner. Then they  
traversed upwards from left to right, and reached the second summit, 

I 

over easy rocks, a t  1.32. Left a t  1.42, returned to the higher tower, 
:wived on the Valbuonkopf Scharte a t  2.30, left 2.55, and regained the 
tiraqleiten hut a t  3.25. 

T H E  TWO GHASLEITENTH~~RME. Atlgust 4.-Theee two towers a r e  
separated from the Western Grasleitenspltze by the Juni  Scharte, a n d  
wen from the Gradeiten valley lie to ita left. Mr. Norman-Nerude 
left the Grasleiten hut a t  10.46 A.M., and made for a perpendicular 
chimney eaaily discernible from the hut. He reached its lower eud at 
10.55, and left i t  a t  11.15. The first few yardewere very difficult,and 
after having climbed up  some 20 mbtres, i t  was neceRsRry to traverse o u t  
of the chimney on to the very steep rock-wall on ita right. He then  
climbed ~ t ra igh t  up, until a perpendicular rock-wall made further 
progress in that d~rection impoesible. H e  then turned to the left, 
climbed up a difficult, partly overhanging chimney, and traversed 
from the right to the left. This traverse is very exposed and difficult. 
Its leugth is about 25 mktres, the eame as the first traverse, so t h a t  
Mr. Norman-Neruda a t  ita end found himself nearly perpendicularly 
above the first chimney. Here 11e took to the stone couloir coming 
down from the Jun i  Scharte and found a way up  to the latter. He 
then amended the rocks to the left, in p l a m  extremely brittle, a n d  
stood on the western sun~mit  a t  1.8 P.M. Left a t  1.42. I t  was now 
neceswry to climb iuto the pap between the two towers, a not eany 
trwk, owing to the instability of the rocka. From the gap upwards 
the climb to the summit of the eastern tower ie very difficult a n d  
expo~ed, though short. Eastern tower, 1.10-1.45. Jun i  Scharte, 
2.20-4.35. End of first chimney, 3.35-3.50. Hut, 3.55. 

The  above-mentioned expeditions were accomplished without 
guides. Herr Treptow, of Berlin, with the guide Antbn Mlihlnteiger, 
of Inner Pflcmh,  made the second and t h ~ r d  expeditions on the 
Rime day. 



Central C a u c w .  

BAKH (11,739 ft.). Jul!/ 23 and 24.-This is the name given hy 
t h e  natives to a mountain above Betsho on the S. side of the river 
Dobra, or Dola-Chala, which flows from the Betaho P w  paat 
Maseri. 

hlesrmr. J. Collier, Newmarch, and Solly, atsrting from the Gul camping- 
place, acd paaaing through M w r i ,  crossed the river by a bridge above 
the  village, and followed itn right hank for some distance till they reached 
the first large valley, which has a glacier ~ t ream issuingfrom it. by which 
they ascended to a gfte near the foot of the glacier Leaving the gite at  
3.30 A.Y. an the 24th, and ascending the glacier in la  hr., they reached 
a conspicuous mow ~ d d l e  on the N. side of t l ~ e  peak. Turning 
to the Y. in another 13 hr., by a steep snow slope, and then by an m y  
snow ar&te, they reached the ~umrnit,  from which magnificent views of 
Dongusorun and the mountains W. of Betsho were obtained. 'I'he 
deacent wan made by the =me route. No trace of any previo~ts 
ascent could be found. 

'!'HE BEAR PASS (about 10,600 ft.). GUL TO MPSTIA. .ruZy 28.-The 
same party left the Gul camping-place and in 23 hrs. reached the low pa- 
S.S.E. of Gulba.' Diverging from the route taken in 1893, they then 
dcsended in 44 hre. more the steep slope leading to the n6v6 of the 
Chalaat glacier, and in about 4 hrs. more reached the end of the 
glacier. The glacier a t  firat  fall^ towards the N.N.E., and then turns 
sharply to the S.E.. and in rounding the corner it is best to keep a 
good deal to the leR, then after the bend to descend the last icefall 
near the right bank. 

There is no footpath from the end of the glacier, and one awkwxrd 
comer a t  the begmning of the woods had to be turned by a strufiple 
through the trees; but very soon a track was found close to the rtver 
hed, which wntinued until the meadows above Mestia were reached. 
A p r t y  wuld go from the Gul camp to Mestia in about 12 hrs. of 
actual walking. 

This  is a much finer route than that of 1893, and the scenery i~ 
exceedingly grand. 

MACEKHIN (11,700 ft.). August 7, 8,  and 9.-Mesars. LSolly and 
Newmarch, with a native hunter named Moratvi, left Latal on 
Auguet 7, and after crossing the river Ingur secended by a steep 
path through beautiful woods for about 5 hrs., and then for about 
2 h r a  more along the dopes of a grassy ridge to a smooth grassy 
platean almost due nort!l of Machkhin. Leaving this a t  4.30 A.M. on 
August 8, and keeping to the left of a rocky ridge which rnnn down 
between the central and easternmost of the three glaciers on the north 
side of the mountain, the party ascended principally over easy rocka 
until at about 10.15 they reached a snow arOte immediately under the 
summit, which was gained a t  11.30. The summit is a short snow 
ridge of almost equal height for over a hundred yards. The party 
left the top about noon, and dencending the mow slopes by a series of 



glissades were clam of tho snow by 3.30 r.M. After a halt of an h o u r  
and a q u a r k  the streem was followed until 7.45 P.M., when it  was too 
dark to go further. 

The  next morning they started at  4.30, and reached Lentechi at 
2.30 P.M. For parts of the way a very good path wns followed. 
hut, owing to several bridges having been washed away, it wns im-  
possible to follow it  tl~roughout, and the torrent had to be cromed 
twveral times. The summit is nearly due east of the Leila, and is 
probably the highent point between the Leila and the Latpar Pam. 

The names of the principal peaks from the Tsila to the L a t p r  Pam 
were given by Moratvi as Leila, Lakora, Jiachkhin, Dadash, and 
Lasil. 

Mr. Collier started on this expedition, but being unwell was unnlde 
to complete it, so went round on horseback over the Latpar Paws to 
Len techi. 

The party also made an attempt on the S. peak of [Tshhn hy the 
rockn on the S.E. face, but, after retching an estimated height of 
12,000 it., were turned back by a couloir which, in the then state of 
tlte mountain, it would have been dangerous to cross. Any Surtller 
attempt on Ushbn was prevented by unsettled weather. 

SVTETOAR (13,482 ft.).-Thie name is given in the I-verst map to 
the highest peak between the Mestia and Thuber valley5 south of t h e  
upper part of the Leksur glacier, figured in the illustration from M. de 
I)6chy1s photograph iu vol. xiii. p. 504 of this Journal. Starting from a 
camp about an hour above Mestia, on the left bank of the torrent from 
the Chalnat and Leksur glaciers, the party followed the track of t h e  
Mestia Pas to the point where i t  leaves the left bank of the Leksur  
glacier to cross to the north, then keeping on the south side of t h e  
glacier, camped, after about 8 11rs. actual walking, on some grassy 
rocks on tlle left or south bank of the glacier. Starting before d8y- 
light next morning, the party tiwended the glacier for a &ort distance, 
and then turned southwards up a g1acic.r (unnanwd) between S v y e e  
car and a point marked on the map 1,672, and amended this to a 
;now saddle north-west ot'the peak. From this i t  seemed poasible to 
a~cerld by a continuous arete, moatly of mow or ice, to the top, but,  
after cutting many hundred s tep ,  and reaching a height estimated to 
1)e nearly 13,000 ft., the party had to turn, owing to the excomive 
Hteepness of the slopes and the very thin covering of Rnow over t h e  
ice, the ice itself not being thick enough for good s t e p  to be cu t  in it. 
Au tittempt was made to continue the ascent by the rocks, but t11e.w 
were found to be glazed with ice and dangerous. The  party reached 
their higher camp just before dark, and Epent the second night halt an 
11our lower on a rhododendron-covered slope, and reached canlp nex t  
~ t~orn ing  about 9 o'clock. 

Another attempt on this moutitain and several other expeditions 
were frustrnted by the weather, which was, if anything, worse than 
in 1893. 

[XI:lny ' New Expeditions' in the Alps and in Norway are h d d  
over till the February ~ ~ u ~ l ~ b e r . ]  



/ IN MEMORIAM. 
PERCY W. THOMAS. 

FEW names have been better known to Alpine men than thnt of Percy 
Thomas; few faces have been more universally welcome at  the 
meetings and m i a l  gatherings of the Club. Tlle news thnt he had 
paased away came very unexpectedly upon his many friends ; and all 
who knew him will feel poorer for the knowledge that his bright 
smile and genial presence will be seen and felt no more. 

Percy Thomas was born in 1854, and was educated a t  Harrow. 
The love of his old school was an influence which he carried through 
hi# life, and which, as an intereat outside his home circle, was second 
only to his love of mountaineering. This latter waa intense and 
catching, for he p o w s e d  the rare power of communicnting, to tho* 
who had never seen the A l p .  some of his own enthusiasm. I i i ~  
lectures, which were illustrated by wloured lantern dides of his own 
painting, were well received atid equally appreciated by a~idiences of 
every inteltectuel grade. As a mountaineer he was keen and ener- 
getic, and in 1890 made some interesting expeditions arlionpt the 
Itockies, whilst on rr business tour in Colorado. In the Alps he effected 
the first ascent of the Lyrkamm by the S. arGte ; and, amongst other un- 
recorded work, made n seriea of attempta upon the then unconquered 
Aiauille du Gkant. 

In  Percy Thomas the Alpine Club loses a valued member of nearly 
twenty years' standing, who has rendered good service both on the 
committee and as a contributor to the ' Alpine Journal ' : in him the 
mountaineering fiaternity loses an expert and ardent climber, who 
yet knew well the principles which underlie the craft, and never 
allowed his enthusiasm to overstep the limits whicl~ prudence would 
dictate: in him the world lows a true, kind, and single-hearted m;ln 
who, in spite of more trouble than was his share or his duc, ever 
retained a bright face and a bright mind, and whose influence upon his 
fellow-creatures wan for good. C. W. 

ALPINE ACCIDENTS IN 1894. 

Tlrs summer of 1894 will fortunately be remembered rnther for ita 
nearly continuou~ had weather than for the nun~her  of fatal accidents 
in the Alps by which ib was marked. Yet eipht valuable lives have 
been thrown away, cither on the higher peaks, or on the lower summits 
which are  not the reeort of the ordinary tourist. Many of these, it  
will be seen, were lost through neglect of the most obvioun precautions, 
solitary and ropeless climbing accounting for several, though suc l~  
practices go dead against one of the fundamental rules of n~ountaineer- 
ing. But i t  is useless to shut our eyes to the facts that both solitary 
climbing and ropeless climbins are rapidly increasing, and it is cer- 
tainly desirable that some joint iiction should be taken by the leading 
Alpine Clubs to illark t l ~ r i r  utter dirapllroval of such practices. Tliis 



wolild call the attention of inexperienced climhers to the d a n ~ e r s  of 
dispensing with well-recognised precautions, and it  is inexperienced 
climbers who, ae a rule, pay the penalty of not observing them. 

The first fatal accident of the season in the High  alp^ occnrred on 
July 28. On that day two parties left the E. Sella Club hut, above 
Macugnaga, for the New Weiasthor. One of thaw con~isted of heveral 
travellers with one guide, the other of a teacher from Saxony, H e r r  
G. A. Meyer, who, despite all  remonstrance^, penri~ted in going quite 
alone. He followed the guided party a t  some distance, and when they 
were on the pass w a ~  Reen by them on a ridge below. Thinking that h e  
had preceded them on the deecent, the large party did not look for hirn 
on their way back to Mwrcugnaga. I t  waa only later that he waq 
m i d ,  and searched for. His body was found four days later on t h e  
placier, a t  the foot of a rock precipice. He had apparently kept too 
much to the right on the way up, the rocks there being harder than o n  
the ilsual route, while stones fall in thoee parte frequently.* 

boliary climbing has thus claimed mother victim, and csnnot be 
too strongly diecoursged, even in the caw of experienced climbem, 
among whom Herr Meyer was, it  is uaid, not to be numbered. 

The next accident was the death, on the Grenz Glacier, of the Baron 
Luigi de Peccoz, well known ae the host, a t  Greasoney, for several yeam, 
of'the Queen of Italy. H e  formed one of the numerous caravan which, 
on Acgust 25, accompanied Her Majesty acroea the Lysjoch on t h e  
way to the Riffelalp. The party, on four distinct ropes, had siiccess 
fi~lly reached the paas from Italy, and were working their way down 
through the crevasses on the Swiw side. The second detachment 
consisted of the guide Welf, M. de Peccoz, the Queen, one of her ladies 
in waiting, and two other guiden. All went well for ahout 3,000 It. 0x1 

the Swiss aide. The Baron seemed in excellent spirits and in perfect 
health. Suddenly he uttered a cry, anci 141 down on the glacier. 
Deuth Reems to have been instanmneoua, and was later discoveld to 
have been due to aneurism of the heart. M. de Peccoz is stated to have 
ni~tfered from heart disease, and, though advanced in years, was robust ; 
but his physicians had dissuaded him from undertaking long and 
fatiguing expeditions. One can easily underatand his eager desire to' 
accompany his Queen and guest on an excursion among his native 
mountains, but hia sad end shows that pereons who are no longer young 
and are aware that they have weak hearts shouId refrain f'mnl over- 
exerting themselves; aome may do it with impunity, but the mtsjority 
~hould  remember that long expeditions a t  great heights, even though 
the clinrb i~ in  no way a dangerous or difficult one, require more con- 
miderable exertions than they think.? 

Two more fatal accidents occurred in the Dolomitea early in Septem- 
ber within three days of each other. 

* The above particular6 are taken from the Hicisto Mensile d l  (I.A.I.,  
October, 1894, pp. 367-8, which derives its account direct from a gentleman 
member of the search party. 

t, The above details are taken from the Riltista Mensilr, 1894, pp. 327-8, 
wh~ch is t h ~  official account sent to the Italian Alpine Club, and corrects 
birnous erroueous notices published in tire dally papers. 
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Of that on the Euringerspitze on Septen~ber 6, we have received 
tlrr following account from Mr. Norman-Neruda. 

' On September 6 two parties, one consisting of Herr Johann Pemsel, 
of Nuremberg. and the guide Angelo Zangiacomi, of Cortina; the 
other of Dr. Walther Schultze, of Halle, and the guide Sepp Inner- 
kofler, of Sexten, joined forces to ascend the Santnerspitze and the 
Euringempitze, two remarkable rock-towera belonging to the Schlern. 
' The awent of the former had been accomplished without noteworthy 

incident, but when about 28-30 mbtrea from the summit of the latter 
H e r r  Pemsel, who had insisted on going without being roped to his guide, 
le t  go his hold, and, eliding down the f i ~ t  20 metres. fell over the for- 
midable prrcipic~s of the mountain, a distance of some 400 mbtres. T h e  
hody was recovered on the following day. It  is difficult to say whether 
Herr Pemsel slipped, or whether the accident waa due to sudden failure 
of the action of the heart. The latter seems not improbable, if it  be 
t rue that  Herr Pemuel had early in the spring several times complained 
of the unsatisfactory function of that organ, and that hie father died of 
heart disease. 
' This view would be corroborated by the fact that he did not 

make any attempt to save himself by clutching at  the rocks as he 
gently slid down the first 20 metres, and that no exclamation of surprise, 
dismay, or terror was heard by the other climbers, who were quite 
close by him. 

' N o  blame can be attached to the guide Zangiacomi for not roping 
his traveller, for he had repeatedly that day requeuted him to put on 
the rope when they came to more difficult places. I t  seems that Herr 
Pemsel always wished to go without the rope, and before he went on 
an expedition gave hie guides a certificate exonerating them from 
blame in case of accident. 

' It has been stated that Herr Pemsel was a very experienced and an 
exceptionally good climber. Sepp Innerkofler, however, who knew 
him of old, told me that he did not go as well as might be expected 
from one who had climbed 80 much in the Dolomitea and who insisted 
upon going unroped, and that he had gained no real experience. 
His one object in mountaineering seemu to have been going without s 
rope. Not many days before the accident he, with that excellent 
guide Antonio Dimai, climbed the Piinffingerapitze from the S. 
(Robert Hans Schmitt's route of 1890). After theclimb he is reported 
to have said that had he known i t  to be so easy he would not have 
used the rope. That the climb ie not only not easy, but one of probably 
unparalleled difficulty, I, for one, can state from personal experience,. 
and thia opinion is further borne out by the fact that only one guide 
hae ever dared to take that route, i n  ~ p i t e  of ib great reputation-viz., 
Antonio Dimai. No experienced climber would call i t  easy.' 

The following additional details are furnished by Dr. Waltlier 
Gchnltze in  the ' Mittheilungen d. D. und Oe. A.V.,' pp. 259-240. The 
party were on the ~ d e  of the peak towards the Schlern, and were 
aiming a t  a gap between two rock towers, not far below the summit. 

See Oartsntlwhiache Alpen-Btlmp, 1891, p. 194. 
YOL. XVI1.-NO. CXXVI. U 
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T o  reach thip gap it was necessary to overcome a smooth and steep 
rock ~vall. To  the right of this wall a cleft in the rock afforded good 
handhold, and below it  was a good knob OII which one could stand, 
i ~ n d  this route was taken by Dr. Schultze and Innerkofler. H c r r  
Pemsel, however, inaisted on trying to get up  on the left side of thie 
wall, in yhich there was no cleft nor any good foothold below. 
%angiacomi succeeded in effecting the awent, and then asked whether 
he stiould not let down the rope to his ' Herr,' a course which was also 
advised by Innerkofler. Herr Pemsel would not hear of this, but when 
two-thirds up the wall, from some reason or other lost his hold, and fell, 
as  described above. Dr. Schultze expreaaly states that both he, as 
well aa both guides, had repeatedly urged Herr Pemsel to rope, hu t  
in vain. Not the slightest blame can therefore attach to any of tlie 
other members of the party. H e  adds that in  1891 Sepp Innerkofler 
broke off hi8 engagement to Herr Pemsel on the expresa ground that 
the latter refused to make USE of the rope, alleging that he had a 
perfect right t o  risk his life if he chose. H e  states further that, pro- 
bably in consequence of a rapid series of great climbs in the Dolomitea 
thia sdmmer, Herr Pemsel had complained of the irregular action o f  
his heart. B fresh attack may therefore have been the immediate 
occasion of his slip, but  there can b no doubt that his obstinate 
refusal to rope was the principal cauw of his death. I t  is indeed 
possible to put on the rope in placea where it is not really needed, b u t  
the reverse plan of not putting it  on a t  all, even in the csse of an ex- 
perienced climber, seema to be fsst coming into popularity. W e  nlay 
anile at  the extra mution of the former practice, but no words are too 
strong to condemn the wilful neglect shown by those who adopt t h e  
latter foolish habit. I.t is. better to be too aafe than to dispense with a 
long settled rule, even if the rope affords moral rather than material 
eupport. 

The  other accident occurred on the Marmolata on September 8, a n d  
resulted in the loss of a traveller and his guide. The  following 
narrative is b e d  on that sent to the 'Mibtheilungen d. D. und. Oe A.V.,' 
1894, pp. 210-241, by Dr. Schelcher, of Dresden, who was in t h e  
wcond party, and was an eyewitness of the catastrophe. Herren W. E. 
Kahl (a  young Bohemian climber, aged twenty-six) and G. Seidel, with 
the guides Johann Villgrattner (wlgb Tscho11) of Tiem, and Simon 
Verra, of Fedaja, started from the Pedaja Pass on September 8, and, 
followiug the ordinary route, had commenced the ascent of the tinal 
snow dope of the Marmolata; behind came Dr. Schelcher and two 
guides. There had been a great fall of snow the day before, and t h e  
going in the snowy hollow of the glacier was very heavy. On the 
last slope a layer of fresh powdery mow was found overlying the old 
firm snow. Neither of the local guides (of whom there was one with 
each party), however, had any idea of danger, and so both parties went  
on. All a t  once the upper layer of fresh mow gave way, and a great  
snow-cloud enveloped Dr. Schelcher'e party, all of whom were carried 
o f t h e i r  feet. Luckily they were able to plant theniselves firmly, a n d  
when the cloud p a w d  off' looked round for tllrir  comrade^. H e r r  
Seidr.1 and Verra were soon rescued nnhurt, as thry had sunk deep 
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into the snow. The rope between them and their two companions 
wm, however, broken. Them unfortunate men had been csrricd rlolvn 
a long way over a high rock wall, and their bodies were found below 
the bergschrund. 

It do- not seem quite clear whether an avalanche fell from 
above a t  or about the aame time that the fresh enow began to move ; 
in any case the advance party had to bear the brunt of the shock, and 
it is marvellous that only two of them perihed. Possibly, had the  
rope not broken, all might have been saved ; but it  i~ alao pomihle that 
if i t  had not done so, all might have been carried away by the rush 
and weight of the wow. It ia stated th8t hitherto no danger from 
avalanches has ever been feared on this bit of the Marmolata, which 
is notoriously a very m y  clintb. iBut it  would appear 88 if the 
local gu ida ,  a t  least, ought ta have been aware of the state of things, 
or even the-ofhef guides, for the travellers were provided with the 
proper number of professional guidea. &lost probably the true ex- 
planation irr to be sought in the fact that guidea in the Dolomite dia- 
tricts ha9.e so little opportunities of learning snow-craft that they d o  
not reslise tbat under certain conditions evon an easy snow-peak may 
become temporarily dangerous. 

On September 20' an accident occurred on the Zinal Rothhorn, in  
which Joseph Marie Biner, a well-known Zerrnatt guide, loot  hi^ life. 
The  other member0 uf the p r t y  were Dr. Peter Horrocks and Peter 
Perren, both of whom are to be congratulated on their very narrow 
escape. The  party bad already effected the ascent of the mountaia, 
and were descending towards Zerrnatt. On reaching the well-known 
' B l a h  ' overlooking the Durand glacier, the usual precautions were 
observed. Biner, who was leading, c r o d  the awkward l a b ,  and 
planted himwlf firmly on the o p p i t k  aide. Perren, who waa last; 
was standing behind and holding on to a fair-sized rock, round which 
he w.aa paying out the rope; while Dr. Horrocks crossed the slab, 
and Biner gradually pulled in the slack. Suddenly the rock in which 
Pertexi phced s u ~ h  confidence came out, and bounded down the 
modntain side. Perren slid rapidly down the steep rocks; Dr. 
Horrocks, who had no foothoId and very little handhold, wds jerked. 
from his position, t u h i n y  a somermlt ,  and becoming momentarily 
stuttned from his head striking against the rock. The strain on the. 
rope *as too great for Biner to withstand, and he was dragged 
down too. 'rhe whole party half tumbled, half slid, down the very 
steer, smooth rocks for 30 f t .  or 40 It., when the roDe between Dr. 
~ o i r o c k s  and Perren caught behind projecting rock, and brought 
themboth to a standstill. Perren found himself landed in a small ~ a t c h  of 
mft anow some 15 ft. below the rock which had 80 fortudately enp&ed tbe 
rope, while Dr. Horrocks, some 7 ft. higher up, though at  first suspended 
with hie bkck to the steep rocks, was very soon able to get more or less 
foothold. Poor Biner had the extra length of his o*n rope atill to fall, 
and, when the  train came, the rope broke, accord~ng b one account, 
halfway between him and Dr. liorrocks ; accordir~g to another, ratller 
nearer to the latter. Biner Sell down on to the Durand glacier Rome 
2,000 ft. below, whence his mutilated body was recovered by n P P R ~ C ~ I  

u 2 
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party wliich crossed the Trift Pass, cnrried the body down to Zinal, 
and so by rond and train brought it  to Zermatt, where the funeral took 
place. Dr. Horrocks and Perren were rescued from their dangerous 
position, some 10 or 12 min. after the accident occurred, by the guides 
Emile Gentinetta and Edouard Julen, who were following down the 
mountain with another party. 

Such are the facts. I t  remains for us  to consider the cause, o r  
cauees, of this lamentable catastrophe. The two primary cauees were 
obviously ( I )  the unexpected detachment of the stone in which P e r m  
waa trusting, and (2) the breaking of the rope. Had not the rope 
broken, i t  is possible that all three might have perished ; but, on the  
other hand, d l  three might have been aaved. Only one other element 
can be brought in as a cause, and that is a degree of perhaps pardon- 
able carelesenesa on the part of Perren in not testing more carefully 
the rock which proved to be tw insecure. Had the place been one 
unkuown to him, he would, no doubt, have exercised more care; bu t  
the rock waa one he had often trusted to, and it  had been used that 
very day by both parties whilst ascending. W e  do not think that any  
hlame attaches to Perren ; but the accident is one which should stimu- 
late us all to use great care in testing all important holds, whether we 
have reason to consider them safe or not. One question ren~ains to 
discuss. Why did the rope breakl-and it  is not one which can be  
anewered with certainty. It liae been said that the rock which caused 
the accident fell on to the rope, and partially cut it;  but, considering 
the position of the party and the point a t  which the rope parted, this 
explanation is hardly tenable. A meinber of the Club, who aaw the 
rope, informs us that there was n mark upon i t  between Perren 
and Dr. Horrocks which might perhaps have been due to thi8 cause. 
and that the fractured end was jagged, and looked as if i t  might have 
been cut by a very blunt instrument.' Dr. Horrocks, on the other 
hand, states that ' the broken ends were like a horse's tail,' and the 
fracture looked to him as if produced by a pure break. I n  our opinion 
i t  wae, in all probability, partly cut by catching upon some sharp rock, 
and was completely severed by the final strain. A pure break would 
have probably taken place at  one of the knots, which have been shown 
by numerous experimente to be the weakest points in a knotted rope.* 
The rope was an English made Alpine rope, and had the red line of  
thread running through it. I t  belonged to Peter Perren, to whom i t  
had been given by an English climber, after using it  a few times. A11 
who eaw it  have wid that it  appeared to be a good rope in good con- 
dition. W e  have made efforts to secure a piece for examination, and 
may yet succeed in this endeavour. Failing thin, it  is impossible to 
speak more definitely as to its condition, nor are we able to report 
with certainty whether it  was or  wna not manufactured by M e ~ a r a  
Buckingham. 

To  sum up, we ~ h o u l d  say that this accident is one of those com- 
paratively rare ones which cannot, without undue straining, be attri- 
huted to any preventible cause. Climbing must always posseen some 

* Alpi¶e Jo~rnaJ, vol. xvi., ' Equipment Report,' p. 7. 
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elements of danger; but, had we only accidents of this c h  to 
chronicle, its atatistics would show i t  to be less fraught with danger 
than  almost any other form of sport. 

Poor Biner died, through no fault of his own, whilst in the discharge 
of  his duty. He leaves a widow and seven young children, who are 
entitled to the widespread ~ympathy  of mountaineers. The eubscrip- 
tion list, which was started for their benefit, has hitherto realiaed tlre 
sum of 101. Further contributions will be very gratefully welcomed, 
and  may be sent either to Madame Seiler, or to Dr. Horrocks, 26 St. 
Thomas's Street, S.E. 

Thus there were a t  least five accidents last mmmer in what h a y  
be called the ' High Alps,' and these cost six precious human livew. 

TWO other mishaps may properly be mentioned hew, for though they 
took place on comparatively low mountains, yet the climbing is not 
easy in either w, and once more solitary and ropeleas clambering 
~ t a n d s  self-condemned. 

On July 1, Herr Klausz, a Hungarian from Preshurg, then a student 
a t  theFederal Polytechnic School at  Ziirich, w ~ s  killed while trying to 
force A new route up  the Vrenelisgiirtli, one of the peaks of tlre 
Glirnisch. He and his companion started from the Gleiter hut, and 
gained all right the gap between the Vorder Glarnisch and the Vrenelis- 
gartli. They then went along the ridge towards the latter peak. 
At one point it  hrcamo necessary to force their way acroas a preci- 
pitous rock wall of 250 to 300 ft. in height. Two slightly different 
accounts have been published of the manner in which the accident took 
place. That which Beems the most trust~vorthy* states that after 
aeveral failures Herr Klausz had been pushed up about 8 or 9 ft. 
by meanu of the ice-axe of his companion (a young student). H e  
managed to get some sort of hold, but soon begen to shudder, gave a 
loud cry, and fell head-foremost, grazing hi8 companion as he fell. The 
latter was holding the rGpe in his hands (having previously unroped. 
as he desired to go back, but was unluckily over-persuaded), and, of 
course, i t  slipped through them, though it may be doubted whether 
this was of Any real importance. The unfortunate mnn fell 1,400 
to 1,600 ft. on to a enowfield, and was of course picked up dead. 
According to the other account,? Herr Klanee had tried to fix his axe 
in a cleft in the rock, intenrling to pull up  his friend by the rope ; 
either the axe slipped or the bold gave way, and so he fell. Whether 
his companion would have been able to hold him had they been tied 
together by the rope is uncertain, but in any case the spot of the acci- 
dent Beemu to he one where the very greatest care was essential. The 
friend who aends the narrative to the ' Ossterreichi~he Alpen- 
Zeitung,' adds some details which apparently make it  clear that it was 
the unhappy victim's foolhartline.ss and rwhness which was the real 
cause of the accident. Herr Glausz, it  seems, had only begun to clir~rh 
in 1893, and Vrenelisgartli was but his twentieth expedition, great 
or small. H e  is aaid to have c!imbed in a very careless fashion, not 
- - - -- - - 

* 0esterreir.hischa AZpa-Zeitrcng, 1891, pp. 183-1. 
t All~ina,  vol. ii. p. 118. 
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looking out for firm rocks or good hand hold^, or even considering 
whether a bit was passable or ncjt. Hia second climb had been up  the  
Todi alone, and in a pair of lightly nailed boc~ts, while he intended to 
do the Fin~teraarhorn and other high Oherland peaks alone. Twice 
in his short Alpine career had he already met wit11 accidentp, which 
neemed make no impression on him. iiie friend concludes his letter 
by saying: ' My opinion is that seldom h w  a man so yell earned his 
fate as In this case. Sooner or later a fatal accident was certain to 
befall him.' Our readers will probably long ago have come to t h e  
=me conclu~ion. 

Mr. D. W. Freshfield aends ug the following note on 9 accident which 
occurred near Poptrr~ina. 

'On  September 2 Herr Wilke, of Hamburg, lost hia life by  a fall 
while descending alone the face of the westepti of the two rocky points 
near Pontresina known as the Sibters (Zwei Schwe~tcrn). The rocks 
are precipitous, and the foot- and hand-bold8 difficult to see from above. 
Though frequently traversed by parties, the place is not one where it  in 
prudent lor any rolitary climber, however experienced, to venture f o r  
the first tirne pithout cqr~lpanions It would be well if a notice were 
pnt up  on .the top of the western " sister " yarning thow who have 
followed the good path from the Schdberg so far, that the remainder of 
the traverse is perilous except for roped parties. Tourists mny 
!~therwise e ~ i l y  be tempted, by the signs of f:requent p q e  visible 
~ I I  the further peak, to attempt to go on to i t ;  and the traveree is, as 
the recent catastrophe shows, unwfe even for fairly experienced 
climber! 

Besides t h e ~ e  seven fatal accidents, there have been p a n y  on minor 
summits which it  is unpecenwry to emmerate here. But a word of  
cornmiaeration may be permitted as regards the two unlucky tourists 
(a Frenchman and a Belgian) who were killed on September 1 b y  
lightnine between the big hotel near the summit of Piletus and the top 
of that well-known point of viey. An even sadder case is that of a young 
Grindelwnld guide, Peter Bohren (son of Christian), who perished at 
the age of 28 in August plose to a frequented path. He had made 
some great axent,  and was returning late in the evenin with his party 
to Grindelwald. They were coming down from the 1 iircgg inn, and 
had reached the place where there is a rough stony descent, close under 
the precipices on the right, but some way above the upper edge of t h e  
forest. Bohren stumbled on the path, and fell to the left for a short 
distance on to a side path leading to one of the refreshment booths near 
the Lower Glacier. (This path joins the Biireeg path a few steps 
below the spot where the accident happened.) In hie fall, he unfor- 
tunately (as the slope is mainly a p s y  one) struck his head against 
p rock, and was instantly killed. 
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YEW MAP O F  THE C I ~ A I N  OF MONT BLANC.-It is now recognised on 
all hands that there is no published map of the biont Blnnc chain 
which is a t  all up to modern requirementa The older maps (nuch as  
Mr. Hrilly's and Captain Mieulet's) fail in various respectx, wliile that 
announced by MM. Vallot will not be completed for many years. 
I t  is, therefore, with great pleasure that we are enabled to announce 
the speedy publication (perhaps even in 18'35) of a detailed map of that 
portion of the Alps which extends from the Col du  Bonhomme to 
L'atn~ne, including, therefore, the French, Italian, and Swiss elopes 
of the hlont Blanc chain. The materials have been collected on the 
$par, in the course of explorations continued during many summers, 
by 31. L. K u n  and M. A. Barhey. T h e  map itself hau been drawn 
by Herr Imfeld, and is to be engraved by Herr Leuzinger, eo that 
all posllible guarantees for ita accuracy and technical perfection are 
wured. I t  is on a scale of dm, and will be printed in eight 
coloura, but  will have no contour lines, for these (as pointed out by 
Profescior Heim, of Zurich) are mere geometrical abstractions and are 
never geometrically exact. Its size will be 90 centimbtres by 
40 centimktres. The no~nenclature has been corrected throughout, 
and 129 new names inserted. More than one hundred heights have 
either been revierd or measured for the first time. Profesaor Heim, 
afier inspecting the manuncript, writes that it  is the most perfect map 
that has yet been made, by reason of its clearneaq, its intelligibility, 
and its effectiveness. 

T h e  owner of the map, 11. Barbey, of Lausanne, propoees to issue 
the map to subscribem in two fornls-the ordinary a t  7 frs. 50  cent. 
and a numbered and limited e'dition de luae nt 20 frs. (both prices 
excluding postage). The English agent is Mr. Edward Stanford, 
26 Cocknpur Street, London, S.W. 

-4 NEW ALPINE PERIODICAL.--\Ve are asked to state that the Lyons 
aection of the French Alpine Club have decided to replace their 
' Bulletin ' (issued every two yearn) by a monthly review, to be en- 
titled ' Revue Alpine.' A specimen number wae issued on Noveniber 1, 
but the regular iseue will start from January 1, 1895. The new 
periodical will run to 9 or 10 numbrrs n year (i .s .  not appearing during 
the summer months) and each nl.mber wi l l  contain 24 pp. as well as 
a phototype. I t  is well known that the ' Bulletins' of the Lyoua aection 
are always full of good reading, which augurs well for the succem of 
our new contemporary. 
THE MOUNTAINS OF ALASKA.-8 Washington correepondent, under 

date September 11, writes as  follows :- 
' T h e  advance guard of the surveying parties that bave been en- 

gaged during the summer in wmpletit~g the survey of Alaska have 
returned to this city. This season's work is supposed to finish the 
joint survey of the boundary by Great Britain nnd the United States, 
and put the matter into euch shape that the State departments of the 
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two Governments can get to work and arrive a t  some conclrrsion 
regarding the validity of their respective daime, which are very 
conflicting. 

' One of the results of the season's work ww to settle that the top of 
Mount St. Eliaa, so lonq regarded as the giant mountain of the 
contin~nt, is not in the United States territory. I t  was also ~ e t t l e d  
beyond dispute that the mountain was not the tallest on the continent, 
there being two or three others a little further inland that overtop it 
by Rome hundreds of ftet. They are all in British territory. T h e  
height of St. Elias, according to this year's determination, is 18,023 h. 
Of the higher inland peaks Mount Logan is 19,534 ft., and there are 
two other nameless peaks that a little overtop St. Elias . 
' The surveying parties of the two nations were mixed in each cane, 

the English having mprescntativea with our Coast Survey men, and 
the Coast Survey sending men with the English parties. There were 
some narrow escapes in the course of the s e w n ' s  work, several of t h e  
boats being upset a t  different times, and part of the provisions, clothea, 
and instruments lost.' 
THE 'ALPINE POST.'-This well-known journal, formerly the 'St. 

Moritz Post,' has introduced a new feature, to which cl:mbers may be  
glad to have their attention directed. It publishes twice a week a list 
of guides desirous of accept in^ engagements to travel beyond the 
limits of their own diutrict. The list is only open for guidm who 
have already travelled in at  least one district other than their own. 
The idea seems a good one. 

BOUQUET IN^.-^^^^^^ G. B. Rimini, the librarian of the Florentine 
section of the Italian Alpine Club, has courteously drawn my atten- 
tion to an important privately printed book about bouquetins which 
was not mentioned in my article in the August ' Journal.' It is by C. I. 
Forsyth Major, hl.D., and is entitled ' Materiali per servire ad u n a  
atoria degli Stanlbecchi.' I t  was printed at  Pisa in 1879, fills fifcy-six 
large pages, and contains several lithographs ; i t  seems to be a compara- 
tive study of the skulls of houqnetins of various races. 

W. A. B. C~OLIDGE. 
A NEW ZEALAND CLIMBING PARTY.--we are informed that Mr. E. 

A. FitzGerald, a member of our Club, has sailed for New Zealtlnd, 
where he intends to climb during the coming season. He hw taken 
with him as guide hlattias Zurbriggen. of Rlacugnaga. 

THE L I B R A R Y . - T ~ ~  following additions have been made since 
March 1894 :- 

Yung (E.). Zermatt and the Valley of the ViEge. 4to. Illustrated. Trans- 
lated from the French. Geneva and Londun, 1894. 

Thurling (Prof.). Oberatdorf. Maps. 8vo. 1894. 
Die Schweizer Reise des Messischen Instituts (1846). Coloured illustmtions. 

avo. Neuwied, 1447. 
lbckett (Miss L.). Benten Trncks ; or, Pen and Pencil Sketches in Italy. 

Illustrated. 8vo. London. 1866. 
Ritter (E.). Les Massifs de Beaufort et du Grand &font. Pamphlet. avo. 

Geneva, 1894. 
Whymper (E.). The Great ;irides of the Equator. Second edition. London. 

l S92. 
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Richter (E ). Emchliessung der Ostalpen. Parts 20-24. (Complete in 
24 parts.) 

Dauphin6 Tourists' Society. Annuaires, 1877 et 1880-1886. 
Zeitschrift des D. u. Oe. Alpenrereins, 1880. 
Ungarisches Jahrbuch, 1879. 
Itineraria S.A.C., 1869,1870,1872,1873,1876,1878-79,1888, 1890-91,1893-95. 
SchrBkr (L.). Alpine Flowers. Coloured illustrations. Fourth edition. avo. 

London, 1894. 
M h e l l e r  (L.) and Hess (H.). Der Hochtourist in den Ostalpen. Map.  

2 vols. 8vo. Leipzig, kc., 1894. 
Norske Turistforenings Aarbog for 1894. 
Labrouohe e t  Saint-Saud (Comta de). Tour du Nonde. Two numbem. 

Containing ' Pics d'Europe.' 1894. 
Elton (Charles). Shelley's Visits to France, Switzerland, kc. Illustrated. 

8vo. London, 1894. 
Haskett-Smith (W. P.). Climbing in the British Isles. Illustrations. I. 

England. 8vo. London, 1894. 
Trautwein. Tirol, kc. Ninth edition. 1894. 
High School Student. Jnne 1894. Bridgeport, Conu. (First Ascent. of 

Gaurisankar by F. L. Waldo.) 
Coolidge (W. A. B.). Range of T g i .  (Climbers' Guides.) London, 1894. 
Miles (E. J.), M.D. Byways in Southern Alps. Illustrated. Boo. Ziirish 

and London, n.d. (1893.) 
Oesterreich. Touristen Club. Chronik, 1.-x. (1880-1889.) 

Jahrbuch, i.-xii. (1870-1881.) 
dandy (E.; ~ i l  ~ e f a h r e n  der Alpen. 8vo. Leipzig, 1886. 
Billy (N. E. de). Changements des Glaciers de Gorner et  de Findelhorn. 

1866. (Extr. Bull. de l a  Soc. GBolog. de France.) 
Hinel-Rscher. ; Wmdemngen in weniger besuchte Alpengegenden d. Schwein. 

Small 8vo. Ziirich, 1829. 
Martins (Ch.). Les Glaciers du Rpitzberg compar6 A ceux de la Suisse. 

Pamphlet. 8vo. n.d. (a. 1840.) 
Tourte-Cherbuliez (Mme.). Denx Excursions ti la Vall6e de Grindelmald en 

1793 et  en 1839. Pamphlet. 8vo. n.d, (c. 1840.) 
Blsas (Dr. J.). Ueber die Glacial-Formation im Innthale. (Extr. Zeitschrift 

d.  D. u. Oe. A.V.) 8vo. n.d. (1886.) 
Felbinger (Ubald). Deutsche Bergnamen in den Ostalpen. Pamphlet. 8vo. 

Vienna, 1892. 
Conway (W. M.). Climbing and Exploration in the Karakoram Himalayas. 

Map .  2 vols. London, 1894. 
Jahrbuch dea Ung. Karpathen-Vereines, 1894. 
Vernes (M. F.). Voyage Episodique e t  Pittoresqne aux Glaciers des Alpes. 

870. Parts, 1807. 
Paterson (M.). Xountaineering below the Snow Line. Illustrated. avo. 

London, 1886. 
Bonrrit (M. T.). Description des Arpects dn Mont-Blanc, kc. 8vo. 

Lausanne, 1776. 
Bonrrit (M. T.). Itinbraire de Genere, des Glaciers de Chamouni, kc. 8vo. 

Genhve, 1808. 
Deluc (J. A.). h t t r e s '  Physiques et  Morales wr I'Histoire de la Terre et de 

I'Homme. 6 vols. 8vo. Paris et La Haye, 1759. 
Martel (E. A.). Lea Ablmes, lea Eaux aouterraines, &. Illustrated. 4to. 

Paris, 1894. 
Weld (C. R.). The Pyrenees. 8v0. Illustrated. London, 1869. 
Daviea (Rev. J. 8.). Dolomite Strongholds. London, 1891. 
Deluc (J. A.). Recherches sur les Modifications de 1'Atmosphere. 2 vola. 

Large 8vo. GenBve, 1772. 
Grilet (J. L )  Dictionnaire des Depnrtements da 3Iont-Blanc ct  du LCrni~n. 

3 ~01s. Chambkry, 1807. 
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Annnaire du C.A.F., 1893. 
llourier (J.). Guide au ('aucase. 8vo. Naps. Paris, 1894. 
Report (1893-94), Lands and Survey. N.Z. 
Stephen (Leslie). Plajgroond of Europe. 2nd edition. 8vo. London, 1894. 
Parisi (F. M.) (C.A.I.). Edelweiss. Genoa, 1891. 
Brusoni (Ed.). Guicta alle Alpi Centrali Italiane e Regioni Adiacenti dtlla 

Svizzera. Avo. Maps. Dornodosola. 
I. Valsesia, Lago dSOrts, kc. 1892. 

11. (Part 1) Alpi Comasche. 1893. 
Bnllettino del C.A.I. 1893. 
Jahrb. Schweiz. Alpenclub, 1893. 
Whalley (Rev. T. 8.). ' Mont Blanc,' an Irregular Lyric Poem. London and 

Bath. 1788. 
Catalogo della Riblioteca della Sezione Fiorentina del C.A.I. Florence, 

1894. 
Jubiliiumsgabe, D. n. Oe. A.V. (Miinchen). 1894. 
Smithsonian Institute Report. 1892. 
Giissfeldt (Paul). Der Mont Blanc. bvo. Illustrated. Berlin, 1894. 

REVIEWS ALW NOTICES. 

D ~ h l i t e  Strongholds. By the Rev. J. Sanger navies. Illustrated. 
(London : Bell and Sons. 1894.) 

CVs are informed on the title page of this book that it  contains an 
account of ascents of the last untrodden Alpine peaks-namely, the 
Crcda da Lago, the Little and Great Zinnen, the Cinque Torri, the 
Fiinffingerapitze, and the Langkofel. The title is itwlf somewhat 
nlisleading. Of the six peaks described the Cinque Torri may be 
dirmissed as scarcely conling within the catagory of am Alpine peak, 
being merely an overgrown Kletterstein.' The  Langkofel was ascended 
twenty-five years ago, in 1869, or eight years before the ascent of the 
Meije and nine years before that of the Aiguille du Dru. The  
Grosse Zinne was scaled in 1872, and a good account of it is given 
in the ' Alpine Journal ' tor 1874, whilst the Klaine Zinne has been 
vanquished for thirteen and the Croda da Lago for ten yeam, since 
which euch peaks as the Aiguille des Charmoe and other important 
points have been ascended for the first time in various parta of the 
Alps. 

The book, therefore, does not claim to be a description of new 
ascents, or even of new routee, although the ascent of the FUnffinger- 
spitze by the S.E. side, or 'Daumenscharte,' a route first taken by 
Mr. H. J. T. M-ood, in 1890, has, we believe, not been previously 
described in English. One is interested, therefore, in discovering for 
what clam of readers the book has been written, and what are t h e  
rpecial qualifications of the writer. We see from the preface that it i n  
intended for the general public, whom it endeavours to stimulate with 
a desire to ' go and do likewise ; ' but we fear we cannot congratulate 
the author on having succeeded better than those others 'whoae 
descriptions of rock-climbing are notoriously unwtisfactory.' Unfor- 
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tunately in describing these rock-climbs our author has no experience 
o f  other districts with which to cornpure the ditiicultiesand peculiarrtirs 
of these pealis, hia previous mountaineering experience being contined, 
we are told, to the memory of youthful bcrarnbles on the cliffs of 
Britain. Notwithstanding this warning the reader acquainted with 
t h e  district will hardly be prepared for the higl~ly-coloured description 
of these aecenta Thus in speaking of the Kleine Z ~ n n e  ' traverse ' 
h e  expreaRect the opinion tllst i t  ought to be taken without a rope, an 
' there ww absolutely no sate hand-grip from end to end '  of the 
traverse, which he estimates a t  ' 100 yards long goiug and 50 yards re- 
turning,' with an absolutely vertical drop of nearly 2,000 ft., while 11e 
fur ther  states that the rope is of no possible use, aa ' in such a place no 
man can help his brother.' Any one who turns to the illustration on 
p. 55, and observes the manner in which the rope was used, will readily 
acquiesce in this statement, as we hardly think this is the method of en- 
sur ing  ~afe ty  during a traveree recommended by the ' Alpine Code.' In 
point of fact there is scarcely five yards a t  the end of the traveme r i th -  
o u t  excellent hand-hold, and here the leading guide is directly over 
the traveller and situated in  one of the ' firma loca's ' which we hear 
a good deal about in the reat of the book. The length assigned to the 
' traverse,' estimated even at  50  yards, appears much exaggerated; 
perhaps if the author renewed the aacent he might be induced, on 
t i u ~ h e r  acquaintance, to ' let i t  go a t  40 yards going and PO return- 
ing,' which would not, perhaps, be much under the mark. And can 
t h e  drop from this ledge be really 2,000 ft. ? The height of the summit 
ot'the Kleine Zinne above the ' grave' is, according to Wundt, 1,200 ft., 
a n d  the traverse occurs about two-thirds of the way up ! Again, if 
we have understood the description aright, all the party appear 10 
have climbed the difficult ahimney near the top head downwardr, 
m m e  with their head in the cave a ~ r d  their feet leading, others with 
their legs tucked into the hole, and swinging head downwards in 
search of hand-holds, aa shown in the remarkable illustration facing 
p. 58. These thipge are a matter of taste, and doubtleas the author's 
party preferred doing it  this way; but we hasten to inform the timid 
reader, who might have had designs on the Kleine Zinne before 
reading this book, that this ie peither the sece,wry nor usual way of 
burmounting that obstacle. 

The above somewhat misleading descriptions are typical of many 
others in the rest of the book. Thus in the ' Croda da Lsgo ' we are 
told of a ' traveme where the lrst guide had apparently passed the 
traveller, and was seen 'clinging to the ledge and stooping, while the 
other, straining upwards, spreading his body to the face of the rock, 
was gradually holsted upon hie companion's shoulders, and ultiluatply 
on to his head,' &c. &c. W e  know of no such place on the mountain, 
and can only suppose that &e methods adopted are another illustration 
of the climbing idio~yncrariies of the aqthor and his party. 

The book is illustrated (!) with a tnap and 1 0  full-page photographs 
and drawings, 2 coloured, besides 25  smaller illustrations in the text, 
chiefly from drawings by the author. On the whole we have no 
hesitation in saying that they are the worst which we have come across 
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in any Alpine book. The pllotographs are decidedly poor, and the 
drawings, apart from their artistic merits, in no way resemble the places 
they purport to depict ; a moment's comparison of the illustrations i n  
the chapter on the Kleine Zinne with Herr Theodor Wundt's beautiful 
photographs of that peak b r i n v  this home pretty clearly. Again, t h e  
 ketch on p. 11 of Constable X. apparently in hot chase of the culprits 
who are dieappearing over the orchard wall resembles nothing to be found 
on the Croda da Lago, while the only place resembling the numeroue 
' firma loca's' described as  occurring on the aame peak (illustrated o n  
p. 14)  is a large cave, into the depths of which there can be no possible 
reason for retreating. The artist, did not apparently feel himself equal 
to representing the bedding planes of the limestone rocks, eo that,  
instead of the innumerable ledges and hand-holdn almost invariably 
present, we have, in moat of the drawings, blank paper, which t h e  
affrighted reader isleft to 611 in with whatever form of abyss he prefera. 
I t  is, no doubt, greatly due to tohis fact that the drawings fail to convey 
a true idea of the places they profeea to represent. Thus the rocks a t  
the heginning of the Flin5ngerspitzel which Luigi Bernard is repre; 
sented as climbing, resemble no rocks which we have come across, 
least of all Dolomite; while the picture of Monte Civetta strikingly 
recalls the weird microscopic sections of anatomical preparations at  t h e  
Photographic Society's exhibition in  Pall Mall. Many also will smile at 
the pictures of the ' Ice Camino ' and ' Cascade on the Langkofel,' whilet 
' Between the Zinnen ' might have done duty for the oyster eupper of  
the walrus and the carpenter in that other book on Wonderland. For 
the rest, the book, which is brightly written throughout, containe 
interesting descriptions of Dolomite scenery, but we fear it  can hardly 
be clawed among the excellent series of ' Climbers' Guidea' published 
on other districts, and we eometimes wonder whether it was altogether 
by chance that the book appeared in the publiehing announcement 
colunln of a leading ' weekly ' under the heading of ' Fiction.' 

Mr. Cullmay's Rarakoram Xap.  (London : Stanford. 1894.) 

No reader-not of the lending library clase-of the ordinary edition 
of Mr. Conway's travels but must have missed a map on which h i s  
ascents could be followed in detail. This want in now supplied--and, 
thanks to the Geographical Society, very handsomely supplied-at a n  
extremely small cost. 

The original map, drawn out with great care and labour b y  
Mr. Conway, has been reproduced by the Society in two sheets on a 
scale of half'an inch to the mile, half that of the original drawing. I t  
has been printed in colours, and is sold by Messrs. Stanford. If in 
reduction and transfer some of the detail of the original has, as Mr. 
Conway says, been lost, enough remains to make these sheets the most  
graphic representation of the physical features of a portion of t h e  
IIir~~alayan chain yet produced. 

Mr. Conway had the advantage, rrp he fully acknowledges in the valu- 
able note issued with his map, ot' having the positions of the great peaks 
fixed trigonomctrically for him by the Indian Survey. But the 



glaciers of the Indian Atlas have no nCv6s: tilose of Mr. Conrvay'a 
maps are real glnciers. He haa availed hinleelf freely of the resources 
of photography for the record of detail. I t  is instructive to compare 
the map and photographs, and to note bow characteristic a featwe or 
the Karakoram is that alternation of steep ribs and gullies which 
strikes one a t  first on the map as exaggerated or conventional. 

There is every reawn to hope that the issue of this map will have 
effects in Indin similar to those produced by Adams-Reilly'e work in 
the Alps. I t  should stimulate our countrymen to fresh exertions, and 
introduce a higher standard of delineation of the tentures of a moun- 
tain region into Eastern cartography. Surely the day is not far 
distant when Hunza will be the Engadine of Asia, and eager ex- 
plorers will wander into the snowy recesses, only indicated as yet, 
on either side of our traveller's route, and bring back information to 
supplement and complete his labours. Mr. Conwny has supplied an 
rxample of what may be done by one rnan in one seamn, as well as a 
foundation for his succevaors to work from. D. W. F. 

The Playgro~~nd of Ettropc. By Leslie Stephen. New edition. 
(London : Longmans, Green, and Co. 1894.) 

T h e  reissue of this Alpine classic will be a great boon to the 
younger jzeneration of mountain lovers, many of whom have doubtlrw 
unsuccessfully endeavoured to procure copies of the fimt edition, long 
out of print. The  author states that he has ' euppressed two chaptern, . 
one upon the "Eastern Carpathiaus" as irrelevant, and one upon 
6 &  Alpine Dangers " as obsolete,' and that he has substituted for them 
three papers written at  a rather later period-one upon tbe " Col des 
Hirondelles," from the " Alpine Journal," and tu70, " Sunset on 
?r[ont Blanc" and ' 'The A l p  iu Winter," fro= the " Cornhill 
hiagazine."' Whilst regretting the loss of any of the contents of 
the original edition we welcome the additions, and e~pecit~lly the 

Sunset on Mont Blanc,' where once again the grerrt peak's 
supremacy is affirmed and an admirable word picture given of one 
of the glorious effects which this mountitin provides in almost unique 
profusion. 

Climbing in tlb Britwh 18&8. I. England. By W. P. Haskett Smith, M.A. 
N'ith illustrations by ElLis Carr. (London and New York : Longmans, 
Green. and Co. 1894.) 

This  little work of less than two hundred small pages marks a distinct 
epoch in BritiHh holiday-making. I t  admits publicly, if not proudly, 
t h a t  there is a clase of travellers who 'climb for climbing's mke,' to 
whom the ordinary guide-books are unattractive or useless, and who 
value hill scenery not in proportion to the majesty of outline or 
grouping, or even the height of the mountains, but for the number of 
6 bits ' to be found in the rocks and gullies. T o  such a c l w  the 
mountains a t  the head of Windermere are of little interest compared 
with the precipices of Great Gable or the pinnacles of Scafell. We are 
told upon the firat page that this book is one of a series of three, and 
t h a t  volumes upon Scotland and Wales are in preparation. Why 
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Ireland el~ould not also have a volume we do not know, ae there must 
he many cliffs and precipices on the west coast and elsewhere well 
worthy of the attention of even the most experienced cragsmen. 

Mr. Haskett Smith tells us that his aim haa been to enable novices, 
first, to find suitable places where they may test and apply the 
principles of climbing as laid down by acknowledged authoritiee, and, 
secondly, to understand the technical and local terms so frequently used 
in the descriptions already published, and with this ohject he has given us 
an introductory chapter, and a long strictly alphabetical catalogue of 
climba, principally in Cumberland and Westmorland, mixed up  with 
explinations of various names and technical phrases, togerher with a 

, number of admirable illustrations by Mr. Ellis Carr. Of these we can- 
not @peak too highly. Omittingmuch of the detail which so olten makes 
photographs unsuitable for illustrating a climb, hut without losing all 
the beauty of the pictures, Mr. Carr has succeeded by a few bold 
lines in bringing out the main features, or, as it  is eometimes called, 
the ' bone,' of the mountains, and has not only made i t  easy for the 
traveller to find his climbs, but 11aq shown him beforehand something 
of the nature of the different obstacles. 

The descriptions of the climbs are clear, and aa far aa the present 
writer can judge most accurate. The principal regret is that the 
natural modesty of the author has prevented him from sufficiently 
recording his own share in the exploration of the cliffs of the Lake 
District. To hare made the first ascent of Napes Needle, the Scafell 
Pillar, Steep Gill, and the Ennerdale face of tbe Pillar Rock proves 
him to have both perseverance and skill of the h i g h e ~ t  order. I t  is 
to be regretted that this last climb, with the several variations recorded 
in the Wastdale Book, haa not been more fully described, asi now that 
the routesare known it is less difficult than the ascent of Mow Gill, 
to which seven pages are given, and must become one of the 
favourite expeditions for good mountaineers. 

The fault of the book is, we think, in the want ofclassification. A 
list containing such various headings as ' Pot-holes,' ' Back-and-Knee,' 
' Steep Gill,' 'Patriarch,' and ' Somersetshire' niust be confusing, and a 
atranger going to any particular centre would have to read the 
whole book belore he could find out what clin~bs were within reach. 

The  definitions of technical terms and expreesionp might have 
formed one chapter, especially as most of them will be applicable to 
the two proposed vcllumes, and the entries aa to climbs outside the 
Lake District might have been collected into a second. I t  would also 
certainly have been convenient to have had the climbs on each of 
the well-known mountains, such aa Scafell and Great End, described 
consecutively. 

In conclusion we wieh to draw attention to the admirable intro- 
duction, particularly to the author's warning of the dangers to be met 
with. It is known [hat several very good climbers have had falls in  
the Lake District, which would have been very serious but for the 
precautions taken. That a climber has ascended big mountaine in the 
Alps with guides is no proof that he is qualified to lead a party in 
the Lakes, when life may depend upon his being constantly on the 
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alert and reedy with the rope. As Mr. Haskett Smith eayq men 
m u d  be content to serve an apprenticeship in climbing, as in dl other 
sporta. 

Rqport of tha Dapattmant of L a d  and Snruey, Nim Lidimd, for t k  Year 
1893-4. 

The Government of New Zealand is ahowing h m  year to year 
praiseworthy zeal not merely in the exploration and m e y  of the fine 
chain of the Southern Alpe, but in the immediate publication of the 
rtgnlta obtained by ita officere. The pmmnt volume contains intereeting 
reporta on geysers and thermal springe, and on the preeent atate of the 
country immediately round the mteof the famoua eroption.of Tarawera 
in 1886 ; but the contributions of chief importance for mountaineers 
am thoee dealing with the Westland Alp, by Mr. C. E. Douglae, and 
with the Franz Joeef glacier, by our member, Mr. A. P. Harper, both 
freely illustrated with photographs, maps, and diagrams. We gather 
that animal and vegetable life cageee in thia region at a relatively low 
level. Spiders, as in other glacial regions, are common on the ice. 
Scrub begins at 3,000 ft. and ends at 6,000 ft. The highest vegeta- 
tion found waa at 8,000 ft. Birda are being deetroyed by cata run 
wild. Edelweim is common. Of the exploration of the Franz Josef 
glacier made by these two gentlemen we shall epeak in a later number 
of the ' Journal,' but a few facts of scientific importance demand notice 
here. Remarkable changes in the anout of the glacier were observed 
during the hot weather. The level of the ice at the mout fell about 
70 ft. between November 1 and the end of January, and the snout 
retreated as much aa 2 chains, though duriug a ahort period it ad- 
vanced. I t  aeema probable that the glacier advancea in the winter, 
though on the whole it haa retired during the laet twenty yeara To 
meamre the rate of the glacier'e motion two lines of rods were set up 
across it. In the lower the daily ratea of motion were at the side 
5 in., and in the middle 132.75 in. ; in the other, higher up, they were 
23.6 in. and 207 in. respectively. Observations were also made 
proving that the surface ice moves much faater than the ice beneath it. 
The exceptional rapidity of the movement of thk glacier is probably to 
be mounted for by the fact that it descends to within 700 ft. of the 
sea-level. 

Catalogo Bsnsralc della BibEirrtsoca dsl C. A. I. (Florence Seation.) (Florence. 
1894.) 

The aecond edition of this catalogue shows how actively the interesta 
of mountaineering are pursued, not merely by the central organisstions 
of tbe foreign Alpine clube, but by the principal sections. The library 
of the Florentine aection, we learn, now consists of over 1,000 volumea 
Mr. Budden, in an introduc~ion, pointe out the importance to mountain 
ntudenta of the power of acceas to euch a collection, and takes occasion 
to mention some of the best exidng private collections of Alpine 
books. Would it not be a good thing if our own members were to 
form such libraries in the chief provincial cities? One ie, we under- 
stand, actually in process of forulation by the ' Yorkshire Kaml)lert+,' 
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who are thereby setting a good example. The application of the aection 
 yete em to England, in a modified form, might perhapa be productive 
of this amongst other valuable reaulta. 

Bo&ti%w del 0. A. I. VoL h i .  or No. 60. (Tnrin. 1893.) 

This volume of the Bollettino ' contains eeveral articlea of special 
interest to Engliah mountaineers, the most remarkable being Signor 
Guido Rey'e on the Colle Gnifetti, and that by Bignor C. Restelli on 
the ascent of the Nord End from Macugnaga, both expeditions 
accomplished in the first week of September 1893 under Mattias 
Zurbriggen'e leadership. Our Italian colleagues have not yet begun 
to suffer from the blight that has overtaken Alpine literature in 
England. They do not hesitate to tell their tale in a leisurely 
manner, as though they enjoyed the telling of it. The Gnifetti col in 
situated between the Zurnstein Spitze and Signal Kuppe (or Punta 
Gnifetti) of Monte Roea The aamnt waa made from the biarinelli 
hut, and coincided with the Italian route to the Dufonr Spitze as 
far as the bergschrund below the higheat rocks. The ascent was 
completed by a long traveree to the left. I t  is known that the 
Nord End was climbed by Signor L. Briwchi from Mac- 
in 1876, but no account of the aecent waa publiahed. Signor 
Restelli's researches have supplied that omhion, and he hrrs made 
the ascent by another route. Both linea of ascent etaa from the 
Marinelli hut, but the 1893 party kept throughout to the left of the 
route followed in 1876. Both routes are clearly marked on an excel- 
lent diagram. Signor Sinigaglia's account of a eeriee of expedition6 
]]lade in the Dolomites will be ueeful to the future guidebook writer, 
and the same will be true of Signor Gerla's article on the W e h i e s  
Grat and of two others dealing with the Charbonel region. The ' whole volume is full of interesting matter and is well illustrated. 

A s  Acwunt of ShlIey'r Visits to fiauce, &&mkvnd, and &my i?a the Yma 
1814 and 1816, loith fitractr froon ' TAs History of a & Weoh' Tour,' 
and ' M e r r  Deaoriptire of a Sail r d  the h k  of Bmaa and of tRs 
Glaciers of C h a n w i !  First publiahed Cn 1817. By C. I. Elton, with 
illustrations. (London : Bliss, Sands, and Foster. 1894.) 

Shelley waa muredly no mountaineer, nor, so far ae we know, is ou r  
only possible Poet Laureate a seaman. Yet both Shelley and Mr. 
Swinhurne have described mountains and sea with the utmost felicity. 
Short cute are possible to genius, and poet0 have the privilege, in 
common with painters like Turner or Mr. Watts, of grasping, aa it 
were by intuition, knowledge that comes to others only by long 
experience. 

I t  must, however, always be worth while to aecertain exactly the  
extent of a poet'e travels, and to peruse the first record of his impres- 
sions. With regard to Shelley and the Alps, it has not been easy for 
the public to do this of late years, and Mr. Charles Elton has done 
well in reprinting the extracts and letters mentioned in his t i t la  
They give a first-hand account, in Shelley's own phrase, ' of the d m l -  
toly visits of a party of young people to acenee which are now fmiliiir 
to their countrymen.' 



Any one who taka the trouble to read among the journale of the 
early vieitore to Chamonix must be atrnck by their uniformity. The 
d l c  of the tourist was cut out for him already. The Mont Envera and 
the source of the Arveiron were the inevitable excursions; on the 
path half-way to the former waa a ' mauvaie pas,' where ailence was 
enjoined by the guides on account of avalanches. The Shelleye 
do not emape from the programme. They do not even avoid the 
conventional comparison between Ssvoy and Matlock ! They think 
Ducrbe (Ducror ?), their guide, ' the only tolerable person in the 
country.' But how diffxent to moat diaries are the eloquent deearip 
tions of the beautiea of the Vale of Servoz-hardly known to a genera- 
tion which travela b the new highroad-and of the sublimity or 
' horror ' of the Mer f e Glace. ' Horrible deeerbs ' the poet atill calls 
the wow westea, reflecting for a moment the old feeling he  was to do 
much to destroy. And how true and vivid are the few lines in 
which the scenery of Geneva and Luzern and the Jura are in turn 
cbaracterimd l 

Mr. Elton has written a long introduction, a running commentary 

On the dvrg and lettera, which is plegeant reading. In matters of 
detail it ia ere and there m e l y  exact. Byron adopted 1,000 ft. 
as the depth below Chillon from contemporary meaeurements of the 
deepeat part of the lake. We have now the elaborate surveys of the 
Federal staff, and if close to the walla the water is aaid to be 800 ft. 
deep ' the saying is not in accordance with fact. Shelley's ' Morche ' is 
the Mortine, an old name for the Buet. The 'Chartreuse du Repoeoir ' 
never mtood in the flat valley near Siongy,' nor has it been destroyed. 
It etanda to thia day in the seclusion of a high glen under the cliffs 
of the Pointe Per&. P q  was never, we believe, in ' the Salaeaian 
taritoriea,' nor do the inscriptions found there neceaearily Iindicate 
a trade route.' 

Mr. Elton supplies a picture of the Lac de Chkde, but gives no 
hint that it has for years ceased to exist. He writee, ' I t  is believed 
that a few bouquetins remain on Mout Idnm, where they are strictly 
preserved by the King of Italy.' In this Journal i t  b quite needlets to 
correct the old confueion between the Grand Paradig an old pass, and 
a minor summit involved in thb  statement. ' Plainpalaia ' does not 
extend from the walls of Geneva to the Mont Salbve; according to 
worke of the beginning of the century, it was limited by the Arve. 
But thew are all trifling blemishes, which may eaaily be removed 
when a aecond edition of this elegant volume ia called for. 

Mr. Elton mentions the curious fact of the existence, in his posses- 
sion, of au English translation in MY. of Gruneia ' Eisgebirge,' which 
hae never been publiehed in thia country. D. W. F. 

mlation inldih d'un Voyage a w  B W e r  ds Saroie en 1762 p w  I% D w  &I b 
Roohefouaadd-d'hville. Avec Introduction et Notes par Lucien Raulet. 
(Paria : Club Alpin Irranpb. 1894.) 

This reprint of an article h a t  issued in the ' Annuaire ' of the French 
Alpine Club is a umful addition to the records of visita to 
Charnonix in the Itlet century. Tbe value of it is gretrtly increased 
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by the care and knowledge with which M. Raulet-who is the honorary 
librarian of the Bociety of Commercial Geography at Paria-h edited 
the Duke's manuscript and the numerous references he has given to 
works of the last century containing mentioneof the famous ' Glacibrea de 
Savoie.' French writera have been severe on the claims of our country- 
men Pococke and Windham to be in atcy s m e  called discoverers. 
Here ie what the first French tourist to vimt Chamonix, writing in 
1762, eays : ' Cette annb-lir (1741) devait 6tre B jamah fameuae 
par la grande dbcouverte des glacihren. M. Windham, jeune Anglaie, 
qui avait alors B peu p r b  vingt am, entreprit ce phible voyage et mit 
l'aventure i fin: il fallait &tre Anglais ou chevalier errant; il ktait 
Anglaia' The Duke had a turn for ecience and carried instruments. 
Like many mountaineers be had the miefortune to b d  them at  
~tarting. But he collected all the information, topographical and 
general, he could. At Chamonix the party lodged at the Priory in 
preference to the 'cabaret.' Egga and milk and strawberries, he 
reporta, is the only food, and those who want d t  meat must bring i t  
with them. Gambling wan not unknown, having been introduced by 
the membera of the commune who had apent their youth in Paris. 
He thinks it deeirable to take pietola, if only for the sake of the echoea 
He repeataa most fantastic glacier theory wggeated to him by Abauzit. 
The whole account is entertaining. Unluckily the map alluded to by 
the Duke as accompanying it has not been recovered. 1). W. F. 

Vade-asercnr to tAe Alpias E k .  By L. and C. Schrijter. 
We have received a copy of the fourth edition of the Engliah trans- 

lation of this useful work, perhap on the whole the handiest and most 
lucid of the many publications of its clam, intended for the urn of 
begincers in Alpine botany. 

I;er A H w .  By E. A. Martel. (Paris: Ch. Delagrave. 1894.) 

This handsome quarto volume, with its 200 m a p  or plans and 120 il- 
lustrations, though not exactly falling within the area of publications 
ordinarily reviewed in this 'Journal,' deserves, at  any rate, a brief 
mention. It records the exploration of caverne in France, Belgium, 
Austria, and Greece, made by the author and othera during the yeam 
from 1888 to 1893. The volume is well produced, and the illnstra- 
tionq always useful and sometimes beautiful, add greatly to its 
value. 
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CLIMBING IN THE SELKIRKS AND d 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ROCKY 
MOUNTAINS. 

BY WM. SPOTSWOOD GREEN. F.R.Q.S. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, December 17, 1894.). 

10 the westward of the Great Prairies of the North-West 1 territories of British North dmeriaa, tbe lboclty Youn- 
tains rise abruptly as a line of purple peaks clad iln glaciers, 
and extend dong the horizon as far as sight can reach to 
the north and south. This first rampart as seen to the west 
of Calgary contailis many peaks of 11,000 ft., from which the 
glaciers descend to about 5,000 ft. above the sea level. 

To the westward of the fi~.st barrier there is the deep 
Valley of the Columbia,, and beyond i t  the Selkirks rise into 
another glacier-clad range, on which the forests grow more 
luxuriantly, and from which glaciers descend to about 
4,000 ft. above the sea. 

It is about this Selkirk range I have been asked to speak 
to you this evening. 

My first ideas of the beautiful Alpine scenery of the 
Selkirks were derived from descriptions brought home by my 
kinsman, the Rev. Henry Swanzy, who, with Mr. Barrington, 
crossed the Selkirks with pack-horses in 1884, before the 
railway was constructed, by the pass discovered by Mqjor 
Rogers. Mr. H. W. Topham, of our Club, visited this 
region in the winter of 1887-88, and in the summer of 
1888 I went there with Mr. Ywanzy, our object being to 
climb some of the peaks. Also I wished to commence a 
survey of the range, of which no map, except that of the 
railway-track, had yet been attempted. Accepting the 
railway-track, aa previously determined, the extreme limits 
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of my survey included a section of country containing about 
300 square miles. We commenced this survey on July 16, 
.and brought i t  to an end on September 1. Mr. H. W. 
Topham returned to these ranges in 1890, and met there 
Jdessra. Huber and Sulzer, of the Swiss Alpine Club. 
They made several ascents, and between them they produced 
a map * including a region to the south of my map, which 
addition ought to measure about 250 square miles, and 
they corrected my map with regard to the junctipn of the 
Deville and Illecellewaet glaciers, which I had wrongly 
assumed. 

I n  1891, Mr. W. S. Drewry, one of the surveyors of the 
'Dominion Government, carried the trigono~lletrical survey 
into the Selkirks, and to his interesting expeditions I shall 
refer later on. 

Travellers from the United States have not been idle. 
Mr. H. P. Nichols, s f  the Appalachian Mountain Club, 
published in 1893 an interesting account of his ascents. 

This maze of mountain-glaciers and forest has thus 
gradually been unravelled, and still beyond the known lies 
the unknown, and there are fine peaks within compara- 
tively easy reach m et anclimbed. I say comparatively 
easy reach, and this %rings me back to what may be of 
more immediate ir~terest this evening-viz. what mountain- 
climbing in the Selkirks is like. 

British Columbia is famous for it8 magnificent cedars 
and pines, and t i e  forest8 of these trees which extend into 
the valleys of the Selkirks form the first and greatest 
di5culty in exploration. 

On one occasion, after a very hard day's work, we found 
ourselves camped only 1 4  mile from where we started in 
bhe morning. We were carrying double packs, and the  
only difficulty in our way was forest. But such forest ! 
The trees were tumMed a b u t  and packed almost like the  
rsticks in a rook's neat. 

On reaching Glacier House by rail we decided on making 
i t  our base of operations. It is admirably situated near the  
foot of the great Illecellewaet glacier, and most comfortable in 
every way. Mouut Sir Donald's great rodk peak, 10,625 ft. J' 
high, from here looked most attractive, and from the upper 
portion of the glacier i t  see~ued as though we might find 
our may to its summit. Before trjing this, however, we 

* See Proceedings of tlre Iioyal G e o g m ~ ~ h i c a l  Society  for September 
1891, and Jahrbuck of the Swiss Alpino Club for 1890-91, vol. xxvi 
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ascended a lower peak, h m  which I could take plane- 
table observations, and advance our survey from the base- 
line we had measured on the railway. 

A few days later we camped close under Sir Donald, 
and amending the great glacier turned off to the e m t w d ,  
and climbed a peak on the south shoulder of that mountain, 
about 10,000 ft. high, but cut off from the main peak by a 
deep cleft which we conld not cross. This gave us our 
first good idea of the formation of the district, and waa a 
most interesting and useful point of observation. 

OH THE WAY TO MOUNT BOKNEY. 

During this ascent I first saw the high rock-cliffs of 
Mount Bonney (10,620 ft.) rising over several intervening 
ranges, out of a bed of glaciers, and the Dawson range away 
to the southward. The strangely straight Valley of tho 
Beaver lay at our feet, and the flat-topped Pmirie hills 
beyond. If I conld reach the summit of Mount Bonney 
and the summit of the Dawson range I felt my mapping 
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work would be complete. I hoped that I might have s 
try a t  Sir Donald by some other route, but our expeditions 
for the present had all to lie in other directions. T o  
carry our camp a c r o ~  the Illecellewaet n6v6 was our first 
thought, but to do this we needed help. After some 

gang to come as porters, and on our ~ecorld day out we 
got our 6out6t '  up to the great flat summit of the glacier. 

I difficulty we settled with two young men of the railway , 

If now we could part with our two assistants all would go 
well, but our provisions would soon come to an cud with 1 
four men to feed. We discussed the matter with them, but 
ae they were quite anused to mountain-travel I feared to 
send them back by themselves. We were therefore co~npelled, 
after a reconnoissance down the Geike Glacier, to return 
with them to a patch of rocks which I called Perley Rock, 
and corny there for the night; from this they could safely 
return next day. Unfortunately, however, the weather, 
hitherto splendid, broke that night ; thunder and lightning, 
followed by storm and rain, which lasted until morning, 
ushered in H, spell of broken weather, during which we de- 
scended to our base. After the weather cleared we started 
again by our two selves to find Mount Bonney. Camping in the  
forest, for three days near its base, we ascended a glacier 
coming out of a glen to the south-westward, and reached the 
ar6te. The arbte was very edsy, until we came to a small 
peak rising abruptly from it to a height of about 300 ft. 
This had to be ppassed some way or other, and the snow was 
not in a safe condition to leave the ar6te and go around 
i t  ; so we climbed its face. Shales covered with soft snow 
formed a most insecure fbothold, and the axes were almost 
useless, except to scrape away and dislodge as much of the 
loose rocks as possible. We st last reached its top, and 
found ourselves on etlsy slopes of snow, by which we gained 
the summit in about eleven hours out from our camD. 

The view was simply entrancing, looking down i s  we did 
upon a world almost quite unexplored. Swanzy busied 
hi~nself with hia camera, shile I set up the plane table, 
and an heur on the summit passed all too quickly. Our 
minds, howeerer, were far from being restful, for the thought 
of having that  bad spot in the descent troubled us. We 
determined to avoid it, so descending to the left of the 
arbte, Swanzy fixed himself firmly in the snow, while I 
descended by the rope to test the snow-slope on the face 
of the peak and see could i t  be thus turned. 

No sooner did my feet touch the slope than i t  began to 
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elide, and, like a enowball gaining in size, it eoon reaolved 
it& into a huge avalanche, which went roaring into the 
valley thousands of feet below. This wna evidently not the 
way down; and with heavy hearts, after I had scrambled 
back to a place of safety, we trudged up the elope, no route 
being possible but the ad te  by which we had come up. 

Taking off the rope and making a bowline hitch on one 
end, we descended, trusting to the rope for hand-hold, then, 
jerking it clear of the rock it was fixed to, we hitched it on 

MOUNT BONHIOY FBOY THE NOBTH. 

to one lower down, and thus reached safe footing. A11 now 
went well until we got down to the glacier, when dark night 
closed in, and stumbling back through the forest in utter 
darkness to our camp, which we reached shortly before mid- 
night, was an experience not easily to  be forgotten. The 
day after thie ascent we were compelled to return to our 
base, having eaten through all our provisions. 

I ehall not now trespass upon your time by deecribing 
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other expeditions which we undertook, sometimes with a 
pack-horse, and a t  other times 'packing ' our g o d s  on our 
own backs. I must briefly sketch out what has since been 
done. 

Mr. Harold W. Topham, in his 'Notes about the Pel- 
kirks,' in the 'Alpine Journal' for May 1891, gipes an 
outline of his expedition in 1890, with home useful hints for 
future travellers, and readers of the ' Jahrbuch ' of the Swiss 
Alpine Club will be familiar with Herr Emil Huber's paper 
on his climbing with Herr Sulzer, also in 1890. 

Huber's first object after a reconnaissance from the 
summit of Eagle Peak, was the ascent of Mount Sir Donald. 
Camping a t  its foot, they climbed by a small glacier 
under the S.W. face of the peak to the rock wall con- 
necting the main peak with the little peak we climbed. 
The passage of the Bergschrund and ascent from the  
glacier to the art% constituted the chief difficulty, but they 
gained the summit without much trouble and descended i n  
safety. 

Afterwards, combining with Mr. Topham, they made some 
ascents in the Dawson range and other peaks to  the south- 
ward. Broken weather then put an end to this interesting 
expedition. 

To the north of the railway track Messrs. Huber and 
Sulzer ascended a peak in the Rogers range of about 
10,600 ft. in height. I n  1892 a Government surveying 
party, under charge of Mr. W. S. Drewry, encamped in the  
valley of the Incomappleux,' to the south of Mount Bonney, 
and proceeded with the trigono~netrical survey, which had 
been advanced the previous year from the Columbia to the  
Valley of Beaver Creek. The  ketch-map published in their 
Report for 1893 is most useful, and, as i t  includes Mr. 
McArthur's survey of the adjacent Rockies, will be found 
most helpful to the future climbers who may visit this region. 
Mr. Drewry seems to have encountered much bad weather, 
and he was driven back from an attempt on Mount Bonney 
by avalanches, after they had waited a fortnight for t he  
weather to give them a chance. 

Looking over the maps in search for new expeditions, 

* When I struck the head waters of Incomapplenx I did not know 
what river it wae, but adopted the suggestion of an old frequenter of 
the Selkirks that it was the Lardo, and I put this name on my map 
with a ' ? '  Mr. Drewry followed it downwards, and settled ita 
identity with the river above named. 
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several interesting ones suggest themselves. Mount Dawson 
(about 10,700 ft.), in the Selkirks, is a fine peak still 
awaiting it,s conqueror. I t  can easily be attacked by 
advancing a camp two days' journey from Glacier House. 

In  the Rockies, Mount Lefroy, if not yet climbed, would 
be a most interesting expedition, and might be undertaken 
from Steven House, on Hector Pass. 

Much more remains to be done berond the limits already 
mapped. 

For many years much mystery has hung about tlie 
sources of the Athabasca, where Mount Brown and Mount 
Hooker were supposed to tower above all adjacent moun- 
tains t~ a height of over 16,000 ft. More recent travellers 
threw much donbt upon these measurements. Mount 
Brown and Mount Hooker gradually came down in the 
world, and so rapidly was this descent accomplished, that 
some United States geographer predicted that in the end i t  
would be found they were no more t h n  hollows in the 
ground. The downward career of Mount Brown has, how- 
ever, been arrested, Mr. L. B. Stewart, of Toronto, who 
accompanied Professor Coleman on his exploring expedition, 
having recently climbed to the foot of the snow cornice form- 
ing its summit. Their interesting narrative, with a map, will 
be found in the ' Royal Geographical Journal ' for January 
1895. Mount Brown proved to be only about 9,000 ft. high, 
but other peaks which were seen, of probably 13,000 ft., 
will, no doubt, prove worthy of further attention. This 
expedition started from Morley, on the Canadian Pacific 
Railway, which, being on a reserve of the Stony Indians, 
seems to be the best place for obtaining ponies a t  820 to 
830 each, and Indian guides. 

Travel in the ranges of the Rockies is much easier than 
in  the Selkirks, owing to the forests not being near11 so 
dense. 

With regard to sport, travellers cannot count on much 
unless they devote their whole time and attention to it. 

I n  our expedition to the Selkirks we met. the white 
mountain goats. Marmots of large size were numerous, 
and often proved an acceptable addition to our food-supply, 
a s  did also the blue grouse. 

' 

There are numbers of small animals, and apparently a 
great number of bears. We came every day upon their fresh 
tracks. One day a bear was within a few yards of us in 
t h e  alder scrub, and yet we never got the chance of a shot. 

Mr. Drewry's party was more fortunate. They shot a 
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grizzly within 75 yards of their camp, and saw another of 
huge dimensions on the slopes of Mount. Bonney. They also 
met with tracks of deer and cariboo. 

We found the climate in the Selkirks all that could be 
desired, the broken weather laating for very very short spells, 
and consisting chiefly of thunderstorms. The weather 
troubled Messrs. Drewry's party very seriously ; he describes 
i t  as having rained or snowed on them for fifty-five days in 
three mont,hs. 

Everyone who has wandered among mountains far away 
fro111 the beaten track knows that the greatest of all diffi- 
culties is the commissariat. Experience alone can impress 
this in its full meaning. 

An expedition in the Selkirks to be really successful should 
consist of two sections-(I) the climbing party, and (2) the 
commissariat. The latter section must consist of one or two 
good men, who mould see that the advanced camp was kept 
supplied with provisions. I t  is very aggravating to find on a 
fine morning when an ascent might be made that you have to 
trudge back over the ground you have travelled to fetch up 
the necessaries of life. 

At Glacier House, Ben McCord, who accompanied us on 
two expedition% can be heard of, and is a good man to 
organise such work. And Harry Cooper, who accompanied 
Huber and Salzer up Sir Donald, is also well spoken of. 

A11 supplies can be obtained in Calgary or Vancouver. 
Flour, tinned mea.t, bacon, &c., can be purchased a t  Donald, 
only a n  hour's run by rail from the summit of Rogers Pass. 

The manager of Glacier House was ever ready to help us 
in all these ~espects. 

The mosquitos are very bad in July; therefore take a 
piece of netting to form a door to your tent. They vanished 
quite euddenly in August. 

Since the time of our visit various paths have been cleared 
through the forest with a view to make easier access to 
places from which tourist8 may obtain good views of the 
glaciers. As these paths penetrate far into. some of the 
valleys, .they will be found of much use to those'who may 
wish to explore the regions beyond. 



BY THE EDITOB. 

I T B  the development of facilities for travel it seems w likely that Spitebergen may be brought, in the near 
future, within the range of a summer vacation. The name, 
says Scoresby, is derived 'from the numerous peaks and 
acute mountains observed on the coaat.' The islands present 
many attractions. The summer climate is agreeable ; there is 
plenty of sport to be had; there are mountains to be climbed 
and the whole interior to be explored. The glnciers are of 
vast dimensiona. The north coast ad~llits the travelle~ to  
truly Arctic scenery, and from the hills that fringe i t  the 
northward view is thoroughly characteristic of the highest 
latitudes. It may not, therefore, be uninteresting to point 
out what has already been done in this region and what 
remains to be accomplished. The country is wholly unin- 
habited. Various parties have ~ i n t e r e d  in it, and a famous 
Russian hermit spent no less than sixteen conseautive minters 
there. The Gulf Stream flows egain~t  the west coast and 
gives to it the mildest climate in the world for so high a 
latitude. Rain has been recorded as falling there on 
Christmas Day. The east coast is unusually infested with 
ice, and even a t  the end of summer is difficult to approach 
with ships. The west coast, on the contrary, can be ap- 
proached very early in the year, and its central harbour, Ice 
Fjord, can wt3ually be entered in May. June is the spring 
month, though Parry records three weeks of perfect weather 
in May; the summer sets in with great rapidity early in 
July, and autnmn before September. On August 20 the 
sun first sets a t  South Cape. By the end of September the 
snow-fall of winter is usually laid upon the islands. July , 
and August are, therefore, the months an intending traveller 
should choose. 

Tromso is the natural starting-point for Spitzbergen, 
which lies only about 300 miles off (325 miles east of 
Greenland). On the way Bear Island is passed, a low, 

These notes are derived from the foliowing wthorities : The 
Arctic Voyages of A .  E. Nordenskiald, London, 1879 ; Parry's N a m -  
tine of an Attempt to Reach the North Pale ; J .  Lxrmont, Yachting in 
the Arctic Seas, London, 1876 (with a valuable table o f  voyages and 
datcs) ; Beechy's Voyage of Discovery towards the North Pole ; W .  
Gcoresby's Account of the Arctic Regioncr, Edinburgh, 1820. 
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levelish, barren place, rising only a t  one part to the craggy 
Mount Misery (1,200 ft.), which falls abruptly to the sea 
and whose cliffs are haunted by millions of sea fowl. 
Nordenskiold landed there in 1864, but had no time to 
ascend the mountitin. Scoresby describes the island as 
'somewhat of a saddle form, being high a t  each end, low in 
the middle. On the north-east end are three regular hills of 
considerable elevation, covered, in general, entirely with 
snow; the south-west end is more irregular. When Barentz 
and Heemskerke discovered Cherry (i.e. Bear) Island, on 
their advance towards the north, when they also discovered 
Spitzbergen, some daring fellows among their sailors, who 
had bsen collecting birds' eggs,' climbed a high, steep moun- 
tain, resembling those of Spitzbergen, where they unex- 
pectedly found themselves in a most perilous situation ; for, 
on turning to descend, the way by which they had advanced 
presented a disnlal assemblage of pointed rocks, perpen- 
dicular precipices, and yawning .chasms. The view of the 
danger of the descent struck them with terror. No relief, 
however, could be afforded them, and they were obliged to 
make the attempt. They soon lost the track by which they 
had reached the summit., and were bewildered among the 
rocks. At length, after a most anxione and painful exercise, 
in which they found i t  necessary to slide down the rocks 
while lying flat on their bodies, they reached the foot of the 
cliff in safety. Barentz, who had observed their conduct 
from the shore, gave them a sharp reproof for their rash 
temerity.' 

Spitzbergen used to be much frequented by whalers 
from Holland, Hamburg, and elsewhere; but the whales 
are now extinct in this region. The memory of the whalers 
is preserved b y  many graves ; one, in Treurenberg Bay, 
noticed both by Parry and Nordenskiold, bears the date 
1690. The industry began to flourish in the early part of 
the seventeenth century, and was still carried on a t  the 
time of Parry's voyage in 1827. In  its most flourishing 
period Smeerenburg (Blubber Town), or New Amsterdam-- 
described as perhaps the beet harbour in Spitzbergen-on 
Amsterdam Island, a t  the north-west angle of the group, i s  
said to have been visited by as many as 18,000 men in a 
singIe summer. Indeed, it arrived a t  such a degree of 
civilisation that 'hot rolls' mere to be had every morning 
for breakfast. Large train-boiling establishments were 
erected here by t4he Dutch. Later, Russians built huts at 
many points along the coast, and carried on fishing and. 



hunting, their principal game being walruaes, foxes, bears, 
and seals; but their visits gradually ceased. Only Nor- 
wegians now visit the islands for walrus-hunting. 

The southern portion of the west island is the most 
mountainous and the least known. The highest peaks of the 
group, Horn Sounds Tind, or Hedgehog Moiint, are near 
and lie to the south-east of Horn Sound, the most southerly 
inlet on the west coast. Here Torrell landed in 1858, to- 
wards the end of June, when the snow was melting with 
incredible speed. He explored the glaciers and country in 
the neighbourhod, but I am not aware that he ascended 
any peaks. This harbour does not appear to be a practicable 
landing-place in all states of the weather, nor early in the 
season. Unfortunately the southern part of the island, the 
most interesting portion for mountaineers, is likewise the 
most infested with fogs. Nordenskiijld, writing in July 1864, 
says- 
' After passing Dunder Bay an iinpenetrable fog came on, 

which did not lighten till midday of the 29th. As it 
dispersed the most majestic picture that Spitzbergen has to 
offer, the white tops of Horn Sounds Tind glancing in the 
81x1, became visible. These mountains rise in three steep 
and pointed summits to a height of 4,500 ft. above the sea, 
and Scoresby names them as the highest and stateliest of tlle 
mountains of Spitzbergen.' ' 

Lamont, writing of June 2G,  1869, says, ' The day was clear 
and crisp ; bracing air just ruffled the water. Sharp and 
defined, the beautiful panoranla of mountain and glacier 
stood out againlrt the pearl-grey sky. The view of these 
splendid peaks was unspeakably grand and magnificent on 
such a day aa this. The granite cone of Hornsund's Peak 
was well in sight, though between forty and fifty miles off; 
the dazzling snow and the rarity of the air reduced apparent 
distance to a fourth. The especial boldness of this part of 
Spitzbergen is due to each. jagged peak rising a t  once to its 
full height.' 

The eaatern shore of this region is washed by the Stor 
Fjord, which, being filled by the Polar current and not by 
the Gulf Stream, is extremely icy. Nordenskiold saw i t  
(August 9, 1864) when he landed a t  Whales Point (Stans 
Foreland, or Edge I s h d ) ,  where there were ruins of a 

* The mean of two careful measurements made by Scoresby gives 
4,895 ft. as the height of Horn Sound Peak, whilst another peak a 
few miiea further north was 3,306 ft. 
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Rnssian whalers' settlement. He climbed to the top of the 
cape, and describes the view as follows :- 

'The whole west coast of Stor Fjord, the extreme point 
of which, South Cape, could with certainty be distinguished, 
lay in the most glorious sunshine. I t  appeared to consist of 
a, confused assemblage of snowy summits of nearly equal 
height, among which only a few were so remarkable ae to be 
easily recognised, aa, for example, the mountains a t  Whalea 
Head and Agardh's Bay. But over all those thousands of 
fells there rose, like the tower of a cathedral over the houses 
of a great city, the mighty Horn Sounds Tind, with an 
angular height a t  least double that of the other mountains. 
I t  was easy to see from this that this stately mountain is the 
loftiest in South Spitzbergen.' 

The actual west coast of Stor Fjord, to which Nordenskiold 
then crossed, i~ interrupted by a series of enormous glaciers 
descending into the sea, and divided from one another by 
black, often conically-shaped, mountain ridges. He lsnded 
near Lee's Foreland, on this coast, and climbed a hill 1,000 ft. 
high, on which he found an old ltussian crosu. 

Before quitting Stor Fjord reference must be made to the 
two islands, Stans Foreland (or Edge Island) and Barentz 
Land, that bound it on the east. The west shore of Stms 
Foreland is formed by a rock cliff, about 1,000 ft. high, which 
supports a snow-free plateuu, and is only interrupted by one 
great glacier with an immense moraine. There are doubt- 
less, therefore, considerable areas of exposed crag in the 
interior. Count Zeil and Baron von Heuglin visited this 
island in 1870, and climbed a high hill a t  Mount Midden- 
dorf, its N.E. angle, whence they saw, away out in the sea 
to the east, the little-known Wiehe's Land, which was first 
landed on and sailed round in 1872 by some Norwegian 
walrus-hunters. 

Speaking of the great glaciers on the east coast of Stans 
Foreland, opposite Ryke Yse Islands, Lamont says they are 
' arms or branches of that vast mer de glace, or body of solid 
ice, which occupies all the interior of the country, and which, 
like an enormous centipede, extends its hundred legs down 
nearly every vallej to the sea on both sides of the islands. 
On the coast between Black Point and Ryke Yso Islands 
there are three glaciers. The two southernmost ones are not 
of any great size or in any way remurkable ; they have each a 
sea front of about three miles, and protrude into the water 
for one and a half or two miles. The third or northern- 
most of these glaciers is one of the l~ rges t  and most remark- 



able in Spitzbergen, or perhaps in the world. It has a 
seaward face of thirty or thirty-two English miles, and 
protrudes,in three great sweeping arcs, for a t  least three miles 
beyond the coast line. I t  has a precipitous and inaccessible 
cliff of ice all along its face, varying from twenty to one 
hundred feet in height. . . . This vast glacier is in three 
great divisions : the northern and southern divisions are 
each quite sniooth and glassy; but the centre one is broken 
up, and rough and jagged to a degree that is perfectly in- 
describable; a t  a little di~tance i t  exactly resembles a, 
great forest of pine trees thickly covered with snow. 

' The low hills which border Deeva Bay have a very strong 
resemblance to the long, dreary ranges of limestone hills 
which hem in the valley of the Nile on both sides from Cairo 
to the Cataracts; tiad this similarity exists both in their size, 
shape, slope, and general aspect as well as in the solitude 
and almost total absence of life and vegetation. The glacier 
lies about half-way up this west side, and, extending almost 
into the water, pushes before i t  a huge moraine of mud and 
&%ria, the base of which is washed by the sea, rendering the 
latter quite shallow and muddy for several miles round.' 

I n  Barentz Land, by Genevra Bay, Nordenskiold, iu 1864, 
climbed Edlnnd's Mount and had a fine view. The inland 
ice was ' level, and as easy to walk on as a floor.' Passing 
through the neighbouring Heelis Sound, he landed on t l ~ e  
main island and climbed White Mount, whence, ha says in 
his generous fashion, the view is the grandest to be found 
on Spitzbergen. Wiche's Land was vieible about 120 miles 
away to the east, crowned by two cupola-like mountains. 
' Between this land and Spitzbergen the sea was covered 

with large unbroken ice.fields. In  the north and north-east 
were visible, as far as the eye could reach, the mountains of 
North-East Land and Hinloopen Strait, and the strait itself, 
with its islands, which now' (about August 24) ' a.ppeared to 
be surrounded with quite ice-free water. Nordenskiijld re- 
cog-nised LovBn's Mount, visited by him in 1861. Between 
i t  and White Mount rose the high, snow-covered fell-tops of 
Thumb Point, and right behind these ran a, long, very 
crooked sound, into which several glaciers fell. The interior 
consisted of an endless, desolate snow wilderness, broken only 
here and there by some black, solitary stone masses, strongly 
contrasted with the blinding white ground. Far away in 
the west and north-west more continuous mountain chains 
appeared. The whole of the west and north coast of Stor 
Fjord was also visible as far as Whales Head, and the whole 



north part of Barentz Land, the northern extremity of which 
consists of a considerable glacier, much split up, projecting 
into the sea.' 

Lamont ascended two hills in the neighbourhood of Hell 
Sound. One waa ' a  truncated cone of plutonic rock, of R 

singularly grand and picturesque appearance. I t  seemed to 
be about 600 ft. high, and two or three miles in circum- 
ference a t  the base. The lower two-thirds of its height 
consisted of a steep talwr, covered with beautifully variegated 
mosses, while the upper third wm composed of a series of 
bright russet-coloured columns of rock arranged perpen- 
dicularly, and looked exactly like a number of half-decayed 
trunks of enormous trees bound together in a sort of Titanic 
fagot.' 

Crossing the mouth of Hinloopen Strait, along whose 
western shore, according to Parry, are hills of rounded form 
separated by big glaciers, we come to the fourth island, 
which is called North-East Land; but, as this is generally 
approached by way of the north coast, i t  will be better to 
return first to the South Cape and consider the west coast 
and ite mountains. 

' The whole of the west coast,' saps Scoresby, ' is moun- 
tainous and picturesque ; and, though i t  is shone upon by a 
four-months' sun every year, its snowy covering is never 
wholly dissolved, nor are its icy monuments of the dominion 
of frost ever removed. The valleys opening towards the 
coast, and terminating in the background with a traneverse 
chain of mountains, are chiefly filled with everlasting ice. 
The inlarid valleys, a t  all seasons, present a smooth and con- 
tinued bed of snow, in some places divided by considernble 
rivulets, but in others exhibiting a pure, unbroken surface 
for many leagues in extent. Along the west coast the 
mountains take their rise from within a league of the sea, 
and some from its very edge. Few tracts of table-land of 
more than a. league in breadth are to be seen, and in many 
places the blunt terminations of mountain ridges project 
bejond the regular line of the coast and overhang the waters 
of the ocean. The southern part of Spitzbergen consists of 
groups of insulated mountains, little disposed in chains, or 
in any determinate order, having conical, pyramidal, or 
ridged summits, sometimes round-backed, frequently ter- 
minating in points, and occasion all^ in acute peaks, not 
unlike spires. An arm of a short mountain chain, however, 
forms the southern Cape.' 

The next inlet into the west coast, north of Horn Sound, 



is Be1 Sound, which has been visited often. There are 
mountains around it, but I have found no record of any 
ascents. Horn and Be1 Sounds lie south of the warm 
current, and are usually blocked with ice long after Ice 
Fjord is clear. Horn Sound is often inaccessible till lnte in  
July. The Gulf Stream flows against and envelops Prince 
Charles Foreland, and lapping round each end enters Ice 
Fjord and King's and Cross Bays. The coasts are colder at 
points lying either south or north of this current, and the 
ice lasts longer. Ice Fjord is the main harbour of the west 
coast and the best known part of Spitzbergen. I t s  climate 
is the  mildest in the whole country. Hills surround it, and 
its many branches, and its shores have been landed on a t  
almost every point. 
' The entrance to Ice Fjord,' says Lamont, ' is unspeakably 

grand. To the north Dodmansoren (Deadman's Ears)-a 
prominent headland of stratified rock-stands like a huge 
sentinel, in all the majeaty of its 2,500 ft. of height. 
Perpendicular buttresses, looking as if regularly built in 
courses, are varied in one place by an appearance as if a 
large section of the mountain ha,d slid from above, and 
turned partly over in its fall. Around Ice Fjord widely- 
hollowed valleys, having their mouths turned to the sea, are 
sheltered from tbe keen winds from the glaciers, and fnlly 
exposed to the warming rays of a sun which does not set for 
four months. Copious streams, issuing from the melting 
snows on the high ground, water these grassy valleys, and 
form scattered lakes covered with water-fowl. Assuming 
the chart to be correct, the head of Sassen Bay, in Ice Fjord, 
is only twenty-three miles from Agardh Bay, in Stor Fjord ; 
and as the valley looked very lerel for a lonz way up, and the 
walking good, I should think i t  would not be very difficult 
to  reach Stor Fjord by walking over. There is some 
magnificent scenery in Sassen Bay. I was particularly 
struck hy the appearance of one limestone mountain, several 
triles long. I t  is all one gigantic, buttressed, mural precipice 
f,>m end to end, and has been appropriately named Temple 
Mountain.' 

North of Ice Fjord, and separated by a sound from the 
mainland, comes the long, narrow Prince Charles Foreland. 
The backbone of this island, writes Lamont, ' constitutes a 
sufficiently st,riking mountain range, occupying nearly the 
whole sixty miles length of the island. On the west side 
the rise from the sea is abrupt and precipitous, but on the 
east the deecent is more gradual.' From off Fair Foreland, 
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the northern termination of Prince Charles Foreland, Lamont 
relates, ' a very extensive prospect suddenly opens out. On 
this clear evening we could almost trace the whole eastern 
side of the island, the winding channel, the mainland with 
its long perspective of alternate ridge, glacier, and the -'qL, 

dentation of English Bay. Directly ahead was King's P .y, 
with the Three Crowns and its great glaciers. On the ofner 
side we looked up the glowing vistas of Croes Bay, shut in 
on nearly every side by grand and frowning mountains. . . . 
It was one of the typical nights one enjoys in the quiet bays 
of Spitebergen. At nine o'clock in the evening the air'7as 
positively genial. Wonllerfully quiet, too, was everyth nx 
beyond the noises of the ship. Absolute stillness evc y-  
where, save occasionally when the voice of a wild bird m e3 
away over the glassy see was borne to the ear, or the n' ay 
falling of the edge of a glacier, like the sound of artil :ry 
discharges, was echoed fmm hill to hill. A clear, nnclou . Led . 

sky permitted the rays of the evening sun to crimson, he 
snowy peaks, and to throw vsst shadows across the glacitL.s.' 

Scoresl~y, writing of Prince Charles Foreland, says that  
on i t  'is a curious peak, which juts into the sea. I t  is 
crooked, perfectly naked, being equally destitute of snow and 
verdure, and, from its black appearance or pointed fig -e 
has been denominated the Devil's Thumb. Its height t by 

be about 1,500 ft. or 2,000 ft. The "Middle Hook of 'hc 
Foreland," as the central part of the chain of mountaint i n  
this island is called, is a very interesting part of the co:; 3t.  

These mountains, which are, perhaps, the highest 1:'nd 
adjoining the sea which ie to be met with, take their risc a t  
the water's edge, and by a continued ascent of an a n g l ~  n t  
first of about 30°, and increasing to 4S0 or more, each comes 
to a point, with the elevation of about six-sevenths of an 
English mile. This portion of the chain exhibits five distinct 
summits, the elevation of the highest of which, as determined 
by Captain Phipps, is 4,500 ft., and of the lowest, by estima- 
tion, above 4,000 ft. Some of these sutnmits are, to Rppes -- 
ante, within half a league, horizontal distance, of the m a p  I 

of the sea. The points formed by the tops of two or th  
of them are so fine that the imagination is a t  a loss to cc ,I- . ceive of a place on which an adventurer, attempting t h e  
hazardous exploit of climbing one of the eummita, mig-.t 
rest. . . . To the northward of Prince Charles Foreland the 
lllountains are more diaposed in chains than they are to the 
southward. The principal ridge lies nearly north and south ; 
and the principal valley extends from the head of Croas Ray 



to the northern face of the country,* a distance of forty or 
fifty miles. An inferior chain of hills, two or three leagues 
from the coast, runs parallel with the shore, from which 
literal ridges project into the sea, and terminate in mural 
precipices. Between these lateral ridges some of the most 
I ~rkable icebergs (glaciers) on the coast occur. 

;ome of the mountains of Spitzbergen are well-propor- 
oned, four-sided pyramids, rising out of a base of a mile or 

a mile and a half to a league square ; others form angular 
chains, resembling the roof of a house, which recede from 
the shore in parallel ridges 11n ti1 they dwindle into obscurity 
in  I le  distant perspective. Some exhibit the exact resem- 
,fa ce of art, but in a style of grandeur exceeding the 

ian ~d pyramids of the East, or even the more wonderful 
To ?r of Babel, the presumptive design and arrogant con- 
tin,  tio on of which was checked by the miraculous confusion 
of t lngues. An instance of such a regular and magnificent 
mot - of Nature is seen near the head of King's Bay, con- 
sist ~g of three piles of rocks, of a regular form, known by 
the name of the " Three Crowns." They rest on the top of 
the ordinary mountains, each commencing with a square 
table or horizontal stratum of rock, on the top of which is 
ano 'ler of similar form and height, but of a smaller area; 
tLi is continued by a third, a fourth, and so on, each suc- 
cle ing stratum being less than the next below it, until i t  
,r s a pyramid of steps almost as regular, to appearance, 

as ; ' worked by art.' 
I g x t  to King's Bay comes Cross Bay, which is very 

dee ', after the manner of the Greenland fjords, so that 
the ,  big glacier descending into i t  is enabled to form 
icebergs of considerable size, as in shallow water is not. 
possible. The next inlet to the north is Magdalena Bay, 
where Nordenskiold landed in 1861 (July 25), and climbed a 
hill 2,300 ft. high, on the top of which he found many plants 
flourishing. He also visited the neighbouring Cape Mitre, 
on: of the few points a t  which Scoresby landed in the early 
y, L-s of this century, when he climbed to the summit of the 
' 7e.t Beyond Cape Mitre the charts mark the Seven 
~ c c , - ~ r g s .  These, says Lamont, are ' the extremities of 
seven glaciers, about equidistant, all alike in size (about a 
L 

It was, perhaps, along this valley that certain wrecked seamen 
once travelled from Fair Haven to Cross Bay. 

t I propose hereafter to reprint hi8 charming account of this 
scramble. 

QOL. XVI1.-NO. CXXVII. 



lllile wide and 200 ft. high) and appearance, and all descending 
to the sea. They are separated from each other by a series 
of sharp-pointed ridges of crystalline schist.' Scoresby 
@. 101) gives an interesting account of these glaciers. 

Passing round Amsterdam Island, forming the north-west 
corner of the group, and with Hakluyt's Headland, a ' bold 
granitic cape,' for its extreme point, we come to islands and 
a coast which have been well explored and are frequently 
visited by hunters. Along this northern shore, and towards 
the north-east, the land is neither so elemted nor are the 
hills so peaked as on the western coast. The best known 
islands are the Norways and Cloven Cliff, in the neighbour- 
hood of Fair Haven. The east end of the Outer Norway 
Island is a hill, 700 ft. high, with a cairn on its summit. 
This point has often been used as a look-out station by men 
from ships detained here by the ice. Lamont @. 266) 
describes a day's scrambling on this island and the view 
from it. Cloven Cliff Island is not unlike Ailsa Craig, and 
appears to have been climbed. Liefde Bay and Wijde Bay 
are two fjords which penetrate deeply into the north coast 
of the weat island, the head of Wijde Bay being only 
separated by a narrow neck of land from the head of one 
of the branches of Ice Fjord. Near the mouth of Hinloopen 
Strait, west of it, is Treurenberg Bay, in whoee east aide is 
situated Hecla Cove, Parry's starting-point for his great 
expedition in 1827. Near the cove is Hecla Peak (1,720 feet), 
which was ascended by Lieut. Foster, of Parry's party, and 
again in 1861 by Nordenskiold. South of Treurenberg Bay 
are mountains of greater altitude which do not appear to 
have been visited. 

Beyond Hinloopen Strait comes North-East Land, a fine 
view of which is obtained from Hecla Peak. It is very flat 
along the west coast, with rounded hills of inconsiderable 
height. The interior appears as a flat table-lmd, 2,000 to 
3,000 feet in altitude. The north coast is broken into many 
fjords, surrounded by beautiful steep-faced mountains, haunted 
by millions of sea fowl. 

I n  1861 Nordenskiold landed between Bird and  brand^- 
wine Bays and climbed a high mountain. 

'They came, at a height of about 1,500 feet, to a plateau 
almost free of snow and bounded on the north by Bird Bay, 
towards which the rocks rise (2 fall) perpendicularly. From 
this plateau the mountain-top raised itself, covered with 
snow, or rather loose fine-grained ice. h m  its highest 
point there was a splendid and uncommonly extensive view 



in all directions, which the glorious weather with which they 
were favoured enabled the Swedes thoroughly to enjoy. 
In the north the horizon was bounded by an endless ice 
field, in which from this height no opening could be distin- 
guished, and whose uniformity was broken only a t  some few 
places by the groups of islands lying north of North-East 
Land, the Seven Islands, Walden Island, Great and Little 
Table Island, and the land marked on Parry's map " Distant 
High Land " (part of North-East Land). Towards the east 
the view mas bounded by the high, desolate snow plain which 
occupies the whole of the interior of North-East Land. I n  
the west, notwithstanding the great distance, it was poseible 
clearly to distinguish the contours of the mountain-tops 
aromd the Norways and Cloven Cliff (islands at the N.E. 
angle of the group). I n  the south-west Grey Hook and 
Hecla Mount were visible, and to the south of the latter two 
isolated, very high, pointed, snow-covered summits, which 
were believed to be situated on the north shore of Stor 
Fjord.' 

I n  the same year Nordenskiold also climbed a mountain of 
1,500 feet on the west shore of the bay between North Cape 
and Extreme Hook. Also, alone and unarmed, he climbed to 
the highest point of Scoresby Island. On the top he met a 
polar bear. 

'I went,' he relates, ' straight towards him, supposing he 
would be frightened and run away, as I had always seen 
polar bears do when a man approached them. I had mis- 
calculated; the bear came nearer, advancing slowly in a 
half-circle, and we were soon so close together that I could 
have touched him with a stick. He stood somewhat higher 
up on a block of stone, hissing and trampling with his fore 
feet; I stood somewhat lover, crying and hooting all I 
was able, and threw big stones a t  him with little apparent 
effect. At length a big stone hit one of his fore paws resting 
on a stone, and the pain-or perhaps satisfied curiosity- 
induced the animal to retreat. I followed him for a short 
distance till he was concealed behind a projecting rock, and 
then made my may as fast as I could to the boat. I had 
not finished relating my adventure to Torell when he inter- 
rupted me with the exclamation, " See, there he is! " and 
pointed to  a rock about 400 feet distant, from the top of 
which the white sovereign of the island mas surveying us.' 

Proceeding further east along the north coast, Nordenskiold 
again landed, and climbed (August 13) a peak of 2,000 feet 
unmediately south of Cape Wrede, which afforded an extensive 

2 2 
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view. Towards the horizon two small islands werg seen, one 
high and bold, the other low and inconsiderable. They are 
named Charles XII.'s Island and Drabanten. They were 
surrounded in all directions by impassable masses of drift ice, 
but the sea between mas pretty open. 

I n  1873 Nordenskiold returned to North-East Land, and 
landing on the north coast near its eastern extremity he 
proceeded inland south-westwards over the great level glacier 
that drains the whole table-land reservoir of the island and 
empties itself eastward into the sea by a long unbroken ice 
cliff-the broadest glacier known. Having traversed about 
two-thirds of the width of the island, he was forced to turn 
west. Thus in fourteen days he reached the head of 
Wahlenberg Bay, a deep inlet from Hinloopen Strait. He 
kept along the north coast of the bay and up the east side of 
Hinloopen Strait to Shoal Point, where he rejoined his ship. 1 

It only remains now to refer to the islands north of 
North-East Land, though these must remain beyond the 
reach of summer travellers. The most northerly are the 1 
Seven Islands, a group of defiant rocks 1,500 to 1,800 feet in 
height. South of these comes Phipps's Island, to the top of 
the south-east point of which Nordenskiold climbed in 1813, 
and obtained an extensive view northward over sea covered 
with confused masses of unbroken ice all wedged together. 
I n  1861 he climbed to the highest point of Martens Island, 
but a snow storm hid the view; aiid the same year he 
reached the summit of the larger of the Castrens Islands 
(1,000 feet), close to the North Cape. 

To sum up : the ascents which have been made in Spitz- 
bergen appear to be only of hills close to the shore. The 
hills of the interior have not been climbed. Of these the 
most important are situated in the southern part of the west 
island, probably along a watershed nearer the west than the 
east coast, and easily accessible from good harbours. As the 
islands afford excellent sport i t  is probable that a party of 
mountaineers and sportsmen combined would find i t  well 
worth while to make Spitabergen their goal. 

In  conclusion I will quote Scoresby's description of the 
general character of the scenery. 
' Spitzbergen and its islands, with some other countries 

within the Arctic circle, exhibit o kind of scenery which is 
altogether novel. The principal objects which strike the 
eye are innumerable mountainous peaks; rldges, precipices, 
or needles, rising immediately out of the sea to an elevation 
of 8,000 or 4,000 feet; the colour of which, a t  a moderate 







distance, appears to be blackish shades of brown, green, grey, 
and purple ; snow or ice in strise, or patches, occupying the 
various clefts and hollows in the sides of the hills, capping 
some of the mountain summits and filling with extended 
beds the most considerable valleys ; and ice of the glacier 
form occurring a t  intervals all along the coast, in particular 
situations, as already described, in prodigious accumulations. 
The glistening or vitreous appearance of the iceberg pre- 
cipices; the purity, whiteness, and beauty of the sloping 
expanse formed by their snowy surfaces; the gloomy shade 
presented by the adjoining or intermixed mountains and 
rocks, perpetually "covered with a mourning veil of black 
lichens," with the sudden transitions into a robe of purest 
white, where patches or beds of snow occur, present a variety 
and extent of contrast altogether peculiar, which, when 
enlightened by the occasional ethereal brilliancy of the Polar 
sky, and haxmoniaed in its serenity with the calmness of the 
ocean, constitute a picture both novel and magnificent. 
There is, indeed, a kind of majesty, not to be conveyed in 
words, in these extraordinary accumulations of snow 
and ice in the valleys, and in the rocks above rocks 
and peaks above peaks, in the mountain groups, seen 
rieing above the ordinary elevation of the clouds, and 
terminating occasionally -in crests of everlasting snow, 
especially when you approach the shore under shelter of the 
impenetrable density of a summer fog, in which case the 
fog sometimes disperses like the drawing of a curtain, when 
the strong contrast of light and shade, heightened by a 
cloudless atmosphere and powerful sun, bursts on the senses 
in a brilliant exhibition, resembling the production of magic.' 

BY VICTOR H. GATTY. 

T is a strange taste to undergo so much hardship to gain 
' I a point,' said the host of a Norwegian inn to me, in a 
moment of candour, after a rough day on the mountains. 

This taste, which, perhaps, my friend would no longer 
have considered so strange, the factor of hardship being 
more than eliminated, was catered for in an entirely new 
direction by the deepatch of the Orient Company's boat 
' Lusitania' last August to the outskirts of the Polar ice 
pack, in latitude 80° 30' north, the first time in the history 
of travel that the tourist has been found within the con- 
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fhes of the Axctic world, if a few members of that higher 
order who cruise in their own yachts be excepted. I t  is 
not, however, of seafaring that I have to write, although, 
perhaps, some excuse for its intrusion in these pages might 
be found in the circumstance that our decks were above the 
snow line, but of Spitzbergen, where we anchored some 
few dqs.  
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The scale of milis for the Inrger mnp in incorrect, being only two-thirds of the true d t .  
Below, for ' Four, kinds of moss and lichen from hem ' rend ' Your klnds of mma a d  
Uollen grow herc. 

Some time ago, in a railway carriage in Switzerland, after 
explaining that a certain encumbrance was an ice axe, I 
mas confronted with the question, ' And where do you find 
the ice 3 '  Mindful of the excellent maxim which this 
little incident suggests, I will, without apology, preface my 
-remarks with the explanation that Spitxbergen is the name 
given by the Dutch navigators of the sixteenth century to a 
group of large islands, mountainous and uninhabited, lying 
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between the seventy-seventh and e igh ty-k t  parallels of 
latitude, or about 2,000 miles to the north of London, and 
from 400 to 500 from the most northerly point of Europe. 
I n  such latitudes, within 700 miles of the Pole, it might be 
expectRd to find the snow line a t  the level of the sea. 
Lamont, in his well-known work on the group, compares 
the country to the Alps submerged to the line of perpetual 
snow, and it is the object of this paper to investigate, so far 
as limited observations will permit, how far this comparison 
holds good. 

On the evening of August 11, 1894, we entered Ica Fiord, 
after a prolonged groping in the sea fog outside, and an- 
chored a t  the head in Sassen Bay, an event which was 
celebrated in truly British fashion by a cricket match on 
deck, whilst the midnight sun gilded the snow peaks a t  the 
foot of the fiord; and, lest there should be any misappre- 
hension as to the quality of the display, I may mention that 
Alfred Shaw, of Notts, waa bowling. Ice Fiord is a long 
arm of the sen running up from the west coast eighty miles 
into the island of Western Spitzbergen, almost cutting i t  in 
half. Probably there is no place where a better idea of the 
interior can be obtained with less difficulty, and it is the 
dividing line between two districts of entirely different 
character. 

On the morning of the 12th I found myself on the mossy 
ht which skirts the southern shore of the bay, and soon 
afterwards on a low hill to the eastward, crossing on the 
may a glacier-fed torrent by means of a solid snow bridge 
little above sea level. This hill, which I have named Ptar- 
migan Hill, has a broad flat top, covered with moss and 
shingle, 850 feet aboye sea level, and is a well-placed view- 
point. Looking westwards the fiord is of the same bright 
green blue rts the glacier utream fed lakes of Switzerland, 
flecked here and there with white blocks of ice from the 
surrounding glaciers. Beyond it, cutting off the outlook to 
the  open sea, juts out a promontory, entirely covered by 
great glaciers, protruding into the water, divided by ridges 
of low peaks of blue black rock deeply embedded in snow. 
Right across the bay is the long, level-topped Temple 
Mountain, rising precipitously from the sea in cliffs of a 
peculiar formation, common in Spitzbergen, but which I 
have never come across elsewhere ; it has the appearance of 
tiers of conical-shaped barrels, ranged one upon another, 
and  is crowned by an ice cap which seems to have no 
motion, at3 there are no signs of avalanches. To the right 
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of this are other snow-capped peaks, and between them a 
small glacier running up from the sea to a snow col, with 
more rock and snow peaks showing over it. Then running 
into the water a t  the head of the bay is the big ice stream 
named on the Admiralty chart the Grand Glacier ; it is 
divided into two branches, north and east, a medial moraine 
marking their junction. The latter branch, much the larger, 
is bounded on the south by a low black plateau, bare of 
snow, and on the north by a multitude of snow-clad hilh. 
The northern branch runs up to a peak which is sheathed 
in what appears to be blue ice from top to bottom. These 
mountains, though snow and ice clad, and rising above 
glaciers, have something wrong about them to  an Alpine 
eye: the ice and snow appear to be distributed without 
any regard for consistency, if nature may be charged with 
such a fault ; one peak has snow-covered slopes and a 
round brown summit; another, embedded in snow, shows 
shnly flanks above, whilst a third is ice-clad from top to 
bottom. They suggest rather a hill country after a winter 
of immense severity, than the upper portion of an Alpine 
region ; the large flat glaciers, owing their origin to the vast 
inland reservoirs of ice, seem rather to bury than to apring 
from them. 

Westwards of the plateau is a long bare black valley 
with a straight wide river running down i t ;  at the head 
is a range of hills, of between two and three thousand 
feet in height, which might have been trausplanted from 
some Yorkshire dale. Their broad flanks and rounded sum- 
mits are bare and brown, without a trace of ice or snow, bu t  
in every hollow lies a glacier. Their origin in the accretion 
of winter snow drifts, too deep for the summer sun to melt, 
is obvious a t  a glance. They form a t  once a perfect object 
lesson in the way that glaciers grow and a picture of our 
own hill country in the far-off ice age. 

The country south of the bay is a land of mossy gleus and 
barren hills, many of them free from snow, excepting in 
occasional rifts. At the head of the glen running south 
from Ptarmigan Hill is a glacier of considerable size ending 
in a tongue-like snout. I afterwards walked up to it, and 
found i t  to be 800 ft. above sea level; i t  has retreated 
200 yards from the main terminal moraine, leaving smaller 
ones between. In  other parts of the island glaciers have 
come down and filled formerly moss-grown valleys, and even 
anchorages marked in the charts of the Dutch whaling 
period, so this can hardly be due to an amelioration of the 
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climate. The hill a t  the west head of the glen also bears a 
glacier on its tlnnk, descending in an unbroken sheet of ice 
almost from the summit-this is the peak named after the 
' Lusitania,' which I afterwards ascended. 

The bibliography of Spitzbergen mountaineering is not 
extensive ; one of the most interesting passages is to be 
found condensed in a page of Lord Dufferin's ' Letters 
from High Latitudes.'- Describing his visit to English 
Bay in August 1856, he says that all vegetation ceases 
when you ascend 20 ft. above sea level, where the ther- 
mometer then stood constantly below freezing point, and 
continues, ' Every step we took unfolded a fresh succes- 
sion of these jagged spikes and break-neck acclivities in 

'an mending variety of quaint configuration. Mountain- 
climbing .has never been a hobby of mine, so I was not 
tempted to play Excelsior on any of these hill-sides; but for 
those who love such exercise a fairer or more dangerous 
opportunity of distinguishing themselves could not be 
imagined. The supercargo of the very first Dutch ship 
that  ever came to Spitzbergen broke his neck in attempting 
to climb a hill in Prince Charles Foreland. Barentz very 
nearly lost several of his men under similar circumstances, 
and when Scoresby succeeded in making the ascent of 
another hill near Horn Sound i t  was owing to his having 
taken the predaution of marking each upward step in chalk 
that  he was ever able to get down again.' I n  descending 
he made what was probably the first glissade ever illdulged 
in in Spitzbergen, coming to an expanse of snow which, 
being soft, he ' entered upon without fear.' The snow, how- 
ever, as is sometimes the case elsewhere, suddenly gave 
place to a ' surface of solid ice,' over which they ' launched 
with astonishing velocity,' whilst their friends below, not 
unnatnrally, ' viewed this latter movement with astonish- 
ment and few.' 

With such alluring prospects a fellow ' Lusitanian' and 
myself set out for an expedition on the hills. Our object 
was not altogether indulgence in the pure delight of moun- 
taineering, but wae tainted with a lust for the blood of 
reindeer; so, with a view to combining both pursuits, we 
went armed, one with an ice axe, one with a rifle. The 
porterage of the latter weapon, i t  must be admitted, would 
have been labour entirely in vain had i t  not been for the 
unsophistication of a covey of ptarmigan, one of which in 
the indulgence of a useful curiosity wa.s beheaded with a 
bullet. 
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On the morning of the 13th we were put ashore on the 
south side of Sassen Bay, and commenced to aacend a gully 
running into the slopes of Mount Mhrmier. This gully has 
evidently been formed by the stream which issues a t  the 
base, but which no longer runs down it, but comes out of 
an ice-arched cave in the hill-side a t  the bottom. A11 the 
smaller hill streams are more or less bridged with ice. 
This one, whilst in that condition, has evidently been covered 
by a landslip from the hill above, and so formed into an ice 
tunnel protected from melting for ever. The gully carried 
a heavy snow cornice on its eaatern rim (although the ground 
above was bare), so we scrambled out on the other side 
and found ourselves on the E. skirt of the hill above a big 
glen. In  the glen and on the hill-side reindeer had been 
shot the day before, but nothing now was to be seen except 
their tracks, which were everywhere in plenty. We followed 
round the shaly slopes of the hill until a col was reached, 
1,900 ft. above sea level, dividing it from another and higher 
hill beyond. From this point, which is clear of snow and 
decked with a scantv growth of mosses. a tuft of the rare 
plant glass, and eveh sowers, there is a'view of considerable 
extent, reaching over a tract of bleak hills and valleys to a 
blue 6ord on the east coast, just visible below the hanging 
clouds, its shores still wh~te  with snow. To the north 
across the bay, just west of Temple Mountain, appeared a true 
snow peak, apparently of considerable height. On each side, 
looking southwards, there were glaciers filling the heads of 
the glens on.either hand, and between them a ridge running 
up into the mist which now hung a little way above. I had 
studied the ridge the day before, and knew that there would 
be no difficulty in following i t ;  so we went on upwards, 
resolved to see what greater altitudes could show. The 
ridge was broad, not verp steep, and conlposed a t  first of 
black coal measure shale, and higher up of yellow shale with 
saudstone crags cropping out in places. Occasionally we 
came to short slopes of ice, requiring a few steps to be cut, 
and above the last a short pitch of' broken rocks led up t o  
the summit, a rounded shdy ridge a few yards wide, which 
we reached in 44 hrs. from the shore. Here, a t  a height of 
2,900 ft., there was no snow, and the thermometer showed 
a temperature of 42" F., very little less than a t  sea level ; 
and, contrery to all expectation, here were growing four 
kinds of mosses-sparingly, it is true. One of them I sub- 
sequently met with again on the summit of the Roms$ds- 
horn. Owing to the mist there was no view whrttevix, 
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except the beginnings of the ice slopes running down to the 
glaciers on each side. The foot of the one on the east I had 
found to be 800 ft. above the sea, so that the ice slopes ran 
down 2,000 ft. below us, actually springing from a rounded 
summit very well capable of bearing a snow cap, but instead 
of which producing vegetation. This is an anomalous etate 
of affairs to be seen on many of these hills, which is 
apparent.1~ due to the vast difference between the long snowy 
night of winter and the endless summer day, which melts 
all the snow that has not been consolidated by pressure into 
ice or drifted into layers too thick to penetrate. We named 
the peak in honour of the first ocean liner which has ever 
sailed those northern waters, but forgot to leave our card8 
on the summit, a courtesy customary on a first ascent 
which would not h v e  been intentionally omitted on account 
of the low position of our hyperborean in the rank of moun- 
tains, in view of its high advancement in degree of latitude. 
Going down in our tracks to the col we noticed reindeer 
slots and dropping# on the ridge close below the summit, 
showing that these animals make use of the practically ice- 
free summit ridges in passing from one valley to another. 

From the col we went over Mount Marmier, which lay 
between us and the bay. It is a steep mass of soft peaty 
earth, deeply furrowed by the streams which owe their 
origin ta the complete and rapid melting of the winter snow, 
with here and there a sheet of ice left to tell the tale. I t  is 
a naturally fertile soil, asking only for a remission of the 
winter's rigor to support a wealth of vegetation which even 
now in dots of moss and flowers is struggling for existence. 
The summit, which is curiously peaked, from a height of 
2,400 ft. falls sharply to the sea, and soon the desolate 
shores were again exchanged for the comforts of our floating 
quarters, the better appreciated as the only spot within 
many hundred miles where the pangs of appetite which the 
keen Arctic air engenders could be allayed. Spitzbergen had 
vouchsafed us nothing worthy of the name of climbing, but 
there was instead the charm of the unknown and the 
glamour with which the genius of high northern latitudes- 
itself, I fancy, of the spirit of the summit's kin-invests the 
corn monplace. 

These wintry islands, though scarcely likely to attract the 
climber. ~ r e s e n t  manv ~roblems for the solution of which ' I 
a knowledge of ice wire is essential, and doubtless contain 
many mountains worthy of attack. Hornsunds Peak, re- 
puted to be the loftiest in the island, is still virgin, and, 
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though little higher than Ben Nevis, a distant view was 
sufficient to show that i t  is by no means what a Zermatt 
worthy used to call, when he wished to be particularly 
cutting, a ' cow mountain.' I t  is a far cry from Spitzbergen 
to the early exploitation of the Alps, but I must mention a, 

connecting link in the person of an old Swiss traveller 
amongst the passengers on the ' Lusitania '-not a member of 
the Club-who so long ago as 1646 made expeditions in the 
Alps, amongst them the passages of the Col du GQant and 
the Strahleck, with Johann Lauei~er as guide, when I suppose 
the glaciers of the Alps were little better known than those 
of the far north at this day. 

BY ARTHUR P. HARPER. 

HOSE members of the Alpine Club who take any interest T in such an out of the way corner of the world as New 
Zealand no doubt know, more or less, the geography of our 
main Alpine district; if they do not, and if there are any 
who wish to learn, let me refer them to a short article by 
myself, and map (correct as far as we knew then), published 
in the first number of the ' Geographical Journrsl,' January 
1893. I n  i t  they will find a history of the explorations and 
climbs on the eastern side of the main range and glaciers of 
the Mount Cook district, which were explored and mapped 
by the end of 1890. 

The western side of the range, from an Alpine point of 
view, has been so far neglected, while the glaciers, with 
the exception of the Balfour and Strauchon, which are 
entirely moraine-covered, have been left untouched, chiefly 
owing to the want of a man with knowledge of ice work. 

The general formation and nature of Westland must be 
explained before I go into particulars. The province of 
Westland embraces a long, narrow strip on the western 
coast of the south island, and is about forty miles broad in 
the widest part and sixteen in the narrowest. The boundary 
line runs along the watershed of the main range. Roughly 
speaking, for sixty-five miles from the northern end, which 
is the widest part, the range does not often rise above the  

* The illustrations to this article are from clichcis kindly supplied by 
the editor of the Grcographical Jour~lal. 
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snow line, and there are several passes under 4,600 ft., 
the best known being Harper's, Arthur's, Browning's, and 
Whitcolnbe Passes, a coach road running over the second, 
sooil to be superseded by a railway. Below the Whitcornbe 
the range begins to rise, till it reaches the highest point 
in Mount Tasman (11,475 ft.), sending off many spurs and 
ranges to the eslstern side, on one of which is Mount Cook 
(12,349 ft.), while on the western side i t  forms almost a 
wall, coming down to within 500 ft. of sea level in from 
five to ten miles from the top, leaving from ten to fifteen 
miles of low country covered with bush and old glacial 
terraces and moraine heaps. It might be expected that 
when a range has to rise 10,000 ft. in five or ten miles it 

OE?TE.kL VIEW OF THB WESTLAND ALPS. 

would do so as quietly as possible, with only a few spnra 
and offshoots. This, however, is far from the case, for me 
find so many offshoots from the main range in Westland, 
with deep valleys between, that it is sollletimes hard to 
believe that so much country can be contained in the space ; 
in fact, the more one sees of this side of the island the 
harder it is to believe that there is not more county than 
there is room for. 

The whole country west of the Divide is covered with 
dense bush (forest) up to, say, 3,500 fi., above which is a more 
dense (if that be possible) mountain scrub for another 500 
to 1,000 ft., according to  the locality, followed by snow, 
grass, or rocks to the snow line, which may be placed at 
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from 6,000 to 6,500 ft. above sea level. The rivers come 
down through deep and beautiful gorges-beautiful, that is, 
when one has not the misfortune to  be the first to push 
through-and most of them rise from glaciers of various 
sizes and altitudes. 

The rivers are subject to great changes by reason 
of the very wet climate ruling on the coast, some 130 
inches of rain falling in the year. Thus we find a dry 
river bed of rough boulders turned into a roaring torrent in 
a few hours, unfordable by man or beast; and in a gorge 
during heavy rain a 30-ft. flood above the usual level of the 
water is almost a common occurrence. I n  fact, the rivers are 
more or less in flood once, and sometimes twice, a month the 
whole year round. However there is one thing to say in 
their favour-that is, that the smaller rivers go down in as 
short a time aa they take to rise. I have seen half an 
hour's rain render a small creek unfordable, but on the 
rain stopping twenty minutes will suffice for the water to go 
down. 

The chief glaciers on this coast lie a t  the head of the 
Wanganni, Wataros, Waiho, Cook, and Karangarua 
12ivers ; but, as the two firshamed are really unexplored to 
their source, I cannot say whether the glaciers are of any 
importance; the others, however, have some very fine 
ice fields a t  their sources. The Waiho River drains the 
Franz Josef, Burton, and Spencer Glaciers, and the upper 
ice fields of the surrounding ranges; Cook River comes 
from the Fox, Balfour, and La Perouse Glaciers, and the 

. Karangarua from the Strauchon Glacier, behind Nount 
Stokes, with the Douglas Glacier and ice fields on the 
western side of Mount Sefton. Further south the McKerrow 
Glacier is one of fair size, after which the range, though 
still having peaks above 7,000 ft., has no perpetual snow on 
it until we come to the Aspiring Group of peaks, with their 
grand ice fields and bold summits, rising to close on 10,000 ft. 
Mount Aspiring, the highest of this group, is one of our 
grandest mountains as seen from the coast. 

I do not propose to go into the subject of general explor- 
ation in this article, but to confine myself to the glaciers 
t~nd alpine country included in the map published by the 
Royal Geographical Society, to which I have referred. 

Until November 1, 1893, the only glacier0 on the western 
side which had been touched were the Strauchon, Bal- 
four, and BlcKel~ow, all of which Douglas mapped off and 
traversed with a compass; being covered with surface 
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moraine they require no ice 'work. This year Douglas and I 
have explored the Franz Joaef and Fox Glaciers, and Cook 
River up to La Perouse Glacier, and retraversed the Balfour 
Glacier to its head, under Mount Tasman. Douglas has 
been exploring in the Westland ranges, following rivers up 
to their sources, and generally making reconnaissance surveys, 
for some twenty years, doing the work mostly without any 
mate, and only those who know the county can under- 
stand what that means. He has done it all in such a quiet 
way that few people know the extent of his explorations, 
but I may safely say that no Inan has done half what he 

FBBNZ JOSDF GLACIER. 

has in the west coast ranges, while one or two have consider- 
ably more credit, because they have not only advertised 
themselves well and made free use of Douglas's work, but 
left out all mention of him in their accounts. However 
he has never done any ice work to speak of, nor has any one 
in mrestland ; therefore the two largest and most interesting 
glaciers have remained unexplored, the existing maps only 
being made from sketches from lower trigonometrical 
stations. 

We have been hearing much lately about climbing in 
great ranges, and altitudes of 20,000 feet and upwards are 
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becoming as familiar as the more modest peaks of Switzer- 
land ; therefore, as I cannot describe uuch ' sky-scrapers,' i t  
seems that the best thing is to take the other extreme, and, 
instead of beginning ice work in close proximity to the 
stars, to begin as close to the sea as is possible in temperate 
latitudes. There is an immense advantage in being able to 
do this, besides the extraordinary interest, for i t  is easy 
work to go up a flat river bed for 14 miles from the sea 
and strike a glacier a t  an altitude of under 700 ft. above 
sea level. 

I know it  is unusual 'to see such a mass of ice pushing 
its way down amongst what you in Englndd mould call 
semi-tropical vegetation, and to find ice, edelweiss, and 
tree ferns jostling for a place in a narrow valley, hut such 
is the case with both the Fox and f ianz Josef Glaciers, 
while, to  make the whole arrangement more curious, we 
find within a mile of the ice of both glaciers a hot spring- 
temperature 130"-in which one can lie and stew in full view 
of snow and ice. If it is too hot to be comfortable it is 
easy to take a piece of ice stranded on the river bed or let 
in a little ice water to cool the bath. These springs have 
rather an objectionable smell. As Douglas said, you smell 
' as  if you had been having tea with the evil one inside 
an old gasometer.' He may be correct, but, never having 
had tea under such conditions, I cannot pretend to give 
an opinion as to the correctness of the comparison. 

I used to lbok on our work in the Tasman district as hard 
and uncivilised, but i t  is easy compared with the work on 
the west coast. Though the loads to be carried are no heavier 
we have far rougher country to work in, and the bush work 
is terrible. Our outfit is very simple, consisting of either 
a fly and ' batwing' or more often a single fly tent, and 
when we can find decent shelter no camp at  all; but on 
this coast, owing to  the great rainfall, a party must have 
some shelter for both the fire and themselves, for i t  is hardly 
too much to say that in Westland i t  rains three days a week 
on an average, and a ten days' spell of fine weather is ex- 
ceptional. 

This condition of things, of course, makes the work 
doubly hard. For instance, a trip is organised which may 
take seven or eight days from the head camp. You take ten 
days' 'tucker,' and have four or five wet dayu a t  critical 
points. The result is, yon have to go down and 'punch up  ' 
more provisions or go on short rations, an alternative which 
I'm afraid we generally choose ; but i t  really does not answer 
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t o  do it too often when out for a prolonged period from civi- 
lisation, as we were. 

I n  the way of eatables we take flour, tea, sugar, oatmeal, 
cocoa or chocolate, bacon, rige, and treacle, depending largely 

'on birds for meat. Other stores consist of a fly, 9 x 10 ft. ; a 
' batwing,' or half-tent, open at the side, made by cutting 
a 6 x 7 ft. tent in half along the ridge pole, in which we lie 
' heads and tails,' having a good fire alongside under the fly, 
where the other half of the tent ought to be. We thus, though 
i n  shelter, have all the advantages of sleeping in the open air. 
We also take a bill-hook and half-axe for cutting fire wood or 

LOOKING UP FOX GLACIER. 

blazing a track through the bush, two billies, pannikine, 
ice axes, ropes, a plate, and sometimes a frying-pan, but we 
generally cook on the end of a stick and bake bread on a flat 
stone ; one blanket each and a spare one between us, field 
books, instrumeats, pea rifle for birds, camera, one change 
of shirt and trousers, and as much reading matter as we can 
manage. This sounds little, and certainly does not mean 
luxurious living, but for two Inen i t  makes up a load of 
over 50 lbs. each, and we would willingly do with less if 
tha t  were possible. Our usual working costume is 'neat, 
but  not gaudy,' consisting of a shirt or jersey, and instead 
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of trousers a close-fitting knitted woollen garment, which we 
find most healt,hy in such wet work. 

As a rule no horse can be brought further than the base 
of the hills ; after that we have to carry our own loads and 
keep pushing into the ranges, changing camp sometimes 
daily, and depending on birds for our food. A11 our necessaries 
have to come from the beach. where the chief settlements 
are situated, such as they are. These ' townships ' generally 
consist of two public-houses and a store, which are kept 
going by a small number of gold-diggers in the neighbour- 
hood within a ten or twelve mile radius ; and sometimes a 
few settlers are found, also living on the diggers, with small 
clearings on the densely timbered flats. 

A ueekly or fortnightly mail, packed on horseback, comes 
down the coast from Ross, the last point of civilisation, 
and we pet our letters and DaDers. when we come out of 

0 

the ranges, if any one hasA&en 'good enough to bring 
them from the beach and leave them for us in some digger's 
or settler's hut near the hills; and a steamer calls in here 
and there, weather permitting, once in three months, bring- 
ing the heavy goods for the above-mentioned stores. Thus it 
is not uncommon, when the steamer is late by a month, to 
find a famine beginning in the district so far as certa.in 
articles are concerned, such as flour, tea, sugar, &c.; but, 
curiously enough, a whisky famine is unknown, probably 
bemuse there is plenty of pain-killer in the district, or some 
other poison to replenish the supply. I call the liquid 
' whisky ' by courtesy only. Having shown to some extent 
the difficultie~ under which ex~loration here has to be 
worked, i t  is time to turn to our Gork on the glaciers. 

The exact position of the snout of the Franz Josef Glacier 
is lat. S. 43' 25' 30", long. E. 170° 10' 58", or rather nearer 
the equator than Florence, in Italy. However in spite of 
this i t  descends to 692 ft. above sea level, and within 
14 miles of the sea beach. It is 53 chains broad on an 
average, and 8f miles long, desce~iding 8,928 ft., or an 
average of over 1,000 ft. a mile, over a very rough bed. This 
glacier and the E'ox both face north, and therefore get the 
whole force of the sun, the ranges on either side not, to any 
practicable extent, shading the glacier. The result of this 
unusual coiidition of things is that the flow of the ice is 
very rapid and the surface of the glacier fearfully broken 
and rotten. It was quite a usual thing to find a route 
absolutely changed after an absence of a day or two. 

I mill not enter into further particulars, as I have ar- 
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ranged to have our official report sent, with maps, to the 
Club, and would advise those who can to read it, as i t  
contains, I think, many points of considerable interest. 

The report also gives in detail our various attempts to 
find a route up the glacier and their results. By the route 
we eventually found i t  took us an hour or so to get through 
some ten chains of broken hummocks from the side of the 
glacier to the smoother ice in the centre, and ~ n l y  after 
sundry gymnastic feats. Such antics are interesting when 
going with no load, but become very hard work when one 
has 40 to 50 lbs. to carry ; and the unfortunate swag auffere 
too, being let down and pulled up, regardless of contents. 
When I remember these performances, combined with one or 
t w ~  other little incidents, coupled with the fact that I had 
no camera stand, I feel decidedly pleased with the result of 
my photographs. We were lucky to get any good results, as 
you will, perhaps, admit when you hear of one or two Illorc 

. - 
mishaps. 

After going some 4 miles up the glacier and being baulked 
on the top of the ice-fall by broken ice, we returned and 
tried the ridge on the northern side from our camp 2, about 
14 mile from the terminal face. To do this we had to Maze 
rr, track through the bush to the grass line, which took us 
three days; and, on counting the time employed in cutting, 
I find that i t  takes ;i min. to cover, after the track is blazed, 
the  distance which took an hour to cut, and, if going up hill, 
1,000 ft. a day is good going until the mountain scrub is 
reached. where 500 ft. onlv is sometimes the result of 6 hrs. 
hard wdrk. This route pr&ed a failure, as we fbund some very 
shattered ridges, which stopped us. No doubt it was possible 
to go on, but two of us alone with heavy loads, and in such 
am uncertain climate, had no right to put such an obstacle 
between us and our stores ; so we decided to try along the 
ridge on the southern, or rather western, side of the glacier. 

Returning down the glacier from camp 2 to the terminal 
face, we had to bla.ze a track for 3,500 ft. to the grass line ; 
th i s  took us three and a half days, having some very bad 
scrub a t  the top, through which one could hardly have 
crawled, even without a swag; and after reaching the grass, 
and  proceeding the whole day in a thick fog along the 
ridge, which was very rough, we camped on a steep, bare 
hill-side, not exactly knowing where we were, or being able 
to get down to the scrub, because of the precipices below. 

We had to cut a flat place of 6 x 8 ft. to camp on out 
of the hill-side with our ice axes, and make the best camp 
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possible in which to face a storm which was brewing, 
and which burst on us that night and blew all next day. 
Luckily it was from the north, and therefore not very 
cold ; but its force was terrific, tearing up grass and lilies 
by the roots and testing our makeshift shelter to the 
utmost. On the second night we turned into our blaskete, 
Douglaa in hie ehirt and I in a pair of canvas under- 
standings only, the rest of our clothes being wet. All 
went well till 1 A.x., when the camp was blown away 
bodily, leaving us, like sardines when the box is opened, 
to the full force of sleet, rain, and the gale ~f wind, which 

R . . .  - .  

BILNGBB FROM COOK BIVga BBD. 

had shifted to the south, our cold quarter. We had to 
jump out in our airy costume, to capture the canvas, 
and battle with the wind and fly to rig up some sort of 
shelter. Cold as it was, however, I could not help being 
struck by Douglas's wild appearance in the dim light aa 
his garment fluttered in the wind, and if I had not been 
so cold I should have smiled; the only thing to be done 
was to don our wet clothes, having wrung them out, and sit  
in our wetter blankets and chatter, or rather let our teeth 
chatter, till dawn. 

At daylight, after three hours' trying to get up a fire, we 
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boiled some cocoa for the inner man, and a t  noon left our 
wreck to battle with hail and wind along the ridge for some 
three or four hours to the shelter of the bush, and so down 
to the flats to the nearest digger's hut, where we recruited 
for three days. On returning we found our 1ower.camp had 
also been overturned, and most of my exposed plates and 
films had been exposed to four days' win, while those I had 
o n  the hill were also damp. Such are the difficulties under 
which I had to photograph. 

The use to which our ice axes were put in making our 
camp 7 reminds me of some remarka made on the arrival of 
these weapons on the coast. One said they were ' grubbers,' 
another ' fossicking picks ; ' but, after various theories were 
rejected, they came to the conclusion that they were ' fixings 
which Charlie had got to spear eels with ' ! 

From the Franz Josef Glacier we went to those on Cook 
River, the Fox and Balfour, taking two days via the sea beach 
and  up Cook River from Gillespie's. The panorama from the 
beach is as grand as any I have seen, taking in the range from 
the  south of.Mount Sefton to the north of Mount Elie de 
Beaumont, and being only 1 7 miles away a t  the nearest point. 
The Balfour, like some others on this coast, is a discon- 
nected glacier-that is to say, the n6v6 is separated from the 
trunk of the glacier by a huge precipice of some 2,000 ft., 
over which the ice breaks off and falls, forming a glacier in 
the valley. Further south the Bonar and Douglas Glaciers' 
are of the same formation. 

On glancing a t  the map of the 'Central Portion of the 
Southern Alps' (already referred to) the &st thing that 
would strike an Alpine man is that the Balfour Glacier must 
be wrongly drawn. Yet it is practically correct, and, 
absurd as i t  may seem, the n6v6 is no larger than i t  is 
shown, though when the extent of the trunk is considered 
it seems impossible that so large a glacier should come from 
s o  s d l  a n6v6. 

It must be remembered that Mount Tasman stands 7,000 
ft .  or more above the main part of the glacier, and is too pre- 
cipitous to hold much snow, so that in winter the avalanches 
must be enormous, and would account for the glacier, which 
lies in a deep basin surrounded b j  precipices of 3,000 ft. or 
so, and is blocked a t  the head by Mount Tasman (11,476 ft.). 

The terminal face is 2,400 ft. above sea level. Below it 
are old terminal moraines, through which the river has cut 
a paasage before i t  plunges into a magnificent but impas- 
sable gorge, descending some 1,800 ft. in two miles. When 
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coming up Cook River it is annoying to be such a short 
distance from the glacier as two miles and be blocked by this 
gorge, and forced to cross Craig's Range by a saddle of nearly 
5,000 ft., which is very stiff going and hard work with our 
heavy loads. 

When we went in we had to rely on ducks, but unfortu- 
nately only found a few and could not risk being caught in  
such a trap, in bad weather, without supplies, so after 
traversing the glacier some six miles to the foot of Tasman 
we returned to the low country. 

After spending a few days in writing up our report, &c., I 
went alone to the Fox Glacier, hitherto untouched, meaning 
to put ten days on i t  and find my way about before tackling 
i t  with a compass, Douglas remaining behind to finish his 
share of the report. It is possible, without a track of any 
kind, to take a horse to within a mile and a half of the Fox ; 
so I packed my little camp as far as possible and then divided 
it into two loads of 40 lbs., carrying one and returning for 
the other, after swagging the first to about half a mile up the  
south side of the glacier to a fair camp in the bush, which 
fringes the ice for some three miles along its side. 

Whether April 1 is an unlucky day to start on or not I 
cannot say, but I had bad luck from the first on this trip, 
twisting my ankle badly the day after I reached the glacier 
and being laid up for five days, three of which were fine ; but, 
thanks to the tame birds, in which the New Zealand bush 
abounds, I passed a fairly happy time, though by myself. 
As soon as I could get about I started one day a t  dawn, and 
went some four miles up the ice, which is free from moraine, 
crossing over to the Chancellor Ridge, from which I ought t o  
have had a glorious view; but, as I say, luck was against 
me. After one short glimpse of the n6v6 and its magnificent 
surroundings the fog came down as thick as its London 
brother does in November, bringing heavy rain with it ; so 
I had nothing to do but return to camp over an unknown 
piece of country as soon ar possible. Fortunately I struck 
the camp to a nicety about a quarter of an hour before dark, 
feeling very pleased with myself and looking forward to a 
square meal and dry clothes, when to my horror I found the 
camp, all but the fly, blanketa, and food, burnt to a cinder. 
How it  happened I cannot say, unless a rat got a t  the 
matches. However the fact remained that I had only a 
small fly, 10 min. daylight, and heavy rain to enjoy, instead 
of my comfortable little ' batwing' and dry clothes. 

There are times when language fails to do justice to the 
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occasion, and this was a case in point. I did not even think 
bad language, but set to work to rig up  a shelter with the 
remains. I n  spite of the rain I had a fairly happy night, 
arid next morning built a good shelter with ferns and boughs, 
in which to sit ~ u t  the bad weather and wait till the creek8 
went  down. All my reading matter had gone, so there waa 
l i t t le to do but play with two or three wekas which had 
taken compassion on me, and pass the time in learning by 
hear t  s short poem on the remains of some newspaper in 
one  of my pockets, exltitled ' Every Hour has its End '-most 
appropriate. 

The only practical result of this trip was that  I gained a 
knowledge of the glacier, discovered a big error in the map, 
a n d  made sketches from distant trigonometrical stations. 
T h e  Victoria Glacier does not join the Fox at all, as  
shown in the map, nor has i t  had any connection for ages. 
It is a small primary glacier some 3 miles long by ;t mile 
broad, between the Chancellor Ridge and Bismarck Range. 
T h e  Fox itself is easy to travel on, being smoother both in the 
centre and a t  the sides than the Franz Josef, though it lies 
at the same height above sea level ; it is not nearly so steep 
a n d  flows over a smoother bed. The main branch of Cook 
River flows from the La  Perouse Glacier, and we tried to push 
up to the head, a t  the end of April 1894; but the wiuter 
snow came too early, and we had to come out in the be- 
ginning of May. No doubt we could have held on, but having 
n o  camp we found the very bad weather too much even for 
us, though we had some very decent boulders to live under. 
This  river flows through narrow gorges, f111l of gigantic 
boulders of all sizes, the largest we measured being 156 ft. 
high by 843 ft. round, an erratic with trees on the top. 
Another was 113 ft. high by 385 ft. in circumference. It 
took us some four days to go 44 miles up the valley, it often 
being necessary to blaze a track over a high bluff. The 
scenery a t  the head is grand beyond description. The La  
Perouse Glacier is a large one, and flows off the Divide 
between Tasman and Dam pier, but whether rough or smooth 
I cannot fiay. I t s  surrou~~dings are magnificent, being walled 
i n  by some of our highest peaks. 

I have endeavoured in this article to cut down my remarks 
as much as possible, and to show in some degree what the 
work on the west c o a t  ranges is like a t  present. The one 
o r  two adventures related are really put forward as mere 
instances of what my camera and plates had to suffer, and 
not  for any hair-curliug merit of their own, as any one doing 
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such work for the length of time we were out-some seven 
months-would take such things as a matter of course. 

One piece of advice I may give, before I conclude, to any 
one coming out here. Let him bring ice axes, rope, lantern, 
and any of the little ' fixings ' Swiss climbers are so fond of; 
but all other stores, such as tent, blankets, &c., he can get 
here as well and cheaply as he can in England, thus saving 
the trouble which a large amount of luggage always gives to a 
traveller. Such an article as a ' Mummery ' tent is too tender 
for our rough work, and heavy sleeping bags too cumbersome ; 
but the latter point is one for the climber's own considera- 
tion, as he will have to carry his himself. Our locally-made 
tents are as good as English and cheaper, being more used 
out here. Food too, such as flour, meat, &c., is cheaper than' 
in the old county and as good, but ally things in the way of 
luxuries are dearer ; yet they can be got here cheaper than 
if imported by any one travelling. Any patent food or 
essences (which I am afraid I do not believe in) had better be 
brought from England. 

Besides finding that he can get all necessaries on the spot 
any member of the Alpine Club visiting us will find a few 
men, weak as far a8 numbers are concerned, but very strong 
in their love of their mountains, who will be ready to do all 
they can to give any help in their power, and any informa- 
tion which I can give I shall give gladly if written to. 
Above all, please do not bring a gnide. Let our mountains 
be conquered by amateurs pure and simple. 

CORSICA REVISITED. 

I ouam, perhaps, to explain to a generation that cannot purchase, 
except a t  fancy prices, the back numbers of this invaluable Journal ' 
that many jears ago I contributed to its pages (vol. x. p. 194) a n  
article on Midsutnmer in  Corsica. 

Last spring I returned with Franpais D6vouaesoud to the island, in  
the hope of climbing Monte Cinto and the Paglia Orbs and r a m b l i n ~  
among the granite spiresof the forest of Bavelle. But  in Corsica April 
showers are apt to take the shape of bitter snow and hail storms, and 
the only mountain top I reached was that of the Monte d'Oro \ 7,840 ft.). 
T h e  little inn on the Foce de Vizzavona (3,800 ft.), the old carriage 
pass from Ajaccio to Corte, is well kept, and an excellent starting- 
point for I~ill-walks. As the railroad passes far below in a tunnel its 
quiet is complete. Secluded in the heart of a beech forest, it is much 
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frequented later in the year as a health resort by Ajaccians in  want 
of change of air. The w e n t  of Monte d'Oro, when the track is 
blocked by winter snow too hard to climb without step-c~itting, is a 
rough scramble. The  la& crag is scaled by n short, steep gully- 
like that on the Sisters a t  Pontreab-which, in  its frozen state, had 
been too much for an American party who preceded us. Long 
glisssdes shortened our descent. The  view in the direction of Ajaccio 
ie beautiful ; as a panorama i t  is disappointing. 

The wonderful crags of L a  Piana-red granite tusks of the most 
fantastic shapes, hollowed and pierced by the sea blasts, aud surrounded 
b y  a luxuriant tangle of Corsican bush-I saw for the first time. Mr. 
Lear has drawn and described them with admirable fidelity in his work 
on Corsica. 

A t  Evisa the old landlord of the village inn does his utmost with the 
means a t  his dispoeal to meet the demands of the visitors from Ajaccio, 
who become more frequent every spring. I t  is a good base, though 
too fsr from the highest peaks for a starting-point. The carriage road 
over the Col de Vergio generally opens for wheels early in May. I t  
was just open a t  the time of my visit. Here, and wherever the scenery 
depends on the chestnut woods, I wss very conscious that I had come too 
soon. Early summer is  undoubtedly the best time for Corsican land- 
scape as a whole; autumn may run i t  hard, but then fever-stricken 
~pota must be carefully avoided. A mid-winter visit to the 
mountains might be most enjoyable; some of our members should 
make the trial. 

F r a n p i s  and I had a h e  scramble about the sources of the Golo, 
ending in the ascent of Le Forcelle (6,762 ft.), one of the highest 
crags S. of the Col de Guagnerola. The  scenery was wild, and the 
weather to match. Black storms swept across from the eastern sea, 
and just aa we gained the ridge of the island a b1,mt took Franpois'? hat 
and carried it  up  into a cleft far overhead, whence it  was not recovered 
without difficulty. The Paglia Orba was only seen partially through 
driving scud, but we had grand views of the dark forests of Lonca and 
the deep blue bays, or gulfs, of Porto and Galeria. On the ascent 
we passed some strange stone shepherds' huts-like a Tartar kosh-a 
pretty waterfall, and some enormous specimens of the Corsican pine. 

After a day's imprisonment at  Eviaa we crossed in gleams and 
showers to the forest of Filosorma by an undulating forest track 
called the Col de Salto, through sceneq of extraordinary picturesque- 
ness. Here were superb opportunities for a painter of ro~ilantic land- 
acapeerocks  and trees, noble mountain forms, rich coloure, and always 
in the distance the surface of the Mediterranean, gleaming or dark as 
the  sun or storm passed over it. 

Four  houra' steady walking brought us to the foot of the Col de 
Capronale (4,500 ft.), the Gemmi of Corsica, which has been well 
described by Mr. Tuckett.* The descent through the ilex forest 
of Filosorma and under the enormous buttresses of the Paglia Orba 
ie unique. From Evisa to Galeria is not less than 55 kilomktres- 

* Alpine Journal, vol. s. p. 314. 
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a long day's walk over a succession of high ridges. The last few miles 
after leaving the forester's honw a t  Pirio-where we were politely 
refused :tdmission-were shortened by the sudden clearance of the  
great peaks. The rznge of Monte Cinto and the Paglia Orha towered 
up  behind us in an enormous wall of red granite, its towers and 
ravines white with snow, the wild ledges of its fantastic buttresses 
fringed with inaccessible pine forests, its base buried in dark groves 
of evergreen oak. Twelve miles only from the eea beach the peaka 
ribe nearly 9,000 ft. lrbove its level. W e  saw them twice-first 
flunl~ed with sunset; again, early next morning, casting long bhadows 
over the footllills of the coast. Hardly any eign of human habitation 
diversifies the foreground : the malaria is master of the shore and the 
valley of the Fango, which flows, a clear brilnming stream, tllrough 
thickets of myrtles and white heaths to where the waves build u p  n 
beach against it, and hold back its waters in still pool8 shadowed by  
groves of poplar and eucalyptus. Here is nature unadorned, un- 
desecrated. the hlediterranenn of Homer, within a day's steam of the 
marine villas of Cannes and the flaming palaces of Monte Carlo. Here 
are  rock^ and to spare for our heroes of' the Riffelhorn and the Blumen. 
Here is a noble lrtndscape that will make the fame of the painter who 
can enter into the spirit of its majestic nnd radiaut, yet melancholy, 
beauty. 

I niuat confine myself to the limits of a note. I t  would, moreover, 
be superfluous to repeat the descriptions given by Mr. Lear and 3fr. 
Tuckett of the Balagna and tbe soutlrern portion of the island. 
I must urge, however, on all travellers to visit Sartena. Ita lljtuation 
is admirable, and the slopes round the town are a garden of delightful 
southern spring flowers, embedded in the most picturesque natural 
rockery. Fires have terribly injured the forest of Bavella; but its 
granite pinnacles are as grotesque as Lear's pictures of them, shown 
a t  our recent exhibition. The drive acrosr the island from Sartena to 
L a  Solenzara is throughout most entertaining and striking. 

The railroads which will in 1895 be completed between Ajaccio, 
Corte, Bastia, Cslvi, and L a  Solmzara are of great ecrvice to the 
traveller who wants to get a t  the mountains quickly. They have not 
as yet affected the civilisation of the island. Vendeth-I speak on 
the authority of the last French writer-flourishes under the Republic. 
A t  one station a retired brigand comen down to see the train pass, and 
enjoy the popularity resulting from a successful career in the bush. At  
another the train nlay be kept waiting while hired female mournem 
chant an improvised dirge over a coffin on the platform. Travellers, I 
ought, perhaps, to add, need he under no apprehension. The brigands 
and the corpses are equally native I 

In conclusion I must take this occasion to call the attention of the 
French Alpine Club to a matter of some importance to the travellers 
whom the good hotels a t  Ajaccio, M. Boland's excellent new edition of 
Joanne's 'Handbook,' and hlr. C. R. Black's compact little Itinerary 
through Corsica ' (1892) will doubtless attract to the island. It i s  
almost a necehsity to the mountaineer to obtain an order for lodging 
in the foresters' houses. This is by no means a t  present a simple 
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matter, after one has landed in the idan&. French officials in Corsica 
soon acquire an oriental disregard for tirne, which is, perhaps, one 
of the legaciea of the bIoors to the island. Posts are irregular. 
Orders proniised to be sent from headquarters a t  -4jaccio may be sent 
too late. At  Pirio I was refused accomniodation. At  Bavrlla, for 
which I had secured and carried an order 'for one night' from the 
official a t  Sartena, we had a most amusing reception. The  guardian a t  
first stormed at  u s ;  however we soon wanaged to get on his right 
side, and were finally made most comfortable. It is alleged in the 
island that orders are somewhat freely given to private fiiends of 
the officials, and that these persons make, as a rule, little or no 
payment to the foresters in respect of the trouble and expense they put 
them to. 

I t  would seer11 to be desirable that the French Alpine Club should 
negotiate with the Forest Department for the establishmex~t of a systeni 
by which travellers might be admitted at  a fixed charge to the rooms 
which Nand empty in these hospices except on the r i re  occasions of 
Monsieur l11nspecteur's  tour^. At  present it  is advienble to apply in 
Paris for the necessary permission rather than to depend on the 
dilatory action of the local officials, none of whom seems to exercise 
power over the whole island. 

/" 
I N  MEMORIAM. 

THOMAS STUART KENNEDY. 

IN T. S. Kennedy the Club has recently lost one of its most interesting 
members. H e  was the mn of Peter Kennedy, and wan born, I believe 
(certainly spent his childhood), a t  Feldkirch, and was afterwards educated 
in Geneva, among the hills of Weatmoreland, and on his father's moors in  
Dumfriemhire. About the year 1861 he joined the engineering firm of 
Fairbairn, Kennedy, C Naylor, in  Leeds, when many ofus, who after- 
wards became his intimate friends, first made his acquaintance. A moun- 
taineer almost from the cradle, he had in many ways seen more of life 
than we, but far lew of English urban life; and thus a certain siinplicity 
of character and a eensitive and reticent disposition were fostered in him. 
Kennedy had then made the bold winter attack upon the Matterhorn, 
which he described in his admirable style in the first volunie of this 
Journal. I n  the same volume appeared the story of his second and 
successful ascent of the Dent Blanche with Mr. Wigram. 

A s  an undergraduate E. S. Kennedy and G. Mathews in my own 
college, Leslie Stephen and McCalmont in Trinity Hall, and their 
friends Hardy, Ellis, IIinchliff, and others elsewhere had fired me 
with a desire for Alpine adventure; soon afterwards I began the 
series of expeditions in the Alps with T. S. Kennedy which continued 
for  many seasons, though I did not veuture to share his movt difficult 
expeditions, such aH the ascent of the Aiguille Verte in 1865, which 
he  made with the ill-fated Charles Hudsou, Mr. Hodgkinson, Perren, 
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and Croz. In his account of this ascent, in the Journal for 1865, 
Kennedy epeaks of the work of Hudson and Croz with the generosity 
so characteristic of him. In the seventh volume it was his sad duty 
to describe the circumstancea under which Mr. J. Q. Marehall and 
F k h e r  (the guide eo oRen his own companion) met their d a t b  on the 
Brouillard Glacier. This admirable guide was one of the most 
powerful men of his craR, and among his other fine qualities there lay, 
concealed under saturnine features, a strong sense of humour and a 
brave and loyal heart. Kennedy wrote a memorial of Fiacher, b e p n i n g  
with our amusing introduction to him at the Aeggiachhorn, in the 
' Pioneers of the Alps.' About ten yeara ago Kennedy, with Fischer, 
made an expedition to the Himalayas. Kennedy caught fever in the 
plains from over-exertion a t  a polo match. They ascended no great 
peaks, but they camped for nearly three weeks at a mean elevation of 
about 18,000 ft. Kennedy brought home mme fine panoramic outlinea 
which may merit publication, but pursuit of the Burhel sheep and 
other sport was the chief purpoae of the excumion. 

Taking Kennedy all round-his work on ice or rock ; his eye for 
mountain beauty, only equalled by his acutenees as a scientific and 
topographical observer ; his vigilant caution ; his keen sense both of 
fun  and humour; his high spirits, which mounted higher the greater 
the difficulties; hie fiery energy; his almost tender helpfulneee to a 
weary or clumsy companion, himself knowing neither fear nor fatigue ; 
his simple honour and almost maidenly modesty-he was as admirable 
HS he waa dear and perennially interesting to one hiend at least, who 
shared many of his expeditions. 

It is with a feeling akin to remorse that I recall his willingness to 
restrain his own enterprise, to clip his own wings, in order to adapt 
himself to my powers. I fear I too often took advantage of his con- 
tempt for fame and of his regard for his friend. Happily, however, 
we were at one in hating bad weather in the Alps, and I thankfnlly 
remember that I voted for a return from the Grand Plateau on that 
'fatal day in September 1870 when there perished on Mont Blanc the 
heaviest tale of victims ever sacrificed to the spirit of mountain 
adventure. 

I have a i d  that Kennedy was a 'cautious' climber ; less daring 
men, both on the mountains and in the hunting-field, would often call 
him reckless. As regards the Alps this is quite untrue. He was so 
frank in such matters that I believe I may say he slipped twice only. 
One of these slips he records in his ascent of the Dent Blanche, when, 
although Croz was ready, he brought himself up. The other was with 
me, when on an easy graas dope we were properly unroped. While 
looking at something which interested him he tripped, fell, and began 
to roll ; in two more seconds he would have been dashed to pieces on 
the Viesch Glacier, some thousend feet below us. Old Christian 
Almer, who was a little ahead, turned a t  the sound, and, throwing 
himself a t  full length on the grass, seized Kennedy by the collar, and 
the honest frieze (Grindelwald-spun, if I remember aright) held firm. 
He silently hook hands with Almer, and, turning to me, said, ' Please 
never let my wife know of this.' 



In eetimating Kennedy's powers as a sportaman it muat be remem- 
bered that his Alpine work was but one of the many fields in which 
he excelled. Lord Harringtan writes to me, ' He was the best sportsman 
and the most unselfish one I ever met. Chivalrous to a fault himself, 
he expected every one else to be 80, and great was hie indignation if 
any one did not come up to his standard. . . . He wne a very fine 
horseman, and probably no man has ever ridden straighter or harder to 
hounds ; yet he never overrode them or hided to give help where it 
was needed. . . . His laugh will be remembered by his friends ; there 
was something so true in the ring of it. . . . One always knew when 
he got down (which he seldom did, considering the way he rode), be- 
cause you were sure to hear a ringing laugh. . . . As polo-pla er he 
was quite at the top of the tree, and with hie thoroughbre cf pony 
" Dancing Girl," and his Arabs " Grey Dawn " and " Umpire," he 
was a well-known figure to every frequenter of Hurlingham. . . . 
Jealousy and timidity being alike unknown to him, he was the most 
popular of umpires, for he knew the game well and loved it as few did.' 

My own opinion is that Kennedy was no more reckless in the hunting- 
field than in the Alps. Quick-witted, master of himself, utterly 
fearless, alwaye well mounted, and familiar with adventure from 
childhood, he knew what he was about, and what strength and agility 
in horse and man could achieve. I t  may suffice to my that, although 
it was common enough to see him with a black eye, a barked shin, or 
a epmb, matters of indifference to him, he never injured himeelf but 

, 

once, when he broke the ueual collar bone. It is characteristic of his 
indifference ta pain that he did not discover that the bone was fractured 
until out shooting on the following day. 

Kennedy took up tennis eagerly, but too late in life to make a first- 
class player ; yet, if I may judge by the odds he took, he must have 
played a good second-claw game. During the last three or four yearR 
of his life he was ordered to winter in Egypt. He set himself to learn 
Arabic and acted as his own dragoman, an arrangement which permits 
of much more freedom and eaves about half the cost. Thus he was 
able, to his in tern  delight, to indulge in new kind of ' tobogganing,' on 
a Nile boat in the rapids. There was some difficulty at first in inducing 
the ' reis ' to permit his lord and master to steer the boat, but after a fort- 
night's practice Kennedy learned to shoot any rapid in the Cataracts. 
His letters fiom Egypt are full of life, humour, and acute observa- 
tion. 

In view of recent physiological researches on the use of sugar in 
muscular work it is interesting to note the diet of so remarkable an 
athlete. He was a moderate meat-eater; of sweets and fruits he ate 
largely, and he was virtually an abstainer from alcohol. Tobacco he 
never touched in any form. 

To close my slight sketch of Kennedy's life at this point would leave 
a very false impression of him as a man. Least of any man could it 
be said of him that he was a mere athlete. On his father's death, 
becoming possessed of a more ample fortune, he retired from business ; 
yet he never lost his interest in mechanics, and in later life, when hi8 
health forbad physical esercise, he spent a great deal of time in his 
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workshop. The  Rev. Charles Ellison, of Bracebridge, tells me he has 
to thank Kennedy for many valuable improvements in the 'Ellison 
lathe ; ' ' he had a mawellous gift not only of understanding, but  of 
designing combinations of mechanical niovemente. . . . He raised t h e  
workman's art to the dignity of a science.' Mr. Birch, the well-known 
engineer of Salford, writes, ' He was the best read man (in our work) I 
know, and had n largely developed inventive faculty. . . . No problem, 
however intricate, was too much for him. . . . No words can exprese 
the lo= I have sustained by hi8 death.' He would take unwearied 
pains to solve difficulties, and make full drawings for practical mechanics 
who consulted him, and in the overcoat pocket wherein usually lurks 
the yellow-backed novel, Kennedy would coyly conceal somevolume of 
mathmatice, the companion of his leisure moments. 

Into matters of Fine Art he had a rare insight. Of drawings by  
Turner, Lewis, and Prout he possessed a small but very choice collec- 
tion, and he was himself no mean draughtsman. In music his sincerest 
admiration waa for Sebastian Bach, and one year he and I drove into 
the Thuringer Wald to discover Schulze, whom he brought back to 
York~hire : there Schulze remained a t  least a year, an inmate of Ken- 
nedy's own house, building the organ which on the owner's removal 
from Meanwood found its way to Armley Church. 

I t  is impossible in t h i ~  place to omit some brief reference to Kennedy's 
alienation from the Alpine Club during some yeara He proposed but  
few names, and was more surprised than annoyed by the black-balling 
of a certain candidate who had a good enough Alpine record and was 
one of the best all-round sportsmen in England. But  when, a rea r  or 
so later, a like event recurred, Kennedy believed the unpopularity 
must lie with himself, and he resigned. 

I t  is hard to realise that this fiery, inflexible spirit is laid to rest. To 
men of his intense vitality, keennesn of intellect, and versatility of 
endowments praise and blame are idle alike, for such ardent, imperious 
natures must live their owu life. I t  may be said that Kennedy's life 
was selfish after all, and fipent in  amusing himself; but may we not 
fairly answer that one who set ao high a n  example of courage, of 
honour, and indomitable perseverance, who in simpleness of heart was 
coutent with nothing in science, in art, or in life which falls short of the  
highest standard, who kept u p  the best traditions of manly, free, and 
picturesque exercises, while holding in contempt that kind of sporting 
which consists in hanging around the sports of others, may have done 
more service to his country than many a man more conscious of his  
own virtues and beneficence ? 

His protracted illness, probably increased, but not primarily crrnsecl 
by bodily exertion, wae of a most distressing kind, and borne not only 
with heroism, but even with cheerfulness. No murmur ever passed 
his lips, and up to the close of his life his acuteness of intellect and hia 
interest in life were happily unimpaired. T. C. A. 



THE WLNTER EXHIBITION OF MOUNTAIN PAINTINGS 
AND PHOTOGRAPtI S. 

TEE experiment that has 80 often been advocated has a t  last been made, 
and, as will probably be generally admitted, with crntiafactory results. 
At first sight, and to those who are unfi~miliar with the labour involved 
i n  organieing the annual art exhibition, the new departure may not 
have appeared a much more formidable undertaking than usual. Bs a 
matter of fact the work was very heavy, and the Club owes a deeper 
debt  of gratitude to the President, to Dr. Wills, and to those who were 
associated with them than members are probably aware. The or- 
ganisers aimed a t  two main objecta-first, to collect a series of paintings 
illustrating the rise and progress of mountain ar t  up to the present 
t ime;  and secondly, to bring together representative examples of artists 
whose work was known, while extending the most cordial invitation to 
new exhibitors. 

The succeaq of any future exhibition will be even more complete if 
t h e  experience of those entrusted with the management on this occa- 
sion ie frankly recorded. I t  is in no captious spirit that we draw 
attention to defects and shortcomings, but  merely in the hope that 
their mention may be profitable to the Committee in  the future. In  
the first place, there were too many pictures for satisfactory hanging 
to be a jmssibility. The opposite result was expected almost up to the 
close oE the time for sending in, and at  the last moment it  was difficult 
to decline offers of exhibits. Another year it  might be well to limit 
the Club's hospitality, and to have a much smeller collection more 
advantageously placed on the walls. Our artist friends will be the 
firet to appreciate the difficulties that beset the Hanging Committee. 
Notwithstanding the special appeal made for the loan of old Alpine 
prints few were contributed. I t  must be admitted, however, that 
there would have been little space for them; but we trust sincerely 
that another year collectors, of whom there must be many abroad, will 
be induced to come forward and make this department, which has 
never yet been adequately represented a t  our winter exhibitions, a 
prominent feature. I t  is, we Huppose, necesstrj that the exhibition of 
paintings should coincide with the winter dir~ner ; but there can be no 
doubt that this results in selecting a very unsuitable time of the year, 
when the light is a t  its very worst and frequenters of picture galleries 
a r e  prone to wek distraction elsewhere. Again, a fortnight is certainly 
too short a time to render the existence of the collection known. The 
bolder course of taking galleries for, say, five weeks, and making the 
private view for members on the two last days-those of the annu+ 
meeting and the dinner-would, we think, be found to answer better. 
T h i s  would enable the exhibition to be open to the public for a clear 
month, and would allow proper time for the preparation of the 
catalogue and the work of selecting and hanging. The energy displayed 
by Mr. Bourlet and his men, as well as by RIessrs. Clowee, enabled 
all  to be ready in time, but the preparations were too hurried. The 
plan of holding the exhibition at  tbe time of the summer dinner is 
a t  least worth consideratiou. A collection of photographs could easily 
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enough be got together for the esthetic delectition of the December 
gathering. 

Apart from the labour entailed in organising such exhibitions it 
would be a mistake to look upon the new departure as already an esta- 
blished institution. At present we do not want such elaborate shows 
more often than once in every three or four years. They might be 
m g e d  systematically as a kind of pictorial apotheoeis of departing 
Presidentrr. 

The small drawbacks alluded to are, however, of little consequenoe 
in face of the evident popularity of the new move. 

The number of visitors was exceptionally large for an exhibition of 
this nature. The coet to the Club is not unreasonably in excess of the 
sum usually Rpent. But the succeae of the exhibition is not to be 
estimated by the number of admissions, by the financial results, nor 
even by the general tenor of the critical notices which were distinctly 
favourable. The good that may be done to Alpine art is the true test, 
and this can only be gauged on future occasions by the quality of the 
works shown, by the more extended list of art is t .  by the wider range 
of subjects, and by more free and imaginative ae contrasted with tenta- 
tive and conventional treatment. The education has to be on both 
sides. Artista may be led to recognise, further, a field still comparatively 
little worked but capable of boundless opportunities. The lovers of 
mountains and Alpine scenery have to learn that their own range of 
view may have been but narrow, and that among the endless varieties 
of the mountain world they may not happen to have included the 
aspects which appeal to the artist. 

Turning to questions of wider intereat suggested by the exhibition, 
the first point that demands an answer is, how far the collection beara 
out the opinions of thoee who believe that mountain scenery may be 
included in the range of art. Does Alpine art exist at all, or has it 
merely been living in obscurity, known only to the few? Is it still 
callow, or merely unconscious of its own powers of flight, unaware that 
it can now epread its wings and aoar to whatever level it chooses? The 
answer had best be guarded. The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table 
gave the sage counael, ' Never write as funny as you can,' and acting on 
this advice we will not write in as sanguine a spirit as we feel. One 
effect the exhibition will, we hope, have produced, and that ie to apply 
a truer teat to the merits of a mountain painting. To the uninitiated 
in Alpine travelling the mountain frequenter and the climber are one 
and the 8ame. Both are supposed to find their pleasure solely in the 
wildest aspects of Nature, in the most forbidding peaks, in the moat 
extensive snow fields. They must be ever in one mood, and that an 
athletic one, tuned to concert pitch. And in this spirit they argue that 
becauee particular mountain features, known only to the few, have 
seldom, if ever, been represented in art eo as to make them attractive 
to the many, there can ,  therefore, be no Alpine art at all. The test of 
escellence t,hat people too often, perhaps unconsciously, apply is really 
preposterous. 

To render in a picture vast snow fields and great peaks in the full 
bIaze of the summer glare is, it is said, impossible. Granted freely that 
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n o  artist has lived yet who could do it. Neither can any one see the &t, 
uave through tinted spectacles, m d  in the caae of the critic these will 
not usually be rose-coloured. And yet the glacier or snow field really 
ie lese ' irnposaible' than the ees. The  one model is still, the other in 
perpetual movement, while the play of colour and the limitleas grada- 
tions of tint is greater in the case of the water than the ice field. Yet 
we recogniae schools in all countries of marine painters, and admit 
that the field they have chosen for their work is a reasonable one. I t  
is really absurd to admit the one and exclude the other. Familiarity 
with an aspect of Nature should not dictate as to its adn~issibility in art. 
T h e  truth, of course, is that when ar t  takes this 'higher range ' it loaea 
mortal sympathy! Between the conventional wavelets of Willem Van 
de  Velde and the travelling or  heaving billows in the seascapes of Henry 
Moore or Summerscales there is a difference 8s marked as between 
the landampea of Claude and of Corot. The advance may be ques- 
tioned ; the progreaa can hardly be gainsaid, if by progreaa is understood 
extension of the field of art. The complete fulfilment of the idea will 
never he realieed in art any more than in other matters of life, Rave 
by  t h w  so meek and lowly that their efforh do not cdunt. T o  the 
end of time the changing colours of a mountain sky or the fading lights 
on snow fields will not be mow ' impossible' to render than the tints 
and transparencies of flesh. A certain arbitrary standard of excellence 
is r e c l * g n i d  in portraiture or painting from the figure, for familiarity 
with such subjects has rducated those who study pictures. But it is 
harder to break new ground in landscape ar t  and find a public to 
appreciate or even criticise fairly. Yet this is what the Alpine artist 
has still to achieve. The task is a hard one, and the progress can only 
be gradual. But we confess to a belief in a future for Alpine art, for 
the school of Alpine painters that the Club is fostering now needs only 
one requirement, a qmpathetic pubiic. 

This  cloeer affinity between the artists and the public will not come 
about until the latter become more familiar with the Alps a t  various 
eeaeons, and realise that the time for high climbing is not the most 
fitting opportunity for the artist, and that the athletic ground is not 
necesssrily the most picturesque. 

T h e  key note to the whole exhibition was haplily given in Mr. Watts's 
decorative composition ' Chaos.'/ Here eeemed to be a realisation of the 
old Norek legend of the origin of mountains. The frozen giants were 
being set free by the sun ; the waters gathering together were being 
net in order along the valleys. A work intended to forn~ a portion of 
a aeries is always peen to some disadvantage in a gallery, but thia fine 
painting alone made the exhil,ition worth a visit. Others of Mr. Watts's 
contributions, ' A n  Alpine Peak ' (1 14) and ' Ararat ' (38)' Lave been 
recently noticed a t  length in the ' Alpine Journal.' Leea intereting, 
though displaying a deep knowledge of mountain form, was the ' Pania 
della Croce,' from the top of the Tower of Piaa. To this a most 
worthy ' pendant' was found in one of the most striking picturea in the 
exhibition, Mr. Robert W. Allan's ' Kanchanjanga.' Tlie work, which 
was in the New Gallery last Eummer, has already been fully noticed in 
the ' Journal.' W e  met it  again with plemure. 
VOL. XVI1.-XO. CXXVII. B B 



Mr. J. S. Forbes, always liberal in lending pictures from his Buperb 
collection, sent a remarkable early example of Corot, painted when t h e  
artist still observed minute fidelity to detail, and thought less of 
atmosphere than form. But  the truth of the work was convincmg. A 
happy contrast w a ~  provided in a characteristic silver-toned landscape 
in his later manner. Mr. Forbes contributed also a very fine Rous.qeau. 

Of the older achool of Swiss painters examples of Calame and his 
master, Diday, were shown, somewhat hard and crude in execution. 

Of modern Swiss paintern MM. Ritz, of Sion, Franpois Furet, and 
Auguste de Beaumont were well to the fore. &I. Hitz's 'Dents d e  
Veisivi ' (48) was a notable little work, distinguished by quality and 
strong modelling of the rock  peak^. Some sketches by Mdlle. Blanche 
Berthoud-framed in a rather uncompromising manner-were attractive 
and sunny, but the composition was, generally speaking, awkward. 

N .  LoppC wrrs very fully represented; no work of his showed better 
than the view from the top of Mont Blanc, contributed by the Alpine 
Club. The picture has been cleaned and prodigiously improved, sug- 
gesting, indeed, as did rnuch of his more recent work, the complete 
rejuvenation of his great talent. 

Space forbids us to mention at  the length we should desire t h e  
works of many other artists. A fine collection had been got together of 
the work of Signor Costa and his scholar*, in which we may, perhape, 
include two important works by blr. Corbet and smaller contributions 
from Mrs. Corhet. Strong and good in colour were the paintings b y  
BIr. J. hl. Swan (112, 116) of waterfalls in the Pyrenees, and free from 
the suggestion of heing utfinished, which mars not a little of the work 
of this imaginative artist. Mr. Vereker Hamilton exhibited h i s  
.' Silent Peak, Kashmir,' in which an endeavour had been made to 
render the effect of deep fresh snow at a great height. More succea~- 
ful, though gloomy, was his Academy picture, to which we have previ- 
ously drawn attention, 'Dawn in a Kashmir Nullah ' (100). 

Of Mr. Alfred Easl's delicate work only small examples-Japanese 
studies-were shown. Of the younger artists probably no one would be 
more likely to succeed in winter studies-a period that may he held to 
comprise the fading of autumn and the dawn of spring-than Mr. East. 
What he can achieve with such simple suhjects as a snow-covered 
street partly veiled in London fog he proved in the work that nss 
s~ificiently appreciated in Paris to obtain a medal a t  the Salon. It 
may he allowed, however, that if a mountain had replaced the partly 
finiehed house, even thouah the atmospheric effects had been given every 
whit as truly, the Salon jury would have paswd the work by altogether. 
The  human interest would have been considered wanting. Save for 
M. Lopph's winter studies few of the works dealt with this aspect of 
mountam scenery. Some day, it is to be hoped, others will realise the 
wealth of colour and the delicacy of tone that greets the artist coure. 
geoun enough to attempt such scenes. There is an opening for men 
such as Mr. Claude Hayes or Mr. J. Farquhamon, who have already 
shown that they can not only appreciate but also render the  beauties 
of RIIOW scenes and understand the fairest draperies of nature. 

Mr. Marcus Scone's 'Lake of Brienz ' made us regret, not for the 
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first time, that h e  should have of late years so restricted his field of 
work. Mr. W. B. Richmond's 'Mount Hymettus' showed that a 
man who can paint well can always make much of a mountain subject. 
Mr. Andrew MacCallum's 'Mont Rlanc' was a large and effective 
low-toned work of excellent quality. His 'Lair of the Gorl~er 
Glacier,' unfortunately, c o ~ ~ l d  but seldom be ceen in the strong light 
the picture requires. 

Lastly, we must not omit mention of Sir F. Leighton's bemtiful 
little studies, of which none was more pleasing than the perfect, though 
minute, study of Soracre. I t  is of good augury for the future of Alpine 
a r t  that the President of the -4cademy should have, of late, shown so 
much sympathy with the mountains. 

The water colours in the exhibition suffered, not unnaturally, more 
than the oils by overcrowding. It  \'as almost in~po~sible  to do justice 
to them on a single wall, where all were lighted in precisely the same 
way. 

But, on the whole, the water colours formed a goodlv show, and we 
were glad to see that here again the members of the Club contributed 
very largely. Perhaps the most remarkable feature was the large 
collection of Elijah Waltons, no less than sixteen being shown. 
Fortunately he was represented in all his periods, and, though i t  was 
a little ead to trace the too evident degeneration of his ar t  a t  one 
time, there were examples enough to prove how accomplished a painter 
he was of mountain suhjectr?. Walton's merits and defects were well 
summari~ed in the pithy note appended to No. 230 in the c~talogue. , 
There is no need in the case of a printer so well known to all lovers 
of Alpine art to point out works shown which did little credit to their 
author. Probably Walton himself would have been one of the first 
to acknowledge their defects, and to admit that they had been turned 
out to order f i r  a specific purpose-the diffusion rather than the 
advancement of art. I t  is pleaunter and it is fairer to turn to 
works which showed him at  his best. For delicacy and poetic treat- 
ment Nos. 159, 171  (Alpine, however, only in a very catholic sense), 
213, and 217 were inimitable. No. 213, ' The Ehnefluh from hltirren,' 
was especially marvellous in its lustre of distant snow, obtained, as 
close inspection showed, by masterly juxtaposition of touches which 
in themselves had apparently little refinement. Stepping back to the 
proper distance this small work gave rr mountain in s~~bstance and in 
spirit alike. Without any hint a t  vignetting the isolated beauty of 
the mouutain, which is but one point in a range, was suggestetl to 
perfection. The number of Matterhorns in the gallery w:rn past all 
counting. Still there was none in which the s o l ~ d ~ t y  and cllxractt~r of 
the peak were more deftly drawn than in No. 144. The intense blue 
of the crevasse in No. I H O ,  undeniably false to nature, was a mere 
tour de .force in  colour. As such, though a specimen of Walton'n 
latest btyle, it was a work that repaid clnse study, for the handling was 
m exquisite that what was begun posjibly as a crevasse ended as a n  
artistic aapphire gem. 

Of earlier pninters s remarkable example of Bonington was ~ h o w n  
-'The Wetterhorn from the Little Scheidegg '-an extremely difficult 

B B 2 
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~ubject,  as most amateurs who visit the Oberland will probably 
acknowledge. The Bonington had much i n  common with No. 162, 
from the late Mr. Blackstone's collection (which was surely a Girtin). 
Both paintings were remarkable for their Rimple, easy spaciousness, 
the former on a m a l l  and the latter on a large scale. I t  was curioue 
to note how a master hand, like that of Girtin or Varley, could express 
truth by apparently ' impossible means.' No one probably ever saw 
Snowdon look as  it  was here depicted, not even the artist; yet t h e  
work showed a fine feeling for the general form of distant hills, though 
the  details were imperfect, while the foreground and middle distance 
were treated in the old conventional style. 

Mr. Donne was only fairly well represented. No. 234, however, 
was a very noticeable work, in which the indefinable mystery of a b i g  
mountain dimly seen through h&e was indicated with extreme skill, 
while in 203 he had succeeded in a tiny sketch, named 'Evening Light,' 
in nlaking a dark wpia sky not only unobjectionable, but even valuable 
as a foil to a crag flaming in the last rays of sunset. 

We could have welcomed more works conceived in the spirit of  
Mr. H. Goodwin's beautiful little studiea, which went a long way to 
recall the effecte which all have seen m d  some have tried in vain to 
depict. The mechanical difficulties that stand in the way of t h e  
water-colour artist in painting the Alpa are great enough a t  all times ; 
but the endeavour to catch the fugitive, varying tinta must be almost 
heart-breaking when the work has to be done rapidly-when t h e  
colour is unmanageable and the waehes will not dry. In  mountain 
painting even a ~uperficial observer can detect a t  once the difference 
between studio work and that done en plein air. Mr. Goodwin brings 
just the qualities to his mountain paintings that we hope to see de- 
veloped in the echo01 of Alpine artiste that is  yet to ariee. T h e  
most rapid and faithful obeervation of colour is needed ; the quickneaa 
necessary can only be acquired by familiarity and experience. T h e  
a r t i ~ t  who can, though only approximately, catch these fleeting tints o f  
colour, nowhere wen to such perfection as in the mountains, will do 
more for the good of art than he who pmducas the most elaborately 
wrought out wheme of colour in a composition, or the moat minute 
transcript of the folds and shadows of draperies. 

It was unfortunate that the Turnen, lent were not the beet examples 
of what his genius could accomplish with mountain scenery. T h e r e  
was more of the true mountain spirit in the fine co1lect:on of the 
' Liber Studiorum ' plates shown in various states. The  mention of 
Turner brings Mr. Ruekin's name naturally to mind. Two rrmall 
mints touched by his hand were the only examples of his work, b u t  
;hey were characterintically delicate and faithfully minute. 

Mr. Alfred Williams h a  never shown better work than 193 and 193, 
both full of a delicious colour, in which he too seldom indulgee, a n d  
poseewed of a ~ofiness which he does not too often impart. The 
'Glacier Pool' wna a straightforward Alpine scene, containing 
excellent passagea of colour, but the rocks fell f i r  short of the water  
and the near ice. 

Mr. E. T. Compton has the advantage of living amongst the moun- 
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taina, and shows i t  in his work at  all altitudes. Perhaps he showed 
no painting quite equal to his Academy picture of laat year, but he 
was still well repreeentd The broad, quiet evening light of 143 was 
admirably rendered, and the glacier and pool in the foreground of 151 
bore comparison with anything in the room. 

So much of Mr. McCormick's work has been done under vncom- 
fortable circumstances that one can only wonder at  the genius which 
has enabled him to produce so much that is really good. I t  is difficult to 
conceive more masterly sketches than Nos. 238 and 248, and the glow 
of 158 was scarcely less striking. 

Of all the living artista who paint mountaina as they are there is 
none with greater power than Mr. Colin Phillip. I n  spite of a certain 
flatness and want of atmosphere in much of his work he can a t  least 
paint a hill-side, and his rocks have character. Some day, we may hope, 
he will astonish the world when he can add to his masculine realisa- 
tion, such as 229, Inore of the idealistic quality which No. 171 proves 
him to p o s w .  The brooding quiet of a still lowering day was never 
better pourtrayed than in the picture of the mist-shrouded hills above 
the calm Lake of Hallstadt. If only he would tackle the upper world ! 

The evening view of Vesuvius (249), by Mr. MacCallum, was 
eingularly powerful for a water colour, and, indeed, one of the most 
effective picturea in the room. The sense of size and atmosphere was 
particularly good. 

Mr. R. T. Pritchett's studies of Kinabalu, though little more than 
sketches, were full of atmospheric effect, obviously rendered with 
perfect truth. The artist knew just the right moment to lmve his 
picturea 

Miss Donkin worthily represented an honoured name with simple, 
faithful sketches of a modest kind (208, 3 0 9 ~ ) .  

I t  was a pleasure to see so much work from Mr. Hallam Murray's 
refined brush, more at  home, perhaps, in architectural subjects, but 
alao producing good work in 128, 129, 211, and noting successfully 
cloud effects in 216 and 2 5 9 ~ .  

I t  seemed strange to meet with the sober little 'D.ort5 ' (202), a 
small sketch of the Dent de Jaman. We may be thankful that he 
could mmetimes rest from his coloseal labours. 

Space forbids mention of many good and unpretending works, 
bnt attention may be called to Mra  Jardine's (143) rainy village 
ecene, Mr. F. J. Blandy's straightfonvard eketch from the Beatenberg 
(lj?), two charming &etches by the Rev. Stopford Brooke (178 and 
179), a lovely little winter scene by Mr. Cuthbert Rigby (201), and a 
capital picture by Mr. C. Pilhington (234), showing that he can not 
only climb, but paint. If Mr. Alfred Parsons would, of course he 
could paint mountains as well 8s he paints other things. I t  is a pity 
that the pictures by him were so un-Alpine. 

h t l y ,  the screen of Edward Lear's drawings was an exhibition in 
itself. No more delightful work of its kind has ever been known, and 
one is at a 108s to know whether to admire most the enormous amount 
of topographical information conveyed by such simple means or the 
extreme beauty of line and modelling. 
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Of mouhtain incident there is not much to be mid. Mr. Herkomer 
(in 190) displays his usual dramatic power, with a lovely bit of 
mountain distance in the background. Of his other works ' The  Arrest 
of the Poacher' (204), though not altogether faultless in ita figure 
drawing, was a fine group, worthy to hang opposite to his noble oil 
picture (58). 

Mr. Willink, whose merit as a pourtrayer of mountaineering adven- 
ture largely consists of a certain skill in suggesting unknown danger3 
just outside the picture, again showed several sbetcl~es (mostly seen 
before) tending to prove how effective a limited knowledge of anatomy 
may be when judiciously draped in the orthodox climbing garb. And 
he had ~everal  little leaves out of his sketch book. But  we make bold 
to say that his most thrilling scenes have never reached the pitch of 
eome of the photographs exhibited, still lees of the two truly remark- 
able printa 192 and 212. 

In  conclusion Mr. E. T. Reed, in what may be called a post-historic 
peep (188), gave a gruesome presentiment of the cheerful aspect of 
our beloved mountains when the lwt climber shall have paid the debt 
of nature. 
The unusual number of photographs writ to the exhibition suggest 

one or two subjects for reflection to exhibitors and to the critic. 
Doubtless the exceptional nature of the occasion was in great measure 
the cause of the increase, hut it is abundantly evident that the rapid 
extension of photography among the members of the Alpine Club must 
force upon them a more serious consideration of the litnib of space in  
their annual exhibitions than has hitherto been n e c s y .  I n  the 
room allotted to the photographic section only about five-eighths of the  
total number of works sent in  could be hung, and among those ex- 
cluded were, unfortunately, some of considerable merit. 

By no means remotely connected with this difficulty is the ever- 
growing proportion of enlargements. Many of those exhibited were 
admirable specimens of their class; nevertheless it  is to be feared 
that the practice is indulged in to excess both as regards number and 
size, and may tend over much to the production of sensational work 
without sufficient regard to that technical excellence which appeals 
to the judgment of the expert. If contributors could agree to 
adopt eoine kind of unwritten self-denying ordinance whereby the ad- 
misvion of enlargements would be conditional an their exhibiting 
simultaneously a certain proportion of printa of the same size as 
their negatives-a new application, in fact, of the maxim, ' Bosi- 
ness first, pleasure afterwards'-it is  probable that there would be 
a gain in careful development, for, as a rule, the smaller prints are  
better tests of the quality of negatives than enlargements. T h e  ulti- 
mate result could hardly fail to be a general increase in finish and 
delicrrcy. 

These last-mentioned qualities were nowhere more conspicuous in 
the recent exhibition than in the work of Mr. C. T. Dent and Mr. 
Sidney Spencer. The  winter studies of the former were unsurpased 
both in technique and elegance, and his ' Winter Sunset ' was a revela- 
tion of what can be done with the camera-with an artist behind it. , 
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Captain Abney was represented by only two winter scenes, both 
worthy of his high reputation. One of them is the f inat  example of 
photography by moonlight which hae been produced. 

Signor Sella, on the other hand, was a large contributor, and, 
although two or three of his Alpine viewa hardly reached the high 
standard of excellence of his former exhibits, some of his smaller 
Caucasian photographs were very noteworthy for the succeseful treat- 
ment of comparatively dark woodland foreground combined with 
mountain distance. His ' Karagom Glacier ' and ' West Face of Uehba ' 
were alao examples of great delicacy, and, although pictures of 
moderate dimenions, produced an effect of size and Rpace which could 
hardly have been enhanced by enlargement. Signor SeUa also sent a 
number of Caucasian panoramic viewa, some of which had not before 
been exhibited. 

A collection of Himalayan viewe by Mr. F. St. John Gore was a 
welcome addition to the exhibition. Certain difficulties of subject 
were skilfully overcome. I t  is to be hoped that on future occasions 
contributions from the same source may not be wanting. T h e  fore- 
going and a view of Masherbrum by Mr. Conway were the only Hima- 
layan subjects. 

Dr.  Tempest Anderson's 'Volcanic Cones and Craters' in  Iceland 
and his wonderful view of the Cirque of Gavarnie were of very high 
excellence. The  latter, a fine enlargement, reproduced with diagram- 
matic accuracy the remarkable convolutions of the limestone cliffs. 

Numerous enlargements bore witnese to the industry of Mr. Alfred 
Holmes during the past season, but i t  is sufficient to notice two of 
them only. ' A  Bit of the Grkpon Traverae ' was not only notable as 
having been taken from the aummie of one of the most difficult of 
peaks, but alao claimed attention as  a most correct representation of the 
crystalline rock etructure and jointing so characteristic of the aiguilles 
of the Mont Blanc range, and the picture was rendered complete by a 
very fine background. The view of the hifeije from below the Col dee 
Ruillans wna a most effective work with fine contrasts. 

Mrs. Main's eelection of exquisite winter views had been exhibited 
previously, and therefore requires no notice on the present occasion. 
Mr. Eric Greenwood's fine enlargement of the Weisshorn and Roth- 
horn and Mr. Garwood's striking 'Piz  Rosegg' were deservedly 
admired. Mr. 0. G. Jonee also exhibited some good work from the 
Dolomitea 

Pour scenes from the last-mentioned dietrict by Mrs. F. T. Lewis 
displayed great taste and careful manipulation, and a beautiful winter 
scene near Grindelwald by Mrs. Moysey was one of the most admired 

ictures in  the collection. Miss Hellman contributed four small but ri ghly finished photographs of views near Ragatz. 
Two contributions by blr. F. J. Dean-one a familiar view from near 

the Hiffel Alp, and another equally well known view in the Zmutt 
Valley-deserve notice for excellence of work. The perfect relations 
of foreground and distance in both were probably due either to com- 
bination printing or to very careful reduction. The result, however 
obtained, was highly satisfactory. 
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It is not needful to diecnss here the merits of the older w o r h  
included in the recent exhibition, the majority of which have become 
familiar to membera of the Club on former occasions. Their admiasion 
was a move in the right direction, and the precedent might be 
followed occasionally with advantage a t  the usual annual exhibitions. 
For  the older phobgraphs, especially those of from five to ten years 
back, if selected from the beat work of their respective periodn, would 
help us greatly to form a correct estimate of the progrew which may 
be made in the ar t  a t  any future time. Applying in the present 
instance the teat indicated, a comparison of the production of recent 
workers with that of their predecessors of aome eight years ago leads 
to  the rather curious conclusion that in the best work of the former i n  
higher glacier regions there is not the improvement which might be 
anticipated when we consider the much more general me of the 
camera. Indeed, the beat works of the late Mr. Donkin in  th i s  
particular sphere display qualities which are not yet fully rivalled. 
On the other hand, both in the middle glacier region and in the valleys 
the iruprovement on work of the same period ia manifest, an well in a 
technical as in an artistic sense. 

The exhibition of lantern slides waa on the whole s u c c e - u l ,  
though the weather affected the attendance very markedly. hlr. 
Donkin's views still seemed to hold their own well. Among tlie other  
contributors none showed, perhaps, to better advantage than Captain 
Abney and Mr. Eccles. Mr. Eccles was far too scantily repreeented i n  
the exhibition, but some amends were made for this by the beauty of 
his slides. Nothing could exceed the delicacy and variety of his cloud 
and mist effects. Even in photography n man must be able to see as 
well aa to photograph. This  quality Mr. Ecclea showed that be 
poese~sed. The  increasing popularity of winter photography was 
etrongly illustrated. Fully one-half of the views sent for exhibition 
were of winter scenes. Mr. Woolley's were excellent. Mr. Holmes's 
work makea good slides, and his climbing picture0 were graphic a n d  
well-chomn. Signor Sella's views were rather disappointing on the 
screen, and do not do his superlative work justice. The  choice o f  a 
negative from which to make a slide and the printing are matters i n  
which as a rule photographers do not exercise sufficient judgment. A 
good negative does not necessarily make a good slide, and the utmost 
care has to be taken with the printing if the pointsare to be well brought 
out. 

NEW EXPEDITIONS IN 1894 (continued). 
[Contributors of ' New Expeditions' are requested to observe the following 

ru1ea:-(1) To forward their accounts in the form in which they are to 
appear. (2) To prefix the name of the peak or pass from the best map, and  
the altitude both in metres and feet in a parenthesis after the name. (3) To 
give the date of the ascent, and the names of the party. (4) To give exact 
references to any previously published descriptions of allied routes to which 
they may have occasion to refer. (6) To write the description with the best 
existing map before them, and to quote the figures of any measured point 
their route may touch. (6) To nae always the points of the compass instead 
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of the misleading words ' right ' and 'left.' (7) To record their ' times ' 
exclusive of halts. (8) To make their descriptions as brief RS possible con- 
sistently with the above considerations. (9) To write on one side of the paper 
only, lealing a large margin, and to begin a new sheet for each expedition.] 

Eaetem Graiana. 

PUNTA ROSSA (3,624 m. = 11,890 it., Paganini's map) FROM THE S. 
Aug~tet 19.-Mr. Clrristopher Cookmn and Mr. T.  W. Gould, with 
Fridolin Truffer and Louis Jeantet, descended from the s ~ ~ m m i t  of 
this peak for 100 yards along the S.E. ridge, and then struck down 
the S. face of the mountain, so as to gain the mule path over the Col 
de Lauzon. This descent is quite easy, but there is some danger of 
U l i n g  stones, and it is necemry to bear left across the S. face. 

CRESTA GASTALDI (3,862 m. = 12,671 ft., Paganini) FROM THE E.; 
Roc DEL GRAN PARADISO (4,018 m.= 13,174ft., Paganini). A u p t  22.- 
Mr. Cookmn, with the same guidea, having gained the Col Chamonin 
by  the usual route over the Tribulation Glacier, mounted the Crestn 
Gastnldi (apparently never quite climbed from that side), and dacended 
b y  the W. ridge to the Col de 1'Abeiile. Thence they climbed along 
the crest of the rocky ridge running W. from that pass to the Eoc, the 
meeting point of the three arCten of the Grand Partidis.* This topo- 
graphically important summit does not seem to have been previoudy 
attained, a t  any rate from the E. Thence the party descended with 
difficulty to the deep gap on the N. a t  the head of the great couloir 
by means of which the Grand Paradis is usually attained from the Col 
de 1'Abeille. The descent was made by the usual route to the Victor 
Emmanuel Club hut. 

TOUR DU GRAND ST. PIERRE (3,697 m. = 12,130 ft., Paganini). 
Auguet 27.-The last-named party, with the addition of nlr. Cyril 
Bailey, ascended from the Monei Glacier, mainly by the rocks of the 
lower peak of the Tour St. Andre, to the snowy depression between 
the latter peak and the Tour du Grand St. Pierre, completing the 
ascent of the St. Pierre by the ordinary route. On their return they 
passed over both eummits of the Tour St. Andre (3,650 m.) to tile 
enowy dome marked 3,602 m. on Pagmini's map:  thence they 
followed the Cresta Paganini to the Colle Paganini, and went down by 
the S. aide of the Cresta Paganini to the Monei Glacier. A11 parts of 
these two routes had been previously traversed, but they had not 
before been combined. 

PUNTA LAVINA, N. SUMMIT (3,273 m. = 10,739 ft., Paganini's map) ; 
S. SUMMIT (3,308 m. = 10,854 ft., I. map) FnoM THE N. AND S.W. 
August 20.-Messrs. Hiatt C. Baker and F. W. Oliver, with Alex- 
ander Burgener and Albert Supersaxo, anticipated blr. Munhet's 
party t on both these climba 

Starting from the upper huts on the Chavanis pastures a t  5 A.M., the 
king's hunting path was followed to the glacier lying between the N.E. 
and N.W. ridgea of the N. Summit of the Lavina. Crossing this 
glacier, the Col des Eaux Kouges (on which there is now a pole, with 

Climberr' &id# to the Motdainr of Cogtw, pp. 98-9, 101. 
t Alpins Joumd, vol. xvii. p. 261. 



a notice warning travellers against hunting bouquetins, &c.) Was, 
reached at  7 A.M. Hence the N.E. ridge waa climbed to its point of 
articulation with the main N.-S. Lavine ridge. A t  this point standa 
the N. summit, which was ascended, the route then lying along the 
main ridge to the S. summit, attained at  8.10 A.M. The  party then 
descended by the S.W. ridge and the Lavina Glacier to the Col de 
Bardoney, and after climbing the Grande Arolla (3,251 xf~., Paganini'a 
map) returned to Cogne by the Arolla Glacier and the Valeille. 
POINTE DE GARIN (3,447 m. = 11,310 ft., I. map) FROM THE S.W. 

September 1.-The eame party, without Supersaxo, starting from Cogne 
mounted the Grauson vallay, and gradually bore up  N. till they struck 
the ridge a t  a point S.W. of the peak marked 3,252 m. on the I. map. 
Tliey descended thence in a few minutes to the small glacier lying 
S.W. of the Pointe de Garin. Crowing this glacier in a N. direction 
they climbed up  to the S.W. ridge of the Garin in 25 min. This ridge 
was followed for 4 hr. Another 4 hr. then led, by means of r couloir 
on the W. of the ridge, to a point just W. of the summit, which was 
reached in a few minutes. The  descer~t was made along the N.W. 
ridge and the W. face of this ridge to the Pas du Vdaisan, gained in 
1 hr. horn tlie top. Thence the Arbole huts were gained in another 
hour, and the path followed to ,4osta, which may be attained in under 
1 0  hrs. from Cogne by this route. 
TOUR nu GRAND ST. PIERRE (3,697 m. = 12,130 fL, Paganini's 

map). Augwrt 12, 1891.-Mesers. Ellis Carr and A. F. Mummery, 
without guides, effected what seem to be partially new routes up  and 
down this peak. Skirting from the foot of the Monei Glacier at 
5.20 A.M., they reached the upper part of that glacier by the usual 
route, and then bore S.E. to the N. W. foot of the Tour du  Grand St. 
Pierre. They then ascended on the proper right side of the great snow 
wall between the peak and the lower point of the Tour St. And&, 
keeping close under or over the rocky spur descending from the latter. 
The  snowy depression at  the head of tliis wall was gained by ~kir t ing 
under the final rocks of the St. Andre ridge, and so the usual route up 
the %.Pierre joined a t  11.15 a . ~ . , a o d  followed thence to the summit. 
On  the deecent the party went down the W. arste to the first snow 
aaddle on it, just N.E. of a small rocky point. Thence they cut down 
rr steep snow slope to the bergschrund, crossing which the hfonei 
Glacier was regained. The N. lateral moraine of that glacier was 
reached at  3.15 P.M. Thus the party anticipated Mr. Yeld's party 
on the route of ascent, while on the descent they traversed the last bit 
of the W. arete and descended practically by Mr. Yeld's route of 
1894, except that they soon cut down ice to the glacier, while Mr. Y!s 
party kept along the rocks of the entire W. ridge. 

Grand Combin Dietrict. 

DENTS DU V ~ L A N  (about 3,208 m. = 10,525 ft.). Auguet 27.4. 
This  name is locally given to the ridge, descending in a westerly 
direction from the Mont Velan, which separates the Glacier de  Proz 

Alpine Journal, vol. xvii. pp. 250-1. 
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from the Glacier du  Petit Vklan. Mr. C. H. B. Wolla~ton, with 
Joseph Biner and Augustin Gentinetta, of Zermatt, followed the usual 
route from Bourg S. Pierre to the Proz Glacier, and taking to the 
rocks just N.W. of the figure 3 of the point 3,185 m. of the S. map 
ascended direct to the ridge. An enjoyable scramble along it, travers- 
ing the five teeth in succession, brought them to the highest point, 
where they found a cairn and a card showing that MN. Ken6 and 
Fernand Correvon had made the first ascent sonre few days previously. 
T h e  rocks throughout are distinctly rotten, and one of the teeth being 
curiously fractured right through the middle, half of it  seems not un- 
likely to fall a t  no distant date bodily on to the Proz Glacier. The N. 
face of the ridge is precipitous, and it  was found impracticable to 
descend direct to the Glacier du  Petit Vhlan, so the party returned 
by the way they had come until, by bearing round to the N.W., they 
could get down on to that glacier. The way off this is not obvious, 
b u t  by ascending some steepish slopes to the N.W. the Valwrey 
valley was easily reached by descending to and following the stream 
which c o m a  down from near the Croix de Tzouas. The  time from 
Bourg S. Pierre to the top was just over 7 hrs., including halts, and it  
took nearly 4 hrs. actual walking to return there. 

Bernese OberIand. 

~ H W A R Z H O R N  (3,132 m. = 10,276 ft.) AXD WILERHORN (3,311 m. 
= 30,863 ft.). July 26.-Messrs. E. F. 111. Benecke and H. A. 
Cohen, leaving the Schafberg hut a t  4.40 A.M., reached the top of the 
Schafberg in  2 hrs. From there they went S.W. over the Biet~ch- 
gletscher to the S. foot of the E. peak of the Schwarzhorn, which 
they climbed by the good rocks of its S. face (25 min.). From the 
top of the Schwarzhorn they followed the ridge to the Wilerjoch 
(20  min.), and from there, still following the ridge, went to the top of 
t h e  M7ilerhorn (55 min.) and to the foot of the first peak of the Kastler- 
horn (20 min.]. They then turned down a long rock-rib, which was 
easy but  very loose, reaching tbe Wilergletscher in 1 hr. 23 min., 
descended the latter, cutting a good many steps (this would probably 
be unnecewary most years), and, bearing to the right, joined the 
Wilerjoch route, and got down to Xied in about 4 hrs. from the foot 
of  t h e  rocks. 

T h e  traverse of the Wilerhorn is  a delightful walk, as tho views all 
t h e  way are magnificent, and the ridge, while perfectly easy, h yet 
pleasantly narrow in places; the whole climb is very suggestive of 
Crib Goch on a large scale. 

BURSTSPITZEN (3,189 m. = 10,363 ft.). July 28.-These are five 
in number, on a ridge running from S. to N.; the highest is the one 
in t h e  middle. The  mule party went from Ried in 2 hrs. 1 0  min. to 
the end of the Inner Faflorthal. They then turned E., and went up a 
gul ly,  steep pans a l o p ,  and good rocks to the point where the actual 
r i d g e  ot the Burstapitzen begins (2  hrs. 5 min.). This ridge they followed 
to t h e  top of the first peak (55 min.), and of the second (15 min.), where 
t h e y  built a cairn and left their cards. They then descended in 3 hr. 
to the  foot of the third peak, which Mr. Cohen ascended in 20 rnin., 



returning by the same route. The party then went down in a S.E. 
direction over a few awkward rocks and a long debris slope, striking 
the valley path between Heimechepgen and the Guggisee in 1 hr., 
and reaching Kied in 2 hrs. 5 min. more. There is some good climb- 
ing along this ridge ; the most interesting bit, perhaps, is the descent 
from the second peak to the foot of the third. 

GRINDELSPITZ (3,018 m. = 9,902 ft.). August 1.-The game party 
went from Hied in 1 hr. 10 min. to the beginning of the Aeueeer 
Faflerthal, and from there ascended, in a northerly direction, very 
steep grass slopes and less steep debris to the foot of the final rock 
peak (2 hrs. 15 min.). The S. face of this consista of a series of big 
smooth slabs (a feature common to all this row of peaks), and the last 
part of the climb up these, which took 30 min. altogether, was not 
quite easy. The party descended the rocks by the eame route in .he 
same time, and then went down pretty direct to the Fafler Alp in 
1 hr. 50 min. 

SACKHORN (3,218 m. = 10,558 k) AND ELWERTATSCII (c. 3,200 m. 
=10,499 fi.). August 5.-The eame party, leaving Ried at 4, mounted 
over the Weritzalp and the moraines under the W. face of the Tenn- 
bachh6rn to the rocks marked 3,001 m. (24 hra.). They then went 
northwards over snow (the last bit steep) to the ridge, and followed 
this in a S.W. direction to its lowest point, which is immediately N.E. 
of the Sackhorn (1 hr. 20 min.). (This depression wuld also be 
reached direct from the Tennbachgl.) From there they ascended the 
Sackhorn by a short ice slope, a few rocks, and a mow ridge in 20 min., 
returning by the same route in 15  min. They theh descended towarda 
the Gasternthal by a small glacier and the rocks of the Sackhorn, which 
were at first eaay, and afterwards decidedly the reverse, finally traversing 
a steep enow slope, acroes which stones fell incessantly, and reaching 
Alpetli in 5 hrs.from the paw. From here a rather troublesome descent 
led down to the valley i n  12 hr., Kandersteg being reached in 2) hre. 
more. 

This pass is a very bad one, as it is, comparatively speaking, very 
long, and the paesage of the snow slope (whioh takes nearly an hour, 
owing to the number of iced ' stone shoots' that have to be dealt with) 
can never be quite ssfe, as the stones begin to fall acroee it  already at 
a very early hour of the morning. 

Dolomites. 
SPALLONE DEI MASSODI (3,002 m. = 9,909 ft.) FROM TEE BOCCBETPA 

DEI MASSODI. September 25.-Mr. C. A. V. Butler, with Bonifacio 
Nicolu~i,  made what seems to be the first ascent of this peak. From 
the Toss Club hut they went to the N. Maesodi ' Hochkar,' and then 
N.W. through a mow couloir to the Bocchetta dei Massodi. Thence 
they mounted over rocks to the right through a veritable chimney 
(quite enclosed), and finally attained the summit over eaay rocks. I n  
their descent from the Bocchetta they first went a bit S. towarda the 
summit of the Pizzo di Molveno, turned to the W. round a buttress, 
and descended on to the Fnlmini Glacier, reaching the Toea Club hu t  
(in about 23 hrs.) after c r d n g  the Rocca d'Armi. 
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NORWAY. 

John FjeMe. 
SOLEITIND * (6,630 ft.). August 13.-Messrs. C. W. Patchell, E. V. 

Mather, and J. S i m p n ,  with Johannes Vigdal as guide, followed the 
whole north ridge to the top from Turtegro. They descended by the 
usual route to the Alpine hut at Berdal .%ter, which they reached after 
a most interesting day's climb of 11 hrs. W. C. S. 

S~AOAST~LSTIND~' ASCENDED BY L A D I E S . - T ~ ~ ~  fine mountain, first 
ascended in 1876,t has at last been climbed by ladies, and, oddly 
enough, on three consecutive days--on July 30 by Froken Bertheau, 
of Christiania, with two Norskmen; on July 31 by Froken Fanny 
Paulsen, also of Christiania, with two guides; on August 1 by Miea 
Evelyn Watson, with two Englishmen. 

VJKINOEN'S SKAR AND MIDTRE RIIEN~TIND (about 6,600 fi.) FROM 

THE EAST. A u p t  28.-On a fine but rather cloudy morning a party of 
eeven storm-tied mountaineers set off from pliene's cosy mountain inn 
at Turtegrti-the Riffelberg of the Horungtinder-for a day of fun on 
the Riiens Brse. Their principal intention was to explore, with the aid 
of candles and lanterns, an ice cavern in that flat glacier, which, as in 
the case of the well-known cavern at the foot of the Arolla glacier, has 
been bored through the ice by the sun-warmed waters of a lateral 
etream. In 1893 Herr Sulheim and others had been ~everal hundred 
yards in the cave, but had been stopped b~ a deep pool of water. On 
the preaent occasion bold scl~emes of smmming were jauntily aired, 
whilst inward reeolutions of a drier nature were privately formed, but 
not at first proclaimed aloud, by nlore than one of the party, and 
anticipatory and involuntary shivers were the lot of all. I t  was also to 
be a big day for the cameras, and one too to be remembered by those 
who carried them. 

Though the glacier is barely two hours' walk from Turtegrii, over 
three hours were spent, and well spent too, by the photographers. At 
laat the Riiens Brae was reached, much to the joy of Slingsby, who had 
not revisited it eince making, in company with three other Englinhmen, 
the first pwmge over the Riiena Skar twenty years earlier. This pa, 
which is exceedingly beautiful, connects Vetti on the south with 
Turtegro on the north. Ou the occasion of the first paasage the party 
called for milk and fidbrbd at Riiens Saeter, and were thought to be 
'Huldre Folk' who had wme out of the rocks by the kindly but 
snperatitious folk at the sater. Huldre Folk, who usually pos~eee great 
ricbes, and-tails-are supposed now and then to intermarry w ~ t l ~  ordi- 
nary human beings. Ou this occasion the inducements to enter into 
matrimonial ~lliancee must have been too slight, though a t  that time 
each of the four strangers wae a bachelor; certain it is that they all 
pasaed on uncaptured. Those good times are now no more, and the 
sight of men carrying ice axes and ropes is nowadays looked upon quite 
as a matter of course. 

The mouth of the cavern was blocked up by an immense spring 

+ Alpins Journal, vol. xiv. p. 162. t Ibid. vol. xi. p. 144. 



avalanche, and, 8s no one was inclined to dig through it, Sulheim 
proposed several bold echemes. One, however, commended itself a t  
once-viz. to cross the Gravdals Skar to the head of the Gravdals B r s ,  
and to mr~ke from this glacier a new pass over to the Stijlsrnaradals Brae, 
south of the Midtre Riienstind, and to return by the Riieus Skar-in fact, 
to make a complete circuitof the Middle Kiienstind. The fact that the pa= 
would lead from nowhere to nowhere else, as  is the case with so many 
glacier passes in the Alps, waa rather a recommendation than otherwise. 
Two partien were formed and roped. The first consisted of hfessrs. Cyril 
Todd, 11. Congreve, G. H. Goodman, and W. Cecil Slingaby, the aecond 
of Herr Sulheim and Messrs. A. L. Bill and P. E. Sewell. Todd led 
very well np  a steep belt of snow some 800 feet high, on each Bide of 
which w ~ s  an icefall. To  the surprise of every one, two foolish 
lemmings were seen running about on a huge rectangular masa of n6v8, 
apparently disconnected from the rest of the glacier. How they got 
there, or how they would get away, was a great puzzle. Probably one 
of the numerous birds of prey which always follow the lemmings on 
their migrations would swoop down upon the plucky little fellows and 
thus stop their mountaineering. On the Gravdals Skar the views of 
mist-veiled mountains, whose coyness much troubled the photographers, 
were very grand. A twenty minutes' traverse at  the head of the 
Gravdala Brie brought the two partiento the rocks below Sulheim's new 
pass. Here there was 4 hour of delightful rock-climbing to the col, 
and, to the joy of all, it was seen that a way down the other side could 
easily be made. The  name, Vikingen's Skar, mag unanimously adopted 
in honour of Herr Sulheim, who is not only descended from t h e  
Vikings, but from Old King Harald Haarhger himself. The views of 
Skagastiilstind were most tantalising, but a t  the same time most glorious. 
'I'he Chamonix aiguilles them~elves are no wilder in form than t h e  
rugged spires of the Horungtinder. 

The first p:~rty left the others photographing, and made for the Riiens 
Skar. When near the col, the eastern face of the hfidtre Riienstind,* 
though peppered with new snow, seemed so very tempting that they  
determined to attack it  forthwith. Todd atill led. The  rocks-gabbro- 
were very steep, and one chimney of abont 30 feet high was exceed- 
ingly difficult. Much holding on, shoving, pulling, and hitching was 
necessary, and altogether it  was an admirable climb of about 1 hour  
1 0  min. The peak has been twice climbed from the west, never 
before from the east. The descent, with the cheerful accompaniment 
of a croaking raven, occupied rather l e ~ s  time, and the difficult chimney 
was avoided. The second party a t  the same time climbed the @stre 
Riienstind, an easier peak, on the very top of which they found a 
lemming. On the descent to the Riiens Brre a capital glissade was 
indulged in. Turtegro was reached in about twelve hours after 
leaving it  in the morning. T h e  Horungtinder are by no means ex- 
hausted yet, and the climbing is  first-rate. WY. CECIL SLINGSBY. 

This peak, with a belt of cloud upon it, is well shown in the colonred 
sketch (p. 966) of A'cmvoy i n  1848 and 1849, by T. Forrester. The Riiens Skar 
i s  to the right of the peak, and the Vikings Skar to the left, but barely in 
vlew. 
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THE AUSTERDALS SKAB, HVEITESTRANDEN TO OLDENDAL (about 6,100 
ft.), AND TRE EXPLORATION OF THE AUSTERDALS BRE. August 11.- 
Messrs. William Cecil Slingsby, Cyril Todd, and Mikkel hlundal were 
fortunate enough to make this, the last remaining, and undoubtedly the 
finest, p y s  over the Justedals Brs ,  and to explore for the first time a 
huge glacier region hitherto entirely unknown, which the leader of the 
party has had in his mind fnr the last thirteen years. The previous 
day they crossed the pretty paae from Fjsrland to Hveitestranden, and 
waged mar during the night with the fleas a t  Ny Sster,  a chalet 
nlarvellounly situated a t  the junction of two of the finest glacier 
valleys in Europe. 

They left the sreter a t  3.55 A.M., and after walking about three miles 
along a flat valley, where are many most interesting and ancient 
terminal moraines which resemble earthworks erected by eappera and 
miners, they reached the Austerdals B r s  tit 5.15, got on the ice 
from the right bank, and then crossed to the left to avoid a small ice- 
fall, though it  was quite apparent that a way might have been made 
along a lateral moraine on the first side. They all used the Mummery 
.spikes, which saved much step-cutting. This  glacier is about the 
same width as the Mer de Glace a t  Les Ponts, and, like it, has very 
little rise in it  for five or aix miles. There is a most heautiful curve 
in  it, and on both sides it  is hemmed in by huge walls of gneisp, 
that on the N.E. being an almost vertical precipice over 3,000 ft. in 
height. 

The walk up  the glacier was exceedingly interesting; all the well- 
known glacial pllenomena were present, the dirt bands being especially 
fine examples. After about an hour on the ice the party took to the 
left bank, in order to avoid a maze of crevasses, :md made quick pro- 
gress over hard avalanche snow. This brought them to a larqe 
plpteau a t  the head of the main glacier, which is ferl by three I n r p  
tr~botaries, which tumble down their thousands of tons of ice, hard 
hlue ice too. Each is a huge icefall, the two northern without a break 
f o r  nearly 3,000 ft. in height; the southern arm is rather less, but, like 
its neighbours. was a t  that time of the year quite impassable. In 1889 
the  writer and three other men had looked down over the snow basin 
a t  the head of this tributary glacier and vainly imagined that in 
ordinary years a way might be made down to the Austerdals Brac 
below.* 

Thanks to the lovely curve in the bed of h e  Austerdals Brz, the 
wondrous ' cirque ' a t  the head has never been seen by the Ordnance 
surveyors, who made many a wild gness when they mapped the 
Justedals Rrre, and niost certainly had not the remotest notion that 
there waa to be fol~nd the finest ice scenery in Europe. This is not 
the place to go into detaile, but the writer merely wishes to direct 
attention to a place which a t  some future period will become famous. 

I t  was quite clear a t  a glance that there was one way only up to the 

Vide Alpine'Jomal,  vol. xiv. p. 507, line 20, and Den Nmske Turist 
'Rmming'r Ambog fm 1889, p. 11. 
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upper snow fields, by a broad rock buttress which separatesthe middle 
from the southern icefall. After crossing a weird and an exceptionally 
deep bergachrund, at 7.45 the party rawhed the foot of the buttress; 
and very nasty it was too, as it  consisted of steep slabs of schistose I-O& 

all read to slide down, with or without due notice, and be swallowed 
u p  by t i e angry jaws of the crevmse below. The  greatest care was 
needed, and when breakfasting it  was neceseory for the party almost 
to lie down a t  full length, in order to distribute their weight over u 
wide an area as poeaible. 

About 300 ft. above the glacier an overhanging curtain of rock 
blocked the way. Though this was barely 20 ft. in  height it 
puzzled the party for some time to find a weak place. At laat 
Mikkel found an oblique crack, something like that on Napes Needle 
on Great Gable, which led up  to a narrow ledge under an averhanging 
rock, at the end of which was a hole, through which the blue shy 
could be seen. The  two others planted themselvee an firmly M 

possible while Mikkel brilliant1 mounted the crack and crept into 
a small cavern until Todd joinei  him. Then Yitkel  crawled don8  
the ledge and through the hole, and for the first time since leaving the 
glacier wan on firm ground. The  others soon followed, and then 
found good hard gneiss, beautifully carpeted here and there with 
bright Alpine flowers. At  10.45, a t  e height of about 5,800 R., they 
reached the grent snow field, and, much to their nurpriae, found a large 
cairn of stones, and near to it  some recent footsteps. 

' A bear's foot spoor,' said the knowing ones. 
' Uncommonly like a man's,' aaid Todd in hi8 ignorance. 
' Nonsense,' said the others. 
However, a little higher u p  the footprints led to a hole in a anow- 

covered crevasse. 
' No bear would go there, i t  would know better ; it must have been 

a man,' said Mikkel. . 
Todd was right, as, by a most strange coincidence, Herr K. Bing, of 

Bergen, and another man were descending a little to the south of 
Slingsby's routeat the same time as  the latter's party were making the 
ascent, having crossed the snow field the previous day from Lundedal 
and slept out on the rocks near the cairn which they built. A few 
days before this. Slingaby had told Bing of his intention to explore 
the Austerdals B m ,  and had recommended him to visit it. Thus  i t  
happened that the first ascent from, and the first descent to, this moat 
wonderful cirque, preaiously entirely unknown, were made a t  the 
same time, and, oddly enough, the two parties did not meet until three 
days later. Each, however, saw traces of the uther. 

This Rummer the condition of the snow in Norway was exceptionally 
good, and on the upper snows of the Justedala Brae one could easily 
walk at  the rate of 3& miles an hour; lepeinga were unnecenaary, aa 
one never got more than nnkle deep. T h e  crevasees were few in 
numher and very narrow ; there were no huge rectangular and dis- 
connected masses of nev6 nor overhanging eavea or lips to the crevasses, 
as is uor~~etirnes the case. This happy condition WRS the result of an 
exceptionally large snowfdl in the spring, and of the glorious weather 
oP June  and July, when no new snow fell whatever. 
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The party plodded steadily ahead, but aoon entered into a thin mist, 
often the accompauiment of a northerly wind, and were unable to see 
more than the ghosts of three crags which rise out of the snow field, 
unkqown to the map-makers. This was most unfortunate, arc the 
course, planned years before by the leader of the party, and which lay 
along the trough of a shallow snow valley, waa entirely unknown and 
hitherto untrodden. The cornpaw was the only guide, and the course 
aimed for was W.N.W., the desired haven being the snow basin a t  the 
head of the Melkevolds Brce; the great thing to be avoided waa to get 
into any glacier baain above S e l ,  west 

A t  1.20 P.M. the watershed was reached, and the slope fell away 
gently west and north-weat. The thin mint, b ~ r e l y  60 it. in thick- 
ness, hid everything from virw, and great care was needed. The 
leader considered  hat the distance covered acroas the snows was not 
qui te  enough, b 1 4  a.* to go too tar west would be much more dangerous 
than to go a little too much to the north. a middle courae wtw taken. 
and  a t  2 o'clock rocks were reached. ' Where in the world are we l ' 
' I think to the east of the Brixdals Brm, but am not sure,' said the 
leader. A descent of several hundred feet through the mist proved 
thii surmise to be correct. Another snow trudge waa necessary, a l ~ d  
a t  4 the rocks a t  the east side of the head of the Mrlkevolds Bra, 
were reached, though the fbg hid all known points persistently from 
view. A rough scramble down glaciated rocks, an hour wasted 
in  trying to descend th-. ice a t  the foot of the glacier, and then the 
Olden valley was reached a t  7, and the little farm-house in Brixdal 
a t  8. Thus ended ar most successEul day, in which much entirely new 
p u n d  had been trodden. Heavy rain fell during the last hour. 
The  presence of mist on the upper snows wtre most unfortunate, 
as tile writer, who, solely from the absence of competition, knows 
more of the passes over the Jurtedtlls Brae than any other person, 
w a ~  particularly anxious to loatline one great crag, an island in the 
midst of a mowy sea, which he saw, also through the mist, in 1889, 
and a t  the back of which he hiin been on three other occasions. 
Another vieit to this land of snowy domes will thrrefore be necey- 
nary. 

FOSHEIMSDAL TO FJBRLANU (5,350 f t ) .  August 13.-The =me party 
(Meeers. Slingsby, Todd, and M. Mundal), having the previous day 
crorrsed the beautitul Olden Gkar, set off from hamot for a new glacier 
pam in a Stolkjsrre a t  5 A.M., and at 7.7 reached the pictureeque farm, 
Pwheim (' the home by the waterfall'). From here they walked up ;L 

dull  valley with a pretty name Fosheimedal, and at  10 30 reached tr 

wild tarn on the s u t i i  of which manv large hlocks of ice were 
floating. From this place the walk was extremely interesting, and here 
aod there come nice rock-climhing was neceesllry. The course the ' 
part.y followed waa along the crest of the wild precipices which rim 
almost perpendicularly to a height of over 4,500 feet above the greenish 
blue waters of the Kjoanaea Fjord. A stone could almost have been 
thrown from the top of the cliff* into the water. The view was mar- 
vellouely gnmd. The party climbed over two peaks S.E. from Hjiirga 
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and reached a gap just above the Befrings Vand a t  1.15. On the 
way the party had met with hundreds of lemmings, and in one caee 
they found one in the middle of a large mow field. They are extremely 
pugnacious and never allow any one to pans within a few yards of 
them without a challenge, a shrill aqueak. 

From the gap some interesting climbing up  huge dabs of gneim led 
to another little peak from which the party mode a good glimade down 
to the Justedals Brre proper a t  2.30. After exactly 2 houra' walking 
over snow in absolutely perfect condition, though the sun's rays bad 
been s traming upon it  for nearly half a day, the party reached rocks 
again, a little north-west from Almenipa, from which capital g l i d e a  
brought them to the now well-known route over the Lunde Skar. At 
4.53 they unroped, and soon afterwards reached the zigzag pat11 which 
is being made by the Turist Forening. A t  about 5.30 they joined tho 
carriage road now so much frequented by "Arrys' nnd "Arrietta' when 
they go to see a 'glazier ' from the large yachting steamboats which 
nowadays come so often to Fjrerland. A mereglance at the ' Amtakart,' 
incorrect though it  be, will show that this pam must of necessity afford 
most glorious views. Such was indeed the case. Of difficulties there 
were none, but in Bome years, as was notably the case in 1889, the snowy 
uplands north of Almenip  will require a considerahle amount of snow- 
craft to be exercised by the leader of any party who crosses them. l t  
was proved on this expedition that the extrerne western point of the 
great Justedals snow-field is due south of the tarn in Befringsdal, and 
that it is not connected with the glaciers on Bjrirgu, a8 shown on t h e  
maps. WJI. CECIL SLINOSBI-. 

LUNDE TO HVEITESTRAND BY THE LTSJEDALS SKAR AND AU~TEBDALS 
BRE (August 10 upid l l ) ,  nr HERR K. BISG AND DANIEL SOKNESAND. 
-The following sentence in the 'Nor. Tur. For. Aarbog for 1881,' 
p. 90, led to this expedition: ' A t  the N.E. corner of the cirque 
was a nteep gully, which a t  first sight seemed to afford a passage from 
the valley upwards, but an avalanche which we saw plainly forbade 
esperimenta at  that time, though under certain conditions 1 believe 
this chimney could be climbed.' Bing, who is a most daring 
mountaineer and a brilliant rock-climber, thought he eaw the chance 
of an adventure in this most uncompromising gully, which connecb 
the Lisjedals Brae and the grim cafion of Lundedtrl, from which 
hitherto a very steep gully, about 1,200 ft. in heiglit, leading to t h e  
Lunde Skar, has been the Bole outlet upwards. By the use of a con- 
siderable amount of diplomacy Daniel Soknesand was induced by 
Bing to share in the prospective honoor and glory which the aucceasful 
accomplishment of the expedition would merit. After sleeping at 
Lunde they began to ascend the gully a t  6.10 A.M., and had to dodge a 
few falling stones, and, in fact, were quite ready to dodge a falling &rac 
too if need be. They, however, soon p s e d  the danger by mounting 
a rib of rock on the west side. At  9 they reached the upper snows, 
4,nOOft. above Lunde, in thick mist. They then steered E.N.E., and at 
3 P.M. were on the south of the 1,ille Optage Brae, down which no dearxot 
- p~ -- - --- 

* Alpim Joc(rna1, vol. xiv. p. 606. 



can be made into Langedal. From then till 8 P.M. they rounded the head 
of the huge Lnagedals Bra,' and encountered a very heavy snow storm 
from the north and very many crevaeeev, though thin year thew glaciers 
were in exceptionally good condition. A t  8.30 they m r h e d  rocks over- 
looking the Austerdals Brae, and erected a large cairn, which ww ~ e d  
t h e  next morning by Slingsby's party. From 10 p.m. to 2 A.M. they 
lay down and tried to deep. From 2.15 till 5.30 they were on the 
Austerdals Bne, and at  7.15 reached Tunge b t e r .  This was a very 
remarkable glacier expedition, and one on which very great risks were 
run-&a which the writer is happy to believe will be avoided in 
t h e  future. I t  must always be borne in mind that mountaineering 
experience canhot he so cheaply gained in Norway a4 in the Alps, 
solely becaule efficient guides, poseassing a decent amount of snow- 
craft, are still very scarce in Norway, though many nc~ive young 
fel low are by slow but sure degrees gaining the experience nmded to 
make  them good mountaineers. 

Herr Bing is most heartily to  be congratulated upon havin: 
achieved many notable euccesaer this pear, and will, we trust, lead 
many hundreds of hin countrymen to visit the glaciers of their native 
land and to cross over them in every feaeible direction. On this 
expedition, so briefly described, the ground covered was enormous, 
most of i t  in a thick niiht, some during a mow storm. On this large 
mow field, which han no parallel in the Alps, but which may be 
likened in area, though not in ahape, to the Peterqrat  multiplied by 
tnl, there is a strange absence of landmarks at  all times, and though 
innumerable ice streams drain this desert of RIIOW in every direction, 
coniparatively few can be ascended or descended, owing to their 
excessive steepness. Neither can their banks in many c u e s  be 
utilised, ay the ice is hemmed in by mural precipices of gneiss. The 
rock buttresees often afford a feasible route, but they must be known. 
B y  strange good fortune Herr Bing landed, in a mist, a t  the top of' the 
only buttreas by which rr safe denceut could he made to the noble 
glacier below. But for this one place he would modt probably have 
been again benighted. By his remarkable descent Herr Bing &ares 
with a second party, wlio were ascending the glacier a t  the ssme time 
that  he was descending ir, the credi; oC expluring the futnewea of the 
Austerdals Bra. W. C. S. 

SCPHELLE NIPA AND KALDEKARI (about 5,GOO ft.). August.-Herr 
ning,  with Herr Dale, of Mundal '~ Hotel, made a fine glacier expedi- 
tion, which included the ancmts of the above-nanied oiountains. They 
elept a t  the Suphelle farni and luade their way up the grassy ravine 
w e t  of the Suphelle Bra: to the huge snow basin which feeds this well- 
known glucier, but which i n  w, little suspected by t110ne who keep rnerely 
t o  the valley. Then came a grand walk ; Suphelle Nipa was cro.wd, 
and in order to reach the second lliount~lin an immensz dbtour wa+ 
necessary to round the head of the Lille Suphelle Brre. Kalde- 
Aari, pretty little lreak tliougl~ it look* f ro~n  blundal, made no 
rwi-tance whatever at  tlle top, but had its revenge later on, as the 
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climbers, in trying to descend towards Hveitestranden, were benighted 
on the s l a b  of rock quite low down. The  ascent of the Suphelle 
Nipa by the r o u b  above named and the descent by the eaat bank of 
the Biiiums Brre is an expedition very much to be recommended. 

W. C. S. 
BRIXDAL TO LANGEDAL.-In July this year a Christiania gentleman 

and two guides made this long but exceedingly fine glacier p for the 
first time. No particulars have yet been received. W. C. S. 

Gjeqnalund and Aaljoten Bre. 

SKJERDAL TO VESTRD ~ K S E N D A L  AND AALFOTEN FJORD. July 23 
to 26.-Herr K. Binp and F. C. Svendsen spent three whole ditys in 
theae icy upland*, whose firnt crosainp formed the suhject of a p a p r  
read hefore the Alpine Club by k r .  Chse. Hopkinson.* Bing and his 
friend spent their first night in a aaeter, the LWO next in the open. 
They crossed several glaciew and climbed the Bukke Nipa (5,200 ft.). 
Then Svmdnen went home and  bin^ rested a d ~ y  a t  Forde. 

KOHPAS NIPA, MARIETIND, AND STORE HE.;T. July 28 to 30.-Herr 
Bing and Andem Kornelineeen epent three days amonpet the glaciers 
west of Gjegnalund. They slept, ae before, in the open. They had many 
adventures and met n bear. They climbed two of the above-named 
peaks together, but Bing alnne had the hardihood to attack, and the 
satisfaction of ascending, the third, which he named Marietind-' a 
most rrmarkable tower of rock uome 300 ft. high. I t  is entirely cu t  
off from an adjacent ridge by a deep gap and an overhar~ging 
precipice 't Thin Binq found to be very difficult, and had to work 
u p  a chimney by b e k ,  knees, and head. W e  hope to have the pleasure 
of reading the details of Herr Bing's moet s u c c ~ u l  mountaineering in 
the next Bergen ' Aarbog.' W. C. 8. 

EASTERN PEAK of GJEITHORN BY FORTH-EAST A R ~ T E  (about 4,600 ft.). 
Augvrat 29.-M~sars. C. W. Patchell, E. V. Mather, and J. Simpwn 
left the inn a t  flie a t  8.40 A.M., c r o w d  the Skjlstadbnekke, and intended 
to follow the ntepn of the Messre. Hopkinson up  to the Store Gjeithorn,$ 
as  well as the Brekketind.5 Dense minta prevented them from weing 
either of these lovrly i~iguille*, so they tackled the ar4te on the north- 
east of the little placier d e ~ e n d i n ~  from both peaks, which ar&te in, in 
fact, headed by the Brrkk~tind itwlf. They had 19 hr. of capital 
rnck-clirnhing, and at 2 45 they reached the top of the east peak and 
descended by the Pame route, reaching P)ie again at  7. The ridge 
which they followecl is, like rrlnny other ridges in the district, pierced 
here nnd there by great. holen. Some of these holes are said to have 
been made by the arrow# which St. Olaf shot a t  the nr~merous 
trolds which in olden days dwelt on the mot~ntains of Sijndmijre. At 
Standal a hroken arrow which pierced through e r idje  nn Gluggen- 
p- 

Allnne JmmaE, vol. xiv. p. 380. t Ihid. vol. xiv. p. 382. 
$ B i d .  vol. xiv. p. 162. 5 I M d .  voL xiv. p. 609. 
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tind forma a very substantial stone bridge, 1 6  feet long, which'the writer 
has croeaed over. 

K V I T E ~ G E N  (about 5,500 ft.) September 1.-Mews. Patchell m d  
Mather made a variation of Mr. Slingsby's route in 1881 by keeping 
near to the north-wtxt angle of the north ice. They climbed up  a 
di6cul t  buttrem to the bacre of the perpendicular rock face immedi- 
ately below the first summit. Then they traversed this fece weatwards 
b y  a very narrow ledge where the holds were scarce and small, which 
brought them to the usual route. The descent, which was made by 
the  aame route, was not abeolutely without danger. New mow was 
also preaent. The time occupied was 5 hre. up tiam Fibeletadh~ugen 
a n d  4 down. 

ROMEDAL~HORN f (4,510 ft.). September 4.-Measra Patchell and 
Mather left the Kjolaas farm a t  8.10 A.M., reached the saeter called Stenstdl 
a t  4.30 and the top of the ' band 'a t  11.10. From hew steep and 
hard miow slopes led to a gully west of the final peak. From 1.10 to 
3.10 P.M., including the tin.: spent over lunch, they had some excellent 
rock-climbing up  to the top. They left the summit a t  4 and descended 
b y  a series of gullies and eteep pitches to the upper Romedals Sreter a t  
6.45, and reached Kjolaaa again a t  8. The mountain is a typical 
Siindlnore peak with very narrow and jagged ridges. The  party found 
clean quarters and moat kindly people a t  the farm. 

wtd. CECIL SLINGSBY. 

ALPINE NOTES. 
AIGUILLE F o ~ ~ ~ s . - - W i t h  the consent of the first ascenders of the 

peak this name haa been given to the point marked 3,549 m. on the 
S iqf r ied  map and to the N.E. of tht? .4iguille du Chardonnet, which 
w s s  firnt climbed in 1893 hy Messrs. Holmes, Brigg, and Greenwood.: 
As this summit stands opposite the Aiguilles Dorbes acd the FenEtre 
d e  Salrinaz, both associated with Principal Forbes, there ie a certain 
appropriateness in commemorating in this neighhourhood the ex- 
plorations of one of the early travellers in the chain of Mont Blanc. 
T h e  name ' Aiguille Forbes ' will, therefore, appear on Herr Imfeld's 
forthcon~ing map. 
AMONGST TAE LEPO~TTINE ALPS.-The ascent to the summit of the 

Ifelsenhorn (3,274 m.) frorn the Kriegalp Pass was effected with great 
difiiculty by Herr J. J. Weilenmann as far back as 1863. No account 
of this expedition seems to have been published, and it is known only 
from scattered allusions,§ while, apparently, i t  was not repeated till 
1894. Hence the fullowing notes describing the second ascent by this 
route may be of ure. 

On July 20, 189$, I started from Binn with my usual guides, 

Dm Nmake Tqirist Fwenings Amhog for 1881, p. 109. 
t Vide Sdndmo~e.  by Kristofer Randers, p. 106. 
$ Alpine Jvlumal, vol. xiv. pp. 614-6. 
3 See references in -ontine Alps, p. 22. 



Christian Almer, jun., and his brother Rudolf, and fuI!owed the ordi- 
nnry route to the Kriegalp Pass ae tkr an the edge of the final plateau 
(2 hre. 50 rnin.). We then mounted S.W. over stones, leaving tc, the 
right hand a great couloir running up towards the Vorder Helnen 
(3,109 m.), and ascended by broken rocks to ths  barn of the very 
steep snow slopes lying to the N. of the great snowy N.E. face 
( 1  hr. 1 0  rnin.). Hence we ascended these slopes as nearly aa possible 
in a straight line to some rocky terraces, climbed up these, and by a 
final very steep snow slope gained the N.W. ar6te ( l +  hr.), 20 min. 
up  which led u s  to the summit of the peak in 2 h r a  46 min. fiom the 
Kriegalp plateau. N o  difficulties were eocounkred, but the slopes 
were very steep, and, from a distance, look even steeper than they 
really are. The mow wae in excellent condition. Another route 
(probably more closelp resembling Herr Weilenmann's than that 
deecribed) was taken on August 5, 189L, by Signor It. Gerla, with 
three friends and the guides Marani and Koggia. From Veglia they 
p i n e d  the ridge between the peak and the Kriegalpetock, and then 
mounted, in 4$ hn.-to the N. of a great snowy couloir-by rocks 
and an ice s lop ,  and the rocks above it, direct to tlie summit.. 

Herr Schmid, the enterprising landlord of Binn, has built many 
cairns, and in places made a small path, to mark the mute up  to the  
Ritter Pass, on the E. slope of the Kummen glen. We took this route 
on the descent from the Helsenhorn, but unanimously agreed that our 
old route,t more to the W., in the same glen, is infinitely to be pre- 
ferred in every respect. Herr  Schmid has also made a very con- 
venient new path from hfaniboden to the Geisspfad lakes, keeping X. 
of the great couloir mentioned under (a) i n  my account of t h e  
Geisapfad Pass. $ 

I may add that on .July 21, 1894, we three made the second ascent 
of the hT/ein Schienhorn (2,925 m.), 5 climbing the final needle 
fiom the gap between the two highest points. As our 70-fi. rope 
reached eaaily from the gnp to the summit, the height of the final 
needle is not much over 60 ft. The rocks are steep, hut good. 

I n  'Alpine Journal,' vol. xvii. p. 47, line 13,,for N E. read S.W. 
W. A. B. ~ L I D Q E .  

TK THE RERNESE O R E R L A N D . - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  small changes hare taken place 
in this district in 1804, nr will be carried out in time for the seaaon 
of 1895. It may be useful to mention those which have a special 
interest for climbew. 

Inns.-The new 'Bear '  Hotel a t  Grindelwnld was finally opened 
in June 1891. It can accommodate 400 persons, and is to be open 
all the year round. Many Enpliah visited it a t  Chri~tmas time. 
The Hotel Victoria a t  Grindelwald was opened in 1894 : i t  is some 
way N. of and above the W. end of the village, on the edge of t h e  
forest, and occupies perhaps the finest position in the valley. T h e  

For further details pee the Riairta Nmile for September 1894, pp. 323-4. 
t Fully described in  L q a t i n e  A l p ,  p. 20. 
4 L q n t i n e  Alps, p. 32. 
g Ibid. pp. 36-6. 
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i n n  on the Minnlichen, near Grindelwald, is now in the hands of 
Herr  J. Bosq the eldest of the well- known brothers. A char r o d  to 
connect it  with the inn on the K1. Scheidegg is in course of con- 
struction, while a good footpath down to Wengen has been already 
comp!eted. The HGtel Bellevue, on the K1. Scheidegg, has been rebuilt 
on  a very large scale, and i t  is said that a large rival house will morl 
b e  built near it. The inn on the Great Scheidegg has also been 
rebuilt on a larger scale. The  new inn on the Engstligen Alp, above 
Adelboden, was opened last summer, and greatly facilitatee the ascent 
of the Wildstrubel and other summits in its neighbourbood. 

Club Huts.-The Pavillon Dollfus has now become the property of 
t h e  Swim Alpine Club, and has been doubled in size. A new path to 
t h e  Sehwarzegg hut was made in September 1891 : i t  passes by the 
Biinieegg and above the right bank of the Eismeer, thus saving the 
detour by the Zdsenberg and the Enge. In the spring of 1895 a new 
path is to be made up the Kalli dopes on t,he way to the Bergli hut. 
I t  Beems likely that a Club hut will a t  laet be built near the Gauli 
glacier, where one has long been wanted; but the rather absurd 
scheme for one on the P e t e q r a t  does not seem to make much pro- 
greea. The Dossen hut was in very h ~ d  condition in June  1894, and 
i t  is  said that it  is to be once more removed to another site. The 
Frauenbalm (or Bliirnlisalp) stone hut is in a bad situation under a 
great rock; a large new wooden hut has consequently been built, a 
little higher, up on the very crest of the ridge between the Oeschinen 
and Kien glens, just S.E. of the great yellowibh rocky face (pierced by 
a hole) to the S.E. of the Hohthiirli Paaa The Guggi hut was rebuilt 
in 1833. 

Railway8.-It is announced that the funds for the construction ot 
the railways up the Eiger and the Jungfrau (1894 scheme) have really 
been secured. The first aection of the Eiger railway (from the R1. 
Scheidegg inn to the edge of the Eiger glacier, nt the foot of the Roth- 
stock) is to be constructed in 1895. According to the ' Oberland ' 
newspaper for October 11, 1891, the latest proposed railway (an 
electric one) up  the J n n g h u  is to leave the Eiger line a t  the Eiger 
Glacier station, and is then to run through the Allinch to the summit 
of the Jungfrau. The force (3,000 horse-power) to drive it ie to be 
ohtained from that bit of the Liitschine river which is between 
Lauterbrunnen and Zweiliitschinen. The projector of this lamentable 
scheme, Herr Guyer-Zeller, is reported to be determined to carry it  
out. The concession for the Eiger line has been obtained; that for 
t h e  Jungfrau railway was also (we regret to say) granted during the 
December session of the Federal Assembly. As to the Jungfrnu line 
several interesting details were made known during the debates in the 
Federal Assembly. The last bit of the line is to consist cif a vertical 
tunnel and a lift, but an amendment was accepted by  which the 
right of all persons who reach the summit on foot to move about 
freely on top wae specially reserved, the company being only allowed 
to expropriate so much space a8 is necessary for the stntion, &c. 
T h e  cost of the construction of the line i~ estimated at  8,000,000£., 
and the annual profits st 360,000f. I t  is hoped to convey 10,000 
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travellers annually. The price of a ticket for the single journey ie to 
be 31f. ~ O C . ,  and for the double journey 45f.; but  guidea, y r t e r s ,  
and other natives are to be allowed reduced f re% not exceedlug 50 
per cent. I t  is said that the line will be completed in five yeara 
Special precautions are to be taken aa to securing the aafety of the 
workmen engaged. A meteorological obwrvatory is ultimately to be 
built on the summit. One really wonders how much room there will 
be left on the summit after all these buildings are constructed, and 
whether any of the projectors have actually seen the top with their 
own eyes ! ! 

Miscellaneous.-The road over the Grimael Pasa was opened in 
September 1894. The fee of 1 franc per traveller charged for the 
n~aintenance of the path up  to the Baregg inn, near Grindelwald, and 
for the use of the ladders leading down to the Eismeer will be abolished 
in 1895 ; the ladders will remain in sittc, but will no longer be 
kept up. 

-Ascents in 1894.-After another long interval the Monch has 
been again scaled from the Wengern Alp, but the difficulties en route 
were so serious that the summit was only gained a t  3 P.M. This 
ascent took place on June 29, arid was made by Herr A. Hiigli (a 
Rernese law student) with the two Johann Kaufmanns, uncle and 
nephew. More than 4 hra. step-cutting nnd a ladder were required to 
clrnr the great diffic~ilty. Herr Andreas Fischer and young Johann 
Kaufmsnn, on July 8, traversed the whole of the ridge leading from the 
Jungfraujoch to the summit of the Monch. Full particulars ot these 
two climbs will be given in a later number. The Altels was ascended 
frt 111 the N. by the Herren Waher on July 25. The second ascent of 
the Wetterhorn from the Huhnergutz Glacier was made on July 1 hy 
Her r  J. E. Stranss, of Vienna, with C. Jossi and Ig. Lorenz, more 
than 2,200 steps having to be cut. W. A. R. COOLIDGE. 

PUSSHORNER.-On A11guut 11, 1894, Mr. P. E. Lord and I, with 
Fnnqois and Sylvain Pession, made an attempt on the peak of the 
Fnrsliorner next, I believe, to the north of the one marked 3,106 m. on 
the Siegfried map. We attacked it  nearly straight up  from the Ober 
Aletach glacier, but were driven back by a fierce wind and sleet. 
When we turned Franpois said we were claw to the top; the climbing 
here \+,as very difficult. The great feature of the climb was a splendid 
rock chimney, which our rope of 100 fi. was just long enough to 
a!low of our ascending one at  a time, afier Fr~~nqois  bad got up it, 
unirided, by a splendid piece of' climbing. The sleet changed first to 
snow and then to rain, and we arrlved at  the Be1 Alp hotel wet 
through. G.  TELD. 
HUT AT PIAN ~ 'O~s lh .~ . -This  hut, which is situated above Palrrg- 

nurla (Lucchese), in the Apuan Alps, was opened on August 10. I t  
is to be kept as an inn, in Tyrolese fa~hion,  and is provided with all 
accommodation needful for tourists. The situation is deecribed as 
exceptionally fine. Attempts have been made to cultivate vruious 
t r rrs  and Alpine plants i n  the neighbourhood; they appear to be 
successful. 

THE NEW MONTE ROSA HUT.-A hut, named Cabane BBtemps, after 
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its donor, has been erected on the Untere Plattje, a t  the foot cf Monte 
Row. The hut is situated close to the right moraine of the Grenz 
glacier, and is easily visible from the ice. A good path leads to it  
over the moraine. I t  is a comfortable two-storied building, and will 
be neeful for a variety of expeditions for which the Kiffel was s 
somewhat remote starting-point. In 1895 i t  will be a small inn with 
a resident caretaker. 

Prz MONDIN (3,163 m. = 10,375 R.).-In the ' Alpine Journal,' 
vol. xvi. p. 521, an ascent of this peak by Mr. L. Friedmann and 
Dr.  Chrintomannos on August 25, 1893, from the Engrrdioe aide is 
described as probably the first ascent since that of Coaz in 18.19. The  
top was, however, reached on more than one occasion in Aug~ist 1885, 
by various members of a reading party stationed at  Hochfiustermilnz. 
T h e  route may be described as follows : ' Scramble down the cliff to 
Altfinstermiinz, c r w  the Inn by the plank bridgo a t  the tower, atrcend 
the  f o r e ~ t  path to the highest hay-hut, and go straight up 5,000 ft. of 
the steep~st grass slope till you come to the rldge, which will lead you 
to the top. The last 300 it. is large dCbris and ea-y rock.' Mr. It. C. 
Gilson, having led one of these determined asaults, can vouch for the 
fitct that no implements, except walking sticks, need he taken, and 
that the fatigue of the expedition, if taken at  a auitably late hour in  
the  dny, will be found about equal to that of threa ordinary grand 
courses on rock and ice. Whetber the tarliest of the treadmill walks 
of 1885 was in any sense a 'first aecent ' he is unable to say ; but as 
the  plank bridge was carried away in 1893, and no one seemed to 
have any intention of replacing it, i t  appeared likely that the latest of 
them will prove a last ascent from Altfinhtermiinz. A t  least i t  would 
then have been necessary to go mont of the way down to Stuben and 
back again to get acroas the river, and this additiunal fatigue would, 
it is confidently believed, increase the angle of the grass elope bejond 
t h e  limit of what is practicable wilhout the aid of machinery. The 
bridge was, however, rebuilt in 1694. H. C. GILSON. 

[It is worth noting that a t  least two parties between 18.13 and 1885 
a r e  recorded to have reached the lower or W. yeak, neither, t~owever, 
climbing the tower to the N.E., which is the highest summit of the 
mountain. Studer, in ' Ueber Eis und Schnee,' iii. p 128, mentions 
one of these attempts, which was made by Herr Theobald wit11 eome 
%ends from Samnaun ; the other was made by Herr Keber, one of the 
Federal engineera, August 8, 1884,. the lower summit being most 
convrnient for his pi1rposes.-Editor A.J.] 

THE ALHAGELLHORN (3,332 In. = 10,932 ft.) : FIRST ASCENT BY 
S.W. A R ~ T E  AND DESCENT BY w.-Tempted at  Saas-Fee in Augubt 
1 8 9 2  by the words ' N o  information' appended to this nlcuntain in 
Conway's ' Eaatern Pennine Guide,' I set off alone one day to recon- 
noitre it, with a view to help Mr. Coolidge, whom I had met in Ju ly  
at Binn, to fill up a t  least one blank in a new edition of the book. 
Beaching Almngell by the ordinary way from Fee in 40 min., I made 
for Furggstalden by the steep path which strikes o f  the main road to 
- -- - - -- 

S.A.C. Jah~buch, xx. p. 240. 
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the left just beyond Almagell church, and pushed on to the Furgg 
chalets, arriving there a t  10.50. From these I fancied the ascent 
could be made if a N.E. course were held, and accordingly, as the 
weather was fine, and a good lunch was in my knapsack, I determined 
to try the ascent. Clambering up  to the point marked 2,279 on the 
Swiss map, the way seemed tolerably clear and easy, and a t  12.10 P.M. 
I reached the first depression, or small gap, above ehelvi~g rocks, on 
what wan now a pretty well defined ar&te (the S.W.) running into the 
main W. ar&te of the mountain. A rocky couloir on the left seemed 
easier going than on the big boulders of the arete, w, I made my way 
up it  and lunched a t  its top, piling a few stones together as a landmark 
for my descent. Leftat 12.35, and kept to the S.W. arete till a second 
gap was reached a t  1.12 r.ar., and a third 10 min. later. I pained the 
shoulder (shale) of the W. are& a t  1.30, and following a N.W. course 
for 20 min. surmounkd the final ridge, which led me to the summit 
in 7 min. more. Time from Saas-Fee, including halts, 4 hrs. 40 min. 
To my disappointment I found a cairn, and a bottle with two notices, 
of which I took copies. (1) ' R. C. Gilmn, with Pierre Maftre, 
of Evolena, August 10, 1891. Ascent by arCte immediately to 
the E .  of the Weissthal Glacier to the point marked 3,311 m. Thence 
along the arGte hither. So far as is known a first ascent, though 
probably chamois huntera have traversed the mountain before. Time : 
8 hrs. from Fee, including stoppage*.' Mr. Gildon had evidently taken 
the route from the Almngell Alp.. The second notice was as follows :- 
' 1. August 1892. M. L. Courvoisier, Stud. Phil., Aug. H~genbach,  
Stud. Phil., und Dr. E. Hagenbach, P.A.C., bestiegen ohne Fuhrer die 
Spitze iiber den W. Kair~m vom Almagell Alp aus von Saas Grund 
kommend. Wetter schiin warm. Auswicht leidlich, gegen Italien 
ganz hell. Abstieg direct ins Furggenthal. Alle drei aus Bawl.' t 
This ascent wasmade only two days before, but their route, as well as 
Mr. Gilwn's, was different from mine. The S.W. aldte is easy rock- 
climbing. A f k r  reading the latter notice I made up  my mind, 'rather 
hastily, to descend by the W. arke, and left the summit a t  2.45. 
This descent is not to be recommended for a solitary climber. How- 
ever, I pereevered in it till within 80 yds. of the point marked 2,814, 
nnd then descended some very steep and smooth rocks in the direction 
of the Almagell huts. In turning over on my face in a smooth gully 
my axe slipped over my wrist, and it careered wildly down out ot 
sight. I had mme di6culty in reaching the dkbris a t  the foot of the 
rocks, and spent three-quarters of an hour searching for my axe in the 
neighbourhood, but had to content myeelf with leaving information 
about it, and the promise of a reward, a t  the huts. I reached Saas- 
Fee a t  7.10 P.M. My axe came home three days afterward@, and the 
reward was gladly paid. COLIN CAHPBELL. 

PETITE DENT DE VEISIVI: NEW DESCENT ACROSS E. FACE TO COL DE 

ZARMINE.-O~ August 15, 1893, with Jean Vuignier, of Evolena, I 

See dlpinc Journul, vol. xvi. p. 174. This party descended partly by the 
N.W. arEte. 

t See S.A.C. Jahrbuch, xsriii. p. 462. 
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ascended this mountain from Arolla, following the W. ar6te to the top, 
as described in the ' Central Pennine Alpa' I proposed to Jean to 
attempt in our descent to traverae the ridge all the way to the Col de  
Zarmine, and we setoff a t  1 o'clock. All went well for about 25 min., 
till we reached a gendarme which blocked our path on the narrow but 
safe ridge. The  only powible side on which i t  could be negotiated 
was the east, and accordingly we dropped down a few yards on that 
side, but found that we must continue to work our way mroes it  rather 
than attempt to regain the ridge. This we did with some difficulty for 
about a qnarter of an hour, on good rocks for the most part, until we 
were stopped by a steep gully, which we had to descend for a few 
minutes, one a t  a time, before we could find rocks on the other side 
sufficiently rough to hold by. W e  now moved slowly across the face 
in the direction of the col, gradually approaching the ridge, and after 
thwsqnarters of an hour's interesting climbing reached the col a t  
2.35 P M. COLIN CAMPBELL. 

S ~ A Y B L E S  IN THE BADUS GROUP. DESCENT OF SIX ~IADUS,  OR 

BADUS, BY PIZ TEGLIOLA.-On July 8, 1893, I left the Oberalpsee hotel 
(comfortnble little place, excellent food, including splendid trout; 
M ~ d a m e  Christen very civil and attentive) at  4.15 A.N. for the ascent 
of the Bados by the Tgietlems h u t -  and the Tonla See. The col between 
Piz  Toma and the Badus (2,931 m.) was reached, including halts, a t  
7.50, where Franz, my porter, and I breakfasted. The summit waa 
gained at  8.45. The view is  very fine, but I could not convince myself 
that I eaw Coire, 45  miles off, as  Father Placidus hath it. On the 
summit I read again the pmsage in the ' Adula Alps '(' Climbers' 
Guides '), on p. 15, reprdingaroute up  the mountain from the S. which 
that worthy affirms to be the easiest of all, and wondered if i t  could not 
be discovered by descending it. Franz knew nothing of it  ; so off we 
went along the S. arete, which we found quite easy, and in half an 
hour reached Piz Tegliola (2,711 m.), where we rested for 10 min. 
Still following the arbte, which now h ~ c n m e  steeper, but still easy, we 
came in 20 min. to son~e precipitous rocks leading direct to the Lohlen 
Pam. These we avoided, bearing to the left across eteep grassy slopes, 
and reached the E. side of the pass, half-way between points 2,388 and 
2,334, in 50 min. from the summit of Piz Trpliola. The  ascent ot 
Badus cnuld thus he most easily made from the S. side, either from 
this epot, or from the L. de Siarra, by following the stream above i t  
until  the arFte leading to the bummit of Badus is pained. The remark 
of Father Placidus and Theobald is thus appsrently confirmed. Our 
route homewards lay past L. i\laigelsand L. de Sinrra and the Tgietlems 
huts. The hotel was reached a t  3 o'clock. 

PIZ TOMA (2,788 m.) w11s easily secured on July 10. I left the hut 
a t  the west end of the Toma See a t  3.35 P.I~., and mounted towards the 
col between B ~ ~ d u s  and Piz Toma for 30 ruin. ; then bore to the right for 
10 min. more, traversing the S. face ofthe mountain across earth, stones, 
and finally a snow-slope, until the highest gap on the S. ar&te wasgained. 
From this point the summit was reached in 5 min.-in all 45 min. 
from the hut,-a quick time, because of an approaching thunder storm. 
I found neither cairn nor bottle on the top. The climb could have 
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been done from the col by keeping to the S. ar6te all the way, but  it 
is unnecessary to mount ao fsr to the muth. I deecended in 12 min. 
by the steep ;ocky north arete, and over &ones and earth into a snow 
couloir lying between Piz Toma and Piz Prielet, and held on towards 
the right across shingle and earth, ao as to avoid a Bteep rock face 
over which water falls. The  course ia then along either bank of the 
stream flowing from Alp Toma into the lake. The  hut  was regained 
in 45 min. from the top. 

PLAUNCAULTA AND PIZ PRIELET were climbed on July 13. From 
Piz Nurechallas, the most northerly summit of the Six hladun ridge, 
I had observed, on July 7, that, with the poeeible exception of t h e g a ~  
between Piz Prielet and Piz Toms, the whole distance from Piz 
Kurachallaa to the last-named peak could be traversed by keeping to 
the arCte; but I wished to reach Plauncaulta from the Toma Lake, aa 
the ' Adula Alps ' gave Ine some hope of doing. Accordingly from the 
Tgietkms huts I made for the wcky barrier above the 'I'oma I h e ,  
where a wooden a profile,' or surveyor's cro- stands, from which 
I counted my time. This point was left at 3 P.M. I Rtruck up W. 
along this ridge to 2,740 on S. map in 20 min., and in a hurried 
scramble point 2,832 (where there is a stone-man) was reached i n  
10 min. more. The flat top from 2,832 to 4,839 of Plauncaulta was 
taken a t  a run (say, 7 min. 1, and the sharp ridge was followed more 
cautiously all the way to Piz Prielrt (2,770 m.), which was gained a t  
4.10 p.r. The ari-te needa care, for though the rocks are p o d  they are  
thin, and the precipices on either hand, especially on the W., fall away 
very abruptly. The summit consism of a splintered rock tooth. No 
traces of former t ~ v e l l e r s  were found. Before the fog which eventually 
enveloped uu came on I saw down into the couloir between Piz Prielet 
nnd PIZ Toma, where we 1 1 4  been three days before ; and, ax the 
descent looked too steep for hasty and Bsfe negotiation, we concluded 
to retrace our steps. As i t  wae we lost ourselves in the fog, after 
l a v i n g  point 2,740, for about $ hr. before we caught a glimpse of the 
Blindner Hiltre, as  Franz called the Tgietlemr huts. 

It will be noticed that, with the exception of the Badus, these little 
climhs were done in the afternoon. I t  was really the only occasional 
fine time in execrable weather, which at  laet compelled rne, much to 
my regret, to leave the Oberalp district, with Piz Ner and Piz  
Portgkra unexplored. COLIN CAMPBELL. 

GRAND TAVE (3,154 m.=10,348 ft.).-From thePanossibre hut (the 
new hut is within a few yards of the old one), on July 20, 1894, hfr. 
H. A. Cohen and myself went N. along the moraine ot' the Corbneaitre 
glacier for a little way, then turned N.E. and reached the ridge of the 
Grand Tavk over dCbris c l o p  (leaving the Col dee Otanes to tlle lefi) in 
1 hr. 5 min. From there snow and rock led to the top in 1 0  min. 
On the descent we went duo S. and reached a snow peak on the ridge 
due E. of the point marked 2,713 m. in 50 min. From there we went 
down a sllale couloir in 55 min. to the hut. 

This peak reems to be visited pretty often ; it is certainly a splendid 
point of view. E. F. M. BENECKP. 

AIGUILLE VEI~TE BY THE MOINE RIDGE.-M~ss~. G. Hastings and 
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A. F. Mummery and Dr. J. Norman Collie on Arigust 11 laat 
effected the ascent of this peak by the late Iiev. C. Huduon's 1865 
route ('Kurt,' p. 42). They left the Pierre i~ Bkranger at  3.15 A.M., 

and, having cropped the Glacier de Talbfre, amended the Rtone 
sloper, on its right bank till a fairly unbroken ahelf of glacier lying 
jnat below the Moine ridge waa reached. This shelf was traversed 
till a point almost immediately beueath the peak, known as the ' S11gar 
Loaf,' WRR reached. The hergwhrund being easily crossed, a rib of 
rock dividing two well-marked couloin, gave easy access to the main 
ridge a t  8.20 A.M. The ridge, a t  firat easy, became steadily more difi- 
cult, and afforded Bome pleaaant climbing aa the top wnq neared. A t  
1 SO P.M. a short snow ar&te was reached, which led in 20  min. to the 
nummit Owinu to bad weather a very nhort halt was made. T h e  
r ib  leading down to the glacier was reached at  5.10 P.M., the BBranger 
h u t  a t  7.40 P.M., and the Montenvere at  10.40 P.M. 

There is no danger from falling etnnea on thie route, and it  would 
appear to be the -fat and best way to the summit. 
Owing to the prevalence of fog, nnd a marked tendency in the pnrty 

to sit down and wait till the fox should clear, the time taken in the 
atwent wag much greater than will usually be found necessary. The  
time taken in the descent-which wae effected in  a snowstorm-is a 
better guide in this particular. 

NEW CLUB HCTS IN THE WESTERN D O L O I I I T E ~ . - L ~ ~  Bummer two 
new huts were opened in thiu part of the Dolomites-+m A11g11st 1 6  the 
Bamberg hut (built by the Ban~herg aection of the German and 
Anstrian Alpine Club) in the Sella pnup ,  and on September 9 the 
Langkofel hut, built by the Vienna lJniversi t~ =tion of tho rame 
Club. IA. NORMAN-NERUDA. 

ALPINE EXHIBITION AT LEEDR.-On Tuesday, January 15, the 
' Yorkehire Rnmblern' held, in Leeda, an exhibition of articles of 
equipment suitable for mountaineer% travellers, and touriste, which 
waa a great succecca Some 200 different articles were shown. 

T n e  GRAND ~ R N I E R  PROM THE N., AND TRE FIMT ASCENT OF 

MONTE ROSA.-The Rev. F. T. Wethered writea, ' I am anxious to 
correct aome statements of my own in paat numbers of the "Alpine 
Journal." First,* it  wan not Mr. 0. Bornand who made the first ascent 
of the Grand Cornier from the N., but Mr. T. Bornand (in 1873); 
and, when I and my guides mended  this mountain (in 1878) from the 
N., we were driven over 10 the weetern face, not to the " eouthern 
fkce." from the arCte. Second,? the first ascent of the Allerhikhate 
Spitm of Monte Hose was not on August 1, 1855, but on July 31, 
1855.' 

THE CR&TE DE MILLON.-I observe that on p. 257 of the Nnvember 
' Alpine Journal ' the w n t  of the 8.W. ar&te of the C&te de Millon by 
Mr. 0. K. Williamson last silmmer in entered as a ' New Expedition.' 
May I uav that (HR in recorded in the travellers' book a t  the HBtel 
Durand at Zinal) t,here har been H previous descent by thisarete 1 Ou 
August 23, 1887, Mr. W. J. Kippen and myself, with P. J. Truffer, 

Bee Alpi~w Journal, vol. ix. p. 106. t Pee ibid. vol. xvi. p. 47. 
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of St. Niklauq started hurriedly a t  6.55 A M .  from Zinal for the 
Diablons by way of the Col de Tracuit. W e  floundered through deep 
fresh mow to the col, and, bring without a map, went up the G&te  de 
hlillon, which Truffer m r b d  to be the Diablons : ' h e  had always 
been so told when on the Weiashorn! To  l~umour hin obstinacy we 
descended by the S.W. adte ,  according to the directions for the 
Diablons in the 'Zermatt Pocket Book,' p. 132, took 3 h r a  on the 
geudarmes (the h e  being very snowy and nmt~) ,  and reached 
the hatel in the dark. Owing to these diecreditable circumstances oar  
descent is, ~e I found on a visit to Zinal in August 1891, no tor io~~s  
among the local guides, and I was much surprised to hear from Elie 
Peter that until this year the ar&te had been left severely alone, for it 
affords capital climbing immediately rfter bad weather. The rocks 
between the Garde de Bordon and the P i p e  de I'Allba-the next 
hest refuge I know for the snowed up mountaineer at  Zinal-are very 
inferior; one of' them ( I  think that marked 3,176 m. on the Swiss 
map) was christened by another Truffer (J. J., of' Handa), on what 
may or may not have been its fimt ascent on August 8, 1891, by  the 
very significant name ' Dies-Ding-Da.' C. CANNAN. 

Mr. 0. K. Williamson writes, ' Owing to a mistake on my part, 
my ascent of the T&te de Millon on August 21, 1891, was given by 
me au a '' new " expedition. T h e  mountain had been traversed a t  least 
once before by precisely the wme route; consequently the e x w t i o n  
was in no respecb a new one.' 

COMBIN DE ZESSETTA.-By an oversight of mine the height of thin 
pwk was given on p 2.54 of the last number of the ' Alpine Journal ' 
as 1,078 m. The error is of importance in so far ae it suggeets that  
the summit of the Combin de Zes~etta in situated a t  the point where 
the figures 4,078 appenr on the Siegfried map. This is not the case. 
The Combin de Z e ~ e t t a  lies a t  the corner where the ridge of t h e  
Combin, after running due E., suddenly turns to go almost due N. ; it 
is i~llmediately S.E. of the figures 4,080 on the map. The actual 
summit is the pretty little mow pyramid, rather like a miniature 
Silberhorn, which is EQ conspicuous to the left of the main mass of t h e  
Combin whenever that mountain is Been from the N.E., e.g. from the 
top of the Bietschhorn. It has neither name nor number on the map, 
but its true height is about 4,120 nl. 

SPALIHOIIN (2,452 m. = 8,045 ft.).-This curious little peak (which 
can be well seen from the valley a few etepa below the hotel a t  l t ied)  
consists of two almost equal parts, divided from one another by an 
enormous clef$ running roughly N. and S., whence the name. The 
two parts are rather like two bricks set up  on end, as each I ; l n  a flat 
tap rud four sides a t  right anglra to one another. These sides are 
nearly everywhere sheer, and in places overhanging. On Ju ly  31 of 
last year I went up from Kied, vib the \Veritz Alp, to the N. end of t h e  
above-mentioned cleft in 24 hrs. From there (the only point where 
the rocks are a t  all broken) to the top of the W. half of the peak was 
a sharp and interesting 1 0  minutes' scramble. An excurion in t h e  
opposite direction, along the ridge to the N.W., led over a couple of 
rock towers to the top of the Stiii.llikorn (2,709 ru. = 8,788 f t  ) in 
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I f  hr. Both theee little peaks, the very existence of which is unknown 
to the majority of people who come to the Lotschthal, are well worth a 
visit in wet weather.* 

TATLISEORN (2,505 m. = 8,219 ft.). On Augrurt 7, 1894, Mr. 
H. A. Cohen and I followd the Gemmi path to a p i n t  about mid- 
way between the ' Stock' and Spitalniatt ( 1  hr. 25 min. from the 
Hhtel Gemmi, a t  Banderdteg), and then turned E., c r o w d  the 
Schwambach, and ascended g ~ s a  slopes ( ~ t e e p  in places) and debris 
to the top of this peak (which is crowned by a large atone-man), in 
1 hr. 10 min. As the nscent is absolutely simple, and the route to be 
followed obvious, people who are crosei~~g the (;emmi and hnve a 
couple of hours to spare might do worse than walk up the Tatlishorn, 
f o r  the view down the practically sheer precipizes of the E. face of the 
mountain is a surprisingly fine one. E. F. M. BENECKE. 

TEE Toor.-It may be well to put on record certain facta as to this 
uplendid peak which have come to my knowledge since my Tijdi 
Guide Book war, published last summer. I have come acrovj a very 
early version of Prof. Ulrich's account of his 1853 ascent of the 
Glarner Todi. This was set before the 111embem of the Ziiricl~ Natural 
History Society in  the shape of a lecture, delivered on Deceniber 19, 
1833, and was printed in their organ (' bl~ttheilungen d. Naturfor- 
schenden Geeellacl~aft in Ziirich '), vol. iii. (1834), pp. 253-279. I t  is 
the first draft of the long article later publiehed (1859) in the first 
series of ' Berg- u. Gletscherfahrten.' A very clear and accurate map 
hy  Herr G. Studer (one of the 1853 partly) accompanies the paper, 
and is of wn~iderable historical value. 

Mr. Douglas Freshfield informs me that, after consulting the 
photographs taken last summer by Mr. W. M. Conway, he is convinced 
that the couloir leading up  to his liuseinlzicke is that immediately N. 
of Piz  blellen, or the more southerly of the two descendinq to the 
Rusein Glacier. The other (or more probably the slopes N. of it) 
leads, therefore, to Herr Hauser's Ruseinpforte. 

W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 
hlrss EDGEWORTH ON THE A L P S . - T ~  cor respnde~~ce  of Mise 

Edgeworth, lately iadued under the superintendence of Mr. Augustus 
Hare, includes an account of e visit to Chan~onix, and a tour 
through the Berneee Oberland, in 1820. The  authore~c enjoyed her 

glaciers and cascades,' particularly the Gieesbach, ' the most benutiful 
I ever beheld and beyond all of which poetry or painting had given 
me any idea.' ' The first moment when I saw Mont Blanc will remain 
an era in my l i fe-4 new iden, a new feeling, standing alone in  my 
mind.' 
M. Pictet, the Genevese librarian, a r rdng~d an excursion to Chamonix 

for the authoress. The inns on the Chamonix road she found ' much 
better than tho* on the road from Paris.' The guides, especially 

A full acc~unt  of the Kl. Spalihorn and its first ascent by tourists on 
August 4, 1882 (MY. C. and P. Montandon), is given in the S.A.C. JahrbucA, 
xviii. pp. 14, 449. Cf. S.A.C. Ja4~6ueh, xir. pp. 279 rqq. 
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Pierre Balmiit and his son, were ' some of the best informed and 
most agreeable men I have ever conversed with.' At the table d'hdte 
a t  the hotel a t  Chatnonix thirty guests aat down. At the Baths of 
St. Gervais there were about fifty. An amusing sketch is given of 1 
the company. The  source of the Arveyron and the FlCgkre were 
the limits of Miss Edqeworth's excursions, and the intereet she shows 
in scenery, if genuine, is somewhat superticial. Oddities in humanity 
attracted her attention more readily than moraines and crevasses. The 
most interesting passage, perhaps, with regard to Alpine hintory in her 
letter# is the following, which conveys the imnidiate impreesionn of a 
sunfivor of the famous accident to Dr. Hamel's party on Mont Blanc :- 

' September 6.-Mrs. Marcet has just told us that a t  a breakfast 
i 

given by M. Prbvost to M. Arago and many scientific and literary 
people, a few days after the accident, partiee ran high on this as on all ' 
affairs. Some said it was all M. Haruel'nfault ; rome wid that it  was all 
the guides' own fault. One said he wished one of the English gentle- 
men who wsa of the party was preeent, for then they should know the 
truth. At this moment the wervant announced a stranger; '' Monsieur 
Rurnford" the namr nounded like as the man pronounced it, and t h q  
thought it  was Count Rumford come to life. M. Prbvost went out 
and returned with Mr. Dornford, one of the Englishmen who had been 
of Dr. Hnmel's party, who came, Ile mid, to beg permission to state 
the plain facts, ae he knew they had been told to Dr. Hamel's dis- 
advantace. He, Dr. Hamel, Mr. Hender.wn, and M. Lelleque, a 
French naturnliat, set out ; the guidea had not dirsuaded them fioni 
goina up Mont Blanc--onlv advised them to wait until a threatening 
cloud had passed. When it  was gone they all set out in high spirits, 
the guides cutting holes in  the snow for their feet. This. i t  is 
supposed, looeened the snow newly fallen, and a quantity poured down 
over their heads. Mr. Dornford pushed on before the guides; $e 1 
shook off the snow as it fell, and felt no apprehrneion. On the 1 

contrary, he laughed H R  he pawed i t  away, and was making his way on I 
when he heard a cry from his companions, and looking back he  naw , 
some of them struggling in the snow. H e  helped to extricate them; 
saw a point moving in the unow, went to it, and pulled out b i a ~ i e  
Coutay, one of the guides. He was qi~ i te  purple, but recovered in 
the air. Looking round, two guides were missiun; looked for them 
i n  vain, but saw a deep ravine covered with fresh snow, into which 
they must have illen.' 

Mr. Hare haa hiled to correct t,he following miaspellings : 'Dornford' 
for ' Durnford,' ' Coutay ' for ' Couttet,' and ' Lelleque ' fur ' Selligue! 

D. 'AT. F. 
TOURNIER L'OISEAU.-T~~ Badminton volume on ' 3fountaincvring ' 

is ornamented with n frontispiece representing a patriarch, dewr ib4  as 
'Marie Tournier (dit I'Oiseau), the last survivor of De &mure's 

Boumt, Culs des Alpes, vol. i. p. 178, refers to this guide 'Pierre 
Balmat, qui fit ses premiers essnis avec moi et, qui n bt6 pendant vine anneed 
le guide de M. dp Snussure, est un des plus instruits.' See also De SaussureL 
Voyagea, pawim. 
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guides.' The authority for this statement was a MS. note on n pl~oto- 
graph taken in 1861 and presented to the Alpine Club by Lieutenant- 
Colonel Barrow, F.R.S., from which the plate is copied, which states 
that the individual in question was the ' laat survivor of De Saussure's 
guides, who, with Cachat and t ~ o  other guides, accompanied him on 
his snjourn on the Col du GBar~t,' and that he died at  the age of 96 
in 1866. This deecription has been challenged, not without reason. 
D e  Sau~sure does not give the names of his Col du  Cfeant guides; but 
he  supplies a complete list of his companions on Mont Blanc, and the 
Christian names of the only Tourniers among them are given* as ' Jean 
Michel ' and Alexis,' and no Marie Tournier is mentioned anywhere 
among the guides of the time. Nor is it  likely that a youth of 18  would 
have been employed as one of his Eowr guides on the Col du  Geant 
b y  Da Saussure. 

Of the two Tourniers mentioned, Alexia made the second ascent 
of Nont Blanc (often forgottrnj, with J. Balmat and J. b1. Cachat, on 
Ju ly  5, 1787. De Saussure's was the third ascent. 

Jean Michel accompanied Exchaquet in his passage, the second on 
record, of the Col du Gkant in 1787. The same guide crossed the 
Col du GCant two months later with B0urrit.t Bourrit calls his guide 
elsewhere Tournier I'Oiseau, and Jean hlicllel is, therefore, clearly 
identified on the best authority wirh the bearer of this nickname. 
Tournier I'Oiseau was one ot' Bourrit'n ordinary guides, attempted 
&font Blanc with him in 1787, and travelled with hiro elsewhere. H e  
died before 1803.: 

Bourrit in his list of Chanlonix guides, published in 1808, 
does not mention any Tournier ; 5 but in his ' Itinkri~ire de Genbve,' 
&c., 1808 (p. 61), he mentions among the former guides 'Tournier 
I'Oiseau,' and among the existing guides ' Tournier, tile de l'oiseau.' 

Here seems the key to the puzale. Marie Tournier was, probably, 
this ' fils de l'oisaiu.' H e  may well have served ~ I R  guide or porter 
to Bourrit with his father. Bourrit's last viuit to Charnonix was in 
1812 ; he died in 1815, a t  the age of 81. RIarie Tournier must in 
his youth have eeen De Saussure frequently, and mny possibly have 
been one of the five porters whom we learn, from a drawing found 
among De Saussure's papers and reproduced by his grandson, &I. 
Henri de Saussure, were employed in addition to the four guides on 
the Col du G6ant.l Ikf. Loppk, who knew the old man, statee, how- 
ever, that he did not clainl to have aeted as  guide to De Sausjr~re, 
but  that he did assert he had been employed by Bourrit. H e  alm tells 
me that it is common a t  Chamonir fow a nickname to be transnlitted 
from father to son. 

I t  is true that Pictet, in his ' ItinPrai~e des Vallkes autour de AIont- 
Blanc,' 1808, states (p. s ix)  that ' Tournier Alexis, dlt l'oiseau,' wire 

V0y~ge8, ~01. iv. p. 142. 
t Alpine Juutna.1, vol. ix. pp. 87-9. 

i Bourrit's Dsscriptwn dea GI& dca Alpca, rol. i ,  p. 30. 
Ibid. pp. 203-4. 

U'diCntoirsr d s  b SoeiRC de Plrysiqtcc et d'ziatoire -Vaturclb de Geltire, 
vol. soppl4mentaire, 1890, No. 9. 

VOL. XVI1.-NO. OXXVII. D D 
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then an active guide, and that Loschevin, in  his 'Voyage $ Genhve,' 
kc., 1812, repeata (p. 344) that ' Alexis Tournier, dit l'oieeau, guide 
de M. de Sau~sure,' was then alive. But we know on Bourrit's much 
better evidence that Jean Michel was the original ' Oieeau.' Alexis 
may have been alive at  that date, but it  seema more probable that 
these handbook writen may have made a double blunder and been 
renlly referring to ' 1'0iseau fils.' D. W. P. 

MOUNT MLANJI.-A Reuter's telegram, dated Blantyre, November 2, 
states, ' Mr. Sharpe and Captain Manning have succeeded in making 
an aacent of the highest peak of Mount Mlanji, which, so far as 
is known, is the highest mountain in  British Central Africa. T h e  
altitude of the highest peak was ascertained to be  9,680 it! 

REVIEWS AND NOTICES. 
Dm A'orsb T t k t  Folenings Aarbog fm 1894. 

TRE well-earned reputation of this northern Alpine year-book has 
been well sustained by the publication of the clirrent number. T h e  
editor introduces his numerous readers to many most delightful b u t  
almost unknown, hitherto well-nigh inaccessible, regions which t h e  
indefatigahle Tourist Club are opening out, by the building of moat 
comfortable Alpine huta and bridges and other laudable means. These 
huts are infinitely superior to the usual huta in  the Alps, such as 
Chanrion and others, and are generally placed near eome saeter where 
food may be obtained, or, better still, are in charge of a man and a g i r l  
or two, who provide most excellently for the wants of travellers. 

Some of the illustrations in the ' Aarbog ' are admirable, notably 
one of the foot of the Briksdalubne, one of the best ice pictures I have  
ever seen. 

Herr Annsens @yen, the geologist who accompanied the unfortunate 
Wellman Arctic expedition, and who was left alone on Danes Ieland, 
has contributed two capital mountaineering articles, in  which he has 
most modestly described his expeditions. I t  is, however, much to be 
regretted that Herr ayen  has not added a paper on the paaeage over  
the Justedalsbra from Fjaerland to Oldendal. which he made laet year 
in company with Peder and Johannes Mundal, which waa one of the 
finest pieces of glacier exploration yet made in Norway, and took 
them about 26 hrn. to accomplish. The  interest in this grand glacier 
region increases yearly, and is likely to be maintained. Natives are n o w  
becoming enthusiastic guides, and will in  time be as efficient as t h e y  
are enthusiastic. They no longer fear to enter upon the unknown, 
but are inatead desirou~ of seeing what is on the other side. Herr 
Oyen'e brilliant exploit of last year has already led others of hie 
countrymen to emulate his deeds of daring. 

The mountain warrior Herr Hall has enriched the ' Aarbog' with 
three most intereatinq papers on new sacenta in  the Eikiadal and 
amongut the Jotunfjelde, which, as  usual, he han illustrated. Herr 
Hall hae, very wisely, made much use of new tourist h u b  and im- 
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proved sretera, such as Slethavn and Turtegro, which are admirable 
baeee for r campaign, but some few years ago did not exist. H e  has 
aleo compiled a liet of the various ascents in the Homngtinder, which, 
though not quite complete, is a valuable contribution. 

Kaptein W. Norpenstieme, the late ~ecretary of the N.T.F., has 
given a moat delightful paper on his tour of inspection to the various 
club huts and improved paths and other works, north, south, east, and 
west, a model tour for an ' eccentric mountaineer.' A s  Herr hf. is a 
veritable Hercules, and never seems to require an off day, or a really 
comfortable night's rest, double the time which he occupied should be 
taken by any who desire to follow in his steps, and thus see a glimpse 
o f  nearly the whole of the finest menery in Norway. His route is a 
most excellent one. 

There is one English article which describes a walk from Hallingdal 
to Aurland. 

The  N.T.F. is doing an admirable work, and the president and 
committee, who are exceedingly energetic and are enthusia~tic lovers 
of their grand north land, are to be heartily congratulated upon their 
succese and upon their year-book. Wm. CECIL SLINGSBY. 

Dm Hochtozlrirt is dm Oatalpen. By L. Purtscheller and H. Hess. Twovols. 
(Bleyer's ' Reisebiicher.' Uibliographisches Institnt : Leipzig and Vienna. 
1894.) 

T h e  Tirol is now supplied with a Climbers' Guide as well as with a 
history of the exploration of its mountains. No more competent 
writers for a Climbere' Guide to the Eastern Alps could have been 
found than the authors of the volume before UR. In the nature of 
thinga a first edition of such a work, however carefully compiled, can 
be nothing more than a sketch of a more perfect form. I t  is, there- 
fore, proper to consider not so much the omissions in such a case as the 
plan of the work. W e  may nay at once that the writers have been 
highly successful, have performed their task well, and have laid moun- 
taineers under an abiding obligation to then]. Bearing this always in 
mind, we may be permitted to point out a few matters of general 
moment a s  to which we disagree with them. The mountain area is 
divided conveniently and lucidly into groups, but within the groups 
lucidity of arrangement does not prevail. There is only one lucid 
arrangement for the peaks of a group, and that is the arrangement ot' 
nature, the geographical order. T o  separate peaks from pssee~, a-ld to 
depart from the geographical order of either, is to sacrifice 1ur.irlit,v 
and  end the reader to the index for every step of hiu route. But  if 
constant references to an index are necesky the mountains might rvr 
well be treated in any order at  all, the use of a definite succeeeion 
and arrangement being to render reference to the index unnecessary. 
It is impossible to arrange a set of mountains in the order of their 
importance, difficulty, or charm, becauae all these qualities vary with 
the day and the season aa well as with the mood or character of the 
climber. Any attempta towards a grouping of that sort nhould be 
reserved for lista in an appendix. T o  a leas extent we differ from the 
authors aa to their arrangement of routes up individual peaks. They 



crowd them all together in  a tight conglomeration, -ding more the  
pointa started from than the geographical arrangement of the actual 
linea of ascent on the mountain itself. A certain c o n h i o n  ia the 
reault, though in most cases not a aerious one; but, on the other hand, 

. the volumes gain in concentration and brevity. A useful introduction 
p r e h e d  to the first volume gives valuable hints as to equipment (in 
which the Germans are ahead of us), with references to the s h o p  
where special articles can be procured. The records of aacente seem 
fairly complete, though doubtless the mere publication of so many will 
lead to the discovery of more and the recognition of omissions. One  
ascent in the Stubai Thal mountains which came under our notice is 
not recorded. On September '2, 1891, Herr Pranz Brugger went 
in one day from the Windachalp by the Gaiskaor, over the W. Pfif- 
fennieder, and up  the Zuckerhiitl ; thence in 1 hr. to the Wilder Pfaff, 
1 hr. to the Sonklarapitze, and 21 hra. to the Wilder Freiger ; descend- 
ing by way of the NUrnberg hut to Neustift. The authors have done 
right to exclude detailed maps from thew volumee. Climbers ehould 
both prepare their routes and travel with the beet large-scale map of 
the district obtainable. I t  is none of a guide-book's business to provide 
a substitute for that. I n  conclusion we repeat that, whatever may b e  
our individual preferences in matters of arrangement, the substance o f  
these volumes is invaluable, and the iesue of them will make climbing 
in the Tirol even more enjoyable than it  was before. 

fiarrtzmn'r Tirol. Ninth edition. 1894. 

W e  have received a copy of a new edition of this valuable guide- 
book, which paforms for the Tirol the functions performed for 
Switzerland by Tschiidi's Guide. The descriptions of mountain 
ascents are brief, but in all ordinary cases su5cient, whilst routes 
which have been but rarely followed are generally a t  least indicated. 
Climbers with this book and the ' Hochtourist' of Herren Purtxheller 
and Hem will carry with them all the information requiaite alike for 
valley wanderings and high ascents. The  maps are aomewhat leas 
excellent than the text, but in a future edition they will d o u b t l w  be  
brought to a level of elaboration comparable to that now so generally 
obtained in the Tirol in all matters conducive to t h e  comfort and 
convenience of mountain wanderers., 

ffuida au Cauoors. Par J. Mourier. (Paris : Maisonnenva 1894.) 

Regarded aa nu expanded encyclopeedia article, M. Mourier'a book 
-0rography apart-appeare to be compiled with considerable know- 
ledge and care, and a great deal of interesting general information an 
to the country and its people, ita hiatory and its adminimtion,  may be 
found in it. 

But  regarded aa a guide-book the volume is very deficient in 
practical details. The  routes given are fairly numeroue, but  they are 
superficially treated. Archreologiata may find special information with 
regard to the ancient churches, in which parts of the Canesunla are 
rich. But mountaineers mill learn little or nothing. The  mutes up to 
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-Suanetia are given in a summary way, but the chief glacier pasrrea of 
the main chain are barely and not a t  all correctly indicated. T h e  
author has repeated once more the old fable about the absence of nbves 
and the consequent smallness of the Caucasian glaciers, which members 
of our Club have laboured so assiduously to correct. H e  illustrates 
the origin of the mischief by giving ' aRer Reclus ' bits from the old 
five-verat survey as physical mapa This survey did not attempt to 
delineate with any approach to accuracy the snowy region; it  repre- 
sented the glaciers by some very vague and inadequate blue smears. 
O n  these official, but fictitious, indications hi. Reclus baaed his descrip- 
tion of the mows of the Caucasus; and where he led all the flock of 
minor texbbook writers has followed. Until the Alpine Club popu- 
lariaes the resulta of its own exploration and the new survey by pro- 
ducing a map of the central chain these false notions will probably 
continue to prevail. D. W. F. 

Qewgian Folk Taler. Translated by Marjory Wardrop. 
(London : David Nutt. 1891.) 

Mias Wardrop has done excellent service by  this revelation of a mine 
hitherto but  little worked. Even by those little interested in folk-lore 
-if such there be, notwithstanding the efforta of the Folk-Lore 
Society and its accomplished p r e s i d e n t t h e  stories will be found to 
have a c h a m  all their own;  for the translator haa done her work 
admirably and shown much skill i n  preserving the spirit and naivete 
of the tales. The ardent folk-lorist will find much of deeper interest. 
T h e  Persian origin of the majority of the tales is, as would naturally 
b e  expected, easily recognieed. Many of the storiee seem scarcely to 
have been affected by their environment, and to have acquired much 
lese local colour than might have been expected from their sojourn in  
a strange land. The legends familiar under such titles as ' Big Klaus 
andLittle Klaus,' ' BIaftre Renard,' the Giant and the Dwarf' (of which 
two versions are given) reappear in their well-known guise. On the 
other hand the Georgian Cinderella differs considerably from the 
Western versions, and on this very account may prove of especial interest 
to the folk-lore evolutionist. The Mingrelian stories begin usually 
with a delightful preamble for a fairy tale--' There was, there was, 
and nothing there was, but nevertheless there was.' Our own ' Once 
upon a time ' seems very tame in comparison. Here and there a few 
pasrrsgee might with advantage have been suppressed in a book which 
would have delighted children. The Caucasus may gradually go the 
way of the Alps. Even already, in the accounts of recent travellers, we 
read with a half-regret that life and property are absolutely safe, and the 
mountaineer may wander where lie will, more unconcernedly, perhaps, 
than on the Arolla glacier. The geographer, the physicist, and the 
mountaineer are apt, as they open up  new country, to destroy some 
of the poetry. Let the traveller in the Caucasus bear in  mind, if only 
on  wet days (he will probably have eome), that the myths and legends 
of the natives, whose primitiveness iu  fast dieappearing, are worth pre- 
serving, and do his best to add to the store of which Miss Wardrop's 
book in so delightful an instalment. C. T. D. 
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ffuida dells Protti& di Roma. By Enrico Abbate. 2 vols. (Rome : published 
by the Rome Section of the C.A.I. 1894.) Price 10 francn. 

No Alpine Club more than the Italian deserves to be called ' father 
of guide-books! Many of its sections have now issued admirable 
guides to various portions of the hill country of Italy, and every year 
sees an increase in the number. The  present volumes are rather a 
new work than a new edition, and deserve the warmest possible 
recommendation to all visitors to Rome who have an eye for natural 
beauty as well as for ar t  and the remains of antiquity. I t  is remark- 
able how few English people amongst the thousands who have win- 
tered in Rome concern themselves with the hilly neighbourhood of the 
Eternal City beyond some half-dozen hackneyed excursions. With this 
book in his hands and a sack of provisions any one is i n  a position to 
strike freely forth into the country and seek alike plessure and 
adventure. 

The first volume is filled with general information of all sorts- 
scientific, topographical, and climatological. There are also hints 
about guideg but intending foreign travellers are advised to com- 
municate with the secretary of the Roman section of the C.A.I. (Vicolo 
Valdino, No. 6), who promises them every help and advice. T h e  
second volume contains the routea and a multitude of admirably exe- 
cuted little maps, as well as three large ones embracing the whole 
province. Aa far  as we have been able to test them the instructions 
given seem to be lucid and useful, and much interesting information of 
all sorts is incorporated with the merely topographical material. 

Wandmbilder aus dan Dolomiten. Von Theodor Wundt. 
This large portfolio of views hardly fulfils the expectations i t s  

appearance raises, nor quite maintains its author's reputation. T h e  
photographs are large and the subjects often interesting, but the best 
points of view are not always chosen, nor do the lilnita of the picture 
always coincide with the best limits of the subject. The reproduction 
work is not the best, and the colouring which is added does not improve 
the effect. A coloured photograph is almost always an eye-mre. Far 
be it  from us, however, to condemn what after all is a valuable 
publication produced by an enterprising and intelligent mountaineer. 
T h e  view of the Cimone della Pala from the top of the Rosetta is a fine 
rock subject and topographically interestiug. The most effective plate 
is that depicting ' Dawn beheld from the Travignolo Pass.' Unfortu- 
nately i t  recalls only too vividly Sella's marvellous panorama from 
Elbruz, which it  does not equal in  quality, unless, indeed, the colours 
printed over i t  are more of a mask than me imagine. The  text pre- 
ceding the plats contains a number of smaller views inset in  it, b u t  
they also suffer a t  the hands of the block-maker and are sometimes not 
very fortunate in  subject or composition. 

Hinlalaya Album. Twenty Photographs of the Indian Alps, taken by 
K. Boeck. (Baden-Baden. 1894.) 

The  idea of this portfolio is better than the way in which i t  is 
tarried out. The views are for the most part of relatively unim- 
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portant subjects, or of important mountains taken from unsuitable 
pointa of view. The photoppha  do not seem to have been good and 
the process work ia badly done. Most of the views are in Sikkim or 
Kumaon. I n  many the hills are still under winter snow, which of 
course dwarfs all the great mountains. In  very few caw are we told 
whence the photograph was taken. Kinchinjanga is represented from 
a moet unimposing standpoint. The name does not meau ' Gardens of 
F i v e  Gods,' as stated, but the 'Five Great Store-Houses of Snow.' 
Gaurisankar appears on the far horizon in another view, but  the 
mountain has been so retouched that little of the original photographic 
impression is preserved. Nanda Devi, which looks a n  ugly crest, is  
o n l y  seen just above a near and uninteresting ridge. The finest 
views are one merely named 'Amongst the Sikkim Himalayin,' 
a n d  a view of the Mongchapu Glacier, in Kumaon, with a sort of 
exaggerated Gross Glockner a t  ita head. The region on the borders of 
Kumaon and Tibet depicted in  plate 17 seems to be a proluiaing one 
for mountaineering. 

Liz Collina di Torim in rappmto d b  Alpi, all' Appenniao ed alla Pianura dal 
Po. Memoria Qeologica del Dott. F. Virgiho. (Torino : V. Bonn. 1896.) 
8vo. pp. 160. Thirteen woodcuts and a map. 

The hilly district to the south-east and east of Turin is no place for 
climbers, but its connection with the Alps may entitle this book to a 
brief notice. The  author discusses the various opinions which have 
been entertained about the geologic age, the history of the constituent 
materials, and the mode of formation of these hills. The strata are 
generally of marine origin, and of various ages, from the eocene upwards. 
There are important pebble beds, of more than one epoch, in some 
respects corresponding with the Swiss Nagei@h. These were formed 
b y  torrents near their entry into the sea, which then occupied the 
plain of Piedmont. The materials came on one side from tho Alps, on 
the other from the S p e n n i n a  ; in the latest deposits the two are mingled. 
Thus, like the Swiss conglomerates, they are memorials of an early 
stage in Alpine history. 

Dr. Virgilio also discuases the physical history of the region. Into 
this want of space forbids us to enter ; suffice it  to say that he regards 
this hill district as another consequence of the long-continued series of 
earth movementa which, acting with varying intensity in  different 
geological periods, produced the Alps. The book contains much infor- 
mation on the tertiary and quaternary geology of a region closely con- 
nected with both the Alps and the Apenninea 

Jnhrlnrch &a Sohmaiw Alpanclub, 1893-4. Vol. uix. (Bern.) 

Dr. Diibi, the editor, complains in  his preface that he has received 
very few articles relating to the special district (Albula), and express- 
his  fears that the new periodical, 'Alpina,' published by the S.A.C., 
will  in future divert from the ' Jahrbuch ' many of the minor articles and 
notes. Certainly the multiplication of Alpine papers is an advantage 
to no one and a burden to many. 

I n  the eection devoted to the special district Herr Imhof (the author 
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of the excellent ' Itinerarium ' describing it) narrates his ascent of t h e  
Scalettahorn, Piz Grialet.sch, and Piz Vadret in  one day, besides other 
minor climbs in tlie Kuhalphorn and Ducan ranges. Dr. W. Grobli 
and Mr. V. A. Fynn, with Klucker, made, on May 21, 1893, the first 
aacenta of Piz Forbisch (3,258 m.=10,689 ft.) md Piz Arblatach 
(3,201 m.=10,512 ft.). These summits lie W. of Molins, on the Julier 
road, and had hitherto escaped attention. Herr E. Huber (the ex-  
plorer of the Selkirka) describes new routes on Piz Julier and P i z  
Platta, while Dr. Stokar contributes a supplemeritary article on the old 
Club district, the Rbiitikon, telling us, among other climbs, of a new and 
direct route up the Sulzfluh. 

In the General Section Herr P. Nontandon gives an account of a 
fortnight spent in Corsica with his wife, in the course of which its 
highest point, the Monte Cinto (2,710 m.=8,891 ft.), was ascended, and 
Herr Emmengger narrates an excursion to the Val de L y a  H e r r  
Frick-Lochmann spent ten days i n  the Tirol, chiefly in the Oetzthd. 
H e  was struck by the fact that in the case of the more frequently 
visited peaks there is now a Club hut not more than 1,000 mktres 
below the summit, while the climbs are thus made so short that it  is 
generally possible the same Rfternoon to go on to the hut for the next  
day's ascent. He finds fault with the excessive ' Wegmarkierung,' so 
common in the Tirol, and also the fashion of ' Salontirolerei,' or adop- 
tion by climbers of the costume of a Tirolese hunter. Herr von 
Hydzeweky, with IClucker and Barbaria, continued his explorations i n  
the Bergell mountains, making the first ascents of the Zwillinge 
(3,259 m.=10,692 it.), of Piz Rasica (3,307 m.=10,850 ft.)-which he 
considers aa difficult as the Ftinffingerspitze-and of the Cima di 
Vazeda (3,308 m.=10,853 ft.). Herr C. Montnndon has vanquished 
several virgin peaks a t  the head of the little-known Urbachthal, 
Gr. Diamantstock (3,151 m.=18,338 ft.), and the Hubelhorn (3,256 m. 
=10,683 ft.). hI. Julien Gallet has discovered quite a number of new 
peaks in the ranges south of the Bietuchhorn, and haa done good work 
in exploring these neglected valleys. Herr R. H. Zeller made a 
geological tour from Upper Valais to the Lago Maggiore. A t  Cimal- 
motto, a frontier village in Val di C a m p  (the west branch of Val 
IIaggia), he found many smugglers and douaniers. The  head of the 
glen is in Italy, and pix Italian douaniers are there stationed to watch 
for smugglers. As they are separated from Italy by a mountainrange, 
they are allowed to get their provisions a t  Cimalmotto, and in the i n n  
there they often see packages of sugar, coffee, and tobacco ready to 
cross the frontier, though they cannot stop them. Each smuggler 
carries up to a hundredweight a t  a time, and reckons on earning 
twenty-five francs a trip. A douanier, on seeing a smuggler, must 
call out ' Halt ' thrice before he is allowed to fire. BI. Jeanneret- 
Perret describes a number of climbs from the new and admirably placed 
Sdeinaz Club hut, built in  1894 by the Neuchhtel section, on t h e  
right bank of the Saleinaz Glacier. It is well furnished, having even a 
library, and water-colour sketches on the walls. Dr. Walder con- 
tributes a long notice of Professor Melchior Ulrich, one of the last 
survivors of the early climbers. H e  died in 1893, a t  the age of ninety- 
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one. His writings (especially in ' Berg- und Gletscherfahrten ') have 
been read with interest by many in foreign lands, and have served aa 
the indncement to some members of our own Club to pay their first 
visit to Switzerland. Herr A. Ludwig investigates the character of the 
peasants' dwellings, stables, kc., in the Priitigau, while Professor Forel 
publishes his fourteenth annual report on glaciers. The summer of 
1893 was remarkable for heat and drought, so that in some cases the 
advance of certain glaciers was checked, a few even commencing to 
retreat. 

Among the shorter articles the following are the more noteworthy. 
T h e  editor gives his useful annual list (gathered from all sources) of 
' new expeditions' made in 1893 in the Swiss Alpa. Dr. Dilbi also 
narrates his own exciting experiences, with a local guide, in the Kares- 
t rau peaks above Brigels, succeeding in his climbs, but being obliged 
for  the first time during an Alpine career of twenty-eight yean  to 
bivouac in a high (3,100 m.= 10,171 ft.) and exposed situation in 
consequence of the arrival of darkness. Herr  E. Huber, ever active, 
made two new routes on the Pizzo Columbe, a fine little Dolomite peak 
not  far from the Lukmanier Pass, found a new route up  the Vrenelis 
gartli, and made another down Piz Terri. Herr Hlissly explored the 
Pizzaq d'Annarosa, in the Spliigen district, but could not find a way up. 
I t  was only in 1894 that he and two other parties conquered this grand- 
looking peak. Herr Stauffer made a very unattractive and difficult 
traverse from the Roththal Club hut to Trachsellauenen, across the 
Roththal glacier. Herr Kummer-Krayer, describing an ascent of the 
rarely touched Kl. Scheerhorn in  June  1893, expresses a decided 
opinion that Club huts ought never to be shut, even during the winter. 
Dr. W. Grobli sends a note allowing that, in  the face of the evidence 
laid before him, he has now no doubt that the fimt ascent of the Inner 
Stellihorn (3,415 m.), near St. Niklaus, was made by IIeasrs. Conway (not 
Gardiner, as printed) and Coolidge in 1890, M. Stafford Anderson in 
1882 having only ascended the Ausser Stellihorn (3,404 m.). A few 
minor articles must be left unnoticed for reasons of space. 

From the report made to the Swiss Alpine Club we learn that the 
Club huts are in good condition. The  Dollfus hut has now become the 
property of the Club--not without the use of threats of leaving the 
district-and has now been considerably enlarged. The Saleinaz, 
Btemps ,  and Kesch huts are quite new, while those of Panosvikre and 
Orny have been rebuilt. A t  the end of 1893 the Club numbered 4,052 
membera 

Annexed to this stately volume are panorama from Mont Blanc (by 
H e r r  Imfeld, bnt only in outline as yet), the Kuchen-Glarnisch, the Chas- 
v r o n ,  and the Arosa Rothhorn. In  the preface the editor explains that 
reasone of economy have forced him to give fewer jllustrations in the 
text than he wished, but soma of those given are eo good that they 
make u p  for the diminished number. J. S. 



CORRESPONDENCE. 
' DOLOMITE STRONGHOLDS.' 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURN-4~. 
SIR,-I write in reference to a review of 'Dolomite Strongholds ' 

i n  your lnst number-not that I have any wish or right to complain 
of its hostile opinions throughout, but merely because it  seems neces- 
sary to correct an unintentional misrepresentation of the text ofthe book. 

The very unpleasant reference to brother authors implied in  t h e  
phrase ' those others '' whose descriptions of rock-climbing a r e  
notoriously unsatisfactory " ' is not in the book ; and it  is an unfortunate 
error to include the word 'whose' within the quotation marks, a3 the  
reviewer (or, I hope, the printer) has done, 80 that even my own 
friends have been misled by this misquotation into thinking that i t  was 
in the book, and could not account for my having written auch a 
reflection ; therefore I feel the necessity of correcting the mistake. 
And, while doing so, I may further clear the book of the somewhat 
vainglorious sentence ending with a preuumed qtcotution, ' go  and do 
likewise; ' and of the one which speaks of the author's mountaineer- 
ing experience being ' confined, toe a rc  told, to the memory o f  
youthful scrambles on the cliffs of Britain.' These are not accurate 
renderings. Tbe  discussion of the last untrodden peaks ' is hardly 
to be decided by the addition of one name to the number; but t h e  
one mentioned by the reviewer, i.c. the Aiguille des Charmoz, H ' R ~  

first clin~bed in 1881, and not 'since' the first ascent of the Croda di 
Lago, as he haa inadvertently stated, as a baais for some strong remarks. 

Turning to the different estimates of the climbs themselves, I fear 
no two experiences are ever the same ; but our differences might be 
settled on the spot. If we could only arrange a meeting, like that of 
the Walrus and the Carpenter, 'between the Zinnen,' we might =tie- 
fkctorily come to blows. I mean each man might blow his own cloud 
and reciprocally puff the  other'^ books and tobacco ! 

I remain, Sir, yours truly, J. SAXGER DAVIES. 

PROCEEDINGS O F  T H E  ALPINE CLUB. 

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING was held a t  the Nineteenth Century A r t  
Gallery, No. 9 Conduit Street, on Monday evening, December 17, at 
8.30, Mr. Douglas W. Freshfield, Preeident, in  the chair. T h e  
following candidates were balloted for and elected members of t b e  
Club:--S.A.R. il Principe Luigi Amedeo di Savoia, Duca dcgli 
Abruzzi; and Messrs. G. F. Berney, J. J. Brigg, W. A. Brigg, 
C. A. V. Butler, J. W. Drummond, E. J. Garwood, H. J. Heard, 
T. Fisher Unwin, and F. 0. Wethered.. 

On the motion of Mr. C. E. MAT~EWS,  seconded by Dr. SAVAGE, 
the President, Mr. Douglas W. Freshfield, was unanimously re-elected. 

On the motion of Mr. F. C. GROVE, seconded by Mr. A. J. BUTLER, 
the Vice-Presidents, Measra. W. M. Conway and H. Paateur, t h e  
Honornry Secretary, Mr. J. H. Wicks, and the other members of t h e  
Committee who were eligible-viz. Meesns. Alfred Williams, J. A. 
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Lnttman-Johnson, H. Woolley, Dr. W. A. Wills, H. Cockburn, and 
G. P. Baker-were all unanimously re-elected. 

On the motion of Mr. DENT, seconded by Mr. SLINGSBY, Mr. A. F. 
Mnnlmery and Mr. J. Heelis were both nnanimously elected new 
members of the Committee in place of Mews. G. Chater and G. H. 
Morw, who retired by rotation. 

The PRESIDENT mid, ' I t  has been the custom a t  this Meeting to 
notice any conspicnous gaps made by death among our members 
during the past twelve months. This year, happily, none has arisen 
fmm other than natural causes; but we have lost several mountaineers 
whom names have been conspicuous in  the early annals of the Club. 
Mr. T. S. Kennedy (elected 1860) was one of the most brilliant 
climbers of his generation. His name is recorded in the ' Alpine 
Journal ' in connection with the first aecent of the Dent Blanche and 
the second ascent of the Aiguille Verte. In  after years he went to 
India, but was prevented by fever from doing much in the Himalaya. 
H e  was, as his friends knew, a man of the most various tastes, 
accomplishments, and activities. Mr. W. E. Hall (elected 1861) was 
Honorary Secretary of the Club in 1867 and 1868.'" He was always 
a frequent attendant a t  our Meetings. On the Monday before his . 
sudden death I met him and arranged with him as to the drawings he 
should contribute to our Exhibition; for lie was an accomplished 
amateur, and had sketched in many parts of the world. His name 
will be found in the Journal in connection with the first ascent of the 
Dent d'Hbrene, and with regions so widely separated as Lapland and 
the Straits of Magellan. Mr. Percy Thomas, lately an active member 
of our Committee, \vas alm a traveller as wrll as a mountaineer. The  
sympathetic obituary notice which appeared in the last nunlber of the 
Journal renders it needlegs for me to do more than express the regret 
his late colleagues, in common with all his friends, feel for his prema- 
ture loss. 
' During the paat twelve months the Committee have had various 

matters under their consideration, to which to-night I can only briefly 
allude. Mr. Clinton Dent, who has intere~ted himself in  the establish- 
ment of a system of signalling on the mountains, was good enough to 
go to Munich to the great Meeting of the German Club, and read an 
addreas on the subject. I believe there is every prospect of such a 
system being generally agreed on by the Foreign Clubs and brougbt 
into operation. The Committee have had very cordial replies from 
the Colonial and Indian Governments to their circular on glacier 
observations. Captain Marshall-Hall, who first suggeuted the idea, 
informs me that a committee with similar objects has been formed on 
the Continent under the auspices of Professor Forel, who h w  done 
such good work in the Alps. I t  is to be hoped that the two com- 
mittem may, without clashing, be able to supplement and complete 
each other's work. The revision of the '. Alpine Guide," a task left 
to the  present oflicerv by tbeir predecessors, hns progressed stendily 
during the year. The  work is one of no ordinary labour and dif- 
-- 

* An obituary notice of Mr. W. E. Hall will appear in the next number of 
the Journal. 
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ficulty, and calls for much, and in some ways ungrateful, labour from 
all concerned. The heaviest burden, of course, rests on the Editor, 
who is responsible for welding the material supplied to him by con- 
tributors unequally practised in this special branch of work into a 
tolerably equal and consecutive whole. hfr. Coolidge hopes to issue 
the first volume in the course of 1895 : the maps for i t  are all well 
advanced in Messra. Stanford's hands. 

' At  the Winter Dinner in 1894 members were asked not to intro- 
duce more than two guests. Despite, however, this request the 
diners overflowed the space available, and many members of t h e  
Club complained. In these circumstances it  wan obvious that the  
rule which ordains that " the rnemhers of the Club shall dine t3gether 
once in every year," and also implies that they have the liberty to bring 
" guests " in  the plural, had become unworkable. Before making a n y  
formal proposal for altering the rule the Coninlittee resolved to 
suggest to members the expediency, except in special caaeq of re- 
stricting their hospitality to one guest. The result of this appeal t o  
the mutual considemtion of our members ~ R S  been satishctory, 
for, while the suggestion has been very generally accepted, places 
havo been filled up by members, no that thia year, of the 283 who 
dine together no less than 156 are members of the Cluh. 

' Another question which has of late years frequently engaged t h e  
nttention of the Committee will again come forward next year. Does 
the Club desire to reniain in ita prevent rooms, holding many of its 
meetings elsewhere, or is a change desirable and, if so, where can 
suitable accommodation be found 1 The Hon. Secretary will welcome 
any suggestions or illformation bearing on these points.' 

The Rev. W. S. GREEN read a paper entitled 'Climbing in the 
Selkirbe and Adjacent Kocky hfountain Regions,' which was illus- 
trated with lantern slides, and after a short discussion the proceed- 
i n g  terminated with a hearty ~ o t e  of thanks to Mr. Green. 

The WINTER DINNER was held a t  the Whitehall Rooma on Tuesday, 
December 18, the chair being taken by Mr. Douglas W. Freshfield, 
President of the Club. Two hundred and eighty-three merqben, and 
guesta were present, the latter including Earl Stanhope, Viscount 
Cobham, Sir Colin Scott Moncrieff, Sir William Dalby, Mr. B r e t  
Hart , ,  Dr. Bourcart (the Swiss Chargk dlAffaires), Mr. Onslow Ford,  
A.R.A., Dr. Lauder Brunton, Mr. E. Nettleahip, Mr. Anatey Guthrie, 
and Mr. J. S. Forbes. 

The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of Mountain Paintings and Photographa 
was held this year in the Nineteenth Century Art  Gallery, and was open 
from December 11 to December 22. Two days (the 11th and 18th)  
were reserved as private view days for membem and their friends. 
On five evenings lantern exhibitions were given by members of t h e  
Club. ae follows :-December 12, Mr. Douglaa W. Freshfield; 13, Mr. 
C. T. Dent; 14, Mr. W. M. Conway; 20. Mr. H. G. Willink ; 21, Mr. 
C. T. Dent. For  detailed notice see p. 333. 

k a t a  in Noemrbsr Numbor. 
P.ge 287, line 11, far Pslle'a read W r  

864, laat line but one, far seoond and third rmd thlrd and fourth. 
265, b e  18 from bottom, Im 11,700 it. read 12,700 it. 
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SOME ASCENTS IN THE ALPS. 
BY THE LATE JOHN BALL. 

[Lovers of Alpine literature are well aware, and have often deplored thc 
fact, that Mr. Ball published very few detailed accounts of his many excur- 
sions among the Alps. They became generally known only through notes 
either communicated to friends or inserted in his 'Alpine Guide.' We are 
indebted to Mrs. Ball for permission to reproduce from her hnsband's diaries 
the following descriptions of some of his most noteworthy ascents. They are 
interesting in themselves, and will serve to complete the fragmentary 
accounts of these climbs hitherto given to the world. A few elucidations 
have been added, within square brackets.] 

[This ascent took place on September 19, 1857, the start being 
made from Borca, a little below San Vito. See previously published 
notm in the 'Alpine Guide,' vol. iii. pp. 525-6, and Mews. Gilbert 
and Churchill's ' The Dolomite Mountains,' pp. 399400. A number 
of small pencil sketches on the leaves of the diary accompany these 
notea.] 

r a t  2 A.M. (awoke and looked a t  watch a t  half-past 11 
and half-past 1) : called the woman of the house. Coffee 

and bread. Started in time to hear 3 A.M. on the bridge. 
About 4 saw a bright fire on the rocks of the Antelao 
high up, a hunter. Soon affer Venus rose behind a rock 
so bright as to throw a decided shadow. Jupiter overhead. 
Dawn approached and grew as we reached the casem. At 
5 we waited nearly 4 hr., while I screwed in points to 
my boots in the hut, which had four men and two boys, 
500 sheep, many goats, and a few pigs. Sun rose, and 
soon reached us, as we left the ridge forming the pass 
to Zopp6 to ascend the outer buttress, covered with Pinus 
m q h u s ,  that springs against the rocks of the Pelmo. 
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Nothing could be less promising. (Sketch.) It looks about 
as promising as to ascend the Jungfrau from the hide 
facing Wengem Alp. You take the rocks just under the 
great tower, which rises 5,000 ft. overhead, and aRer 
climbing some steep rocks with rubbed edges and shelves of 
dQbris you get on the ledge, which you are to follow for 
14 hr. You soon come to a place which my guide ex- 
pected mas to turn me back. The ledge gives way, and 
there are a few broken pieces below by which you pass 
and regain it. He took off my tin box, plaid, and his 
stick, which I handed over on the point of my long stick, 
and he, one by one, put in place of safety. Three suc- 
cessive bays are passed ; tolerable footing except here and 
there. I n  the third is the pone minorum. The rock pro- 
jects, leaving the shelf but 14 ft. high. (Sketch.) The 
guide, leaving traps, went forward to see how the land lay. 
After a few minutes he returned, saying that i t  was im- 
possible to pass, that the ' croda ' (a rock) had given way on 
the other side, which before had offered assistance. We 
examined the face of the bay below us, to see if it were 
possible to reach another more practicable ledge, but n o  
go. Before giving it up I said I would look, and I found 
that I could pass, which I did, leaving one leg outside to 
catch the edges. The guide passed the traps in succeesion 
on to me, and followed, absolutely crawling on his face  ; 
it is too low for hands and knees, which serve in another 
place. Soon after you reach the ' rau,' where eteep round- 
edged rocks and dQbris (ghiara) come down and allow you to 
ascend. Here the real ascent begins-at Grst tolerably easy,  
but after some rocks with plants on the ledges you take to t h e  
ddbris, first to the right, then rather to the left, very l o n g  
and fatiguing. Towards the top good water from the snow 
came in abundance; two previous sites where it was ex- 
pected were mere trickles, with single drops, one on t h e  
ledge. It would be better to eat something a t  the casera, 
and again a t  the foot of the snow. Snow, rather steep and  
fatiguing, 1 e . d ~  up to the last d6bris, and finally a s m d  
platform, looking on one side to the Antelao, on the o ther  
to Val di Zoldo, with many grand peaks. The guide told 
me that that was as far as we could go, and on my pointing 
to a ridge terminating in a rock 80 or 100 ft. higher, he 
said there was no use in going there, as the view was 
interrupted by a higher and inaccessible point. I said, 
'Let  us go there a t  all events.' The rock and another 
immediately behind were very shattered. I began to 
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examine them to see if I could not manage to ascend. 
The guide implored me to desist, saying i t  was croda nzorta, 
not viva, very unsafe, &c. I assured him I would run no 
risk, and began to remove all moveable pieces of rock, and 
then found the thing quite manageable, and proceeded, in 
spite of renewed intreaties from the guide. This was the 
very top ridge. With a little caution in passing from one 
jagged and rotten tooth to another-(sketch)-I gained the 
ridge-easy and safe, about 200 yards long. The highest 
point seemed about 100 ft. short of the point: it is 2 or 
3 ft. from the northern edge, and the rocks are so little 
safe that I could get but an imperfect view down the 4,000 
or 5,000 ft. With the map I determined the names and 
positions of most of the visible peaks. The snowy ranges 
of Tyrol well seen, Glockner, Gross Venediger, Stubayer 
Ferner, ? Fend Alps [Oetzthal Ferner]. Of those near, 
the  Marmolata seems the highest, but a considerable group 
[Primiero Dolomites] near Agordo, to W., seem to have 
three or four points about 10,000 ft. The h t e l a o  slightly 
higher, the Croda Malcora slightly lower, or as near as may 
be same height. On the snow a t  about 9,000 ft. I was 
surprised, on so steep a peak, to see leaves of larch, Pinus 
mughua, and even of beech, which must have been carried 
up 4,000 to 5,000 ft. Ptarmigan on the rocks towards 
Val di Zoldo seen both in going and coming. - said 
last week he had, in a day's shooting with a signore di 
Cadore, killed 19 ! ! In  places left by the snow I noticed 
strictly parallel lines, like plough ridges seen from a dis- 
tance, about 8 in. apart, very regular, consisting, in fact, of 
lines of earth lying on the stony, fine, and partly set d6bris. 
The direction was downwards, but not always, in the lines 
in which water would flow freely. I n  one place a projecting 
rock, forming a small curved saddle, 20 to 15 ft. wide, had 
the  lines carried on and not turned down the saddle. 
(Sketch.) The most striking point was the great uni- 
formity. Top exactly a t  one. Left the foot of the snow, 
where we lunched, a t  1 (sic), gained foot of last rocks a t  4. 
Met  Cur6 of Zopp6, with two companions, after a day's 
fruitless chamois-hunting on the ridge. He considers the 
ascent from Zoldo worse than that which we followed. Left 
casera a t  5, and home at  6.15. 

[Two large aketches and a list of plants found on the peak con~plete 
the narrative of the day's doinge.] 

E E 2  
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[Thin point is the E. and lower peak of the Marmolata, the highest 
of the Dolomites, the W. peak being the loftier. The latest heights 
are 3,226 m. and 3,299 m. mpectively. The ascent to the foot of the 
last tooth was made by Mr. Ball, with Mr. John Birkbeck and Victor 
Tairraz, of Charnonix, on September 1,1860 ; it is mentioned in Mesars. 
Gilbert and Churchill's The Dolomite Mountains,' pp. 141-2, and in 

, the 'Alpine Guide,' iii. p. 478. Dr. v. Ruthner, in 1861, reached the 
same point a~ Mr. Ball's party ; but it was not till Dr. Grohmann'a 
ascant, in 1862, of the highest rock tooth * that the thermometer, &c., 
left by Mr. Ball at the foot of the tooth were found. A second 
Engliah party aecended the E. peak in 1863,t but it was not t i l l  1 8 6 4  
that Dr. Grohmann succeeded in gaining the W. and higher summit. 
On the page devoted to the record of barometrical obmations Mr. 
Ball notes that he observed the instrument at the chalets at 4, on the 
eummit at 11, and at Campitello at 10.30 that night, which affords a 
clue to the tima occupied on the went.] 

August 31.-Leave Vigo. Inn (' Corona') good ; food good ; 
people civil ; bill, round numbers, not cheap, yet not nn- 
reasonable. Trap to Campitello, where found no meat  ; 
eggs, polenta, tolerable wine, bread and butter. Took pro- 
vision of these last, and went in three houre to the chaleta o f  
Fedaja, with G. Battista, a 'veterinario,' who had offered 
himself as having been already up Marmolata.. A p o t h e q  
in ' Romeo and Juliet.' Asked two florins for expedition. I 
promised him four if we reach top. Beautiful walk, a n d  
fine position of Fedaja, but mountains clouded. S o m e  
trouble to get milk. Sup in chalet of good-looking ultra-  
rustic wench, Marianna, with a clean and rather comfor t  
able chalet: tea, bread, and butter. Sleep a party of six or 
seven in large hay shed. Better than usual, but fleas and 
wind (alas ! west) keep me from sleeping more than one or 
two hours. 

8eptember 1.-Struck light a t  10 min. to 3, and a t  3 
called Victor, who goes to see after fire and cooking rice. 
Rose soon after. Venus very bright, and moon, and some 
stars ; but clouds and S.W. wind. Off before half-past 
4. No sign of dawn. A~cend steep sheep-track. Get 
among Mughus. G. B. drops my rope, goes back, returns 
without i t ;  sent again, and I collect flowers. Steep 
scramble up rock. G. B. sends down a large stone, which 
I caught with my hand; abuse him. On this side the 

* Mitth. d. Oest. Alpen-Vtr~inu, 1863, pp. 210-2.1 
+ [Alpine Jou,.uui, vol. i. p. 101.1 
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Marmolata is set round with steep rocky teeth (detached 
forts), between each of which glacier, widening downwards, 
descends. I was in favour of the extreme left of the glacier, 
which comes down E. of the chalets. Instigated by our 
'guide,' we took the right-hand branch, and Victor (un- 
wisely) attacked it a t  the lowest part, pretty nearly in right 
line from chalets to higher part of the mountain, instead of 
ascending by the ' ghiara ' and moraine to the point where 
t h e  edge of the glacier is highest. Escarpment everywhere 
moderately steep, and ice so hard that steps must be cut. Un- 
usually hard, it yielded little to the axe or to my heavy stick, 
and work proportionately hard. Unwillingly Victor bends to 
the  left, and we get on easier, along the rock on a thin, 
sharp edge of hard ice. Soon after get to the n6v6 ; a t  first 
very good, soon after begins to grow deep and very steep, but 
no real difficulty. The only large crevasse had been filled 
by an avalanche, suggesting the need of care when returning, 
if the sun should work. Before reaching the rock scramble, 
we had a glorious view to eastward of Pelmo, to right, then 
A n t e h ,  then Rocchetta, then Malcora ; and a little after 
the sun broke over the jagged crest of the Rocchetta, quite 
enough to reward us for our day's work. As we reached 
n6v6, sun shone for a short time, and we had out veils and 
spectacles, but a t  the steeper ascent clouds came on, and 
remained nearly unbroken, with an occasional glimpse 
below over Livinallongo. We kept a t  work pretty steadily, 
as we rose to a level with what looks from below like a peak. 
(Diaggm.) I urged V. to keep to the left, so as to gain 
the ridge, where the snow mould not be quite so soft and 
steep. He wanted to keep straight up, and was rather 
vexed (he likes his own way), but yielded, as I think to our 
advantage. At last we reached a ridge, from which, in the 
cloud, we saw a tooth of rock to left, about 100 ft. higher, and 
on the other the snow inclining gently upwards. We follow 
this, and soon see the cloud rising a little. The true 
highest peak [is] a tooth rising about 150 ft. from the ridge 
of rock which just projects beyond the snow and forms the 
upper rim of the tremendous precipice which the Marmo- 
ln t a  shows to the S. This is the tooth-dtima croda- 
which has hitherto defied all those who have reached the 
highest ridge.' As we saw it, a sharp ar6te of snow, steep 

* [Dr. Grohmann, on p. 202 of his article already mentioned, 
speaks of two Italian attempts in 1804 and 1856, probably those to 
which Mr. Ball here refers. At any rate, no other attempts are known 
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on both sides, led up to the rock, sparing the ascent of the 
stiffest part, and we had not the slightest doubt aa to the 
possibility of ascending it; but meanwhile the wind, 
which we had not felt till we were on the highest ridge, 
became extremely violent in sudden gusts. We were on 
the ar4te-V., B., and myself-when B. suddenly stopped 
short. I could not but agree that with such a wind 
the ascent of the tooth was unsafe, and even Victor did n o t  
like to stay on the ar4te. We turned and slid down to the 
little concave plateau, on one side of which, a,&nst the 
rock, was a small pool, and here, slightly sheltered from 
the wind, we had an excellent lunch. B. very miserable, 
shivering from the cold, and altogether unhappy. T h e  
lunch over, I set to work, with Victor's assistance, to fix tbe 
minimum therlllometer to the rock behind us. He attached 
a slip of pine wood, which I had prepared, with a couple of 
strong nails, to which I added a third, and, behind the 
board, attached the thermometer with string! not having 
wire; the wind meanwhile so piercing that, though the 
temperature was 5.6 = 42 Fahrenheit, my fingers viere q u i t e  
benumbed." I asked B. to  fill up the form to be left in 
the glass tube. He swore bravely a t  the d----d ther-  
mometer, but filled up the paper t a d  bien que mal, which 
I attached. I fear the winter--or perhaps sooner-will see 
them all set loose from the rock: the best chance is t h a t  
the snow will reach the place soon. Now to  descend, a f t e r  
a ration of ice water and rum is served out. Neither B. 
nor I felt thirst all day. We kept to the track ; the descent 
of the first part easy and rapid. Then we agreed to try the 
l e f t n o w  right-hand glacier, but under the mistaken idea 
that  we had Neen all the way I recommended V. to k e e p  
down too far, in~tead of crossing by the middle part of that 
glacier between the large crevasses. We reached the top 
of a rock, and found our progress barred by crevasses on t h e  
right; below us the rock steep enough, but above rough  
and passable. V. was disposed to descend, but I decidedly 
objected, pointing out that the lower part of the rock would 

- - - - - -- 
to the author of the monograph on the Mamolata in the Erschlieasung 
der Ostalpen, iii. p. 385. According to Dr. Grohmann, p. 203, Hem 
v. Ruthner did not reach the summit of the tooth, Dr. Grohmam's 
own party in 1862 being the first to conquer it.] 

* [On the page containing theae obaervatione Mr. Ball notes that this 
reading was taken ' about 150 ft. below, and about E. of the h i g h e  
peak (looking N.W. ?) . I ]  
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be mooth and dangerous. He agreed we mnst either 
reascend some way to take the eastern glacier, or try our 
hands again a t  the western. This we did, finding again our 
morning's track nearly effaced, and then crossing to left. 
I had (as in the escent) to give help several times to 
G. B., and a t  last, a t  the last part, where it waa really 
steep, gave him my stick, taking his unspiked one. Here 
the rain assailed us with some violence, choosing the time 
when we were unable to move on, waiting for the steps. 
Part of way pretty steep, but no difficulties. Plaid saves me 
pretty well from the rain. Reach chalet, sit a few minutes 
by fire, and then etart, leaving B. to  finish his cigar. 
In 2 hrs. 20 min. I reach Campitello, where I ordered 
dinner-not ready till long after B. joined us. Inn 'A1 
Mnlino,' clean, landlord not, very bright, ill-provided ; but 
this day we had a good supper. Charges not cheap, yet not 
extortionate. 

3. TBE CIUA TOEA. 

[This ascent waa made on August 9, 1865, in the company of Mr. 
W. E. Forster, and the guide Matteo Nicolussi. Mr. Ball went by the 
Malga di Andalo and the Pozza Tramontana, and appears to have made 
a detour to the Forcolotta di Nogbera, overlooking the Val d'Ambies. 
See ' Alpine Journal,' vol. ii. p. 148, vol. xii. p. 521, and ' Alpine 
Guide,' vol. ii. pp. 488-9.1 

Augwrt 8.-By omnibus in 2 hrs. [from Trent] to  Vezzano. 
Arrive 8. Start for Molveno by Monte Gazza ; 4 hrs. good 
walking. We halted a t  caaera. Waited in vain for view 
of the Tosa. Took wrong way, going much to right, and 
then trying to force way down slope broken by ledges. 
Reach Molveno about 3. Matteo Nicolosi fine strong youth 
of 25, good porter, but no mountaineering intelligence. 

Auguat 9.-Off a t  3.10. Beautiful morning; moon bright. 
Took rather longer but easier way by large casera on but- 
frese above Molveno. Soon left regular track, keeping 
about a level, then mount by steep rock and along screes 
at foot of ' Felswand.' Accidentally hit casera just on our 
level. Breakfast. Here you should keep to right of a rock 
end of a night. (Small sketch.) Matteo took us to left, 
and after long ascent (not steep) got on ridge over glen to  
S. Lorenzo or Stenico. . Had to return (losing 14 hr.), 
descend, and keep over by screes and limestone sham 
glacier, then second step of the same to Vedretta. The 
approach ie through a deep hollow, and if you go the direct 
way you mnst descend into it. There are two glaciem : the 
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smaller one faces the gap (Tnckett's) leading to N.W. side of 
Bocca di Brenta ; the larger one on E. side of highest point of 
Tosa. Saw a chimney. This is not practicable, unless the 
avalanche snow were heaped very high against it, but to the 
left and close to it is the narrower one which turned out 
to be feasible-decidedly a difEcult bit of rock work. 
Matteo is clever on rocks; went up well. It was 2 P.M. 
Porater wished to go on, and we did so. Reached top about 
4.15. I cut most of the way up the last slope, in all about  
100 long steps. The top, a ridge falling for some distance 
N.W., a few paces only. On opposite side snow slope, 
extremely steep, towards Val Rendena. Saw but little ; 
clouds. Stayed but5 min. Descended & reculons. Forater 
very slow down the rocks. It was 6.15 when we got back to 
opposite side of glacier. Second lunch quick. Decided to 
return by the Bocca. Steep descent, and then eaay aacent 
to the gap (not the near one); descended into the glen of 
the Bocca. Hurried on, and night was closing aa we got 
through first pert. Moon and Matteo's intimate local know- 
ledge camed us on. Veiy long descent; scenery very fine ; 
woods all but pitch dark. Reached inn at 111.0. Al l  in bed, 
minestm, sleep. Did not get up till past 8. 

[On another page, among barometrical observations, we learn that 
the firat large casera was reached a t  4.30 A.M., and 'Toss' (1 top) 
at  3.50.1 

4. THE PIZZO POECELLIZZO. 

[This point warc ascended by Mr. Ball on A u p t  19, 1863. He tells 
ue in his ' Alpine Guide,' vol. ii. p. 406, that on the eurnmit he found 
a cairn, built by the Swiss engineers, though the peak lie8 wholly in 
Italy. But Mr. Ball's accent eeems to have been the first by a 
traveller, according to Signor Lurani's monograph, ' Le Montagne 
di Val Masino,' p. 16, and his description of the fine view to be h a d  
from the top has given thin peak a considerable reputation, eo that it 
is now frequently climbed from the Baths of Masino. I t  r i m  N.W. of 
W n o ,  in the range between the Porcellizzo and Codera glens, being 
just S.W. of the peak called Cima di Techingel by the older maps, and 
Piz Badile by the more recent ones. The height of 3,076 m, 
(10,092 ft.) is assigned to the peak by the Dufour map, and that of 
3,074 m. (10,084 fk) by the new Italian one. I t  ahould be borne in 
mind that Mr. Ball's remarks are based on the Dufour map, and 
describe the first exploration of ridges now well known, if not m u c h  
viaited.] 

Azlgwrt 17.-Long-expected change in the weather; 
afternoon temporale. Start [from Cadenabbia] with young 
Arconati by the eveniug ~teamer for Colico. Storm on the 
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lake. By diligence to Morbegno. Arrive about midnight : 
fix to start a t  4.30. 

August 18.-Did not get off till 6.15 A.M. Reach Bagni 
di Masino a t  11. Scenery fine. Huge blocks : one, the 
largest I know, about 250 ft. long, 1 4  high, and 120 broad, 
must contain fully 3,000,000 cubic feet of rock-say, 
? 300,000 tons. Valley forks a t  San Martino, E. branch 
V. di Mello, N.W. branch V. Porcellizza. Baths about 2 
miles from San Mtrrtino ; steepish ascent ; San Martino 34 hm. 
= 114 miles from Morbegno. Racks near Morbegno meta- 
morphic, gradually pass into gneiss, and this into granite. 
Some of the gneiss quite the ' Serizzo ghiandone ' of the 
Lake of Como. Afternoon wet, but we ascended as far as 
the baita (local word) in the Val Porcellizza, just above the 
limit of larch. Snowed all night, nearly down to the baita. 

August 19.-Next morning start for an ascent. We were 
ready to start for Val Bregaglia, but seeing fine morning re- 
turned to original plan. The name Ligoncio is given here to 
one of the summits S.W. of baths, not to those a t  head of 
valley, or (?) to an alp.* The highest seen by me from P. dei 
Tre Signori and Legnone-snow on W. side, wall on E. side 
-is the Punta Trubinesca, 3,385 m. of the Federal map, 
Blatt 20; seems inaccessible. [Here small sketch of the 
point.] Next to W. is Cima di Tschingel, 5,308 m.; pro- 
bably accessible, but not easy. S.W. of this is the Pizzo 
Porcelhw, 3,076 m. As we mounted the wind was violent, 
and above the touwnente worked in fresh snow. A11 the 
men a t  the baita told us we must return, failing one [who] 
aaid, '0 siete matti, o volete presto diventarlo.' We went 
on to see how the weather would turn. It soon began to 
moderate, so we persevered. Aimed a t  the Pizzo Porcellizzo, 
and reached the top. Our guide, a muff,-a guarcluboschi- 
remaining some way below at  the fork. View over Val 
Codera extremely fine, overhanging a glacier. Distant view 
to whole range of Apennines; Grakn Alps partly seen; 
enmmita of Rosa and Simplon covered; large portion of 
Lake of Como; P. dei Tre Signori; but Grigna concealed 
by intervening peak, about 2,970 m. Cold. There is rt 
glacier pass, about 10,000 ft., ' Passo di Bondo,' E. of Punta 
Trubinesca; our guide did not know it, but Salvatore Fiorelli 
[of San Martino] can lead over i t ;  says it is rather difficult. 
Another way to Val Bregaglia is by the gap most to the 

~ 

I [The new Italian map gives it both to a peak and to an alp in the 
direction named.] 
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left in the Val Porcellizza to Val Codera, descending some 
way, then remounting to ridge W.N.W. of Tschiigel, about 
3,700 m., descbending into Val Bondaeca.* Descended by 
W. side of valley to Baths. The paved track lies on E. side 
of torrent, which forms fine cascades. 

[On the page reeerved for barometrical and other obeervations Mr. 
Ball notes : ' 7.55 A.M., chalet (Baita) di Porcellizza ; 8.30 A.x., 
derniers mblbzes; 10.30 A.M., breakfast place; 1 P.M., Pizzo di Por- 
cellizzo; 9 P.M., Bagni del Masino.' In the name of the valley he 
makes ' n '  the final letter, like the Dufour map, but the Italian map 
substitutes ' 0,' like the name of the peak.] 

Augwt 20.-Rose a t  4.30. Drip, drip. It had snowed 
all night, down to limit, of larch. Guide of yesterday 
brought a slight pale man, Salvatore Fiorelli-capital man. 
They are well satjsfied with 5 francs a day. He was con- 
fident that he could take us over the Zocca, as they call the 
Forcella di San Martino of Fed. map (2,730 m.).t Lost a 
great deal of time ; hesitated a good deal; but got off at 7. 
Went a t  good pace in the rain down to San Martino, then 
very gradual ascent in V. di Mello. Warnings : old man, 
'Andate alla morte.' Salvatore steady. Track wrong in 
Fed. map. You begin ascent ) hr. before La Rasica, 
2) hrs. from Baths, laet huts in valley ; ascend amidst 
pines, with some deciduous trees. The lower bridge has 
been carried away, so you go higher, and then descend a 
little to a bridge : then keep a t  a level for some way, and 
rejoining old path mount steeply to lower hut or casera, 
where cheeses are kept. By the sound of cattle soon found 
that the herdsmen had been driven down to lower baita, 
reached by a steep scramble through dripping grass and 
rhododendron. A hollow under a large block, with a few 
stones to keep out wind on one side; halt here about 11. 
Got some milk with our lunch. Arconati not well; trembled 
much from cold. We decided that i t  would be rash for 
him to  persevere, and the question was settled by par t id  
clearing of weather, and wind rising. We descend. In a 
few minutes, the tourmente above became furious, snow 
driven in whirling masses in all directions. Views ex- 
tremely grand ; granite rocks and pinnacles quite first-rate. 
Descending saw opposite us a waterfall sheerly carried away; 
only once in every two or three millutes a few drops reached 

* [The Italian map calls the former the Paeso Porcellizzo, and the 
Siegfried map dots in the may over the latter, though giving it no m e . ]  

t [The Siegfried map retains the latter name, giving 2,743 m. a8 
the height, while the Italian map has Passo di Zocca, 2,776 m.'] 
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the bottom. Nearly 3.30 before we reached the valley. 
Salvatore pointed oilt a, pass W. of Monte della Disgrazia 
by Alpe di Pioda, by which yon may reach Sondrio ; must 
be s fine pass.* No pass direct into Val Malenco [proper]. 
The highest point on N. side of valley [of Zocca] is Cima del 
Largo (3,402 m. ), E.N.E. of Zocca Pass. S.W. and nearer 
is the Monte di Zocca (3,220 m.). Reached bridge a t  Ban 
Martino a t  4.55, and the high road, a t  bridge over Maaino 
torrent, a t  7.25. About 1 hr. more to Morbegno. 

5. P~zzo STELLA. 
[This is a peak in the range just N. of Chiavenna, which commands 

a very fine view, and is visible from Menaggio and the Lago di Como. 
From his note in  the 'Alpine Journal,' vol. ii. p. 272, we learn that 
Mr. Ball was accompanied by the Marchese Giammartino Arconati, 
and that a cairn, built some years before by  the Austrian engineers, 
was found on the summit, though his ascent was apparently the first 
made by a traveller. The aacent took place, as appears from a note 
on-the next page of the diary, on September 7, the top being reached 
a t  noon. Mr. Ball's estimate in the 'Alpine Journal ' of the height of 
the  peak as between 10,400 ft. and 10,500 ft. is strikingly confirmed by  
the figures on the latest Swiss and Italian maps. The Swiss map gives 
3,129 m. (10,266 ft.), and the Italian 3,162 m. (10,374 ft.). There 
a re  several details in the ' Alpine Journal '  which do not occur in the 
diary, so that the two accounts complete each other.] 

September 6, 1865.-Man offered for gnide liar and 
dmnkrtrd. Tried to send him back fro111 2 Piasciscio [Fraciscio] . 
The chief ' Senner ' a t  the Angeluga alp, named Giacomo 
dell' Adamino, had passed us just before, so we had to take 
two girls. It lies 3 hrs. above Campo Dolcino. Fair path, 
but stony, in part by bed of stream. You cross to its right 
bank a t  the village [of Campo Dolcino], and after a while 
zigzag up steep slope nearly to the level of the alp. Look- 
ing a t  Pizzo Stella from the chalet you keep well to the 
right, keeping as far as possible along a rocky rib, the11 up 
steep pile of broken stone, then cross small piece of glacier, 
hard ice requiring steps. Guide tried without; had to take 
off his shoes. Follow arQte to the top ; usual broken stone 
work. Clouds injured the very fine view. Head of Val di 
Lei considerable range of glacier. Took 4 hrs. very easy 
going, but little stoppage,. going up ; and 4 hrs. very slow, 
with several stops, descending. Kept further S. ; descended 
by glacier and n6v6, and then by left bank af torrent from 
glacier. Lunch a t  chalet; descend in I Q  hr. to Campo 
.Dolcino. 

[This is the Passo di San Martino o Mello (2,991 m.) of the Italian 
map, leading to the uppermost bit of Val Malenco.] 



BY W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

N the course of reading the accounts of early climbs in I the Bernese Oberland, with a view to  the volumes of 
the ' Climbers' Guide ' for that district, I have come across 
s e v e d  odd statements about the early explorations of the 
Jungfrau, so that I am tempted to discuss these matters in 
a more thorough fashion than is possible within the narrow 
limits of a guide-book. I think that I have been able to 
clear up one or two rather dark corners of the subject, but 
am quite ready to consider any well-founded objections to 
the theories I propose to set forth. 

1. The Jirst ascent of the J u w ~ a u  was made by the 
brothers J. R. and Hieronyrnus Meyer, of Aarau, with two 
Vallais guides, on August 3, 1811. The published account 
was put together, from the notes supplied by the Meyers, 
by Herr Zschokke, the editor of the 'Miscellen fiir die 
neueste Weltkunde,' in which it appeared in 1812. We 
there learn how they went from Naters over the Beichgrat 
and the Lotschenliicke towards their peak, returning by the 
same roundabout route. On their way up the peak they 
spent two nighta out on the glaciers, and our difliculties 
begin when we try to fix the sites of these bivouacs. For a 
moment, however, we may put wide this question, as their 
route up the highest peak seems quite clear. Starting 
from a lofty bivouac, they passed between the Kmnzberg 
and the Lauithor, climbed the S. or S.E. slopes of the 
Roththalhorn (3,946 m.) to its summit, or not far from it, 
descended thence 40 or 50 ft. on to the Roththal Sattel, 
and then climbed up the S. snow ridge, which is now the 
usual route. They thus gained the top from the S. That 
is the impression which a study of the original account 
(pp. 20-22) leaves on my mind, and I am delighted to find 
that Herr Gottlieb Studert is of exactly the same opinion, 
his view being adopted by the writer in 'Modern Mom- 
taineering.' $ 

So far, so good. Assuming this route to have been t b t  
autually followed in 1811, never getting N. of the snowy 

* Reise auf den Jungfraw- Bletscher und Ersteigung seinea Qipfels. 
t Ueber Eis und Schnee, vol. i. pp. 105-6. 
$ Alpine J o w l ,  voL viii. Appendix, p. 51. 
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buttress projecting N.E. from 3,946 to the figures 3,388 on 
the Siegfried map, it settles the question of the site of 
the  second night's bivouac, which must have been somewhere 
high up on the glacier between the h z b e r g  and the 
Gletscherhorn. But, though I believe most firmly that this 
is where they really spent the second night, there are certain 
apparent difficulties in the way. The text of their narrative 
@. 26) distinctly states that the rocks on which they spent 
the second night were 'half an hour S. of the Monch, a t  the 
end of the Jungfmu Gletscher.' This seems to point to 
t h e  S. foot of the Trugberg ; but the fact that this spot loas 
probably,used as a camp in 1812 by some of the =me party, 
and that then no mention was made of a previous visit to this 
place, the further fact that on the map in the 1813 pamphlet 
describing the 1812 ascent probably this spot is marked 
as the bivouacking place in 1812, while the S. foot of the 
Kranzberg is marked ' vorjahriges Nachtlager,' together with 
the ' eastern valley argument' (of which more presently), 
seem conclusive against the S. foot of the Tmgberg. 

I n  favour .of the S. foot of the Kranzberg there is the 
evidence of the 1813 map just mentioned, while in a rough 
way this spot might be said to answer the requirement of 
being 4 hr. S. of the Monch. But though this map seems clear 
on this point, the line dotted in on it from this spot to the 
summit of the Jungfrau raises another grave difficulty. 
This line is drawn up the glacier W. of the Kranzberg, 
precisely the one by which, as has been seen above, Herr 
Studer, the 'Alpine Journal' writer, and I all believe the 
party to have really gone to the summit. But this route, 
up a snow. valley W. of the bivouac, is diametrically opposed 
to what I call, for the sake of brevity, the 'eastern valley 
argument,' and this argument I hold to be the key to the 
whole problem. The original narrative tells us that  from 
the 6rst bivouac (the position of which will be considered 
presently) they made an attempt on the Jungfrau by ' a  
glacier valley coming down from between the Jungfrau and 
the Monch ' (p. 15)' but were beaten back by huge crevasses 
among other things, and returned to their first night's 
bivouac. Unwilling to lose the afternoon, they made 
another attempt by another glacier valley ' lying to the E., 
and also coming down from the Jungfrau ' (p. 17). Now, 
these words, ' ostlich liegendes,' contain the one clear topo- 
graphical indication in the whole narrative. By their own 
account their second bivouac was a t  the head of this 
'eastern valley,' so that the first bivonac could not have 
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been a t  the S. foot of the Kranzberg, for if they had gone 
up a valley E. of that they would have aacended either the 
hollow which lies S., or that which lies N., of the snowy 
spur 3,888, the latter being that traversed by every party 
making the ascent of the Jungfrau from the Concordia hut 
by the usual route. This eastern valley argument,' there- 
fore, seems to me to be decisive against placing the second 
bivouac a t  the S. foot of the Kranzberg. We must look for 
i t  a t  the head of the 'eastern valley ' i . e . ,  between the 
Gletscherhorn and the Kranzberg, perhaps near the figures 
3,662. 

The site of the $rst bivouac is of comparatively slight 
importance. It is stated (pp. 1 2  and 14) to have been 'on the 
N. side of the glacier, just where the Lijtschengletscher 
joins the Aletschgletecher.' Literally taken, this indication 
would seem to point to the S. foot of the Kranzberg again ; 
but, as we have seen above, the ' eastern valley argument ' 
will not allow us to place the second bivouac there, so 
that it is still more impossible to make it the site of the 
first camp, though Studer (p. 103), in defiance of all his 
arguments, does, in a moment of forgetfulness, place 
i t  there. The first camp must have been W. of the 
valley a t  the herad of which was the second camp, and, 
therefore, much nearer the Liitschenliicke. I would, there- 
fore, suggest the foot of the S.E. spur of the Ebnefluh, a t  
the figures 3,107 on the Siegfried map, or possibly that of 
the Glehcherhorn, not far from 3,424. 

I thus come to the following conclusions as to the 1811 
ascent :- 

(a) The first bivouac was a t  the S.E. foot of the Ebnefluh, 
or of the Gletscherhorn. 

(b) The second bivouac was a t  the head of the glacier 
lying between the Gletscherhorn and the Kranzberg, this 
being the ' eaetern valley.' 

(c) The summit of the Jungfrau was attained from the S. 
bp way of the Roththalhorn (over the top, or near it) and 
the Roththal Sattel. 

Of these three conclusions, (c), the most important, is that 
accepted by Studer and the ' Alpine Journal' writer, so 
that it may be considered h l y  established. The two 
others rest on the eastern valley argument.' The evidence 
of the map in the 1813 pamphlet is thus rejected (on the 
ground of that argument), so far as the site of the second 
bivouac is concerned, but accepted (this, again, is the more 
important consideration) as a witness to the fact that the 
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glacier valley actually ascended towards the summit was 
tbat between the Kranzberg and the Gletscherhorn. It is 
simply a choice between the clear indication of the ' eastern 
valley,' and on the other side the vague statement in the 
text and the possibly careless marking on the map. 

I cannot help adding, as a mere conjecture, that I am 
very much inclined to believe that all through the party 
mistook the Kmnzberg for the Monch ; most certainly on 
their first attempt  the^ were under the impression that the 
Gletscherhorn was the Jungfrau. Such a supposition would 
clear away certain inconsistencies, and I throw out the 
suggestion, not for the purpose of blaming the Meyers for 
imperfect knowledge of the topography of an unknown 
region (my own experience in the least known parts of the 
Alps enables me to realise most vividly their confused state 
of mind), but in order to sweep away some statements 
which, literally taken, seem most misleading. 

I freely admit that even my theory does not cover all the 
facts known to us as to the movements of the Meyers in 1811. 
Hence even conjectures may be useful as possibly suggesting 
the true solution of the problem. Mr. E. F. M. Benecke 
has sent me two which are very ingenious, and which are 
certainly worth mentioning, though, for reasons to be 
stated, I can accept neither. 

One is that the 1811 party, starting from their first bivouac 
a t  the S. foot of the Kranzberg (as stated on the 1813 
map), went N.W. up the JungfrauGrn to the second bivouac 
near the figures 3,175, but ultimately bore W. so as to pass 
under the S. face of the snowy spur 3,388, and so mounted 
to the Roththal Sattel. This theory certainly clears away 
a great obstacle : it is undoubtedly easier to go up the Jung- 
fraufirn than up the crevassed Kranzberg glacier, and, in this 
way, by keeping S. of the spur 3,388, the 1811 route is still 
made distinct from that of 1812, as i t  must be, for the 1812 
party say (as will be seen in the next section) that they 
ascended by the opposite side to that of their friends in 
1811-i.e., as I believe, referring to the starting point, one 
S., the other E. But then this theory is open to the objec- 
tion that the 1813 map distinctly shows the 1811 route as 
going up the Kranzberg glacier. Thus Mr. Benecke's theory 
accepts the evidence of this map as to the site of the first 
bivouac, but rejects i t  as to the route to the foot of the 
Roththalhorn. My theory rejects the former statement of 
the map, but accepts the latter. Hence the two theories 
both fail to cover all the facts, though I still prefer mine. 
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Mr. Benecke's second conjecture, made with a view t o  
explaining the line drawn on the 1813 map, ia even more 
ingenious. It is certain that the name Kranzberg waa first 
given in 1841 by Desor,* and that the point 3,946 has no 
name on the Dufour map, being called Roththalhorn first on 
the Siegfried map. The name Kranzberg seems to be used 
in rather a wide sense, so as to include not only the mountain 
mass so called on the Siegfried map, but also the point 
3,946 and the spur 3,388.t Indeed, Mr. Benecke says that 
as lately aa 1890 the spur 3,388 was pointed out to him by 
a guide as the Kranzberg. He therefore suggests that the 
older writers also grouped all these points as.one mountain 
mass, and that in this way it is just possible that the 1813 
map-maker might mark the eecond bivouac at the foot of 
the ' Kranzberg,' meaning thereby that it was at the foot of 
the spur 3,388, or thereabouts. If this be assumed, the 
first bivouac could be placed a t  the foot of the true Kranz- 
berg, the ' eastern valley ' would be the Jungfraufirn, with 
the second bivouac a t  its head, while by keeping S. of the 
spur 3,388 the 1811 route would still lie to the left of the 
' Kranzberg,' as indicated by the line on the 1813 map. But 
though all these puzzling facts would thus be explained, it 
is well to recollect that this theory rests on the supposition 
that the 1811 party, like t h o ~ e  of Desor and Stoder in 
184142, grouped the true Kranzberg, the point 3,946, and 
the spur 3,388, together as one mountain mass. They may 
very well have done so, but there is not the slightest bit of 
evidence that they actually did SO. 

2. The route taken on the occasion of the second ascent of 
the Jungfrau, September 3, 1812, by Gottlieb--i.e., Theo- 
philus-Meyer (son of one and nephew of the other of the 
adventurers of 1811), with the two Vallais guides, Aloys 
Volker and Joseph Bortis (also spelt Bartia and Bortes), is 
plain enough. Herr Zschokke's version was printed a t  
Aarau in 1813, in a pamphlet entitled 'Reise auf die 
Eisgebirge des Kantons Bern, und Ersteigung ihrer hochsten 
Gipfel im Sommer 1812 ' (pp. 32-7), while Gottlieb Meyer's 
own narrative was not published till 1852 in the 'Alpen- 
rosen' for that year (pp. xxvii-xxxii). They started from 

* See Deeor's first series of Exc~crsions duns Zes Glaciers, pp. 580, 
. 389-90 ; Forbes in So~way and i ts Glaciers, Appendiz on the Ober- 

lund, &c., p. 315 ; and Gottlieb Studer, Topogr. Jlitth. aus dem Alpenge- 
birge, pp. 112-13. 

I- See the above references, and Ball's Alpine Guide, vol. ii. p. 9%. 
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the  huts by the Warjelen lake (called by them the Aletsch 
lake), and bivouacked a t  the S. foot of the Tmgberg, or 
perhaps a t  the Griineck a t  the S.W. foot of the Griineckhorn 
(a camp used some days before, when Rudolf Meyer found 
there his uncle, J. R. Meyer, and his brother Gottlieb, fresh 
from the paseage the  third that year-of the Obemarjoch). 
The dotted line on the map agrees with the written descrip- 
tions : the party simply followed what is now the ordinary 
route from the Concordia hut up the Jungfraufim to the 
Roththorn Sattel, and so up the last peak. They thus passed 
N. of the snowy spur 3,388, as the 1811 party h d  paased 
to its S. The two routes joined on the Roththal Sattel, as 
even the 1813 map feebly tries to show, though on it not 
more than the Inere fact of junction some way before the 
top is certainly stated. Stnder (vol. i. pp. 108-1 lo), followed 
by the ' Alpine Journal ' writer (pp. 52-3), hrts no doubt aa 
to the 1812 mute, so that all is clear ahout it. 

This ascent had been undertaken to settle doubts as to 
whether the 1811 party had really gained the summit of the 
Jungfrau, as their feat had been called in question by 
certain persons. But one statement, to be found in both 
recensions (pp. 32 and xxix respectively) of the narrative 
of the 1812 ascent, has caused a little confusion. This is 
the remark that, in hopes of finding a better way than the 
1811 route, they climbed the mountain ' from the E. side- 
i.e., by the side exactly opposite to that ascended in the 
previous year.' It should be noted that this expression is 
placed in the narrative while the party were still toiling up 
towards the Roththal Sattel, but before they had gained it. 
Bearing this in mind, we see that i t  is absolutely exact, and 
agrees admirably with the line taken in 1811. But some 
writers-e.g., Mr. Ball, in 'Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers,' 
1st series, p. 281, and ' Alpine Guide,' vol. ii., pp. 9 1-2-seem 
to imagine that the final peak was gained from the E. Yet 
the original accounts say quite clearly that this was not the 
case. The two routes joined on the Roththal Sattel, and 

the aacent from opposite sides' means simply that the 
1811 party reached the Sattel from the S., and that of 1812 
gained it from the E. But even Mr. Ball appears to have 
had an iden that the 1812 ronte is now impracticable. In  
reality it has always been the ordinary route to the Sattel, 
while, as for an ascent of the 6nal peak from the E., the 
1812 party certainly did not accomplish that feat, and i t  is 
even doubtful whether Mr. C. H. Pilkington's not~worthy 
expedition in 1862 (see 4 below) can be said to have done it. 

VOL. XVI1.-NO. OXXVIII.  18 F 
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Strictly speaking, I believe that it is still a 'new route,' 
though I hope it will not be so after the summer of 1895. 

3. The Roththal Sattel had thus been gained from the 
S. in 1811, and from the E. in 1812. But the routes taken 
on both ascents lay wholly within the territory of the 
Vallais. The peak had not yet been reached from the Berneee 
side, though the summit was divided between those two 
cantons. This missing link was supplied in 1828. I do not 
refer to the attempts of Hngi and his guides in A u p t  
1828 and July 1829 to reach the Roththal Sattel from the 
Roththal, nor even to Messrs. Yeah Brown and F. Slade's 
bold effort to force the same route, also in August 1828.* 
What I have in mind is the third asant of the Jungj+au, 
made by Rohrdorf's guides, in that August of 1828 which 
witnessed so many attacks on the peak, this one only being 
crowned with success. From Caspar RohrdorPs nasrativet 
we learn that he set about his explomtions in order to verify 
the old tradition of a pass from Grindelwald to the Vallais 
over the glaciers near the Monch, but seeing that his way 
would lead him not far from the Jungfrau, determined to 
attempt that peak as well. After Herr Waber's exhaustive 
discussion of the history of this legend,* which, to my mind, 
h a l l y  settles the question, I need not refer to the tradi- 
tion. What is specially interesting about Rohrdorf's journey 
is that on August 27, 1828, his party, strtrting from the 
Eigerhohle, made the first passage of the Unter and Ober 
Monchjochs, thus gaining the snowfields of the Jungfrau- 
firn on the E. side of the pe& (pp. 13-17). After visiting 
the Jnngfmujoch they bivouacked a t  the S.W. foot of 
the Trugherg (probably near the figures 3,050). Next day 
Rohrdorf sent his best men forward to make an attempt on 
the Jungfrau, himself, with Christian Roth, again visiting 
the Jungfraujoch, and climbing the well-known snowy 
hump on its W., called by him ' Sattelkopf.' He did not 
see his guides on the way up the peak, but caught sight of 
them on their descent, and fired a shot, to which they 
replied by a shout. On joining forces, he learnt that s 
cold wind, and fear of not having time enough to re* 
the Eigerhohle that night (as no one wished to  spend 

Alpinc Jortrnal, vol. v. p. 374, and vol. viii. Appendix, p. 55. 
t Reise iiber die Gn'ndelwald-Viescher-Gletscher auf &n Jung 

frau-Gletscher, und Ersieigung dee Qletechers dcs Jungjkm-Bergca 
Bern, 1828. 

$ S.A.C. Jnhrbuch, vol. xxvii. pp. 253-274. 
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another night in the open on the glaciers), had compelled 
them to return without having reached the snmmit. So 
the whole party returned over the two Monchjochs to the 
Eigerhohle, and next day descended to Grindelwald. On the 
30th Rohrdorf went to Bern to  prepare for a second jour- 
ney, as he was not altogether satisfied with the behaviour 
of certain of his guides. But, without giving him warning, 
some of them, taking his implements with them, left 
Grindelwald on September 8, and slept a t  the Eigerhohle, 
and on the 9th crossed the two paases again, but as the 
weather was doubtful slept a t  the foot of the Trugberg as 
before. Finally, on September 10, they achieved the com- 
plete ascent, by exactly the same way as that which they 
had tried thirteen days earlier, and by the same route from 
the Jungfmufirn onwards as in 1812. A ladder was 
found very useful, and so they gained what is clearly the 
Roththal Sattel (their highest point on their previous 
attempt), whence three hours' step-cutting led to the 
summit. The leader throughout was Peter Baumann, and 
with him were Ulrich Witwer, Christian Bauwann, Hilde- 
brand Burgener, Peter Roth (bearer of the very heavy iron 
flag set up on top), and Peter Moser, an old fellow of sixty 
years of age, all of Grindelwald. Christian Roth was left 
on the Sattel.* I n  this fashion the now usual mute up the 
Jnngfra,~ from Grindelwald was discovered and made. Thus 
a way was opened, which started indeed from the Bernese 
side, but joined the 1812 way on the Jungfraufirn, before 
the wtaal  ascent of the peak begins. As is well known, 
the direct routes to the summit from the Bernese side 
were not forced till much later-direct from the Roththal 
to the Roththal Sattel in 1864; the now usual route 
from the Roththal to the S. ridge of the peak high up 
above the Sattel in 1885; and t,he route from the Little 
Scheidegg by the Schneehorn and Silberliicke in 1865. 
Yet I suppose that by far the greatest number of ascents 
of the Jungfrau from the Bernese side-at any rate 
from Grindelwald-are made by precisely the route dis- 
covered by Rohrdorf's men in 1828. For the sake of 
completenese I ought to point out that on p. 22, line 3, of 
Rohrdorf's narrative it is stated that the higher summit 
of the Jungfrau was to the S. of the ridge gained-no 
doubt the Roththal Sattel. This is obviously a slip of the 
pen. The ' Alpine Journal ' writer (p. 54), relying on Rohr- 

* Rohrdorf, pp. 21-2. 
r u 2  
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dorf's small map, wrongly distinguishes the 1828 route from 
that of 1812, as from the Jungfraufirn they were certainly 
identical. 

4. We now come to the Rev. C. H. Pilkington's ascent in 
1862, which wrts the immediate occasion of my investiga- 
tions into these old routes. All that has hitherto been 
known of this ascent is the notice in Mr. Ball's 'Alpine 
Guide,' pp. 91-2. Here this aacent is first cited aa con- 
firming the possibility of the Meyer ascent, in 1812, from 
the E. (a survival of Mr. Ball's old misapprehension in 
'Peaks, Passes, and Glrtciers,' 1st series, p. 281); while, 
in the more detailed account given on p. 92 it is dis- 
tinctly stated that the 1862 party ' reached the highest peak 
from its E. side, instead of from the S., as in all the other 
recent ascents' (obviously from the Jungfraufirn direction, 
for the 1864 and 1865 routes from the Bernese side were 
well known to Mr. Ball). And these views are simply copied 
by the ' Alpine Journal' writer, p. 54. 

Now, among the letters on Alpine matters addressed to 
Mr. Ball (entrusted to me in connection with the prep- 
tion of the new edition of the ' Alpine Guide '), I discovered 
Mr. Pilkington's original letter to Mr. Ball, dated h'ovem- 
ber 17,1863, and illustrated with three pen-and-ink diagrams. 
This letter throws quite a new light on the subject, and n o  
doubt Mr. Ball, not having specially studied the minute 
topography of the Vallais side of the Jungfrau, did not fullS 
realise the true value of Mr. Pilkington's notes. I copy 
the most important passages of this letter before comment- 
ing on them, merely premising that it is Mr. Pilkington 
himself who, in the body of his letter, suggests that his line 
of ascent explains the difficulties raised as to the route taken 
in 1812, and mentioned in Mr. Bdl's note (already cited) in 
'Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers.' ' I n  the course of the  
summer of 1868 I went up the Jungfrau; the snow was in 
a very ticklish condition, and the big crevrtsse below the 
Roththal Sattel looked very impracticable ; besides, the ordi- 
nary arGte, being all snow, seemed to promise no end of step- 
cutting. We went to the right, below the Roththal Sattel. 
and attained some rocks, by which we got up with hard 
climbing, having, as it was, some 300 steps to cut, each 
step taking five or six blows.' He then illustrates his route 
by his diagrams, on one of which (a sketch of the Jungfrau, 
from the Jungfraufirn) he marks his route most dis- 
tinctly along the E. face to a little way N. of the sum- 
mit. He distinguishes the arGte (his b) usually ascended 
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from the Sattel from the ' edge, or a little inside it' (his c), 
by which he mounted, and then proceeds aa follows:- 
' Now, by ascending the edge or ardte (c) ,  we did come upon 
the summit ridge from the E. Also, from my notes of the 
ascent, I find that we reached the foot of the rocks a t  9.40,' 
having before stated that they were below the Roththal 
Sattel a t  9. ' (8.) We mounted mostly by rock-climbing to 
a certain spot, where we halted. Time of ascent, 14 hr. 
Time of descent, 1 hr. Time of halt, 35 min. (B.) From 
the  halting-place to the summit we were mostly on snow, 
varying from 40 to 50 degrees. We were stopped almost 
completely, close to the top, by a very steep bit of rock, 
after which a short ar&te of 45 degrees, snow. We had to 
cut about 300 steps in all. Time, 12 to 3 (3 hrs.). Time of 
descent of the same, 19 hr. I believe the whole distance of 
the  last ascent, from the foot of the rocks to the summit, 
is about 1,400 ft. If  we divide this number between the two 
parts, A. and B., in the proportion of the times of deecmt 
(when the rate of motion was most uniform), we get for A. 
about 500 ft., and for B. 000.' At the end of this part of 
the letter Mr. Pilkington adds: 'I think that, perhaps, 
1,400 ft. for the whole is too large, and also that A. and 
B. were more nearly equal.' a. Ball adopted the estimate of 
1,400 ft., which, if anything, is perhaps too high, as the 
Roththal Sattel itself is 1,014 ft. (309 m.) below the top. 
Mr. Pilkington has also been good enough to let me see his 
original diary, to supply further details from hie recollec- 
tions, and to examine my photographs, as well as to talk 
over the whole matter with me. The following conclusions, 
therefore, sum up all that is to be known of the route he 
took on August 2, 1862, accompanied by Mr. Russell 
Stephenson and Mr. C. Parker, the guides being Chr. Michel, 
Benedict Nageli, and P. Rubi. If, now, we study accurate 
views of the E. face of the 'Jungfrau, we shall be better able 
to judge where Mr. Pilkington really went. I have before me 
t,he following views, published in Signor V. Selle's collection, 
i86 (from the Concordia hut), 182 (from the same spot), and 
291 (from the Aletachhorn, but here the Roththalhorn, 3,946, 
blocks the view to a certain extent). The view given a t  the 
end of the account of the accident on the Jungfrau in 1887 
is also very useful, as well as photograph No. 657 of 
the collection published by MM. Attinger, of Neuchktel. 

Das Ungliick an der Jungfrau vom 15. Juli 1887, by F. Becker 
and A. Fleiner, Zurich, 1887. 
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It is clear from Mi.. Pilkington's account that the ordinary 
route was left below the bergschrund under the Roththal 
Sattel, the party then bearing to the right, and climbing up 
by some rocks to the E. base of the S. arGte, then proceeding 
to the right. Now the latter part of this course seems to 
cross a t  right angles the line of fall of the six victims of 1887. 
(As is well known, they quieted too soon the great 8. snow 
ari3te leading down to the Sattel, bore to the left, and fell over 
some rocks, estimated to be about 650 ft. (200 m.) high. 
These are specially well seen on photograph No. 186.) This 
would bring the 1862 party to the edge between the great 
S. snow arbte on the left (towering up in a high snow wall) 
and the rocks on the right which form the E. edge of the  
great rock ridge, supporting the mass of the aforesaid snow 
ari3te. I believe, then, that the 1862 party ascended along 
this ledge, keeping now on the snow, now on the rocks. In 
this way they would be able to mount to a point very near 
the top. Then, as Mr. Pilkington states, they were nearly 
etopped by a very steep bit of rock, on the left of which 
was a short, very steep snow slope and ridge, up which 
it waa necessary to cut steps before attaining the N. 
end of the short snow crest (like that of a tent) which forms 
the summit of the Jungfrau. This course is exactly pictured 
in a sketch in Mr. Pilkington's diary, representing some of 
the party astride of the final crest, and turning to the left 
to gain its highest point. Of course, when coming by the  
usual route from the Roththal Sattel the S. end of this crest 
is gained and by i t  the summit. The last portion of Mr. 
Pilkington's route is fairly well seen on Sella's photograph, 
No. 201, and the actual shape of the final crest in the sketch 
given in Forbes' ' Norway and its Glaciers,' Appendix, p. 321. 
Mr. Pilkington's party thus never touched the N. &te at 
all, gaining the N. end of the final crest direct from the E. 
But this was the only bit done from the E., so that in no 
proper sense can this route be said to be up the E. face of 
the peak. It lay along the E. base of the great snowy S. 
arAte, in part along the snow on the left, in part along the 
rocks projecting on the right, which in 1862 were deep in 

* It is worth noting that the topmost snowy gap in the N. ar&te was 
in 1878 gained by a party coming from the depression between the 
highest peak and the Wengern Jungfiau (4,060 m.), 'about 30 yards 
from the former on the N.E. adte,' some difficulty having been found 
in traversing these last few yards. (Alpine Joui.nal, vol. ix. p. 112.) 
This party therefore gained the N. end of the final crest from the N. 
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snow. Strictly speaking, this route (occasionally taken even 
now, I understand, under exceptional circumstances) is but 
a, variation of the ordinary route by the 5. ar6te. It is in 
a certain way parallel to that taken in 1867 by Herr von 
Fellenberg,* who, to avoid the S. arbte, then blue ice, kept 
along the edge of the rocks overhanging the Roththal, n o l  
climbed &om the Hochfirn by anyone ascending the peak 
by tbe so-called ' new route ' from the Roththal Club hut. 
N o  doubt Mr. Pilkington's route was a t  a greater distance 
below the crest of the snowy S. mete than Herr von Fellen- 
berg's, but it seems to me that, speaking broadly, we can 
say that each party avoided the crest of the S. arbte, one 
(1862) keeping along its E. baae, the other (1867) along the 
rocks which fringe it on the W. 

I have also come across an account of an ascent of the 
peak, made on July 20, 1862, by M. F. Thioly, of Geneva, 
with the Eggishorn guides, A. Walters and J. Minig.t 
The route taken is very much that which I suppose Mr. 
Pilkington's party to have followed-viz., by the E. 
base of the great snowy S. arbte, keeping perhaps a little 
higher up than Mr. Pilkington in order to try to edge 
up to the crest of the S. ridge; 1,200 to 1,800 steps had 
to be cut in hard, very steep ice. This route was adopted 
because i t  was found impossible to get over the highest 
crevasse just below the crest of the Roththal Sattel. In 
the end the S. arbte was struck a few steps before reach- 
ing the summit, herein differing from the line taken by 
the  English party. The foot of the slope leading up 
to the Sattel was left a t  7 A.M., but the top gained at 
2 P.M. only, and the return was made by the same way. 
M. Thioly's narrative is very clear, and he defines very pre- 
cisely the relation of his route to that usually taken. He 
states that no ascent of the peak a t  all was made in 1861, 
and that his party wae the first in 1862. Hence he antici- 
pated Mr. Pilkington, save in the very last bit of the latter's 
route. The Jungfrau in 1862 seems to have been in a very 
odd condition, so far as regards its Vallais face. 

I hope that by discussing these necessarily very minute points 
of topography I may have done something to clear up the 
real lines of ascent hitherto taken up the Jungfrau from the 
-- - - - -- - - 

S.A.C. Jahrbuch, vol. vi. pp. 148-9. 
t Echo des Alpee, 1865, No. 2, pp. 1-18, and summary in Studer, 

vol. i. p. 117. 
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Vallais side. As is well known, the serrated N. ar&te of t h e  
Junghau from the Jungfranjoch has not yet been traversed, 
though, after the hotel is built on the summit of the peak, 
perhaps a party may spend several days in forcing it, secure 
of a shelter for the night on the top, and of an easy retreat 
by rail thence to the Little Scheidegg. But to those who 
take an interest in historical mountaineering I would re- 
commend the 1811 route from the 5. over (or nearly over) 
the Roththalhorn, 3,946, which an active party starting 
from the Concordia hut could easily manage in not too 
long a day; and, further, either a repetition of the exact 
route of 1862, or a direct ascent np the E. rocky face straight 
to the summit, or to a point close to it, on the S. ar6te. 
I shall indeed feel rewarded for having written this paper, 
if I succeed in inciting some of our members to make these 
routes, particularly if they wiU bg good enough to send me 
detailed notes of their climbs tbr use in my 'Oberland 
Climbers' Guide.' . . 

Let me also add an excellent suggestion sent to m e  
by Mr. Benecke, -from whom I have received most valu- 
able aid in carrying out ' these historical investigations. 
He writes as follows: 'Would it be quite hopeless for an 
explorer to try and find some trace of the Meyers' bivouacs 2 
The various possible places are, after all, not so very 
numerous, and they are a11 within easy reach of the Con- 
cordia hut. One of the travellers might have scratched his 
name on the rocks (such documents seem to last well-kg., 
the initials on the Zumsteinspitze) ; or one might conceiv- 
ably find some fragment of burnt wood, or some small 
article lost by one of the party. The bivouac would doubt- 
less be in some sheltered place, and no one is likely to have 
been there since. . The chances of finding anything are 
of course small; but still, of the many people who go 
aimlessly wandering about the Aletsch glacier from the 
Eggishorn, might not one spare part of a day on the chance 
of coming across something? The discovery of anything- 
say, a t  the foot of the Ebnefluh, which is particularlj 
accessible-would be so very conclusive.' 





TEE MOUNTAINS OF MONTENEGRO AND ALBANIA. 
BY W. H. COZENS-HARDY. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, March 5, 1895.) 

T is with some amount of trepidation that I venture to I read to the Alpine Club to-night a paper on the moun- 
tains of Montenegro and Albania. For in talking of moun- 
tains in Nontenegro I feel a difficulty not unlike that which 
arises in describing the snakes in Ireland-there are none ; 
none, I mean, which I can conscientiously recommend as 
worthy of attention to the gymnasts of a Swiss centre. 
Glaciers am not to be found, large snow fields do not exist, 
while hazardous rock climbs are to be obtained more in 
imagination than in fact. But I will avail myself, so far a t  
any rate as concerns the technical details of climbing, of the 
traditional defence, my paper shall be only a little one. 

For my own part I must confess to a sneaking partiality 
for a form of mountaineering which is something more than 
settling in an Alpine centre, and, like a bear in a pit, climb- 
ing the walls all round, only to return to the bottom: I 
would rather get to the top and go beyond. That was the 
spirit of my mountain wcents in Montenegro, and the 
Secretary has bidden me include these more general topics 
in my paper to you to-night ; and, if I may respectfully say 
so, I think he is eminently wise. Since I have been in 
Montenegro I have more than once been asked whether it is 
not a South American republic, or if the natives are not 
Negroes. Though these delusions are naturally not shared 
by any member of the Club, there iti one other delusion, in 
respect to which I am not so confident that the same 
immunity prevails. My impres~ioil is that if a poll were 
taken of the Club as to the colour of the mountains of 
Montenegro an overwhelming majority would affirm that 
they were black. Let me say a t  once they are white or 
they are green; black they are not. The removal of that 
delusion might alone be sufficient justification for my paper 
on Montenegro. But I can plead a further ground. No 
one has ever read to the Club or written in the Journal 
any account of the mountains of Montenegro or Albania. 
Ye t  mountainous, in the broad sense of the word, these 
districts certainly are. I n  Montenegro, though the highest 
mountain is not much more than 8,100 ft. above the sea, 
yet  there are eleven mountains over 7,000 ft., thirty between 
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6,000 ft. and 7,000 ft., and nineteen over 5,000 ft. high; 
while in Albania there is range after range of unmeasured 
and unnamed peaks the summits of which rise even higher. 
The fact, then, that these mountains are unknown to this 
Club may perhaps atone for the absence of that w d t h  of 
technical mountaineering detail with which a paper usually 
abounds. 

My own acquaintance with this part of the Balkan Penin- 
sula dates from the year 1891. I n  that autumn a sudden 
inspiration seized me a t  Venice to visit the coast of Illyria. 
Once there the fascination of the smallest Power in Europe 
compelled me to make the journey from Cattaro to Cetinje, 
and to cross Montenegro into Herzegovina and Bosnia. I 
returned in the autumn of 1892, and in 1893 I spent in 
Montenegro and its border-lands the whole of a Long 
Vacation. 

Nontenegro itself falls naturally into two parts : one, to 
the south and west-a limestone district of bare hills and 
treeless basins, with an average level of 2,000 ft. above the 
sea,; the other, to the north and east-grass-covered moun- 
tains and wooded valleys. From a mountaineering point 
of view there had always been two goals before me: one 
was Kom in the east, the other Durmitor in the north, 
the two highest mountains in the country. Let me take 
them in this order; and first of Kom. 

On August 17, 1893, I left Cetinje, the capital, for 
Podgorica, to the north of the Lake of Scutari. Mr. 
Munro came with me for ten days before beginning the 
excavations of the Roman town of Dukle, and with us 

' 

was an officer of the Prince's bodyguard, whom the Prince 
had put a t  my disposal, Mileta by name, and a mounted 
policeman, called Novica, given us by the Mayor of 
Podgorica. 

Podgorica lies low in the plain, shut in by mountains, and 
I was not sorry to get free from the oppressive heat into the 
more temperate climate of the hills. The roads, like all those 
in the limestone districts of Montenegro, were monotonously 
bad-mere tracks loosely covered with slippery stones. 
The Erst day me camped a t  Medun, where is an old 
Turkish fortress and the ruins of Cyclopean masonry. The 
second day's march brought us to a level of 4,000 ft. 
above the sea. We were within sight of a range of moun- 
tains to the east, where the snow still lay in patches, and 
beech trees grew luxuriantly. Gradually the dreary expanse 
of grey limestone through which we had been passing gave 
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place to green pastures, where cattle and sheep were grazing. 
At last we reached a beautifully wooded valley 4,500 ft. 
above the sea. At its head mas a group of mountains of 
striking form. The precipitous limeatone cliffs of T o r d  and 
Veli Vrh enclosed the valley, and in the middle rose the tall 
pointed peak called PaLak. From this side they appeared 
almost, if not quite, inaccessible. But we were bound for 
Kom ; so we crossed a ridge, and a t  the bottom of another 
small valley, Mokra Dolina, halted for the night. Two days' 
travelling had brought us to rt different climate. We were 
only too glad of all the coverings we could get that night, 
and in the morning it was with a shudder that I washed. 

We were now at  the foot of Magli6, a mountain which I 
wished to climb in order to see what lay in front. The next 
morning we made our way up the valley to the ridge of 
Sirokar a t  its head. The general features of the landscape 
bore a strong resemblance to the Furggen Thal leading up 
t o  the Antrona Pass near Saas. As we reached the crest a 
magnificent view burst upon us. A thousand feet below lay 
a deep valley lined with fir trees ; immediately opposite was 
the sharp-pointed peak of Vila, over which the Montenegrin 
frontier passes. But what fascinated me more was the first 
glimpse I had had of the mysteriou Albanian mountains, 
which filled up the background. The eye took in innumerable 
jagged rock peaks flecked with enow. The morning light 
showed them up  to perfection, but made i t  impossible to 
distinguish the ranges into which they fell. 

Maglie, however, lay behind, and not in front. Retracing 
our steps, an hour's ride brought us to the foot of the final 
summit, and after half an hour up grassy slopes-so steep 
that  the descent on the return by a sitting glissade was a.s 
easy as it was destructive to one's garments-and ten 
minutes over a ~ h a l y  ar&te, we reached the top, 7,700 ft. 
above the sea. 

The view from Magli6 is, to my mind, the finest in Monte- 
negro. On the ertet and south lie the Albanian mountains ; 
to the north rises the double-peaked mass of Kom; below 
axe sombre valleys clothed with dark forests, through which 
trickle tiny streams ; and beyond, across the frontier, the town 
of Gusinje, encircled by the Albanian ranges. Descending 
Maglic', we passed through forests and then over pastures, 
until the collection of shepherds' huts, 6,000 ft. above the 
sea, called Cttrina, was reached, and here the camp was 
pitched. Above the camp rose the boulder-strewn slopes 
and limestone cliffs of Kom; 1,500 ft. below, a deep valley, 
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lined with trees, in which the river PeruEica flows, led down 
to the river Lim. 

The shepherds a t  the huts were from Dulcigno-Albanians 
in speech and dress, Montenegrins in nationality. Their 
head man was a fine old gentleman, who rejoiced in the 
name of Jeka Ledj. He was dressed in a usual Albanian 
costume-tight trousers of white homespun braided with 
black, and a white scarf wound like a turban round the 
head, and then carried under the chin and round the neck, 
leaving only the face exposed. He was elaborately armed 
with two chaaed silver pistols, inlaid with coral, a ramrod, 
and a yataghan-all worn in his belt. He gave us milk; 
we gave him tea-the first he had ever tasted. 

There are two main peaks of Kom-Korn KuEki to the 
west, Kom VasojeviEki to the east. So far as I could learn, 
no one had yet been up KuEki Kom, estimated by the 
Russian officers who had ascended VasojeviEki Kom to be 
80 ft. higher than the other. My first efforts were, there- 
fore, directed against KuEki Kom. Though i t  wae not 
visible from our camp, it waa clear in what direction i t  
lay, and a sheeptrack, leading in well-marked zigzags up 
the mountain-side behind Carina, offered an obvious meam 
of access to the mountain. At 6.15 on August 20 Munro 
and I, accompanied by Mileta, Novica, and three other 
Montenegrins, left the camp, and in an hour reached the 
top of the zigzags, 1,000 ft. above Carina. Here we were 
on a saddle, the lowest point of a ridge forming the south 
edge of a large crater-like basin, which opened out below 
us. To the east lay VasojeviEki Kom, rising in sheer 
precipices of rock 1,000 ft. above the basin. To the west, 
slopes of loose stones led up to a precipitous wall of rock, 
rurining north-east and south-west, and surmounted by 
jagged pinnacles. This western range throws out various 
minor summits on its eastern side to form the north-west 
and west edge of the basin, the only exit to which is the 
narrow opening between the KuEki and VasojeviEki ranges. 
Through this cleft the distant hills were visible, grassy 
and covered with trees; while a t  our feet, in the bottom 
of the basin, mere large patches of old snow. 

From the saddle we followed the ridge westwards, keep- 
ing Carina below us to our left. We ascended rapidly, 
partly over boulders, partly over shale, until the face of the 
rock wall lying above us, and rather to the north, wae opened 
up. At the north end of this lay KuEki Kom. Novica 
suggested there was a way up round behind this ridge. As, 
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however, a direct route, if possible, seemed preferable, I 
examined the face to discover whether it could be climbed. 
The wall was 300 ft. of vertical precipice. The most 
likely route appeared to lie up a gully leading to a gap 
between two sharp-pointed peaks on the ar&te, rather to 
the  south of KuEki Kom. Up this gully Munro and I decided 
to make the attempt. Novica and another Montenegrin 
went off round the south end of the ridge; Mileta and the 
rest preferred to remain where they were, and for some time 
followed our course with horror-stricken gaze. 

Munro and I made our may over the screes to the foot 
of the gully, and there we put on the Alpine Club rope, 
which I had brought with me in caae of emergency. The 
gully proved straightforward enough. The climbing was 
not particularly difficult, and after one false attempt on a 
wrong route we worked our way up through a narrow 
chimney a t  the top, and so in half an hour from the foot 
reached the ar&te. On the north-west the ridge fell pre- 
cipitously down 1,500 ft. or more, and below us on that side 
waa a considerable bed of old snow, the largest in Monte- 
negro. From the top of the gully half an hour over the 
teeth of the arete, where the rocks were very loose, brought 
us to the summit, 8,032 ft. above the sea, in three hours 
and rt quarter from Carina. Novica had joined us just 
before. He was much more agile than his companions, and 
found his hide shoes give good footing on the rocks. 
Mileta, he reported, had tried the ascent, but became giddy, 
and, repenting of his folly, turned back. Novica's com- 
panion would come no further than the peak a t  the south 
end of the ridge, called Korn Vrh Viie Rogan-i.e., The 
summit of Korn above Rogan. 

The view from KuEki Kom, more especially over the 
Albanian mountains, is fine, but not so good aa that from 
Maglic'. The foreground of forests, and of the Gusinje 
valley, which is SO conspicuous and beautiful a feature in 
the latter view, is not made up for by the screes, and snow, 
and cliffs of the Korn basin. The summit on which we mere 
was obviously the highest on the ridge. To the north was 
the slightly lower summit of Bajvan Veli, on which there 
is a cairn; to the south the peak above Rogan. KuCki Kom 
itself appeared inaccessible on its north-western or south- 
eastern faces. The only way up would seem to be by the 
route we had followed, or by the north-east ar&te, invisible 
from the top, which leads down to a deep gap between 
KuEki Korn and Bajvan. From this gap up to Bajvan the 
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ar6te appears to present no difficulty, but it may not be easy 
to reach this gap from the Korn basin. 

After constructing a large stone man, we left the top at 
10.15. Novica was much alarmed a t  the rope, and when I 
suggested that he should attach himself to it he refused. 
' I f  we fell,' he said, ' we should drag him down too.' 
Argument was unavailing, and so he had to take his chance. 
We descended by the ar6te to the head of the gully, and, 
continuing south-west along the ridge, in half an hour 
reached the Vrh Vi4e Rogan. After building another cairn, 
we left a t  11, and, following the easy south-west ridge, soon 
unroped. Near here all the usual Alpine flowers were 
growing, including the Alpine rannnculus, the yellow poppy, 
and the gentians, among which the dark blue species mas 
conspicuous. The edelweiss alone was nowhere visible. 
Bearing east, me regained the saddle we had passed over 
earlier in the day, and in half an hour returned to Carina, 
which we reached in two hours from the southern peak. 

According to all the evidence I could collect, this waa the 
first ascent of KuEki Korn by a stranger. Novica said he 
had been up as a small boy. But both he and the captain 
from Medun, who keeps his sheep a t  Carina. every summer, 
as well as an old Montenegrin who had known the moun- 
tains for fifty years, agreed that no foreigner had ever been 
up that peak before. I n  my opinion, the name KuEki Korn 
has been sometimes loosely used as the name of another 
summit on the eastern range. For instance, Signor Maissa, 
the Italian Consul a t  Scutari, who had besn with his son 
up what he had thought was KuEki Kom, came to  the 
conclusion, after we had compared notes, that he had been 
mistaken. He had only ascended the southern peak of the 
eastern m g e ,  and had never touched the western ridge, on 
which the real KuEki Kom lies. The same criticism probably 
applies to two other travellers-Baldacci, an Italian botanist, 
and Hassert, a German pedestrian. From their own ac- 
counts of their ascents, and also from the statements of the 
captain of Medun, with whom they both stayed a t  Carina, 
neither had ever ascended the real KuEki Kom, the highest 
summit of the western ridge. 

The ascent of the mountain, and more particularly the 
use of a rope, was the topic of conversation, and the subject 
of long and elaborate telegrams from Mileta to the Prince, 
paid for out of the revenues of the State. When I re- 
turned to Cetinje the Prince summoned me before him, and 
upbraided me for my foolhardy conduct in going to ra place 
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from which it was possible to  fall down. ' If you had 
tumbled and hurt yourself,' he said, 'your countrymen would 
say that the brigands of the Black Mountain had murdered 
you.' I explained that I was a member of a secret society, 
under vows to get rts far from the lower world as possible, 
that my emblem was a mystic rope within which lay a 
thread of red, and that, armed with this, I could go any- 
where in safety. After I had descanted on the true prin- 
ciples of mountaineering, the Prince relented, and acquittad 
me of rashness. 

My firet visit had left VasojeviEki Kom unascended, 
but on September 5 I left Podgorica a second time, with 
the object of going up it. My route now led me nearer 
the  Albanian frontier than before. Soon after passing 
the extreme south of the range of Helem, which divides 
Medun from the frontier, a magnificent view of the Albanian 
mountains opened out to the south and east across the 
narrow gorge, 1,500 ft. deep, through which the river Zem 
flows. To the north-east the view was bounded by the 
Prokletija-the 'Accursed Mountains,' as the Montenegrins 
call them. They have only this general term for all the 
Albanian peaks, though the Albanian tribes, they say, have 
separate names for each. The nearer mountains were covered 
with grass and trees, but the distant peaks stood out bare 
and gaunt in the sunlight. The first night we stayed with 
Ma& Marko, the captain of Zatrijebd, a t  a village-ten 
houses scattered over three miles of country-called Nik 
Marag. The captain talked Albanian and only a few worde 
of Serbian, and his stone house, behind which the tent was 
pitched, had the wooden verandah so common a feature in 
Albania. Here we were not half a mile from the frontier; 
and, to protect the camp from imaginary Albanian raids, 
eight men in the typical white Albanian costume, armed with 
rifles, were posted round the tent during the night. They 
were much pleased with tea, but thought the cups, as well 
as their contents, were meant as preeents to them. I n  
credit, however, to their honesty, I must admit that the one 
cup which was missing the next morning, because its pos- 
sessor had gone home, was duly returned to me afterwards 
a t  Cetinje. 

From Nik Marae onwards there is a series of fine moun- 
tain views. The path winds over the grey limestone rocks, 
keeping close to the edge of the precipitous cliffs which form 
the right bank of the Zem. At least 1,500 ft. below the 
glittering ribbon of water was visible in its narrow bed. 
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On the southern side the slopes rose equally precipitously 
to the summits of the nearer Albanian mountains. Soon we 
reached, a t  Poprad (3,500 ft. above the sea), the region of 
large beech trees, and before long came out on the undu- 
lating grassy pastures, covered with sheep and cattle, of 
Korita. To the north the mountain Hum Orahovski rose 
directly from the meadows. To the south and south-east the 
alp terminated in thick forests of beech and fir. Beyond, and 
towering above them, r o ~ e  the inaccessible cliffs of a name- 
less Prokletija peak, surrounded by all the ranges of the 
Accursed Mountains, on which the snow still lay. Their 
jagged pinnacles of bare rock and their fantwtic shapes, 
which a t  evening flushed with all the colours of the setting 
sun, reminded me irresistibly of the Dolomites round San 
Martino. No sign of vegetation, no trace of human life, 
was visible among them. Their summits looked down in 
desolate silence. Their apparent inaccessibility, not more 1 
than the mysterious legends of strange end warlike tribes 
who lived among them, threw a spell upon me. To penetrate 
into the heart of them was what I had long desired. But 
that afternoon my design was to receive a check. Two men, 
as villainous-looking scoundrels as anyone could wish to see, 
dressed in Albanian costume and fully armed with rifles and 
belts of cartridges, came up and sat down by the tent. They 
said they were returning from Montenegro to Gusinje, 'an 
evil place,' they told me, ' where bad men lived.' For them- 
selves, though they had no objection to my going there, they 
advised me not. 'They believed,' they said, ' that I had 
brought money and papers to buy Gusinje and hand it over 
to Montenegro.' And then they left. I afterwards ascer- 
tained that these were not two sinlple wanderers, but spies 
sent out from Gusinje to keep me from the town. Here, 
then, was another hindrance in my path, and the chance of 
ascending any of the Prokletija seemed more remote. 

The next day, with two Montenegrins, I went up Hum 
Orahovski. A path led in zigzags up above the camp. 
The only gully on this side served when the path ended, and 
the top was gained in one hour from the tent. The view 
from this height of 5,920 ft. was even 6ner than below. 
Across the Zem the ramifications of the Prokletija mere 
more clear. and the chain resolved itself into two ranges, 
separated by a deep valley running nearly parallel with the 
Zem until it joined that river. The nearer range was lower 
and in parts well wooded. The higher, distant range was 
composed of countless peaks of every shape. The rocks 
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were deep and bare, and large beds of snow lay a t  the bases 
of the cliffs. From thie side, a t  any rate, access looked 
improbable. There was no verdure, no water, no camping 
ground, except among the rocks. 

To the south-west rose the grey Montenegrin mountains ; 
Rurnija near the sea stood out conspicuously; below it  
stretched the broad expanse of the Lake of Scutasi, with 
the lofty citadel of the North Albanian capital a t  its southern 
end; thirty miles away, between Cetinje and the Adriatic, 
the  little white chapel on the top of the sacred mountain 
LovCen, where lie the bones of a Montenegrin ruler, waa 
clearly visible through t.he glass. The summit I was on was 
the  culminating point of the range. Half a mile to the 
west was another much lower peak, on which there was said 
to be a pyramid. 

We raced down in half an hour to the camp, as I was 
anxions to diverge from the route to Kom to see the view, 
which was said to be magni6cent, from the little point called 
Sokol, a t  the edge of the Korita plateau overlooking the  
Zem. The slopes leading up to it were covered with fine 
beeches. We crossed the frontier before reaching the top, 
and, emerging from the trees, we found ourselves on Sokol, 
5,000 ft. above the sea. The whole valley of the Zem b y  
opened a t  our feet. Three thousand feet or more below we 
watched the river, coming from the heart of the Accureed 
Mountains, flowing between lofty precipices, widening out 
where it passed by the little village of Seljci-the white 
chapel of which gleamed in the sunshine-contracting 
again just below us, and making ite tortuous way to the 
west through a defile so narrow as only to allow room for 
t h e  river and the path. Along this a few microscopic 
Albanians with their pack-horses were slowly passing. 
Beyond and above was the perpetual background of the 
Albanian mountains. Revolver-shots, fired off by Mileta to 
inform the neighbourhood that though on Albanian soil a 
Montenegrin was not afraid, evoked hoarse cries from far- 
away Albanian warriors, defiantly challenging the rude 
interrupters of the stillness. The view wae certainly well 
worth the divergence from the path. 

Continuing our march towards Kom, we passed to the east 
of Paiak, of which I have already spoken, obtaining fine 
views of the pointed Vila on the Albanian side of the Lake 
of Rikavac. This dark blue mountain tarn, to which we 
descended, lies in a grassy valley, three hundred yards acroscr. 
leading direct to Gusinje. Above it waa the green summit 
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of Sirokar, and our camp was conspicuous on the top. On 
reaching the tent we found ourselves obliged to remove it 
hurriedly away to lower ground, lest i t  should prove too 
attractive a target for bullets from Gusinje. The proper 
way, so I have been told, of using a tent in the Albanian 
mountains is to pitch it and then sleep under a tree a 
hundred yards away. The bent, and not its owner, ia bullet- 
riddled in the morning. 

The next day, September 8, took ue to our old camping 
ground a t  Carina. Jeka Ledj and his Albanians were etill 
there. The captain of Medun had returned home. His son, 
however, agreed to come with me up VasojeviEki Kom. 
Accordingly emly the next morning he and I left Carina., 
and skirted the base of Korn high above the valley of the  
PeruEicrt. The narrow track crossed the steep slopes of t h e  
mountain, on which the debris of bare tree-trunks and 
boulders bore silent testimony to the force of the avahnches 
of snow and rocks which sweep down from the wild crags 
of Kom, towering above us, magnificent in form and colour. 
Beech trees succeeded to grass; and their trunks, blown 
down by wind and overturned by snow, offered serious 
obstacles to our path. But in two hours from Carina I came 
out on to the grassy shoulder running north-east from t h e  
north-east foot of VasojeviEki Kom. This ridge, called 
Stavna, is nearly level pasture-land, three-quarters of a mile 
in length and 6,000 ft. above the sea. 

Turning south-west I rode up to where the gnus ends and 
the shale begins, and here left my horse. From this point 
an ar&te runs up towards the main ridge. Direct access 
to the summit from this side is impossible, as the northern 
and western faces are sheer precipices. I made my way 
up the steep screes and over rocks, until in half an hour 
I struck the main arbte. Here I saw the great contrast 
between the eastern and the western slopes of the mountain. 
To the east, for some little distance, were easy s l o p  of 
grass and rock ; to the west were the sheer sides of the Korn 
basin. Continuing along the crest of the ridge, wbich pre- 
sented no difficulty, I reached a pyramid of stones three feet 
below the true summit and fifteen feet away; and a t  last I 
stood on the top of VasojeviEki Kom, 7,946 ft. above the sea 
The day, though bright, was somewhat cloudy, and the 
mists were seething in the basin below, across which the 
western range was visible--Kurki Korn and the rock wall I 
had ascended a month before. To the east, across the deep 
gorge of the PernEica, was a series of bare rock peaks, along 
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which the Albanian frontier runs, hiding to a great extent 
the Prokletija mountains. Durmitor, so my Montenegrin 
companion assured me, was visible, and Belgrade aa well ; 
but for the truth of these statements I cannot vouch. 

The way I had chosen is not the route which those who 
have been up before have followed. That lies, I gathered, 
up the gress slopes to the east. I returned the same way, but 
the rock and screes were more quickly descended. Running 
and sliding down, I reached my horse in twenty minutes as 
compared with an hour and a half for the ascent, and that 
afternoon reached the town of Andrijevica. 

And now for the highest mountain in Montenegro- 
Durmitor, which lies far away to the north. A cardinal 
article of faith of the ordinary Montenegrin is that each 
mountain top is haunted by a malevolent spirit. My own 
experience of three years of Dnrmitor has made me a convert 
to this creed. 

On my first visit to the country, in 1891, I had desired to 
get to  its top. My ideas of the topography were, however, 
vague. I had no tent, no food, and an impression-which 
was undoubtedly correct-that nothing to eat was to be 
obtained near the mountain. I endeavoured to supply 
myself with food a t  Podgorica, the centre of Montenegrin 
commerce. Tinned meats were beyond my dreams; but 
sardines, I was told, were caught close by, and put into tins 
in  the town. The whole of Podgorica waa ransacked. Shop 
after shop was drawn blank. Everything but sardines was 
to be found. A rope-maker a t  last produced a ti. It once 
held English biscuits, but now was empty. Bs no supplies 
were forthcoming, I got no nearer Durmitor that year than 
spending one night in the open among limestone boulders 
with a large circular loaf of brown Montenegrin bread as a 
pillow, and another in an Austrian fort, into which, by 
whistling the Austrian National Hymn, I had effected an 
entrance, scatheless, after dark. 

m e  following year I might have been more successful. 
Tins I had plenty with me; and had it not beedthat  my 
companion was hurriedly summoned away by telegraph, and 
our journey cut short, I feel sure we should have got to  the 
top  or periehed in the attempt. 

On my third visit, in 1893, I was, it is true, more success- 
ful in the bare fact of ascending the highest summit. But 
t h e  apirit of Durmitor revenged itself for such a desecration 
of its ehrine by drenching me with rain and freezing me 
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with wind, and-what waa worse-blotting out from my view 
everything more than five feet away. 

Of this final attempt on Durmitor let me now give some 
~ 

account. The name Durmitor is,strictly speaking, the general 
name for an intricate mass of summits, of which twelve rise 
above 6,500 ft., and of which the highest, &ova Pdina, 
boasts a height of 8,147 ft. above the sea. The su5x ' tor,' 
though recalling the Devonshire 'Tor '  and the Italian 
' Ruitor,' occurs elsewhere in the district es a mountain 
name-as, for instance, Visitor. The Durmitor group is not 
visible a t  a distance to the south and west, and, though I 
had twice before travelled along the Duga Pass not far away 
to the west, it was not until 1893 that I obtained my firat 
view of it, in the Sandjak of Novi Bazar in Turkey. I had 
come north-west from Novi Bazar through lofty table-lands 
and picturesque river gorges, and from the road nsar 
Plevlje a lofty mass of mountains, towering in the distance 
above all else, was a striking object in the view. Returning 1 
to Montenegro through F&a and the mountain defile of the 
Drina, I had passed to the north and west of the range over 
the lofty upland pastures-3,000 to 4,000 ft. high-which ~ 
extend from the Tam to the Piva, and out of which Durmitor 
rises, and had a t  length reached NikBiQ in the centre of 
Montenegro. Neither the luxuries of civilisation and the 
Court-for the Prince haa ts small house here-nor drives 
over the plain of Nikiid, nor fishing excursions orgrtnised by 
his Highness (where I have seen 260 river trout netted in 
ten minutes) could keep me long from Durmitor. 

So, on October 1, Mileta and I started off from PikBiC, 
and a long day's march to the north brought us to Savnik, 
a Little village, 3,500 ft. or more above the sea, beautifdy 
situated where two rivers meet. The echool-house made an 
excellent encampment, which was all the more appreciated 
as on the following day came a terrific thunderstorm and a 
deluge of rain. The sun shone on the morrow, and, a h r  
a gradual ascent of an hour to the summit of Ivica, 6,000 ft. 
high, I a t  length came in sight of Durmitor, a t  the little 
village of Bukovica, lying in an Alpine valley 5,000 ft. above 
the sea. The mountain mass waa very imposing from this 
side ; but as the best route up it was said to be f q m  the  
east, we skirted the mountain,.and in five hours from Savnik 
reached the small village of Zabljiak. It lay in the middle 
of open grass lands, just under 6,000 ft. above the sea. Im- 
mediately to the west rose in a majestic semi-circle the 
various peaks of Durmitor. At their base was a denae 
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forest, interspersed with grassy glades. The school again 
proved the best camping place-not this time on account of 
the rain, but because of the cold, which in this exposed 
situation was extreme. It waa almost impossible to keep 
warm that afternoon or evening. Even inside the school 1 
had to dine wrapped up in rugs, and bed was the warmest 
place to be found. 

Mileta had made arrangements to ensure my ascent of 
Cirova Pe6im the following day. He himself preferred to 
remain below, but he had secured three Montenegrins to be 
my guides. The morning proved very misty, and extremely 
cold. I was determined, however, not to be hulked a third 
time, and so a t  5 A.M., before daybreak, we set &-I on 
horseback, they on foot. 

Our path led for two hours through thick forests, ascend- 
ing gradually a t  first. The mist soon turned to heavy rain, 
which penetrated even through the fir trees. Before long 
the slope grew steeper, tbe trees fewer. Riding was no 
longer practicable. Ascending steeply over grassy boulder- 
strewn dopes, I found myself a t  the mouth of a small 
valley, which apparently led into the heart of the moun- 
tains. Up this valley, four hours from kabljiak, two or three 
deserted huts of loose stones gave a moment's shelter from 
the rain, and here I left my horse. The wind had now 
riaen, and was blowing a hurricane. The drenching rain 
had long since wetted me to the skin. Leaving the huts, 
we made our way up the stony slopes. Worse and worse 
grew the weather, the wind stronger, the rain heavier, the 
mist denser. At last the Montenegrins took refuge under a 
rock, and seemed disinclined to move. They assured me 
that  it would be quite impossible to stand in this wind 
higher up, that there wae nothing to be seen if we went, 
and that i t  wae better to turn back. Ascertaining, however, 
tha t  they could find their way to the top and back in spite 
of the mist, I decided to continue. At h t  I had to go 
alone; but seeing me bent on carrying out the mad idea 
-aa they thought it-of ascending the mountain, they one 
by one rejoined me. We made our way laboriously over 
boulders and shale to what appeared to be a col. We 
then followed an ar6te-at least, such I imagine it was, 
from the force of the wind, which a t  times obliged us to 
crouch down and anchor ourselves to the rocks, and the 
seething mass of white mist on each side. The rocks were 
wet and disagreeable, but the scramble was not difficult. 
Before long-forty-five minutes from the huts-I found 1 
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could get no higher, and they assured me i t  waa the top. 
At last, then, I had reached the summit of the highest 
mountain in Montenegro. 

Nothing but surging mist was visible, and the wet rocks 
a t  our feet. Half a minute waa long enough to stay there. 
The temperature wrts too low for comfort. We beat a 
hurried retreat the way we had come, and rejoined my horse 
a t  the huts. We raced back on foot in two hours to Aabljiak, 
where we m i r e d  wet through a t  midday. The baggage 
had long since gone forward. Mileta alone was wrtiting 
fbr me. A hospitable Montenegrin, however, lent me a bed 
while my clothes were dried, p d  in the afternoon Mileta 
and I started to ride back to Savnik. It was still raining 
hard, and blowing a gale. It was getting dark when we 
reached the top of Ivica. We were enveloped in a thick 
mist. The track was impossible to b d ;  there wae no habi- 
tation near ; and had i t  not been for a shepherd in a sheep  
fold, across which we accidentally stumbled, we should 
probably have spent the night in the open. We w e p  put 
back in the right path, and eventually I reached Savnik 
and my baggage, wet through for the second time, but 
with the comforting reflection that a t  last I had been u p  
Durmitor. 

So much, then, for the mountains of Montenegro. So far 
as Albania is concerned, I have no mountain ascents to 
relate. Of the intricate chains of the Prokletija I have 
already given you some description. But to get to Gusinje 
and ascend any of the peaks remains yet to be done. Two 
Englishmen alone have reached that town-one, fifteen years 
ago, just escaped with his life ; the other arrived there in 
safety five years ago. To get away he found more difficulty. 
The chief men debated whether they should kill him or not; 
he sat all day in the inn with hie revolver cocked and lying 
on the table a t  his side. The innkeeper turned the scale. 
True to the strict traditions of Albanian hospitality, he 
announced that he and his family would avenge his guest, 
if anything happened to him. The others gave way, and 
the Englishman was allowed to leave unhurt. In 1893 I 
tried every means of getting into Gnsinje and out 8gain, 
but failed. 

To one other mountain district of Albania-Rugova by 
name, new the Eastern Montenegrin frontier-I endea- 
voured to penetrate. I was told that it was e, eingle 
mountain, inhabited by a savage tribe, and could only be 
approached by a narrow track. One Albanian I met, who 
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had spent a night in the place in terror of his life. I made 
one attempt to get, a t  any rate, a view of the mountain 
from the Montenegrin side of the frontier. With due escort 
I rode from Andrijevica up the valley of the Lim, which 
flows through fertile Alpine scenery from Gusinje. At one 
point a tongue of Albania crosses the track; and for the 
twenty minutes we were on the Turkish soil the Monte- 
negrins unslung their rifles and held them ready across their 
saddle-bows. But when I reached the foot of the hills from 
which Rugova might have been seen, so many difficulties 
were raised that I had to abandon the idea. I n  1893 the 
whole of North Albania was in an unusually disturbed con- 
dition. The various tribes among whom the mountains are 
divided were a t  daggers drawn with each other. The blood 
feud which universally prevails was unusually rampant. To 
my great regret my hopes of ascending any of the lofty 
Albanian peaks were that year doomed to disappointment. 

I n  Albania, therefore, remains a wide field of unexplored 
mountain county, less known, according to the most com- 
petent witnesses, than the interior of Africa. The chief 
difficulty lies in access to the peaks. To reach them depends 
on the good-will of the tribes. To gain this, time and 
patience are requisite. Wituh these two qualifications there 
should not be insuperable obstacles in the way. The 
mountains of the Hoti and Klementi, of Dibra, of the 
Mat country, and of Ljuma may yet be ascended for the 
first time. And if my paper should stimulate any member 
of this Club to investigate the mountains of Montenegro 
and Albania, it will not have been read in vain. 

NOTES ON OLD TRACKS. 

BY DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD. 

A MOKJNTAINEER of a quasi-theological temperament recently recom- 
mended mountaineering as an excellent substitute for going to church. 
t am not disposed to disagree with him. But though doubtleee our 
pursuit is capable of satisfying the religious emotions, I hardly think 
it  owes its origin to this source. Two still more elementary or 
primitive instincts of human nature seem to me to lie at the root of 
mountaineering. There is the desire of every properly constituted 
child to get to the top of the nearest mound or sand heap, and then to 
roll down again. There i also the craving of the intelligent infant to 
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get to the other Bide of things. In the case of the healthy adult them 
longings are satisfied by peaks and 7. There is more excitement 
and exhilaration in the peak; but it may maintained that to a 
refined taste there must be a more lasting and subtle enjoyment in the 
pase. The approach to a crest which has long barred our range of I 

vision is always fraught with a dramatic interest. There is the 
practical question of the nature of the ground, slope or precipice, on 
the other Bide. There ie the pictorial inberest of the new landecape 
which is suddenly unfolded as the earth drops from under our tbt. 
The descent into a strange valley through a landscape differing in 
colour, in expreeeion, in features, in fohge and in fertility from that 

.we left in the morning, among people of another race and language 
and villages of a distinct architecture, condenm into the smallest 
possible space of time some of the moat delightful sensations of travel. 

Yet of late years this curiosity as to the Beyond seems to have lost 
something of ita force sa an element in mountaineering. I t  haa become 
a commonplace to remark on the rarity of any ta&e for paeeeg, for 
wandering across country by high-level r o u e  It is alleged of aome 
of the younger generation that they scramble, but they cannot ramble. 
The pleaenre of investigating bye-corners of the'mountains, of learning 
a new valley, does not attract them. ' We don't care for new p h q '  
murmum eome crack-climber. But eurely he forgets that all old places 
were once new. I t  is more prudent to lay down a cellarful of winm 
than a single bin ! 

Few districts can be better than the Engadine for observing this 
change in the spirit of not a few Alpine visitors. One may meet there 
climbers and travellers of quite average intelligence who have never 
seen the other side of the Bernina, or been in Val Masino. They talk 
of V d  Malenco as if i t  were as remote and uncivilised ae Susnetia. 
They lose a great deal in fine scenery and climbing, m d  I shall try in 
the following notes to convince them of their loss by giving mme 
further pcrrticulars of a region I have known since 1862. 

'The old order changes, giving place to new,' the poet tells us. 
Striking indeed are the change8 that force themselves on the notioe of 
the Swiss traveller. Before I start once more on a tour of the Bernina, 
let us, as the tombstone says, 'halt and cast an eye' over the landscape 
of the Ober Engadin after an absence of some twenty years. Pru- 
miscuous building has made havoc with the ho,mely chrumsof the Lake 
of St. Moritz. The boulders on the shore are plastered with adver- 
tisements of-horreeco referens-an English newspaper. A gigantic 
tin hand-it might be a cheap glover's sign-points to a shed called a 
Casino. Hard by an Italian architect haa perpetrated an ignoble com- 
pound of a campanile and a pagoda. An unfinished row of booths, a 
little Vanity Fair among the mountains, connects barrack-like hotels, 
the bare apaces round which are either converted into a bad imitation 
of town gardens, or littered with straw and waste p p e r  and Einspa- 
ner. When we come in sight of Pontreeina it is hard to reoognim 
in a long liue of cosmopolitan caravanserais the once typical twin 
Engadine hamleta. The top of Piz Languard has been levelled, railed 
round, and provided with a profusion of little benches and tablee, at 
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which hot drinks are supplied from a shed hard by. The original 
purveyor was not long ago found dead, killed by a firll between hie 
place of business and his eleeping quarters-Georgy'e H u e a  few 
yards below. But he haa now a succewr. The platform is generally 
in the poeeesgion of a crowd of Qermane wrapped in Invernees capes. 

Kolossal,' Pyramidal ' are the mildest epithets that meet the ear. 
But  after a time, if the traveller cannot reconcile himself to the 

changes, he finds that they are in the main superficial. The A l p  are 
happily built on too large a scale to be eaaily spoilt. Man's woret- 
a d d i t i o ~  such aa would ruin Lynton or  the Lakee-may easily be  
overlooked on the watershed of Europe. The charming view from 
the Ober Alpina above Campfer acrose the Maloya to the Bregaglia 
mountains has not suffered. The  mow peaks from Alp Ota or the 
Diavolezza Pass are atill sublime. The creets of Piz Ot  and Piz Julier 
are unimproved and generally untenanted. The village street of 
Pontreaina yet shows many vistas of wide-doored houeae, quaint turret 
windowa, and elegant iron balconiee, often gay with flowers. Even 
the bazaar of St. Moritz proves on a wet day to be redeemed by eome 
too fascinating curioeity s h o p  Since the Germane walk in cap- it 
is not difficult to arrive before them on Piz Languard. Let me note, 
by the way, that the published Languard Panoramas of the guide-boob 
are  far h m  exact; Mont Blanc is not viaible, but the top of the 
Weisshorn is, and may possibly have been mistaken for the monarch 
of mountains. The peak usually set down as Monte Viso is not that 
eummit, but, I think, the Ciamarella in Val di Lanzo. 

If the landecape of the En~adine  remains substantially the same, m 
too do the people. 'Dicker Diebe als die Zigeuner' (stouter rogues than 
gypsies) a Baeel professor rudely called them in the seventeenth century.' 
B u t  hia printer had to apologise handsomely for the libel. H e  would be 
not only a rash hut a eomewhat prejudiced man who repeated i t  to-day. 
The  Engadiners were never deficient i n  business qualitiea, and thew 
they have developed aa fortune favoured them. A common phrase 
hite exactly, I think, the present state of things : ' They know how to 
charge.' Much communication with strangers has given no foreign 
polish to the Einepffnner coachmen. They drive as casually and 
answer as grumpily aa in old days. ' Jetzt kein mehr Reklama- 
tion.,' shouted one to a lady who had asked him not to drive in  the 
thick of his comrade's dust. Of the guides I saw little m y d f ;  but 
t h e  best judges allow that two or three are first-rate, and hold that the 
mass are mediocre. The  charges for quite moderate expeditions have 
waxed higher and higher ; and, perhaps partly in consequence, when 
t h e  weather is not favourable for high peaks the street benches are 
lined with the Unemployed, and beards wag thickly in the Bisrlralle. 

See the Rev. Canon G. F. Browne's article in the A'ational B&, Angnat 
1883. To the cnrrent number (May) of the Natiaal Ret.iell, Canon Browne 
(now Bishop of Stepney) contributes an interesting speculation on the 
physical features of the Ober Engadin in  the Middle Ages, and the probable 
effect of extinct lakes on the highways of trafiic. My personal opinion is 
that the evidence brought forward shows Pons 8aracenus to hare been a 
mediseval scribe's version of Pontrsschin, the Romansch form still in load use. 
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' But what of the visitors? How have they changed ainw the days 
when Gredig and his family kept half a dozen roome for the strangers 
who came once or twice a eeason, arid Badrutt did not know the look 
of a circular note 7 

In  a village where thirty years ago the gathering together of two 
or three English was an event there were last year 220 guests feeding 
as one a t  a single hotel. Royalty and republicanism find luxury at 
St. Moritz. The world and the stage congregate moetly a t  Maloya 
At  Pontreaina we find plain, conventional folk, neither femous nor 
notorious, who enjoy out-of-doors life according to their bent and 
powers ; who do their Languard or their Corvatsch, their Bernina or 
their Crest' Aguzza, as they feel inclined. Not that the place ie without 
a few Alpine oddities. I remember a company of mild-eyed, melan- 
choly golfers who drove daily in an onlnibus down to the 5 t a  of 
Samaden. This sect affecta not to recognise mountains, and one of 
its members was authentically reported to have r e f 4  to learn the 
names of the R o w  summita on thr ground that it  waa scarcely worth 
while, since, as he understood, the snow peaks melted every year and 
fresh onen came up  in spring in their place. A few youths, limp and 
languid on week days, proceeded to church on Sunday morning in 
frock coata and silk hats, lamented the rarity of drese clothen of an 
evening, and generally behaved a13 if they were inmates of a Scotch 
water-cure establishment. Occarionally a ' serious climber ' put i n  an 
appearance, and departed, leaving hehind him an obiter dictum that 
there was nothing, as fa r  as he could eee, of inter& in the Bernina.' 

This, being interpreted. proved to mean that he had found nothing 
worthy of his gymnastic powers. The  result eeemed to us in part 
due to his always waiting to make his start for a perfect day, with a 
falling barometer. 

Once or twice, perhaps, in the height of the seaRon Pontreaina suffers 
from an incursion that makes us  blush for our country-a miscellaneoun 
and misconducted assortment of 'Arrys and 'Arrieta, who RLeh violently 
up  and down the ice atairs at  the foot of the Morteratsch Glacier with 
screams such as we ~esociate with the sandpita on Hanipstead Heatb. 
But these revels are happily exception;~l : the Engadine is too iiu 
from railways to attract many cheap tripperm. I t  is spared another 
form of congregational revelry. The promoters of Union Congretmea 
prefer Grindelwald, where, let ue hope, Mr. Whymper may always be 
a t  hand to subdue their excellsive gaiety by a lecture on glacier theoriea 
and Alpine catastrophee. 

I might go on, but it  would hardly be right to occupy any more 
space in these pages with the humours of an Alpine centre. Let us 
look at  the other side of the picture. The mountaineer and Nature- 
lover in the Engadine find as  a set-off to modern drawbacks not a few 
modem facilities provided for them. The organisation of the great 
hotels is excellent, and if the climber is not reverenced, as he was once, 
he  is treated with the most humane tolerance. H e  fin& fiir inns at 
the foot of the Morteratech and Roseq Glaciere, good beds and food 
(much too high-priced) on the Diavolezur Pass. T h e  Italians have 
established a hut-perhaps a little more convenient than the Fellah 
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chalets-+low to the Scerecen Glacier. Another hut facilitates the 
ascent of the Porno peaks and passes. Well-planned terrace paths lead 
right and left from the Surlei Fuorcla to SilsMaria and St. Moritz, and 
give a succeaaion of picturesque views of the chain of lakea On the 
water itself boatmen from Como and even Venice ply their trade. A 
sail down the Silvaplaner See bows the Upper Engadine in quite a new 
and perhap its moat ron~antic aspect, and is very refreshing after a 
warm walk over the Pex Pnorcla. 

Under what heading shall we classify the teahouses that now dot 
every hillside? The smaller village capitalists have realised that 

Pension ' fare does not fully satisfy either German or Englieh appe- 
tites. -The one must have more beer, the other more tea. With 
characteristic enterprise they have rushed to supply the demand. The 
Engadine is now a land in which it seems always aftarnoon tea. 
Everybody ' five-o'clocks.' About that hour the woods and paths of 
St. Moritz are brightened with Watteau-like groups of firir faces and 
gay costumes. The African lion eits down with the Alpine lamb on 
the lawn of the Restaurant Alpina. Ropes and ice-axes seem almost 
aa much out of place as they might in Rotten Row. Yet the contrast 
is piquant, and the rra is generally good. 

A sign of the times at Pontreeina, of the extent to which scrambling 
has been accepted as the essence of mountaineering, is the invention 
displayed in the eearch for decayed rock-teeth, and the importance 
attached to their ascent. You hear more of the Blumen and the 
Schwestern than of the Crest' Aguzza or Piz Badile. 'The Sisters' 
acquired an unhappy notoriety this year by luring a German climber 
to hie death. They are three eminences on the rocky spur of the 
range of Piz Languard, which immediately overhangs the village and 
threatens it with stone avalanches. The climb undoubtedly has 
picturesque merits. If you are not too careful to take the easiest way 
you may give a neophyte the pleasure of dangling by the rope on 
a highly tilted rock-he,  of jumping (like the hem of one of the 
illustrations to Mr. Whymper's ' Scrambles ') across a gap in a very 
narrow ridge, of climbing by cracks imperceptible fifty yards off a 
cliff of perpendicular aspect. These delights appear to move-in 
proapect a t  any rate-the hearts of many ladies, and an escort over 
' the Sisters ' is a compliment much appreciated by the sex. When the 
crags are dry and free from fresh snow the ascent is quite safe for any 
properly roped and conetituted party. But the right track is not 
always plain, and a fall almost anywhere must be fatal. After the 
recent catastrophe further warning ought to be superfluous. But it 
may be as well to repeat the opinion expressed before the accident by 
the old climbers who escorted my family. We all agreed that few 
should venture on the pawage without companions, and no novice 
except in company of, and roped to, an experienced mountaineer. 

The tariff charge for the ascent (20 francs) is excessive, and by 
tempting tourists to diepenee with guides may be a aonrce of peril. 
I t  ie, I think, desirable also that mme notice should be placed on the 
crest at the Schafberg end, where the path stops, that the rocks beyond 
are dangerous for aolitay or inexperienced persons. 
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The ascent of Piz Julier (11,106 R.) in an excureion that deserve8 
to be more frequently made. The mountain has two ridgea, one of 
which connects it with Piz d'Albana; the other falls towards the road 
of the Julier Paw. Between these r i m  a short spur. A track marked 
by stone-men leads up to the rook-face between the spur and the Julier 
ridge, and gains that ridge aome two or three hundred feet below the 
top by a steep gully, generally full of mow or ice. A slip in this gnlly 
might cause damage, and there are one or two cornera ' nu r  fi 
Schwindelfreie,' as the handposta in Tyrol put it. The climber of 
experience will not need a guide, but one should certainly be taken 
by touriets. A second route, more arduous :lnd involving some rock- 
climbing, preferred by mountaineers, is to ascend by steep gram s l o p  
and a tiresome gully from Val Snvretta to a gap N. of the lowat point 
in the ridge falling to Piz d'Albana, cross s wild hollow full of 
momtrous mountain ruins to the central spur, and climb along thin 
to the top. A snow-storm prevented me from completing this secent; 
the lower part is unplessant, owing to the rottennew and looeenees 
of the rocka 

The summit hm also been reached by the Suvretta ridge, by the face 
between it and the spur, and by the glaciera which lie on ahelves on 
the E. face. Despite their scceeeibility the rocks and precipices round 
the top are extraordinarily bold and l q e  in acale for eo moderate a 
peak. The distant view is magnificent. Piz Bernina and Piz Roeeg 
are seen to the greateat advantage. The basins of the Fex and Forno 
glacieru are spread out in full view, backed by Monte della Diegraci.. 
To the W. the great towers of the Bregaglia-Cengalo and Badile-- 
spring in magnificent curves from the deep vale of Chiavenna. 

But it is time I left the Eogadine and justified my title by getting 
' Behind the Bernina.' My centrifugal force--or old-fashioned weak- 
neaevery  soon led me with Franpis DBvouassoud to the last chalet 
on the Poachiavo aide of the Canciano Pasa Thence we walked over 
the glaciers of Piz Scalino (10,925 ft.) to Chi- The traverse was 
invented by Mr. Tuckett many years ago. I t  is ' without interest' 
t'mm the climbing standpoint. The views, however, are extensive and 
sdmirable. In the range between Piz Scalino and the Val Tellina 
stand two bold rock-peaks, the Cima Painale and Cima Vicima, which 
are not referred to in the ' Alpine Guide,' and have never been climbed 
by Englishmen, though, according to local information, they have 
succumbed to Italian climbere. 

Two days later we stood on the top of Monte della Disgnrzia With 
regard to this mountain a popular fallacy is maintained by the guidee 
ot' the Eqadine. I t  is aeaumed that the proper starting-point for the 
ascent is the Forno hut, and the proper tariff 150 francs. A monn- 
taineer eo active aa Sir Seymour King found the expedition taken in 
this way very lengthy and laborious. I t  is only needful to look at s 
map to see that it must be so, Bince it is necessary to cross a lofty 
range in order to get at your mountain. To any one who can endure 
to visit an Italian valley there is no need for this not very profitable 
Grat-Wanderung.' At Chiesa, in Val Malenco, a capibl inn, in a lovely 

situation, and good guidea may now be found. The direct walk u p  
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from Chieaa is, in the lower portion, ehady and agreeable. Nesr the 
Alp Rali copious aprings of ice-cold water burst out of the hihide ; 

'th- are the drainage of a glacier lying high up on the flank of the 
Disgrazia. Something remains for an explorer in this direction. The 
hut on the Passo di Coma R o w  is in a splendid poaition for a sunset 
view. On one aide the eyes range to Monte Rosa ; on the other they 
command the green slop- and bright villages of Val Tellina. 
In recent yeara the Italian guides have varied the ascent from the 

Saam Bisolo Glacier to the top by p i n g  straight up the c r w  from 
a p i n t  some hundred feet below the aaddle. This is, no doubt, the 
shortest climb when the rocks are free from ice. Heavy snow forced 
US to etick to the crest, which must always be the more beautiful way. 
The step-cutting csn be laborious, and on a windy day might be very 
dislrffeeable. The views down the precipice on to the torn glsciers on 
the Val Malenco side are mperb, and the ridge, though not in the 
least dangerous in ordinary weather and with common care, is narrow 
enongh in places to thrill persons of aendbility. The top of the 
D i w a  is all a rock peak should be-a naked crag held up by 
converging ridges of the most savage aspect. The crest that stretches 
to the southern pinnacle, broken by steep teeth and laden with loose 
boulders, is a peculiarly splendid specimen of mountain structum. It 
has only once been traversed, by Mr. Still and Mr. Pratt Barlow in 
1875. We were on the peak on the hotteat day of the year, when 
the thermometer stood at 98 degrees in the ehade at Milan. Lombardy 
was veiled in golden heat haze, but the peen hills and vales of Coma, 
and the whole company of the snowy Alps from the Grand Paradis to 
the Weisekugel, were basking in clear, shadowless light. After R 

month in the Engadine, of such panoramas as that from Piz Languard, 
where the lower peaks are grey and gaunt, and beneath the mow line 
the prevailing tone of the hillsides is a rusty brown, the glorious 
greennesa of the middle zone of the Alps on the Italian aide was very 
grateful to our eyes. The Disgrazia seems almost to overhang the 
meadows and foresta of Val Tellina. I wrrs reminded of the view of 
the Mingrelian uplands from Tetnuld, so close was the juxtapoeition 
of anowe and pastures. Not a breath of air stirred. Yet fifty feet 
below us we ssw a record of the fury with which at times the blasts 
beat on thk exposed summit. The torn and bent metal roof of a hut 
which a daring Italian had induced the local guides to erect lay beside 
a formlesa h a p  of broken walls on the western rocks. 

We were back in time to drive down to Sondrio and vend a 
pleaaant evening under the vines and oleandera of the ever-hospitable 
Hatel de la Poste. 

I ~ubseqnently, in company with Mr. C. A. V. Butler and Franpois, 
revisited my old haunta in Val Maeino. Thia district has a curious 
distinction. I t  haa proved a stumbling-block to map-makers. Even 
the Dufour Atlas misplaced one of its PfI88f38, and made a m e s  of its 
nomenclature. The new Italian Survey is very far from eatidkctory 
in its representation of the detaila and glaciation of the main ridges. 
It is to a private individual, Count Lurani, that mountaineers owe the 
only trustworthy and exact delineation of the southern elope. I have 
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ventured to reproduce here the main part of the sketch-map he iswed 
with an interesting account of hin scrambles in 1882. We crossed from 
Maloya to the Baths by the Casnile and Gcca pasees, a pleasant walk of 
10 bra I t  leads through fine glacier scenery and is free from difficulty. 
The Zooca Pass is so frequented by smugglers that the cloganieri are 
under orders to visit it periodically. Yet Mr. Comyns Tucker once found 
difficulty with a Bergachrund on it, and smugglers seldom risk Berg- 
schrunds. The fact is that there are two gaps ; the weaternmoat appears 
to be the pass to any one ascending from Val Masino, and this is defended 
on the N. side by an ice elope and crevssees. A hundred yarde or less 
further E. the ridge can be gained from both aides by easy rocks, 
and this is where the people of the country cross. The rock scenery in 
the descent to Val di Mello is very astonishing to travellers coming 
from the Engadine. There could hardly be a more complete contrast 
than that between the shallow, smooth-sided dales of Fex and Fedoz 
and these deep trenches, hemmed in by cliffs and pinnacles of extra- 
ordinary height and abruptnese. On a warm afternoon the bottom of 
Val di Mello seems unattainable, though the track does not lose any 
time in needless zigzags. 

I t  has not, I think, been noticed in these pages that an easy way haa 
been found up the Cima di Castello (formerly the Cima del Largo) 
from the head of the Albipa  Glacier. The ascent from the Forno Glacier, 
first made by Mr. Comyna Tucker and myself, includes an ice s lop  some 
of our followera have thought steeper than that of the Guasfeldt Sattel. 
Mrs. Nain has photographed the Albigna face of the peak. 

Years have not greatly altered the Baths of Masino. The solitary 
house in the forest under its horse-ahoe of granite precipices has a curious 
fascination for the few Englishmen who have reached it. The beech- 
woods, the lovely southern ferns, the bright brooks and waterfirlls give 
a romantic charm to the stern heights that h u t  out equally the heat of 
the plain and the frosts ofthe Grieons. The near walks are not many, 
but there is a fine view oE the D i ~ a z i a  to be had 10 min. from the  
house. The Italian Alpine Club has pointed out the way by red 
marks. 

A hut has been built 3 hm. above the Baths for the ascent of Piz 
Badile. We did not think it needful to use it, nor, as Franpoie had, with 
Mr. Coolidge, made in 1867 the first ascent of that peak (when it was 
called the Cima di Tschingel), did we take a local guide.* But  
Francpis's memory proved defective, and we spent a humiliating 
number of hours on a climb that more active mountaineers--such as Mr. 
Garwood and young Imboden-have done in half the time. It must. 
be said for us that we lost an hour by attacking Dr. Minnigerode's 
chimney, which was impracticable in the state in which we encountered 
the mountain. Our predecessors found the rocks wet. An intensely hard 
frost, which had frozen deep into the ground even round the Club hut, 
had converted all the moisture on the peak into ice. In this state of 
things I thought the rock-climbing extremely, once or twice perhaps 
excessively, inleresting. 

* Alpin8 J o w d ,  vol, iv. p. 61. 
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The following directions may be useful to after-comers :-From the 
glacier W. of the summit strike the foot of the S. buttrese-which is 
not marked on the new Italian map-close to ita lower end. Climb by 
easy flowery shelves to the crest and keep under t h i  on the E. side by 
ledges eometimes narrowand overhung but nowhere difficult. The  top 
of Minnigede 's  chimney, which falls to the S.E. glacier, is soon passed. 
T h e  ledges broaden out as the angle, between the buttress and the 
main mass of the peak is approached. Here there is a choice of 
routes. The trough in the angle is the mod obvious, and, when 
not.icy, probably the easiat. But there are smooth places which we 
found nasty. The last climb to the great tooth of granite that dominates 
the  crowning ridge is comparatively simple. In  descending we kept 
more to our right, nearer the top of the buttress, to avoid ice. W e  had 
to cross one or two places I thought difficult. W e  might possibly 
have avoided them by a 9iddle course. W e  spent nearly 8 hours in 
all away from the hut, including an hour or more on the top. 

The  view from the summit ot'the Lake of Como as far as Menaggio, 
and again near Argegtio, ~uddeajy ,revealed to us, as a paiwing mist 
swept off, waa most unusual and b u t i f u l .  ' Striking too waa the vista 
along the lakea of the Ober Engadin;>and the peep of the roofs and 
chestnuts of Promontogno, cowering a p w e n t l y  under the northern 
cliffs. 

I had never explored Val Codera-the valley which descends between ' 

the westernmost spurs of the Bernina group to the Lago di Mezzola 
Has any member of the Club 1 To dencend through it  to the level 
of the Lake of Como, from the mows to the olives, promised to be a 
walk after my heart. The idea was encouraged and finally adopted 
when we found on the outer wall of the Club-hut a notice that the 
Via alh Stazione ; Novata' was indicated by red triangles. The  

marks guided ua most efficiently across the alp westwards past several 
gaps which we might easily have mistaken for the psss to a narrow 
gra~ey hogaback. The extraordinary beauty of the western view was 
beyond description. W e  sat down enchanted to appreciate its details 
Close at  hand the wild ranges of Val Codera rose in noble curves to 
bold rocky m i t e .  Italian hillq delicate in modelling and robed in 
soh greens or blues, according to their distance, filled the middle of 
t h e  picture. High on the horizon the Pennine and Oberland mows 
swam clear but soft in ' a golden air.' This pass-ita height is given 
as 8,629 ft. in the new maps, but no name ia attached to it--cannot 
b e  more than 3 hours' walk from the Baths, and would be an agree- 
able excursion for their visitora. 

The  descent began by a gram ledge. After a few yards this was 
~nddenly  closed by overhanging rocks. Franpis ,  who was first, 
appeared to us to plunge down a precipice. H e  answered our criticism 
by pointing to the red triangles. They indicated the only means of' 
advance. I t  was requisite to go down a dozen feet of nearly vertical rock 
by  the help of two grase tufts, and then for several yards to walk across 
a horizontal crack which gave foot-hold varying from 2 in. to nothing. 
Nominal support-help in balance-could be gained a t  6rst by 
digging axes into graes overhead ; further on hand-hold was obtainable. 
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F r a u p i s  walked across without a moment's heaitation, but we did 
not despise the rope. This ' mauvais paa ' would not, perhape, trouble 
younger cragsmen. It came upon US unprepared and when somewhat 
tired. But  to indicate a route including such an obstacle to uneuspeding 
tourista aa a Station Path is surely raah. A practical joke that may  
lead to htal reclulta ahould only be resorted to under exceptional cir- 

I cumstances--as, for example, in the case of an hotel bore. There can 
be little doubt that in this instance the Milanese section en& their 
paint-pot to a conmious, if unconscientioua, humourist; for we found 
attarwards th.t he had continued his triangles through the villages, 
along the hil3h rocrd, and finished up  only on the ticket office. 

The  remainder of the descent down steep rocks and loose shale to the 
first alp was straightforward. A zigzag path left of the stream (not *ht, 
aa marked on maps) leads into the young pine forest which entirely 
clothes the head of Val Codera. There is,eoon a picturesque view up 
a side valley to the left towards the fine peak of Monte Ligoacio 
(9,948 R.). Thin tmmmit and Monte Drom (9,663 R), the peak 
opposite it on the nmp between Val Codera and Chiavenna, should be 
climbed for their views. Mr. Garwood knowe the latter, which is very 
conspicuous from the Lake of Como. 

Near a wmmer hamlet of stone h u b  the atream in crossed to the  
right bank. The middle portion of the valley is bare and the path 
8tony. Stones are everywhere. The rain storma that viait t h e  
mountains at  the head of the Italinrl lakes have poured torrents down 
every trough in the hills, rent their eidea, and spread ruin over their 
hollows. The landscape i~ coneequently more intereating to the physical 
geographer than to the lover of the picturesque. Where the valley 
curves southwards stones become l w  prevalent, and green meadown 
and che~tnuts  refresh the eyea. The village of Codera liea in a 
romantic situation on a sloping hillside above the head of the great 
gorge through which the torrent cuts ita way to the lake. Beside the  
church stands an immemorial sycamore. 

Our path-the only path out of the valley-proved to be one of the  
moat singular and impreeeive in  the A l p .  I t  is in many places a 
mere groove cut in the face of a cliff, and without any parapet, above 
a sheer abyss. The gorge is closed in bont  by a green bluff crowned 
with cottage& In  order to reach this long flights of broken atairs had 
to be climbed down and up  again. Then the view opened on the 
purple slopes of Monte Legnone, still aglow with the reflection of t h e  
sunset. Over its edge the rising moon threw a pale light on the blue 
hills behind Gravedona. W e  forgot all anxiety about trains, the 
seventeen hours we had been afoot-everything but the vision before 
us, one of the most exquisite I have known among the mountains. 

How interminable in the gloaming seemed the lset zigzags I how 
deep and far  the ehining levels of Lago di Mezzola ! T h e  moon, 
sailing in the most friendly way just above the spurs of the h p o n e ,  
soon threw bright beams full on our path. At  last we were among 
the lawns and fields and stone walls of the Vale of Chiavenna. Ten 
minutes more and we gained the high road and the village street of 
Novate. Good news met us. The last train to Chiavenna was due in 
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five minutes. A day of 18 hours, of many pleasures end no mishaps, 
was crowned by an excellent supper and beds in the HBtel Conradi. 

I trust these few notes may encourage more Englishmen to go to 
Promontogno and Val Masino, and explore thoroughly a district I have 
always found fascinating. Its fascination for nle lies in the extra- 
ordinary contrast between the Bavage rock scenery and crevaesed 
glaciers-the Bondasca glacier haa of late years repulsed more than one 
party of capable climbers-and the lovely verdure close a t  hand. 
Promontogno and Soglio filled me with enthusiasm in 1864, and thirty 
years after I find I come back to them, as  to most of my rather 
numeroue premiers amours, with increased affection. The Grey Twins 
-Pi2 Cengalo and Piz Radile-we looked up to with such awe because 
Mr. Ball had called them inaccessible have lost nothing- by being 
climbed ; they have rather gained a personal interest. The  vignettes 
of peak and waterfall in Val Bondnsca improve by being lingered 
over on the off days which advancing years occasionally demand. 
Sitting by the Castle on the Wall-Castelmur-between the pinw and 
chestnuts, the traveller realiaes, aa it can seldom be r d i s e d ,  that he i u  
sitting a t  the very gate of Italy-that gate wlrich is barred as hy a 
flaming sword to the Limited Company of Serious Mountaineers. 

FOR several dreary months I was tied to  the narrow cobbled streeta of 
the ' city of pleasure,' Bucharest, situated in the middle of the huge 
Roumanian steppe 'where there is neither hill nor rock.' Even there, 
however, I enjoyed some few swiftly passing momerrts when the rare 
atmospheric conditions permitted a view of the ' white-wintered ' tops 
of the Southern car path inn^. I can call to mind a t  least one glorious 
hour of delight when the Balkans on the south and the Carpathians 

-on  the north were visible in all their beauty of snow-white covering. 
Forced for many a month to live thus far from the mountains, i t  waa 
with aatisfaction that I joined in the annual summer migration Sinaia- 
wards, where King Charles's lovely chateau rears its red-tiled towers 
amidst the pine-clad heights of tbe Bucegi range. Behind, the Cepi, the 
Caraiman, and further on the Homul-the second higheat peak in the 
Southern Carpathiane-uprise in steep precipices. The range is of 
pt-ci~liar form. It r u m  about N.N.E., with an average height of between 
6,000 and 6,500 R. On the E. it  falls abruptly in dark frowning cli& 
w i t h  steep rocky spurs pushing out every now and again into the main 
valley. On the top extends a plateau for about six miles whose breadth 
varies from a quarter of a mile to two and a haif. On the W. i t  
slopes gradually down to the valley of the Ialomitza. I t  is therefore 
on the east face that the climber would find the best opportunities 
for indulging in his sport. 

T h e  heights of the different peaks are not yet scientifically measured. 
T h e r e  exists an old map-made by the Austrian topographers during 
the occuption-but it  is incorrect in several respects and especially in 
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the measurements of the peaks. Roughly speaking the Homul is a b o u t  
8,500 ft. high, the Cardiman about 8,000, the Cepi; 7,500, and t h e  
Clek-which is merely a spur running from the main range down to 
the valley of the Prahova on the E.-only about 5,000. From Busteni 
-now quite a fashionable watering-place--to Sinaia, about 7 miles, 
there is only one mountain path suitable for mules, and that ia some- 
what to the south of the latter place. Consequently, except for the people 
of Sinaia, there is a long stretch of hard high road to be covered before 
the aacent to the mountains can be commenced. T h e  Roumanian 
peasants in the neighhourhood of the Carpathians cannot be called 
climbers. With the exception of some few shepherds and smugglers, 
they seldom make excureions to the mountains. As it is only within 
late yenrs that the magnificent pine forests have been exploited, t h e r e  
are few of the welcome woodmen's paths that are so numerous on t h e  
lower slopes of the Swiea and Austrian mountains. More than once  I 
have, after leaving the rocks, been obliged absolutely to chop my way 
down to the valley through the dense undergrowth of the forest. 

In my reconnais~ances along the east face of the Rucegi range, I h a d  
been struck by a bold rocky peak which stood a t  the base of a n a r r o w  
spur of the great chain. On inquiry I found that it  was called t h e  
Cleia-the hay-cock. I t s  slopes were decidedly steep all round, at an 
angle of about 4 5 O ,  I should say, and, although them was a certain 
amount of wood running up  the Bides, i t  was broken by rocky terraces 
that almost encircled the mountain. Every peasant whom I consulted 
informed me that its summit had never been reached, and i t  may be 
imagined how welcome waa the news. Immediately I set a b o u t  
examining it  from the neighbouring eminence, and concluded that the 
best chances of reaching the top were afforded by a deep gully to t h e  
south of the Cleia. Thence several terraces trended out on to the east 
face of the peak, and I decided to t ry them, in the hope of striking at 
least one which would bring me either to the steep face or the narrow 
ar&te that rnns up to the top on the N.E. 

I t  would be wearisome to relate in detail the different attempts I 
made. Seven times I attacked the mountain and seven times failed, 
The terraces were deceptive in that they disappeared entirely o r  w e r e  
broken by wet, slippery, pudding-rock gullies, dangerous to climb or 
traverse. After the fifth attempt I deserted them and attacked the 
precipice on the south face. This was tempting, inasmuch as down it  
there ran a cleft almost as far as the base. I had scanned the cleft 
with field-glaseea, but could see no way of arriving a t  the p o i n m m e  
20 ft. from the bottom-where the cleft became distinct and looked 
'climbable.' In brief, I found myself one fine morning worming my 
way along the terrace a t  the foot of the precipice which towered above  
me in the most unpromising way. Arriving directly under the clett, I 
found that it  spread itself out into a number of cracks which were hardly 
big enough to admit my fingers, much less my body. Higher up 
these divergent cracks rejoined the cleft, which there seemed to become 
ample enough to afford good climbing; but the difficulty was to 
arrive a t  this point. 

Thp rock before me was deoidedly difficult. The crack which 
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offered the best handhold was, after all, but a slender mpport. T h e  
arms had to do all the work. It was of no use feeling about for foot- 
holds, for there were none. I t  was fatiguing work. With feelings of 
relief I reached the main clef?, and, wriggling well into it, lay motion. 
lees, with hands and arms trembling, after the exertion they had just 
been called upon to make. I n  five minutee I was again upright in my 
chimney and scanning the chances of succese. The sides of the cleft 
opened a t  an angle too wide for chimney-sweep climbing. Some 
20  ft. up, a fallen rock was wedged into the chimney. T o  climb over 
it seemed impossible, but I concluded that there waa a way under it. 
A t  any rate, i t  merited a close examination, and I advanced towards it. 
T h e  climbing waa fairly easy. There proved to be a narrow gap 
behind the boulder. I enlarged it  by clearing away some loose stones 
and g m  which were clotted there, and when this was done, pro- 
gress could be resutlied. Above, there seemed every possibility of 
continuing the climb without very great difficulty except a t  the top, 
where a huge rock barred the way. I sat on the level surface of my 
boulder, which formed a most excellent dining table although i t  was 
only 3 ft. square, and was hanging between heaven and earth, on the 
face of  a precipice about 1,000 ft. deep. Refreshed by x11y meal I 
continued my way, and found that the ' going ' waa not pleasant. There 
waa a good deal of dry alippery gram on the rock which had to be 
cleared away. It  was not until I had been climbing for mow than 
an hour that the base of the last great obstacle was reached. I was 
within 20 or 30 ft. of the top of the precipice, which in ita turn was 
only about 100 ft. below the top of the Cleia. Surely there would 
be  again a hole big enough for my body to psss through ! Soon I 
wae burrowing under the rock like a coal-miner. I had already 
tunnelled about 2 ft. when the head of my axe struck a rock. I 
cleared everything all round, and was mortified to find that a smaller 
boulder had completely shut up  the passage. Nevertheless, I atill 
continued, in the hope that there might yet be an opening wide enough 
for  me ; but when everything was cleared there was only a space about . 
the size of a saucer, through which I could see the top of the precipice 
and  the end of the climb. I t  was a good example of the 'slip 'twixt 
c u p  and lip.' There waa nothing for it  but to descend. I made my 
way down the rocky gully, with the disappointment of a sixth failure 
adding to my physical fatigue. 

For  the next week I did nothing but prowl round the Cleia, 
examining it &om every point. With field-glasses I could see mag- 
nificent chimneys and gullies ; but, unfortunately, they all seemed to 
begin quite out of reach of a climher. My repeated attempta to scale 
t h e  peak had not failed to attract the attention of the country side. 
T h e  peasante began to believe I was utterly mad, kind friends took 
care to tell me I should never succeed, and a shepherd in whose hut 
I slept one night, kept tapping his forehead in a way that was rudely 
significant. However, I waa infatuated about my peak, and could not 
give up  the hope of yet climbing to ita virgin top. Having exhausted, 
as i t  seemed, all the likely routea on the muth-east face, I reluctantly 
turned to the west side. I eay reluctantly,' because it  was towards 
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the W. that the ~ u m m i t  of my mountain was connected with *he 
Bucegi range. From the col thus formed to the top was only a m a t t e r  
of perhaps 200 ft., and although I knew that thoee 200 ft. musc 
be very difficult climbing, yet it did not seem quite a fbir way of 
attacking the Cleia ; to my mind it  was like taking my old enemy in 
the rear. The remembrance of six failures, however, overcame all my 
ecruples, and I set off one morning with a determination again to put 
to the test the reputed impracticability of the peak. Arrived a t  the 
col or  addle, I stopped to examine minutely the piece of rock that lay 
between me and success. Towards the summit of the Cleia I f o u n d  
that the saddle kept narrowing very rapidly until i t  formed a r e g u l a r  
razor of an ar6te. On each side were sheer precipices : 1,500 ft. 0x1 

the one side and about 800 ft. on the other. I have seen some sharp 
ridges in  my life, but I never saw one so like a wall as this. I gave 
myself the trouble to take some measnrementa afterwards, and f o u n d  
that 20 ft. down it had only increased 4 ft. in thickness. Beyond, 
only about 100 ft. away, row my peak-'so near and yet so far.' 
NOW I understood why it  had never been ascended, and I a t  o n c e  
came to the conclusion that, here ns well as  on the other sides, tbe 
difficulties were sufficient to stop a man. My razor-like a s t e  was 
stopped by a 'gendarme,' or tower, of rock. T o  climb this tower 
wemed impossible, whilst there was little chance of turning it by 
descending on either eide on to the face nf the precipice. To  convince 
myself by close inspection of the truth of a conjecture made after a 
somewhat distant examination, I made my way along the top of the 
ar$te straddle-leg fmhion. I found things very much as I expected ; 
but round the north side of the tower there was a way. Roped, and 
in  conlpany with two experienced rock climbers, it would, perhaps, 
have been po~eible to give it a trial; but I unhesitatingly decided n o t  
to crawl along the edge of a precipice, where hand and foot ho lds  
were, to say the least, rare, and where I had no means of t ak ing  
precautions in case of a very probable slip. Sad a t  h a r t ,  therefore, 
and shaking my fist a t  the top, now so near to me, I turned my back 
on the ~ e a k ,  and sullenly descended the mountain side, on the way to 
my inn and to certain jeers. 

A continuance of lovely weather. several successful expeditions, a n d  
some rather ungenerous remarks about my repeated failures, filled m e  
with a desire to try my luck once again on the peak. This time I 
determined to spend every minute of daylight on the east and w-est 
faces. I started long before sunrise, and was well up  on the terraces 
when the sun first struck the hillside. My wanderinps and explora- 
tions were long and tedious, and it  was not until after 2 o'clock in the 
afternoon that I halted before a grassy ledge which ran along a preci- 
pice of pudding-stone, beginning about halfway up and ending on the  
north-east arcte, which I had never yet succeeded in reaching. It was 
a long time before I could make up  my mind to truet myself to the  
strength of the grass ledge. I t  had an insecure appearance which was 
nut attractive. Pudding-#tone is notoriously a bad rock for climbing. 
When there are projections they are rounded and afford no hold. As 
a rule, too, it  is very rotten, and, although it  is frequently traversed 
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by ledges, generally of grass, yet they are mostly treacherous. HOW- 
ever, i t  was a case of an ignominious retreat, or an attempt on the 
ledge, and I decided for the latter. I will not harrow the reader's 
feelings by a description of mine as I wormed my way along. Suffice 
it to say that 1 crossed. I t  seemed to me the 'jumpiest' episode in my 
life. More than once I thought that my ledge was about to give way 
entirely, for i t  trembled under my weight. Once over, 1 made a 
solemn vow never to touch that ledge again, and, unlike most vows 
made on the mountain, this has been religiously kept. I thus gained 
the ar&te, and was able to work my way up  with a certain amount of 
a e .  It  was, however, a tiring scramble, and I went slowly. 
Gradually, but surely, I approached the summit, and all remembrance 
of the dangers I had gone through, and that still might be before me, 
vanished. Rather suddenly, I found myself on a emall eminence on 
the ar&te, whence the way to the summit was plainly evident. A 
baby might toddle the rest, and I gave vent to my feelings of triumph 
in a shout that might have been heard a t  Sinaia. Mountaineers will 
smile when I tell them that all the difficulties I had gone through 
were below the line of vegetation, fur my summit was covered with 
dense dwarf fir; but I can assure them that it  had given me more 
trouble than any snow peak I have ascended, and the rock-climbing 
was certainly as difficult as the Rifflehorn from the glacier, or the 
Pillar Rock by the Ennerdale Valley route. 

I was now on the top of the Cleia, a standing contradiction to the 
saying that ambition is never satisfied. But how was I to get down? 
On the E. there was only one way of arriving below, and that was 
by the ledge which I had renounced. The only other route with 
which I was in any degree acquainted was by the saddle on the W. 
B u t  there, too, was an obstacle in the nhape of the rock tower which 
had put an end to my former reconnaissance. I determined to examine 
i t  more fully from the east side, which, of course, I had not been able 
to d o  before. Before leaving the summit, I erected a sort of ~ a i r n ,  
and left my name and the date. Remembering, too, the usual incre- 
dulity of the inhabitants of the valley in all that concerns moun- 
taineers and their exploits, I felt that I ought to erect something that 
could be men from below. For  want of a better ensign, I left my 
shirt, stuck on a stout pole made of an old fir branch. I t  waved proudly 
i n  the breeze as I turned to descend. I found to my great relief that 
the  tower w a ~  easy of acceaa on the mt side. I climbed to the top 
of it, and carefully made my way down as far as possible towards the 
are@. The view before me was rather terrifying. On each side were 
yawning precipicw. I was mated on a shoulder of the tower, halving 
beneath me 12 ft. of smooth 'unclimbable' rock, and below that 
again, the grim arGte, looking nastier than ever. In  order to get home 
that  night, I must reach the razor-like ridge. I could not climb 
down, so there was nothing left but to jump the 12 ft. dividing me 
&om it, or to make my way back to the summit, and spend the night 
there. A drop of 12 ft. is not much ; but when the drop has to be 
made on to a narrow ar&te, where a bad landing or the slightest loss 
of balance is sofficient to hurl one some hundreds of feet below, i t  
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begins to seem formidable. The sooner it  was over the better. I tied 
my eack tightly round my body to prevent it  swinging me off my 
balance, and grasping my ice-axe in one hand, I gathered myeel£ 
together and jumped. There was a h o m d  momentary sensation of 
leaping into empty air, then came a bump, and I found myself lying 
along the ar&te in as fair and as square a position aa oould be wiahed. 
But, alas I my old and tried companion that had helped me ou t  of  
many a queer place had slipped from my grasp, and was hurtling and 
whirling through the depths below. I made many an attempt after- 
wards to find it, and offered rewards to the peasants, but my ice-axe 
still lies ruating on the Southern Carpnthiane. Perchance, in  yeam t o  
come, i t  will be used as a proof that the Cleia was once a snow peak, 
and the favourite resort of mountaineers. 

H. A. GWYNNE. 

SCORESBY'S ACCOUNT OF AN ASCENT I N  
SPITZBERGEN." 

IN the summer of 1 8 1 8 ~ ~ 1  was several times on shore on the main 
near Nitre Cape, and landed once, in the same season, on the n o r t h  
side of King's Bay. Being near the land on the evening of July 23, 
the weather beautifully clear, and all our sails becalmed by the hills, 
excepting the topgallant mils, in  which we had constantly a gent le  
breeze, I left the ship in  charge of a principal officer, with orders to 
stand no nearer than into thirty fathoms water, and with two boats 
and fourteen men rowed to the shore. W e  arrived a t  the beach 
about 74 P.M., and landed on a track of low flat ground, extending 
about aix miles north and south, and two or three east and west, from 
the east side of which a mountain-arm takes its rise, terminating on t h e  
south with the remarkable insulated cliff constituting Mitre Cape. 
This table land lies so low that it  would be overflown by the sea, 
were i t  not for a natural embankment of shingle thrown up  by t h e  
sea ; indeed, from the seaweed and driftwood found upon it, i t  seems 
a t  no very remote period to have been covered by the tide. T h e  
shingle forming the sea-bank contlists, in  general, of remarkably 
round pebble8 ; many of them being calcareous, are prettily veined. 

After advancing about half IL furlong from the sea, we met w.ith 
mica-slate in nearly perpendicular strata ; and, a little farther on, 
with an extensive bed of limestone in small, angular fragments. H e r e  
and there we saw large ponds of Gesh water, derived from melted ice 
and snow; in some places small remains of snow; and, lastly, near 
the base of the mountains, a considerable morass, into which .we s u n k  
nearly to the knees. Some unhealthy looking mosses appeared o n  
this swamp; but the softest part, as well as most of the ground w e  
had hitherto traversed, was entirely void of vegetation. This swamp 
had a moorish look, and con~isted apparently of black alluvial mil, 

* Reprinted from W. Gcoresby's l iccou~bt of the d ~ c t i c  Rsg io~ ,  Edinburgh, 
1820, vol. i. pp. 118-123, 126-130. ' 
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mixed with some vegetable remains, and wee curiously marked on 
the surface with small polygonal ridges, from one to three yards in 
diameter, so combined as to give the ground an appearance similar to 
that exhibited by a section of honeycomb. An ascent of a few yards 
from the moraas, on somewhat firmer ground, brought us  to the foot 
of the first mountain to the northward of the Mitre. Here some pretty 
specimens of Sixmfraga oppositryolia and Groenlandica, Salia 
herbacea, Draba alpina, Papaver alpina (of Mr. Don), &c. ; and some 
other planta in full flower were found on little tufts of soil, and 
scattared about on the aacent. The first hill rose a t  a n  inclination 
of 45' to the height of about 1,500 ft., and was joined on the north 
aide to another of about twice the elevation. W e  began to climb 
t h e  acclivity on the most accessible side at  about 1 0  P.M., but from 
the looseness of the stones and the steepness of the aecent we found 
it a most difficult undertaking. There was scarcely a possibility of 
advancing by the common movement of walking, for in this attempt 
the ground gave way a t  every step, and no progrew was made ; hence 
the only method of succeeding was by the effort of leaping or running, 
which, under the peculiar circumstances, could not be accomplished 
without excessive fatigue. In the direction we travelled we met with 
angular fragments of limeatone and quartz, chiefly of one or two 
pounds weight, and a few naked rocks protruding through the loose 
materials of which the side of the mountain, to the extent it was 
visible, was principally composed. These rocks appeared solid at  a 
little distance, but on examination were found to be full of fractures 
in  every direction, so that it  was with difliculty that a specimen of 
five or a x  pounds weight, in a solid mass, could be obtained. Along 
the  side of the first range of hills near the summit was extended a 
band of ice and mow, which, in the direct ascent, we tried in vain to 
surmount.. By great exertion, however, in  tracing the side of the 
hill for about 200 yards, where it  was so uncommonly steep that a t  
every step showers of stones were precipitated to the bottom, we 
found a sort of angle of the hill free from ice, by which the summit 
waa scaled. 

Here we reeted until I took a few angles and bearings of the most " 
prominent parta of the coast, when, having collected specimen8 of 
t h e  minerals and such few plants as the barren ridge afforded, we 
proceeded on o m  excursion. I n  our way to the principal mountain 
near ns, we paseed along a ridge of the secondary mountains, which 
waa so acute that I sat across i t  with a leg on each side, as on horse- 
back. One side of i t  made an angle with the horizon of 50°, and 
t h e  other of 40'. T o  the very top i t  consisted of loose sharp lime- 
stones, of a yellowish or reddish colour, smaller in size than the stones 
generally used for repairing high roads, few pieces being above a 
pound in weight. The  fracture appeared rather fresh. Afhr  paesing 
along this ridge about three or four furlongs, and crossing a lodgment 
of ice and mow, we descended by a sort of ravine to the side of the 
principal mountain, which arose with a uniformly steep ascent, similar 
to that we had already surmounted, to the very summit. The ascent 
wae now even more difficult than before : we could make no consider- 
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able progress but by the exertion of leaping and running, so that we 
were obliged to rest after every fifty or sixty paces. No solid rock 
was met with, and no earth or soil. T h e  stones, however, were 
larger, appeared more decayed, and were more uniformly covered with 
black lichens ; but several plants of the uazz~raga, saliz, drabrr, cod- 
learia, and juncus genera, which had been met with here and there for 
the first 2,000 ft. of elevation, began to disappear ss we approached 
the summit. The  invariably broken state of the rocks appeared to 
have been the effect of frost. On calcareous rocks, some of which 
are not impervious to moisture, the effect is snch aa might be ex- 
pected; but how frost can operate in thie way on quartz is not so 
&ly understood. 

Aa we completed the arduous ascent. the sun had iuat reached t h e  
meridian belob the Pole, and still shed hie reviving r a i s  of unimpaired 
brilliancy on a small surface of anow which c a ~ d  the mountain's 
summit.. A thermometer placed among stones '& the shade of the 
brow of the hill indicated a temperature as high se 37O.~ At  the top 
of the first hill the temperature was 42O, and a t  the foot, on the  
plain, 44' to 46O, so that, a t  the very peak of the mountain, estimated 
a t  3,000 ft. elevation, the power of the sun a t  midnight produced a 
temperature ~everal  degree* above the h e z i n g  point, and occasioned 
the diwharge of ~ t reams  of water from the snow-capped summit. 

The form of the mountain summit which I visited is round backed, 
the area of the part approaching the horizontal position not being 
above a quarter of an acre. The  muth ~ i d e ,  where we =ended, and 
the south-east are the only accessible parts, the east, north, and west 
aspects being precipitouri nearly from top to bottom. What snow 
still remained on the summit waa but a few inchea deep, and a p p e ~ ~ e d  
to be in a state of rapid dissolution ; the sides of the hill were almost 
entirely free from snow. The massem of stone on the brow of the 
mountain were larger thau any we had yet met with, the fracture wae 
less fresh, and they were more generally covered with lichena. 

From the brow of the mountain, on the aide by which we ascended, 
many m a w s  of stone were dislodged by design or accident, which, 
whatever might be their size, shape, or weight, generally made their 
way with accelerated velocity to the bottom. As they bounded from 
rock to rock they produced coneiderable smoke a t  each concumion, 
and, setting in motion numerous fragments in their courae, they were 
usually accompanied by nhowers of atones, all of which were lodged 
in a bed of snow lying 2,000 R below the place where the firat were 
disengaged. T h i ~  may afford some idea of the nature of the inclina- 
tion. M o ~ t  of the larger stones which were aet off broke into 
numbers of pieces, but eome considerable m a w s  of a tabular form 
wheeled down upon their edges, and though they made boundn of 
several hundred feet a t  a time, and acquired a most astonishing 
velocity, they sometimes got to the bottom without breaking. 

The prospect waa moet extengive and grand. A fine sheltered bay 
was seen on the eamt of u g  an arm of the same on the north-east, and 
the sea, whoee glassy surface was u n r d e d  by a breeze, formed a n  im- 
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mense expanse on the weat ; the icebergs, rearing their proud crests 
almost to the tops of the mountains between which they were lodged, 
and defying the power of the solar beams, were scattered in various 
directions about the sea coast and in the adjoining bays. Beds of 
snow and ice filling extensive hollows, and giving cm enamelled coat to 
adjoining valleys, one of which, commencing a t  the foot of the moun- 
tain where we stood, extended in a continued line towards the north, 
a s  far  as the eye could reach ; mountain rising above mountain, until 
b y  distance they dwindled into insignificancy ; the whole contrasted by 
a cloudless canopy of deepe~t  azure, and enlightened by the rays of a 
blazing sun, and the effect aided by a feeling of danger, seated 8s we 
were on the pinnacle of a rock, almost surrounded by tremendous 
precipices-a11 united to constitute a plcture singularly sublime. Here 
we  seemed elevated into the very heavens, and, thouah in a hazardous 
situation, I was sensible only of pleasiniemotions, uheighmed by the 
nersuasion that, from experience in t h e ~ e  kind of adventures. I was 
superior to the .dangers k i th  which I was surrounded. The  effect of 
the  elevation and the brightness of the picture were such that the sea, 
which was a t  least a league from us, appeared within reach of a 
musket shot; mountains a dozen miles off seemed scarcely a league 
from us; and our vessel, which we knew was a t  the distance of a 
league from the shore, appeared in danger of the rocka 

ARer a short rest, in which we were much refreshed with a gentle 
breeze of wind that here prevailed, and after we had surveyed the 
surrounding scenery as long as  i t  afforded anything striking, we 
commenced the descent. This taak, however, which before the attempt 
we had viewed with indifference, we found really a very hazardom, 
and in mme instances a painful undertaking. The  way now seemed 
l~recipitous. Every movement was a work of deliberation. The 
stones were so sharp that they cut our boob and pained our feet, and 
so loose that they gave way almost a t  every step, and frequently 
threw ua backward with force against the hill. W e  were careful to 
advance abreast of each other, for any individual being below us 
would have been in danger of being overwhelmed with the stones 
which we unintentionally dislodged in showers. Having, by much 
care and with some anxiety, made good our descent to the top of the 
secondary hills, to save the fatigue of crawling along the sharp ridge 
that we had before traversed we took down one of the steepest bmks, 
the inclination of which was little leee than 50'. The stones here 
being very small and loose, we sat down on the aide of the hill, and 
slid forward with great facility in a sitting posture. Towards the 
foot of the hill an expanse of snow stretched across the line of descent. 
Th is  being loom and soft, we entered upon it  without fear, and our 
progress at  first was by no means rapid ; but, on reaching the middle 
of it, we came to a surface of solid ice, perhaps a hundred yards 
acroes, over which we launched with astonishing velocity, but happily 
camped without injury. The men whom we left below viewed this 
latter movement with astonishment and fear. 



GLACIAL PROGRESS. 

SINCE the appointment of the Sub-committee upon Glacier Obeerva- 
tions another movement has taken place. Acting upon a 'Lettre 
d'initiative' from the writer to Professor E. Renevier, President of the 
International Congees of Geologists at Ziirich in 1894, a committee 
has been formed consisting of a representative of each country 
concerned : the writer was requested, and consented, to act for Great 
Britain and her Colonies. In  our case the ' Alpine Journal ' forms, so 
far as room can be found in it, the natural organ wherein to record 
prc'grew 

As regards our A. C. Circular, it would seem that sufficient time has 
not yet elapaed for many exact data to have reached us, with one very 
brilliant exception-that of New Zealand. Fortunately our Preaident'~ 
Memorandum, dated Juue 1893, reached the Antipodea in time for the 
climbing season (our winter months, be it remembered), and was 
officially circulated. 

Amongst the explorers of the Southern Alps are men not only monn- 
taineers, but who are alm greatly interested in these problems, h w d  
observers, and efficient officers of the N.Z. Survey. We have the 
novelty of new excursions, combined with the determination of a 
aeries of positions upon which to found future measurements, and all  
this in mountain ranges till recently scarcely known. The writer will 
give a summary of this work (with great conciseness, the result of 
instructions he has received). In the absence of key maps, he omits 
tables, which would not be understood without diagrams of the various 
localities. So far as members of the Alpine Club are concerned, these 
will be found in publications contained in the Club Library, and referred 
to in the following paragraphs. The library at  the O5ce of the Agent- 
General for N.Z., Westminster Chambers, 13 Victoria Street, S.W., can 
also be utilised. 

In the rear 1892 an exploration was made in the hopes of finding 
aome practicable route for a road £rom the West Coast, Middle Island, 
N.Z., across the main range to 'The Hermitage.' Although this object 
was not completely attained, materials for a survey of the country were 
collected, and a map by Mr. C. E. Douglas, explorer, Westland, is 
published in the Report for 1893 of the N.Z. Surveyor-General, aa 
also a sketch of the geological formations of Copland District and 
sundry inepiring views of glaciers and peaks. M e s m  Douglas a n d  
Cuttance describe the Copland, Ly ttle, Strauchon, and Cuttance glaciera 
amongst other features of the scenery. 

In the Report for 1894 Mr. Douglas gives an account of a survey of 
the Westland Alps, with the assistance of Mr. A. P. Harper, h m  
November 1893 to April 1894. On this expedition a satisfactory 
triangulation was carried up several glaciers. In the case of Frax- 
Joseph Glacier, points in its neighbourhood and on the ice itself were 
determined in sufficient number to afford data for eetimating ita futtue 
movements and bulk. This will serve as a typical glacier on the  
north-west side of the range. Its ' snout,' 692 feet only above the sea, 



is but four miles distant from the beach, in Lat. 43' 25' 30" S., and 
Long. 170" 10' 58" E. I t  has made great winter advance and summer 
retreat. DCbris from lateral rangee have lodged in crevasees of the 
higher layers of ice, which further down have become the lower layers, 
the upper ice pushing over the lower, as is exemplified in photographs 
to be found in our library, showing itself in alternate clear and dirty 
ice. The upper ice overlaps and breaks off at the terminal face, as 
also shown in the photographs. Other illustrations and maps will be 
seen in the Survey Report for 1894, together with a text full of interest. 
Over one matter the writer has been much exercised. Mr. A. P. 
Harper gives, at page 77, a table of rates of ice movement during his 
atay. An average of his figures at different stations gives the daily rate as 
154.2 inches. At page 73 Mr. Douglas makes a statement of considerable 
interest to students of ancient glaciers. He ssys: 'In valleys contain- 
ing large glaciers I have always found four tiers of terraces, or old 
ice-lines, as if there had been four distinct periods. These lines keep 
a wonderfully regular distance finm each other, and their inclination 
is very uniform, from, my, 4,000 feet to 600 ft .  or 700 ft. . . . . 
The larger the valley the more gentle the slope! 

Mr. T. N. Brodrick, C.E., sent a paper, accompanied with four 
mape, to the writer for corn~~lunication to the International Congress of 
Geologists held a t  Zurich in 1894. This he had to render into French 
previously to its being read. 

In the October number of the New Zealand 'Alpine ,Journnl' is an 
abstract of this paper by Mr. Brodrick. Its title is ' Ice Motion of the 
Canterbury Glaciers' The moat important point of Mr. Brodrick's 
work is a t~iangulation and survey carried up the Mueller glacier, 
during which were determined, not only the position of stones on the 
ice relatively to stations on the huge lateral moraines, but the diatance 
and bearings of many such blocks from each other. These positions 
were first fixed on March 29,1889, re-determined November 14,1890, 
and again December 3, 1893. 

Here we have a beginning of great completenees, and as years pass 
by a record will be attainable of considerable historical value. The 
mmmremen& so far showed (what has been found elsewhere) that the 
aides move more slowly than the centre; that the ice moves more 
slowly as it approaches the terminal face; that the current is varied 
by surrounding circumstances, such as bends of the glacier and, 
probably, the unevenness of its bed. 

Its daily rate is not constant; a comparison of the rate for 1889-90 
with that of 1890-93 shows a decrease of speed during the latter 
period. Here we ask, how as to bulk in those years ? Fluctuations 
of the terminal faces of the Tasman and Mueller glaciers have been 
constantly remarked, but changes have not laeted sufficiently long to 
abow if the ice is retreating or advancing. Captain Hutton, President 
of the New Zealand Alpine Club, states that about 1882 the Mueller 
glacier reached over the Hooker River to the side of Mount Cook, and 
sheep were taken over on the ice. Traverses were made of the ter- 
minal faces of the Tasman in November 1890, and of the Mueller 
in March 1889 and November 1890. Mr. Brodrick aays that the 



Hooker River so modifies the contour of' the biueller that the experi- 
ment has  fhiled to demonatrate short changee satisfactorily, though 
these traverses will no doubt be of interent in the future. During a 
recent period all the Canterbury glaciers appear to have been in 
retreat, but  latterly, and for a number of years, to have been 
stationary. 

There is no evidence of ploughing up  the earth and leaving i t  in 
ridges, and falling stonea are i n  great measure stopped by lateral 
moraines, and do not reach the ice. Mr. Brodrick gives tables of 
rates of motion, and one of the areas of six glaciers, together with that 
of the murces of supply, aa regards n6vk. 

This Mueller glacier, flowing on the eastern side of the range, will 
no doubt show contrasts with the Franz-Joseph. No reports have 
reached the writer 'of the meteorology of the two regions. H e  has, 
however, asked for such. Also he  has euggested that metal or wooden 
plates, with date and bearings stamped or burnt upon them, may be 
buried in the n6v6 a t  different altitudes, in  the hopes of getting a t  any 
peculiarities of motion. 

I t  is not in our province to review work abroad for the present; 
but attention should be drawn to the notea of Mr. Percy K e n d d  in 
the ' Glacialist's Magazine' for October, November, and December 
1894 upon Zermatt glaciers. And with regard to ancient action in 
our British Lake district there ie a h o r t  suggestive article, by Mr. 
Marr, in the 'Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society ' for 
February 1895 on 'The  Tarns of Lakeland; '  and one i n  the 
previous number, for November 1894, by Dr. Gregory, on ' T h e  
Glacial Geology of Mount Kenya.' 

All this is better fortune than we could have hoped for so soon after 
our request was made known. 

W e  have received some photographs from the Dominion of Canada, 
fkom India, and elsewhere, and we trust that work is actually going 
on, and will be commutlicated to us in the course of next  winter. 

We muet recruit our numbera Men with the energy of youth are 
wanted in each Colony. Sportsmen aa well as ecramblers can give us 
useful wrinkles. Volunteers to the front ! MARSHALL HALL. 

NEW EXPEDITIONS IN 1894 (continued). 

[Contributon of ' New Expeditions' are requested to observe the following 
rules:-(1) To forward their accounts in the form in which they are to 
appear. (2) To prefix the name of the peak or pass from the best map, and 
the altitude both in metres and feet in a parenthesis after the name. (3) To 
give the date of the ascent, and the names of the party. (4) To give exact 
references to any previously published descriptions of allied routes to which 
they may have occasion to refer. (6) To write the description with the best 
existing map before them, and to quote the figures of any measured point 
tbeir route may touch. (6) To use always the points of the comppss instead 
of the misleading words ' right ' and 'left.' (7) To record their ' times' 
exclusive of halts. (8) To make their descriptions as brief aa pcwible con- 
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sistently with the above consideratione. (9) To write on one side of the paper 
only, leaving a large margin, and to bagin a new sheet for each expedition.] 

THE following new expeditions or variations of routes previou~ly taken 
were made in 1891 by a party consisting of Mr. E. A. FitzGerald and 
Mr. W. M. Conway, with the guides J. B. Aymond and Louis Carrel, 
and the Gurkhas, Karbir and Amar Sing :- 

PELVO D'ELVI* (3,064 m. = 10,053 fi.). Jane 8.-Started from 
Elva a t  4 A.M., and walked in 2 hrs. to the Colle della Bicocca 
(2,289 m.), and thence W. along the ridge in 1 hr. to the foot of the 
peak. Hence Mr. FitzGerald ascended by the N.E. ar&te. Mr. 
Conway and the Gurkhas bore 1. below the E. face to the first 
couloir S. of the ar&te. They climbed this to a difficult place, and 
then bore back r. to the N.E. ar&te, by which the summit was gained 
i n  2 hrs. The deecent was made (by the normal route) along a n  easy 
wow-ridge to the S.W. shoulder and down a steep snow-dope, a t  the 
foot of which a path was found. T h e  Colle della Bicocca was reached 
i n  1 hr. from the peak, and Casteldelfino 1 hr. later. 

COL DE S. GRAT (c. 3,350 m. = 10,981 ft.). June 24. - 
Started at  2.30 A.M. from a hut west of and about 1,000 ft. above the 
S. Grat chapel. Traversed N. and crossed the foot of the Glacier de 
la Sachere. Mounted diagonally over rocks, and in Q hr. came to the 
foot (level with the valley's third step) of the last couloir to the left 
leading up  towards the Becca du  Lac (3,395 m.). Climbed a snow- 
slope and the couloir for 1 hr. to rocks, and then bore r. up snow 
and over rocks for + hr. to the watershed, close to the summit of the 
Becca du Lac. Dewended the Ruitor Glacier for 2 hrs. ; quitted it  for 
its fight bank above poole, and reached the club hut in 40 mln. Followed 
a path for 1 hr. to the big waterfall, 4 hr. to L a  Jou.., 1 hr. to L a  
Thuille. This route up  to the Col lies much further W. than that 
taken by the first party in 1886.t 

Ai,ptiII~8 Rouges Range. 

CQL DE L A  FL~GBRE. .July 1.-Left the Floriaz hut above 
the Flkgbre at  3 A.M. ' Mounted in 1 hr. to the col S. of the Aig. de 
l a  Glibre (2,851 m., the point next to the S. of the Aig. de la 
Floriaz z) .  Descended a very steep and stone-swept couloir (snow on 
ice) for $ hr. Bore right, and reached the Col de Bkrard in Q hr., and 
80 ascended the Buet. 

Uamnzaetock Group. 

GALENSTOCK (3,597 nl. = 11,802 ft.). J d y  21.-Having reached 
the summit of the peak by the usual route from the Grimsel, 

- - -- 

* Alpine Journal, vol. xv. pp. 330-1 ; Rici8ta, 1894, pp. 68-9. 
t Alpilss J o u d ,  vol. xiv. pp. 495-6. 
3 See Vallot's m p  of the Aiguilles Rouges in the Ammird dtc Club Alpin 

Isbanqau, 1892. 
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descended a few yards along the N. mete, and turned E. down t h e  
most prominent couloir in the E. face. by which the Tiefen nCvk was 
reached in 1) hr., and the Gletschjoch in f hr. more. The deecent 
waa made to Goescheneralp. 

T6di Dietrict. 

GURKHA PASS (2,856 m. = 9,371 ft.), PIZ GURKHA (3,063 m. 
= 10,050 ft.), AND P1z V A L P I N ~ A  (2,962 n ~ .  = 9,718 f t ,  2,938 rn. 
= 9,640 ft.). July 25.-Left the Maderanerthal Hotel at 5.30 
A.M. Two hrs. to the Hiifi hut, 2 hr. to the glacier, 14 hr. up the 
glacier and easy snow, and finally a few rocks to the Gurkha Pas. 
Here the party divided. FitzGerald, Carrel, and Amar Sing turned 
W. and followed the ridge, climbing both peaks of Piz Valpintga ; the 
rest turned E., and climbed an easy rock arCte in 35 min. to the top of 
Piz Gurkha, which commands a splendid view. Both parti- returned 
to the col, whence the descent wan made in 20 min. to the foot of the 
snow, and + hr. further to the Rueein Alp. Peak and pas, being 
nameleps, were named in honour of the Gurkhas. In  the 'Todi 
Climbers' Guide,' p. 30, the height 2,856 m. is wrongly asaigned to 
the Cambriales Pas, which is really at or near 2,905. 

HAUSSTOCK (3,152 m. = 10,342 ft.). Ju ly  28.-The summit of this 
peak having been reached fiom the Muttensee club-hut by way of the 
Ruchi, the descent waa effected by the E. ar&te, in a thick fog, to the 
Meer Pass (2,692 m.) in f hr. 

Silvrettu District. 

OBER VERXUNT PASS (2,931 m. = 9,617 ft.). dtcgust &-Left 
the Madlenerhaus in fog and rain about 1 P.X. ; 14 hr. to the foot 
of the Gross Vermunt Ferner ; 24 hrs. (in denm fog and enow- 
storm) up the glacier and long snow-slopes to the pass,' which lies 
between the Piz Mon or Mont (2,984 m. or 2,977 m.) and Piz Mon 
or Jeramins (3,133, 3,134, or 3,126 m.). Descended a narrow valley 
and debris slopes, where the route from the Vermunt Pass was joined. 
Guarda was reached in 19 hr. fiom the col. The figures and names 
are taken from the aa yet unpublished sheets of the SiegFried and new 
Austrian maps. 

Oetzthal District. . 
WEISSKCGEL (3,746 m. = 12,291 ft.). Aup~st 7.-Left the Weiss- 

kugel hut by the right baxik of the Langtauferer Glacier at 4.10 a.m. 
Crossed the glacier to rocks a t  the foot of the N. ridge of the Weisk 
kugel. Climbed thew to above the dracs. Descended on to the 
Langtauferer n&vC to leave the baggage (2 hrs. from the hut). Re- 
turned to the N. ar&te, at a point just above 3,258 m., and followed 
it to the top in l f  hr. from the baggage. Carrel and the Gurkhas 
returned to the baggage and carried it over the Weisskugeljoch to 
the Hinter-Eis nCvC. The rest of the party descended from the 

- - - - 
Sce map in Die h!rachlit8(ning der OatnZpei~, vol. ii. facing p. 16. 
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.summit straight down the excessively steep E. mow-face, and in 
40 min. rejoined the others near the point i n  the nkvk marked 
3,086 m. on the D. und Oe. A.V. map. Vent was reached in 3: hre. 
walking. This dement would have been impracticable with the mow 
in normal condition. 

Neither of these routes is mentioned in 'Die Erschlieesung der 
Ostalpen,' vol. ii. p. 283 sqq. 

On Christmas Day 1894 the summit of Aorangi (Mount Cook) waa 
reached, for the firat time, by a New Zealand Alpine Club party from 
the Hooker Valley side. Mr. E. A. FitzGerald, accompanied by the 
guide Mattias Zurbriggen, made the first ascents of the following : 
Mount Sefton, from the Hermitage (in Zurbriggen's opinion 'the most 
dangerous and difficult mountain he has ever done '), Mount Taaman, 
(the second highest mountain in the island), Mount Haidinger, the 
the Silberhorn (c. 10,000 ft., between Cook and T-man), and Mount 
Sealey (a peak often tried without success). They alao diecovered 
and crossed a new pas over the main range, and made the second 
complete ascent of Aorangi. The inn at the Hermitage has been 
closed this eeason, eo that suppliee have now to be fetched from a great 
distance. After Mr. FitzGerald's departure down country Zurbriggen 
walked up Mount Cook alone. 

I N  MEMORIAM. 

/ WILLTAM EDWARD HALL. 

TWENTY-SIX writers contributed signed articled to the first volume of 
this Journal. Thirteen of them are no longer members of our Club. 
While we may congratulate ourselves that among those who remain 
are several of the men whose names, as long as the Club may last, or 
stories of Alpine travel be read, will be to climbers what those of 
Mynn or Ward, Mytton or Osbaldeaton, are to the devotees of other 
sporta, we cannot but own with regret that, among the half who have 
left -the list begins with Hudeon, and ends for the present with 
Hall-are many whom we could ill spare. 

Hall, who was in his sixtieth year at the time of his death in 
August last, joined the Club in 1861, and was, during the strenuous 
yearn that followed, one of ita most energetic members. In the first 
volume of the Journal his name will be found recurring over and over 
a.gaia. He had already formed one of the jovial party who first suc- 
ceeded in reaching the top of the Lyskamm, August 1861 ; and in 
the following year, with J. A. Hudson, hnd made the first paseages of 
the Cols delle Loccie and des Bouquetins. The records of both ex- 
peditions will be found in the second number of the Journal. His 
account of the firat ascent of the Dent d'Hkrem, in company with 
Messrs. Grove, Woodmass, and Macdonald, a little later in the same 



volume, is well known, and is  a good specimen of the old breezy 
Alpine literature, now, it  ie to be feared, practically extinct, or only 
occasionally galvanised into a semblance of life again. In  these &ye, 
when one hardly dares to mention any point in the Alps without 
appending in brackets its height in metres and feet, i t  is curious to 
note that, in the whole paper, there is no indication of  the height of 
the Dent d'H6rens ; and Hall was decidedly a careful man about details, 
when details mattered. A week before, tbe same party had made the 
first passage of the Studerjoch, which found its chronicler in hfr. Grove 
(vol. i. p. 364);  and yet a week earlier Hall and Woodmaes, with 
three others, had made the first ascent of Piz Palii, an expedition not 
devoid of adventures.* 

Hall continued to go to the Alps after 1863, but his name does not 
appear any more under the heading ' New Expeditions.' I n  1864 
he spent some time, in company with Mr. Auberon Herbert, in 
watching the war between Denmark and the German Powers, from 
the Danish side. On one occasion a t  least they came under fire. 
Military matters always posuessed a great interest for Hall, though his 
main work was done in the more peaceful domain of International 
Law, a subject upon which he was a recognised authority. 

Not only in the Alps was Hall an active member of the Club. He 
was twice on the Committee, and acted as Secretary in 1867-8. He 
also formed one of the Committee appointed in 1 8 6 i  to consider 
various questions relating to ropes a11d axes, whose report will be 
found in the first volume. In 1869 he took an active part i n  the in- 
vestigations held respecting Mr. Chester's death on the Lyskamm in 
Pt.ptember of that year, and read a paper on the subject in the follow- 
iug March. 

His travels extended a good way beyond the Alps. H e  went to 
Chili, in 1868, on husineus connected with the Tichborne case, and 
gave eonle of his impressions of that country and of the Strsite of 
hragellan in a paper which was read for him in May 1869. In 1873 
he went to Lapland to shoot and fish--diversion0 which he pursued 
with more diligence, perhaps, than succeas-and again the Cluh 
benefited by his experiences In  l ~ t e r  years he roamed almost all 
over the world ; but, except on the occafiion of a bold attempt (which, 
owing to the opposition of the military authorities, was only partially 
successful) to see son~ething of the fighting in the Soudan, I do not 
think his roamings took him much out of the ordinary tracks. Froni 
a remark which he made to me Home five or six years ago, I gather 
that his interest in the Alps had rather abated ; but he never lost his 
interest in  the Club, and was a frequent attendant a t  its m e e t i n e  
H e  was a man of many accomplishments and many interests, and a 
large number of persons will regret that hilt somewhat quaint presence 
has departed. A. J. B. 
pp - -  - 

6ee Mr. Buxton':. paper, 'The  Glaciers of the Bernina,' AZpinc J o t t d ,  
vol. i. p. 339 rqq. 



REVIEWS AND NOTICES. 
Buida aUc Alpi Cent~ali I tal ia?~ e regioni adjarenti &Ua Svizmi-a. By 

Professor Edmondo Brusoni. Vol. i. 1893 ; vol. ii. part i. 1893. (Pob- 
lished by the author a t  Domodoseola.) 

TEE 'Guide Book to the Western Alps,' by Signori Mrutelli and 
Vaccarone, is planned to describe that part of the Alps between 
the Maritimes and Monte Rosa, though i t  unluckily has not yet 
progressed beyond the Eastern Grairrns. Signor Brusoni, patriotically 
anxious that the rest of the Italian Alps should not lack a minute 
description written in Italian, has resolved to take up the tale from 
Monte Rosa, and hopes to complete his work as far as the Ortler 
group. H e  propose8 to divide it  into six volumes and a supplement 
(the latter giving tables, &c.j, and of theae one and a half are now in 
the hands of his subscribers. Vol. i. is devoted to the Yesia valley, 
the neighbonrhood of the Lake of Orta, the Ossola valley (i.c. the 
Italian slope of the Lepontines), aud the Saas, Rhone, and Binn 
valleys, which cannot be left out of any account of this bit of the 
Alpine chain. Part  i. of voL i i  describes the glrna and hills round the 
shores of the Lago hiaggiore and of the Lakes of Como and Varese. 
Both are adorned with woodcuts (nearly 400 in number), but only a 
single sketch-map is given. The  twelve detailed maps of mountain 
districts which are announced in the prospectus will doubtless be 
issued with one or other of the  two specially Alpine volumee-- 
iii. (the ranges between Monte Rosa and the rivers Bdda and Mera) and 
vi. (the ranges between those two rivers and the Adige). In this way 
the  valleys and the lower hills will lead up  to the minute account of 
the higher ridges. 

As fir as I can judge, these volumes seem very well executed, and 
a re  specially attractive to those who do not feel drawn to explore the 
snowy regions of the Alps. The descriptions are carefully done, 
while information on h ie tor id  and architectural matters is given i n  - 
abundance. 

I hope that the  author will find a large enough number of suh- 
 cribe era to justify him in continuing the issue of this extensive and 
valuable work. The uubscription price is only 5 fr. per vol. (and 
2 for the supplement), each being well printed and strongly bound. 
Namee should be sent to the author a t  Domodovsola (Provincia di 
Novam, Italy). Such an enterprise should not be allowed to fail for 
want of support, particularly av the next volume will be one of special 
interest to climbers. I hope soon to be able to welcome it  in these 
pages, and to use it  on the spot. W. A. B. C. 

Dte Erschlieamng d e ~  Oatalpen. Unter Redaction von Prof. Dr. E. Itichter. 
Herausgegeben vom Deutschen und Oesterreichischen Alpenverein. 
3 vols. (Berlin: Verlag des D.0e.A.V.) 

Properly to review this magnificent work would require almost as  
many writera as have contributed to its production. The  most that a 
single critic can do is to note a few of the reflections which its appear- 
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ance suggests, and sample a few pages relating to districts of which h e  
happens to know something. 

This book, to a true lover of the Alps, i~ profoundly melancholy. 
With Erschlieseung-which the dictionaries inform us means 
' opening ' or ' disclosure '-the glory of mountaineering is gone. T h e  
arcanum imperii is divulged. Half the pleaeure of crossing a pass 
vanishes when you know that the ground on the further side has been 
carefully surveyed and contours are laid down a t  erery hundred feet of 
height ( when l o u r  inap shows you exactly how far you  are from t h e  
nearest place of shelter, streaks of paint on the rocks and trees point out  
the way thither, and your guide book tells you exactly what sort of accom- 
xuodation you will find when you get there. One uncertainty indeed 
remains. You never know how many other people will have been 
availing themselves of the same means of information ; from which it  
follows that a t  all events during July and August it  is neceesary to 
bespeak your quarters beforehand, which, again, means that a tour must 
be planned out in  detail, and the plari strictly adhered to. No more 
variations adopted on the spur of the moment, no more waitinp for n 
favourable day in order to accomplieh some long-cherished purpose. 
The peak must be climbed, the pacu croseed on the appointed day, i t  
may be in snow or rain, or given up  for the year altogether. Who 
can wonder that the flowing tide is with the ' centrist ? ' 

But Erschlieseung has had another result. Something of the  
nature of enterprise-using the word in its widest sense-is esential 
to all  port. I t  need not necessarily involve physical danger; but  i t  
must in some way call into activity the pugnacious element in human 
nature. Something has got to be ficed and beaten by the operation of 
' endurance, foresight, etrength, and skill.' That the first explorers of 
the Alps found plenty of occasion for the exercise of these qunlitiev is 
clear enough fronl the records of their achierements; but in the.- 
days of Special-Kurten and bvegmnrkimilgen where are theirsucces~orstc, 
find i t?  As the odds get shorter the stake must get higher. Specula- 
tion must supply the excitement that enterprise no longer can afford. 
' We have reached a state of' things,' says Dr. Richter in his excellmt 
preface, ' which may be summed up by saying that nearly all ' (why 
' nearly 1 ') ' Alpine peaks of any importance have been climbed, all 
poesible passes discovered, many-perhaps all--of the pos~ible routes up 
conspicuous peaks taken; and the only new enterprises that con he 
undertaken are either unimportant or, more especially, foolhardy .' R e  
might have added, ' or both ; ' for a chnracteristic of some modern 
performances is to combine these two conditions. Take for in-tance 
an expedition which was a. good deal talked about in Rome quarters n 
year or two ago--the Gratwandemng from the Schaubach h u t  to 
Sta. Caterina, by the ridge running from the Cevedale to t h e  Treeem. 
The  distance to be traversed is about equal to that from Dorking to 
Guildford by Leith Hill, Holnibury, and Ewhurst Mill; and with the 
snow in proper order would present to a good walker very little more 
difficulty. But, as the greeter part of the route lies a t  a height 
frequently exceeding and seldom falling far short of 12,000 ft., bad 
weatber may have very serious consequences. On ti fine day, then, tht .  
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walk, though doubtless enjoyable in the extreme, contains little to call 
into exercise the qualities we have mentioned ; while if, in the language 
of the old sporting writers, Jupit& Pluvius should be unpropitious, 
dangers will arise again& which they will be of no avail. The same 
appliea to several other expeditions which have been undertaken in the 
eame district. The fact that a long snow gully is raked by stones does 
not make the ascent of it-as an ascenb-any more creditable, though 
no doubt it  ensures its being more talked about;' the accomplishme~~t 
of the feat tells us  nothing except that A. B. has not had his head 
broken when he might, but it  has gratified the gambler's instinct in 
A. B. Somewhat more deserving of respect are the gymnastic feats 
for which limestone formations offer the best opening ; though we 
cannot but feel that they again are among the less admirable resulta of 
Erechlieeming. We have heard an eminent Vienna climber defend 
Alpine railways, Vegmarkirung, and all the other 'facilities' which 
have, to say the least, not rendered the Alps more attractive to those 
whoee memories of them extend back to the sixties, on the ground that 
anything was to be welcomed which enabled you to p w  rapidly over 
the space between your startine-point and the foot of your scramble. 
Little did he care for the delights which a former President of the 
Alpine Club described many years ago in this Journal-the ' glorious 
forests intereected by a hundred streams, rushing downwards under the 
shade of pine trees, and washing the feet of mossy boulders, among 
which the traveller has often sought and joyfully found tall lilies and 
fair spikes of pyrola, rosy  cyclamen^ perfuming the air, purple 
primulas festooned about the rocks.' Still less would he have included 
among the qualities needed by a mountaineer the power of finding the 
right path through those forests, of noting the features of the ground 
over which you might later have to pass, of acquiring that general eye 
for country the want of which has caused many a man to lose his time, 
and  a few to lose their lives; all of which played their part in the 
E~eclrlieem~ng. 

It will not be expected, then, that these volunles will possess the 
charm of ' Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers.' One will hardly sit and read 
them by the fire as one reads Von Huthner or Weilenmann, Tuckett or 
Whymper, Stephen or Wills. They are splendidly illustrated. Pro- 
bably few things have ever been done in the way of book illustration 
b y  means of photography which can equal the views of the Thurwieser 
a n d  the Schrankogel. The woodcuts are lesq satisfactory, but some of 
t h e  smaller and more sketchy ones printed with the text are clear as  
diagrams, for which they mainly serve. Once or twice the photo- 
g m p h s  tell a tale. On the wow ar6te of the Thurwieser a party of 
f o u r  is proceeding, roped two and two, an arrangement of which 
Tyrolese guides are, for some obscure reason, only too fond. On the 
D r e i  Schuster i t  seems to be usual to discard the rope altogether in 
steep places. 

Grundlicltkeit and Genauigkeit are German characteristics, and they 
d o  not fail in  this book. We might, perhaps, contend that psslles have 
h a d  a t  least as important a part in Erschliessung as peaks, and 

1 I 2 
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deserve at  l e a  as much consideration. On the other hand, i t  may be 
urged that in  the regions below the enow-line most passe3 have been 
in use from time immemorial, and the book does not profess to be a 
guide. Whether in the interests of thoroughness it  was necessary to 
record the first occarions on which mountains were ascended by ladies 
may be questioned, unless it was essential to mark a well-known stage 
in the peak's progress. 

A few points of dutail may be noted. I t  should be mid that die 
Ostalpen practically means the Austrian and part of the Italian Alps. 
Piz Linard and the Verstankla group of peaks are included, but, we 
think, no other peak which is wholly in  Switzerland. I n  the map of 
the Silvretta group the namee are  given as used on either side of the 
frontier, and the heights according to both Swiss and Austrian 
measurements. The differences between thew are striking and difficult 
to account for. When we find as much as 3 3  ft. between the estimatea 
in the case of the Fluchthorn and 30 in that of Piz Buin, we are 
inclined to despair of the possibility of ever ascertaining the height of 
a mountain accurately, all the more so that in the former case the 
excem is on the Austrian, in the latter on the Swiss side. Curiously 
enough, there seems to be a kind of rule, though with many excep  
tiond, that where the frontier runs N. and S. the Aufitrian figures are 
higher; where it  runs E. and W., the Swiss. W e  congratulate the 
authors of the map on having preserved for a @mall peak in Val Tuoi 
its indigenous name of Piz dellaa Clavigliadas, a picturesque and 
sonorous appellation (Cluvigliudas = some kind of trap for chamois, 
such as used to be set hereabouts), which we are eorry to learn the 
Swiss official survey has discarded. 

Who were ' die Engliinder John Morel1 und J. Kochlefield ' who are 
recorded to have ascended Piz Linard in 1871 1 No reference is 
given, and the second name, a t  all events, is not exactly familiar to 
English eyes. 

We do not quite understand the apparent implication on p. 11 that 
the way up  Piz Buin no longer lies through a rock couloir. It 
certainly lay through a rock chimney l a ~ t  autumn; but this may, of 
course, be a different feature from that referred to by Herr Weilen- 
mann in the passage quoted. The writer of the Silvrettrr section may 
be glad to learn, by the way, that Franz Poll, who made the first 
ascent thirty ymrs ago with the famous Swiss explorer, took s party 
up  last summer on a stormy day, his seventy-four yeare notwith- 
standing. 

1s the same writer correct in enying that a party made an a w n t  
from the Jamthal hut on August 23, 18811 W e  can answer for it 
that five days earlier the hut was not in existence. 

Philology, perhaps, has not much to do with Erschliessrrng ; but, as 
one or two writers have touched upon it, we may point out that 
' Futuchol' can surely be nothing but a Tyrolese corruption of 
Forcel la '  or some equivalent Romansch form, and that the deriva- 
tion of ' Frraa l l  ' (or ' Verwall ') from Ferri vallis is against the n d  
law, according to which such words are compounded, the vallis always 
coming first; and, further, does not account for Vermunt, VeFeina, 
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Vernela, Verstankla, and the hoat of names beginning with Ver which 
turn up in these parts. 

Herr  Friedmann's Ortler section will probably be the part of the 
book to which moat readers will turn first. They will find it, perhaps, 
the most readable of any, though Herr Hesa on the Oetzthal is nearly 
aa good. The  discussion of the Steinberger legend in connection with 
the Konipp i tze  is clear, and we fear we must say convincing, though 
we believe t h ~ t  Pater Corbinianus still adheres to his story. Probably 
if he had continued hi8 mountaineerir~g career he would be more 
easily convinced that his observation must hare played him false. 

Herr Priedmann has one happy sentence that may be quoted, as 
bearing in some measure on our opening remarks. ' The discovery of 
a new route,' he says, ' is kept secret ; problems " are no longer set 
to the world, and trumpeted abroad ; it has become harder to find a 
" Weg " than to follow it  when found.' Scarcely a sportsmanlike state 
of things l I n  this section (Ortler) we notice a curious omission. 
Why is the ridge between Martell and Ulten followed only as far as 
the Zufrittspitze? The extreme point of it, known as  the Hasenohr or 
Vlirtwhberg (c. 10,700 ft.), rriust be a view point second almost 
to none. I t  is conspicuous from everywhere, and is said to be otten 
ascer~ded by the youth of Latsch, in the Vintschgau. But  for aome 
reason the innocent peak suffers under a conspiracy of silence. Ball, 
indeed, mentions it  as ' a  fine peak,' but it will not be found in the 
index to Biideker. The present writer has no prejudices in ita favour. 
He haa more than once tried to get up  it, and always been defeated by 
weather. But  i t  should not be overlooked. 

Turning to the Oetzthal, let us say that we can hardly think Herr 
Purtscheller right in  believing that he made the first ascent of the 
Acherkogel above Oetz in 1881. Certainly in the previous year 
well-informed people at  Oetz spoke of the ascent as no uncommon 
performance. But, no doubt, a first ascent ' in the technical sense is 
compatible with many previous ascents in the sense in  which ordinary 
mortals use the term. 

We will end with a good story told by Herr Hess, who, perhaps, 
with no less diligence than his colleagues, combines more senm of 
humour than some of them. In  1830 an enterprising Frenchman, 
named Mercey, went to Tyrol ; and published a book on his travels in  
1833. He ascended (for the first tirrie, i t  is believed) the Schalfkogel 
in the Oetzthal. From the summit his guides pointed out various 
objects of interest, including the direction in which lay the notmious 
'LC de Gewater.' This was an unknown name; but inquiry showed 
that Peter Anich, being a good Tyrolese, had indicated on his mhp the 
aite of the periodic glacier lake in the Rofen Thal-which in his day 
was empty-by the words ' Gewester See.' Now gewester is Tyrolese 
for gnammer-as we should say, ' a  lake that was.' 

Dm Mmtbbno.  Von Pad Giissfeldt. (Berlin : Gebriider Paetel. 1891.) 

Tbis most exact and carefully written book describe8 the Alpine 
aacents made by Dr. Giissfeldt since his ' Hoch Alpen ' was published. 
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Many well-known climbs are included in it, and the mountaineex 
revisits, in moat excellent company, the Gabelhorn, the Matterhorn 
traverse, the Monte Scermn, &c. 

A winter campaign in January 1891 is  of great interest, and 
conveys a very vivid picture of the possibilities of winter cold and 
storm. One of the best characteristics of the book is the arreful topo- 
graphical note which precedes each group of ascents, and enablea the 
reader, even if unacquainted with the district, to acquire a definite 
idea of the lie of the mountains. The actual ascents themselves are 
described with a minute accuracy that has been seldom rivalled in 
mountain literature. A t  rare intervals the enthusiasm of the born 
mountaineer breaks through the author's habitual reserve, and hia 
touching reference to the late Ferdinand I m n g  iR not merely aingu- 
larly appropriate to that happiest and most eanguine of guides, but 
breathe8 the true epirit of the mountain worshipper. 

The main interest of the book, however, centres, as itR name implies, 
in hlont BIanc. Dr. GUsefeldt is, perhaps, better acquainted with 
this mountain than any other amateur living. H e  has travereed- 
either in ascending or descending-the two Grands Muleta routes 
(Bosses and Corridor), the St. Gervais route, the route by the Rochers 
du  Mont Blanc (ermneously known as the Aiguille Griae), the true 
Aiguille Griee route (Glacier du  Dame), a Brenva glacier route, and 
that from the Brenva glacier to the Aiguille Blanche de Peuteret, and 
thence by the Mont Blanc de Courmayeur to the enmmit. 

The Brenva route followed waa that taken, eonle years mnce, by 
M. Gruber. The ascent of the terrible couloir, down which great 
maesee of ice fall, on the average, some six times a day, was only 
accomplished juat. in time, an avalanche sweeping it  a few minutes 
after the party h ~ d  reached a place of safety. Whilst this line of 
ascent may, perhaps, be rather easier than that diecovered by Mr. 
Walker's party in  1865, it is undoubtedly far more dangerous. Pre- 
sumably, Dr. Gthfeldt's party failed to identify Mr. Walker's route : 
there is nothing to indicate that this most perilous couloir was 
deliberately preferred to the more difficult, but infinitely safer, ascent 
by the rock buttrees and ice ridge. 

The laet expedition described, that of the Mont Blanc by the Aiguille 
Blanche de Peutt.ret, is, i t  is needless to say, of very exceptional length 
and most continuous difficulty. I t  involvee a high camp on the bleak 
elopes of the Peuterat and a eecond night in the near neighbourhood 
of the top of the Mont Blanc de Courmayeur. The passage of  the 
atone-swept gullies and slopes of the Brenva face of the Peuteret m y  
be reckoned aniongst the most adventurous scrambles ever effected i n  
the Alps, and the more daring school of English climbers will be glad 
to find that the veteran Dr. Gilssfeldt is one with them in act and 
feelinr. 
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THE ORTLEB.-TWO ascents of this peak deeerving of record have 

been brought under our notice. In  August 1894 Mr. E. Aleister 
Crowley, with the guides Michael Ortler and J. J. Thoni, of Trafoi, 
traversed the peak, ascending by the Hintere Grat and deecending 
over Stickle Pleiea Mr. Crowley also accomplished a variation of the 
Hintere Grat route, by the rock-ridge a t  the bwe of the Grat. 

Mr. Gilmu also made an interesting and poaeibly new expedition, of' 
which the following ie his account :- 

' On September 2, 1893, Mr. K. C. Gilson, the Rev. E. H. Kempeon, 
and Mr. J. P.Gilson left Trafoi about 2.30 A.M., and reached the Berg1 
hu t  a t  daybreak a h r  a atenmy climb through the pine wood above the 
Three Holy Springs. Some 300 ft. above the hut begins arock ar&ta, 
extending upwards in a aouth-easterly direction, and forming the 
western wall of the steep ice gully called '' Pleis " by Mr. Tucketb* and 
marked ' L  Stickle Pleiea " in  Hoffmann's map. This ridge terminates in 
the pointed Pleisshorn-a prominent object from the Stehio road- 
which ie separated from the main mass of the Ortler by a narrow mow 
saddle forming the head of the gully already mentioned. The summit 
of the Pleisshorn (3.154 m.) is only a few feet higher than the saddle, 
but  ita western side ie a tremendous precipice, riaing sheer from the 
lower part of the Unter-Ortler glacier. This circumstance, together 
with the sharpness of the rock rib and of ita termination, gives it  from 
some points of view the appearance of a distinct and not inconsider- 
able peak. The saddle gives easy accese to the comparatively flat 
summit wow-fields of the Ortler, the crown of which (about 400 m. 
higher) lies 2 kilometres to the E.S.E. The  difficulty in the early ascenta 
of the Ortler from Trafoi was (see Tuckett's paper) the Pleiss gully, 
because of ita steepness (45' near the top), and because of falling stonee. 
Tuckett avoided it in 1864 by striking to the left, and making hie way 
up over broken ground to the Tabaretta ridge. The party named 
above avoided it  in aacending by keeping to the right and following the 
rock rib to the top. The guidea a t  Franzenshohe declared that the 
ar&te " failed," and could not be used as a ladder to the Ortlerspitze, but  
they were unable to indicate either the point or nature of such f ilure. 
A s  a matter of fact no particular difliculties were encountered, though 
the climb is decidedly intereetinp, and about 3,500 ft. of elevation are 
gained by the almost continuous use of handa aa well as feet. A mow- 
atorm coming on, the pasage of the upper nkvd was abandoned, and 
t h e  party cut steps down the Pleise-a tedious proceeding, and not 
altogether safe, though the &nee aeem to fall mostly on the E. side of 
the couloir. I t  would doubtlees have been better to return down the 
ar@te. This route to the higheet point in the Eastern Alpe is atrongly 
recommended as more interexting and not necessarily much longer than 
Tuckett'a, while it  is infinitely preferable to the crowd-trampled path 
&om Gulden.' 
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W e  have received numerous complaints of inefficiency in respect of 
the Ortler guides, and in particular it is alleged against them that they 
are in the habit of roping in parties of two (one traveller and one 
p i d e )  when about to crose nCv6. I t  is stated that they assert that 
they do m in accordance with instructions given to them by superior 
authority. W e  find this hard to believe, for no more pernicious 
practice, especially for men otherwire inefficient, can be corceived. In 
the Ortler district, as in the Pennines, there are to be found a few 
firet-rate guides, though the majority, there as eleewhere, are doubtlegs 
;L feeble lot. Travellers who may visit the Ortler district i n  the 
coming season will perhaps do well to inquire what foundation, if any, 
there may be for the statements of certain Ortler guidea to which 
reference has been made above. 
THE M ~ N C H  IN 1894.-In the early summer of 1894 two expedi- 

tious were made up  this peak, which derrerve to be chronicled in these 
pages. W e  are indebted for the following details to Herr And- 
F~scher, of Grindelwald, who in one case derives his information fmm 
one of the guides of the party. in the other from his own personal 
experience. On June  29 Her r  A. Hiigli, a law student from Bern, 
with the two Johann Knufnlanns (uncle and nephew), of Grindelwald, 
as guides, succeeded in climbing the Monch From the Wengern Alp, 
a route which is believed not to have been accomplished eince it 
was done in September 1886 by J I e ~ r s .  Jose and W. Fairbanks's 
party.* Starting from the Guggi Club hut about 3 A.M., the 
1894 party at  7.30 attained the base of the great bulging ice 
wall which has for many years proved such a great obat.de. Part 
of this wall was ascended by means of 8 ladder left here in 1893 
by Bome Lauterbrunnen guides on an unsuccessful attempt. Above 
the ladder the difficulties increased, and more than four hours' hard 
step-cutting was required to gain the upper snow slopes. The aid of 
the ladder was found to be absolutely necessary, and the one found 
was left for the benefit of future parties. No other difficulties were 
encountered. The  summit was attained a t  3 P.M., and Grindelwald, 
vid the Monchjoch, that night a t  10 P.H. 

On July 8 Herr Fischer and Johann Kaufmann the younger leR 
the Guggi Cluh hut a t  3 A.M., and forced their way with considerable 
difficulty to the top of the Jungfraujoch, which had not been reached 
from this side for several years. Some time was lout on the way, as 
neither member of the party had ever been on this expedition, and 
the were in a thick fog u p  to the pass. This was gained a t  11 A.M., 
an CJ soon bright sunuhine drove away the mists. The  two adventurers 
then followed the crest of the S.W. ar&te of the Miinch to the top of 
that peak. I t  is believed that this had never been previously done, aa 
it is uwual to gain that ridge from the S., some way above the pass, 
and to follow the wow and ice ulopes on the S. hce  of the S.W. 
ridge. 

' W e  followed the ridge to the Miinch without ever going down 
to the S. Its highest point was gained a t  1.30 P.M. Here we looked 

* dlpi71# Jmrrnal, vol. xiii. pp. 128-9. 
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down into a steep cleft which separated us  from the Monch. We had 
to descend about 150 ft. over bad rocks covered with ice, and a t  
3.15 P.M. began to climb the S.W. ridge of the Monch. For 4 hr. 
the way lay over snow and ice and was very euy .  Then came a 
steep wall of bare rocks, which looked doubtful. t i e  f i r  as we could 
see they can be climbed, but we were afraid that higher up  we might 
be cut  off, and so we traversed a steep and broad ice slope (close 
to the rocks) on the S. face of the mountain. The ice was covered 
by  a meas of treacherous snow, two feet deep, which had to be swept 
away before a safe step could be cut. This traverse took 2 hre. Thrn 
we got to some smooth slaba of rock, now and then half hidden in snow 
and thin ice. They were solid enough, but did not offer any good hand- 
hold. Over theea rocks we climbed up  to the ridge again. This wan 
the most difficult part of the ascent: all the rest was easier. T h e  
upper part of the ar8te is nowhere very narrow, and some gendarmes 
are easily avoided.' The weather then broke again. Mist, a cold 
S.W. wind, and a snow storm encompassed the party when nearing the 
top, gained at  7.30 P.M. only. Later it  became clearer. The  col 
between the Monch and the Trugberg was reached a t  9 P.M., and the 
Bergli hut a t  11.30 P.M. Kaufmann states that this is the hardest 
and longest expedition he has ever made, while Herr Fischer is of 
opinion that, with the exception of some b i b  on the Ecrins and the 
Meije (not on the ordinary line of s e n t ) ,  he has never done a more 
difficult bit of climbing. These expresaione suffice to show the true 
nature of the climb, and the two comrades are to be heartily congra- 
tulated on their success. 

A RAILWAY UP THE MEIJE. -T~~ Meije has shared the fate of the 
Matterhorn, Jungfrau, and Eiger in  so tkr as a scheme for mak~ng a 
railway up i t  has recently been put before the public. I t  is, how- 
ever, to be devoutly hoped that purely financial conaiderations, if' 
none other, will long delay the carrying out of all these projects. 
Meanwhile it  is curious to study the daring plans propounded by 
men of standing in their profession, and the following details of the 
Meije railway (taken from ' Le Dauphinb,' a Grenoble newspaprr, of 
November 11, 1894, p. 259) have in any case a real historical 
value. I t  is to the brains of Dr. Prompt, of Bourg d'oirurns, and his 
brother, now director of the Egyptian railways, that we owe the first 
idea of this railway. The line is to start from La Grave, and will be 
64 miles long. It  is prudently stipulatsd that, as the trains are to 
run  in winter as well as in summer, the line will be entirely subter- 
ranean. The main station will be opposite La Grave, on the left bank 
of the Romanche. Hence a funicular railway (maximum incline 25) 
is to m n  south-weat in 2& miles to the beautiful little lake of Puy  
Vachier, on the shores of which will stand the first station. The line 
will then bend south-east, and another great tunnel of 2 3  miles will 
pierce through the Peyrou d'Amont and a bit of the ridge of the 
Rgteau in order to gain the Brbche de la Meije, where will be the 
second station, also in the open, and supplemented by a very superior 
kind of ' Refuge.' From this point the third and last section of the 
great tunnel will pierce the Meije itself, ulaking a zigzag to the e a t  



towards the Pic Central, then turning north, and finally west, and 
ending in an underground etation. This third station is to be 60 b e t  
or 70 feet in vertical height below the summit of the Grand Pic, and 

. a lift will work fiom the end of the tunnel to the entrance hall of the 
' Hatel Observatoire,' which will crown the highest point. The 
tunuel will have a diameter of 11 feet, and from the lake onwards the 
trains will be drawn up by stear11 engines. The total cast of the line, 
including the statione, hotel, furniture, rolling stock, &c., ia estimated 
a t  only 2O0,0001., half of which iu to pay for the long tunnel in its 
three sectiona The price of a ticket from La Grave aqd back ia to 
be only 11. One can scarcely take this precious scheme seriously; 
but it ie only fair to quote the words in which the projectnl-s exprees 
the objects they have in view :-' M. le Dr. Prompt fait remarquer 
flue la puretk extrhme de l'air permettra de faire sur Is Meije dee 
observations aatronomiques et rnet.&rologiquea d'une pdciuion incom- 
parable, et que le traitement de la phtiaie pourrait y obtenir des cures 
trhs dr~euses.' I t  does not appear whether either of the MN. Prompt 
haa ever been on the summit of the Meije. Those who have will, 
however, try to imagine the ' HBtel Observatoire ' filled with guesta- 
ray, on January 1-with a snow storm raging furiously around, and will 
be tempted to believe that, though the consumptive patienta may get 
cured in that fine air, yet their nerves will be severely tried by a 
stay at this new ' djour d'hiver,' and that they will return to their 
homa no longer sick in body, but very sick in mind indeed. 

W. A. B. Coo~rmr.  
UP THE JUNGFRAU IN A BALLOON.-It seems ecarcely credible that 

a heah degradation is in store for the unhappy Jungfrau. Yet the 
Swim papers announce that euch is the case. A company, with a 
capital of 40,0001., is about to be formed for the purpose of acquiring 
a huge balloon. Thia is to be fastened to some p i n t  near the Kleine 
Schaidegg by a chain of 14 mile in length, and by meane of power 
derived from the Liitachine stream is to be thruat through the air to 
a height of about 325 feet above the summit of the Jungfrau. I t  is 
to carry a car capable of holding fifty person% and the whole journey 
and back ie to be done in one hour. The promotere of this scheme 
count, it  is said, on a net profit of 4,0001. per annum. Thus in the 
course of a few years it will be possible to ascend the Jungfrau 
several times a day, either by balloon or by rail. A ' combined ticket,' 
no doubt, will be issued. 

THE NOMENCLATURE OF THE N. RIDGE OF TEE TOUR DO GRAND ST. 
PIERRE.-I~ the ' Hivista Mensile del C.A.I. ' for June 1894, pq. 179- 
188, there appeared a very complimentary article on our Chmbera' 
Guide for the Cogne blountaine, by our friend Signor G. Bobba, the 
Italian climber whom writings on the Grand Paradis di&ict ace 80 

well known. I t  is very gratifying to us to find that our book haa met 
with m warm a reception a t  his hands, but, whilst we gladly accept 
certain corrections which he haa pointed out, we are constrained to 
d l  atteution to several errors into which he hm himelf fallen. 

His criticismn all relate to the comparatively little-known ridge 
which runs due N. from the Tour du Grand St. Pierre. Thin ridge we 



may, for convenience sake, divide into two parts, that to the S. of, and 
that to the N. of, the pass known aa the Coup6 de Monei. 

We would premise that the heights on Signor Paganini's map are 
very difficult to deci her, so much so that in mveral cases Signor Bobba 
and o u d v e s  read &m diferently. This point, though of no great 
importance, will serve to explain why we do not always quote heights. 
Our remarks refer to the poaition of the peaks in question rather than 
to their altitudes. 

1. Ridge betwecn the St. Pierre and the Coupe' de Monei.-(i.) The 
first peak N. of the St. Pierre is the double-headed Tour St. Andre: 
The more southerly summit, 3,639 m., P.'s map, still remains unclimbed 
as far as Signor Bobba's knowledge goes (p. 181). Yet it is clear that 
Dr. Walther Schultze on August 16, 1890, climbed over it on his way 
from the nnowy depreseion between the St. Pierre and the St. And& 
(which might fitly be called the Col du Grand St. Pierre) to the 
more northerly summit, 8,650 m., of the St. Andre.' 

(ii.) Next comes the snowy dome marked 3,602 m. on P.'s map, 
first reached on August 10, 1891, by Meesrs. Stallard and Ormerod,t 

of i t  as ' a minor anow hump.' 
(iii. Lastly comes the Tour St. Ours, to which Signor Bobbaaanigns 

the figurea 3,680 m. of the Italian Government map and 8,616 m. of 
P.'s map. But in our opinion it seems certain that 3,630 m. really 
applies to the St. Andre, while we are quite unable to find 3,616 m. 
on P.'s map. 

2. Ridge N. of the Coupe' de Monei.-(i.) The first summit ie the 
two-hended Patri,  about which we are somewhat in the wrong. W e  
were right, indeed, in stating (p. 67 of our book) that it is the highest 
point in the ridgeN. of the Coupe, and also in saying that it was the peak 
nacended in 1881 by the Signori Srlla, though we should have pointed out 
that this party climbed the more southerly and higher of the two heads 
only, the N. head bring still apparently unclimbrd. The Patri occupie~ 
the poeition sssignrd on the Italian map to the Punta Ciwta, 8,423 m., 
not, as Signor Bobba maintains, that of the point 3,583 m., which is 
obviously the St. Ours. We cannot make out the height on P.'s map, 
though it may be 3,588 m.,' as stated by Signor Bobba. 

Our error thus consists in the facte that we cannot read P.'s map, 
and that we omitted to state that the Patri has two heads. 

(ii.) N. of this is the Colle Patri, rightly described in our book 
(p. 66) as having been renched from the W. by Signor Bobba in 1890. 

(iii.) N. of this is the peak marked 3,417 m. on P.'s map, con- 
founded by us with the true Patri, and called by ue (p. 65) Punta 
Valletta. This point we, adopting Signor Bobha's nomenclature, intend 
to call in future editions Punta Ciuoeta. 

(iv.) N. of this is the Colle Cisaetu, wrongly called by us (p. 65) 
Col de Vermiana Signor Bobba is also in error as to thin p a ,  
probably owing to our mistake. I t  was first reached from the N. ridge 
of the peak here called P. Cisseta, by Messre. Yeld and Trundle, in 
1882, and the E. aide descended to the Valeille. 
~ - - -. --  

d i i t t h m l w g a  d .  D. u. 0s. A. V. 1890, p. 218, 1891, p. 166. 
t A l y i ~  J m d ,  vol. mi. p. 61. 
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(v.) N. again of this is the Punta  Valletta, with two heads. Thia 
peak, we regret to say, was entirely overlooked by us in our book. It 
was first sacended by Signori Bobba and Gadin in 1893, as narrated in 
Signor Bobba's oft-cited article. 

(vi.) N. of this is the Colle Vnmiana (3,100 m., P.'s map), known to 
hunters only. 

As to the portion of the ridge still further N., we and our book are 
in agreement with Signor Bobba. G. YELD. 

W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 
TEE EARLY HISTORY OF THJ3 HIGH PASSES ROUND ZERYATT.--T~~S 

moat interesting subject seems as yet to have scarcely attracted the 
attention it  deserves. Much information relating to the local traditions 
is to be found in the works of Engelhardt, Frobel, Forbes, &c., while 
some particulars regarding the earliest authenticated passages of the 
great cola near Zermatt are given in the Zermatt section of Mr. 
Coolidge's ' Swiss Travel and Swiss Guide Books.' Mr. Ball's niast 
valuable notes on the subject in hie ' Schwanthor ' paper are well 
known. The following additional details mat oa  the information 
gathered by him during the same visit to Zermatt in 1845, and are 
here reproduced from his diary under date of August 11, 1845. They 
are specially worth consideration, aa they may be taken to represent 
the local traditions current a t  Zerruatt before the r u h  of travellers had 
begun. Mr. Ball is speaking of the Jung hute on the pass of that 
name :- 

'The  view of the Saas Grat and Rosa chain magnificent. The 
idea then first occurred to me of crossing the Lys &mm [that is, no 
doubt, the Schwarzthor crossed soon after by him], as I saw that there 
was a pass, level a t  the top, and the glacier a t  the upper part not much 
broken. The question was whether the p w  would lead to Gressonay 
and be descendible on the S. side. Braunschen [Brantechen] did not 
hesitate to assert that it  certainly was the paw to Greseonay, and that 
he had heard that it  had been used by the Greesonayera fifty or sixty 
years ago. I kept this in mind. I may as well hem note down some 
of the other on dits as to plisses which I inquired for. 

' 1. From Zermatt to the Einfiech Thal, between the Weiashorn and 
the Trifthorn w Rothehorn.-Braunschen went to T i h  to consult an 
old man, formerly a great hunter, supposed to know more of the 
mountains than any one else. He asid that up to forty yeare ago there 
was a passage across the chain, but that i t  had been stopped up  by  the 
glacier; that a former Pfarrer of T k h  had found papers 400 yeare old 
ia which this pass was spoken of as a usual one a t  that time. From 
what I aiterwards saw of the head of the Turtman Thal I ahould 
suppose i t  possible to attain the ridge, after which there would be a 
considerable ice field nearly level between the inner and outer ridge of 
the Weisshorn. How the descent may be I cannot tell. 

' 2. Between the Higher Gabelhorn [these words are ineertec! in the 
MS. for ' Dent Blanche,' erased] and the Trl:flhom into tAe Eringcr 
Thai.-The tradition is that mules formerly p w e d  this way, though if 

-- -- - - 

Peaka, Pauar, and Qlaimr,  I st series, pp. 168-60. 
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the glaciers were so much easier I do not see why they should not crow 
the Col d'Erin ; perhaps the rocks were too steep. Braunschen tells 
of a deaf and dumb chamois hunter who, a few years since, reached 
the top from Zermatt, and said (how 1 )  that he had there found the 
remains of a ladder, which seemed to have been ueed in some steep 
part of the descent. 

3. The Saas Gat.-This, it seems, is not impracticable, but the 
glacier is very much broken towards Saas. Two or three Englishmen 
started with guides. They reached the top, and were preparing to 
descend, when clouds came on; they returned, but were forced to 
spend the night on the glacier, and were laid up  in bed a t  Tiiech for 
three days aftemard~. '  

4. The Weiss Thor.-Braunschen was one of thirteen who went 
and returned about ten years ago. Damatter, ~LI I understood, p d  
six or eeven years ago. Since that he and Braunschen have both been 
to the top with tourists, but the descent has appeared impracticable. 
A wicked hunter (b6ser Jdger) is said to have found a new way, easier, 
laat year.' 

[It must be remembered that in 1846 the Theodol and the Col d'HQrens only 
mere known to have been certainly traversed, the latter quite recent1y.t The first 
of the passes mentioned by Mr. Ball is clearly the Biesjoci~, of which the first 
authentic traverse seems to date from 1862. The second is evidently the 
Triftjooh, for the cur6 of Zermntt went up to it in 1849, and found the remains 
of the ladder.$ The third is certainly the dllalin Pas, to which all the old 
references as to this range undoubtedly point; it was crossed in 1847 
by Professor mrich's party, the first travellers, no doubt. Mr. Malkin in 1843 
went to the top of thc Weissthor. To the references relating to that pms in 
' Swiss Travel,' p. 318, add 'Alpine J o m l , '  sv. pp. 147-50.1 

The  following extracta show how Mr. Ball's intention of crossing the 
Schwarzthor gradually ripened. Under August 15 he mi tes  : ' After 
the work [certain obwrvations on the Findelen Glacier] was done I 
proposed to cross the Riffel, in order to gain the fine sunset view which 
we might expect, as  the day was clear, but mainly for the ~ a k e  of 
studying the col over the Lye Kamm.' A little below he adds : ' W e  
gained the point N.E. of the Riffelhorn, about the m e  height, whence 
the view of Monte Rosa is even finer. I examined the pasa very care- 
fully, and saw that if i t  were possible to pa= the point where two 
streams unite, o ~ e  from the E. ridge of the Breithorn, the other from 
the Lys Kamm, and where two systems of great crevasses meet, the 
remaining part of the way would probably offer no seriousobstacle. I 
was, therefore, determined to make the attempt, as, if obliged to return, 
the obstacle would occur so early as to cause no future inconvenience.' 
T h e  next day, August 16, was spent by Mr. Ball a t  Zermatt, making 
preparation8 for his expedition. ' In the evening Damatter came to 
pay me a visit and talk of the passage. He ~howed far  more interest 
and enthusia~m than he had hitherto done, chiefly. to be m e ,  because 

* [One of the party was named Shuttleworth. See Berg- und Qletsche~- 
fah~tan, 2nd seriea, p. 99.1 

t See &a Travel, pp. 288-9. 
$ Ibid. p. 295. 
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of the grand smuggling opportunities which the pass, if practicable, 
would present. He said that if he were " gesund " he would be glad 
to go with me gratis ! He gave me several details as to the Weiee Thor. 
which made it  appear a l e ~  seseriouq undertaking, if the glacier were 
practicable at  the verge of the precipice, than I had suppoeed. H e  had. 
like Braunschen, no doubt as to my p a s  leading to Grewnay,  and thar 
the descent on the Italian side would he easy. I thought the same, because 
I concluded that it  would lead to Zumstein's route by the Hohelicht ' 
[Over the last words is written in a later hand, ' A great mistake of 
mine.'] As is well known to Alpine readers, Mr. Ball on August 18 
successfully achieved his long-planned pass, which led him, however, to 
the Ayas valley, and not to Gressony, in the Lys valley, as he had anti- 
cipated. His thrilling narrative of his adventures was printed in the first 
series of 'Peaks, P m e s ,  and Glaciers,' pp. 162-92. A  orn new hat different 
version, with a few very interesting additional details, is given io his 
diary, and is continued on some loose nheets of paper (twenty-four side4 
of letter-paper). This may be the original version prepared for r ns 
lation into French (LPeaks, Passes, and Glaciers,' p. 192). In the 
diary, too are the original pen-and-ink sketches of the well-known 
illustrations published with his paper in ' Peaks, Panees, a ~ d  Glaciel.~'  

TEE C.4vcasus.-Mr. Douglas Freshfield has determined to alter 
the form of his proposed contribution to Caucasian literature. Owing 
to the difficulty with regard to maps, he has abandoned for the present 
the publication of a ' Climbers' Guide,' and will in its place bring out 
an illustrated work, in two large volumeq, with over seventy photo- 
pravures (from views chiefly hy Signor V. Sella, with others hp Mons. 
de DBchy, Mr. Woolley, and Mr. Donkin), and 100 views in the text, 
and a complete new five-verst map of the Central Caucasus, baed on 
the most recent sunreys and explorations. The text will contain a 
brief Aummary of the expeditions of English mountaineers, and a nar- 
rative of the author's travels and adventures in his two laet visits to 
the chain. The book will be called ' The Exploration of the Caucasus,' 
and will be published in the winter. The f i r ~ t  edition will be limited in 
number. Copies may be ordered of the publisher, Mr. Edward Amold. 
37 Bedford Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 

SCHWARZHORN (~AOETSCIITHAL).-W~~~~ reference to the ascent of this 
peak recorded on page 347 of the present volume, Mr. Paul Montandon 
(S.A.C.) writes as follows :- 

' Amongst the new expeditions in 1891 in the Bernese Oberlmd, 
the " Alpine Journal," No. 127, mentions an ascent of the Schwarzhoni 
(3,132 m.) in the Bietschhorn range, made on July 26, 1894, by 
Messrs. Benecke and Cohen tiom the top of the Schafberg and the S. 
rocks. As this peak was ascended by Mr. Ren4 Koenig, my wife and 
me (without guides), on August 31, 1892, direct from the Schafberg 
H u t  with descent to the Bietschglehcher and valley, M w r s .  Beneckeand 
('ohen's expedition is not, strictly speaking, a new one. We did not 
know at  that time that the peak had never been climbed, a t  least by 
tourists, and did not therefore put any descriptive notice into the Swk 
" Jahrbucli." 

' Froni the Schafberg Hut  we went towards Point 2,595 m,, ascended 



the wow-fields marked on the Federal Map, crossed the berpchnmd, 
and climbed in a wenterly direction the easy but eteep and not un- 
interesting rock wall S. of 2,595. W e  then followed the upper snowy 
or  icy border of the rocks whew they plunge into the upper snowy 
part of the mountain, and reached the north-western mow a&te and, 
hy means of it, the summit in about 3 hra. eaay walking from the hut. 
The  view of the Bietachhorn is very imprewive. The  descent was 
nlade quite easily to the Bietachgletscher and into the Biekhthal.' 

I t  would appear, therefore, that Mr. blontandon's party traversed 
the W. peak of the Schwanhorn (i.e. the peak marked 3,132 m.; from 
PT. to S., while the 1894 party climbed the E. peak from the S., and 
then followed the ridge over the W. penk into the Wilerjoch, so that 
the two routes crose one another pretty well a t  right angles. The  E.  
peak is practically the same height as the other, and atand8 just N. ot 
t h e  letter h in the word ' Schwarzhorn ' on the 9. map. 

NEW ROUTES UP THE GRANDE CASSE AND THE MONT POURRI.- 
Our new contemporary, the ' Revue Alpine,' of Lyons, gives Bome 
details of new routes np these peaks, the two loftiest in the 
Tarentaise, or Western Graian Alps. Both were made by Lieut. 
Messimy, with the guide Blanc (dit le Greffier), of Bonneval, in the 
course of last August. On August 2 3  * the party went from Entre 
Denx Eaux towards the Col de la Vanoise by the path till i t  becorne~ 
level, after the first steep ascent. Then they bore N., and by a 
succercsion of gullien reached a height of 3,200 nl., thus gaining a 
point below the depression between the two summits, 3,806 and 3,861. 
of the Grande Casse. Hence they mounted by the right bank of a 
small torrent which flows from the glacier, descending from the afore- 
said depression to the point marked 2,230 m. in the Leisse valley. 
The  terraces of rock offered no difficulty, save one wall of about 200 ft. 
in height, which was scaled by the third gully from the right bank of 
the torrent. In this way the glacier, then the depression, mas gained, 
the h i g h e ~ t  point being soon attained by the usual narrow snow ridge 
in about 7 hrs. from the shrting point. The party descended by the 
same route, and reached Tignes that night by way of the Col de 1% 
Leisse. As might have been expected, they state that the ascent 
would be very dangerous, because of snow avalanches, if all the snow 
on the S.E. fwe had not disappeared. As it  was, there were many 
stone avalancbee. An attempt to climb direct up  the whole of the 
great S.E. rocky face, made by the same party on August 23, was not 
succesqful. 

On August 26 the same climbers started t from the Granges Martin, 
N.W. of the hamlet of Brbvieres, below Tignes, cro.ssed two narrow 
arms of the Savine Glacier, and gained that of La Gurre. Stone 
avalanches down the very steep S.E. face of the Pourri prevented them 
From attaining the summit direct by that route. So they bore to  the 
left and gained the great S. arete, by which they attained the top by 
s route taken several times previously. The greater part of thiu 
route had been already taken, but the previous party did not reach 

- - - - --- - 

* Revtts Alpine, vol. i. pp. 52-3. t Iln'd. vol. i. pp. 83-4. 
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the ~ u m m i t  of the peak, and descended from a more southerly p i n t  
on the S. ar&te to the La Gurre Glacier. 

SPRING ASCENTS IN THE BERNESE O B E R L A N D . - T ~ O U ~ ~  the winter 
of 1894-5 was very severe in this district, the spring has been so 
beautiful and warm that the vast mass of snow has very quickly 
melted away, so that i n  the second half of April two of the high 
peaks have been ascended by English climbers. On April 21 Mr. 
Gaul, with Simon and H. Zurfluh, of Meiringen, climbed the Wetter- 
horn from Roeenlaui, taking 1 4  hrs. to the summit, aa the mow was in 
very bad condition. This waa the first ascent of the -on; in 
1894 the same mountain was not attained until June  5. On April 21 
Mr. Douglas, with Christian Joesi and Peter Brawand, of Grindelwald, 
succeeded in ascending the Jungjirau from the Bergli Club hut. The 
weather was very unfavourable, and on the last slope many steps had 
to be cut in hard ice, so that much time was lost there, while 
elsewhere the snow was covered by a thin frozen crust only, thug 
causing great fatigue. Two years ago the Jungfrau was gained on 
April 2 (Easter Day), in very fine weather, but for obvious reasons 
spring ascents are hut few and far between. 

THE PROPOSED RAILWAY UP THE J m G ~ ~ a u . - - T h e  following par- 
ticulars as  to this line are taken from the February number of the 
' Echo des Alpeq' p. 53 sqq. From the Little Scheidegg the railway 
is to run for 1) mile above ground to the foot of the great W. 
ar&te of the Eiger, where will be the first station-Eigergletscher. 
Hence the line burrows into the mountain by a regular slope of 
26 per cent., rounds the top of the Eiger, passing under the Mittdlegi 
glacier, and reach- the Eiger station, situated at  a height of 
3,221 m. on the E. flank of the peak, above the Grindelwald Viescher 
Pirn, and about mile from the Bergli Club hut. This station is 
2 3  miles from t \ at  first named. I t  next ascends, by a slope of' 
15 per cent., beneath the ar&te joining the Eiger to the Miinch, passes 
immediately under (1,640 ft. below) the summit of the latter moun- 
tain, and soon atter reaches the third station-M6nch (3,623 m.), 
11 mile from the Eiger station. A deacent leads down towards the 
Jungfraujoch, and, after passing 246 R. below the cr-t of that pass, 
the line again mounts, by a slope of 26 per cent. under the E. ar&te of' 
the Jungfrau, till in about 2 miles it  bears round to the Hochfim, on the  
W. side of the peak, and then reaches the Jundrau station (4,100 m.), 
2 17 ft. below the summit of the peak, which is gained by means of a 
lift. W e  are glad to note that the Swiss Alpine Club does not seem 
to have committed itself to a definite approval of this scheme. It htra 
simply stated, in reply to a question, that in  its opinion travellers will 
suffer no inconvenience from a stay on the summit, even though they 
have attained i t  without any effort on their part. This opinion, how- 
ever, sounds rather odd, and one would like to know on what grounds 
i t  wall arrived at. 

THE ORIGIN OF THE GRIMSEL HOSPICE.-It Beems to be commonly 
believed (e.g. by Mr. Ball, in his ' Alpine Guide,' vol. ii. p. 8 0 )  t h a t  
the Grimsel Hospice was originally a religious foundation. In that case 
i t  would be like the hospices on the two St. Bernards, the Simplon, 
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St. Gotthard, Lukmanier, &c. But it is oRen forgotten that there were 
also hospices which were not religious foundations-e.g. All' Acqua, 
Schwarenbach, &.-and it is to this claae that the Grimael Hospice 
really belongs. I had often searched in the special books for any traces 
of a ' religious ' character about it, but in vain. Herr A. Bahler, of 
Biel, has, however, recently published a small pamphlet, 'Mittheil- 
ungen iiber den Grimselpase und daa Grimselhospiz ' (Biel, Ernst 
Kuhn, 1895, 8vo. pp. 47), which gives eome interesting informa- 
tion on the point. The first mention of the p a ~ s  dates from 1211, 
when Berchthold V., Duke of Ziihringen and founder of the town 
of Bern, led his army acroes into the Vallais, where it was defeated a t  
Ulrichen. Herr B i l e r  suggests that it is poesible (as no doubt it is) 
that the first hospice wss built by the Austin Canons of Interlaken, 
but there is  not the smallest wrap of evidence in favour of this theory. 
We do find, however, that in 1382 the district of Oberhade bought the 
Grimsel alp from the Bubenberg fimily. No mention is made of a 
hospice, and probably there was only a cowherd's hut on the pastures. 
Nor do we hear of any hospice either in 1419 or 1425, on both of 
which occasions a Bernese army croesed the pase on its way to the 
Vallais and the Val d'Oesola. But it had been established before 1492, 
in which year the Hasle and Vallais men had a quarrel about 
appointing a warden and the improvement of the path. Yet the 
Grimeel alp still belonged (aa it does to this day) to Hasle, so that no 
doubt that commune built the hospice in order to accommodate the 
traders who had come to frequent the psae aa affording easy acceaa to 
the Vallais and Italy. In 1555 the Bishop of Sion gave permission to 
the men of I-laale (this was a3er the Reformation, of course) to collect 
money in the Vallais from charitable persons for the benefit of the 
Grimsel Hospice. In my ' Swigs Travel,' p. 199, I have pointed out 
that the actual earliest mention of the hospice is in 1479, when the 
tenant was granted the right of levying a toll, and I have given Stumpffs 
account of his experiences there in 1544. The hospice was rebuilt in 
1557, and again (after the fire) in 1853, in both cases by Oberhasle, 
which has thus preserved its property in it to the present day. 

W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held at St. Martin's Town Hall, 
Charing Crose, on Tuesday, February 5, at 8.30 P.M., Mr. FI. Pnsteur, 
Vice-Prmident, in the chair. 

The following candidates were balloted for and elected members of 
the Club :-A. H. Bird, Rev. Canon G. F. Browne, L. S. Calvert, Rev. 
W. C. Compton, Rev. L. W. V. Goodenough,E. C. Oppenheim, W. J. 
Petherick, 9. Spencer, E. L. Stmtt, A. F. B. Williams. 

The VICE-PRESIDENT intimated that the officers of the Club, 
together with the Committee, had elected Professor F. A. Forel, of 
Morgea, and Dr. E. Richter, of Graz, as honorary members of the 
Club. He regretted to have to announce that Sir Frederick Pollock 
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had reaigned the post of Honorary Librarian, and moved that the best 
thanks of the Club be presented to Sir Frederick Pollock for hie great 
semicea to the Club during the period of fourteen years. This was carried 
by acclamation. The Vice-Preeident then stated that he was glad to eay 
that Mr. H. Cockburn had agreed to undertake the dutiea of Honorary 
Librarian, and he was m e  no member of the Club was better able to 
do all that waa required. 

The HONORARY SECRETARY AND TREASURER presented the accounts 
for 1894, and amongat other minor details pointed out that the coat of 
the Picture Exhibition was only about 651. more than in the previous 
year, which he considered was eatiefirctory in view of the mccess of the 
Exhibition, the number of admissions to which had been over 3,500. 
The increaae in cod of printing and publishing the ' Alpine Journal ' 
was partly due to there now being 1,250 copies printed inetead of 
only 1,000 formerly. 

Mr. C. E. MATREWS suggested that the accounts should be issued, 
together with the circular announcing the meeting, ao that members 
might have an opportunity of &dying them. 

Mr. W. MUIR mggeeted that in future yeam the income derived 
from subscriptions and entrance fees should be given separately. 

Mr. F. 0. SCEUSTER wished to express his thanks to the gentlemen 
who had the arrangement of the Picture Exhibition in their hands; 
the experiment had been worth trying, though he did not coneider it 
was one that ought to be repeated every year. I t  had long been felt 
that it waa desirous to give the artists who so generously lent picturee 
at great inconvenience and expenae to themselvee a chance of having 
their pictures roperly seen. Mr. Freahfield, Dr. Wills, and the g others who had elped them, deserved the thanks of everyone for the 
admirable manner in which the arrangements had been carried out. 

The HONORARY TREASURER regretted that it was impossible to adopt 
Mr. Mathews' suggeetion, as by the rules of the Club a General Meet- 
ing had to be held a n n d y  in January or February for passing the 
accounts, and there wae the utmost difficulty in obtaining all the 
accounts connected with expenditure up to the end of December i n  
time to p h e n t  them to the Club at the meeting in the commencement 
of February, and 80 it was absolutely impossible to send them round 
to members with the circular announcing the meeting. He promised 
in future years to &ow the mbscriptions and entrance fees separately. 
The accounts were then unanimoudy passed. 

Mr. G. HASTINGS read a paper entitled ' Over Mont Blanc from the 
Brenva Glacier without Guidea' 

Mr. HORACE WALKER mid he had listened to the paper with great 
pleasure and with unusual interest, as he wss the only member of the 
fir& expedition in the Club. His pride was flattered to find that 
though this expedition had been undertaken twenty-nine years before, 
it had not yet become ' an easy day for a lady.' He did not quite 
understand why the party had gone 80 much to the left, as in 1863 it 
seemed the eaaiest way to bear to the right. He thought all must 
admire the courage that could enable men after such a night to go 
through so arduous an expedition. He had much pleaeure in m o v k  
a vote of thanks to Mr. EIastinga. 
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Mr. MUMMERY wished to say that both his companions had wanted 
to the dram on the right, but he had wished to see a little vallon 
in the middle of the draca, and from this roae all their difficulties. 
H e  thought that Dr. Collie's feat of climbing the icewall on the axes 
was astonishing. 

Dr. COLLIE said that a photograph taken in 1858 from the Col du 
GQant, which exhibited a portion of their route, ahowed the slopes to 
have been somewhat m e r e n t  from what they now aw ; the ice cap on 
Mont Blanc was not so far forward, and that was one great aource 
of their difficulties. I t  wae impossible for them to go to the right ; 
but the old photograph ahowed a much less broken-up dope. 

The VICE-PRESIDENT felt sure they had all listened with the 
deepest interest to fin account of an ascent which reflected great credit 
on the pluck and endurance of the three men who failed the first day, 
elept on the ice, and achieved their end the second day. Mr. Mummery 
seemed to find that on the mountains there were no impossibilities, 
and he wm well seconded by Mems. Ha~tings and Collie. He was 
m e  the Club would paas the warmest possible vote of thanks to 
Mr. Hastings for his paper. This was unanimously agreed to, and the 
proceedings terminated. 

A new series of photographs of the Kanchmjanga group, published 
by Messrs. Johnston & Hoffmann, of Calcutta, was exhibited during 
the evening. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held at St. Martin's Town 
Hall, Charing Cross, on Tuesday, March 5, at 8.30 P.H., Mr. Douglas 
W. Freahfield, President, in the Chaii. 

The following candidates were balloted for and elected members of 
the Club :-A. C. Benson, W. Brunskill, C. Cookson, R. Corry, C. J. 
Joly, S. B. Peech, 0. K. Willismson. 

The PRESIDENT atsted that he hoped to be ehortly in a position to 
make a communication to the Club with respect to new rooms. 

Mr. W. EI. COZENS HARDY read a paper, ' The Mountains of Monte- 
negro and Albania,' which was illustrated by lantern slides. Mr. 
Horace Walker and the President made a few remarks, after which 
Dr. Norman Collie exhibited some lantern views to illustrate the paper 
read by Mr. Hastings at the February meeting. A vote of thanks to 
Mr. Cozen8 Hardy and Dr. Norman Collie terminated the proceedings. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held at St. Martin's Town 
Hall, Charing Cross, on Tuesday, April 2, at 8.30 P.M., Mr. Douglas 
W. Freshfield, President, in the chair, in accordance with the following 
circular, which had been sent to all members of the Club :- 

8 8t. Martin's Place, W.C. 
March 18, 1896. 

A GENERAL MHETINQ of the Club will be held at St. Martin's Town Hall 
(next door to the Garrick Theatre, and almost facing the Club rooms), on 
Tuesday evening, April 2, at hdf-past eight o'clock, to take into consideration 
the following proposals made by the Committee for the purpose of providing 
the Club with more suitable accommodation. 

For years past the insufficiency of the Clnb rooms for the meetings and 
general purposes of the Club haa been recognised; the accommodation has 
been inadequate and the ventilation so bad that many old members have 
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given up attending the meetings. For the past three years om lease has been 
renewed only with the object of making no change in a hurry, and allowing 
the experiment of holding our meetings in a hired public hall a fair trial. 
This has now been done, and the opinion universally expressed is that meetings 
held out of our own rooms, and apart from all the Club's belongings, loee 
much of their attraction and traditional character. Un- as some of us 
have been to leave the familiar rooms, we feel that to occupy them, and not 
meet in them, is no real tribute to the geniua loci ; that the old spirit of the 
Club will be better kept up by the posseasion of premises suitable to o m  
present needs, a hall of our own, and rooms which will give opportunity for 
the systematic arrangement and convenient nse of the Club's possessions, 
its valuable library, map collection, and the pictures presented to it by its 
artist members. 

Such premises the Committee are happy to be able to report that they have 
found, and they have made arrangements (subject to the sanction of the Clnb) 
for securing them a t  a fair rental. The situation, 23 &vile Bow, is central, 
convenient, and quiet ; and the accommodation is all that  the Club requires. 

The premises consist of a large, well-lighted and well-proportioned hall, 
about 60 ft. by 40 ft., capable of seating 200 comfortably, or 250 in case of 
need, having a second access from Conduit Street ; a reading-room and a 
small secretary's or map room, both looking down the full length of Savile 
Row ; a lib- and convenient lavatories. There is good accommodation in 
the basement for a housekeeper, and some attics which might serve as storc- 
rooms, kc. The above comprise the whole house, 23 Savile Bow, with the  
exception of the ground tloor, which is occupied by Messrs. Rnshworth & 
Stevens, auctioneers and surveyors, who are the holders of the direct lease 
from the freeholder ; they have a separate entrance, and their portion of the  
building is known RB 22 Savile Row, so that the Club's premises would be self- 
contained. The Committee have the offer of the premiees for 15) years, 
from Midsummer next, a t  3601. per annnm, inclusive of all rates and taxes, 
except a small water rate. The holders of the direct lease from the free- 
holder are prepared to give a written undertaking that they will d o r d  the  
Club the option of continuing their tenanoy for any further t a m  which they 
may obtain from the freeholder a t  a rent not exceeding 400Z., which they are 
now receiving from the occupants, their lessees, whose interest it ia proposed 
to acquire i .e ,  the Club will o b b h  for 1 q  years the premises a t  a rental of 
3601. per m u m ,  although the present occupants are paying 4001. for that  
term. The Club would probably have to spend the greater part of its savings 
in repairs, slight alterations, furnishing, kc. The premises will be open to the  
inspection of members from noon to 7 P.M. on April 2. 

To meet the new claims upon it consequent on this change of quarters, i t  ib 
requisite that the Club's annual income should be increased. After veq- 
careful consideration, the Committee recommend the following proposals to 
the Club :-That the annual subscription of new members be raised to two 
guinens, and that the present members be invited to raise their subscription 
to the same sum. The Committee have preferred this course to the alternative 
suggestion of a compulsory increase in the caw of existing members, for t h e  
following reasons. I t  would he very repugnant to the feelings of the Com- 
mittee, and they believe i t  would be so to the Club, to see the name of any 
old member who may not be in the habit of attending meetings, or using the  
Club rooms, and who may feel a difficulty in increasing his subscription, 
disappear from the list. On the other hand, they are assured that a very 
large proportion of the members will most readily contribute to a fund which 
will insure to the Clnb a suitable and permanent home, restore the old 
character to its meetings by making them more cheerful and popnlar, and be 
a source of advantage to every member who has occasion to use the library 
or the map room, besides giving great facilities for the exhibition, from time 
to time, of the artistic work of members, or of other objects connected with 
mountaineering. 

The following alteration to Rule XV. will be proposed on behalf of the 
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Committee, in order to give effect to its recommendations, in place of the 
rule as now existing, viz. :- 

Each member shall pay an entrance fee of four guineas, and an annual 
subscription of one guinea : the subscription to be due on the 1st of 
Jannary in each year. No member shall vote,' &a. 

That Rule XV. shall stand as follows :- 
'Each member elected after the 2nd of April, 1895, shall pay an entrance 

fee of four guineas, and an annual subscription of two guineas. 
Membera elected prior to the 2nd of April, 1895, who have not 
notified their intention of paying the annual subscription of two 
guineas, are entitled to pay only the original annual subscription of 
one guinea The subscription to be due on the 1st of January in 
each year No member shall vote,' kc. 

Membera are invited to sign and return the enclosed form. kll such 
acceptances will be treated by the Hon. Sec. as confidential. 

Mr. Douglas W. Freshfield, President, will read a paper-'Behind the 

J. H. Wrcsa, Hon. 8ec. 

The  PRESIDENT brought the motion before the notice of the meeting 
in the following terms :- 

' I t  ia with great eatisfaction that the Committee finds itself to-night 
i n  a position to redeem the pledge given by it  to the last annual meeting, 
that it  would, with aa little delay aa possible, bring before the Club 
proposals for providing accommodation suited to our present needs. 
It seems appropriate in  doing this to indulge in  a brief retrospective 
review. Years ago the single room that held our early meetings 
proved inadequate. We threw two rooms together; even so we were 
forced to consume our own smoke in intolerable quantities. Mr. 
Clinton Dent made experiments in ventilation ; he did, doubtless, all that 
science wuld suggest, but t,he result was unfortunately inappreciable. 
Everybody agreed L' something must be done." Our lease was near its 
end, but we had ground for hope that the Geographical Society might 
make itself a centre for kindred bodies, and might erect new premises, 
with rooms and a hall available for our purposes. That hope was un- 
fulfilled. The Club being consulted, agreed that it  could no longer 
meet in  the old rooms, and would try the experiment of using this 
hall. W e  have tried it. and we are not mtisfied. A meetinn in a 
stale atmosphere, amid barren parochial surroundings, apart fr& our 
old associations and our own posseesions, is unhomelike and uncon- 
genial. 

' The  Committee was generally requested and expected to take action. 
T h e  problem before it-to find, in a first-rate situation, a suitable 
hall a t  a moderate rent-seemed to me, I confess, even tro lately aa 
six weeks ago, a very difficult one. But  everything comes to those 
who can wait. The exact premises we wanted suddenly came into 
the market. The Trustees of the Young Men's Christian Association, 
influenced possibly by Mr. Leslie Stephen's timely suggestion a t  the 
winter dinner that mountaineering was a religious exercise, offered to 
transfer to us, a t  a sacrifice, their lease of some pleasant rooms and a 
good hall a t  the top of Savile Row. The Bituation waa undeniable, 
the terms, as the circular has informed you, are not unreasonable. 

' Still, the question of finance is a serious one. T o  live in these new 
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quarters the Club must have its income largely increased. And 
its needa, viewed from a broad standpoint, are not limited to the mere 
increase in rent and other e x p e m  cawed by having larger premieea 
to keep up. No one who haa for years been connected, ae I have 
been, with the " Alpine Journal " but knows what straits the Editor i s  
often in for lack of funds. Illustratiom and m a p  have to be begged, 
borrowed, and conveyed from richer societies or private individuals. 
The Club is not in a position to keep up a publication equal to those of 
our foreign rivals. To put the Club at ite ease, to enable it to play 
its part worthily, we require to double our income, and this must be 
done by providing a permanent revenue. The case would in no way be 
met by what has been suggested--spasmodic generosity on the part 
of our members. We cannot ask our Hon  Secretaries to meet the 
Club's necessities by raising from time to time a relief fund. 

' There were three ways open to the Club for raieing funds. 
' The firat and most obvioua, at least to every old member, waa to 

raiae the entrance fee largely. That the entrance fee has already been 
recently raised, that such a step would be unfair, were minor difE- 
culties ; the conclueive objection, to our minds, was that any rise we 
could poeeibly propose would be inadequate. 

' The second courae, the usual one in the circumetancea, would have 
been to raise the subscription all round. The objection was that any 
such compulsory rim leads, as a rule, to a loes of about ten per cent. 
of existing members, and that i t  waa (aa Mr. Wicks has put it) very 
repugnant to our feeling8 to contemplate such a loss 

' There remained to the Committee the alternative, the tertium quid, 
we have adopted-to propose a voluntary riae in the subscription. I 
might have hesitated to recommend such a course in any ordinary 
club, where the natural aelfiehnesr~ of mankind is not under the control 
of higher influences. But this club is not an ordinary body ; it is an 
inepired body ! I t  is inspired by a hearty enthusiasm for itself and an 
honest belief in itfl own merits. I t  values itself highly-it cannot 
value itself too highly-as a means for promoting one of the purest 
forms of human pleasure, and of kindling and keeping alight some of 
the moat enduring of the friendships which render life worth living. 
There are, the Committee believes, few of our members who will, with- 
out good reason (and what is good reaeon we leave entirely to their own 
consciences), decline to make the small sacrifice asked of them if they 
are persuaded and convinced that such a sacrifice is called for in the 
true interests of the Club, that it will enable us to have a worthy local 
habitation as well as a world-wide name, will free us from the necessity 
of meeting in a vestry hall, and will add to our power of giving to our 
members the benefit of the mul t s  of their travels in our literary 
output. 

' Mr. Wicks may, I am convinced, appeal with confidence to the old 
spirit of the Club to support our present propoeals. He may appeal 
with the more confidence that we have received the approval of seven 
former Presidents, as well as of the younger generation of climbers, 
and he baa a strong argument in his hmds in the number of members 
who have already expreeeed their intention of placing t h e b l v e a  on 



the higher mbscription, and of thii number, I may add, nearly half are 
country members. I trust that the appeal made, as we believe, in 
accordance with the true and permanent interests of the Club, will be 
met to-night in a way which will show how strongly we all have those 
intereste at heart. 
' I call on Mr. Wicks to move the alteration in the Rules, of which 

notice has been given.' 
The HON. SECRETARY having read Rule IX., regulating any alteratios 

in  the Rules of the Club, proposed that Rule XV. ahodd read as 
follows :- 

' Each member elected after the 2nd of April, 1895, ehsll pay ,aq 
entrance fee of four guineaa, and an annual subscription of two 
guineaa Members elected prior to the 2nd of April, 1895, who 
have not notified their intention of paying the annual subecrip 
tion of two guineas, are entitled to pay only the original annual 
subscription of one guinea. The subscription to be due on 
the 1st of January in each year. No member shall vote,' &c., 

insteed of se hitherto existing- 
'Each member shall pay an entrance fee of four guineaa, and 

an annual subscription of one guinea; the subscription to be 
due on the 1st of January in each year. No member shall 
vote,' &c. 

He added: ' I conaider that after all the reaeons brought before you 
by the President, I can add but very little, but I wish to impress upon you 
the necessity of pawing the proposed alteration by a majority of at least 
two-thirds of the members here present. Out of about 500 members 
who are resident in the United Kingdom no less than 202 have 
already promised to pay the increased subscription, and I have no 
doubt that a considerable number of the members present will do 
likewise at the conclusion of this meeting. So firr I have only had 
nineteen refusals, and the majority of the members who have sent these 
wrote approvingly of the action of the Committee. I will now ask 
Mr. Horace Walker to second the proposal, and afterwards will en- 
deavour to answer any objections that members may make.' 

Mr. HORACE WALKER : ' I think after the admirable circular which 
haa been sent out, and which I hope we have all read, and the 
rermrrks we have heard from the President, there is little for me to 

say. I admit I leave our nest with great regret. We have been there 
a great many happy years, and I am sorry to leave it; but still, if any 
reaaon for leaving it ie required, it is comfort. Everyone who sees 
our new rooms will say there is the making of as comfortable a neat 
as that we are leaving. I formally second the proposal.' 
Mr. C. E. MATHEWS : ' It seems to me that the course proposed by the 

officers will be unanimonaly accepted by this meeting. Mr. Walker 
said it was unpleasant to leave an old neat, but life is full of new points 
of departure. I t  is perfectly certain the old rooms will no longer do. 
As Mr. Dent once said, the expremion " close " friendship acquired a 
new signidcation in them. We are offered an excellent nest capable 
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of accommodating 250 people, where we can have the old home life 
which we had as a smaller body. The advantage seems to me apparent 
to everyone, without any wrresponding disadvantage at all. I remember 
it waa said that when Guizot first visited England, what attracted his 
attention moat waa that he saw on so many houses in London the ex- 
pression '' supported by voluntary contributions." Our acheme is aup- 
ported by voluntary contributions. We do not ask any old member 
who does not wish to raise hie subscription to do ao. If anyone objects 
he will be thought none the worse of for paying one guinea. The scheme 
seema good, wise, prudent, and beneficial to the whole of us, and can 
cauee no unsati&tory fkeling to a single member. I heartily support 
.r 9 
AE 

Mr. PUCKLB: ' I think the Committee have had information with 
regard to certain rooms being vacant in St. Jamea's Street, and no doubt 
have inspected them; if not, I trust they will do so before decidmg that 
the premises in Savile Row are the most suitable that can be obtained.' 

Mr. NEWMARCH : 'Though, comparatively speaking, I am quite a 
young member, I must wnfeea to having a sentimental attachment to 
the old rooms in St. Martin's Place ; but I mnat a h  admit that they are 
unsuited to hold our meetings in, and I am sure that the proposed 
alteration is an excellent one in every respect. I have not met a single 
member who is in any way oppoeed to the change! 

Mr. HASKETT-SMITH : ' I Bhould like to ask whether it is considered 
that the rooms in Savile Row will provide for the expansion of the 
Club during the next fifteen years.' 

The HON. SECRETARY : ' I have seen the rooms referred to in St. 
J a m d s  Street, and do not consider that they would be as suitable aa 
those in Savile Row ; in fact, without undertaking structural alterations, 
which are always very expensive, they would not serve the purposes of 
the Club at all. I t  is a curions hct  that, although members were 
appealed to at the December meeting to send suggestions to me, I 
received but one auch suggestion prior to the h u e  of the March 
circular; no sooner, however, had this appeared than suggestions were 
numerous enough. One member, indeed, proposed premises in what 
seemed to me to be an unsuitable locality, and on making inquiries I 
found that the rent asked was 8001. a year, and the wst of alterations 
would amount to at least 2,0001. As to whether the rooms in Savile 
Row would suffice for the expansion of the Club during the next f i h  
years, it  must be remembered that the Alpine Club does not expand 
very rapidly, and, aa far as I can judge, I see no reason why the 
propoeed new premises should not meet all the requirements of the Club 
for many years to come, a8 they will hold meetings three times as 
large as our ordinary ones are at present. At all events, by the time 
they become inadequate-should they ever do so-the Club's finances 
will be in a position sufficiently strong to meet any new call.' 

The PRESIDENT then put the proposed alteration to the meeting, and 
it waa carried unanimouely. 

The PRESIDENT read a paper, ' Behind the Bernina,' dealing chiefly 
with the mountains of Val Masino and the Bergamasqne Alpa A 
vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. Conway, which was h 4 y  
reeponded to. 
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BY E. A. FITZGERALD. 

N December 31, 1894, I left Christchurch with my friend 0 Mr. C. L. Barrow and Mattiaa Zurbriggen, of Macugnaga 
(Mr. Conway's guide in the Himalayas), for the Southern 
Alps of the South Island. Some other gentlemen of New 
Zealand accompanied us. After five days' travelling we 
reached the Hermitage, a small hotel in the Hooker valley. 
This was run by a company, lately bankrupt, and is now 
closed; we therefore had to camp higher up the  valley. 
The  first mountain which drew our attention was Mount 
Sefton, 10,359 ft. high. This rises abruptly from the  
Hooker valley, nearly 8,000 ft., almost sheer precipice. We 
decided to try it first, so on January 11 we started up and 
made a bivouac a t  an altitude of 5,390 ft. on rr ridge between 
t h e  Huddleston and Tewaewe Glaciers. We were accom- 
panied on this at,tempt by Mr. Mannering, Mr. Ollivier, and 
Mr. Adamson, all members of the New Zealand Alpine Club. 
T h e  day, however, proving unsatisfactory, we were obliged 
t o  return to the Hermitage. Next day being as bad, w e  
started on January 14, and walked up to the Ball Hut. 
Nex t  day we decided to try Mount Tasman, 11,475 ft., the next. 
highest mountain to Mount Cook in the island. Accordingly 
on the 15th we made a, bivouac a little below Glacier Dome, 
between the Freshfield and Hochstetter Glaciers. I t  rained 
heavily on the following day, but we stayed on, and a t  2.20 
o n  the morning of the 17th me started, the party consisting 
of Mr. Ollivier, a young fellow called J. Clark, whom I had 
engaged as porter, Zurbriggen, and myself. We climbed pp 
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the rocka to  Glacier Dome, then cut across the Hochstetter 
Glacier, and taking the south-east ar&te attempted to gain 
the 8ilberhorn. We were driven back by bad weather about 
10 A.M., when still about 1,500 ft. from the summit. We 
returned to the Ball Hut. The gentlemen of the New Zea- 
land Alpine Club now left me, returning to Christchurch on 
the 21st. I came back with them myself as far as the 
Hermitage. The weather being fine, I determined to make 
another attempt on Sefton, alone with my guide Zurbriggen, 
so a t  about 5 o'clock on the night of the 22nd we started 
for our old bivouac. Next morning the wind was blowing 
very heavily, so much so that we could not keep our lanterns 
alight, and we had to wait for dawn before starting. About 
4 o'clock me left the bivouac, but did not get very far, owing 
to the weather. We returned that morning to  the Her- 
mitage, and I arranged with my friend Mr. Barrow that me 
should try Mount Sealy, 8,631 ft., on the next day. Mount 
Sealy has been frequently attempted by the leading members 
of the Sew Zealand Alpine Club. Messrs. Harper, Johnson. ~ 
Fyfe, Graham, Mannering, and Malcolm Ross have all at 
one time or another attempted the ascent, but the peak 
remained still virgin. At 5 o'clock on the morning of the 
24th we left, and climbing Mount Ollivier, 6,298 ft., we 
skirted along the Sealy range, and ascended the mountain 
by the east arbte. After a difficult climb, over extreme11 
rotten rocks, we reached the summit a t  3 o'clock in the 
afternoon. We stayed there about an hour, and returned 
by the same route, reaching the Hermitage about 10 o'clocl; 
a t  night. 

On January 25, the weather being fine, I left with Zur- 
briggen for our Sefton bivouac. Next day the weather proved 
terrible, the snow coming down to the Hermitage. 

On the 29th we made another unsuccessful effort. Our 
s t ~ r e s  now running short, we had to drive down to Pukaki 
on the Slst, some forty-six miles, and get fresh supplies. 
My friend Mr. Barrow left me here, and retnrned to Christ- 
church, When I got back to the Hermitage I found that 
the rocks of Sefton were so covered with fresh snow that it 
was impossible to think of climbing it for the present, so we 
went up the Tasman valley to the Ball Hut, to have another 
try a t  Mount Tasman. 

On February 4 we bivouacked again on the Hochstetter 
ridge, and on the 5th, a t  2.20 A.M., we started for Tasman, 
the party consisting of Zurbriggen, our porter Clrtrk, and 
mjself. At 5.40 we reached the mete that we had tried 
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before, and a t  10 o'clock we reached the summit of the 
Silberhorn. This mountain must be about 10,MO ft. From 
here we descended to the sraddle, between the Silberhorn 
and Tasman, thence following the ar&te, we reached the 
summit of Mount Taeman st about half-past twelve. We 
reached our camp on the Hochstetter ridge a t  6.30 that 
evening, the ascent having occupied sixteen hours. The 
route lay almost entirely over ice and snow, and up steep 
ar&tes. A cutting wind blew the whole day, and we had great 
difficulty in getting down, our steps having been sled with 
powdery snow. The 6th and 7th of February we spent a t  
our camp ; during this time I sent Clark and Zurbriggen for 
fresh snpplies. On the 8th, a t  a quarter past two in the 
morning, we started to ascend Mount Haidinger, 10,107 ft. 
W e  went up the Glacier Dome, then getting on to the ar&te 
leading to Haast, we followed this till within 1,000 ft. of 
the summit. Cutting across the east face, under some 
very bad overhanging glaciers, we reached the long ar&te 
that  leads to Mount Haidinger. This is about a mile in 
length, and we had to  follow all along it, cutting steps in 
places, as it was mostly snow. At 10.20 we reached the 
eummit ; it was a glorious day, and we got a magnificent 
view of the sea and the green valleys of the West Coast, 
also of the brown plains of the Mackenzie country towards 
the  eastr We came down by the same route, and reached 
camp at  a little after six. Next day we rested there, and 
on the 10th we descended to the Helmitage, to try Mount 
Sefton again. 

On February 12 we made an attempt, but were driven 
back by the weather a t  the bivouac. On February 14 me a t  
last found a fine day, and a t  12.45 A.M. we left our bivouac. 
W e  went straight up towards the Footstool, till we mere 
nearly under its rock precipices ; then we cut across the head 
of the Huddleston Glacier, and forcing our way through a 
tremendous ice-fall, the crevasses of which were larger than 
any I have seen in the Swiss Alps, we reached a small ar&te 
t h a t  led to the col between Sefton and the FootstooL We 
had most magnificent moonlight, or we should not have been 
able to accomplish this in the night. At daybreak we 
reached this col, and commenced the ascent of Sefton. 
Never have I in all my experience seen rocks in such a 
feaxfully rotten condition as these, and Zurbriggen also 
agreed that in all his travels he had never seen anything 
to equal them. The slightest touch would a t  times dislodge 
tans. We had to  go up a most fearfully steep ar&te to 
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reach the summit, neas which there occurred what was very 
nearly being a fatal accident, a large rock falling down, 
throwing me completely over, and cutting two stran& of 
the rope that held me. Znrbriggen waa very badly placed 
a t  this moment, and was all but torn from his foothold, 
Had we fallen here we should have come straight down 
7,000 ft. to the Mueller Glacier. At 10.25 me stood on 
the actual summit, which is an ice cone. We came down 
by the same route, without accident, as far as the glacier, 
Here we very nearly had to spend the night out, owing to 
some of the ice bridges we had crossed in the morning 
having broken through. It wes not till past midnight t h a t  
I regained the Hermitage ; Zurbriggen was so fatigued t h a t  
he stopped a t  the bivouac. We had been 24 hrs. under- 
going the most severe work ; also the tension on our nerves 
had been great all day, owing to the almost incessant danger. 
Zurbriggen admitted that never in his life had he done 
anything worse than this, not even when he and Eckenstein 
ascended the Dent Blanche by its face. We were consider- 
ably embarrassed going through the enormous crevasses and 
ice-fall of the glacier, being only two on the rope. We used 
crampons in this ascent, and without them we could never 
have reached the summit, as hours must be spent in step- 
cutting. 

The New Zealand Government have long desired to fin& 
some feasible col to the West Coast. Up till now nobody 
has ever crossed the ranges. For the last few years survey 
parties have explored the valleys of the West Coast i n  
search of this passage, but up till now without success. 
Zurbriggen and I, therefore, set ourselves the taak of finding 
such a passage. I had had the advantage of several magni- 
ficent views from the peaks I had tried ; so on the 19th we 
made a voyage of reconnaissance up the Hooker Glacier, till 
nearly opposite Raker's Saddle. I thought I now had found 
a feasible route, so on February 24, takinga, small day's pro- 
vision with us, Zurbriggen and I started, without blanket, 
or tent, or anything, to cross to the West Coast. We knew 
that we should have several days before us, but we thought 
it best to be aa lightly laden as possible. We crossed over 
a saddle almost due west of Monte Rosa, about 6,997 ft. in 
the map brought out by the Royal Geographical Society-of 
London of the central portions of the Southern Alps. We 
found an easy track up t o  this saddle, there being only 
25 min. of snow work. On the other side, leading down 
to the Copeland valley, there was no ice or glacier a t  all. A 
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mule track could be built here, the pass resembling in 
many ways that of the Monte Moro leading fkom Macug- 
naga to Mattmark. We reached this saddle in about 6 hrs. 
from the Hermitage, and i t  has now been named Fitz- 
Gerald's Saddle by the Survey Department. The descent had 
t o  be made beside the Copeland River till we should reach 
Scott's house, situated on an island near the mouth of the 
Karangarua River. For two days and a half we fought our 
way down, amidst almost impassable scrub, before reaching 
aur destination. We had considerable difficulty in fording 
t h e  river, and we suffered a good deal from want of food and 
~hel ter ,  as it rained during one of the nights and part of 
one day. Here I met with Mr. Harper, who was doing 
gome exploring for the Government; he agreed to accom- 
pany me back. We decided to return by way of the Fox 
Glacier; so on the 28th we left Scott's house, and travelling 
by way of the beach to Gillespie's township, and thence to 
Little's homestead, we reached the snout of the Fox Glacier. 
Here bad weather overtook us, and for two days we were 
obliged to  camp in a shelter made for ourselves of ferns 
and  the bark of trees. 

On March 3 we went up the Fox Ulacier as far as Chan- 
cellor's Ridge, and camped. Bad weather came on in 
t h e  afternoon, and it snowed heavily. I n  the night it 
cleared, and the thermometer dropped to  below freezing 
point. We suffered greatly from the cold. On the morning 
-of the 4th we went up the Victoria Glacier and passed over 
a col to the F'ritz Glacier. This col was named Blackburn's 
4201. We then ascended to the head of the Fritz Glacier, 
and reached the Franz Joseph Glacier by a col we named 
after  Zurbriggen. We crossed the whole head of the Pranz 
Joseph, and came over on to the Tasman side by a pass called 
.Graham's Saddle, just a t  the foot of Dela BCche. We were 
n o t  on the top of this saddle till about 8 in the evening. 
Here we had to climb down some steep rocks, and night 
overtaking us we were obliged to sit out the whole of i t  on 
s narrow ledge, not 200 ft. from the bergschrund of the 
Rudolf Glacier. It was extremely cold that night, the 
thermometer dropping to 25" Fahr., and a cutting S.W. 
-wind was blowing. TVe also found out that we were in the 
line of falling stones ; we could not move, however, owing 
to the darkness and the fact of the stones being all covered 
with ice. I n  the morning we reached the Rudolf Glacier 
without much difficulty in about half an hour. We now only 
had to walk down to the Tasman Glacier, and we soon reached 
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the Ball Hut without further incident. Here we were detained 
for a week by a fearful storm, and on March 11 I started 
down to reach the Hermitage. Here I met Mr. F. 3'. 
Tnckett, who had come up to see the Tasman Glacier, and 
I returned with him to Christchurch, arriving there on 
March 14, after having been away two months and a half. 
I left my guide, Zurbriggen, to bring down our tent and 
camp arrangement from the Hochstetter bivouac. When he 
went back there with Mr. Adamson, of the Hermitage, find- 
ing the weather fine, he started to ascend Mount Cook on 
March 14. Mr. Adamson went as far as 10,000 ft.; Zur- 
briggen completed the ascent alone, reaching the summit 
a t  3 o'clock in the afternoon. He ascended by the north- 
eastern argte, not touching Mr. Green's route by the Linda 
Glacier a t  all. He described his route to me aa extremely 
easy, but he was much impeded by the fresh snow that 
had fallen during the week of bad weather, when we were 
imprisoned in the Ball Hut. Mount Cook was ascended for 
the first time by a party of New Zealrtnders on December 25, 
1894, by the western arbla from the Hooker Glacier. Both 
Mr. Green and Mr. Mannering, on previous occasions, nearly 
reached the summit by following the Linda Glacier. I did 
not try the peak myself, as my desire wae to do virgin peaks 
only. The climbing in the Alps of New Zealand is far 
different from and much more difficult than what we get in 
the Swiss Alps. The weather is of the most changeable cha- 
racter, and even the oldest weather prophets would not dare 
to prophesy for 6 hrs., much less for 24. The condition of the 
snow is worse than usually in Switzerland, and the rocks are 
so rotten that it would be difficult to believe how easy it is 
sometimes to dislodge huge boulders weighing tons and ton& 
The average snow line might be placed at 6,000 ft., while the 
valleys range from 2,000 to 3,000 ft. ; thus a mountain like 
Sefton, which is only 10,359 ft., is in reality as high above 
the Hooker valley as the Matterhorn is above Zermatt. 
Another great difficulty is that of porterage. It is almost 
impossible to get a man to come on to the glaciers; mod 
have a species of supernatural dread of anything pertaining 
to ice. I only succeeded, after great difficulty, in getting one , 
porter-Clark-and he was only nineteen, and could not, 
of course, carry the weights that as older man could. The 
rottenness of the ice on some of the glaciers is also wonder- 
ful; the Fox Glacier, for instance, flows down to within 
700 ft. of the sea amidst almost tropical vegetation; the , 
Franz Joseph Glacier flows down even lower, I believe. 
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Xany of these glaciers advance very rapidly, such as the Franz 
Joseph, that moves 15 ft. in a day, so that Mr. Harper 
told me, when he mas surveying it, his trigonometrical 
statements became auite useless after. a few davs. I should 
advise anybody coking out with the intention* of climbing 
these Alps to provide himself with light Mummery tents and 
every species of condensed provision. I myself found, as 
a rule, that i t  was difficult even to carry a Mummery tent 
anywhere ; almost all my camping was done in the open air, 
with simply a small square of macintosh ~heeting to throw 
over myself to keep off the damp. This I could emily carry 
in my pocket. I was glad to learn afterwards that  the 
New Zealand Government are now in process of cutting 
a track through to the West Coast by way of the saddle 
tha t  I discovered on February 24. I cannot speak too 
highly in praise of my guide, Mattias Zurbriggen. With- 
out him I could never have had the success that I have 
had. His energy mss untiring. All the work devolved on 
him, as we could not get porters, and although I did ae 
much as I could myself in the may of carrying loade, he, of 
course, did the lion's share of the work from beginning to 
end. Hie marvellous sure-footedness was the only thing that 
saved us from instant death on Sefton, and hie patience in 
the face of the many obstacles that presented themselves to 
us, such as bsd weather, which necessitated ~ix attempta on 
Sefton. was marvellous. He took ereat interest in the work 
from &ginning to end, as can be ~asily seen by his solitary 
ascent of Cook, made from pure love of the mountains and 
from the desire to see for himself what sort of a climb the 
mountain afforded. 

BY CLAUDE WILSON, 31.D. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, May 7, 1896.) 

HERE are probabiy some members of the Alpine Club T who have never even heard of the Corno Bianco, and 
doubtless more who, though familiar with the name, would 
find some difficulty in picking it out on a general chart of 
the Alps. This difficulty could not be removed in the 

The two illustrations which accompany this paper are reproduced 
from drawings by Mr. Ellis Carr, the general view being founded on 
Signor Sella's photograph from the Linty Hat, the other on a slight 
sketch made by Mr. Willink from the summit. 
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manner usmlly available in such cases, for the Corno 
Bianco is one of the very few Alpine peaks of any note t o  
which no reference has aa yet been made in the pages of 
the ' Alpine Journal ; ' a fact in itself sufficient to jwtify a 
paper which will supply climbers with the information they 
have a right to expect in the book of the chronicles of the  
Alpine Club. It is, however, not on this ground alone that  
I may rely in concluding h t  some account of the mountain 
and its climbs will prove acceptable ; for even Mr. Conway, 
after having ransacked the literature of all nations, is obliged ' 
to confess that ' the published descriptions of the various 
routes up this mountain are exceedingly difficult to inter- 
pret,' end that 'accurate information is desired.' Those 
who hare gone, 'Climber's Guide' in hand, to ascend the 
Corno Bianco, will heartily agree with the two sentences 
just quoted, if with little else that they there find recorded; 
for they will have got hopelessly mixed over the instructions, 
and will almost certainly have failed to discover the main 
point from which the muddle arises-namely, that the final 
peak has always been approached from a gap in the S.E. 
ridge, and not, as there stated, from a col in the N.W. 
arbte between the point 5,279 and the top, a col which has 
certainly never been reached from either side, and an ar6t.e 
which, until the past summer, has probably never been 
traversed. Even with this point cleared up, the directions 
are by no means easy to follow, for, to  change the scene 
of action for the sake of illustration, the traveller is next 
blandly invited to make his way from the Mansion House 
to Newgate by way of Holborn Viaduct. Yet the account 
reads so pat, and sounds so plausible, that some hours may 
be lost before it is discovered that the whole description is 
unreliable. 

Having devoted some little space to applauding some of 
Mr. Conway's statements and to  disparaging others, I can 
hardly leave his description of the Corno Bianco without a 
few more words of friendly comment upon four very definite 
statements to which I have not yet alluded. When told 
that the first ascent appears to have been made by Captain 
Albert in 1831, and that the summit comlnands one of the 
finest views in the Alps, I can only bow my head in humble 
acquiescence; but when informed that the mountain is care- 
fully avoided by Philistine climbers, and that all the routes 
are perfectly easy, I have a word to say,-for a band of 
Philistine climbers laid siege to the mountain last summer, 
and succeeded in reaching its summit by two routes, neither 
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of which was perfectly easy. If, then, this beautiful peak 
has at last been desecrated by the foot of the Philistine 
(merely another name, I believe, for the odious gymnast or 
centrist), we must ask our fellow-members to look upon the 
evil as one of those perpetrated that ' good might come ; ' 
for, without this visitation, the information which even our 
revered and eccentric ' vice-president desires would not 
have been forthcoming. 

The Corno Bianco is situated on the ridge which separates 
t h e  Val Sesia from the VaJ de Lye. This iidge is the direct 
continuation southwards of the main backbone, from which 
spring all the peaks of Monte Rosa-from Nord End to 
the  Vincent Pyramidewhence it sinks gradually to the 
Colle dY0len (9,419 ft.), where there is a first-rate mountain 
inn under the management of the Brothers Guglielmina, of 
Alagna. South of this the ridge becomes broken up into 
sundry minor peaks and passes, more or less rugged, before 
reaching ita highest point (10,893 ft.) in the Corno Bianco 
-a very inappropriately named mountain, consisting of a 
bold mass of black rock, too steep to allow much snow to ' 

lie on any of its sides. The highest point of the Corno 
Bianco (marked 3,320 m. on the map) lies on a spur which 
runs S.E. from the main watershed, and it is only its lower 
point (marked 3,279) which touches the barrier between 
the  two valleys. Southward from this point (3,279) is 
the  Punta di Ciampono; and south of this again the 
Rissnolo Pass, the Cresta Rossa, and the Colle de Valdobbia, 
the  last named being a well-known mule pass, on the summit 
of which is a small hospice, where food and beds may be 
obtained. 

The general position of the mountain being thus defined, 
it will be evident to anyone a t  all familiar with the locality 
that  the ascent ought to be practicable, without sleeping 
out, from four different starting points-from the Va.ldobbirt 
hospice on the S., from the Colle d'Olen inn on the N., from 
Gressoney on the W., and from Alagna on the E. I n  spite, 
however, of being so advantageously placed, and of an out- 
line sufficiently bold to attract the most adventurous of 
mountaineers, the Corno Bianco has been very seldom 
climbed by Englishmen. This fact was remarked by the 
AbM Carestia, who published a very interesting, though 
occasionally obscure, paper on the Corno Bianco in the 1869 
'Bollettino' of the Italian Alpine Club; and the only 
explanation he could suggest was that our countrymen 
could never have seen the peak, in support of which view he 
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urges the very singular fact that from nowhere in the Val 
de Lys, except quite a t  its head, is the Corno B h c o  visible, 
while only two momentary glimpses of it are caught by the 
traveller who drives up the Val Seeia to Alagna. The 
excuse is, however, a poor one, for the appearance of the 
mountain aa seen from the Otm bridge, just below Alagna, 
can hardly have failed to  strike all who have visited that 
place ; and, moreover, from the whole of the frontier ridge, 
from Monte Rosa to the Dent d7Herens, the Corno Bianco 
forms, though dwarfed, n prominent object in the landscape. 
Why it should have been so neglected by Englishmen it is 
difficult to explain ; indeed, there would seem to have been 
some repelling power a t  work, for even Mr. Conway, though 
'desiring a c c u ~ ~ t e  information,' and though in no danger 
(Heaven forgive the suggestion) of being accused of Philik 
tinism, spent three weeks a t  the inn on the Colle d'Olen, 
where he must have been often sorely tempted, and yet, to 
make use of his own words, he 'carefully avoided it.' While, 
however, the number of strangers who have made the ascent 
must be extremely small, the Italiana have shown their 
appreciation by making the mountain one of their favourite 
climbs. A quarter of a century ago the route from the L a p  
Nero to the eummit waa marked by frequent cairns,' and, 
when we arrived lrtst summer a t  the top, we were surprised 
to find a well-filled book of visitors' names, stoutly protected 
by a weather-proof case. 

Considering how popular the mountain is with our 
Italian confrbes, it is perhaps surprising that they have not 
been more adventurous in discovering new routes to its 
summit ; for, whether starting from M a ,  from Gressoney, 
or from the Valdobbia hospice, the routes mhich they 
follow all meet a t  or above the Lago Nero on the Colle de 
Rissuolo route, whence the summit is reached by an interest- 
ing but easy scramble, the first portion of mhich is known 
as the 'Passo d'Artemisia,' a name which refers in this 
case to a canalone or chimney, and not to a pass in the 
ordinary sense of the word. A oommon practice haa been 
to sleep a t  the Valdobbia hospice, or a t  the chalets of the 
Pisole Alp, from either of which starting points the climb 
is a short one. 

Travellers from Gressoney have a choice of two routes, 
the eaaiest way being to make straight for the Passo di 
Rissuolo, whence some skirt the flanks of the Punta Xi 

+ Boll. C.A.I. 1869. 
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Ciampono, and join the mute to be next referred to, while 
others simply drop down upon the Lago Nero and commence 
the  climb from there. The other and more interesting 
plan is to ascend from Gressoney la  Trinit6 by the Netchio 
o r  Netz Glacier to ita head, thence to skirt the face of the 
final peak, just a t  the foot of the steep rocks, and so to join 
the  usual route to the summit. This traverse is not diffi- 
cult, but there may be danger from stones which not 
infrequently hll from the great precipice, which seems to 
forbid all thought of a more direct attack. It must often 
have occurred to tmvellers who have reached the col a t  the 
head of the Netz Glacier t h t  the best route ought to lead 
over the point 3,279, and so by the N.W. arbte to the top. 
On paper it looks easy enough ; and it must have been from 
a study of the map, together with the obscurity of the 
published reports, that Mr. Conway was led into the error 
of supposing that this was the u ~ u a l  way; but even such 
climbers as Messrs. Dent and Willink, who ascended from 
Gressoney in 1892 with the ' Climber's Guide' in their 
hands, thought it did not look very promising, and decided 
to skirt round the slopes above the Lago Nero. I shall 
return to this ardte later on, when dealing with our own 
adventures, but may, perhaps more appropriately, allude a t  
once to  the question as to whether i t  had or had not been 
climbed before 1894. There is no doubt that the point 
3,279 can be easily reached from the col between it and the 
Punts  di Ciampono ; and, however unpromising in appear- 
ance, it would seem strange that  no one should have 
attempted the passage thence to the top. The Abbe 
Cazestia alludes to the subject in the following words:- 
' It haa been said that i t  is possible to get to the top of the 
Corno Bbnco from Gressoney la Trinit6 by the Netz 
Glacier, orossing the high hill which ends in the Risolo Alp, 
and after that following continually the cresta to the point 
where they join the principal peak. Nevertheless, accord- 
ing to the inspection which I have studiously made last 
summer of all these places, as long as the human species . 
shall be composed only of the homo sapiens, who, as is 
known to d, is not provided with wings on his arms for 
spreading out his flight like an eagle, nor with suckers on 
his feet for clinging to every sort of surface like a Gecko 
lizard, I shall never be able to give my adherence to those 
worthy but prejudiced people.' It is clear from the above 
quaint lines, written in 1869, that there had been some 
r u m o w  of the ascent being feasible by this route, and of 
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course it may have been made by chamois hunters or othera ; 
but it has never been recorded, and the present-day guides 
of Alagna and Grewoney appear never to have seriously 
contemplated it. 

Climbers who ascend the Corno Bianco from Alagna have 
quite as much choice aa those who come from Gressoney 
in the matter of how to reach the 6nal peak ; but, as already 
stated, the eventual climb is always the same, or very much 
the same. The most common route is by Riva and the 
Vogna Valley, whence the Rissuolo path to the Lago Nero 
is reached; or,- is more usual and shorter, the valley is 
quitted earlier and the aacent made by the Alps of Pisole 
and Pisse into the barren and stony defile known a8 the 
Forno Valley, a t  the head of which the route we are 
considering meets that which proceeds from Alagna by way 
of the Val d'0tro. Thence the summit can be easily reached 
by keeping to the arete; but i t  is usual to descend some- 
what upon the S.W. face, and so, following a line of cairns, 
to join the track up the final peak, above the Paeso 
d'htemisia. The route from Alagna by the Val dY0tro is 
more direct, but is looked upon, we gathered, aa a rather 
break-neck undertaking, and one most di5cult to find 
without local assistance. By it the crest of the great S.E. 
ar&te is gained, just a t  the head of the above-named Forno 
Valley, from which point to the top the route ie identical 
with that from Riv& The method of effecting this junction 
i s  by crossing the Otro stream shortly after reaching the 
k p  of the waterfall, and then, passing by the Alpe Sender, 
to follow a track which runs between the Taylly Lake and 
the little lake above it. The path next leads through a 
rocky region known locally as the Passo di Piova (not a pass 
in the usual acceptance of the term), and so on to the little 
Glacier di Pujo, which is crossed obliquely, in order to gain 
the  slopes leading up to  the S.E. ar&te. This Pnsso di 
Piova may also be reached by another route, which takes the 
traveller first on to the Otro Glacier, and thence, crossing 
the ridge which descends from the Corno di Pnjo-a rocky 
peak on the E. ar2te of the Corno Bianco, ' rendered from a 
remote date infamous by the death of Pujo of AlagnaY- 
* touches,' according to the already mentioned AbM Car- 
estia, 'upon cr region too grim to be recommended to the 
devotees of Alpinismo.' Once only, it would aeem, had the 
Corno Bianco, prior to our visit, been amended direct from 
the  Glacier di Pnjo, and this ascent has, I believe, never yet 
been properly recorded. General Grober, the President of 

, ' 
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t h e  Italian Alpine Club, to whom I am, through the kindness 
of Signor Gonella, indebted for much of the information 
already imparted, has made some ten or twelve ascents of 
t h e  Corno Bianco, and on one occasion he attempted and 
made the ascent by this route, scaling the steep rocks a t  the 
head of the glacier, and so reaching the crest of the S.E. 
ar&a at no great distance from the summit. ' But this ie 
not,' says he, ' a  way to be recommended, because it is 
expoeed to very frequent avalanches.' This route must 
have been very much the same as that taken by us in t h e  
latter portion of our first climb; though, a I shall point 
out later on, we discovered a line of attack which was free 
from danger of falling stone8 or ice. 

Such, then, are the routes which had been followed prior 
to the summer of 1894. They have been traced out with 
the greatest possible difliculty, for the printed records are  
obscure, and constantly refer to names such as Artemisia, 
Pujo, Forno, and Piova, which do not appear upon the Italian 
map. Considerable corre~pondence with M. Guglielmina, of 
uagna ,  and finally with General Grober, has a t  last revealed 
the  exact localities referred to by these names, and this has 
enabled Mr. Carr to produce a map which will, I hope, be of 
nee to future climbers. It is, of course, based upon the 
Italian survey, but several corrections have been made, and 
notably two glaciers (that of Pujo, and one N. of the point. 
3,279) have been inserted, both of which are entirely wanting 
upon the Italian map. 

On June 29, 1894, the party which was destined to find 
new routes up the Corno Bianco sailed from Folkeshne. 
1 have already said that there probably exist some members 
of the Club who have never even heard of this now famous 
peak ; certainly on June 29,1894, not one of the party just 
alluded to would have been able to give anything more than 
an evasive answer to the novice who had ventured to inquire 
as to the whereabouts of this mountain. Tlie party con- 
sisted of our indefatigable secretary, Mr. J. H. Wicks, and 
myself. My wife and a lady friend completed the caravan, 
but, as neither of these ladies shared in the fatigues and 
glories of the mcent, we may dismiss them at once from our 
thoughts. Ellis Carr, our third man, was detained in 
England for an extra week on important business, and only 
came in for the second ascent. He  will be again gracefully 
alluded to in the proper place. 

The party in question proceeded by express train from 
&ulogne to Turin, where they experienced tropical heat, 
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&nd p e e d  a restless night. Next morning they were again 
astir betimes, and, lunching a t  Pont St. Martin, axrived a t  
the excellent hstellerie of De la Pierre, st Gressoney St. 
Jean, in time to  parbke of an  admirable and much-to-be- 
remembered dinner, which, though a merciful Providence 
concealed the fact from them, was t o  last them for some 
four or five d a y ;  for the next evening found them a t  the 
Hatel ThBdy, a t  Gressoney la Triniu. It was early in the 
season, m d  the chef had not arrived for the snmmer, so 
that our estimate of this hotel may very likely be erroneous. 
The impressions we gained were, however, not favourable, 
and we did not stop there as long as we had intended. 

I have omitted to mention that a t  Pont St. Martin we 
met, by arrangement, a young man of the name of Henri 
Rey. He is a son of the redoubtable Emil, and had acted 
as sub-alpine porter to Morse, Wicks, and myself during the 
previous summer. Him we had engaged as porter, inter- 
preter, and factotum in general. On July 3 Wicks and I, 
accompanied by the said Henri Rey, started from Gressoney 
la Trinitk a t  5.30 in the morning, for the purpose of getting 
into training; and, with this laudable object in view, we set 
ourselves the unenviable task of reaching the Sells Hut 
below the Fellik Joch, an altitude of 11,600 ft. We strolled 
leisurely up the valley to the beautiful Cortlis Alp (the Cceur 
du Lys), and there, sitting down and looking backwards, me 
saw, for the first time, rising behind and above the rocky 
face of the Ciampono, the black, forbidding, yet inviting 
cone of rock which forms the summit of the Corno Bianco. 
To see it was sufficient. We must go up it; and so, for the 
first time, we got out 'Conway,' and gathered that it could 
be ascended from almost anywhere, and that all the routes 
were perfectly easy. 

We completed a hard day's work ere evening fell, and 
arrived a t  our hotel tired and very bun-ory about 6 o'clock. 
We had some hot-water soup, a box of sardines amongst us, 
the skin of a chicken grilled, a roasted potato apiece, the 
bones of the aforesaid chicken cold with a lettuce leaf or 
two, and a dish of stewed prunes. We continued to be 
hungry and tired ; devoted the next day to packing ; and, on 
July 5 crossed the Colle d'0len to Alagna with some diffi- 
culty, as the mules which bore our baggage got stuck in the  
snow on the western side of the col. However, to make a 
long story short, we got over, and were most excellently 
received and cared for by the Brothers Guglielmina a t  the  
HBtel Monte Ross. Here we made some inquiries as to t h e  
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Corno Biesco, and learned that, while the usual route was 
by Riva, and commonly occupied two days, there was a 
difficult and dangerous way which led through the Val 
d'Otro, and that the ascent had been done in something 
under 8 hrs. We learned further that, without good 
guides, it was absolutely imposaible to find the way, which 
was most intricate; and when we declined to allow our 
kind host to engage guides for us, and yet ordered pro- 
visions and said we should start a t  2, and a t  any rate try 
t o  get up, a look of compassionate despair overspread his 
benign countenance, such as might have been evoked had 
we ordered mules to cross the Lysjoch. 

On Friday, July 6, Wicks, Rey, and I started by lantern- 
light a t  2.15, and zigzagged up the steep path through the 
wood which leads to the upper stretches of the Otro Valley. 
W e  made several wrong shots as to paths, always going 
wrong when there was a chance, that is to say, whenever 
the  path branched 3 and, as we did not know that the usnal 
route led across the stream and past the Taylly Lake, it is 
hardly to be wondered a t  that we fulfilled the prophecy of 
our friend Guglielmina, and went hopelessly astray, so far 
as the regular route is concerned. The result was that, 
when we had been going about 2 hrs. we found our- 
selves a t  the lower chalets of the Alpe Granus, and sat down 
t o  a second breakfast with the feeling that a good deal of 
the  grind must be done. 

It is very unfortunate that no photograph of the Corno 
Bianco appears to have been taken from any point of vantage 
in  the Val dYOtro ; for certainly, after daylight broke, the 
appearance of this imposing peak, standing alone a t  the 
head of the valley, was strikingly picturesque, and such as 
is well calculated to appeal to the artistic faculties, as well 
as to arouse into violent activity all those feelings which are 
characteristic of the Philistine mountaineer-I should say 
climber. I t  is not, however, from this side alone that 
artists and photographers have neglected to record the fea- 
tures of thia peak ; for, after making many inquiries, the 
only procurable photograph appears to be one by Signor 
Selle, from the Linty Hut  below the Lysjoch, which, though 
interesting from a topographical point of view, is taken from 
too great a height to do full justice to the mountain. A 
very beautiful photograph of the summit appearing through 
a rift in the clouds waa shown by Mr. Dent a t  the last 
winter exhibition. This picture is, from an artistic point of 
view, highly effective; but, as Mr. Dent remarked of another 
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view, showing a gentleman in the act of escaping from a 
steep chimney, it can hardly be considered satisfactory as a 
portrait. However, peaks, like pereone, cannot all enjoy 
those photographic advantages which are granted only to a 
few of the elect, and the Corno Bianco must await the advent 
of fame before it can expect delicate attentions a t  the hand 
of the photographer. 

Having by now finished our breakfast, and completed the 
above artistic and philosophic reflections, we had to turn 
our attention to more prosaic mattere, s s d  to settle, without 
delay, by which way we should proceed. We imagined 
ourselves to be on a route which had often been traversed 
before, but we did not know a t  all which way it went. It 
appeared to us, however, that, whatever ehoqld prove the 
final course, we ought, in the first instance, to get up on to 
the little glacier which the map showed to lie a t  no great 
distance from us. Consequently we were soon a,& en 
route, and, passing the upper chalets, aet ourselvee to climb I 

the lateral moraine of the glacier-an enormoue moraine, 
which conceals its proportions from those who view it only 
from below. Up and up the slopes of this interminable 
stony waste we toiled, and arrived in a somewhat exhausted 
condition, a t  6 o'clock, upon the glacier, where we spent 
nearly + hr. in making a general survey of our position. 
We still imagined that we were on the regular track; and 
now the real puzzle began, for it appeared that four different 1 
routes might be possible, though we had not rested many 1 

minutes before we discarded one as being highly dangerous, 1 

and doubtless responsible for the gigantic proportions of the 1 

moraine we had just ascended. The north ar4te of the  1 

mountain evidently offered a very 6ne climb, though whether 1 

some of the towers and clefts would prove negotiable or 1 

not seemed doubtful. Further, it was now evident that, 
had we wished to make the ascent by the N. arbte in its 
entirety, we ought to have kept nearer to the stream in the 
valley, instead of climbing the moraine. Then there was 
the great rock face which descends from the N. ar&te to 
the glacier; and possibly the northern portion of this face 
may offer an interesting and feasible climb by which the 
crest of the ridge can be gained, but any attempt at a 
direct climb to the top must, even if possible, prove fright- 
fully dangerous, for no part of this cliff appeared to be free 
from avalanches of stones, which kept fi~lling at intervals of 
from five to fifteen minutes, and all of which eventually 
reached the glacier by way of e great collecting couloir, 
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which, judging from recollection, appeared to offer the only 
route towarb the upper stretches of the precipice. Thirdly 
and fourthly, there were two routes, each of which involved 
gaining the crest of the eastern arete, which descends with 
great steepness from the summit to a col, whence it again 
rises slightly, and culminates in the rocky point which 
appears to have long been known locally as the ' Corno di 
Pujo.' From this point the arQte again descends by more 
gradual gradients, and it would have bee? very easy for us 
to cross this ridge low down, and eo gain the region, midway 
between the Taylly Lake and the Pujo Glacier, which I have 
already alluded to under the name of the Passo di Piova. 
The  comparatively easy route which we should thus have 
traversed iB that which is described by the Abbe Carestia 
as ' bordering upon a region too grim to be recommended to 
the  devotees of Alpinismo.' Into the very heart of this weird 
region, however, we determined to make our way, and, if 
possible, to reach the col between the Corno di Pujo and 
the  Corno Bianco by the fourth of the routes I have 
alluded to-that is to say, by a direct attack upon the rock 
wall of the E. ar6te a t  the point where i t  is lowest. With 
thia object in view, our best plan was clearly to keep work- 
ing gradually upwards towards the head of the glacier, 
maintaining a t  the same time a constant though slight in- 
.clination to the left, so as to avoid the fag end of the rock 
avalanches, which were continually falling from the cliffs 
below the N. ar6te. Such a line would lead us gradually to 
t h e  base of a somewhat ill-defined couloir, which seemed to 
be the most suitable place for us to take to the rockg. 

We had been going for 4 hrs., including halts, and 
presumably we had some 4 h s .  more of work still in 
h n t  of us. Our mountain rose sharply-almost from 
where we were-and we must already have mounted a t  
least 4,000 out of the 7,000 feet we had to climb. To 
h g i n e  me had 4 hrs. more of work seemed impossible, 
and  when Bey asked how long i t  would take us to reach the 
top, I said that I should judge 3 hrs. a t  the outside. 
AE a matter of fact it took us G h  hrs. hard work, exclusive 
a f  halts. Another time, from knowing the may, and so 
avoiding wasted time in trying bits which proved mistakes, 
me could doubtless save a t  least 2 hrs. ; and, as this was 
our h t  real climb of the season, no doubt me travelled 
slowly ; but the expedition is a tolerably stiff one, and must, 
I fancy, always need a fair allowance of time. 

We had done well to take our ease while we could, and 
VOL. XVI1.-NO. OXXIX. M Y 
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have a good look a t  the mountain ; for, in the earlier part 
of the nlorning the mists had lain heavy in the valley, and 
so interfered considembly with the view; while an hour 
later we found onrselves in the midst of hummocky clouda, 
and got but few more glimpses worth naming. 

We put on the rope and started, Wicks leading, and Rey 
in the middle. The n6v6 began to get steeper, and W i c h  
had to kick, and later on to cut, steps. The want of 
training soon began to tell, as it was sure to do; and I, 
tramping leisurely in the rear, and feeling quite fresh, 
shouted, ' Let me come and cut the steps, Wicks, and theu 
you'll be fresh for the rocks when we get there.' Wicks 
made no objection, and so I went in front, but was soon 
reminded that stepcutting, even in n6v6, at the beginning 
of the season, is not the eaey matter which lingers in the 
memory; however, as I had boasted of my freshness, I 
must needs go on and pretend I liked the job. One thing I 
did though, which eventually cost us a good 4 hr. of 
extra work. I perceived that, by cutting more directly 
upwards, I could cross the bergschrund and reach the rocks 
with very much fewer steps than would have been needed 
had we struck them a t  the b e  of the couloir. This I did, 
and as the rocks were more d s c u l t  than they looked, I was 
very glad to let Wicks go in front again, more particularly 
aa he got quite stuck before he had climbed a rope's length 
awaj. I could not see him, but the ejacuhtions which from 
time to time fluttered down, coupled with the fact that there 
was no demand for Inore rope, led me to conclude that he 
was not making satisfactory progress. Some time was thus 
lost, but eventually we managed to work round a nasty little 
traverse to the right, and found ourselves in the couloir 
which me ought to have struck a t  its base. From here, up 
to a small snow plateau somewhat below the col, the rocks 
are by no means difficult if one only goes the right way, 
and the right way may be summa,riaed by the following 
formula-'When in doubt keep to the lefi.' Above the 
snow-patch this rule no longer holds good ; indeed, I know of 
no rule that does, for the final pitch of rock, though uot 
high (perhaps GO ft. or 100 ft.), is probably rather di5cult 
however it is taken. We gained the ridge by a stiffish little 
climb, the stiffest 'bit '  we came across on either of our 
expeditions, and I doubt if we should find an easier way 
another time. 

To climb this wall of rock from the glacier to the col 
had taken us 3 hrs., exclusive of ji hr. spent in feeding 
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when rather more than half-way up. Another time 2 hrs. 
would doubtless prove ample. We were sorry that Cam was 
not with us to enjoy the climb, but, for one reaeon, were 
very glad to have Henri h y .  The work was pretty hard, and 
we were not particularly fit, and young Bey posseesed one 
great advantage as a companion on the present occasion. 
' He is a very decent chap, and he carried all the traps ; ' 
and for this service we were indeed very thankful. 

Arrived a t  the col, between the Corno Bianco and the 
Corno di Pujo, we were surprised to find that, instead of 
being on a saddle of rock with a precipice on either side, 
we were landed on the margin of a high-lying glacier, which 
ran right up to our col, and completely filled in the hollow 
between the E. and the S.E. ar&tes of the Corno Bianco. 
None of the maps gave any hint that there w a ~  a 
glacier in this position, but we have since discovered that 
it has long been known, to the few who really know the 
mountain a t  all, as the Glacier di Pujo. On to the snows 
of this small glacier we now strode, and surveyed, as well 
as the mists would d o w  us, that portion of the climb 
which still lay before us. Two routes commended them- 
selves to our attention-a direct attack upon the E. arl!te, 
and an attempt upon the rocks quite a t  the head of the 
glacier. The former would evidently offer some splendid 
climbing, and Wicks was anxious to attack it. It was, 
however, nearly 11 o'clock-that is to say, we had already 
been 8+ hrs. a t  work-and there was still a considerable 
height to be scaled; and, though the arkte looked very 
tempting, we could not conceal from ourselves the possibility 
that  it might prove too much for us, for the rocks looked 
very difficult. Obviously, if we got stuck when about half- 
way up, we should not have time to try any other route that 
day, and should have to return to Alagna defeated, a notion 
which wtle not to be endured. Consequently, we let discre- 
tion get the better of our vdour, and determined to try and 
find a way up the shorter wall of rock a t  the head of the 
glacier, and so gain the crest of the S.E. ridge a t  no 
great distance from the summit; thus making a route 
similar to, or identical with, that  followed on one occasion 
by General Grober, but which he declines to recommend on 
account of falling stones or ice. It was obvious that stones 
fell from these rocks, most of which reached the glacier by 
one of two couloirs quite at the head of the cirque ; and, as 
the rocks on the left looked very rotten, and those on the 
right very smooth and difficult, we were prepared to run a. 

Y M 2  
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certain amount of risk, and enter, if need be, for a short 
distance, one of the two couloirs. As luck would have it, 
though, we found it possible to climb the rib of rock which 
runs between them, a rib which did not look a t  all pro- 
mising from below. Nasty climbing i t  mas, for the rocks 
were steep, and quite devoid of hand-hold. We progressed 
slowly up them for nearly 14 hr., walking np a stair- 
case of small flat steps, broad enough to  hold half the 
foot or less, with here and there a more ample platform on 
which one or both feet could rest. If these rocks mere 
glazed with ice they would certainly be dangerous, as there 
is no place from bottom to top where a rope can be hitched. 
As i t  was, we found them rather t y i n g  to ascend, and 
thought that to go down them would be worse. At last the 
crest of the S.E. arbte mas reached, and once there our task 
was easy, for we soon discovered the cairns which, marking 
the route from the Lago Nero, reach the ridge rather below 
the point a t  which we struck it. Following the line of cairns 
up through the mist, we arrived a t  the top a t  1.30-113 hrs. 
from the time we left Alagna. 

The summit waa adorned by two wooden poles, believed 
to have been originally intended to occupy an erect position, 
but one of which was lying prone upon the rocks, while the 
other, whose base was engaged in a small cairn, fluttered 
helplessly from side to side with every gust of wind. These 
relics of past achievements me saw, as also divers cards and 
the already-mentioned visitors' book; but the magnificent 
view which ought to have rewarded our toils was hidden 
from us by a curtain of mist so thick as to confine the 
prospect to ourselves and our immediate surroundings. We 
spent a short 4 hr. on the top, and, as the time was nd- 
vanced and the weather thick, determined to descend by the 
may of the Lago Nero, though, under more favourable condi- 
tions, I think me should have been tempted to try the 
jagged N. ar&te which had excited our admiration so 
much from below. I n  any case we did not want to descend 
the rocks by which we had climbed from the Pujo Glacier, 
and the fog was too thick to permit of our searching for an 
easier route into the Taylly Glen: consequently the cairns 
were followed, and the Lago Nero reached in la hr. Here 
we unroped, ungaitered, and finished off the remaining pro- 
visions ; and, starting again a t  4 o'clock, arrived at Rira a t  
6.30, and a t  Alagna a t  7. 

We were most kindly received on our return, and our 
success, which did not seem to be doubted, clppeared to 
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excite in our hosts a sympathetic enthusiaaln which we con- 
sidered most magnanimons, especially in those balked of 
the doubtless anticipated pleasure of being able to say, ' I 
told you so.' An excellent repast mas followed by prolonged 
repose, and the next day mas devoted exclusively to basking 
in  the sunshine, varied only by the reception of Carr, who 
arrived in a cab shortly before dinner. 

Sunday, July 8, a lovely though an inteneely hot day, was 
spent in visiting the beautiful upper stretches of the Sesia 
Valley, and in making preparations for another attempt upon 
the Corno Bianco-this time by the N. ar6te. Towards 
evening the weather seemed quite perfect, and we turned in 
at an early hour in full confidence of fine weather at'all 
events till sunrise; but, ere we were called a t  1 o'clock, the 
district had been visited by a smart thunderstorm, and the 
sky still looked so threatening that some time elapsed before 
we decided to make a start. At 2.20, however, we fled 
out of the village, and made our may for rather more than an 
hour before again holding a council of war as to the desira- 
bility of advancing or retnrning. There mas some discussion, 
but the ayes had it, and fortunate it was that they prevailed, 
for after sunrise the weather improved, and remained fair 
though foggy all the day ; and, while we again got no views 
to speak of, there mere Rome very effective peeps, and we cer- 
tainly had a very enjoyable climb. Breakfasting a t  the Alpe 
Granus a t  a quarter to 5, and proceeding thence by a more 
prolonged grind than we anticipated, the Passo dell' Uomo 
Storto mas reached shortly after 7. Here we relieved Rey of 
the burden he had been bearing, and, sending him back, put 
on the rope, and comn~enced our climb. A large stone man 
marked the Punta dell' Uomo Storto, where 4 hr.-from 
8 to 8.30-was spent in discussing a hearty meal, and 
inspecting the ar6te which rose sharply just in front. It 
appeared to us that there must be many towers or gendarmes 
on the ridge which mould have to be turned on the Gressoney 
side; but, as a matter of fact, it turned out that the ridge 
was more easy than it looked, and that most of the bits 
which had appeared from below to be isolated towers were 
in reality only steep pitches in the ar6te. At one point we 
felt so sure that there must be a series of great teeth in 
front of us that we traversed a considerable distance horizon- 
tally on the Gressoney face, crossed a great couloir, climbed 
out of it on its opposite side, and so, keeping to the rib of rock 
which formed its fnrther wall, again reached the crest of 
the  ar8te. Another party may be recommended to keep to 
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the main ridge all the way, as they will thns get more 
interesting climbing, and will meet with no obstacle likely 
to cost much time or trouble until they reach the gap where 
the great couloir just alluded to strikes the ridge. Here 
they may perhaps be forced to make a slight d6tour, but a 
short descent will soon reveal a practicable route. We 
gained the point 3,279 a t  10 o'clock, only I+ hr. after leaving 
the ,  Punta dell' Uomo Storto. This part of the climb had 
proved tame in comparison with what had been anticipated, 
and when we looked across the foreshortened ridge towards 
the true summit, no short a distance from us and so very 
little higher, it certainly appeared that hr. ought to suffice 
to'effect the t m s i t  between the two points. BB a matter 
of fact the climb along this crest took 19 hr., and proved 
to be a very delightful, though by no means a very difEcnlt, 
scramble. Only at one place did any obstacle appear which 
seemed seriously to threaten our ultimate chances of success, 
and the very formidable appearance of this paasage must, I 
think, have deterred previous climbers from actually trying 
it. At this point the ar6t.e itself and the eastern side of i t  
are equally hopeless, while the rocks on the right hand face 
certainly present an appearance suggestive of great difficulty. 
We paused for a moment, but quickly put our shoulders to  the 
wheel, and fonnd the climb to be decidedly easier than it 
looked. The remainder of the ridge was traversed either on 
the crest or on the Otro side, and the final peak again 
dorded  a good bit of scrambling, the summit being reached 
in thick fog a t  noon. 

The ascent had thns occupied 9 hrs. and 40 min., 1 hr. 
and 40 min. of which had been spent in halts. Of the 8 hrs. 
of actual going, half had been spent in gaining the Passo 
dell' Uomo Storto, and the: remaining 4 in the actual climb 
of the arbte. We went very leisurely before roping, but 
progressed a t  an average pace upon the rocks. Another 
party would be almost sure to make better time in the 
valley, and would probably save something by aiming straight 
for the gap between the point 3,279 and the Punta delly Uomo 
Storto, instead of traversing this little peak. 

An hour waa spent upon the top, and then, a t  1 P.M., in 
thick mist, we took careful compase bearings, and embarked 
upon an attempt to descend by the E. arate. Very soon the 
rocks got steep and smooth, and we were forced to be= a 
little to the right; but we were greatly surprised when, in 
about 20 min., we struck a line of cairns, and fonnd that we 
had worked back on to the usual road down by the S.E. 
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ridge. Not feeling much inclined to hark back, we next 
sought a direct line of descent to the Pujo Glacier-i.e. north 
of that by which we had ascended three days previously. Here 
we masted the greater part of an hour, and explored some 
most uninviting rocke; but, though the question of con- 
tinuing the descent by this route was stoutly argued for 
some time, the noes had it, and we climbed up on to the 
a d t e  again. 

The route by the Lago Nero had, however, proved very 
tedious, and so, being anxious to  find a more direct way 
down, we adhered to the crest of the S.E. ridge, ever and 
amon peering down into the mists in hopes of discovering the 
easy route, which we knew must exist, on to the Glacier di  
Pajo. Eventually we arrived a t  a place where the easy arete 
ended in a little gap or col, beyond which it again rose in 
fantastic towers and pinnacles. Here we made an attempt 
to escape downwards upon our left, but were shortly balked 
by steep and apparently bottomless cliffs ; and so, returning 
quickly to the ridge, were glad to h d  it possible to make 
our way down on the opposite side by way of the stony 
defile we now know under the name of Forno. Whilst 
descending this valley in thick and impenetrable fog we 
found much difficulty in grasping the precise geographical 
position which we then occupied,.so much so that opinions, 
backed by beta, were freely exchanged as to our whereabouts. 
Consequently, when, emerging into the clear atmosphere 
below the mists, we found ourselves in the vicinity of a 
small group of chalets, me felt constrained to make inquiries 
and crave direction from the only inhabitant me could see. 
The ejaculations indulged in by this venerable crone did not 
convey much meaning to either Wicks or to myself, but 
Cam had the advantage of us ; for, having to travel out from 
England alone, he had wisely provided himself with the 
necessary text-books, and, taking advantage of his enforced 
leisure, had learned the Italian language in the train. Con- 
sequently he lingered behind, and entered into a lengthy 
conversation with the ancient peasant. A little further on 
we sat down to wait for him, and mere presently pleased to 
note his previously careworn countenance appearing over 
the hummocks wreathed in the most satisfied of smiles. 
' Good,' we thought ; ' he has found out all about the route, 
and has been given some tip for a short cut.' And so we 
called out, 'Which way, Carr, old man ? ' But the question 
seemed to puzzle him. ' Which way? ' he said ; ' I don't 

'Why, what on earth were you talking to that old 



a.ss for if not to be told the way? ' ' Who-that old chap ? ' 
said Cam. ' Oh, he's a sensible old fellow; he thought I 
was the King of Italy, and you chaps my two gillies or 
chasseurs, or something.' Wicks and I ran on in disgust, ' 
but whenever we looked round we saw Carr's face smiling 
with regal magnanimity and urbanity. Once well below the  
mists, it waa not di5cult to  perceive that we were making 
our way into the Vogna Valley, whence we sped quickly 
homewards, reaching Alagna a few minutes before 7. 

I 
Such, then, is the account of our two climbs. We were 

very unfortunate in having such thick weather on both days, 
and some points, such as the ordinary route up from the 
Taylly Lake, yet remain, in our minds, uncertain as to 

I 
details. Still we had two most enjoyable days, and did 
some work which appears to be new; and, further, the in- 
vestigation which has thus been elicited has, I trust, cleared 
tlie air for future climbers, who, it is hoped, will get better 
views than me did. , 

I n  concluding, I may point out that there yet remain 
several conceivable routes to the summit of the Corno 
Bianco hitherto untrodden by the foot of man; and 
certainly the E. ar&te may be commended to those who look 
for a good climb, and who, more true to the gymnast's code 
than we were, are less careful about getting to tbe top. ID 
any case, my hope is that this paper may help tq stimulate 
those who visit these attractive vallejs to climb the Corno 
Bianco before leaving the district, and doubtless some of 
these will find and record new routes ; so that our illustrious 
and revered vice-president may, in the next edition of his 
'Climber's Guide,' be able to speak in some such terms aa 
these : ' The Corno Bianco has, within recent years, become 
a, favourite resort of Philistine climbers, who have reached 
its summit by nulnerous routes of varying difficulty, only 
one of which is perfectly easy, and whose records of these 
routes are singularly lucid and easy to interpret.' 





ASTOO,  LENOX AND 

TILD N FO' I .DLr lONS 



By WALTER WESTON, htt? British Chaplain, Kobe, Japan. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, June 11, 1885.) 

N the precincts of an ancient temple near my former I Japanese home there stands, or rather sits, what ia 
perhaps the most remarkable member of that numerous 
family of Daibutsu (' great image of Buddha') so familiar b 
the  traveller in the ' Land of the Rising Sun.' I n  the fea- 
tures, it is true, we only find the conventional expression 
typical of that absolute calm and impassivity, that Nirvana, 
to which the devout Buddhist aspires. But on the forehead, 
i n  place of the little boss of metal that stands for the ' sacred 
Jewel of the Law ' the artist has fixed an electric light. It 
is a true pamble, a, speaking likeness, of the Japan of today, 
with the novelties of modern civilisation engrafted on the 
old-world ways and ideas that have for a thousand years and 
more moulded the life and character of this most interesting 
race. 

One i~ nowhere so struck with this extraordinary contrast, 
or combination, if you will, of ancient and modern, as when 
one leaves behind the crowded capital and treaty ports, with 
their miniature reproductions of our own British navy, or of 
the military system of our Teutonic neighbours, and pene- 
trates into the interior of Japan. For it is there, amongst 
the great mountains, in intercourse with the simple, kindly 
country-folk who dwell beneath their shadows, that we seem 
to  feel ourselves transported into almost another world. Our 
intellectual surroundings, a t  any rate, are those of the ninth 
century rather than of the nineteenth. 

I feel I ought, perhaps, to offer an apology to the members 
of the Alpine Club for venturing to read a, paper which 
can present but little of interest from a purely athletic 
point of view. I have chosen t ~ o  expeditions whose interest, 
whatever it may be, consists rather in the curious customs 
and superstitions of the mountain dwellers, than in the moun- 
tains themselves viewed from a climber's standpoint, al- 
though, after all, the aims of the club are catholic enough 
to embrace all this, and, indeed, whatever else of interest is 
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afforded by the mountains we all love so well. Whether it 
be to the geographer or the gymnast, to the artist or the 
antiquary, nothing will come amiss ; for I take i t  that because 
we are mountaineem whatsoever belongs to the mountains we 
count not alien to us. 

Towards the close of a smmmer afternoon some years ago 
I waa standing on the summit of a mountain pass looking 
westwards towards the Japanese Alps in full view of the 
finest peaks of that beautiful range. Amongst all the rest 
two summits stood up boldly against the opalescent sky of a 
dying day-Yarigatake, the spear-peak,' the Japanese 
Matterhorn, 10,500 ft. in height ; and Janendake, whose 
graceful triangular form recalled in miniature the peerless 
Weisshorn, Queen of the Pennine Alps. Yarigrttake I 
climbed three years ago,* but not until last summer did I 
find myself on her slightly less lofty neighbour. 

My starting-point on this occasion was Natenmoto, a town 
from the top storey of whose picturesque castle, rising fram 
the chessboard-like expanse of paddy-fields, a fine near view 
of the mountains is gained. Passing along the busy main 
street of the town, we are greeted by the fami1iar:figure of 
our old friend the pipe-mender as he squats a t  his work in  
the grateful shade of a wide-overhanging eave. Further on, 
as we emerge into the open fields, a solitary coolie at a wey- 
side cottage is engaged in pounding rice a t  a sort of trertd- 
mill, lifting by the pressure of his foot a huge wooden hammer, 
which he then lets drop with a dull monotonom thud into.a 
mortar hollowed out of the section of a tree-trunk. 

A hot and dusty journey of seven or eight miles took my two 
companions and myself across the sun-scorched plain due 
west of Matsumoto to the hamlet of Iwahara, which nestles 
a t  the base of the foot-hills formed by the eastern spurs of 
J6nendake. On our may thither we passed through the  
village of Toyoshim, once one of the most prosperous in this 
locality, but which we now found had been almost entirely 
destroyed by fire. At leaat 500 out of ita 600 homes had 
gone like match-wood in an incredibly short space of time, 
and it was only now rising phenix-like from its ashes. At  
one end of its desolated street stands a curious erection 
called suzume-dai, or ' cooling-table,' an elevated platform 
shaded by a roof of dried pine branches, and raised high 
enough both to catch the cooling breezes of eventide and to 

* Alpine Journal, vol. xvii No. 126. 
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afford a t  other times an uninterrupted view over the tops of 
the  now resurrecting houses. At  the other end an odd sign 
drew attention to the fact that a house was being rebuilt 
after the conflagration ; for, a t  the spot where we should lay 
the corner-stone, there were fastened to a post, fixed firmly 
between a pair of pine-poles, a fan, a bow, a huge arrow 
with a trident head, a number of small arrows, and a gohi. 
The g o h i ,  to which I shall again refer later on, is the sacred 
wand from which hang strips of cnriously cut white paper, 
and with which we are so familiar, in the Shint.6 temple of 
Japan, as the seat of its presiding divinity. Originally it was 
merely the strips of cloth, hanging to a branch of the sakahi 
tree, offered a t  the temple, but has been gradually evolved 
into ita present form and use. 

On our arrival a t  I w h  our first business was to seek 
out the sonch6, or 'head-man' of the village, for, aa there 
was no inn in the neighbourhood, I knew we mnst throw 
ourselves npon him for hospitality and for help on our 
expedition. However, previous experiences had made me 
bold, for it has been often in the most remote districts that 
I have found the perfection of politeness. Nor mere we 
disappointed. Indeed, I mnst own I was scarcely prepared 
for the reception we got. The sonch's house stands hard 
by a fine grove of cryptomeria, and a large wooden torii 
(gateway) gives access to  a courtyard in front of the porch. 
Passing through the door in a wall on the right we found 
onrselve~ in a lovely little garden--one of those liliputian 
landscapes in which the artistic soul of the Japanese so 
delights. As me stepped up on to the broad verandah we 
were received with the kindest of welcomes. E r s t  greeted 
us the eldest son, and after him the sonch himself, a stately 
old gentleman of three score. Then came an attendant 
with tea and cakes, and over the tiny pipes next produced 
we told our business. Nothing could have been more 
delightful than the polite and attentive interest with which 
our plans were listened to and talked over. With many 
humbly worded apologies for the ' disgustingly filthy ac- 
commodation ' (aa the Japanese conventional phrase puts it), 
the  e m c b  placed a lovely pair of guest-rooms a t  our dis- 
posal ; and as that night we lay on our futons (quilt beds), 
listening to the sighing of the breeze in the tall trees and to 
t h e  weird call of the night-hawk echbing in the hills beyond, 
we felt we were in clover indeed. 

As day dawned we were up and away. Not only, how- 
ever, had the worthy headman provided us with a trio of 
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bear-hunters to act as guides and porters, but with them 
joined us Yamaguchi junior, arrayed, by way of lending 
'tone ' to the appearance of our party, in a curious black 
felt hat and dirty white cotton gloves far too large. The 
combination of these with his Japanese costume was nn- 
deniably odd, and reminded me of the days when, in 8 

certain Japanese city I know of, those imperfectly i n s t m c t i  
in the wearing of Western costume held it to be the height 
of fashion to encircle the neck with a hth-towel by way of 
a, comforter, and one gentleman was seen to a#rive, I was  
told, a t  a morning function in evening dress, without eocks, 
his manly bosom uncovered by a shirt, and with a celluloid 
collar tied round his neck by a piece of string. 

Leaving the sonchd's house behind, we passed quickly 
through the gloomy grove, and forded the swift torrent of 
the Karasngawn (' the Crow River'), whose chilly waters 
spoke eloquently of their birth-place in the snows far up the 
mountain. Then came a delightful tramp due west, of five 
or six miles over a wide hara, a sort of prairie which often 
covers the lower slopes of the loftier mountains. It is these 
prairie regions, and the mountain woodlands generally con- 
nectzd with them, that form the home of that wonderful 
variety of plants in which Japan is so rich; and no one who 
has viewed this variegated floor of living mosaic will wonder 
a t  the name by which it sometimes goes-6 huna-batake, 
'the great flower-field.' Besides many familiar English 
wild-flowers, the beautiful Lyehnis grandijlora, varieties of 
magnificent lilies, such aa the Auratum and Tigrinurn, the 
purple Iris, and the deep blue Kikyo (Ylatywdon grand& 
h m ) ,  give a, gorgeous colouring to the face of the field. 

Above the hara our track began to Rind round the slopes 
of intervening hills, but the densely wooded valley then 
narrowed, and we were a t  length compelled to take to the 
bed of the wild torrent below. For the next five hours our 
work was extremely rough, and the route lay up what one 
might compare to a sort of moraine of smooth boulders par t ly  
submerged in water and inclined a t  a gradually steepening 
angle. Over these water-rounded rocks we made our way 
as well as we could, leaping from boulder to boulder, wading 
through the icy cold rapide, or, by way of pleasant variation, 
scrambling round some intervening buttress of rock to  rejoin 
the torrent higher up. By 8 P.M. we reached the first snow 
a t  a height of 7,200 it., a t  a spot where, in the gloom? ravine, 
dark cliffs rose steep and forbidding on either hand. No 
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sooner was the word to halt given than a t  once our hunters 
threw down their packs and fell to prodding about with 
their sticks in the holes and crannies of the broken rock$ 
near the snow in a state of wild excitement. They said they 
were searching for a particular sort of lizard which, when 
caught, skewered on long sticks, and dried, is highly 
esteemed as a remedy for tho diseases of children. I n  China, 
also this is much thought of in the native pharmacopceia, 
and goes by the name of the stony son of a dragon.' In 
a n  advertisement drawing attention to its virtues in a 
Shanghai newspaper some time ago i t  was stated that the 
medicine is not only unusually effective against the plague, 
but it is also infallible against different kinds of cholera, 
vomiting, diarrhoea,, colic, apoplexy, sunstroke, asphyxia, 
typhus and typhoid fevers, ague, diphtheria, liver and 
stomach aches, tetanus in children, surfeiting, small-pox, 
poison, malaria, all sorts of tumours and inflammatory 
poisons, &c.' After leaving the home of this remarkable 
rept,ile we had a further two hours' scramble up the torrent 
bed, but were then able to take to  the precipitous hill side on 
its right bank. Then came a stiff pull up some disintegrated 
granite rocks, which finally landed us on a sort of col on the  
north side of our peak, a t  a height of 9,000 ft., and here, on 
a level ridge partly covsred by the goyo no rnateu, or five- 
needle pine, we decided to bivouac. 

It was now 7.15 P.M., and as the day dies young and 
suddenly in these low latitudes, even a t  high altitudes, we 
speedily set to work to clear a space in the forest of small 
pine-trees for our camp, and whilst some looked after making 
a fire the rest went off in search of water. This was t o  
have been procured from a torrent not far distant ; but, as 
we found that the thirsty summer heat had long since 
absorbed it, we were compelled to have recourse to a neigh- 
bouring slope of snow. My waterproof ground sheet was 1 

therefore requisitioned for a bag, and served the purpose 
well, though the water that resulted had too much flavour 
of india-rubber about i t  to be pleasant. What a delightful 
bivouac that was ! The shadows of the dark pine forest lay 
all the deeper behind the blazing firelight, and the only 
sounds thet broke on the still night air were the liquidnotes 
of the nightingale, or the ceaseless murmur of the mountain 
torrent a thousand feet below. No wonder that when dinner 
was done one was loth to leave the warm blaze with the 
quaint stories and cheerful chatter of our hunters. Bret 



Hltrte himself might have been there when he wrote thoae ( 
lines :- 

Above the pines the moon wpe elowly driRing, 
The river sang below : 

Tho dim sierras, far beyond, uplifting 
Their minueta of snow. 

The roaring camp-fire, with rude humour, 
Painted the ruddy tinte of health 

On . . . face and form. 

The spirite of our companiom expanded with the genial 
warmth, and old Fujiwara, the oldest of the trio, a tall lithe 
fellow with curiously curly hair for a Japanese, regaled us 
with the yarn that explains the strange title by which the 
mounhin is known; for usually the Japanese name their 
peaks with reference to their personal appearance, but 
Jdnendake is quite an exception to this custom. 
' Mzckauhi, mukae?ui,' ' a long time ago,' the hunter began, 

a band of poachers who went after a certain sort of s m e  
end much-prized timber found only in a neighbouring alley, 
wed to make this very spot their camping ground when 
crossing over this northern shoulder of the mountain. One 
night, however, they were startled to hear down on 
the night breezes from the summit the mingled sounds 
of the voice and bell of a Buddhist priest a t  his evening 
prayers. Hour after hour it went on, until a t  hat, conscience 
stricken, they fled from the spot never to retnm. When 
a t  last the story leaked out, the awe-struck peasants in the 
far-off Matsumoto plain gave the mountain the name it still 
posswses, " Jdnemb," or " Jdnendake," i.6. " the peak of 
the ever-praying priest." ' An irreverent listener to  the 
story of my hunter, however, was heard to remark that the 
explanation of the name, like the timber, was rather far- 
fetched. 

A grand panorama was unveiled aa the next morning 
broke and the grey mista slowly melted before the rising 
sun. Due west of our camp, seen over intervening valleys, 
rose the pointed monolith of Yarigatake, whose south ar$te 
joine the precipitous ridges and towers of Hodakayama, a 
mountain that gets its name of ' The mountain of the stand- 
ing ears of corn' from its suggestive appearance. The 
southward prospect is shut out by the upper part of our 
peak, but t o  the east the eye sweeps over the Matsumoto 
plain to the hills beyond, conspicuous amongst which the 
volcano of Asamayama rolls up a silvery grey column of 
mingling smoke and steam. Towards the south-esst the 
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graceful cloud-capped cone of Fuji San tells up where the 
long breakers of the Pacific are rolling in a t  her feet. 

Whilst revelling in these delights, I was startled from my 
reverie by the crack of a rifle, and presently from the forest 
came Fujiwnra into the camp, with the body of a curious 
black and white crow he had just brought down. This was 
quickly popped into the pot, and with the addition of miso 
(bean curds) and warali, a sort of mountain fern, proved a 
welcome addition to the hunters' breakfast. 

A rough clanlber over the broken blocks of andesite of the 
north ar6te took us in an hour from our bivouac to the top 
of Jonendake, on whose rugged head for the first time the 
heel of the foreigner now was planted. On the summit, 
just about 10,000 ft., we found a small cairn erected by 
Fujimant and his friends on a, previous occasion. This was 
originally adorned by a tiny shrine dedicated to the tengii, 
s mythicd monster of the dragon tribe, but now only a, few 
scattered chipa remained. One of the hunters, however, re- 
marked that  he and his companions were quite as good 
looking as the tenga, and in the midst of the clouds now 
surging round the summit the trio sat for their likenesses. 
The dragon, as is well known, is, both in China and Japan, 
credited with special influence over rivers and rain, and 
J~nendake has several times, on the occasion of excessive 
droughts, been the scene of the curious practioe termed 
amagoi, or ' praying for rain.' This is an illustration of the 
class of customs known as ' sympathetic magic,' of which 
various instances may Be found in most works on ethnology, 
though hitherto I have failed to find any reference in them 
to  these superstitions as practised in Japan. On Jdnendake 
the  ceremony is as follows :-A party of hunters are selected 
for their agility, strength of limb, and power of lung, and, 
as the representatives of the peasants of Iwahaxa, proceed to 
climb the peak that owns the tengQ as its guardian god. 
With branches of the creeping pine they make a great bon- 
fire on the summit, and, as well as they can, proceed to 
give a mimic representation of the storm they have come to  
pray for. Primed with sake (rice beer), they fbe off their 
guns, and with unearthly yells roll down from the topmoat 
ridge great blocks of the phonolitic andesite, and as these 
go crashing down the steep cliffs on the eastern face the 
hunters invoke the attention of the dragon-deity to their 
prayers. 'And,' as one of my coolies added, ' after a very 
long drought, the rain nearly always comes within a, few 
day?.' Sometimes, however, no answer is vouchsafed, and the 
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tenga's shrine is then destroyed in disgust. This reminded 
me of a case that happened in the plains where the guardian 
divinity of the village shrine had so long been deaf to the 
farmers' prayers, that they a t  length threw down his i m a g e  
from its stand, and with imprecations loud and long pitched 
him head foremost into the evil-smelling paddy-field, tel l ing 
him to stay there for a while to see how he would feel a f t e r  
a, few days' scorching in the broiling sun that beat down so 
mercilessly on their parching fields. 

I n  another district a party of villagers go in procession to 
the bed of a mountain stream, headed by a priest who leads 
a, black dog destined for sacrifice. At the chosen spot t h e y  
tather the animal to a, stone and forthwith make it the 
target for their bullets, arrows, Hnd other missiles. As soon  
as the poor bea.st7s life-blood is seen to bespatter the rocks, 
the peasants throw down their arms, and lift up their voices 
i n  supplication to the gaiwr loci, exhorting him to s e n d  
,down a cleansing shower to purify the spot from its defile- 
ment. Custom has prescribed in Japan, as well as elsewhere, 
t'hat the animals sacrificed on these occaaions shall be black, 
symbolical of the wished-for storm ; whilst a t  the ceremonies 
when fine weather is sought the offering must be one of 
:spotless white. 

On our way down the mountain Fujiwara secured a fine 
,ptarmigan, which he shot in the creeping pines near our  
camp. These creatures, which, like the hares that are 
found in the higher thickets, turn white in winter and a m  
rery tame. When, three weeks ago, I saw their European 
congeners running about on the heather of Ben Lomond, I 
-could have almost imagined myself back in Japan. Just  
before reaching the sonchfi's house on our return in t h e  
evening Yamaguchi junior very abruptly detached himself 
&om the party, and without a word hurried into the family 
quarters. For a while I felt decidedly uncomfortable, 
thinking I had unwittingly given him offence. By-and- 
by, however, when a domestic approached and politely 
%egged me to 'honourably condescend to enter into t h e  
bonoumble hot bath,' I realised that his haste had simply 
Been owing to his desire to be hospitable in having my t u b  
!ready on my arrival-a little bit of spontaneous kindness 
which showed one that getting in hot water is not always a 
-proof that one has ' put one's foot into i t  ' with one's friend. 

And when on the following morning we mid our 
sayfinara, and regretfully turned away with the reiterated 
' Please honourably deign to  come back again' still ringing 
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i n  our ears, I could not but feel how well deserved the title 
is by which in bygone days this kindly people delighted to 
call their home ' Kunshi no koku,' ' the land of gentlemen.' 

I n  the neighbourhood of Ntttsumoto an off-day for rest 
can nowhere be more agreeably spent than a t  the delightful 
thermal springs of Asama no Yu. Indeed, I am free to own 
that such places, with their variety of situation and style, 
are amongst the pleasantest accessories to  mountaineering in 
Central Japan. Whatever may be t,he chmcter of the 
establishment that has grown up round these natural hot 
baths, whose waters are credited with such nlarvellous 
therapeutic powers by the simple county folk who flock 
t o  them, it is certainly very refreshing after some days' hard 
scrambling to spend a quiet week end and relax one's 
stiffened limbs in the grateful warmth of the omen, the 
sulphur spring. Sometimes, as here, one finds accommoda- 
tion a t  a comfortable inn on the outskirts of a busy plsin. 
Sometimes i t  is a group of chhlets in the hesrt of the Alps 
where tt, secluded valley is shut in by precipitous tree-clad 
mountain sides. Or, more quaint and curious still, you find 
yourself the first foreign traveller sharing a rude shanty 
with s party of rustics far up the side of some tall peak, 
where the customs of the bathers are primitive in the ex- 
treme, for in all these men and women bathe together in 
purie mtura.libus, but the conduct of each and all is above 
reproach, and you will find more decorum in these out-of- 
the-world yliba (bath-houses) of 0 Renge San than st those 
of Leuk and elsewhere in ' civilised Europe.' 

At one time, in the towns, a police regulation ordered that, 
out of deference to foreign feeling on the subject, the sexes 
should be separated. The order was obeyed in letter, if not 
in  spirit, and many places saw reformation in a piece of 
string stretched across the large tank to denote ' this side 
for ladies, that for gentlemen.' 

The Japanese appreciate the value of hot baths to a most 
extraordinary extent. I n  one out-of-the-way place I know 
of they will stay in for a month a t  a time, and sit with large 
stones on the knees to keep them from floating or ' turning 
turtle ' in their sleep. The caretaker of this establishment, 
a cheery old boy of three score and thirteen summers, stops 
in the water practically the whole winter through. At 
another spot the ~illagers apologised to a friend of mine for 
being whet they called ' so dirty ; ' ' for,' they said, ' you see, 
it is the summer time, and we are too busy to bathe more 
than twice a day.' ' How often, than, do you bathe in 
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.winter? ' inquired my fiend. ' Oh, we have less to do then 
and can have four or five baths daily, and the children geii 
into the water whenever they feel cold ! ' 

This, however, is a digreseion. I want now to ask you to 
come with me further south, to the great swred mountain, 
Ontake, ' the August Peak.' Thh remarkable aummit b a 
.volcano wliich would be fairly called extinct were it not that 
sulphurous fumes and other proofs of dormant activity atill 
show it  to be instinct with the breath of life, not dead but 
only sleeping, even though no eruption has been recorded in 
historic times. Geographically it is cut off by a wide and 
deep depression from the main mnge of the Japanese Alps, 
whilst, figurative1 y speaking, it is still more differentiated 
from those peaks by reason of the extraordinary hypnotic 
trances in vogue amongst the pilgrim bands whom apecial 
goal it is during the months of July and August. It waa to 
the vil l~ge of Fukushima, near its eastern foot, that our steps 
were now directed. Leaving the town of Matsumoto by ita 
southern end we quickly skirt the nsrrowing plain called 
here Kikyd-gatham, ' the moor of the Kikya,' and soon find 
ourselves once more in the hill country on the Nakaeend6, 
the 'middle of the mountains road,' which we traverse for 
40 miles of the most picturesque part of its entire length. 
A striking feature of the route is the rommtio bridges 
spanning a river that dashes often far below whilst keeping 
us company mile after mile as we pass now through a narrow 
defile, or sgainalong a gradually opening vale. A good night's 
resting place was found a t  Niyegama., near which begina the 
district of Kiso, whose name is given to the most celebmted 
of all the swift mountain streams of Japan. It is this region 
that is so famous throughout the Empire for the quality of 
its timber. The principal varieties are beech, horae-chest- 
nut, walnut, maple, and Spnnish chestnut, often of enormoua 
size. The most interesting spot on the way from Matsumoto 
to Fukushima is the Torii-t6ge, a pasa 4,200 ft. high, which 
gets its name from the torii or sacred gateway on its summit. 
As the torii is always connected with the idea of approach to 
a sacred spot, the one before us has its raison d'are in the 
fact that it is only a score of miles from the foot of the holy 
lnountain Ontake, whose serrated snow-streaked ridge on a 
clear day is well seen from here standing out imposingly 
i~gainst the skj. A steep descent of 1,000 feet bringa us 
down the serpentine windings of a well-made path to Pago- 
hara. A little further on, a t  Mijanokoshi, a good riew 
greets us of Komagahke, the Shinshii representative of the 
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*many mountains of that name, ss it stands up like a gre&t 
wall to separate the Kiso d e y  on the west from that of 
the Tenrytigawa, ' the river of the heavenly dragon,' its 
eastern neighbow. The latter is noted above all others in  
Japan for the number and the grandeur of its rapids. 

Fnkushima, our starting point for the ascent of Ontake, ia 
a, picturesque village some 23 miles from the summit of the 
peak. I t s  brown cottages, with wide overhanging stone- 
weighted roofs, remind one of Alpine chklets. From here a 
walk of seven miles or so brought us through cool ravines 
and shady foreut groves to the funwto or true base of the 
mountain. 

Here, a t  the shrine of Iwo-haiden, the pilgrims purchase 
their alpenstocks, which, as well as the white garments they 
are wearing for the ascent, t,hey get stamped by the priests 
with the Sanskrit .and Chinese characters that certificate 
,their climb. The Kannwthi or ' god-guardian,' who has 
charge of the shrine, proved most kind and hospitable, and 
even offered to stamp my garments and my Alpine stick, and 
to give me a certificate of the ascent without my troubling 
to make it ! 

h m  Imo-haiden our path continued to wind in and out 
of the eastern spurs of Ontake, the repeated transition 
from cool shade to dazzling sunlight under a cloudless sky 
sometimes nearly taking one's breath away. Mounting a t  
h t  to a higher ridge we arrived a t  the Matsuwo rest-house, 
the Grst of the little huts which mark t,he successive stages 
of the mountain-path. These are the Japanese representa- 
tives of the Swiss Club hnts, and are supposed to be ten in 
number-the f i s t  a t  the foot, and the tenth st the top. 
The whole mountain is compared to a quantity of rice, 
enough to fill a sh6 (three pints) measnre, spilt on the 
ground in a conical heap. This sh is divided into ten 
parts, each called a gb or gill, so that the hnts a t  the several 
stages are known as ichigdme, nigdme, &c., or, as we might 
put it, ' first lap,' ' second lap,' and so on. It has been re- 
marked that the use of a measure so suggestive of liquids 
in connection with so dry a subject as a Japanese mountain- 
path may possibly strike us as somewhat inappropriate. But 
then Japan ia, after all, in so many respects, the country of 
contradictions. 

Whilst we were breakfasting in the Matsuwo hut a band 
of pilgrims, de~cending from the summit, clad in ceremonial 
white, and headed by a senduehi, or president, amived upon 
the  scene. Our curiosity was aroused, aa one by one they 
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laid aside their dwty garmentg and passed out of the hut to 
where, behind a tall memorial stone, a little cascade fell with 
a musical splash into its rocky basin. And soon above the 
voice of the waterfall the sounds of prayer arose. Each of 
the travellers in turn took'hia stand under the icy fall, and, 
with chattering teeth and shivering limbs, repeated his 
Litany of penitence for past transgression, with prayers for 
future freedom from all sin. It is this sought-for purity of 
soul of which the white garments are the outward symbol, 
and to which the ascent of Ontake is believed to conduce. The 
sendachi, however, is marked by other insignia. A kesa, 
a sort of Buddhist stole, adorned with tufts of silk, encircles 
the shoulders, whilst up his sleeve, or sometimes stuck inside 
the back of the collar of his tunic, he carries the sacred 
gohei-the wand with notched white papers pendent from 
the top. In his hand he bears e shakuj~, a staff whose top 
is adorned with loose metal rings, and which ie intended to 
serve M alpenstock, siren-whistle, and field-mamhal's baton 
all in one. The instrument owned by this particular sendmhi 
mas most remarkable. He informed me confidentially 
that i t  was called kumo-kiri, 'the cloud-cutter,' that 
he had obtained i t  through a direct revelation from the 
god of the mountain himself by the use of mystic incanta- 
tions, and that even when the densest mists obscured the way 
it never failed to point out the proper path. A charming 
old gentleman, with snow-white hair, consented to join the 
group we photographed from the door of the hut. He had 
come, he said, from far off, in the hope that the supernatnrsl 
influences of the s m d  peak mould drive away a diseaae 
from which he was suffering, for i t  is a t  Matsuwo that one 
of the mountain divinities is said to have his home. 
Bidding farewell to our friends, we mounted quickly to the 
top of a grassy ridge above, to be greeted, on overtopping it, 
by a distant view of the twin tops of Noriknm, ' the saddle 
peak,' lying almost due north. Though the hut near here goee 
by the title of the ' Place of the 1,000 Pines,' it stands, on 
the locw a m n  lucendo principle, on a now treeless slope. 
But a little higher up, on entering the lower edge of the 
forest belt, a t  a height of 6,000 ft., we found a, profusion of 
chestnut, birch, Chamcecyparie obtusa, and several sorts of 
fir. Leaviug the gradually thinning forest a t  an altitude 
of some 8,000 ft., we emerged on to a steep spur covered 
with dwarf pine, alder, and mountain ash. The rest-house 
a t  this stage is known as Nio-nin-dd, or the furthest point 
to which women in former times were suffered to ascend. 
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A similar erection was once to be found on the Murayama 
route on Fuji San ; but when I mas last on that peak I found 
it a mere heap of chips, and the wrecked shelter now bears 
eloquent wituess to an exploded belief-viz., that woman was 
far too inferior a creature to set foot on so sacred a summit. 
T h e  chief distinction now usually made between the sexes 
i n  the matter of mountaineering appears to be that, while 
men wear white stockings as part of their climbing cos- 
tume, it seems to be more usual for the ladies to don leg- 
gings of lavender silk. From the hut a t  Nio-nin-dd the 
eastern wall of the crater lip now rose before ns, and from 
hence our gradually steepening mute lay over rough ridges 
of lava, streaks of snow, and broken rocks. And here we 
caught up the oddest specimen of a pilgrim I ever saw. A 
veritable 'Excelsior' was he : his garments once were white, 
but  are now toned down to a grimy grey; for in this connec- 
tion cleanliness is not regarded as next to godliness, and the 
greatest proof of sanctity is seen where the dirtiest clothes 
proclaim how often the wearer hae mounted the aacred peak. 
Round his shaggy head of hair wae tied a white towel, and 
o n  his back he bore a motley load of offerings for the Spirit 
of  the summit. Amongst other things there were a wooden 
tablet decorated with spear-heads, a pine branch, and a large 
t rees of hair, which he told us had been sent up as a votive 
offering by a woman, whose proxy he was ; and, to complete 
it all, in his horny hand he bore a ' banner with e strange 
device -0ntake jinaha-' for the Ontake shrine.' Later on, 
aa we were examining the little shrine and its attendant 
array of images of guardia~l gods and deified heroes of 
bygone days, our friend came up to present his offerings, 
which he did with prayere of touching earnestness, and ges- 
tures of the strangest kinds. 

The night was spent a t  the highest of the huts in the 
.company of the Kannzcehi, who guards the top; and an 
interesting person he proved to be, reminding one in spirit 
o f  the warlike prelates of the Middle Ages. Talking about 
the  war in Korea then progressing, he waxed eloquent as he 
told how fond he was of fencing and of shooting, a t  which 
accomplishments he mas keeping his hand in, he said, in  
the hope that he might soon be called to join the armies 
then in the field. The same ventiments hnd been expressed, 
I remember, by old Fujiwara, our hunter-guide on Jonen- 
dake, for the whole 40,000,000 of this patriotic people were 
truly as one man in heart and hope touching the campaign. 
As we repaired on the morrow, in the small hours of the 
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morning, to the little rocky platform that supports the 
shrine, through the grey mists the distant peaks of the 
Japanese Alps to the northward were beginning to riae, ae 
i t  were, like rocky islets from a sea of clouds. 

Below us lay the highest of the six great craters that 
atretch in a long line on the highest ridge. The waters of 
this volcanic l&e a m  held to possess miraculous powers both 
to heal and to harm. Some of the pilgrims I hrtve Been 
bearing large bundles of paper, which they saturate in  the 
water, to take i t  back to their far-off homes, where por- 
tions are bestowed on enffering friends, and when made 
up in the form of pills, are said to cure an aetoniahing 
catalogue of maladies. But care must be taken with the 
water, for we were told with awe how on one occasion an 
impious climber, having ventured, bvel-etained as he waa, 
to b t h e  in the lake, was smitten with a sudden and shock- 
ing death for his act of desecration. 

As we stood on our vantage-point 10,000 ft. above the 
sea, the arrival of a number of pilgrims from below told us 
that the sun was about to rise. Reverently the white-robed 
party approached the shrine and made their offerings with 
earnest prayers. Then turning eastwards, as the shrine 
itself faces, they proceeded, as the first beams of light shot 
up into the sky, to pay their devotions. First of all, they 
clapped their hands to call the god's attention to their 
supplications, and then broke out in chorus into a hami, or 
chant of 'prayers of purification.' Then came the extra- 
ordinary pantomimic gestures, known as &mum&, s seal- 
bindings,' the weirdness of which it is almost impossible to 
describe. With intense energy the h g e r s  of both hands 
are tied and twisted into the strangest combinations of 
knots, like the cats'-cradles ' made by children at phy. 
Each twist, each knot, has its own meaning, and resembles 
nothing more than a, sort of 'deaf and dumb alplabet ' 
spoken with all the expression that physical action can put 
into it. For language i t  really is meant to be, addressed to 
those invisible powers of evil against whose malevolence the 
pilgrim is praying for protection. As each sign is made, a 
violent grunt accompanies it by way of emphasis. These 
pantomimic prayers are concluded with a curious digital 
device called kuji go e7timp6, 'the exorcism of the nine 
strokes.' The pilgrim holds the fingers of his right haad 
clasped in his left so as to represent a sheathed sword, and 
then suddenly dmwing them forth proceeds to cnt the air 
with nine swift strokes, five horizontal and four vertical, 
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made alternately, accompanying each with a Sanskrit 
syllable, the meaning of which, however, is quite unintelli- - 
gible to himself. This device is apparently both offensive 
and defensive, typifying a~ it does both the exorciem of the 
powers of evil and a t  the same time setting up a barrier 
againat their inroads on the soul. 

Daring all this time the Kannushi sate stolid in I.& 
sentinel box by the shrine, looking on with a contempt 
born of excessire familiarity; but to me the whole scene 
was strange and weird to a degree. And yet a stranger 
sight was still in store. As I crowed the platform, I end- 
denly came iu sight of another knot of pilgrims, who, to 
escape obeemtion, had hidden themeelves behind the shrine, 
and, when I came upon them, were engaged in the weirdest 
pursuit of all. 

Holding before him, between the palms of his out- 
stretched hands, a gohei, one member of the party was 
squatting on a rock while the rest sat facing him, as well 
as they could, in Indian fle. The bearer of the sacred 
wand was acting as a sort of medium (the Japanese word 
nakuaa = ' seat between ') of communication betwixt his 
friende and the gods they desired to consult. Closing his 
eyes, the nakasa sate silent and still, whilst hie companions 
broke out into a subdued chorus of prayer. After a while 
the face of the medium began to assume a livid hue, un- 
earthly gaspings issued from hie throat, and the gohei 
trembled violently in his hands. His eyes turned upwards 
in their sockets until only about half the iris was visible, 
and a series of convulsive jerks a t  length brought the gohei 
to s standstill above his forehead. This was the sign that 
the god had come. Thereupon the maeaa (i.e., the pilg~im 
next in front of the nakaaa) who had been all the while 
w t b g  as a sort of precentor to the rest, bent reverentlj 
towards the medium, and, with his forehead on the rock 
between them, inquired what might be the honourable 
name of the a u g u ~ t  visitor, who had now replaced the 
personality of the medium by his own presence. In a 
hoarse whisper came the reply, ' I am h k a n  Reijin '-the 
posthumous name of the canonised mountaineer who, a 
century ago, had made the first ascent of Ontnke, and in 
whose honour a t  that moment a festival was being held a t  
the mountain foot. 
. As the maew heard the name, he went on to prefer the 
requests of the respective pilgrims. All these were simple 
enough, referring, as they did, to the weather they aer? 
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likely to have on their travels, the health of those a t  home, 
or their business prospects during the coming year. In a 
low voice the medium pronounced the god's replies, quite 
orthodox in their oracular vagueness, though I recollect 
that he predicted cloudy weather for that afternoon-an 
answer I afterwards had cause to remember, when, s few 
hours later, we plunged down the slippery slopes of the 
hillside in the forest through a thunderstorm of pitiless 
violence. When all the questions put had been dealt with, 
the medium lowered the gohei in token that the spirit had 
departed, and that  he was now himself again. The maesa; 
then arose, and, with well-meant but necessary violence, set 
t o  a t  rubbing the body and pounding the limbs of the 
medium, so stiff and rigid had they turned in the cataleptic 
trance. Soon, however, the man came to, and the party 
went away, having, in the meantime, taken no more notice 
of my presence than of the stocks and stones around us. 
As I hepe to deal more fully elsewhere with tEe question of 

the origin, &c., of these curious practices, I will only now 
remark that they are quite evidently nothing else than a 
survival of those forms of Hindu mysticiem which, after first 
finding their way into China, were a t  a later date in some 
sort imported into Japm. The great teacher Kfikai, or, as 
he is better known in Japan by his posthumous name of K6bd 
Daishi, visited China in 804, for the purpose of studying 
Buddhism more closely under the guidance of the celebrated 
abbot Hui-Kwo, and on his return he founded the sect of 
Shingon, ' the true teaching;' and it is especially in the 
mystic practices of this and similar sects, widely spred, 
though generally secretly indulged in, in Japan, that  we see 
so striking s resemblance in all essential features to such as, 
for instance, the Yoga system, which were without doubt in 
some sort borrowed by Chinese Buddhism from the Hindus. 
Those who care to examine the question Inore closely will 
find most intereating notes on the Yoga practices in Sir 
Monier Williams' 'Buddhism,' Lecture X., and again in the 
remarkable book, more recently published, on ' Lamaism in 
Thibet,' by Surgeon-Major Waddell. 

After seeing, as I have from time to time, the curious 
hypnotic trances of the Japanese pilgrims practised both on 
the sacred mountain, and also, by special invitation, a t  their 
private sbancee, it almost appears as if Major Waddell might 
have witnessed the thing himself, as on page 141 he writes: 
' The Yoga doctrine of ecstatic union of the individual with 
the universal apirit had been introduced into Hinduism about 
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150 B.C. by Patanjali, and is not unknown to Western systems. 
It taught spiritual advancement by means of a self-hypnotis- 
ing to be learned by rules. . . . Asanga, importing Patan- 
jaliys doctrine into Buddhism and abusing it, taught that by 
means of mystic formulrte-ss spells, the reciting of which 
should be accompanied by music and certain distortion of 
the  fingers (mudrd), a state of mental fixity ( s a d h i )  might 
be reached, characterised by neither thought nor annihila 
tion of thoughts, and consisting of sixfold bodily and mental 
happiness (yogi) whence would result endowment with special 
miracle-working power. . . . Them miraculous powers . . . 
may be nsed for exorcism and sorcery, and forpurely secular 
and selfish objects. Those who mastered these practices 
were called YogStciirya.' 

But I must not forget that I am dealing with s mountain 
as well ae with the mystic rites of which it is regarded as 
pre-eminently the special home. As we were making a sort 
of eo2 of Ontake we did not retrace our steps of the previous 
day, but descended by a steeper and in some respects a more 
interesting route. On the lower slopes we met a couple of 
Shinto priests, whose dingy garments and shaggy hair, aa 
they stood for their photographs, contrasted curiously with 
the smooth-shaven crowns and brighter robes always worn 
by their Buddhist brethren whom we so often meet with in 
the  plains. 

At Odaki, a finely situated hamlet near the southern foot 
of the mountain, we found everything en fete in commemorrtr 
tion of the one-hundredth anniversary of the first aacent by 
F u h n  Reijin, already referred to. The matsuri, or festival, 
lasted through the earlier half of August. A cluster of tall 
bamboos, with long streamers fluttering in the breeze, stood 
sentinel over a magnificent monolith which bore the great 
man's name and title. This was an oval slab of stone 14 ft. 
by 8 ft., erected on a mound a t  the entrance to the village, 
and i ts  presence there reminded us of the Chamonix com- 
m e m o ~ t i o n  of Balmatys world-famed feat. 

At Odaki we spent the night, and in the cool freshness of 
t h e  early morning walked over the hilb and crossed the 
Eisogawa at  a lovely spot, so gaining the Nakasend6, near 
Agematsu, and returning to Fukushima later in the day. 
As my Japanese companion and I threw ourselves on the 
chairlesa floor of our inn that evening after dinner, we fell to 
studying the worda of wisdom from a Chinese classic with 
which a thoughtful landlord had adorned the sliding screens 
of our apartment. Quite incidentally one of these threw s 
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little light upon the dilatory way in which that worthy used 
to me in the morning. The quotation declared, ' There is 
no fixed time for retiring or rising, but each one does as he 
feels inclined.' And the other, in a metaphoric vein that 
displayed a remarkable knowledge of anatomy, warned ns 
sententiously that Though life, like the entrails of a sheep, 
be many thousands of miles long, yet fame is ever aa short 
as the horns of a snail.' 

N consequence of seveml complaints which reached ue I respecting certain second-class guides of the Ortler 
district, who stated to their employers that they were in 
the habit of breaking up parties of four or more into 
parties of two, and roping one guide and one traveller 
together when about to cross n6v6, bemuse such was the 
rule made by the German and Anstha Alpine Club, we 
have made polite inquiries of the official representatives of 
that club, and we are assured that such statements, if made 
by Tirolese guides, are devoid of all fonndation. Not only 
does no such rule exist, but the German and Austrian Club 
expressly recommends guides not to go alone with a single 
traveller on to nBv6, and a provision in this sense will be 
found, e.g., in the Sulden Tarif. The danger of going two 
on a rope over nkvQ was pointed out by Herr Purtscheller in 
the Zeitschrift ' (1894, p. 140), and the officials of the 
D. u. Oe. 8.-V. adhere to this view. It is suggested that the 
Cevedale accident in 1878 frightened the ruck of guides in 
that region, and induced them to adopt on their own 
account this unwise habit. Of c o m e  the best guides in 
the Ortler district are as able and competent as any in the 
Alps. It is only to the ruck that these remarks apply. 

. THE ASCENT OF MOUNT SEALY, NEW ZEALAND. 
BY C. L. BARROW. 

AT the Hermitage Mr. FitzGerald, with who111 I am travelling, pro- 
posed to me, on January 23, to start for Mount Sealy the follow- 
ing day. I gladly agreed. We left the Hermitage at 4.45 A.M., the 
party consisting of Mr. FitzGerald, Zurbriggen, Clark, and myself. 
The morning promised everything in the shape of fine weather. I a) 
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first led the party to the path up Mount Ollivier, FitzGerald not having 
been that way before ; but, after following for about an hour, Zurbriggen 
remarked that he was not used to mch zigzagging ways, and thought 
we should advance quicker if we went straight ahead. Accordingly 
he took the lead, and we reached the lagoon some third of the way up 
a t  6.10 A.M. Here we halted for eome SO min., and were much 
struck by the perfect reflection of Mount Sefton in the water. Un- 
fortunately FitzGerald had left his camera at the bivouac on Mount 
Sefton. 

On leaving the lake we bore somewhat to our left, and after some 
steep climbing we reached the top of Mount Ollivier at 7.30. Here 
we made another halt for 20 min. or so, and then proceeded along the 
fce of Mount Ollivier, looking down on the Mueller Glacier below. 
The  moraine was mlnewhat trying, but the mow in fairly good con- 
dition, being in the shade. At 9 o'clock we came to water on the 
Barrow Glacier and etopped for a drink. Three-quarters of an hour 
further we came to a small patch of rocks in the middle of the pltllteau, 
where we rested for lunch, observing that Mount Sealy was much further 
off than we supposed. An uninteresting trudge through snow that 
was beginning to be soft as the day wore on led towards a ridge which 
we imagined would take us to the base of the two paaks co~mtituting 
Sealy. We followed it for some distance, till Zurbriggen, who was 
ahead, stopped and informed us that we were not on the Sealy ridge at 
all, but that a glacier intervened between ue and Sealy. 
- After prospecting with FitzGerald they returned and aaid they had 
discovered a way by which we might descend to the glacier below, 
known as the Metville Glacier. The rope came into requisition, Znr- 
briggen going first, then myself, then FitzGerald, and Clerk coming 
last. The rocks were very sharp and the going wss diflicult. We 
got down b a steep face to the glacier below, and took a straight 
c o m e  for d e  col above us at the base of Mount Sealy, which we 
reached at 1 o'clock. We were surprised to find a nearly sheer fail of 
about 5,000 ft. to the valley below. Zurbriggen undid himself fiom 
the rope, and started off to find the moat practicable way up the rocks ; 
we meanwhile melted mow and filled an empty bottle with water. 
H e  soon returned, jodelling, by which we understood that he considered 
Mount Sealy ' in hls pocket,' as he puts it. He again put on the rope, 
and we started up the rock, close by tlie col. I t  was very crumbly, and 
great care had to be exercised, only one moving at a time. We went 
round the face opposite the col overhanging the valley below, up a 
nearly sheer face of rock for a short distance. 

Arrived a t  the crest of a ridge leading to the actual peak, we rested for 
a few moments before beginning the final ascent. The rock became 
worse, and the climbing more difficult. No stone seemed ruife. Those 
ahead had to be most careful not to dislodge any large fragments. I 
sent one piece on to FitzGerald, which, however, he dodged in a 
kcientifio manner, m d  ultimntely we reached the top, with merely a 
few scratches. We set to work to build two cairns, one on either 
.peak. FitzGerald took charge of one and Zurbriggen of the other. 
:They vied with each other who shollld make the highest. In each 
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cairn we left a note, giving the date of our ascent. The work accom- 
plished, we again melted some snow, nnd had a drink out of the rims 
of our hats. We rested at the top for over an hour, as the sun was 
beautifully warm and the view magnificent. But the return journey 
had to be thought of, and we reluctantly tore ourselves away from a 
most comfortable siesta. 

The descent to the glacier was made by a different route and in a 
much shorter space of time than the ascent. On reaching the glacier 
Zurbriggen went back for the ice rxee, which had been left at the co!, 
while we started down towards the plateau beneath. We again 
roped, Clark going in front, FitzGerald behind, and I in the middle ; 
the snow being soft, we were enabled to start without the ice axes, 
and got half-way down to the mow plateau before Zurbriggen caught us 
up. The snow was now very heavy, and up to one's knees. We, 
however, plodded on, skirting the ridge we had come by, and patsing 
;below the point of it-a much easier and ehorter way than the one by 
which we ascended. We did not stop till we reached the patch of 
rocks where we had left the remains of our lunch. Here we again 
fell to with good appetite, all in the very best spirits at having accom- 
plished the first ascent of a New Zealand peak. We followed our 
former route to the lagoon below Mount Ollivier, which we reached aa 
night was setting in. Thence a toilsome walk in the dark brought ne 
to the Hermitage at 9.45 P.M. 

T H E  METEOROLOGY OF CANTERBURP AND WESTLAND, 
NEW ZEALAND, A S  BEARING UPON T H E  FEATURES 
O F  THEIR GLACIERS. 

BY JOHN MEESON, N.Z.A.C. 

TEE prevalent winds in New Zealand are westerly, and, coming a m s  
tibe Tasman Sea, are for the most part warm and moist. Right 
athwart these winds, and near the West Coast, lie the Southern Alps, 
with an average height of close upon 9,000 ft., probably. Hence the 
rainfall on the West Coaat is excessive. At Hokitika the average 
.amount is 126 in., falling on 206 days. Further ~ o n t h  it is probably 
much more, but reliable statistics of that district are wanting. Just 
over the divide nt the Bealey, which is 2,096 ft. above =-level, 
104 in. fall on 214 days, and the wind is N.W. on 220 days in the 
year. On the eastern side of the mountains, on the other hand, the 
rainfall is light. Some of the N.W. rain crosses here and there, m d y  
by low paws,  and falls on the foot-hills and in their vicinity ; but at 
Christchurch, 20 miles away from the chain, the rainfall is only 25 in. 
on 107 days. At Oamaru, further eouth, 22 in. fall on 96 days. In both 
these caves the rain comes mainly from the S.R. The N.W. wind in 
the Canterbury plain is a true Fohn, very dry, and often 20' hotter 
than it is a t  the same time on the Weat Coast. 

I n  temperature there is otherwise a similar contrast. Though the 
rwan annual temperature of Christchurch and Hokitika is about the 
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Bame (539, the range, both daily and annual, in Chrietchurch is much 
greater than in Hokitika. AH regards iwlation and radiation the 
mean absolute yearly extreme difference h been given by Dr. J, 
Hann, of Vienna, fiom a careful study of the etstistics, as 14346 at 
Chriatchurch and only 75.12 at Hokitika. 

In regard to degree of moisture, the only statistics available bring 
out  that of Chrietchurch as 75, and that of Hokitika aa 89 (Sat. 100. 
i n  each case), figurea which are not surprieing in the light, of those 
previously given. 

The bewing of all these facta on the glaciation of the Southern Alps 
ie apparent. The glaciers only exist at the premnt time on that par t  
of the chain which liea between 43" and 45'-in other words, on thak. 
part around m d  about which the meteorolo~ical conditions above de- 
scribed are moat accentuated, on account of <he greater average height 
of the chain of mountains there-and it is submitted that the differ- 
encea which exist between the E. and W. sides of the chain in t h e  
matter of glaciation-as to bulk, low descent, and rapidity of daily 
movement of glaciers--directly result from the above conditions, com- 
bined probably with the greater steepnees of the W. slope as com- 
pared with the eastern. Similarly the advance or retreat an& 
probable history of the glaciers could be surmised & priori if w e  
knew what changes of climate had taken place here in recent cycles of 
years; but such knowledge of ita meteorology in a young colony can 
scarcely be expected. But on the evidence of glaciation in Australasia 
generally, in tertiary and post-tertiary times, see the Report in vol. v. 
of the ' Transactions of the Australasian Association for the Advance-. 
ment of Science,' by Captain Hutton and others. 

NOTES ON OLD TRACKS. 

BY DOUGLAS W. FREBHFIELD. 

SONDRIO ia the link between the Bernina and tlie Bergamaaque Alps, 
and a centre for the exploration of the latter. I have a, perhaps, undue 
affection for the place. Of course it ie too hot for a prolonged Rtsy 
a t  midsummer ; but at any other eeaaon i t  offers, to my mind, great 
attractions for lovers of the Italian Alps. I t  hss an excellent hotel. 
I believe not less than seven carriageable roads converge on the little 
town. You can drive up into the hills in many directions-to Chieea. 
in Val Malenco, up Val del Livrio to the foot of the Corno Stella, up Val 
Maaino; perhaps best of all to the old villages high on the sunward 
slope of Val Tellina-Montagna, Tresivio, and Ponte. The road climbs 
among vineyards, winds in and out of chestnut-muffled combes, deep in 
whose ehade bright cascades flash among the ferns or under the dark 
wood of an old water mill. Here a ruined castle, there a campanile 
with a cluster of rustic homesteads is planted in the happiest situa- 
tion. In the dietance the broad green levels of the valley etretch nway 
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towards the wnaet, framed by the blue crest of Monte Spluga and 
the vaporous line of the hills behind Qravedona. Above the dalling 
curves of the Aprica the mows of the Baitone and the Adamello catch 
the afterglow, aa the vapours that have been resting on them melt 
away into an untroubled sky. No one who takes thia drive on a 
September evening but will long to repeat it. One of the best points 
of view is the terrace of the great pilgrimage church near Tresivio, a 
vast white structure, containing a model of the Sanb Casa of loreto, 
recognieable from afar, even from the distant Adamello. 

Sondrio itself is but a small country town. I t  has not the attractione 
of Aoeta, which in position i t  much resembles. It cannot vie in 
picturesquenw, in historical interest, or in ancient remaim with that 
most interesting of mb-alpine towne. I t  has none of the mountain 
romance of Promontogno ; even Chiavenna is in aome respects more 
striking. Yet I remember Sondrio with an affection I should 
think the result of mme personal accident, had I not lately found it 
to be shared by quite independent judges. The little town is Italian 
to the core. I t  forms a striking climax to a descent from the Monte 
della Disgrazia. Afler the blinding snows, the wearisome boulders, 
the scorching glare, the mountaineer is in a humour fully to enjoy the 
drive beside the torrent among the vines and cheatnuta, the noble 
prospect over the great valley, and the final dash paat the high-piled 
haycarts and through the fireflies and the narrow streets up to the 
door of Signor Vitali's hotel. And what tramition can be more 
agreeable than that from the damp hay of a very poorly provided 
Cl~lbhut to a apacioue Italian palazzo, where you dine a t  a window 
which opens on a cool garden, while the grapes are hanging ready to 
be plucked on a pergola close at hand ? 

Another day cretll nolanda-no, rather by a bottle of the oldeat 
Val Te l l i nahas  been snatched from oblivion. But to-morrow soon 
comes, and with it the aame blue unclouded weather. The alternation 
of rest and toil is the prime pleasure of travel. 

The visitor to the Engndiue who climbs Piz Julier enjoys, as I 
noted in my last paper, one of the moat varied mountain views obtain- 
able within a day's walk of Pontreaina. If he is a curious mountaineer 
he will hardly fail to notice, as his eye runs along the white crest of 
the Fex Glacier, a single distant rockpeak that cuts the sky line. It 
is improbable that his guide will be able to tell him more than that it is 
a mountain of Val Tellina. If an Engadiner he will certainly not view 
with favour any suggestion of a visit to the range to which it belongs 
For here, close to one of the centres of the 'visitors' industry,' is a 
district, unexplored by Englishmen, containing bold rockpeaks and not 
a little snow and ice, where the local industrials underetsnd their busi- 
ness m badly that they are thankful for 8 to 10 francs a day for climbs 
which would be tariffed at more than double in the Engadiue. 

South of Val Tellina, h m  Colico to Edolo, from the Lake of Como 
to the Aprica Pass, stretchee a lofty ridge, the firat summit of which is 
the beautiful Monte Legnone, one of the moat familiar objects in the 
lake landscape. From the crept steep glens fall northwards. On the muth 
labyrinthine valleys, upland basins, chestnut-muffled ravines, separated 
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by gnujay ridgea and steep limeetone c r a b ,  atretch away towards 
Bergamo. These are the Prealpi, or Forealpa, of the Italians, known 
aleo as the Orobian or Bergamtuque Alpe. 

Only one frequented track croeses them-the Passo di San Marco. 
I n  the Middle Agea thia, as its name suggests, was a favourite route 
for the merchandise of Venice, by which it evaded Milan and the 
Spaniards, who held a d e  near Colico. Travellers occasionally used 
the Aprica Pass, the eastern limit of the p u p  fmm Tirano to Edolo. 
Thue Laesels, a travelling tutor, who wrote a ' Voyage of Italy ' in 
1670, found it convenient, he tells u q  to croas 'the Berlin and the 
Vrig '-the Bernina and Aprica-and m to 'pop up at Brescia.' 

The central group lies just muth of Sondrio, about the head of Val 
Seriana. The following are its chief peaks from E. to W. : Monte 
Gleno, Re di Castello, Pizzo di Cavrello, Pizzo del Druet, Pizzo di 
Coca, Pizzo di Rodes, Pizzo di Scoteq Pizzo di Parola, Punta di 
Scaie, Monte della Redorta. They range from 9,500 up to 10,020 h., 
according to Signor Galli-Valerio'a figures, which differ dightly from 
those of the new Italian map. [See Appendix.] A few miles further 
W. is the peak seen from Piz Julier-the Pizzo del Diavolo-a rugged 
crag, d l e d ,  not with much reseon, the Matterhorn of the district; 
and beyond it, acceseible from Val Brembana, is the Corno Stella, 
famoue for its view and now provided with a path, a hut, and an 
engraved panorama. The main glaciers of the group lie about the 
Monte della Redorta and the northern dopes of the Pizzo di Cavrello 
and the Monte Gleno. The stiffest climbs are reported to be the 
Pizzo di Coca, from the N., and the Punta di Scaia. 

From Val Tellina the chief peaks are masked by the great bastion 
crowned by the Pizzo di Rodea I t  is only oppoaite the opening of Val 
Bidgins that any insight into the glacier scenery of the Prealpi is 
obtained. 

bly purpose last summer was to walk up Val di Ambria, and 
thence climb on the following day the Pizzo della Hedorta, long 
reckoned the loftiest of the Bergamasqne Alps. I was fortunate in 
finding a companion in Dr. Galli Valerio, the secretary of the Sondrio 
section of the Italian Alpine Club, who kindly offered to join Franpois 
and myself with a local guide for a walk over the chain and back. 
I t  waa the hottest hour of the atternoon when we left the town in a 
car, which took us to the foot of the hill. The valley opens aa a deep 
cleft on the Val Te!lina; the path winds Bteeply among the chestnut ' 

slopes. I t  was hot-so hot that our local man, whom firmily were in 
summer quarters at Agneda, the upland hamlet where we proposed to 
sleep, was glad to load the provision8 and sscks on a donkey, which, 
pleased at the prospect of exchanging a stable for mountain freedom 
and pastme, stepped out gaily before us. 

We atepped less gaily so long as we were exposed to the full rays of 
the afternoon sun. But our reward wan not long in coming. The 
slope of meadow and chestnut wood climbed, the path turned into 
the welcome shade and comparative coolness of the long gorge 
through which the torrent of Val di Ambria descends to the Adda. 
The landscape was striking-bold mountain forms, slopes clad in 
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verdure, hollows green with ferns, here and there aged beeches, relics 
of an ancient foreet. Slowly the track and the torrent came together. 
The scenery grew sterner before, at the first group of huta and 
water-mills, the glen split. The right-hand track leads to ita only 
permanently inhabited village, Ambria, and steep Gemmi-like 7 
to Val Brembana. We turned to the left, and by a zigzag gained r 
brow on which etands the hamlet of Agneda, 

A poor little place, whew its one priest wmes 
Once a year, if he cornea at all. 

At any rate, he has o house and a chapel to serve there, and hie house 
being locked up we were glad to sleep in his barn. The chapel was 
locked up also, and so we m i d  seeing a picture aaid to be of Borne 
merit. Our local guide undertook to provide accommodation for 
meale in the rude cottage where his family paseed the summer. Once 
upon a time the plain of Agneda was occupied, doubtless, by a 
charming lake. For many yeare ite basin has been choked by fluvial 
deposits, and a stony foreground spoils the landscape. 

In the dim dawn we crossed the stones and climbed the next step in 
the valley, a rocky barrier with pines and waterfalls, to the d u d e d  
meadows of Scaia (4,800 ft.), where the glen again dividea Here is 
the proper head-quarter8 for mountaineers A few beds might well 
be provided in one of the substantial stone huts which are clustered 
together in a miniature village. 

Another steep ascent, which commnnds glorious views of the Dis- 
grazia, leads to the last alp. Above this the glen is mostly stones, and 
the scenery is extremely savage. We ought to have gone up to the 
glaciers at its head, but our local guide led us to a broken-down path 
which climbed very steeply amongst avalanche debris to our right. 

This was the track to the P a w  delle Scale, so called from a rock- 
built staircase up to the lowest gap in the chain, constructed for the 
use of the charcoal-carriers, who transported fuel to the iron foundries 
of Val Seriana. The traffic has ceased, and the stairs having fallen 
to ruin chance wayfarers find a slightly higher passage to the E., 
where the crest can be gained by climbing a long, dull, snowy trough. 
On the broken crags near its head Viola Comollia, a rare species, witb 
a very pretty bright mauve blosaom, was growing profusely. It is 
only found on the Prealpi. 

From the Paaw di Brunone we had to traverse under the southern 
side of the crest without gaining much height for at least a mile. 
Thus we reached the nCv6 of a coneiderable glacier-considerable for 
these parts-and, climbing the laat slopes, found ouraelvee in the 
gap we ought to have reached by the chief glacier of Val di Agneda. 
The few crevasses at  its head may possibly be at times formidable; 
in 1894 they were certainly passable without difficulty. The nature 
of the ground hereabouts 2 misrepresented in the new Italian nlap ; 
the snddle is a snow col unbroken by rocka To the E., at  the 
N. foot of the ridge of the Redorta, lay a higher snowy gap, approached 
by steep frozen banks. This does not lie in the main chain, but OD 

the spur connecting the Monte della Redorta with it. On the E. it is 
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defended by precipices, and overlooks the pastures on the Bergamasque 
aide of the Peseo di Coca. The final ridge of the Redorta can be 
~zm up by mountaineers of any experience, though a novice, by 
choosing badly, might effect a slip on the snow banks. As I eighted 
the etone-man I came in view also of a herd of chamois, enjoying 
themselves on the summit. They had doubtlese been driven by the 
exceptional h b t  of the last few days to the breeziest station. 

We were again lucky in our day. To the W. the distant panorama 
was obscured by heat haze, but in other directions the atmosphere was 
pure and the view varied and delightful. At our feet we could 
see the windings of the Serio through its green ious valley. Be- 
yond the dolomite cliffs of the Presolana we looke "X" acrose to the waters 
of Lago d'Iaeo, flowing round the base of its bold bland hill, and 
under the gentle ridges of Monte Guglielmo, a charming Italian down, 
the Montarone of Brescia. The Adds waa viaible not only in Val 
Tellina; a einuous streak of light acrosa the plain marked its lower 
.conme below Lecco. 

- Our neighbour heights held their own well. Opposite was the bold 
pyramid of the Pizzo di Coca, close at hand rose the precipitous crags 
of the Punta di Scais and the Pizzo di Forola To the W., at the other 
end of the long basin into which we were to descend, stood the Pizzo 
Be1 Diavolo. A card in the stone-man told us that Herr Merzbacher 
a n d  a companion had combined it in a day's walk with the Redorta. 
They must have used their boots hardly 1 

We descended with many glissades the S.W. glacier of the Redorta, 
and then turned and traversed to the right to a graee~l brow where a 
party of labourers employed in erecting a Clubhnt were taking their 
eieeta. Below this we came on the zigzags of the disused Passo della 
Scala. A fine crop of stones covered them. The ruin of a path 
.ie, perhaps, the worst possible walking. We descended past a pretty 
waterfall to the junction of the streams in the long baain lying parallel 
te the chain which forms the head of Val Fiumenero. 

The descent to the village of that name in Val Seriana lies through 
an extremely picturesque glen. S t e p  crags, wood, meadow, and 
water unite to form ever varied and always romantic landscapes. Tho 
-1 vaulted rooms of the village inn of Fiumenero gave welcome 
refreshment, and a country car helped us up the few miles to Bondione, 
:a grubby mining hamlet. A quarter of a mile above the village a 
homely but clean inn haa been opened, in a pleasant situation. Here 
I touch on the old ground of my ' Italian Alps! I would only repeat 
my  conviction that in June tlie fnlls of the Serio must be well worth 
the  drive from Bergamo. In August they want water, but their total 
height is atupendona-no less than 3,000 ft. I t  takes nearly 2 hn.  
from Bondione to reach the level of the top of the cascade, where, in 
a gap in the ridge which protects the large pasture basin--once a 
lake-of the Barbellino Alp, a Clubhut has been erected. We met 
a large Italian p r t y  descending, who had apparently been enjoying 
a few da s' fresh air without hotel bills. This is a development of 
t he  use o f huts which in more frequented regions may easily become 
an abuse I 
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After waning the &ream and passing the huta of the higher 
Barbellino Alp we climbed the steep hill above it, and aRer a long, 
trackless laecent found ourselves on a level with the little Lago della 
Malgina. Turning more aharply to the let$ over a wildernem of lo- 
stones and broken .crags we climbed to an upper baain filled by a 
glacier. Here we were joined by a solitary figure we bad for mme 
time had in view. I t  proved to be a lad of sixteen ont f i r  a holiday 
from Bergamo, who had bicycled up the valley, and waa lodging with 
the shepherds of the Barbellino Alp and enjoying mountain exercise. 
Snowy banks and shale dopes, gemmed with the most brilliant gentians 
and violas, led up to the crest. We gained i t  200 or 300 yards to the 
W. of the true pass, which is marked by a natural stonaman. The 
Pizzo di Cavrello (Pizzo del Diavolo of the map) might be climbed 
hence by a rough but m y  ridge. The day waa hazy, but the view 
of the Bemina opposite was remarkable. 

The descent is by a long snowy trough, excellent for glimadea. 
When the enow ends the h u b  of the Baita Muracci are found on 
a brow to the right. They command a Bingular and very romantic 
prospect. The mountain opposite conmete of rock ridgea and ter- 
races, ueparating a series of small ice-Wed bays, from which etrearns 
fall in glittering cascades over the lower cliffi. A zigzag path leads 
down among flowers, woods, and c o p s  to the bottom of the valley. The  
torrent crossed, a good path is found on the left or shady bank. The 
descent is constant, but neither steep nor stony. The stream k robbed 
of most of its water for irrigation channela before i t  reach- its laat 
plunge into the Val Tellina. The path winds under the shade of a 
noble chestnut forest, among the greenest lawns, plashing rivulets, 
and scattered broad-roofed farms, until the laet bank sinks into the 
vines and Indian corn of the greater valley. Half a mile of country 
lane led us acroas this to the bridge over the Adda, opposite the inn of 
8. Giacomo, the half-way post station between Sondrio and Tirano. 

Here ended my last excursion in the Bergamasque A l p  Their 
scenery is surprisinzly bold and varied, the views from their peaka are 
extensive, and the group haa quite sufficient attractions from a climber's 
point of view to merit a visit from those of our members who like to 
enlarge their experiences and their interests. I t  har~, of course, the 
advantage of bring open till late in the season, and of offering in its 
lower regions charming walks for broken weather. The hardest rock- 
climbing is doubtless to be found on the peaks between the Redorta 
and the Coca. A fine expedition would be to climb the Pizzo di 
Cavrello from V;il Malgina, traveree the Vedretta dei Cagamei, and 
return by the Val cl'Arigna to Sondrio. 

I mu& add a 1lril.f note of a walk I took with Mr. Clinton Dent in 
the previous sunlrtler. A few miles below Edolo, Val di Paisoo, a 
steep narrow ~ I ( * I I ,  l a d s  up into the eastern corner of the Bergamasque 
Alps, and affortl. a way into the upland basin of Val di  Scalve. 
Ancient chestn~~i woods, picturesque villages perched high on the 
sunward slope ;Itlirlrlc meadows and millet fields, higher up compara- 
tively tame crdcs rind pastures, such are the common featurea of a 
aide valley in t i i t s  \c~uthern Alps. Val di Paisw differe from the 
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q p e  in this one respect: that as the graea paea a t  ita head is ap- 
proached the dopes are &abed with grubby huts and rubbish heapu, 
the marks of iron mines. R e  did not see Val di (Icalve in sunshine 
-on that forenoon alone during my trip in 1893 did the sun take 
holiday-but the deecent into i t  has some charms of foreground. 
The upper alps are fiinged with thick woods of laburnum; lower 
down a pine forest covers the whole floor of the valley. I t  is an 
hour's walk through the wood fiom the first ironworks to the chief 
village, Schilpario. Though 3,700 it. above the sea, i t  has almoat the 
air of a town. The Albergo Alpino is no village inn, but a peneion, 
much frequented in summer by fugitives from southern heat. When, 
after drying myeelf at the log fire that had been hospitably lighted for 
us, I descended to the Sala di Pranzo, I found Dent surrounded by 
Brescian ladies, and unconsciously contributing to a 'Living Picture,' 
a ' Santa Comereazione' after Moretto or Romanino. The subject of 
the ' conversation,' I may mention, was profane dancing. The night 
before the company had paced an English measure. Should they call 
i t  Sir Royger, or Sir Rowger, or Sirrogk? While Dent decided thie 
knotty point I enjoyed an excellent meal. But we fled before night- 

It waa ungallant, doubtlees, but we felt that if called upon to 
lead the national dance we might betray our incapacity. Let some 
younger member of the Club, who wishes to learn Italian and to have 
a cheap holiday, who can be content for ten days with romantic uplands 
and moderate climbe, try Schilpario. The Re di Castello and blonte 
Gleno, the dolomitic Preeolana wi l l  furnish some stiff scrambles 
There is a fine path by upland villages to Brenoin Val Camonica. 
The walk down the Via Mala Bergamasca and by the hill path from 
Dezzo to Lovere is one of the moat enchanting in the Lombard Alps. 
Lago d ' I m  I have written of before. I t  is to me the moat lovable of 
the Italian lakes, and there is not a cockney castle among its olive 
gardens. 

THB PBINCIPAL PUKE AXD PABBEB OF THB C ~ T E A L  GROUP O F  THl: 
BsRoAxaegun ALPEL 

The following list is taken from the new Italian Survey (1-60000). Some 
alterations suggested by Dr. Qalli Valerio are indicated :- 

Me* 
Pizm Re Castello . .  2,881 
P. dei Tre ConEni . 2,824 
MonteGleno . .  2,883 
Passo del Trobio . 1 

[See ' Alpine Journal,' vol. vii. p. 107, and Freshfield's ' Italian Alps ' for 
an account of the two last expeditions.] 

Monte Costone . . . . . .  2,836. 
PassoQressodiPila . .  2,610 
Monte Torena . . . . . .  2,911 
Passo Caronella . .  2,617 
Wseo di Bondone . 2,783 . . . . .  Passo di Val Malgina 2,763 
Piau, di Camello . . , , . . 2,927 

[Pizzo del Diavolo of the Italian Survey, not to be confused with tlie 
western peak dedicated to the same potentate.] 

0 0 2  
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MbtIea.  
Pizzo del Dronet . .  2,908 

[Dr. GaUi Iralerio gives the heights of three points, the E.. Central, and 
W. Drqnet, as 2,799, 2,901, and 2,863 m. Between the central and W. peak 
liss the] 

Passo del Csmosclo . . , . . 1 
[first crossed by Dr. O. V. August 13,1894.1 

. . . . .  Passo del Diavolo 2,601 
. . . .  Pizm di Coca, N. peak 3.062 

[Dr. (3. V. points out the existence of a S. peak off the watershed 1 m. 
higher.] 

Passo di Coca . 2,615 
Pizzo Pomla. . 2.981 
Punta di Sc& . . .  2,930 

[This point is nameless in the Italian map. Dr. G. V., who has climbed 
it, makes its height 3,040 (1) m.] 

Pizm della Redorta . 3,037 
[This peak is several hnndred yards 5. of the watershed. Just \Ir. of i t  lies 

s enow saddle connecting the Western Porola Glacier with those of the 
Redorta, which may well be called the] 

Passo dells Redorta . .  ? 
C 

Passo di Brunone . .  2,537 
PizzodelDiavolo. . .  2,915 

Rodes Spur. 
PassodiPomla . . . . . .  

fbetween Val di Ari and Val di Agneda, crossed by Dr. GaUi Iralerio 
according to his measurement. 2,800 m.] September 8, 1891, a n y  

Pizzo di Scotes . .  2,976 

[Next to this Dr. G. T. adds the] 
P. degli Uomini . .  2,897 
Pizm di Biolco . .  2,798 
Piuo di Rodea . 2,831 

ALPINE NOTES. 

Bm N~vrs.-On September 3, 1892, Me-. J., E., and B. 1 x 0 ~ -  
kinaon climbed the middle ridge of the north side of Ben Nevis as 
far aa the point where the ridge is  broken by  a well-defined perpen- 
dicular face, which they endeavoured to turn by  traversing alightly on 
to the western h e ,  and aecending a narrow chimney, but were stopped 

. - 

by a high pitch. 
On thefoIlowing day the same party, with Mr. C. Hopkinson, descended 

the anme ridge from the summit past the cairn, well seen from near the 
observatory,-marking the furthest point previously reached in the 
descent, aa far aa the chimney on the west face of the ridge. Descend- 
ing thi6 to the pitch before mentioned, and then by a short but dificul t 
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traverse, they reached a small rock platform, from which they re- 
gained the ridge below the rock face, and completed the descent. 

On September 6 the same party ascended the eastern of the three 
ridges, which runs out close to the summit. The climbing on this ia 
interesting, but much easier than the centre ridge. 

On September 8 the same party climbed the outlying pinnacle a t  
the  baee of the central ridge, and descended it  on the north face. 
THE USE OF C L I X ~ ~ N O  IRONS.-If this queation be considered still an 

open one I should like to comment briefly on two points in  the 
controversy. On p. 530, vol. xvi., blr. Dent expreasee a doubt 
whether a pmty provided with irons will often ' d o  much better 
or be more safe thnn a party without them.' I cannot help feeling 
that the words which I have italicised contain the pith of the objection 
usually made to the use of theae aids, and that they imply a mhcon- 
ception of the matter. &a an experimenter with Steigeken during a 
month's climbing without professional assistance last summer, and now 
a complete convert to their use, I would submit tbat s p e d  is what is 
primarily gained, f%d. safety only indirectly, when safety, an even i n  
the best-planned expeditions, will sometimes happen, depends on speed. 
I t  cannot for a momexit be  maintained that a climber who ' understan& 
what balance means, and is pkovidcd with properly nailed boota,' is 
one whit lells safe in a properly cut ice-etep than he would be if pro- 
vided also with climbing irons. On the contrary, I would frankly 
admit that Steigekcn may, like most other things, be made a source of 
danger if trusted beyond their natural capacity. On solid ice, if the 
gradient exceeds a certain low limit, steps ntust be cut, and directly 
this is done the irons 1- their peculiar value. Their proper use is 
on crusted ice, on steep and thinly-glazed wow, on steep frozen graae, 
on thin scree where the rock peeps through, and last, but not leaat, on 
wmpscted banks of moraine. Wherever, in  fact, merely booted 
travellere must kick steps, and in a few places where they would have 
to scratch them with the axe, their ironed friends will walk straight u p  
(or down), and the saving in time, labour, and temper is enormoun. 
Wherever steps must be cut, wherever steps of any kind are super- 
fluous, and on really difficult rock, irons are useless, though, except i n  
the laat case, their actual inconvenience becomw, after a very little 
practice, so slight that i t  is not worth while to take them off if there is 
more of the intermediate sort of ground ahead. Their universal em- 
ployment by the Tirolese and neglect by the Swiss I attribute not so 
much to paternal legislation rre to a natural difference in  the country. 
T h e  s~nallneaa of the eastern glaciers has much to do wit11 it. I n  
Switzerland the ice above and below a fall is ugually all but level. I n  
the Tirol the fall is often imperfectly developed, and the gradient for a 
considerable diatance is just, and only just, too steep for walking. 
Here the irone-or, what are practically an equivalent, Mr. Mummery's 
screws--are invalunble, not because they eave life, but because they 
save time. I n  the Karakoram i t  would seem that 'intermediate' 
ground is equally common, though the cause is not the smallnees, bu t  
the vastnew, of the mountains, the ice, m d  the debris. 

N y  other point is of less importance. Without questioning the 
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superiorit of Mr. Conway's English-made Stcigtiaen, the like of which 
I waa 04 deterred &om ordering by their English-nude price, I 
must maintain the practical efficiency of the Tiroleee article, purchns. 
able in Innabruck at about one-eighth the cost. A pair can readily be 
found that are nearly a fit, and the blecksmith will make them quite 
M) in half an hour's time. By use the fit improves, if anything. Hemp 
strapa, not leather, should be employed, because wet dightly tightem 
i n s t d  of greatly loosening them. R. C. GILSON. 

MONT &~vm.--The following appeared in the ' Figan, ' of July 19. 
It will be news to moat climbers ! 

' How Paris.-L'ascenaion dn terrible mont Cervin, que pendant 
longtemp on jugea impossible, a 8d faite mardi par un Am&ricain, 
M. Packett. C'est la seconde fois que cette aiguille, la plus aigue dea 
sommets alpestrea, qui domine Zermatt, eat atteinte. I1 ne fant p 
oublier, en effet, que I'ascension du Cervin f i t  accomplie avec nn plein 
auccbs, il y a une dizaine d'annPee, par notre competriote M. Edotlard 
Bonnet, de la section lyonnaise du Club alpin franpia' 
THE ROTRSTOCK.-Many travellers must from the Little Scheidegg 

Inn have noticed a bold detached rocky peak at the extreme W. end of 
the W. ar&te of the Eiger-the Rothstock-but, as fir as I can rrscer- 
tain, either at Grindelwald or at the Little Scheidegg Inn, no one 
seems to have thought of visiting it till young Christian Almer and I 
climbed it on May 29 last. We followed the usual route up the Eiger 
as far arc the gap between the Eiger and theRothstock, then turned W., 
and by easy broken rocks in a few minutea reached the higheat summit 
(2,668 m.) of the latter peak (2 hre. 5 min. from the Little Scheidegg 
Inn, but there warc much mow on the way, so that 1 -14 hr. wonld 
probably auflice under ordinary circumstances). To k e W. there is s 
slightly lower point, whence the inns on the Wengern Alp and Little 
Scheidegg are visible. On the N. the peak forms a sheer and imposing 
rock wall, but the conspicuous red tower on the W.. from which no 
doubt it takes ita name, is but a buttress, probably that marked 2,530 m. 
on the S. map. The view from the Rothstock is interesting and 
striking, and the excursion is recommended ne a morning walk on a 
reat day to climbers sojourning at the Little Scheidegg. 

W. A. B. C ~ ~ L I D ~ E .  
HOHBEBQEOBN (4,226 m.=13,863 ft.) FROM TEE N.W. September 20, 

1894.-Mr. F. W. Oliver, with the guides Alexander Burgener and 
Albert Supemaxo, left the Hohberg hole (which forms an admirable 
bivouac place) at 6 A.M., and reached the summit of the Diirrenhorn, 
by the W. ridge and S. face, at 11 A.M. Leaving the summit at 
11.30 A.H. (b the S. face), they reached a point on the mow field 
below and to t g e W. of the Hohberg Pass. The route then lay S., 
always parallel to and close below the bergrichmnd, which was crossed 
at a convenient point below the N.W. ridge of the Hohberghorn. 
A little step-cutting brought the party on to the N.W. ar6te 
(12.45 P.M.), which was followed to the summit (2.30 P.M.). The 
ridge being on the shaded side of the mountain, ita rocks were found 
in a very bad state, owing to the heavy mowfall of the previoue week. 



Under Eavourable conditione no difliculty would be met with. Randa 
was regained by the Feetigletecher and ordinary Dom route at 7 P.M. 
NEW CBaLET-HOTEL AT BONNEVAL-SUE-ARC.-Mr. E. T. Compton 

writss in praise of this inn, recently opened under the patronage of 
the Lyons Section of the C. A. F. It is well kept in a k p l e  style by 
one of the Balmata of Charnonix. The landlord and his son are 
capable of acting as guidea 

R o m ~  Tosa FALLA-Some notes by Mr. A. Cust have been placed 
at my dieposition which throw light on the little-known range0 near 
Toes Falls, particularly the neighbourhood of the Banhorn and the 
Grieahorn. They usefully supplement my notes on those peaks pub- 
lished in the 'Alpine Journal,' vol. xvii. pp. 47-9. 

Mr. Cuat has twice visited the Ban Glacier, apart fiom his 
traverse, October 3, 1880, of the North Banjo&.* His firet viait 
was on September 20, 1878, when, 'after reaching the Neufelgiu 
Parrs from Tosa Falls, I made my way to the top of the main rock 
wall of the Hohmnd Glacier. I found myself on the edge of the 
Ban Glacier, rendered more inhoqitable by a cold wind from the 
other side, and mist. Turning to the left along the ridge, and the 
mint lifting as I went on, I aat down to a meal on the lee aide of 
the cliff, eatisfied that a mall  lake from which I had turned in the 
hollow below was really the Obersee (-0 Sruer of the Italian 
map).' After deecribing the gliipees he had through the mi&, Mr. 
Cmt ad& t h ~ t  he went down to the Hohsand Glacier and crossed the 
Hoheand Pass to Binn. The weather was more favourable when, on 
September 6, 1880, Mr. Cuat reached the Ban Glacier 'by an easy 
gully near the head of the Neufelgiu ravine, which brought me out 
near the E. terminal summit on the rock-wall of my first mistaken 
excursion.'t ' There was here an engineer's pole prostrate on the 
ground, and signs of a cairn, now demolished. The only agency I 
could think of to make such a ruin was that of the chamois, who 
abounded in the locality, making tracks so big that they looked like 
paths worn by the human foot, and, from the broad track along thie 
ridge, evidently a favourite haunt. This summit had a little hollow 
at the top, which was a garden green with gram. I went on to the 
culminating point of the ridge (2,973 m. of the Italii map), at the 
junction of another ridge from the Bnnhorn. The name Gemsgrat 
is suggested for it. I descended by a gap between the two above- 
named summita over a declivity on the Lebendun side. On other 
occasions I sleo reached pointe 2,926 m. and 2,931 m.' 

Mr. Cust also made the ascent (the first by travellers) of the Qries- 
horn (2,966 m.) on October 11,1881, and wasstruck by the discrepancies 
between the Swiss and Italian* maps, as I also was twelve yeare later. 
H e  states : ' I waa told-by the local guide at Tosa Falls, I b e l i e v e  
that the summit ascended by me mas known ae Punta del Val Corno 
(Valcornerhorn, aa he seemed to pronounce it), or Tubthalhorn, 

* Zqontins A@:, p. 45. 
t. This gully is clearly that referred to near the top of p. 45 of my Zpntim 

5m& Book 



Tubthal being the local name for Val Corno. I t  is broad-topped and 
irregular rather than conical.' Mr. Cust also makes the following 
interesting remarks as to the Val Corno Glacier, describing i ts  state in 
1880, as  I did its &ate in 1893 :-' In  1880 I found that the glacierat 
rhe head of Val Corno waa solely derived from the hollow between 
the Grieshom (2,966 m.) and the Rothentlialhorn. From the summit 
plateau of the valley streams dosed both down the latter and  to 
the Gries Glacier, which, lying a t  a lower level than the Val Corno 
Glacier, is separated from the watershed hy some distance and a cow 
sidemble depression. What little moraine thew was wma the semi- 
circular frontal moraine of the Val Corno Glacier, nor were there 
traces of an old mombe, such as might have been left by the Gria 
Glacier. No doubt when the latter was higher there was a continuous 
ice field here, and the combined ice strei~m would pueh into the Vd 
Corno. There can never, however, have been much pressure, ss the 
ice then (1880) rose to the level of the large opening to the Eginen 
and Gries valleys! 

Mr. Cud  speaks very highly of the view from the Rothenthalhom 
(2,969 m.), the highest summit in the range between the Gries and Sar 
Giacomo Pasees. I am happy to find that his opinion supports mine, 
expressed in the S.A.C. Jahrbuch,' xxviii. p. 113. From Tosa Fnlb 
Inn the ascent can easily be made in 4 hrs. by way of the Im Mom 
huts, the Roththal glen to the t a m  a t  its head, and then the d d y  
S.E. ar6ta. I n  some respects the view from the Grieshorn is finer, bnC 
the ascent is longer and more laborious; from either, Monte Rosa, the 
Bernese Oberland, the Todi, and the Bernina groups are well Been 
From the top, no doubt, a direct d m e n t  to the Val Corno might be 
forced, but it  is pleaaanter to traverse grassy slopes from the lake to 
the San Giacomo Pam (under 1 hr.), and so gain Airolo. In my 
opinion the Basodino, though perhaps the beat known of the p e h  
round Tosa Falls, ia in  a11 reepecta the least interesting. The fin& 
view is that to be obtained from the Blindenhorn (which may be 
taken on the may to Binn), while the highest of the Neufelgiuhomet 
offers an amusing ecramble, which is  much eaaier than i t  looks.* 

W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 
LIBWY.-The following addition0 have been made since November 

1894 :- 
Vaccarone (L ). Gran Paradise. 8vo. Maps, drc. (26th Congress C.A.I.) 

Turin. 1894. 
~eitschrift (26th year) der Sektion Frankfurt des D. u. Oe. Alpenvereins. 8v0. 

Illustrated. Frankfurt, 1894. 
Coolidge (W. A. B.). La Haute-Engdine . . . tl travers les Sihcles. (Extr. 

' Le Massif de la Bernina.') Ziirich, 1494. 
Radde (Dr. G . )  and Koeni~ (E.). Das Ostufer dee Pontns. (Petermads 

~ i i t h e i l u G n ,  112.) ~'oiha; 1894. 
Zeitschrift des D. u. Oe. Alpenvereins. XXV. 1894. 
Ebel (J. G.). Anleitung auf die niitzlichste . . . . Art  die Schn-eiz zn bereisen. 

4 vols. 8vo. Illustmted. Ziirich, 1809. 
(Picquet.) Voyage dans les PyrbnBes f r a n p i ~ e s . ~  8vo. Paris, 1789. 
Hoeck (K.). Himalaya Atlas. Photos. Haden, 1894. 

* See my detailed account in the Jah~btioh, xrviii. p. 112 aqp. 
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I t i nh i i r e  dn C.A.S., 1866. Col de Fen@tre jusqu'an Col de Colon. 
Wnndt (Th.). Wanderbilder aus den Dolomiten. Large Photos. Stuttgart, 

kc., 1894. 
Chriatomannos (Th.). Sdden-Trafoi. Illustrated. Innsbrnck, 1895. 
Marshall-Hall (Captain). Study of Kxistina Glaciere. (Extr. ' Natural Science.' 

January 1896:) 
- 

Qneensberry (Lord). The Spirit of the Matterhorn, (Written in 1871.) 8vo. 
London. n.d. 

Sowerby (J.). The Forest Cantons of Switzerland. 8vo. London, 1892. 
Qreen (W. S.). Among the Selkirk Glaciers. 8vo. Illustrated. London, 

1890. 
Tyndall (J.). New Fragments. 8vo. London, 1892. 
Tissot (V.). Unknown Switzerland. (Translated by Mrs. Wilson.) 8va 

London, 1889. 
Hope (A. R.). The Romance of the Mountains. Hvo. London, n.d. [1888.] 
Muir (J.). The Mountains of California. 8vo. Illustrated. London, 1899. 
Wills (A.). Ascent of Mont Blanc, together with some Remarks on Qlaciera. . 8vo. (Privately printed.) 1868. 
Dumas (A.). The Glacier Land. (Translated by Mrs. W. R Wilde.) 8ro. 

London, 1852. 
Baedeker (K.). Die Schweiz : Handbuch fiir Reisende. 8vo. First edition. 

Koblenz, 1844. 
Schenchzer (J. J.). Bachreibnng der h'aturgeschichten des Schweizerlandes. 

8 ~ 0 .  Ziirich, 1 i06-8. 
E m  (L.). Quide de la Chahe du Mont-Blanc. (Climber's Guide Series.) 

12mo. NenchBtel, 1892. 
Cairngorm Clnb Journal. (Parts 2,3,  4.) Aberdeen, 1894. 
Practical Swiss Guide. By an Englishman. London, 1866. 
Guide to Ben Nevis. 8vo. Edinburgh and Glasgow, 1894. 
Main (E.). Hints on Snow Photography. 8vo. Illustrated. London, 1896. 
Qlacia,liat's Magazine, The. From commencement (1894). 
Galton (F.). The Art of TraveL London, 1856. 
Virgilio (Dr. F.). La Collina di Torino. 8vo. Turin, 1896. 
Thiolly (F.). De Genbve B Zermatt par la Vallbe d'bnniviers e t  le Col do  

Trift. Pamphlet. Genbve, 1867. 
ThioUy (F.). C o m e  au Moleson. 8vo. Pamphlet. Genbve, 1866. 
Tex-Hamme (T. D. de). Vingt-cinq Belges au Mont-Blanc. 8vo. Braxeller, 

1869. 
Rey (W.); Les Grisons et  la Haute-Engadine. 870. GenBve, 1858. 
Manget (J. L.). Description e t  Itinbraire des Bords du Lac de Genbve. 8v0. 

Genbve, 1822. 
Wistaz (A.). Du Val d'Anniviers B Zermatt. GenBve, 1869. 
Besse (E.). Un Voyage an Gi4troz en 1863. Sion, 1864. 
Ti'agnon (A.). Ascension de la Dent du Midi. Pamphlet. Montrenx, 1894. 
Bouvier (Dr. L.). De Sanssure, sa Vie, kc. 8vo. Genbve, 1877. 
Helbronner (P.). Une Semaine au Mont-Blanc (August 1893). Paris, 1894. 
Weber (Dr. Hermann). Hygienic and Therapeutic Aspects of Climbing. 

(Extr. ' Lancet,' October 26, 1893.) 
Carrier (M.). Jacques Balmat. 8vo. Pamphlet. GenBve, 1864. 
Schwatka (F.) and Russell (J.). Two Expeditionti to Mount Bt. Elias. Illus- 

trated. (Extr. 'Century Magazine,' April 1891.) 
Wibraham (Hon. E. B.). An Ascent of Mont Blanc in August 1830. (In 

' Keepsake,' 1832.) 
Talfonrd (T. N.). Supplement to ' Vacation Rambles.' 8vo. London, 1864. 
Gardner (J. D.). Ascent and Tour of Mont Blanc, September 1850. Chiswick, 

1861. 
Trollope (A.). Travelling Sketches. 8vo. London, 1866. 
Thiolly (E'.). Ascensions des Dents d'Oche et  du Midi. 8vo. Pamphld. 

Snisse, 1863. 
Poetische Heise. n.p. 1837. 
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Martel (E. 8.). Raptares de Poches d'Eau den Glaciers. (Extr. ' La Natrue: 
March 1895.) 

Jones (Rev. Harry). The Regular Swiss Round, in Three Trips. 870. London, 
1866. 

Zincke (F. B.). A Month in Switzerland. 8vo. London, 1873. 
Zincke (F. B.). Swiss Allmends and a Walk to see them. 890. London, 

187h. 
Zihcke (F. B.). A Walk in the Grisons. 8v0. London, 1874. 
Richardson (R.). Corsica Photos and Map .  (Extr. 'Bhgahe of the 

h t t i s h  Royal Qeogra hical Society,' 1894.) 
Sveosk. Toristf6reningen L s k r i I t ,  1896. 
Gregory (J. W.). Recent Contributions to the Geology of the Western Alp. 

(Extr. ' Science Progress,' April 1896.) 
Bichter (Dr. E.) and Penck (Dr. A.). Atlas der Oestsrreich. Alpemn . . . 

dea Salzkammergutes. Wien, 1896. 
Lorria (8.) and Mlrrtel (E. 8.). Le Massif de la Bernina Oblong folio. 

Illastrateb Ziirich, l 8 9 l  
Baedeker (K.). South-Eastern France, including Corsica 2nd edition. - 

Lei-, 1895. 
Baedeker (K.). South-Western France. Leipzig, 1895. 
Allom (T.). Views in the Tyrol. (Letterprass by a Companion of Hofer.) 

89.0. London. n.d. 
Dmmrnond (Rev. 'D. T. K.). Scenes . . . in Switzerland and Italy. 8 ~ 0 .  

Illustrated. Edinburgh, 1863. 
Bwitzerland and the Swiss. By the Author of 'The Knights of the Frozen 

Sea.' 8v0. London, 1877. 
Mont Blanc, Up and Down. (Extr. ' Chambers' Journal.' Christ- 1866.) 
Brentari (0.). Guida del Trentino. (Soc. degli Alp. Trident.) Illustrated. 

Baasano, 1895. 
Carr (A.). Adventares with my Alpenstock. 8v0. York, 1895. 
Browne (Hev. G. F.). Off the Mill. 8vo. Illustrated. London, 1876. 
Baedeker (K.). Norway, Sweden, and Denmark. 6th edition. Leipsig, 1896. 
Baedeker (K.). The Esetern Alps. 8th edition Leipzig. 1896. 
Mummery (A. F.). My Climbs in the A l p  and Cancarma. Illnstrated. 

London, kc., 1896. 
Rabl (J.). Steiermark und Krain. Wien, &c., 1885. 
Babl (J.). Kiirnten. Wien, kc., 1884. 
Conway (Sir W. M.). The A l p  from End to End. (Illustrated by A. D. 

M'Cormick.) Westminster, 1896. 
Wyttenbach (J.  S.). Instruction pour les Vopgeurs qui vont voir les Glaciers 

et les Alpes du Canton de Berne. 8ro. Pamphlet. Berne, 1787. 
Smith (Rev. J. D.). A Voice from the Alps, or the Vandoh Valleys. Dublin, 

1854. 
Ball (J.). A Guide to the Eastern Alps. New Edition. London, 1879. 
Bnxton (E. N.). Short Stalks. 2nd edition. London, 1883. 
Montgomery (James). The Wanderer of Switzerland, and other Poems. 9th 

edition. 12mo. London, 1823. 
Boner (Charles). Guide for Travellers in the Plain and on the Mountain. 

12mo. London, n.d. 
Boner (Charles). Chamoia-Hunting in the Mounteins of Bavprie. London, 

1853. 
Paris (T. Clifton). Letters from the Pyrenees. Crown Uvo. London, 1843. 
D'Istria (Comtesse Dora). Switzerland, the Pioneer of the Reformation 

Translated from the French. 2 vols. London and Edinburgh, 1868. 
Gilly (W. 8.). Waldensian Researches. Thick 8vo. London, 1831. 
Sherwill (Markham). Court. Esqnisse hiktoriqne de la Val lk  de Chsmounix, 

traduite de l 'hglais. Uenbve, 1837. 
Tyndall (J.). Dam les Montegnes. (A French translation of ' Mountaineer- 

ing in 1861.') Paris. n.d. 
Charnock (R. 8.). Guide to the T-yrol. London, 1857. 
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Macmillan (Rev. Hugh). Holidays on High Lands. London, 1869. 
Raise eines Lehrers . . . in einige romantiache Gegenden der Schweiz. 2 vols. 

Miinchen, 1823. 
Waring (9. 1.). The Traveller's Fire-Side : a Seriea of Papers on Switzerland, 

the Alps, kc. London, 1819. 
Carne. Letters from Switzerland and Italy. London, 1834. 
Edwards (Amelia B.). Untrodden Peaks. 2nd edition. London, 1890. 
Chamonni, Borne Account of the Valley of, and of the Beoent of Mont Blanc. 

(From the ' Saturday Magazine,' June 1837.) 
V. Lendenfeld (R.). Forschangsrehn in den Australischen Alpen. (From 

' Petermanu's 1itteilnnpn.') 
Baedeker (K.). Switzerland. 16th edition. 1896. 

REVIEWS AND NOTICES. 

dly Climb; in tha A@; a d  Caw-. By A. F. Mummery. 
(London : T. Fisher Unwin. 1896.) 

THE historian of fifty years hence, engaged in tracing the development 
of mountaineering that haa formed so conspicuous a feature in the in- 
tellectual growth of the latter half of the nineteenth century, will pro- 
bably recognise certain periods indicated by literary landmerka Mr. 
Mummery's handRome volume will mark the stage when mountaineer- 
ing technique, if it  had not reached its absolute high-water mark, had, 
a t  any rate, attained a very high level of perfection. The book, too, 
will be cited 8s a proof of the universal tendency to specialism. 
Opinion, as now, will be divided on the question whether this tendency 
indicates advance or degeneration. 

There was ample room in Alpine literature for a work dealing with 
the development of mountaineering which concerns itaelf not eo 
much with the conqneat of new peaks, or the opening up of new fields, 
as with the setting forth of what can be accomplished by the assiduoue 
cultivation of climbing--and especially rock-climbing--aa a crsft. No 
one ie better fitted for the taak than Mr. Mummery, who by common 
consent k one of the very foremost amateur mountaineers of the pre- 
sent day. Bs a climber he k known to many ; as a writer he has 
hitherto been known only to the few. Our readers will not be aur- 
prised with the sustained excellence of the book now under review, 
though to a wider public ita literary merits may come as eomething of a 
revelation. The author himself hints, in hie preface, that the incep- 
tion of the work was due to the decrees of the Fates and the will of the 
gals--a poetical way of describing the shrewdness of a London pub- 
liaber. The book does not merely contain s record of well-planned 
and well-executed mountain expeditions of extreme difficulty. The 
author feels constrained to jnetify the limited acope of the work. He 
wieely defends, rather than apologises for, the existence of the ' mere 
gymnast ' and the ' pure climber '-abstract personages, who have been 
far lesa the subject of any real attack than the author seems dispoeed 
to admit. 

Mr. Mummery defines his position a t  once, and offers h k  pages 
to those who are content to regard mountaineering, as he does, 
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as unmixed play. A volume, however, 80 readable will inevitably 
claim a wider circle of acquaintance, for no one who haa climbed for 
climbing's aake-as we all have, though we may a t  times in the 
mountains Lave had other i d e a  in our heads as well-can fail to be 
attracted by the book. Mr. Mummery makes the reader feel th& he 
writea of his sport aa he loves it. The style is graphic ; the record of 
adventures vigorous, without being mnaahonal ; the discursions on the 
scenery m excellent that one could wiah they had been less subdued. 
Novelty in treatment was, perhapa, hardly to be expected; and the 
author, judiciously enough, has not departed from the methoda which 
have characterid 8o many Alpine books. The falling stones buzz and 
whirr through the pagea; the climbem ascend and traverse places 
where the foot-holds are non-existent and the hand-holda impalpable. 
The cliffs, which in the early stages of mountain-writing were ateep, 
and subeequently became perpendicular, now, not infrequently, over- 
hang ! Mention is made of the provision bill, allusions to Bouvia are 
not unfrequent,' and even pipes and tobacco are heard of. Such 
topica have found their way into Alpine books before, and in all pro- 
bability will continue to figure in mountaineering literature. But 
we are the last to complain. For all such details we confeas to have 
a sneaking fondness, nnd are grateful that the author has not ruth- 
leeely banished them From his pagea, or endeavoured to introduce a 
new Alpine style. The typical climber of to-day is, after all, but a 
true development of the mountaineer of old. He is more independent, 
more skilled, posseseed of grater power and more confidence, b;t not a 
whit mom adventurous or reckless than hie forefathera There is 
plenty of humour to enliven the pages, tinged with the grimness which 
is not wholly unknown to students of mountain literature. The language 
is  commendably free, too, from Alpine dang, though here and there ex- 
pressions such as ' to g fk '  have found their way in-a transplantation 
ae undesirable as ' five-o-clocquer.' 

All books descriptive of mountaineering experiences labour under a 
certain dieadvantage of monotony. The writer starta for his mountain 
in R aleepy condition at the commencement of the chapter, and returns 
hungry a t  the end of it, and the story of sncceseive climbs haa to be 
well told if this inherent defect of repetition i to be at all successfully 
concealed. This Mr. Mummery in great measure achieves, and the 
p t e f u l  reader will not care to gainsay the argument that runs through 
the whole work in praise of the pure climber. The author boldly defends 
those who regard the mountains as  eased poles, but at the same time 
is  unable to conceal that he himself does not belong to the claa to whom 
the b u n t  was addressed-those who are incapable of mtbetic plefsura 
or unable to appreciate the beaufiee of scenery. blr. Mummery fur- 
nishes proof on every page that he is a true mountaineer in the best 
sense of the exprevsion and the one in which it is generally accepted. 
He may laboriously argue that the delights of pure climbing are d- 
sufficient, he may addreaa himself to those who regard mountaineering 
simply rra sport, he may ostracise all ecience from his writing4 and he 
may seek to encircle the i d a l  head of the pure gymnast with a hdo 
as well aa with a laurel wreath; but his true love of the mountains 
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will come out, and, we need hardly say, enhances immensely the 
attractions of his book. The fascination under which so many have 
firllen holds him too ; and the same spirit breathes through his pages 
that  is to be recognised in the Alpine writings of many climbers and 
explorers, and even men of science. Ae a climber he excels, and as a 
elimber he writes, and succeeds perfectly in conveying to the reader 
what pleasures the Alps can afford to one who regards them primarily 
-perhaps wholly-rra a field for the pursuit of a difficult and intricate 
epo*. 

The influence of the guide with whom the amateur baa chiefly 
climbed in hin student days is felt long atter the traveller has gradu- 
ated and emancipated himself from professional assistance. Mr. 
Mummery mill probably not object to be cited as an instance in 
support of this assertion. Early aseociation with so determined a 
climber as Alexander Burgener, a man to whom the old-world expres- 
sion 'inacce~sible' had ao little meaning, told its tale, and led the 
author to develop along the same lines and to excel by the same 
methods. Only to one schooled in the ways of guides of the stamp 
of Burgener would ascents such aa those of the Grkpon ' Crack ' and the 
Dent du Requin have been possible. The most remarkable expedition 
narrated in the work is not, however, one in the old playground. 
Mountaineers who know both the Alps and the Caucasus will 
probably agree that the ascent of Dych-tau is really Mr. Mummery's 
p t e e t  feat-hitherto. Less difficult in any given passage, i t  waa on ac- 
count of the persistent courage and determination required a far bolder 
undertaking than any of the difficult scrambles among the Chamonix 
Aiguillea Moreover, the Caucasian chapters are the best written in the 
book. The author contrives to catch the spirit of the country and make 
the reader feel that he is in another and leas familiar region of the world, 
under altered and far more exasperating conditions of travel. One 
other characteristic development is to be noted in the book, in that a 
chapter is contributed by a lady. Mrs. Mummery, in her lively 
account of the ' Teufelsgrat,' has skilfully caught the familiar tone of 
many Alpbe writings. 

Readers proverbially disregard prefaces, unless they nre also re- 
viewers, in which case they often read nothing else. Neither do they 
always peruse concluding chapters when these take the form of sum- 
ming up. But it is to be hoped that the young generation of climbers 
will not neglect Mr. Mummery's last chapter, on the ' Penalties and 
Pleasures of Mountaineering.' The early portion of the work might 
lead the aspiring mountaineer to imagine that an altogether new de- 
parture had been made, that the recognised rules were obsolete and 
effete, that the dangers had been much overrated, and that to the new 
mountaineers all things were possible. A study of the last chapter 
will undeceive and possibly disappoint him. It is true that Mr. Mum- 
mery does not always express approval of the maxims enforced in books 
dealing with mountaineering as a craft. And he certainly does not 
always practise the principles these books lay down. But Mr. Mum- 
mery is an exceptional man, and they who are qualified by experi- 
enoe to make rules are privileged to break them. Climbers who 
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have not such experience had better go with guidea who have. Yet 
the writers of mountaineering text-boob may take heart. Two 
points may be noticed-first, that theae didactic works were not 
written for the expert, or even solely for the Alpine Club, but for 
the beginner and the average mountaineer ; and, secondly, that the con- 
tributors were bound to recognise that some find their pleasure in the 
mountaim in other pursuits than pure climbing. I t  ia tiu from our 
intention to make the profound mistake of anawering criticism. 
Indeed, there ia no necessity. Mr. Bfummery ia an ally, not an oppo- 
nent. Hia teaching is the name. He too preaches incamant caution, 
the importance of learning under good guides, the danger of careless- 
nese when the chief difficulties of a climb are apparently overcome. 
The hints contained in pp. 331443  are aa orthodox as the most 
exacting mountaineering pedagogue could wish. If the advice seems 
a little at variance with other paaaagee in the book, the inconsistency 
ie to be sscribed to the fact that the author haa set himself the task of 
defending general propositions, true only in the case of exceptional men 
-the ' elect.' When not carried away by the enthusiasm of the 
moment, when seated at hie writing table and not grappling with 
the macb and gullies of difficult rocke, his eobar judgment and experi- 
ence lead him to the eame conclueions that others have drawn. The 
r e d t  is at once significant and welcome. 

Even on the vexed question of roping and the proper number on the 
rope the author's views are not so divergent or advanced as they appear 
at fir& sight. For instance, after citing (pp. 342, 343) various ex- 
peditions and conditions in which the practice of roping at least three 
together ia, in his judgment, unwise, he grants all that the text-books 
ask for by writing, 'Of course if an incompetent man is included 
the rope must be worn constantly, and at least two eound and reliable 
mountaineers must be watching over his idioayncraaies; but parties 
eo hampered ahould avoid mch gullies aa that sacended in the way up 
the Schreoghorn, or the pitileee dopes of the Italian aide of the Col dea 
Hirondellea ' (p. 344). 

The author mentions the Col du Lion as an instance of an expedition 
where it is undesirable that the party ahodd consist of more than two. 
The dangers of this climb are at least as great aa the di5culties, and, 
if one to be repeated at all, could only properly be undertaken by men 
who knew their own capabilities too well to require instructions from 
others. Where no skill or experience can obviate very evident risk 
the question resolves itself into one of mountaineering morality which 
the expert, and the expert only, may answer for himself. 

On the question of roping two on snow-fields Mr. Mummery 
apparently makea a more daring departure hom tradition. He argue+ 
not very convincingly, that there is no v~ particular reason for a 
man to fall into a crevasse, and that he hmrrelf has never had the 
experience; further, that falls into c m m s e a  at all are not common. 
They nre more common than he knowa, but, largely, we believe, owing 
to the atill prevailing cuetom of roping three competent men together, 
they have comparatively seldom led to fatal resulh. 

Mr. Mummery of course deals with guideless climbing, and, again, 
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arrives at the conclneiom that, after no little discussion at one time, are 
now generally held. He sets forth anew the charm of freedom h m  
profeasionalaeaiatance on the mountains, which all who have tried i t  
will recognise. In a side burst of contempt for ' doem of the Alps,' 
record-cutters, and time-servers, he points out how ' the guideless 
climber is rarely seen returning till the last lingering glow hns died out 
of the western horizon.' True, moat true. We too have noticed the 
same point. Often, indeed, the party returns when the glow is just 
beginning in the opposite horizon ! 

Artists and photographers rarely in reviews get their fair share of 
notice, and the length of this article colnpels the writer once again to 
do the illustrators ecant juetice. The reproductions of eome of Signor 
Sella'e and Mr. Holmes's views are admirable-m good, indeed, that 
i t  i with surprise and pleasure that we learn they were ' made in 
England.' Mr. Holmes's strong photographs are brought out particu- 
larly well. Signor Sella's beautiful work &ere a little by comparison,. 
chiefly owing to the i c t  that the reproducere (the Swan Electric 
Engraving Company) did not have the advantage of working directly 
£rom the negatives. But however the details of ' Process ' may be 
perfected, the resulta can only make us mourn for the decline of the 
wood-engraver's art. Are we never again to have work like that of 
Mr. Whymper's ' Scrambles? ' Mr. Pannell's amall drawings are 
good and life-like, but the coloured frontispiece is a failure. The 
clouds suggest Mr. Galton's finger-prints. 

Nothing that  ha^ been written above will, we hope, convey any 
impredon other than that the book, as a whole, is excellent. May 
Mr. Mummery meet with the name success in the Himalayas that he 
has attained in the Alp and the Caucasus, and may he write another 
and an good a book on his return I C. T. DENT. 

Thr  Alp8 from End to  End. By Sir W. Martin Conway. (Westminster: Archi- 
bald Constable & Co. 1896. With 100 full-page illnstrations by A. D. 
M'Cormick. Pp. 403. Price lZ. 18.) 

This sumptuous volume contains the detailed history of Sir W. M. 
Conway's remarkable journey in 1894 from the Col de Tenda, not 
very far from the Mediterranean, to the Ankogl, not m very distant 
from Vienna-in ehort, from one end to the other of the SNOWY Alp. 
Accompanied for the most part by on Engliah friend, and by one or 
more Italian guides, and throughout by his two faithful Gurkhas (who 
had been with him in the Karakoram Himalaya), the author epent 
86 days in the Alp: 65 of these were march day4 during which 
41 peaks (of varioua sizes) and 39 passes mere climbed or crossed, the 
extent of ground covered being roughly estimated at 1,000 milea 
These dry details may eerve to give some idea of the nature of Sir 
William's rapid flight through the Alps. 

In these pages it is scarcely necessary to write at length of a book 
which haa for author a VS. of the Alpine Club and the reigning 
Editor of the 'Alpine Journal,' and so is m e ,  even had itn merita 
been flu lea8 than they actually are, of a warm reception from all 
interested in Alpine literature. But there are at least three points 
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which, in my judgment, make the work one to which the epithet 
'remarkable' may with singular fitness be applied. 

The first is Sir William's object in undertaking such a long journey. 
It was, apparently, mainly devised as a protest against ' Centrism,' and 
ag a manifesto (reactionary in the best and most literal sense) in favour 
of the 'Wandering' (though it ie to be hoped not too erratic) policy or 
system all but universally followed by early Alpine travellers. Thia 
is only what one might na tud ly  expect from the inventor of ' Climbed 
Guides,' but here one finds a practical exposition, enlivened by many 
personal touches, of the principles on which that somewhat D rye-dus t  
series is based ; and, after all, the practical application of principles ia 
more important, ae well as more generally interesting, than a bare list 
of the principles themselves. As the author  point^ out in his intro- 
ductory chapter, the Alps are not a single line of peaks, but a aeries 
of locally parallel ridges covering a region. Mnny routes, therefore, 
may be planned across them, and euch a course has a double advantage. 
On the one +hand, the ' wanderer ' gains a clearer idea of the relative 
characters of the chief mountain groups, which appear in their true 
light as huge masses of the folded earth-crust, in which peaks, even 
the highest, are but details of small moment. On the other, the 
climber who takes a line across these parallel ridges realises that the 
whole mountain m a s  is an elevated region, of which some parts, like 
valleys, are below, and others, like peaks, are above the normal level- 
in this way grasping the real nature of the physical history of the 
Alps, as well as their ethnological and political importance. Few 
indeed can run through the whole chain of the Alps in e single 
.summer, like Sir William, but any one can try to take a section each 
summer, and such a man will certainly derive great enjoyment, as well 
a s  instruction, from even a partial following of the ideal held up to his 
readers by the author. 

Another point in thin book cannot fail to strike even the moat casual 
reader-the vast extent of the writer's interests. There are, indeed, 
but few 'gymnastic' ascents recorded in these p g e s ;  but to make 
up for this we have local legends, remarks on matters relating to the 
arts, an analysis of what constitutes ' wildness ' in a landscape and of 
the essential features of a panoramic view properly ao called, notices 
of the various methods of cheese-making, aa well as of historical water- 
.caureee (snch as that at Savihae, in the Vallais) m d  of historical land- 
elips (snch as that at Elm)--observations on a host of matters which 
would paas unnoticed or despised by the average scrambler, deeirourr 
only of ' doing ' as many ' classical ' peaks aa possible in ' times ' as 
.nearly approaching 'records' as possible. And be it remembered that 
.all these topica are in addition to many an amusing description of 
incidents of travel and mountain adventures, rrs well as thlunb-nail 
sketches of Sir William's comrades or the persons who were fortunate 
.enough to meet him in the course of his long journey. 

The third point in this book to which I wiah to call attention cannot 
be bettar expressed than in the words of Aymonod (who in a sen= 
acta as ' chorus ' throughout these pages). ' You keep on surprising 
US. We have never travelled with any one who u d  maps and instru- 

7, 
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menta to find the way. It is really wonderful to us what can be done 
by such means ' (p. 271). Poesibly one might see in these expremions 
a touch of satire aa regards those who are content to be simply led by 
their guidea But it aeems to me that they contain the key to the 
writer's striking succees in the exploration of mountain ranges, wholly 
or in great part unknown to any member of his party. As Sir 
William's Alpine experience helped him in the Karakonuns, so hia 
Himalayan experience was of great service to him in his great journey 
through the Alpa If, as Aymonod rightly went on to say, no young 
guides should be licensed unless they know how to use the map and 
cornpaw, how much truer is this of their employerg who are pre- 
eumably more educated I In case of bad weather, or thick mista, the 
utility of such observations was again and again proved by Sir William's 
experience in 1894, for the weather was far below the average and 
often an ill-led party would have gone wildly astray. Yet Sir 
William's dogged perseverance, under unpropitious conditions of 
weather and snow, his cheeriness in circumstances which would have 
driven many men to despair, his readiness in devising and executing 
an altdrnative route when that originally projected had to be given up, 
for whatever reason, the trust placed in his comrades, which was de- 
servedly met by their unwavering confidence in their leader-all have 
helped to make his journey of 1894 a auccess in itself, a source of 
instruction to many readers and of intense pleaaure to all. Personally 
I cannot thank the author too heartily for his fresh, vivid, and pleaaant 
narrative of his journey, and I earnestly hope thnt he may find many 
followers, with axe and with pen, though theae will have their work 
cut out in order to come near the standard set before them. 

Sir William has found an admirable helper in Mr. M'Cormick. I 
confees that, as a rule, I prefer a photograph, albeit poor, to a drawing, 
however fine, of scenes among the Alps. But to all rules there are 
exceptions, and I must my that several of Mr. M'Cormick's delicate 
sketches have aln~ost reconciled me to their topographical vagueness. 
Better qualified persons than myself will render to his drawings the 
honour that is really due to them, but it is something in his favour 
that the artist has succeeded in shaking the prejudices of so inartistic 
and proeaic a person as myself. W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

The volume for 1894 (the twenty-fifth) is devotcd to the celebration 
of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the foundation of the club. In 1862 
the Auatrian Alpine Club was founded, and in 1869 it was re-formed 
and enlarged as the German and Austrian Alpine Club. The special 
objecta of the club were the scientific exploration of the German Alps, 
nnd the facilitating of the approaches to them. Profewor Ed. 
Richter describes the scientific results obtained during the last twenty- 
five years. Herr Ludwig Purtscheller gives an account of the develop 
ment of Alpinism during the same period, illustrated by portraits of 
many of the early pioneers, and others of a more recent period, and 
also by many drawings of difficult Alpine situations. We miss the 
presentment of Herr Purtscheller himself, but perhaps that is to be 
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found in more than one of the situation& The editor (Johannee 
Emmer) contributes a long article on the histo ry of the club. Here 
we find the portraits of many of its chief promoters. There are now 
more than 200 sections, of which Munich is by far the larges4 having 
2,637 members, whilat Vienna (section Austria) has 1,613, and 
Berlin 1,250. There is one aection in England which has its seat at 
Manchester, and comprises aixty membera Many of the principal 
sections have selected special mountain clistricta, to the development 
of which they devote their energies. Nearly 70,0001. has been expended 
by the club, chiefly upon huts and upon new or improved path. 
There are now no less than 141 huts, of which eighty-nine are 
illustrated in thia volume. Many of these are open as inns during the 
summer, and some of them have developed into veritable Alpine 
hotels. Each mountain group will eoon be surrounded by a network 
of huts, so that a mountaineer may ascend all the aummits of the 
group without ever descending below 7,000 feet. 

hldm-l'rafoi : ScRildsmngm au* dent Ortbgebiatc. Von Th. 
Christomannos. (Innsbruck, 1896.) 

This handsomely illustrated and very readable volume is neither a 
guidebook nor a scientific monograph. I t  is rather intended to attnrct 
the general traveller to Sulden and Trafoi, and to contribute to the 
development cjf those places as centres, alike for touriste and climbers. 
A chapter is devoted to the mountaineering opponunitiea of tbe 
neighbourhood, and, though this makes no claim to being a complete 
account of the climbs afforded by the neighbouring mountains, it 
describes many of them in an attractive kqhion. Of late years Sulden 
and Trafoi have drawn a larger number of English visitors than 
formerly, and the tendency will, no doubt, become more pronounced 
as means of communication are improved and Switzerland becomes 
more and more packed with blatant crowds. Chapters are devoted tcl 
walks about Sulden and to the main routes by which that place is  
reached. Lovers of the Tirol will find this book worth adding to their 
Alpine libraries. 
- -- - 

CORRE3PONDENCE. 
SPITZBERGEN. 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
SIR,-My attention having been drawn to a notice on ' Ice Fiord, 

Spitzbergen,' by Mr. V. H. Gatty, in the ' Alpine Journal,' February 
1895, I take the liberty to make some remarks regarding the map 
which accompanies Mr. Gatty's paper (p. 310). To any one who has 
viaitad the place himaeIf it is evident that Mr. Gatty has drawn hie 
map from some distance, in consequence of which it is not correct. 
What Mr. Gatty names ' Sassen Bay ' belongs partly to another fiord 
named ' Tempe1 Bay.', This latter was discovered by myself and 
Baron G. de Geer during our geological expedition to Spitzbergen in 
1882, and I myself made a most minute map of it by meem of B 

theodolite, triangulating the whole fiord. I publiahed an exact msp of 
i t  in the journal 'Ymer,' issued by the Swedish Society for h th ro -  



pology and Geography in 1883 (p. 130), of which map 'and the 
accompanying paper I send you a copy herewith. Aa you will see, 
the diierences between my map and Mr. Gatty's are considerable. He 
aeems not to have been aware of the excellent anchorage named 
Harbour of Bjona, which is described in my paper, and which seems 
little known even to the Norwegian seal-hunters, who often have to 
suffer from stormy weather in Sassen Bay. 

Believe me, dear Sir, mosc sincerely yours, 
ALFRED NATHORST, F.M. Geol. Soc. of London. 
- - - - -- - - -- - 

PROCEEDINGS O F  THE ALPINE CLUB. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held at 23 Savile Row, on 
T u d a y ,  May 7, at 8.30 P.M., Mr. Douglas W. Freahfield, President, in 
the chair. 

The PRESIDENT suggested that members might convey to the Com- 
mittee any suggeations for the decoration and arrangement of the new 
rooms, in which they met for the first time, as might seem good to them. 

He announced that the Committee had, in tendering their con- 
dolencea to the present Taar on the death of his father, recorded their 
sense of the many kindnesses shown by the Ruesian Government 
to members of this Club, and the sympathy displayed by the late 
Tsar himself during his vidt to the C~ucaeus in the search for Messrs. 
Donkin and Fox. A very cordial letter in reply had been received 
from the Kunsian Embassy. The President also announced that the 
Marquis de Nicolay, a very old foreign member of the Club, had 
recently died. Many would remember the shooting chiilet near the 
Miago Glacier, where Englishmen were always welcome and treated 
with the greatest hospitalit . He ww sure that all mernben would i feel aympathy with his brot er, who waa also a member of the Club. 

Mr. CONWAY informed members that he had heard from Mr. E. A. 
FitzGerald from New Zealand. Before Mr. FitzGerald had reached New 
Zealand with Zurbriggen, some members of the New Zealand Alpine 
Club had already ascended Mount Cook without guides, which was 
very creditable to them. PitzGerald turned his attention to other peaks, 
and was the firvt to climb Mounb Tasman, Sefton, Sealy, Silberhorn, 
and Haidinper. Zurbriggen aaid the ascent of Mount Sefton was the 
most dangerous he had ever made. From Mount Sefton a pass was 
seen across the main range, offering but little snow. I t  was after- 
wards found to be the most easily practicable pars discovered in that 
district to the westward. Zurbriggen climbed Mount Cook alone. He 
reported the ascent an easy one by the route he followed. 

Dr. CLAUDE WILSON read a paper entitled the " Corno Bianco!' 
Mr. C~NWAY aaid that the literature relating to this mountain 

ahowed more misleading description and less detail than in the 
case of almost any other peak, and he therefore concluded that the 
mountain had been visited only by the esthetic, and not by hard- 
headed and practical Philistines. He wne glad his account in the 

Climber's Guide ' was so inaccurate, or the mountain would not have 
been 80 thoroughly investigated as it had been by Dr. Wilson. 

Mesera. DENT, CARR, and WILLINK and the PRESIDENT made a few 
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remarks, and the proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to 
Dr. W h n  for his paper. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club wae held at the new Club Room?, 
23 Savile Row, on Tuesday, June 11, s t  8.30 P.M , Mr. D o u g h  W. 
Freshfield, President, in the chair. 

The PRESIDENT intinwted, a t  the requeat of the Committee of the 
German- Austrian Club, that rr Photographic Exhibition would be held 
at Salzburg this year h m  August 1 to September 15, to which 
members of the Club were invited to contribute. He also announced 
that s letter had been received from the Comte de Nicolay, thanking 
the Club for their vote of sympathy, passed at the last meeting, on 
the death of lib brother. 

In introducing the Rev. Walter Weston the PRESIDENT remarked 
that Japan had never before been brought before the Club. 

Mr. WESTON read a paper on ' Japanese Mountaineering and Moun- 
tain Superstitions,' which was largely illustrated by lantern slides 
His Excellency the Japanese Minister was present, and a t  the con- 
clusion of the paper made some remarks, in the course of which he 
mid that he had listened with much interest to Mr. Weston's account 
of his travels, but that he had little to add, as he was not himself a 
climber; nor were hia people climbers on the whole, and, though 
many went to the mountains in the summer months, they did not 
understand going up mountains for no useful purpose. Recently, 
I~owever, fitudonts of science and others had travelled more frequently 
arnong the mountains, and he hoped the day would come when eome 
of his countrymen would be members of the Alpine Club, and that 
members would find their way to Japan, where they could be certain 
of a hearty welcome. 

Mr. W. GOWLAND, F.C.S., said that he had travelled in the Japanese 
' Alps' for geological purposes. He used the word ' Alp ' advisedly, 
as the mountains were alpine in character and from 8,000 to 
10,000 ft. high. There were no glacier4 and he had sought in vain 
for traces of glaciation. 

Mr. NOEL E. BUSTON, who had travelled with Mr. Weston, mid he 
rose to state what might not be apparent from Mr. Weston's paper 
-t.hat the author was a climber of peculiar energy and merit. He 
considered Japan a delightful country for mountain travel, for there 
were mountains of difficulty, intereat, and beauty, and the population 
reached far up the valleys, so that combined with mountaineering of a 
high order interesting matter connected with the people and their 
beliefs might be collected. 

A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Weston was unanimously passed. 
MATHIAS ZURBRIGGEN, who was present, a t  the requeat of the 

President gave a short account, in French, of his New Zealand ex- 
periences with Mr. FitzGerald, and hia mlitary ascent of Aorangi 
(Mount Cook). 

The SUMMER DINNER was held on Wednesday, June 12, a t  the 
Ship Hotel, Greenwich, Mr. D. W. Freahfield, President, in the chair. 
Forty-one membere and guesta were present. The weather was fine, 
and the special steamer was made use of by the whole party, and 
much appreciated. 
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(Read before the Alpine Club on February 5 ,  1895.) 

N August 2 of last year, Mummery, Collie, and I made 0 a way over the Mont Blanc range by a somewhat long, 
hut  new, route, which led up from the Argentihre Glacier 
over to the Triolet Glacier. W e  then tramped down the 
lonq Val Ferret in a thunderstorm to Courmayeur. 

The following day we felt well content to wait for the  
weather to mend. A calm and clear evening gave promise 
of better things, and as the amount of new snow that  had 

.fallen was small, we decided to start for the gite on the 
Brenva rocks the following morning. W e  got away from 
Courmayeur a t  7.30, taking the day to reach the island of 
rocks rising out of the Brenva Glacier. 

Shortly after leaving the last of the forest growth, from 
which we took the wherewithal to make our bivouac fire, we 
came to a small ravine, which necessitated a descent of, 
perhaps, 200 ft. The porters assured us an immediate 
descent was the only way to  cross it. 

One of the many merits of guideless climbing is that  you 
are always free to discard old routes and attempt new ways ; 
freer in the morning than in the evening, for the man who 
attempts a new route late in the day is surely a fanatic for 
sleeping out. Most climbers also, I have noticed, object to 
waste an elevation already gained ; so we decided t o  let the 
porters ' gang their ain gait,' while we followed a route 
which promised well, and took us on to a buttress of the 
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cliff of the JIont de la Brenva. Along this we hoped to be 
able to traverse till we came to the  usual route higher up 
the ravine. Our traverse carried ue very satiefactorily up, 
in truth ; but the only way of joining the porters with their  
precious burdens was by going down slippery graas ledges, 
making a longer descent than the porters had taken. W e  
were then content to follow the usual track, taking olir 
leisure as we slowly toiled up the rotten stone slopes which 
rise out of the Brenva Glacier. W e  reached the gite 
at 3.10. 

Collie and I looked after the details of the bivouac, while 
Mummery cut his way across some snow-slopes, which 
proved to be ice, to a point from which he could view t h e  
icefall, so as to pick out a way across for the morning. We 
hoped, by knowing this, to be able to get well on to the  
glacier before the day broke. From the rocks near our gite 
we had the first front view of the Brenva face of Mont 
Blanc, and me picked out a route which we thought answered 
to  the route described to us by Emile Rey. His route led up 
from the narrow ridge which buttresses the emtern face of 
Mont Rlanc, and turning off to the left (here we must have 
misunderstood him), passes by what he called a ' petit vallon,' 
through the ice-cliffs which cap all this side of the moun- 
tain. 

It is always a great eatisfaction to have the time to dis- 
cuss aud settle the route for the morrow, which a lofty 
bivouac affords-to look out and plan new climbs, if not for 
the present season, for the seasons to come. 

To me one of the great charms of mountaineering is the 
bivouac before a climb, high up among the glaciers, away 
from the valleys and their hhtels, hearing now and again the 
boom of an avalanche, and the crash of falling sdracs, while 
the departing day lingers in the went, and the  varying 
hues of the lowland valleys rnerge gradually into a deep 
purple. As we watched, the sun set, bringing out the  un- 
equalled beauty and strength of the PeutRret ridge, which 
rose a t  one end in jagged pinnacles, then soared with sweep- 
ing slopes to the summit peak. 

As the streams and pools became frost-bound, we turned 
to the bivouac fire, which, if small in size, is not the  less 
comforting, for its bright and flickering rays give a warmth 
which is as grateful now as the soup it has cooked. A 
small silk tent, weighing a pound and a half, was set u p  on a 
platform of unregenerate rock, which I offered to soften to 
the human form bg covering with small gravel-an offer 
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which I afterwards regretted was dismissed as an unneces- 
sary luxury. 

Our three blankets were sewn up into a bag, and laid 
inside the tent,, and the two bulkier of the party got into i t  
first, leaving the third to wedge in between. The bag was :I. 

tight fit for three ; turning over had to be done to word ot' 
command. By covering the more prominent of the rocks 
with my mits, a certain absence of acute discomfort was 
obtained. By this means I had some unconscious intervals. 
Severdl times 1 was disturbed by the restlessness of lay 
more boulder-stricken friends, who were wanting a roll over, 
so as to put another portion of their frames to ache on the 
rocks. 

Shortly after 2 o'clock the porters lighted the fire, and 
after we had breakfasted we gave the porters the tent and 
blankets to take back to Courmayeur. 

The rope was put on a t  3.30, and we started, reaching tlre 
glacier in a few minutes. Nummery led the way down 
towards the lower part of the s6racs, and while we were 
threading our way in and out the tangled maze of crevasses 
the day dawned, and we were able to see more distinctly tbe 
nature of our surroundings. 

The ice a t  first lay in frozen billows, with their troughs 
crevltssed, like waves disturbed by the turbulence of the 
icefall, a formation which I would compare to the troubled 
waters seen in the side and lower pools of a mouutaiil 
stream. 

We had long and wide crevasses to cross by snow bridges, 
formed in a similar manner, as the connecting splinters of 
partially wedge-split timber, bridges which, firm and solid 
now, would, even if they lasted through the heat of the 
day, be closed to a retreat till long after sundown. We 
wandered farther into this tumult of frozen ice, now deep 
in a hollow, now viewing from a frozen crest, not a way 
that  was straight, but one that wandered here and there, 
blocked a t  times by an ice wall where the leader had to have 
a shoulder to stand on while he was cutting the upper 
steps, and where the last man walked up leaning outwxrds, 
so as not to break the steps, and pulling on a h e d  spare 
rope, helped a t  the same time by the men above pulling his 
body-rope. 

We were making for the lower Brenve snowfield, so as to 
reach the ridge which rises against and buttresses thifl face 
of Mont Blanc, and dams back the upper snowfield of t l ~ r  
Brenra Glacier. 
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On reaching the lower snowfield, here torn open by its 
meeting the more rapid flow of the icefall, we were forced 
by the run of the crevasses away to  the left. After going 
for some distance over steep snow, up which i t  was barely 
possible to walk without cutting steps, we reached the foot 
of the buttress, close to where it ' abuts ' on the mountain, 
and a t  the foot of the gully or  angle so formed. 

As we had risen from the icefall me had met the sunshine 
creeping down the mountain, and here the thin frozen crust 
of new snow began to get loose, and slid in small showers 
down the gully. While climbing up the rocka of the 
buttress me were for a short distance under fire from 
straggling pieces of snow crust, which, breaking away out 
of the gnlly, whizzed past us. As soon as we got out  of 
range we halted for breakfast. It was then 8 o'clock. We 
were greatly pleased with the progress made, for Mummery's 
crossing of the icefall in 2 hrs. 20 ~nin.  had brought us well 
within the time me had allowed. 

The buttress here runs out squarely, or  a t  right angles to 
the wall of the mountain, then turns, and sloping gradually 
downwards, wte 8s a weir, over which the Upper Brenva 
Glacier falls. 

W e  climbed up the rocks which, round and avalanche- 
rubbed, lay in  broken terraces, pierced here and there by 
ice-filled gullies. By bearing a little to our right we arrived 
a t  the top of the rocks a t  a point where the buttress \vull 
swung back to the right, and from the corner or promontory 
so formed the snow, sloping up towards what is known as 
the ice ridge, extended on the  left to the lnountitin wall, and  
on the right lay back in line with the rocks. Along the  
line where these two slopes met a flat ridge of snow \\-as 
formed, most of the way up which steps could be kicked. 
This ridge pointed due north, and we toiled up the slope till 
we reached the ice ridge or top of the buttress. We had 
now reached about 13,000 it., and went gaily along the ridge 
for some distance until about 100 or 150 yards from the  
mountain wall, where the character of the ridge altered. 
The western or left-hand side was a n  unusually steep slope 
of ice, hardened by the wind, sun, and frost, while ttie lee- 
ward side wag of soft, unstable snow, from which the 
cornices had broken off as soon aa formed by the wind. 

A vertical face of crurnbly snow was left, into which the 
axe could be driven, but which gave no certain support to 
the foot. To walk on the top of this edge was rt feat I had 
no intention of trying, while to have cut steps in the ice on 
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the frozen side of the ridge when we saw the steep slopes 
immediately in our front, up which steps would have to be 
cut, was an undertaking suited only to the endurance of 
Thor himself, or to the hardihood shown by the proud 
owner of a new ice-axe when let loose on the Mer de Glace 
on an off day. 

Over and up that ridge we went astride, following a t  this 
point the method of progression adopted by some of the 
early discoverers-a race of men who made expeditions 
opening out new ground in the Alps and Caucasus with 
a boldness and skill which stand to the modern race of 
climbers like the feats of the old Greek heroes did to the 
ancient world. 

At 9.50 we reached the end of the ridge, and found a level 
enow drift, where we rested and refreshed for some 25 min. 
Here all the food that was thought to be superfluous was 
left out of the riicksack. The mountain wall now in front 
of us was a direct challenge to combat ; not a sham combat. 
but one where every step had to be won by hard blows, and 
where irresolution or an error in judgment would be repaid 
by a pitiless repulse. 

Nature here spread before us a scene of grandeur more 
stupendous than any in the Alps. Below on our right lay 
the steep rolling folds of the upper Brenva snowfield, on to 
which avalanches of new snow, made incoherent by the sun, 
crackled and rumbled down the slopes between the Col de la 
Brenva and Mont Maudit. On our left the mountain wall 
stretched away to the Mout Blanc de Courmayeur and the 
Aiguille Blanche de Peuteret, a slope of dazzling whiteness, 
seamed here and there by avalanche courses. High up 
above where we stood, and extending for over half the 
distance round, threatening cliffs of ice and n6v6 stood 
ready, when unchained by the ordering of Nature, to crash 
down the 3,000 ft. of ice slope on to the Brenva Glacier. For 
the present the recent fall of snow covered tl~ose cliffs of ice 
as a blanket, protecting them from the sun's rays, and 
allowed us to traverse the slopes below without the slightest 
risk. 

I have heard lllany a climber hold forth upon the merits 
and virtues of his particular ice-axe-about its perfect 
balance, the ease and cleanness with which i t  cuts a step in 
ice, and so on. Our axes varied in weight, length, and 
balance, and we all three were extremely proud of them. 
But all youthful emulation seemed to have evaporated with 
seven hours' steady going. Mummery had done his tale of 
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work in leading through the ice-fall ; Collie had found the 
way up the rocks ; so far I had only kicked up the snow-slope, 
and had 500 ft. more to go. But as the other two had new 
ice-axes, I was quite willing to let them show what perfect 
ice-cutting tools they were. This, with much self-denial, 
however, they declined, and on I had to go again. 

For a short distance the snow was in good enough con- 
dition to kick steps in;  then i t  became thinner, with ice 
below, and steps had to be cut. For several hundred feet 
we went straight up from the ridge, along a somewhat in- 
distinct projection or edge, having on our right the rock 
walls which fall away steeply to the upper snowfield which 
lies in the deep recess below the Col de la Brenva. When 
about two-thirds of the way up to the ice-cliffa, we bore otf 
to the left, making for a depression or breach in the cliffs, 
up which me thought a feasible way to the Calotte lay, and 
whicl~ once surmounted, all our dificulties mould be over. 

With the exception of two short halts, we were cutting 
s t e ~ s  in hard ice from 10.30 to 2.15. The new snow that la\- 
on ;t added to the labour, as it had to be scraped away & 
allow free play for the axe to cut into the ice below. The 
steps were cut deep and as far apart as we could stride ; for 
getting up our peak was our aim, so the fewer steps we cut 
the more time we should have to surmount the difficulties 
ahead. I t  became after a time weary work cutting into the 
hard ice ; and though there be great joy in swinging an  axe, 
no man indulged in i t  more tban his share. 

We made one short halt on some rocks rising like an 
oasis out of the ice slope, and another in a small crevasse, 
where the man carrying the sack-warned by the fate of 
&sop's camel-found a small piece of Yorkshire bacon to be 
a great incubus, and likely to break his back, so he took i t  
out and left i t  in a crevasse. 

As we obliquely approached the line of ice-cliffs we 
came to a promontory of ice overhanging on our left, and 
made for the corner or angle where it projected from the 
line of cliff. E'or 300 or 400 ft. these overhanging cliffs 
frowned upon and threatened us. Here the steps were strides 
indeed, and the axe was plied double speed, while a constant 
stream of ice chips rolled rustling down the slope below. 

It had now got to be past two. We had arrived at 
tlie foot of the ice cap. We were in shadow, protected from 
the sun's rays by a great overhanging promontory, which 
higher up was continued as a ridge on the ice-cap. Along- 
side this ridge there was a corresponding depression, or ' d- 
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Ion,' a t  the bottom of which we stood. Here the ice-cliffs 
were not so high, and i t  was up them we hoped to find n 
practicable breach. 

The ice slope we had crossed was child's play compared to 
the cliff in front of us, which lay back, or rather stood up, a t  
an  angle of from 60" to 73". The ice as i t  had broken off from 
the cliffs had not left, fortunately, a straight cleaved but 
a n  irregular and lumpy ~urface-of blue ice, certainly, but 
firm and solid. 

Collie and I believe this is the kind of place that 
Mummery loves to find, and that hereafter his wraith will 
be found constantly going up and down nearly perpendicular 
ice-cliffs and gullies, like unto Woden's huntsmen, who are 
known to sweep over the frozen plrtins of the north hunting 
the were-wolves. I n  such places Collie and I are content 
with giving Mummery all the moral support that the rope 
affords the leading man. 

The unevenness in the ice-cliffs wwas of some assistance; 
but cutting steps was most laborious work, as hnndholds 
were required to preserve the balance when rising from step 
to  step, and cutting with one hand while holding on with 
the other is a very slow method of progression. I found i t  
very numbing work standing still,-paying out the rope round 
my ice-axe, which I had jammed in a small ice-crack. 

The leader may be cutting the ice what he is pleased to 
call small, but small is merely a comparative term on such 
occasions ; and to the mall standing in an ice step 50 or 60 ft. 
below, what is small in terms of lumps of ice is phenomenal 
as a hailstorm. 

We had agreed that if the ice-cliff was not surmounted 
by 4 o'clock, retreat would be necessary, as sufficient day- 
light would not be left to allow of our crossing the top of 
the mountain. The shadows from the ice-cliffs on our left 
were lengthening, and a t  4 o'clock Mummery wits far from 
having reached the top of the cliff, the steepness of the 
slope continuing the same. Retreat was therefore decided 
on, and while swallowing the bitterness of apparent failure 
of the expedition we had placed above all others, we now 
recognised that we had chosen an extremely difficult line by 
which to storm these giant cliffs. I n  wrestling parlance, we 
had gripped intent on a throw with the giant; the throw 
we had attempted had been countered; and if we now 
loosened our hold, i t  was with the determination to grip 
him again on the morrow. 

Back we had to go across the ice slopes me had come up ; 
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and while for a short way the distance apart of some of the  
steps required the cutting of an intermediate one, cutting 
down hill was a relief. Fortunately the staircase up had 
been cut deep, so an occasional small step between was all 
t,hat was required, and that was soon cut. From the ice- 
ridge it had taken us 33 hrs. to reach the ice-cliffs ; we 
returned in 1 hr. 28 mins. - - -  

As we went down the slopes and on to the ice-ridge we 
retrieved from the crevasse the now valuable piece ot 
Porkshire bacon and sundry crusts of bread left on the 
level snow-drift. To the student of political economy, I 
would submit, this is a remarkable instance of a sudden and 
unexpected rise in the value of a commodity apparently 
worthless. Most students would expect a commodity to rise 
in value the farther i t  was from the source of supply ; but 
on this occasion the value fell. and i t  was onlv when return- 
ing towards the source of ;upply that it *recovered and 
exceeded its former value. Whence we may infer neither 
the interpretation of economics nor of snow-slopes is to be 
ncquired from the perusal of handbooks. 

Back over the ice-ridge we straddled, a,nd then down the 
now softened snow-slope, reaching the rocks we had climbed 
up early in the day. Here we stopped. Mummery sug- 
gested'it mas an eminently desirable place to spend the 
night, high enough up tlo give 11s a good start in the 
morning. Down below, at Courmayeur, there were the 
attractions of the table dYh6te and comfortable be& of 
Bertolini's hatel. 

One philosopher has said : ' Most of the luxuries ~ n d  many 
' of the so-called comforts of life are not only not indispens- 
' able, but positive hindrances to the elevation of mankind.' 
Now, as we were anxious to go for our peak again in the  
morning, we on this occrtsion determixled to do without some 
of the so-called comforts of life, hoping by such self-denial 
that we should prove ourselves worthy of the elevation we 
were striving to attain. 

If it was our intention to again try the ascent in the 
morning, there wa.5 very little choice as to where we should 
pass the night. To have reached our previous night's gits 
on the island of rocks. now without the comfort of tent. 
blankets, and fire, we siould have either to retrace our step; 
and cross the icefall, which could not have been done till 
the frost had hardened the snow bridges and stopped the ice 
avalanches, or we should have to  descend t-he other side of 
the ice-ridge on to the upper snowfield, and cross above the 
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icefall the Brenva Glacier from where the rocks could be 
reached; but though this route looked quite feasible and 
easy for the moet part, the glacier near the rocks wae badly 
crevaased, and we might have been much delayed before we 
got down.to the gite. 

If we stopped where we were, on the other hand, our 
position in  the morning would be distinctly better. W e  
should dart with the advantage of being 2,000 ft.  higher 
up  ; we should have two or three hours more of the night 
t o  rest in, if you can be said to rest when you are anxiously 
waiting for the night to pass. 

The sky had every appearance of settled weather; and 
though we had seen that  a strong wind was drifting the 
snow along the slopes of the mountain top, there was, for- 
tunately for us, little or no wind during the night. 

W e  had sufficient food in the sack with what we had 
gathered up to make an  evening and morning meal, and we 
found plenty of water dripping off the rocks, melted from 
the  snow-slope above. 

The place we had chosen for the night was sheltered on 
one side by an overhanging crag; and when we had scraped 
off the snow from a big stone on the terrace below, we found 
there was suHicient room for the three of us to sit. and we 
proceeded to make ourselves ns conlfortable as  our circum- 
stances would allow. W e  took off our boots and stowed 
them away carefully under the overhanging rock, and wrung 
the  water out of our stockings, and then put them on again. 
Our legs were soaked above the knees by the ice chips and 
snow, so the empty provision bags and paper were tied round 
them as additional co~erings, and we found them a great 
protection against the cold. The rock we were sitting on 
did not afford comfortable seats. W e  could not even sit in 
a row ; we formed three faces of a sqnare, the centre man 
with his back to the rock. W e  thought there would be less 

- chance of our feet being frostbitten if we put them into the 
riicksack, which waa a large size and windproof. Now, this 
gave a very comfortable position to the middle man, but 
was an extremely irksome one for each of the outside men. 
Mummery's feet would only just reach into the riicksnck, 
and required a great deal of attention to keep them there ; 
on the other side, when I swung round and put my feet into 
the sack, I had, to prevent myself sliding off the rock, to 
embrace Collie by the waist, or prop myself by an  out- 
stretched arm against the wall behind. We then put  on 
the rope, and hitched the end round a splinter of rock 
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standing close by. This we did to prevent any of us be- 
coming permanently separated from our boots, a contingency 
which would probably happen if sleepwalking or dumber 
waa indulged in. 

We were comfortably--or, rather, resignedly-settled for 
the night before the sun had set. As it slowly moved down 
to  and behind the Peuteret ridge, we realised, as one does 
on losing an old friend, that  his absence would bring home 
to us, ae nothing else could, the warmth of his presence. 

As the light waned, the valleys and their intervening 
ridges grew more and more indistinct; the distant peaks 
and snowfields of the Grivola and Grand Paradb range 
became gradually fainter, and then faded away. Closer to, 
the mows of the Ruitor glimmered all the night through, 
and acted as a beacon for us to take our bearings from when 
we roused up and peered a b r o ~ d  from our lofty perch. 

Immediately below, the lights in some chalete on Mont 
Chbtif shone for a time ; but folk living in chalets go to 
bed betimes, and we then had the night to ourselves. From 
time to time we noted how the stars marched slow across 
the western sky until blotted out by the Peuteret ridge, but 
it was like watching the hands of a clock : you cannot see 
them move ; you are only supported by faith in saying you 
do so. During the evening one of the party fancied he saw 
an increase of light in the east, and mused a joy, in which 
even the most phlegmatic, because the most comfortable, 
member of our party joined. Naked truth, in the shape of 
a match, revealed that i t  still wmted twenty minutes to 
eleven. Nodding and dozing for a while, then waking up 
and beating one's limbs to increase the circulation, helped 
to slowly pass the midnight hours. 

Though we all came from a land where the verdict of the 
majority is to be disputed not, but taken as law, i t  so h a p  
pened that the details of provisioning the expedition had 
been carried out in defiance of the majority, and with some 
regard to contingencies. We had with us several candles, 
and also a small canister of ten. The latter we emptied, and 
then filled it with ice. This, by much patient holding over 
a two-candle-power flame, was slowly converted into water 
and boiled; then we made tea. We took it in turns to 
hold this kettle. My turn, however, only came once, as, 
after I had converted the ice into warm water, drowsiness 
overcame me, and the precious fluid was waated on Collie's 
back. 

I was not considered worthy of so honourable a post 
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again, and was only allowed to drink the tea after the others 
had brewed it. 

Fortified by the tea, we were able to wait for the dawn 
with more patience and considerably increased bodily com- 
fort. The day broke a t  quarter to four, and we were then 
in a mood to folly sympathise with the reasonableness of the 
morning attitude of the Parsee. 

The sun that morning wae a laggard ; over the east a low 
curtain of cloud blotted out his kindly rays. Anxiously we 
awaited his rising, not so much for our own bodily comfort 
rn for the sake of our boots, which viere frozen solid, and 
neither breathing into them nor burning paper or candles in 
them would soften them su~c ien t ly  to enable us to get them 
on. Collie mtisfied himself of the combustibility of his 
laces and the seeming incombustibility of Alpine I-ope, of 
which he started to make what he called a bonfire, but only 
succeeded in charring the rope, an act of sacrilege for 
which later in the day the gods mercifully did not exact the 
full penalty, satisfied, I suppose, by the penance of our 
lonely and frigid vigil. 

W e  had eaten the remaining crusts of bread and drunk 
more tea, calling i t  breakfast, before i t  was daylight, and 
had got ready to start; but start we could not without our 
boots. About 5 o'clock the sun a t  last gleamed on the slopes 
above, and in a short time we felt his rays, and basked in 
them while our boots were thawing. I t  mas not till 6 o'clock 
that we roped up and got off. 

Though my recollections of the night we had passed on 
those rocks have been toned down by the passing of time, I 
know I left the scene of our vigil without regret. There 
are some situations where man does not rise superior to his 
environment. One wise man has stated with modest pride, 
' that  life is a permanent possibility of sensation.' If I 
thought i t  was to be my lot to have the permanent 
possibility of similar sensations, I should consider prolonged 
immersion in the frozen lake of Dante '~  ' Inferno ' as pre- 
ferable to life itself. 

The rope, I have noticed, after a night out is in sympathy 
with one's bodily feelings : i t  is stiff, full of kinks, and 
swollen by the encrusted ice to twice its size, giving i t  an 
appearance that is most depressing. 

While we slowly plodded up the snow, so a~ to get on to 
the ice-ridge once more, the sun gradually thawed out our 
kinks and the kinks in the rope, and we were put into good 
heart ; for we found the snow in better condition. and the 
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day too was younger by three hours than it was when we 
had reached the same point the day before. The ice ridge, 
although improved compared to what i t  was the previous 
day, over part of i t  I again preferred to go astride. We then 
stopped for a few minutes to pick out a more promising way 
through the ice-cliff on to the upper snows. Straight above 
where we had turned off to cross obliquely the ice-slopes the 
day before, and 500 ft. higher up, a low ridge of rocks led 
straight up, until it was covel-ed b j  the ice-cliffs ; this ridge 
was the water-parting, or rather the ice-parting, of the 
gathering grounds of the upper and lower Brenva snowfields. 
To the right of the line of rocks the ice-cliffs towered over 
the rock wall, which falls away down to the upper snowfield. 
The cliffs here were crevassed a t  the edge. A crevasse is a 
breach to be made use of in default of a better line of 
assault. Besides, there was another advantage in this 
1-oute: it involved much less step-cutting than one we saw 
much further to our left beyond where we had tried the day 
before. 

Leaving the ice-ridge a t  6.50, we had our old line of 
steps for several hundred feet; then we had to hew our way 
for over an hour up very steep slopes until we reached the 
rib of rocks. These afforded a pleasant change and some 
interesting scrambling. 

On reaching the foot of the ice-cliffs, we bore away to the 
right, cutting steps along the base of them, here resting on 
the edge of the rock wall, until we reached a crevasse, which 
had been opened by one-half the lower side tumbling over 
the rocks, and by this opening we hoped to get out on to 
the top of the line of ice-cliff. Into this gap blocks of blne 
ice had fallen, making a very steep pitch or wall of about 
25 ft. We tried it, did not like it, and thought we should 
do better elsewhere ; so we traversed back to our left. 

Two chinks in the ice-cliff we tried, but they gave no 
better line, the steepness of the slopes being most forbidding. 
Back we were then driven to  the crevasse opening. There 
seemed to be no more feasible way. The thought of retreat 
was dismissed-' Our doubts are traitors, and make us lose 
the good we oft might win by fearing to attempt.' 

The pile of loosely tumbled ice blocks was frozen together, 
and covered in places by fresh snow. Though it was noon, 
we were in shadow, and our wet fingers froze to the  ice 
when we touched it. A short distance off a cave ran far 
back into the ice-cliff, and while two of us stationed om- 
selves in it, the other man tried to get up the pile of frozen 
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blocks. At the second attempt Collie, our featherweight, 
boldly overcame the difliculty by fixing the three ice-axes 
into the interstices of this curiously formed wall, and using 
them as handholds and footholds. Mummery and I, who 
had etood inside the cave paying out rope, now followed, 
climbing delicately. 

After having girded ourselves up to climb this unstable- 
looking wall, i t  was with no small feeling of annoyance that 
we now saw there was an  easy and perfectly safe way 
through a tunnel in the ice from the cave below-a practical 
joke on the part of Dame Nature which we thought to be 
at the  time very unbecoming. W e  had passed the cliff 
or  outer wall of circumvallation, and. skirted over deep 
snow towards the right in the direction of the Col de la 
Brenva. I n  20 min. we came to the inner wall, or last 
difficulty, formed by a fault in the slope of n6vk. 

The wall of n6v6 was for 20 ft. absolutely vertical, so 
Mummery began by cutting steps for about 14 ft. up, 
steadied by a shoulder from below ; then he thrust first one 
axe, then another, into the n6v6 as handhold and foothold, 
and slowly made a way up. Higher up, the slope still con- 
tinued very steep, and Mummery groaned a t  the work in 
prospect. Collie and I, however, heartened him on, being, 
aa spectators, more inclined to  take a cheerful view of our 
prospects than he was, pnnting from his exertions. The 
snow chips began again to fall, and a short time afterwards, 
all the rope being paid out, Collie followed. Finally the 
rope was dangled down to me. I tied on and joined them. 
After cutting two or  three score more steps, the angle 
became less steep, and we could walk up. I t  was then 1.30, 
and we had the final slope of the mountain in view; so we 
of one accord sat  down and looked a t  it, and very far up i t  
looked. Then we examined the map, and found 400 mbtres 
had to be ascended, and we all groaned. Slowly we plodded 
on, halting frequently ; but on reaching the Petits Mulets, 
we were exposed to u furious wind, driving the snow crust 
into our faces, numbing our hands and ieet. Along the 
ridge our halts were indeed shortened, but we took them 
oftener. At  3.18 we stood on the top. I n  what condition 
we reached i t  'twere best not told ; reach i t  we did. That  
final slope had been a weary task. 

On pulling up the rope behind him, Mummery was 
momentttrily n~uch  horrified, though surprised a t  the ease 
with which i t  had come up, to find that  Collie was no longer 
attached. 
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So absorbed was Collie in mentally recording the effect 
of low pressure on the human body, that he preferred to 
come up without the encumbrance entailed by the phjsical 
support of the rope. 

The violent mind by which we were assailed on the summit 
made it a most undesirable place to linger on. During the 
few minutee we were there it waa not so much the distant 
range of the horizon that impressed ns as the feeling of 
elevation over all the surrounding peaks. When looking at 
Mont Rlanc from any of the neighbouring aiguilles, one does 
not realise the same idea of ita commanding height. 

Leaving the top a t  3.32, we struggled against the s tom 
of wind and driven snow which was surging up from the 
Allt5e Blanche. We turned off to the Vallot hut, where we 
sheltered for a few minutes. Plunging down the caravan 
track with our backs to  the wind, our joy was unconfined, 
and life soon assumed e rosier aspect. At 5.45 we reached 
the Grands Mulets, that haven of aspiring souls, then filled 
to overflowing by some dozen, and their guides. Here we 
partook of omelettes, which the geographer of our party 
assured us were the best omelettes iu ' Switzerland! ' and 
nothing would induce him to move and go down with us 
to Chamonix. Reluctantly we left him ordering more 
omelettes. Mummery and I now felt that as we had 
attained the greatest elevation possible to man in the Alps, 
most of the luxuries and the comforts of life were, not only 
indispensable, but the natural reward for efforts so prolonged. 
We crossed the lower glacier. hurrying before the advancing 
night; followed the path with wondrous skill to beyond the 
Pierre Pointue; and then became entangled in the forest 
growth. Here we ran into manifold dangers. to avoid which 
the modern handbooks to mountaineering are no sure help. 
Following a stream as a guide, we had to descend declivi- 
ties where the branches of bushes were our only holds, and 
the first man had not that enjoyment of pride of place that 
the old saw of 'first through a wood and last through a 
' river' had led him to expect. We reached Chamonix 
at 9.45, and, though we grieved for our absent friend, his 
Sate was not an unhappy one, consoled as he was by the 
communion with aspiring souls, and compensated by that 
self-sufficing joy afforded by the nssimilation of omelettes. 

I think no apology is due to readers of the Journal for 
writing an account of an ascent which was described in the 
Journal twenty-nine years ago ; i t  is a route which is very 
selclorxl done, slid one that is wholly exceptional for the 
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grandeur and beauty of the ice scenery, and the sustained 
interest which the climbing affords. 

' Is it  so small a thing 
To  have enjoyed the sun ; 
To have lived light in the spring; 
T o  have climbed," to have thought, to have done ; 
To have advanced true friends, and beaten down baffling foes? ' 

T H E  VALPELLIXE-VALTOURNANCHE RANGE. 
BY ALFRED G. TOPHALI. 

THIS range has received a great deal of attention during the last few 
years, which is not surprising, as a glance at  the map will show that it 
is perhaps the most important and extensive of the lateral ridges of the 
main Pennine chain descending towards the S. East of this mage, and 
even under the massif of Mc~nte Row, the offshoots are quite insignificant 
in height; and there is no buttre- like this to the W. Although the two 
valleys are ao easily gained from Zern~att few have left the beaten track 
to explore even the peaks shove Rreuil. Some members of the Italian 
Alpine Club have been doing excellent work in this district, and niany 
new ascents have been made, t~oth of peaks marked on the Italian 
Government n ~ a p  nnd also of lrnmarked ones. I t  is in the interest of 
the latter that I have been req~ierted to write this monograph. 

The range starts from the Dent dlHkrens, at first in a southerly 
direction, dividing the Valpelline from the Valtournanche, and after- 
wards making the southern honndary of the Valpelline. Seen from 
Rreuil, the peaks from the blurailles to the Chilteau des Damea appear 
in almost indistinguishable proximity to one another; hut on the 
Valpelline side they art! easily distinguished, and wow-fields lie high 
up on their eides. In  dealing with this range I have in most cases 
only briefly mentioned the unimportant spurs which are thrown off by 
the maiu chain. 

For  h e t a n c e  in the district S.W. of Mont Redeseau I have to 
thank Signor Felice Mondini (C. A. I., Sezione Ligure), who 
kindly sent me the advance proofs of his excellent monograph 
entitled ' Un Angolo Dimenticato delle Pennine. La Valle di St. 
Barthdlemy,' which h a  just appeared in the Rollettino del Club 
Alpino Italiano ' for 1891. Uirections will be found in i t  for all 
the ascents and passages round the Val St. Barthdlemy, and a map of 
that valley, which corrects the many inaccuracies of the Government 
map. 

The panorama which accompanies this paper was taken by me, in 
1889, from the Dent des Bouqlietina Other photographs of this 
di~tr ic t  are Sella's 101 from Matterhorn, 119 from Tiefenmattenjoch, 
265 from Huinette, 417 tiom ChAteau des Dames, and 194 of Donkin's 
wriee. The references are to the Italian Government map (I.), 
Adams-Reilly'n map (A.-R.), and the Sardinian map (S.). Ifeights 
are given nccording to the I. map. S ~ m ~ t i r n e s  the altitudes are given 
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in  it, but no names ; in these cases I have supplied the names without 
comment. 

1. Col dee Grandee Muraillce or du Mont Tabel (3,869 m.).-First 
pasaage by J. A. Carrel and J. B. Bich, July 8, 1868 (LA. J.' vi. 
294 and xiv. 500 ; Scrambles Amongst the Alps,' p. 160). 

2. Grandes Murail1es.-The northern point (3,877 m.) is  called 
the Punta Margherita, and was first ascended by Evan Mackenzir, 
A u g u ~ t  22,1893, from Pmrayk by the Za-de-Zan Glacier (' Rivista,' 
xi. 361). Of the S. point (3,771 m.) I have no information. 

3. Punta dce Cora, or P u n t a  Gaetaldi (3,853 m.).-By A.-R. 
wrongly called Lea Jumeaux. First ascent by Sig. Corona, Ju ly  27, 
1877, from Breuil by the foot of the Mont Tabel Glacier. Thence the 
route beam to the N.,and traverses under the Punta Giordano to the S.E. 
arbte, which is followed to the top; 8 hrs. from Breuil(Coronrr's LManuel,' 
p. 107 ; ' Rivista,' iii. 3 and x. 299 ; ' Echo des Alpeq' 1876, p. 200). 

4. Col des Cots (3,800 m. circa).-First passage by Evan Nackenzie 
from Breuil to Prarnyk (' Kivista,' xi. 363). 

5. Punta  Lioy.-The height is also given as c. 3,800 m. I t  must be 
several hundred feet higher. First ascent by Camillo Broglio and 
Innocente Clivio, July 19, 1890 ; 11 hra. from Breuil (' Rivista,' x. 292). 

6. Ls Gemelli, or 1x8 J ~ ~ m e u u x  de Va2tournanche.-The mast 
northern point is called P. Giordano (3,873 m.), and was firat ascended 
by Lora Wentworth, September 6,1877, from tho gap between the Twins 
in 3 hr. (' A. J.' ix. 3 : Bollettino,' 1878, pp. 6, 590 : 'Rivista,' 
xiii. 114 ; Corona'8 ' Aria di Monti,' p. 203). 

The Qap between the Twins was first reached by Sig. Corona, 
August 12, 1877 ; 5 3  hra. from Breuil ( I  Riv.' iii. 3 ; ' Manuel,' p. 103). 

P. Sclla, the southern point of Les Jnmeaux, ahout 3,860 m. 
(A.-R. Bec de Giula), was firbt ascertded by Sig. Corona, J u n e  10, 
1875, by following the ridge from the Becca de Guin (Corona's 
' Picchi e Burroni,' p. 305;  Echo des Alpes,' 1876. p. 90; ' Boll.' 
1875, pp. 281-3 ; ' Riv.' xiii. 114 ; ' A. J.' vii. 268). The peak has also 
been w e n d e d  fiom the gup on the north in 4 hr. (Corona's ' Manuel,' 
pp. 104-5), and by the e ~ s t  face and south ar&te (' A. J.' ix. 4). 

7. Becca de &in (3,805 m.).-The name is wronaly placed on the I. 
map. First ascent by Signori Baretti, Martelli, and Vaccarone (Septem- 
ber 16,1874) by the CorsChalets and then by traverses to the ridge; 7 h r a  
from Breuil (' Boll.' 1875, p. 282 ; Corona's ' Picchi e Burroni,' p. 298 ; 
Baretti'e ' Per Rupi e Ghiacci,' p. 72 ; ' Hiv.' r. 299, 348, xiii. 115). 

8. Cot Budden.-First crossed by Sig. Corona, June  11, 1875 
( 4  Boll.' 1875, p. 283 ; Corona's ' Manuel,' pp. 86-7 ; Echo drs  Alpea,' 
1876, p. 95 ; ' Alpinista,' 1875, p. 134). 

9. Bccca de  Cre'ton. (3,637 m.).-I. map Becca de Guin ; A.-R. Bec 
de Cr6ton. First ascended by Sig. Corona, June  10, 1875 (I Echo dea 
Alpes,' 1876, p. 90 ; 'Boll.' 1875, p. 282). Sig. Corona arrcended the 
penk by the N. nrcte (7 hrs. from Breuil) and from tbe weet. 

10. Tour de Cre'ton (3,683 m.).-I. map Becca Crkton. First aacent 
by Sig. Corona from near the Col de CrCton, July 27, 1875 ('A. J.' 
vii. 319 ; ' Alpinista,' 1P75, p. 133 ; Corona's ' Manuel,' pp. 91-3; 
' Riv.' xi. 362). 
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11. Col de Cre'ton (about 3,324 m.).-First crossed by Conway, Carr, 
and Daviea. In the deacent on the Breuil aide numerous graas-covered 
ledges must be crossed in a N. direction (' A. J.' xv. 306 ; ' Riv.' x. 64). 

12. Mont Blanc de Cre'ton (3,420 m. circa).-Called Becco di 
Crkton by Adams-Reilly. 

13. Col du Chateau dce Dames (3,350 m. circa). 
14. Chateau des Dames (3,489 m.).-First ascent by F. W. Jacomb, 

August 11, 1860. The peak is easily reached from the Col Volfrkde 
in 3 hm., and by the S.W. mete (1i hr.), and has been descended by 
the S.W. face ('Peaks, Pssses, and Glaciers,' second aeriee, i. 311 ; 
' Riv.' iv. 342 and viii. 410 ; ' Boll.' 1875, p. 108). 

South-east of the Chateau den Dames is the Col VolfrAde. This is a 
convenient way of reaching the mountain, or the Col di Val Cournera, 
from B r e d ( '  A. J.' xvi. 262). Next to the Col is EI. Roues (3,241 m.) 
which is easily aacended, and the Col de Dza or de FenGtre. 

15. Col du Petit Glacier BeUaza (3,063 m.).-An old pass. 
16. Punta del Dragme (3,394 m.7.-A.-R. Bec de Fontanella. 

First aecent by A. G. Tophanl, July 24, 1894, by the W. rrr&te, in 
7 hrs. from Prarayk, and descent in 12  hr. by the X.E. mete to the 
Col du Petit GI. Bellaza (' A. J.' xvii. 156). 

17. Punta di Fontanelk (3,386 m.).-The first ascent of this peak 
was made hy Dr. A. Baltzer (S.A.C., sect. Uto) in July 1864, with the 
guide Berrard, but no record was made. The next ascent was made 
by H. W. Topham. He ascended a couloir conspicuous from the route 
to the Col di Val Cournera, and so reached the arete, gaining the summit 
by the face in 11 hr., and descended the Fontanella face. The 
summit was reached by the S.E. arCte from the col in l a  hr. by C. G. 
and W. D. Jlonro and 0. G. Jones, August 22,1892 (I A. J.' xvi. 262). 

18. Col di Val Cournera (3,145 m.).--'P., P., and G.,' second 
aeries, i. 316. A very old pass. 

19. A very long and jagged ridge follows to the S., the heights of 
the points varying between 3,185 m. and 3,352 m. I t  i~ precipitous 
on the W., but scree dopes lead to the top on the E. I t  is not seen 
on the panorama. 

20. DBme di Cian (3.355 m.).-A.-R. M .  Redeasau. First ascent 
by SS. Origoni, ~ u ~ ; e t '  16, l 8 i 9  (' Riv.' viii. 381) in 1 hr. from the 
Colle di Cian. 

21. CoUe di  Cian (about 3,170 m.).-First crossed by G. Luzzati, 
B. Graziadei, and E. Borzini, June 9, 1889 ('Riv.' ix. 198). 

22. Prrntu di  Cian, or Tsnm, or Champ, or Guggia dei Cians 
(3,321 m.).-First ascent by A. Lucat, September 26, 1874 (' Boll.' 
1875, p. 111 ; ' Riv.' iii. 89, and viii. 381, and ix. 198) ; 3 hr. from 
the Colle di Cian. The Punta di Cian is not seen on the panorama. 

East of the Punta di Cian is the Col de Fort and the Becca de Salk 
(' Boll.' 1875, p. 113). 

23. P u n k  di Chavancour (3,195 m.).-Firat ascent by C. H. R. 
Wollaston by the N. face, and then by the W. face, June 27, 1893 
('k J! xvi. 516). 

24. Colk di  Chavancvur (circa 2,970 m.). -From Torgnon to 
P m y e  (' A. J.' xvi. 367) ; 3$ hre. from Prarayb to the Col. 
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25. Jf. Redessau.-A good deal of dknssion has been raised a s  
to the position of this peak. It is now fixed that i t  is the point 
3,217 m., first ascended by C. G. and W. D. Monro and 0. G. Jon- 
from the Colle di Chavancour in $ hr., August 23, 1892 ('A. J.' 
xvi. 263-4'). Correctly placed on the I. map. 

The long range of hills which lies R. of the St. Barthblemy valley 
starts from M. Redeeaau. Nearest the main chain is the Cima 
Bianca (3,010 m.). North of M. Redessau is M. Arpette (3,170 m.). 

26. Colle di  Livournea or ds la Nouva (2,851 m.).-From the Val St. 
Barthklemy to the Combe di Livournea ('Ball's Guide to the W. Alps,' 
p. 279 ; Gorret et Bich, p. 358 ; ' Riv.' xiv. 352). 

27. Cima di Liuournea (3,207 m.).-First ascent F. Antoniotti, E. 
Canzio, C. Grow,  and F. Mondini in 3 hrs. from the Colle di Livournea ; 
desceut in less than 2 hrs. by 6. face to Crote4 September 8, 1894 
(' Riv! xiii. 322). The Cima is f hr. from the Colle di Livournea. 

28. Colle di Luseney (3,100 m. circu).-First reached by Adame- 
Reilly on his descent from the Becca di Luseney, August 2, 1866 
(' A. J.' iii. 51)) and crossed by A. Giles Puller, July 11, 1873 
('A. J! vi. 293). 

29. Becca d i  Lweney (3,506 m.).-First ascent by AdameReilly, 
August 2, 1866. His route followed the N.W. arbte, N. arCte, N.N.E. 
face, and N.E. ar&te (' A. J.' iii. 50 ; ' Riv.' i. 141). Other mutes are 
(2) N.E. ar&te from Colle di Luseney, by A. E. Mktelli, August 1,1874 
(Gorret et Bich, ' Guide de la Vall6e d'Aostell p. 358) ; (3) E. face 
from Colle di Lueeney, by the Misses Pigeon, August 14,1876 ; (4) E. 
face from valley of Luseney, by Baretti and Oberti, August 2, 1882 ; 
(5) N.N.E. face, by F. Mondini, August 16, 1892 (' Riv.' xii. 32). 

30. Becca d'drbiera or dei Tern&.-This mountain has two wm- 
mite. The S. point (3,420 m.) was first ascended by F. Mondini, 
August 28, 1892, by the S. a r k .  The N. point (3,442 m.) was first 
iiscended by E. Canzio and F. Mondini, June 30,1894, from the S. point 
They descended towards the Becca di Luaeney (' Riv.' xiii. 222). 

31. Colle Motrtagnaia (2,860 m.).-From Acquilon, in the Mon- 
tagnaia valley, to La Serve, in the St. Barth15lemy valley, 3$ h m  

32. Monte Montognaia, or Punta d i  P i e m  Plate (3,060 m.). 
-A.-R. Becca d'Arbiera. The first recorded ascent was made by E. 
Canzio, A. and C. Fiorio, F. Moudini, and N. Vigna by the S.W. arbte, 
July 16, 1893, in 1; hr. from Cunei (' Riv! xii. 202). 

33. Colle di  Cunei (2,952 m.).-A.-R. and the I. map call this the 
Colle Montagnaia. From Bionaz by the Montapaia valley to Cunei 
in 5f hrs. 

34. Becca del Merlo (3,245 m.).-First ascended by E. Canzio and 
F. Mondini, July 1, 1894 ('Boll! 1894, p. 34). 

36. Colle del Merb (3,020 m. circa).-From Cunei to the Mon- 
tagnaia valley, first croeeed by E. Canzio, F. Mondini, and N. Vigna, 
June 30, 1895 (' Boll.' 1894, p. 33). 

Immediately sout,h of the Col del Merlo and nearer the col tban to 
M. Pisonet is the starting-point of the ridge which divides the Veasona 
and M o n m a i a  valleys. The Italian map gives the Beccn del Merlo 
as the starting-point. 
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36. Nmte  Pkonet (3,2 15 m.).-First amended by E. Canzio, C. 
Fiorio, F. Mondini, i. Rey, and N. Vigna, June 25, 1893, fror~i the 
N.E. in 14 hr. from the foot of the wall. 

37. Denti d i  Vessona (3,060 m.).-These three points are called by 
various names on the maps. A.-R. gives Pointes de Pissonet; S. map ha8 
M. Piesonet or Vessona ; the I. map gives only the height. The most 
northern point is the highest, and none of them have been ascended. 

38. Colle di Veesona (2,794 m.).-From the Comba Breva to the 
Veseona valley. First crossed by the Rev. S. W. King, Auguat 27, 
1855 (S. W. King, ' The Italian Valleys of the Alps,' p. 184). 

39. Jfonte Fnroma (3,078 m.).-Firat amended by the Capitani 
Caaalegno and Albert in 1832 from the Colle di Veaaona (L. Vaccarone, 
' Statistics delle prime Ascensioni nelle Alpi occidentali '). A. Darbelley 
deecended by the E. face, September 15, 1895 (' Riv! xiv. 384). 

South-west of this point, and at a little distance hom it, a spur star$ 
with highest poinh Gran Pays and Becca d'9vuille (A.-R. Aveiele). 

40. Colls Faroma (2,774 m.).-From the Comba DBche to the 
Vessona valley. 

41. Cima Verdona (2,877 m.). 
From this point a spur runs N., with summits Gran C u d  (2,864 m.) 

and Becw di Nona (2,887 m.). 
42. Col di St. BartI~ilem?y or d i  Verdona (4,650 m. circa).-Prom 

the Comba Deche to the Verdona valley. 
43. Becca Conge (2,828 m.). 
44. Monte Kanialaizenn (2,967 m.).-S. map and A.-R. M. Chala- 

taizena, but wrongly placed in A.-R. off the main chain to the S. It 
' w n  be ascended in about 8 hra. from Valpelline (Itatti e Casanova, 

Guida della Valle d'Aosta,' p. 257). 

DAUPHIN2 IN 1895. 

BY THE REV. iV. A. B. COOLID(f& 

IT m happened that I had not been to Dauphin6 for four yeara until 
I spent a few dnys there at  the commencement of last September. 
The mountains were the same, but otherwise much waschanged in the 
matter of means of communication, inn% telegraphs, &c., so that I 
felt at  times quite bewildered, recollecting how very different things 
were even a short time ago. It may, therefore, be of eome use to 
intending visitore to the district if I briefly record the advance made in 
1)roviding for the comfort of travellers. 

I started from Grenoble (with my friend M. Fklix Perrin) by the 
railway at  6.20 p.Jr., and in 28 min. reached the Vizille station on the 
Gap line. Here was the first surprise-the new steam tramway 
(carriages better than in the Bernese Oberland), which carried us up 
swiftly and pleaeantly to Bourg d'Oiaans in 2) hrs. more, thus afford- 
ing a far speedier and more weeable  means of transit than the 
cumbrous old diligences. At the Bourg d'Oisans station I waa 
amazed to find no fewer than four h8tel omnibuses, with portiere cry- 
ing the names of their inns. In old days one was content with one 
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inn, and that not a very good one. Now we went to the new Grand 
HBtel de l'Oisans (sixty rooms), just opposite the station. Here we 
found a really first-clw hotel (managed by the hosts of the Beaurivage 
a t  St. Kapha6l) : everything very good and clean ; electric light and 
bellq waitera in uniform, salons, a terrace, kc. I felt a t  first as i f  I 
had been suddenly carried back to Switzerland, and could scarcely 
realise I wna in the Oiaenq eave for hearing French spoken all round. 
Next day we went up the Vention valley to L a  BCrarde. The new 
c h r  mad from the Plan du  Lac to St. Christophe w w  on the point of 
completion, but I learnt with regret that i t  had practically destroyed 
the delicious Foutaine BCnite, known to sn many travellers of old. At 
St. Christophe we found that a telegraph bureau had been opened a 
few days before, and it  was impossible to resist the temptation of send- 
ing the first meesage despatched thenra to England. Higher up  the 
valley things were unchanged. At La BBrclrde the Chalet H6tel was 
an pleanant a refuge as of old. The fine new chapel (built by the 
Carthusians) had been finished since my last visit, and towers over 
the village. An in duty bound I paid a viait to Rodier'a inn. 
M. Rodier himself had much aged, but his wife was just the same, 
and I once more aaw with joy that empty 'Albert biscuit' tin, 
which is now the sole relic there of the visit of the ' dix '  in the 
prehistoric days of 1873. Next day (with Joeeph Tun:  as guide) 
we crossed the Col du Clot des Cavales to Alpe. There is now a 
well-traced path from La BBrarde up  to the baee of the last couloir. 
while that aerial bridge on the Alpe aide has been rendered far  
more solid. At Alpe we fared very well in the new Kefuge 
Paquebot' (m called because the beds are arranged berthwise, sa in  a 
ship). I t  has a good number of comfortable beds, and the com- 
missariat department is well looked after by the obliging hosts, JI. and 
Madame Castillan. In fact, we were so well off a t  Alpe that we stopped 
there for lunch next day, going on in the afternoon in under 2 b r a  to 
the Lautaret by the ' Sentler des Crevasses,' a narrow path winding 
round the ravine-torn N.W. flank of the Combeynot group. New sur- 
p r i m  awaited me a t  the Lautaret. M. Bonnahel, the Lgrudien,' i s  
most active and enterprising, and has succeeded in attracting many to 
his house; we found a French artiet (one of the staff of the 
' Charivari') who had been there two monthq and hmrd of an E n g l i d ~  
family which had only just left after a month's sojourn. The Hospice 
has been entirely refitted, and has now twenty-one rooms (with electric 
bells), as well as a salon, and a fair-sized salle c i  manager, to which a n  
annexe is now being added. W e  were never more than twenty a t  the 
table d'lru'tc, but  in the w s o n  they had had eighty ! Opposite the 
Hospice &I. Bonnabel has just built a wooden dependance (twenty 
rooms; electric bells, &c.) in the Swiss chalet style, a very agreeable 
and delightful place. In another point also, as  to which English 
travellers attach great importance, all the new inns are quite it-reproach- 
able, modern wnitary arrangements having been adopted. I t  was with 
amusement that I looked at  the breaks which now run in 6 hrs. from 
the Lautaret over the Col du Galibier to St. Michel d e  Maurienne in 
corre~pondence with the P.L.M. trains. How I wished they had 
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existed earlier, as they would have saved me many a weary tramp over 
that pass! I wan told (but can ecarcely credit it) that the carriage 
coming from St. Michel halta for dinner a t  Giraud's inn a t  Valloirt+-a 
fact of which I hope to satisfy myself in  1896, for to any one who knew 
Giraud's formerly this transformation into a ' Postmittag ' place is 
amazing. 

We spent a pleasant day in lounging up  the Iloclre d u  Grand 
Gallbier, whence we enjoyed an absolutely cloudless panorama, ex- 
tending from the Maritimes and Viso to the Matterhorn, Mont B h c ,  
and the Tarentaise, with the great Dauphin6 peaks etraight in  front. 
Next day we drove down early, to he present a t  a very striking review 
of 10,000 to 12,000 men, who hsd j u ~ t  finished the mountain 
manoeuvres. I t  took place in the plain between Mone~tier and Le 
Casset, and was one of the most striking sights I have ever witnessed, 
there being infantry, husuars, ' compagnies Alpines,' mountain batteries, 
telegraph corps, &c., all executing evolutions under the bluest of 
~ k i e g  while the splendid I'ic Gardiner rose majestically above the 
human beings crawling about at  its foot. Back to the Lautaret for 
lunch, and then in one of the new breaks running between Brianpon 
and Bourg d'Oiaans to the latter place. I t  ie worth while noting that 
the Ecrins is seen for a few seconds from one of the zigzags between 
the Hospice and Villard d'Artine, as well as from near Monestier. A t  
L a  Grave we made a short halt to greet our old friends the J u p s .  
There was not time to examine the improvements in the hhtel, but I 
was told that there is now a dining-room capable of accommodating 
two hundred persolis, while the electric light is to be  introduced in 
time for the season of 1896. W e  heard, too, of a French gentleman 
who in 1894 had made the ascent of the S. Aiguille d'Arves ALONE. 

But i t  is the Meije which has most changed in the eyes of tourists. 
Last summer it  was traversed almofit daily, there having been one day no 
fewer than thirteen persons oc the ridge between the Grand Pic  and 
the Pic  Central. When the Zuigmondys first forced that ridge in 1885 
it  was thought to be one of the moet wonderful Alpine feats ever 
performed. Now (so I was assured) several of the crack Dauphink 
guides prrfer the descent by this ridge to that by the Etanpons wall, 
especially when they have a tired or inexperienced traveller with 
them ! How are the mighty fallen ! I learnt with pleasure that the 
propoeed railway up  the Meije has been given up in favour of one 
up the Riiteau. I did not visit the new mountain inn near the site 
of' the old Lauze Club hut, but I was told it  was like A l p ,  and in 
that case it  ought to be very comfortable. That night we lay again 
at Bourg d'Oisans: we had quitted it only five days before, but 
they had passed as if in a dream. The  landlady made courteous 
enquiries after the succes of our journey, and on my expressing the 
great pleasure it  had afforded me she replied that ahe hoped I would 
be encouraged to come again to the district. I explained that I had 
known it  for twenty-five years, on which she exclaimed, 'Alorg vous 
dtea un  des anciens ! ' and, indeed, Rip Van Winkle himeelf could 
scarcely have felt older than I did on seeing all these wo~~derful  
changes--till I tried to reassure myaelf by reflecting that they had all 



taken place within the last three or four years, and that my seniorig 
was thus happily relative rather than absolute. 

A very pleasant trip was rounded off by a traverse of the Croir 
de Belledonne (marvelloue view) from Allemont to the new inn a t  La 
Pra, which is mid to have cost as much as that a t  L a  Bkrarde, but is 
far  lees comfortable. W e  deacended to Uriage, and regained Grenoble 
by another new steam tramway. I did not make use of yet a third 
new steam tramway (that to St. Laurent du Pont, on the way to the 
Grande Chartreuse), but  I found myeelf more comfortable than ever 
a t  the H. Monnet a t  Grenoble, which has been much improved, and 
has now the electric light throughout. 

NEW ZEALAND LETTER. 

IN response to a request fiom the Editor of the Alpine Journal,' 
I have been desired by the Committee of the New Zealand Alpine 
Club to forward annually a rlsurnb of the new work done in the 
Southern Alps, and I now contribute the same for the past season, 
1894-95. 

In the chief mountaineering centre-the Mount Cook District- 
much new work has been accomplished, mostly by Mr. E. A. Fitz 
Gerald, with Mattias Zurbriggen as guide. As Mr. FitzGerald has, I 
understand, already communicated the result of his doings, I will not 
dwell upon his achievements beyond recording the fact that he 
climbed Mounts Sealy, Tasman, Haidinger, the Silberhorn of Tasman, 
and Sefion, and made a paes over from the Hermitage to the west 
coaat via a col between the Footstool and Mount Stokes, on the main 
range, paseing down the valley of the Copland River. H e  returned 
from the west by way of the Fox, Fritz, and Pranz Joaef Glaciers, 
over Grahanl's Saddle (situate between Glacier Peak and Mount de 
la BQhe), down the Kronprinz Rudolf Glacier, and so on to the 
Tas~uan . 

I n  addition to these excursions Zurbriggen made the ascent of 
Mount Cook, or Aorangi, from the Tasman aide, by  a new route from 
the Great Plateau up  the north-eastern arhe. 

The new work done by members of the New Zealand Alpine Club 
consists of five attempts on Aorangi by the now well known Linda 
Glacier route, in which Me~srs. M. J. Dixon, Malcolm and Kennetb 
Roes, Fyfe, Graham, and Dr. Cox participated. Their story is a 
record of strugrles with bad weather and soft snow; but  on one 
occasion they reached a point above the highest rocks on the eastern 
aide, which is estimated to be about 200 feet from the ~ummit .  
The honour of the fimt complete ascent of'the mountain was, however, 
destined for Messrs. T. C. Fyfe, G. Graham, and J. Clark, who (after a 
previous attempt on the part of the former two, in which they crossed 
the lowest or eouthernmost peak (11,844 fi.), and the middle peak 
(12,178 ft.), but were etopped hy bad cornices) on Christmas Day 
succeeded in scaling the mountain from the Hooker Glacier. This 
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expedition entailed a great deal of firat-clam work, both in  making 
t h e i r  way up  the Hooker Glacier, which ie very much crevaased, and 
q u i t e  impslleable later in the seaeon, and i n  the rock work met with on 
t h e  higher parta of the mountain. Full accounts of these expeditions 
will be found in the ' New Zealand Alpine Journal' for May, 1895.9 

Mr. A. P. Harper haa thin season continued his m e y  and explora- 
tion work on the western side of the main Range. I n  September, 
1894, he mcceeded in forcing the great ice-hU, and in reaching the 
h e a d  of the Franz Joaef Glacier, and fixing several measurement 
cairns for future use. H e  reports a marked retreat. From October 
1894 to February 1895 he was on the Karangaroa River, following it 
to the head, and rowing into the Landsborough Valley, went down the 
river some 35 milea On his return u p  this valley he explored and 
mapped the Twain River (a branch of the Karangaroa), dimvering 
a fine glacier, hitherto unlruspected, to which he has given the name of 
t h e  ' Horace Walker ' Glacier. I n  March he croased the Divide to the 
Hermitage with Mr. FitzGerald by a pses seen during his former 
visit to the Fox Glacier, and, returning to the weat coast again by a 
col to the north of that crossed by Mr. FitzGerald, mapped the Douglae 
River. In April he ascended Ryan's Peak, obtaining a good panoramic 
photograph of the Main Range and the head of Cook River. Nearly 
t h e  whole of his work was on new ground, and completes the mapping 
of t h e  centad portion of the Southern Alpa 

In the  southern part of the island Meesra Malcolm and Kenneth 
Roes, Fyfe and Hodgkins, did some climbing in the vicinity of Milford 
Sound, attempting Mount Balloon-a fine rock peak on the route from 
Lake T e  Anan to Milford-but being beaten by bad weather. I n  the 
w e n t  of Mount Tutoko (9,000 ft.), however, they were succeaaful, 
and  Mr. Roee apeaks of the localitv in  elowing terms, both as renarda 
scenery and cl i rnl~i~~q.  Indeed, he :tsert. that the cl imbing on Turolto 
is equal, if not superior, to that on the Linda Glacier route up Aoran~i .  
I t  is  a matter of much regret that, with the exception of Mr. Ollivier, 
no member8 of the New Zealand Alpine Club were enahled to join 
Mr. FitzGerald and Zurhriggen on some of their expeditions, as the 
opportunity of seeing a first, class guide a t  work does not often occur 
in this country. W e  can hut hope for another visit from the same 
travellers, and wish for better luck next time. 

G. E. I\~ANNERING. 
Christ Church, New Zea!and, 

June 16, 1895. 

ALPINE ACCIDENTS IN 189.5. 
THE mountaineering season of 1895 mill long be remembered for its 
glorious stretch of perfect clinlbing weather, and for the great number 
and peculiarly distressing character of the calamities which have 
occurred above the snow-line. XTe give records below of fourteen 

* IIrhitcombe and Tombs (Limited), Chrirtchnrch, h'ew Zealnnd. 
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nccidente, involving a loss of nineteen lives. I n  eleven instances 
there was only one victim, in one instance two, and in two inatancea 
three. In examining the causes we find that in ten out of the 
fourteen the cause waa a slip. Five of the ten men were climbing 
alone, and three were unroped; two were roped to only one guide, 
in each caw the guide being pulled down, though not killed. 
One accident reaulted from a fall of rocks From above, and in three 
instances the cause of the mishap remains unknown. Besides the 
fourteen cams we describe, several lives have been lo& on the border- 
land between mountnin and valley-three, a t  least, in  seeking edelweiss ; 
while the annual festival of the Swiss Alpine Club waa marred b j  the  
death on the M then of a member-Herr 0. Gelpke-who stumbled 
on a pathway w g ilst reading a letter, and was killed. 

Over and above firtalities there have been this summer many 
fortunate escapes which might easily have ended otherwise. Accounts 
of Rome of these have found their way into periodicals, English or  
foreign, but, if rumour speaks truly, a atill larger number have 
occurred of which no printed record exists. From what we know of 
these, aa well ae from what we learn From many of the recorda herewith 
subjoined, the old leeson is once more very forcibly impre~eed upon 
UR, viz. that the neglect of well-entabliehed precautiona adds enor- 
moualy to the risk of mountaineering. 

TABLE OF ACCIDENTS, 1895. 

Date 

-- 

June 13 
,, 21 

July 16 

,, 25 
,, 30 

August 6 
,, 13 

,, 16 
,, 18 

,, 19 
,, 24 
,, ? 24 
,, 26 

,, 30 

Name 

Stocker ... 
Simon ... 

{ ] 
Berpann  ... 
Schmidt ... 
Calcino ... 
Ritzau ... 
Eyre ... 
Schniirdreher 

Eben ... 
Rey ... ... 
Mummery ... 
Mod1 ... 

Sampson ... 

C a m  

Admont-Riffel 
Zugspitze ... 

Gtschthal ... 
Hoher Zahn 
Terglou ... 
Monte Viso. .. 
Jungfmu ... 
Sparrenhorn 
Mont Blanc 

Parseyerspitze 
Big. du Q h t  
Himalayas ... 
Eisjiichl ... 

Trift Pass ... 

1 
1 

2 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
3 

1 
1 
8 
1 

1 

Slip, alone. 
Two on rope, one 

slipped and pulled 
other down. 

Cause d n o w n .  
Slip, done. 
Elip, alone. 
Slip, unroped. 
Glip, anroped. Unwit- 

able party. 
Slip, alone. 
Cause unknown. 

(Found in crevasse.) 
Slip, alone. 
Slip, unroped. 
C a m  unknown. 
Two on rope, one 

alipped and pulled 
other down. 

Stmckbyfallingrocka 



MR. A. F. MUMMERY. 

MR. A. F. MUYYERY has lost his life whilst climbing with two Gurkhas 
in  the Himalayas. He left England in June, accompanied by Mr. 
Geoffrey Hastings and Dr. J. Norman Collie, for the purpose of moun- 
taineering in the Nanga Parbat group of the Kashmir Himalayas. The 
whole story of the expedition will doubtless be told when these gentlemen 
return to England. In  the meantime, the facts, so far as they are a t  
preeent known, are as follows. The party broke up their camp in the 
Diarmirai Valley on August 23, intending to establish another in an 
adjacent valley called Buldarrakkiote. Messrs. Hastings and Collie 
were to go round with the luggage and coolies, while Mr. Mummery, 
with two Gurkhas, both of whom are deecribed as good climbers, 
was to crow by a snow-paas, or, failing in  this, to follow round by 
the low route. The Buldarrakkiote camp was established, but the 
party of climbers did not arrive. After waiting for a reasonable 
time a search was commenced, and a camp, with untouched provisions, 
was found. No efforts were spared, but nothiug more was discovered 
to throw light upon the nature or exact site of the catastrophe. 
Recent heavy snows have rendered further warch impossible, and i t  
is only too likely that we shall never know the precise nature of the 
mishap which has deprived the Alpine Club of an exceptionally 
brilliant mountaineer. 

EMILE REY. 

EMILE RET, of Courmayeur, one of the finest mountaineers the world 
haa ever seen, lost his life while descending from the Aiguille to the 
Col du  G b n t  on the afternoon of Saturday, August 24." The circum- 
stances were as follows. Mr. A. C. Roberts, an English climber, 
engaged Rey for a few days, and on A u g u ~ t  23 the two climbed 
togetber the lower peak of the Aig. du Dru, sleeping that evening a t  
the Couvercle. They started next morning a t  4.40, and reached the 
aummit of the Aig. du  Gkant a t  2 p.11. Commencing the descent a t  
3.20 the base of the final peak was reached a t  4.5. Shortly after this, 
the weather looking bad, Rey said that they would move more quickly 
if unroped. They accordingly coiled up  the rope and proceeded on 
the descent, Rey leading, and carrying a light aack and the rope. 
About 4.30 they reached the top of the rocks which descend to the 
lower snow-fields. The climbing here is easy, but involves the descent 
of one or two chimneys, a t  the top of one of which Mr. Roberta waited 
whilst Rey went down, face outwards. Close to the foot of this chimney 
Key jumped, or dropped, on to a small shelf of wet rock, sloping 
~ l iph t ly  outwards, and covered with small loow pebbles. H e  slipped, 
and for a short distance slid over snow-covered ice. H e  tried to dig hin 
axe  in, bu t  it  dipped from his grasp, and he was precipitated in three 

The following account is based chiefly upon a demription furnished to the 
Syndic of Conrmayeur by Mr. Roberts, the only witneas of the catastrophe. 
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bounds on to the snow some 600 feet below and to the N. of the route 
to the hut. Mr. Roberts could see the body lying motionleaa on the 
mow. He attempted to reach it both by the rocks and by the anow 
which skirte them, but succeeded only in getting within about 200 feet. 
He &outed repeatedly, but got no anewer. Snow fell heavily, and a 
thick fog made it impossible to pereevere in the attempt, EO, at  6 P.M., 
he turned away, and, by the aid of map and compass, reached the Col 
du GBmt hut at 7 o'clock. Here he found two Swiss climbers 
without guides, and shortly afterwards a large party of Dutch gentle- 
men and ladies arrived from the French eide with mx guide8 and 
portere. Snow fell throughout the night, end all in the hut agreed 
that nothing could be done before the morning. News of the 
dieaster was carried by the Dutch party to Courmayeur, whence a 
caravan of guides and porters etarted at once to recover the body, 
which they carried to Courmayeur on the following day, Angnat 26. 
It is a eatigfsction to know that death must hare been inatantaneoua, 
es fatal injuries to both skull and spine were found. The funeral took 
place on the 27th, when a great procession, comisting of the Syndic and 
other local authorities, mourn- guides, villagers, and tourists, followed 
the flower-covered coffin from the hamlet of La Saxe to the parish 
church, and thence to its resting-place in the cemetery a t  Courmayeur. 

THE LOTSCHTHAL ACCIDENT. 

ON July 16 Meesrs. E. F. M. Benecke and H. A. Cohen lost their 
lives whilst mountaineering in the neighbourhood of the Lotachthal. 
The place and muse of their death remain unknown, but it has been 
conjectured that they may have fallen into a crevasse, or been over- 
whelmed by an avalanche. With reference to this accident Mr. 
Coolidge sends the followit~g letter : 
' Just before 3 A.M. on July 16 laat Meeers. E. F. M. Benecke and 

H. A. &hen started from the inn at Ried, in the Liitschthal, to make 
some mountaineering excursion. They were seen by a peasant a t  
Blatten (a little higher up the valley), who reporta that they were 
walking briakly on, but in what direction could not be ascertained. 
Since that moment they have not been heard of, and though tile 
valley hm been most carefully searched, no traces whatever of them 
have been found. I t  is therefore impossible to say where or how they 
perished. It is certain, however, that they did not intend to make any 
high or difficult w e n t  that day, as they expected to be back by 4 P.M., 
and had left their 'I Steigeisen " in their rooms. Both gentlemen had 
climbed for several years in the Lotach Valley. Mr. Benecke in 
particular wse engaged in putting the finishing touch- to the Lotachthal 
section of the Bernese Oberland Climbers' Guide, for which he Lad 
worked most zealously. I t  is a small consolation that his notes have 
been found, and also his diary, from which the notices (to be found on 
another page) of several new expeditions made by him in 1895 are 
extracted by the courtesy of his relatives. Neither gentleman was a 
member of the Alpine Club, but Mr. Benecke belonged to the Swiss 
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P l a h u ,  where they all fell into a large crevawe, two of them being 
killed on the spot, whilst one, tlle younger guide, probably survived 
his companions for some time. The crevasae into which they fell is 
eome hundred yard8 below the ordinary track, and how they came to 
fall into it  is not to understand. An ice-axe, belonging to one 
of the party, waa found lying on the mow close to the ord~nary route 
by Mr. Eccles and his guides, who were ascending the mountain that 
morning. This fact would seem to indicate that the party must have 
i o ~ t  control of themselves at  this point, and it  has been euggested that 
they were glissading, and failed to stop themselves. The  slope is, 
however, so extremely gentle that it would be hardly possible to 
glissade, even on snow which was so hard aa to leave no traces at  all. 
Mr. Eccles paid but little attention to the axe, thinking it  must have 
been dropped by one ofthe many persons then on the mountain, and i t  
waa not till mme days later that a telegram from Courmayeur, enquiring 
as  to the whereabouts of the guides, pave rise to apprehension. T h e  
bodies were recovered on August 26. The accident is perhaps the 
most incomprehensible that has ever been recorded in these pages. 

ACCIDENT ON MONTE VISO. 

ON August 6 Signor Calcino, an Italian engineer, lost his life on  
Monte Viso. H e  waa one of a large party including two guides and 
a porter. The party l e e  Cr iwlo  a t  1 A.M., reached the Quintino 
Sella hut a t  7, and, resuming the march again at  7.45, arrived about 
1 0  A.M. a t  a place where it  was necessary to traverse a mow couloir, 
about 500 ft. below the summit. Here they divided into two ropes. 
The guide Claudio Perotti led the first contingent across and cu t  
steps. Signor Calcino remained with the second division, but refused 
to be roped, and expressed a desire to turn back alone. Perotti 
unroped and, coming back, offered to lead him across by the hand. I n  
the paasage Signor Calcino slipped, and pulled Perotti out of his step. 
Striking his axe into the anow, the guide arrested his descent, and 
remained clinging to his axe with one hand and to Signor Calcine's wrist 
with the other. The remainder of the party watched Perotti making t h e  
most strenuous efforts to uphold Signor Calcino, who hung like a dead 
weight. A t  last the guide's etrength failed, and he had to let go. T h e  
party descended, and found the shapeless corpse of their companion on 
the snow, some 1,600 ft. below. It is probable that Signor Calcino 
waR not a proper person to undertake the ascent of even so easy a peak 
as Monte Vim ; but, granting that he was, there would have been no 
real danger had he been roped. 

ACCIDENT ON T H E  JUNGFRAZT. 

ON Sunday, August 11, three young German workmen made their 
way from Berne to Lauterbrunnen, and thence to the hu t  in  the 
Roththal, intending to ascend the Jungfrau thence next day. T h e  
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Herr Gustav Herrman Bergmann, of Schonberg, near Berlin, wae 
killed on July 25 on the Gschnitzthal mountains (Stubaier Group, 
Tyrol). H e  arrived a t  Pflerech on the 24th, and engaged two guides 
to take provisions to the Tribulaun hut. I t  is probable that he in- 
tended to ascend the Hoher Zahn or  the Weisswandspitze, or both, 
and to descend subsequently to Gschnitz, for a party who were passing 
this way on the 26th noticed quite f r e h  tracks on the anow between 
these peaks. I t  was not, however, till August 7 that suepicion was 
aroused, and aesrch made. The body was found on the screes a t  the  
toot of the Hoher Zahn, having evidently fallen from some height 

On July 30 Profe~sor Alois Schmidt, of Komotau, in  Bohemia, made 
alone the ascent of the Triglav, or Terglou, in  the Julic Alps. He 
descended safely to  the Maria-Therecur-Schutzhaus, but deacending 
thence he evidently missed the way and slipped, as his body was found 
the same evening on a snow-drift, with a fatal wound in the head. 

On Auguet 16 Mr. Benjamin Eyre, barrister, of London, whilst 
scrambling alone on the Sparrenhorn, above the Be1 Alp, slipped, a n d  
was instantly killed. 

On August 17 Baron Paul von Eberz climbed fmm Landeck to t h e  
Augsburger hut, where he arrived tired and unwell a t  9 P.M. From 
illness he was unable to proceed next day, but started alone on the 
19th to ascend the Parseyempitzs. Whether he reached the top is not 
known; but, aa he did not return to his luggage in the hut, m c h  
w u  made, and his hody was found next morning. H e  appears to 
have dipped, and fallen a considerable distance, but that he was not 
inbtantly killed is certain, as blood tracks show that he made hie way 
for some distance over the snow after the fall. T h e  skull waa 
fractured i n  the frontal region. The deceased waa not a climber of 
experience. 

Herr Paul Modl, student, of Berlin, was killed by a fir11 in the 
Pfossenthal (Oetzthal district) on August 20. H e  started with his 
guide, Zachaus Gstrein, of Solden, from the Ramolhaus, and crossed 
the Ei~jochl.  Through some cnrelessness, i t  is said, Mod1 slipped, and  
pulled the guide down with him, the former being killed on the spot. 
and the latter severely injured. The survivor managed to attract the 
attention of a peaaant, who came to his assistance. 

I N  MEMORIAM. 
A. F. MUMMERY. 

IN losing Mr. Mummery the Alpine Club has lost one of its ablest, 
most accomplished, and moat famous members. H e  was a climber 
for more than a quarter of a century, and hie work was always of a 
character to strike the imagination as well aa to excite emulation. 
There is no occaaion in this place to enumerate hia Alpine and Cau- 
casian feata, for they are well known to all our readers and have been 
recorded in the admirable and monumental volume reviewed in our 
last number. Mr. Mummery was a gymnast of almost unique &ill 
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not alone. Y e  was an example and was willing to take the reepon- 
~ibility. I t  will not be denied that the quality t h u ~  deecribed, which 
may be called recklesllnes.c, iu a quality essentially English. It is the 
quality which has made our race the pioneers of the world, which in 
naval warfare won for us the command of the sea, which by exploration 
and colonisation  ha^ given the waate lands of the earth to Anglo-Saxon 
entarpriae, and the loas of which, if we ever do lose it, will bring our 
leadership to an end. Whilst Englishmen poesese this quality they 
will manifest it in their sports. Public opinion may censure, but in- 
dividuals will imitate, and amongst those who follow will not be the 
weaklings of socie . Face to face with the giant Nanga Parbat Xir. 7 Mummery wagere and lost. If the wager were blameworthy :be 
result should not influence the apportionment of blame. Had he 
won, would the Alpine Club have censured ? Assuredly not. The 
Himalayas have their victim-one worthy of their pre-eminence among 
the high places of the earth-but he too has his monument. So long 
se English rule abides in India, so long will those who fro111 Gulmerg, in 
fair h h m i r ,  behold in the far north the glittering dome and spirea of 
Nanga Parbat relate, as they wonder a t  ita beauty, ' There Mummery 
was killed-the great climber I ' 

MADAME SELLER. 

THE death of Madame Seiler snaps one of the pleasantest links that 
united the climbers of the present day with the period of Alpine 
conquest. If the enterprise and foresight of Monsieur Seiler made 
Zermatt what it  became, the womanly kindness of his wife formed no 
mean attraction. Many old members of t,he Alpine Club have had 
occasion in time of sickness or accident to experience the warmth of 
Madame Seiler's sympathy and the utterly uncommercial nature of her 
friendship. To see her again was one of the expected pleasures that 
made Zermatt ao attractive. The loss of her greeting will be  a 
deprivation that many will experience in summer holidays to come. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

EMILE REY. 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 

THE death of Emile Rey, the great guide of Courmayeur, is generally 
felt as a n  irreparable 1088; and thr  cause from which he perished is 
surrounded by a veil of mystery. Rey died in the fiftieth year of hia 
age, on the descent from the Aig. du  Gbant, in the afternoon of 
Auguet 24, 1896, by a fall that began a t  a level of about 3,700 m. and 
ended 600 ft. to 700 ft. below. The expedition consisted only of Mr. 
Carson Roberta and his guide. The  report says that they were unroped, 
and that Rey, who was leading, lost his foothold and calve to death. 



very well. I t  is a duty I am fulfilling towards the dead in giving his 
portrait as i t  appears to me. 

In  the history of mountaineering Rey's name will hold a lofty place ; 
no man was more faithful to his duty nor did it  better than he. What 
he was to me I expressed by the following inscription, attached to a 
wreath on his grave : 

A In memoire d'Emile Rey, mon vaillant e t  incomparable guide, 
h jamais regrett4, en signe d'amour et de douleur.' 

PAUL GUSSFELDT. 

ICE FIORD, SPITZBERGEN. 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
DEAR Sl~,--With reference to Mr. Nathorst's criticism of the 

sketch map accompanying my p p e r  on ' Ice Fiord' in  the ' Alpine 
Journal ' for February, I may perhaps be allowed to disclaim for i t  
any pretenion to accuracy beyond what could be attained by  the aid 
of memory, a few photographs, and the Admiralty chart. I had not 
the advantage of having seen Mr. Nathorst's map, and mas, therefore,. 
unaware of the shelters he names-Tempe1 Bay and the Harbour of 
Bjona-but I fancy mariners will need no caution against relying too 
much upon the accuracy of the production in question. 

As illuetrating the extreme mildneee of the summer climate of  
W. Spitzbergen for its latitude, I may mention that 17' further S. 
in August this year (in Norway), a t  an altitude of under 7,000 ft., I 
observed a temperature of 4' F. below freezing point a t  midday, o r  
14" F. lower than on the summit of Lusitania Mountain, Spitzbergen, 
in the same month last year. Yours faithfully, 

VICTOR H. GATT.~. 

NEW EXPEDITIONS IN 1895. 
[Contributors of ' New Expeditions ' are requested to observe the following 

rules:-(1) To forward their accounts in the form in which they are to 
appear. (2) To prefix the name of the peak or pass from the best map, and 
the altitude both in metres and feet in a parenthesis after the name. (3) To 
give the date of the ascent, and the names of the party. (4) To give exact 
references to any previowly published descriptions of allied routes to which 
they may have occasion to refer. (6) TO write the description with the best 
existing map before them, and to quote the figures of any measured point 
their route may touch. (6) To ns; always the points of the compass instead 
of the mieleading words ' right and 'left. (7) To record their ' times ' 
exclusive of halts. (8) To make their descriptions an brief an poesible wn- 
sistently with the above considerations. (9) To write on one side of the paper 
only, learing a large margin, and to begin a new sheet for each expedition.] 

Dauphine' District. 

PIC GARDINER (c. 3,400 m. = 11,155 ft.). Ju ly  15.-MM. A. 
Reynier and C. Verne, with Maximin Gaspard and Joseph Turc, made 
the first w e n t  of this point. Starting from the Refuge C h n e ,  they 
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mounted to the Col de SCguret Foran, keeping up the rocks on the 
right bank of the Rif ravine till they reached the final snow couloir. 
From the pass they bore S.E. over a narrow level plain or band of 
glacier between the steep incline below the Pica du  liif and des A r m  
on one side, and the rapid slope descending on either side of the DBme 
d u  Monestier, till, opposite La Feste, they struck to the E., and so 
gained the Brbche Gardiner (a short hour from the col). A slope 
of snow led to the S.W. arbte of the Pic Gardiner (10 min.), which 
was followed to the summit of the peak (10 min.). I t  was ascertained 
that the topog~aphy of the Skguret Foran group ati given in the Dauphine 
volume of the ' Climbers' Guides,' pp. 59-61, and on the N.E sheet 
of M. Duhamel's map is perfectly accurate, with the following excep- 
tions: La Feste is a mere buttress, and not nn independent summit, 
while the P i c  de Se'guret is crowned by a cairn of unknown origin. 
M. Reynier is of opinion thnt the heights given in the ' Guide ' are not 
all correct, and will publieh his conclusions later. I t  may be stated, 
however, a t  once that the D6me du Monestier is certainly higher than 
the Col de Sbguret Foran. 

COUP DE SABRE (3,460 m. = 11,352 fi.). .July 17.-The eame 
party (with the addition of Casimir Gaspard) effected the first passage 
of this pass, the deep cut between the Pic Sans Nom and the Petit Pic 
Sans Nom. Starting from the Refuge Ckzanne, they followed the Col 
de la Temple route for 3 hrs., and then in 40 min. reached the foot of 
the very steep couloir leading up to the pass. They ascended in the 
middle of this couloir for the first third of its height, the dope not 
being very great ; the second third was climbed by the not altogether 
easy rocks of its right bank, and the least third by the couloir itself, 
which is here excessively steep until near the pass. The height of the 
couloir is estimated a t  540 m. (1,772 ft.), and its ascent took 
2 hrs. 25 min. A steep and narrow gully led in 4 hr. to the Coup 
de Sabre glacier ; this was easily descended, and then rocks traversed 
in a S.W. direction to the lower bit of the SBlk glacier, gained in 
1 hr. 10 min. L a  Bkrarde was gained the same afternoon by way of 
the Col du  SBlk. 

B R ~ C H E  JOSEPH TURC (3,870 m. = 12,697 ft.). July  20.-The lest- 
named party made the first traverse of this paas, which lies between 
the Central and E. peaks of the Meije. Starting from the Chiltelleret 
Club hut, they ascended by the moraine and glacier of E tanpns  to 
the foot of the wall leading up to the paae. Then skirting in an 
easterly direction along its bwe, and mounting in the same direction 
by a great slope of nkvk, they gained (3 hm. from the Club hut) the 
E. end of the conspicuous enow band which traverses the S. wall of 
the Meije obliquely from E. to W. The party now bore to the W. 
along this snow band (the route taken by the Zsigmondy party the 
day of the accident) till immediately below the Brbche Joseph Turc 
(1) hr.). Easy rocks then led up in a northerly direction, but these 
won become steeper, and form a very wide couloir (or Bort of wall) 
stretching up  between the spurs running down from the Central and E. 
peaks of the bleije, and having a gully on either side. For about half 
its height the central bit ot'this couloir or wall was ascended, and then 
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the rocks on the right bank of a snowy gully (distinct from tho= 
mentioned above) which mounts N.W. towards the lowest point in 
the ridge between the two above-named summits. When these rocks, 
not far below the p a q  became nearly perpendicular, the couloir itself 
was climbed, though it too waa very steep and narrow. I t  was 
necessary to pull oneself up  by the edges of the rocks on either mde, 
the place being very like (though rather steeper than) the couloir on 
the Y. Aipiille d'Arvee. An hour and three-quarters waa spent in 
climbing from the wow band to the paea, which is a narrow p p  
through which one man only can paae a t  a time, the creat itaelf being 
ae sharp as the edge of a knife; the cairn, therefore, was built 
10 m. to the W. of the spot a t  which the ridge waa travereed. A 
steep but not di5cult snow dope led down in a north-westerly direction 
to the ordinary route of the Central peak of the Meije (+ hr.), which 
waa followed to L a  Grave. 

LES BANS FROM THE VAL GAL'DEXAR. Awgu8t 19.-M. A u p s t e  
Reynier, with Maximin Gaapard and Joseph Turc, made the first 
traverse of Les Bans, nnd the firet ascent of i b  N. eummit. Starting From 
an old shepherd's hut (under a great boulder on the left bank of the 
torrent, and not far from the old mines) in the glen just W. ofthe peak, 
througll which flows thestream from the glaciere on its W. flank, they 
p i n e d  the moraine of the lower glacier in + hr., and the glacier itaelf 
In 1 hr. 10 min. more. Ite nearly level aurface was c r o d  in a N.E. 
direction for ) hr., and then a snolv slope climbed in the same direc- 
tion to the foot of the rocks (20 min.). These were ascended in the  
eame direction (leaving on the right a great enow couloir, a t  the head 
of which were threatening dracs)  for 13 hr. or 2 hrs. (some difficulv 
being encountered); then turning to the S., easy gullies and ledges 
and the upper bit of the above-mentioned snow couloir led to 
the upper glacier (1 hr.) a t  the p i n t  where a tongue of rock 
etretchee up into it. Above, on the N.E., rose a great reddish and 
perpendicular rock wall-really Lee Bans iteelf-but the party not 
being quite certain of this bore N.N.E. towards a well-defined summit 
separated from the great wall by a deep gap. The glacier waa c r o d  
in  20 min. to the foot of this summit, whence a narrow gully and 
treacherous rocks led them to the top of this point (1) hr.). It was 
then seen that this was not (as had been believed) the true mmmit of 
Les Bana A cairn WBR built on it. Hence the party descended 
towards the deep gap which  separate^ this summit from Les Bans, 
keeping on the Val Gaudem~r  slope to avoid two gendarmes, passing 
below the gap, and then traversing-mounting but slightly-the great 
reddish wall (very steep and rotten rocks) till immediately below the 
peak a t  the north end of that wall, which was gained finally by  a 
direct climb (1) hr. from the first surnniit). A cairn was built here, 
as there were no signs of a previous ascent ; but a little way below, to 
the S., a nail (1 lost by some hunter) wm found. This N. Summit of 
Lea Bans is separated from the S. Summit by a jagged rock ridge, in 
which six teeth (the fourth is the highest, and might be called the 
Central Summit) may be diatinguished. These were climbed in suc- 
ceesion, the slopes on either side being impracticable, 1 hr. 35 min. 
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Mhf. C. V. Louis and E.  Piaget, with L. Faure and J. Mathon, made I 
this new route up  thin fine peak. Starting from the Refuge de I'Alpe, 
the Col du  Pa-id route was followed till, on the W., the steep buttresses 
of the peak were seen. Stone slopes led up to the foot of the S.W. 
rocky wall of the peak (3$ hre.). This wall was attacked by a couloir 
running in a westerly direction. Later the party bore a little to t h e  
E., and croesed the great couloir which furrows that wall. Then very 
steep and rotten rocks were climbed by minor gullies and traverses, 
keeping always on the left hank of the great couloir, and finally a 
small overhanging chimney led to the very narrow final ridge, a t  about  
on a level with the N. W. summit ( 4 3  hrs. from the foot of the wall). 

COL DE LA PYRAMIDE (c. 3,200 m.=10,499 ft.). August 20.-JI. E. 
Piaget, with J. hfathon and P. Perrier, made the first traverse of this 
pass, which lies just W. of the Montagne des Agneaux. Starting from 
the Refuge de l'Alpe, the Col du Glacier Blanc route was followed to 
the Araine Glacier, which was crossed to the baae of the great couloirs 
descending h m  the ridge between the Agneaux and the Pic  Sia l6 ,  
3,355 m. (24 hrs.). A rocky spur(1ike theEnfetchores rockson t h e B r k h e  
de la Meije) divides two very steep snow (or ice) couloirs. T h e  more 
westerly of t h m  (that nearest to the Pic  Signalk) leads to the pass, a n d  
wae climbed by the snow patches and rotten rocks on ita left bank 
(falling ~tones), 3 hrs. being taken from its bnw to the pass. On t h e  
pass there is a little frozen lake, overhung by a very sharp rocky needle, 
which gives its name to the pass. Thence easy snow and atone slopes 
led down to the Refuge Tuckett in 2 hre. 

Eaeten~ GI-aians. 

POINTE DE VALEILLE, CENTRAL AND EASTERN SUWITS; AIGDILLE 
SENGIE, AND POINTS ON THE N.E. RIDGE OF THE PUNTA SEXGIE. 
Auguat 31.-Mr. F. W. Oliver, with the guides Albert and Benedict 
Supersaxo, left the h6tel a t  C o p e  a t  2.30 A.M. with the general intention 
of exploring the ridge of the Sengies-the ridge, that is, which forms 
the S.E. boundary cf the Valeille valley. They reached the S. Col des 
Sengies, wid the Valeille Glacier, a t  8.30, and then followed the crest 
of the ridge which lies between the S. and N. Cols des Sengiea At 
9 they gained the first summit, where they found Signor G. Bobba's 
record of the first ascent (September 14, 1893): This point is 
named in the record ' Punta Centrale d. Valeille '-the ' Punta Occi- 
dentale' being the Pointe de Valeille of Memrs. Yeld and Coo1idge.t 
A h r  an hour's halt the party continued along the ridge, reaching a 
higher siimmit a t  10.15. This also had been visited by Signor Bobba 
(same date), and named by him ' Punta Est de Valeille.' Though 
higher than the 'Punta Centrale,' i t  is distinctly less high than the 
true Pointe de Vuleille (3,406 m.). Continuing in a N.E. direction, 
the rocks became impnssable as the N. Col des Sengies wae approached 
A descent to the Ciardonei Glacier was, therefore, unavoidable. Prom 
- - - - -- - - . - - - - - - - -- - -- 
See his narrative in the Dolletlino dcl C. A.  I. ,  1894, pp. 226 sgp., and 

panorama of the Valeille and Sengie glaciers, at pp. 232-3. 
t Clintberd Qttide, p. 51. 
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Ciardonei, is non-existent. The  E. Summit lies further E., at the  
point where the main ridge divides into ridges running N.E. and S.E. 
respectively (the latter connecting with the Gran Cimone, 3,271 m., 
I. map), and is identical with the G m d '  Uija of the I. map. From the 
true W. summit a ridge runs S., bearing a t  short intervals three small 
pointed peaks ; but these are all of them considerably lower than the 
W. summit. The ridge joining the W. and E. summits of Monte Gialin 
is everywhere easy, and although the party did not proceed to the E. 
summit i t  could be readily renched in 40 min.* To the S. of thin 
connecting ridge i s  a little oval glacier, not represented on the Italian 
map. Mr. Oliver then descended by a couloir on the S.E. side of the 
mountain direct to the Soera branch of the Ciardonei Glacier, whilst 
the guides returned to the Colle di Ciardonei, where the riicksacks 
had been left. The Soern glen was then reached by the usual mute, 
and a good hunters' pass, the Colle di Valsoera, was followed to the 
Muanda di Teleccio huta (2.45 P.M.). 

MONTE NERO BY TEE E. FACE (3,381 m. = 11,093 ft.). Septem- 
be r  7.-This is the isolated rock peak which stands immediately to the 
N.W. of the Piantonetto Club hut. I t  would seem to have remained 
neglected by climbers eince Signor Baretti made the first ascent in 
1886. Leaving the Club hut a t  4.30 A.M., the same party reached the 
Boccbetta di Monte Nero a t  6. From this point they a t  once 
traversed W. under the overhanging shoulder which forms the 
northern termination of the mouutain. A t  the earlieat opportunity 
they worked upwards by a sort of chimney, gradually rounding the 
shoulder and getting on to the W. face (6.30). At  this stage the 
route is better and safer the more nearly the precipice is hugged. The 
W. face w a ~  now traversed in a southerly and upward direction, the 
party paseing within a stone's throw of a well-marked notch i n  the N. 
ridge and continuing till well below the highest point (the rocks on 
this part of the mountain are remarkable for the large quantities of 
that rare and beautiful -4lpine plant lfEthionema Thomasianum which 
everywhere grow in the chinks). A broad, shallow gully now led to 
a magnificent chimney some 60 ft. in height (no doubt ascended by 
Signor Baretti's party), which is climbed only with difficulty by mch 
as are of large stature. Above the chimney a short traverse N. over 
dabs leads to a rather difficult r ib  of rock which somewhat overhangs. 
By this rib, o traverse south, and an easy gully the S and highest 
summit was reached at  7.20. I n  the cairn waq found Signor Baretti's 
card only. The central summit, which is separated from its southern 
neighbour by a deep-cut chasm, now claimed attention. As, however, 
the rocks leading into the gap are vertical and deficient in holds, it 
was impowible for the whole party to paes to the central point and 
then retrace their steps. The amateur member consequently elected 
to be lowered into the gap, whence he climbed to the central summit 
and built a stone-mm. Leaving the S. mmmit a t  8, the route lay 
over the E. face, first by very steep rocks covered with a friable black 

* This seems to be the route taken by Signori Bobba and Vaccruone, June 30. 
1894. See BolLttinu, 1894, pp. 215-6. 
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tower which overhangs to the S. in a remarkable manner. Creeping 
right down under the bulge of this tower, and descending a few feet 
on the E. face, a long and exciting traverse enabled the party to turn 
this obstacle, and, gradually mending,  to regain the ridge a t  a notch 
eome little distance above the overhanging tower, from which i t  is 
separated by two minor needles. The route now lay along the ridge 
which hew ascends steeply to form a great three-headed tower o r  pro- 
tuberance. The highest of these sumlnits wae reached at  11.45, and 
another stone-man built. From this point it  was possible to survey 
what remained of the ridge, and to realise that the moet formidable 
obstacle of the whole climb had yet to be negotiated. Without de- 
scending, two curious flattened aiguillea were turned by traversing on 
the E. face, and the party reached the notch beyond the second of 
these, from which point the ridge goes up in three steep pitches to the 
summit. The first pitch was climbed by a chimney on the E.. ice, 
but  the second seemed to bar all progress. The faces on either hand 
here are smooth and vertical, and the ridge itself overhangs. The 
climb must be made right over the nose, the only other alternative 
being a circuitous traverse across the S.E. face of the mountain, by 
which the eaetern ridge might be gained and the climb so completed. 
Two efforta to climb straight up  proved unavailing ; but a t  the third 
attempt, and with the assistance of those below him, Albert Supersaso 
waR able to work his way up to a handhold, and the successful termi- 
nation of the climb was aesured (12.40). Above this bad piece another 
cairn was built, and the summit reached at  1 P.M. by an easy scramble. 
The descent was made along the N. ar&te to the S. Col de I'Herbetet, 
and Val~varanche  regained by 7 P.M. 

The route here described is strongly recommended. It is safe, snd 
the rocks are far less rotten than is often the case in the h n e  district. 
The interest is sustained to the end, aa, until the three-headed pro- 
tuberance is reached, only a small portion of the route is visible ahead. 
The details of the climb may be followed in Signor V. Sella's excellent 
photograph of Mont Herbetet, taken from the Dzasset Glacier (No. 1,716 
of his series). The ridge is also shown in the figure given in the 
' Alpine Journal,' vol. xvii. p. 183, after a drawing by Mr. Compton. 
The  time taken, 3$ hrs. from the MontandeynC Glacier, i ~ ,  of course, 
inclusive of all hale. 

PUNTA ROSSIN (2,977 m.=9,768 ft.). August 16.-The Rev. L. S. 
Calvert and Mr. 0. K. Williamson, with Emanuel Burgener and Adolf 
Andenmatten, made what seems to be the first ascent of this peak, 
concerning which the ' Climbers' Guide ' (p. 41) states that it  has ' no 
information.' 

Starting from Cogne at  3.15 A.M., they went u p  the Bardoney 
glen, and ascended the ridge between the peak and point 2,526 m. 
of the Italian map in a Y.W. direction. A buttress descending 
to the E. from a point immediately N. of the peak was turned by 
the slopes on the E., and so the gap between the peak and point 
2,526 m. attained. An easy rock scramble along this ridge led to the 
summit at  2.8 P.M., about 4 hrs. being spent in halts. 

The return to Cogne was made by the same route. 
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vertical pitch, but the holds being gcod they were able to etick to the 
crest, and presently fcund themselves on the north-eastern extremity 
of the summit ice-cap, and in 15 min. more on the highest point of 
Mont Collon, a t  9.20. 

This route gives 2,800 ft. of interesting rock-ecrambling, and is 
apparently eafe from falling stones, provided that the couloir on the 
E. side of the ridge is avoided. The rocks are firmer than those of the 
E. face of the mountain. Average angle, 50  degrees. The arPte took 
3# h1.s. Descent by Vuihez Glacier and Rochera Noirs. Returned to 
Arolla a t  2.5, the expedition thus occupying 1 1 i  hrs., or 9) 11rs. ex- 
cluding halts. 

The N.E. ridge' descended by Mr. Gilson* aeems to be further to 
the S. than the one described above, and is out of sight of the h6tel. 
Both parties are convinced that two different ridges were climbed. 

RUINETTE BY THE W. FACE. Bugust 16.-The same party, after 
gaining the top of the Ruinette by the long N.E. ridge from Mont 
Blanc de Seilon, descended directly to the Giktroz Glacier by a route 
described by Quinadoz as ' vierge,' and much shorter than the usual 
way by the Col du Mont Rouge. 

Quitting the S.W. ar&te 300 yds. from the summit, they etruck off 
a t  right angles-in a north-westerly direction-and went down a steep 
rib of broken rock, which projected only a few feet above the snow 
(or ice) on either side. The rib terminated 200 ft. or 80 above the 
bergschrund, and the intervening slope was ice a t  an inclination of 
45 degrees. As it  was covered, however, with an iuch of adherent 
snow they got down without cutting steps, and found good snow 
below the schrund. The descent from the summit to the level glacier 
-some 2,000 ft.-took rather less than an hour. 

In years marked by heavy snowfalls it  is not unlikely that s 
considerable portion of the rock rib will be out of ight.  

Vulpelline District. 

hZ. .MOHION (3,520 m. on I. map = 11,515 ft.). July 18.-Mr. 
Alfred G. Topham, with Jean MaEtre and Pierre Mrrurico, ascended 
from Bionaz in 3 hrs. to the avalanche snow at  the foot of the 
biggest gully immediately N. of 2,887 m., I. map. The rocks of this 
gully are very smooth at  the foot. Ascend S. side for & hr., cross 
gully, and ascend by narrow buttresses always N. of the main chute, 
and so gain the depression in the ar&te N. of the peak. Follow 
the ar&te in  ) hr. to the top (44 hrs. from avalanche snow). A 
bottle was found, containing the card of Mr. F. Baker-Gabb, who 
ascended the peak in August 1891 from the direction of the Colle 
Crbte Shche. Mr. Topham's party descended the main buttress 
towards the point 2,887 m. for Q hr., and then went straight down the 
S. face towards Oyace. This face is very much swept by stones, and 
the final rocks can only be descended by risking the biggest stone 
chute (3;t hrs. from top). Two hours into Bionaz. The  long ridge 

* Alpine Jorcrnal, vol. xvi. p. 174. 



descent was, of course, made by the well-known E. arCte. I n  1877 
the Weisshorn was ascended by Mr. Davidson's party by way of the 
S.E. face and the S.W. arCte. On the accompanying illustration the 
two routes are marked, the 1877 route by a black line, the 1895 route 
by a dotted line. 

SCHALLIAORN (3,978 m. = 13,052 ft.) BY TBE S. FACE. Septem- 
ber 21.-Mrs. Main, with Joseph and Roman Imboden, made the new 
route. Starting from a bivouac by the Hohlicht Glacier, the party kept 
to the left round the lower buttress of the peak, and eventually gained 
ita upper ridge. Several traverses and steep ribs (danger of falling 
stones) led them up to the firm, easy, and safe rocks of the main 
malls of the mountain, in the centre of the peak, about half-way from 
its base. These were succeeded by a very loose and steep arBte, 
which gave place in 20 min. to a steep and firm granite ridge, 
affording good climbing. By this time the sl~mmit was gained, in 
5 hrs. 40 min. from the bivouac. The descent was made to the 
Moming Pass. 

TOUR OF THE LAQUINHORN. Auqziat 27.-The Rev. L .  S. Calrert, 
with En~manuel Burgener and Adolph Andenmatten, of Saas Grund, 
left the Weimmies hbtel, above the TrifG Alp, a t  3.15 A.M., and 
reached the Laquinjoch at  5.30. The whole of the Italian side was 
a sea of billowy clouds, and the sun, a t  that minute peeping over 
them, flooded their sbrac-like forms with a gorgeous crimson. The  
Laquinhorn is seamed by a seriea of couloirs down the E. face, the 
first and second of which were crossed horizontally; the third and 
fourth by mounting steep but firm rock, bearing upwards near the 
arCte, and across a longish patch of snow. T h e  best route so far is 
easy to find. The next two couloirs were crossed with no difficulty, 
over ice and snow and rather rotten rock. At  the seventh they 
went straight up  the face, to avoid extremely steep ice, then up  a 
long snow dope, involving much step-cutting. A wide and steep ice 
slope then cost considerable time and labour in crossing, and s little 
further on, when apparently within an hour of the Fletschjoch, they 
were brought to a halt by an extremely steep iced couloir, continually 
raked by showers of rock. This the guides considered impracticable, 
or a t  least unsafk, so they descended for about half an hour, then 
croeaing a deeply furrowed couloir reached the rocks on the right of 
the Fletschhorn Glacier, by which they ascended to a point a little above 
the Fletschjoch, and came down by the ordinary Rossbodenhoru route, 
reaching the Weiesmies hbtel again a t  7.20 P.M. The whole tour, 
including halts of about 14 hr., thus took 16  hrs. 

Lepontins Alps. 
TURBENJOCH (c. 3,100 m. = 10,171 ft.). July 15.-The first pas- 

sage of this col, which lies between the Strahlgriite and the Rappenhorn, 
was made by the Rev. G. Broke, Mrs. G. Broke, and Miss Broke, with 
Adolf Andenmatten and a porter. Reaching the Turben Alp in 
23 hrs. from Binn, they went stmight up  the steep graw slopes to the 

* Alpinr, Journal, vol. viii. pp. 340, 419-425. 



late, and made many halts under the impreasion that the peak wan 
quite easy, they had not time to build a cairn, and the sack having 
been left in the had crack the party could only leave a bnraa safety pin 
fixed on the E. side of the western tooth pointing to where a matchbox 
wan hidden with their names. Returning by the eame mute, except 
that it wae found possible to avoid the bad crack, they got back in 
2 hrs. to the spot where they roped, only to find that the W r t h  had 
departed homewards, taking with him wine %ask and axea T h e  lower 
edge of the great slope was reached again down the snow in 3 5  rnin., 
and Oberwald in  the dark in 3 hm. more. The times were naturally 
slow under the circumrrtsnceh and some extra delay in  the descent was 
incurred a t  the Saaebach, where there was no bridge, so that the river 
having rieen considerably the party had to rope and more or lese wade 
acroes. 

Bernese Oberland. 
OBER TATLISHORN (2,966 m. = 9,731 ft.). June SO.-Mr. E. P. 

M. Benecke,. alone, made the &st ascent of this peak. Starting from 
Kaddersteg a t  5 A.M. he followed the Gemmi path as far as Stock 
(1 hr.), croaaed the Schwarzbach stream a t  7.5, halted 1 0  min., 
an a in 40 min. more gained the top of a couloir (here 4 hr.'s halt), 
by which the gap between the Unter and Ober Tatlishorner was 
gained a t  9.25 A.M. After 1 0  min. halt the summit of the higher 
peak waa reached a t  11.30, the lower having been already climbed by 
Mr. Benecke and Mr. Cohen in 1894.t Mr. Benecke notes, ' T h e  
view From the top was very fine. From here the m n t  of the Ut& 
would present no eerious difficulty! 

BREITLAUIJOCH, AND E. SUMMIT OF THE ELWERR~CK.  July 14.-Mr. 
Benecke and Mr. Cohen, without guides, made this fine new pass, 
which lies just W. of the Breitlauihorn. Leaving Ried a t  3.5 A.M. 

they reached Kiihmatt a t  4, and halted here 1 0  min. Thence they 
bore straight up  in a S.E. direction over very steep p ies ,  rocbe, and 
dkbris to the flat part of the Augstkummen Glacier, gained a t  7.15 
(55 min. ha!t on the way). Sterting again a t  7.55 they crossed the 
glacier on a level, and took to the rocks on its right-hand side ( m h i n g  
up  or across a short stone-swept couloir). Theee rocks were red 
brown a t  first and pretty steep, though broken and easy, and later 
were very steep granite. Mounting them, and crossing occasional 
wow gulliee, the party attained the summit of a rock peak a few steps 
to the W. of the lowest depression of the Breitlauijoch a t  12.30 (a hr!s halt or route). The rocks were covered with snow, bu t  were 
not otherwise difficult; the snow (powdery) and ice very bad. 
Leaving the pass a t  1.35 P.M. they mounted by easy snow, with m ~ k e  
a t  the finish, to the E. and lower summit of the Elwerriick (probably 
new), attained at  1.55. After 5 min. halt they gained the foot of the 

* For the following details, taken from diaries and letters, of the new 
climbs made by blr. Benecke and Mr. Cohen in 1896 we are indebted to the 
courtesy of their families, which we here most gratefully acknowledge.- 
EDITOB A. J. 

t AZpina Jm~$*nal, vol. xvii. p. 367. 
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presenta towards the S.E a continuous wall of steep cliffi d from 
2,000 to 3,000 ft. in height, interrupted midway by a broad uhelf 
of hanging glacier. Our object now was to descend as  directly ss 
possible by this wall to the Kanderfirn below. Leaving the col at 
11.45 A.M., we descended a steep bank of eoft snow ; then traversing 
to the left (E.) under the cliffs of the Oenchinenhorn over sloping and 
bad rocks, mostly snow-covered, we eought, whilst gradually deecend- 
ing, for a convenient p-ge to the hanging glacier below. We were 
cut off from it by a line of low but steep cliffs, which we found mme 
difficulty in passing a t  their loweat point (about 30 k). Unroping. 
we cut away a large m w  of the snow which rested on the edge, and 
then Miiller, ensconecing himself in the hollow, lowel-ed us one by one 
over the steep rock. Mr. Hale, who went first, managed to clamber 
half-way down, and then, jumping well out from the rock, landed 
safely on the snow-covered glacier. Ogi and I followed hia 
example, and MHller. being unable to aecure the rope above, came 
down without its aid. I t  cost us  two hours to reach this glacier. 
though i t  cannot be more than 400 or 500 ft. below the col. We 
croeeed the glacier, bearing again to our left, and some time 
was lost in finding a practicable line of descent from it. Mtiller 
scrambled some way down on to a buttress of the cliffa, but was forced 
to return. W e  then tried in the other direction (W.), and +ng to 
the right, well under the col, easily succeeded in getting off the glacier 
on to the rocks below. For 200 or 300 ft. these rocks are  rather 
trying, being smooth and ~helving, with but slight hold, and o£ten 
littered with loose stones : lower down they become more broken and 
easier. W e  climbed steadily down the face of these rocks until  within 
100 tt. or eo of the Techingel Glacier, when we were again brought to 
a stand by a rampart of steep water-worn cliffs, which proved more 
troublesome than those above. After considerable delay we traversed 
some distance to the left, cut down a slope of rough ice, a n d  got into 
a hollow through which poured a heavy stream of water from the 
glacier above. Here we resorted to our former tactics, Nbller 
anchoring himself firmly and paying out the rope inch by inch aa we 
clambered down the last and worst bit of rock, which was wet and 
bulging, with most inadequate hand and foot hold. Mtiller again had 
to come down without the safeguard of the rope, and we watched his 
descent nnxiously until he came within reach of help from below. It 
waa 5 o'clock before me stood on the Tschingel Glacier, t h e  descent 
from the col having occupied 5 i  h r a  The last passage. (about 30 k) 
wan difficult, and exposed us to some risk of filling atones, but no 
other way could be found and time pressed. W e  struck the glacier 
not far above the ice-fall, c r o w d  it  to the left moraine, and returned 
by the usual route to Kandersteg. We reached the HBtel Victoria 
a t  1 0  P.M., having been out nearly 19 hra., including about 8 hre. halt 

' There was some difference of opinion RB to the beat line ot 
descent from the paris; it  wm afterwards generally agreed that a 
better and quicker route might have been found by bearing well to 
the right on leaving the col, and making for a' large mow couloir 
which extends for a long way down the mountain. T h e  Oeschinen- 
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towards the Schienhorn, deviating occaeionally to the l e e  fkce to avoid 
gendarmes, and finally ascended the snow and ice arCte, reaching the top 
a t  11.35. They remained till 12.25, then began the descent by the 
top ot the rocks on the N.W. side of the S.W. &te, to avoid the snow 
ridge, struck the ar&te where i t  became rocky, continued on the ar6te 
till near the enow-capped point marked 3,670 m., struck down the rocks 
to the leit and down the snow to the glacier, and thence down the 
glacier through the ice-fall, cmReing to the left of' the glacier, and were 
clear of the ice-fall a t  4.25 P.M. They started a p i n  at  5.10, and 
reached the Be1 Alp h6tel a t  6.55. 

NESTRORN BY TEE S.E. A R ~ T E .  Septeniber 4.-0u August 29 
Messrs. J. and B. Hopkinson had been along the Unterbachhorn ridge 
towards the Nesthorn to near the gap marked 3,533 m. on the Siegfried 
map, and had found the rock fairly eaay. They had no time to t ry the  
ar&te of the Nesthorn. 

On September 4 Measrs. J. Hopkinson, C. Hopkinson, E. Hopkin- 
eon, C. Slingeby, and G. T. Lowe, with a porter who had climbed b u t  
little, left the Be1 Alp hatel a t  4.25 A.x., and m e n d e d  the Nesthorn by  
the first couloir from the Beichfirn, reaching the top a t  10.30. They 
remainded till 12, then descended the S.E. arCte. The course is not 
very easily described. The arCte was followed nearly all the way, 
gendarmes being turned by slight deviations on to one face or the 
other. The first gendarme was p a d  on the N. face, the second 
on the 5. face, and the two near the gap by the top of the snow on 
the N. face. The ar&te was then followed to the Unterbachhorn, and 
the Be1 Alp hatel reached at  9.25 P.M. The rock of the Neathorn 
ar6t.e ia good and sound. From various c a w  the time from the 
Nesthorn to the hStel was much longer than necessary. 

PUSSIIORN, MIDDLE POINT. September 6.-Mears. J. Hopkineun, 
E. Hopkinson, B. Hopkinson, and J. G. Hopkinson climbed this 
summit. The point ascended war, the middle point of the ridge, 
similar in  shape to the highest point. The  ascent was made for the 
most part by a couloir running up from the Oberaletsch Glacier to the 
ridge a little north of the point aimed a t ;  the descent by  the steep 
S.E. arCte to the first gap, thence by a second couloir and adjoining 
faces to the Oberaletech Glacier. The steep rock descent fiom the 
gap was very interesting and quite worth the trouble of the journey. 
About 6 hrs. (including halts), leisurely walking, were taken from 
the Belalp hStel to the summit. 

ROTHHORN FROM THE S.E. AND W. (3,701 m. = 12,143 k). 
Sqtember 2.-Mesera W .  C .  Slingsby, C. Hopkinaon, E. Hopkinson, 
and G. T. Lowe left Be1 Alp and reached the col between the 
Fueshorn (3,628 m.) and Rothhorn by  the Triest Glacier, and thence 
climbed (in 13 hr.) the S.W. rock arCte (a good climb) to the top of the 
Rothhorn, descending in 2 3  hre. by the next (W.) ar&te (easy) direct 
to the Oberaletech Glacier. Both routes seem to be new. The 
Rothhorn is locally known as the Fusahorn, of which i t  ie really the 
culminating point.* 

- -- --- -- 
* .12pine Jnurrurl, T O ~ .  xiii. p. 268. 

\ 
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caution. Then, after a long strip of ledge, came a final series 
of chimneys, the first of great difficulty, distinctly overhanging and 
exposed, and the rock very rotten. The  remainder of the way showed 
nothing remarkable, and the arate wan stmck a t  1.55 P.M. 

Starting again a t  2.30, and following the a d t e  northward, they 
reached the south peak a t  3.10, and erected a cairn ; two others had 
been built a t  important points on the ascent. Tbe main peak was 
reached a t  4.25 P.M. T h e  descent. lasting from 4.45 to 9.15, was 
made to Mareson by the ordinary (E.) route. T o a l  time from 
bivouac to hlareson, 169 hrs.; ascent on the roaka, 11 bra.. including 
rest 1 hr. 

The ascent is recommended as  highly intereeting and consistently diffi- 
cult, with a t  least two pasages of exceptional difficulty. Both danger 
and difficulty must be largely increased by less favourable weather; 
the ascent was made after more than a fortnight of unbroken fine 
weather. I t  is necessary to emphasise tbe great danger on this N. 
face of falling stones, which fell a t  frequent ir~tervals througbout the 
night and the day ; the only safe (if not the only possible) line must 
keep ~e far south as  practicable. 

CAMPANILE DI VAL DI RODA (c. 2,770 m. = 9,090 ft.) BY THEW. FACE. 
Sept. 5.-Ibiessw. H. A. Beeching and P. A. L. Pryor, with hl. B e t t e g  
and A. Tavernaro, climbed this peak by a new route up the west face, 
which presents so striking an appearance from S. Martino. They left the 
h4tel a t  5.50 A.M., and reached a scree slope a t  the foot of the rocks 
a t  7.30. Bearing to the right u p  easy rocks for 20  min., they trnversed 
to the left into a short chimney, a t  the top of which they ascended, atill 
to the left. into a second deep chimney in the centre of the face, easily 
identified by its black appearance. Above this a good place for a 
halt was found a t  9.25, not far  below a very conspicuous cave. From 
here to the pap the climb was one of continuous difficulty. A 
steep and rotten ' Kamin ' of some 200 ft. was first ascended, taking over 
an hour, and the party was then forced to descend a short r ib  for 
some 60 f t .  finally traversing into the main couloir directly below the 
Campanile (12.35). The first pitch in this was turned by  climbing 
a wet and very difficult chimney immediately to the right of the 
couloir. The final pitch proved the hardest bit of work during the 
day, and was only conquered by most brilliant exertions on the part 
of the guides. The  gap between the Campanile and Cima di Val  d i  
Iioda was reached a t  1.55 P.M., j u ~ t  over eight hours from S. Martino, 
including about one hour halts. Twenty minutes sudiced to reach the 
top of the Campanile, by the route described by  Mr. Wood i n  ' Alpine 
Journal,' vol. xv. 1). 368. Thence the party returned to the col, ascended 
the Cima,+ and followed the ordinary route to S. Martino, arriving 
there a t  5.35 P.M., IS  hr. from the top of the Cima. 

Central Caucaelts. 
TSITELI. August 2.-hieasrs. C. T. Dent and H. Woolley, with Ksspar 

Maurer and Simon Moor, started from their camp in the Styr-Digor 

For the route taken see Afr. h'orman Neruda's account in AZpinu Journcrl, 
vol. xvi. 523. 



ALPINE NOTES. 
FIRE AT CAPRILE.-On September 1 9  the village of Caprile, well 

known to most travellers in the Dolomitee, waa the scene of a disaetrons 
fire, which destroyed the medieval portion and the poorer quarter, 
leaving forty familiea homelees and a large number of the inhabitants 
destitute. The  entimated low caused by the fire is 200,000 lire, 
80,000 of which falls upon very poor people, uninsured, who have not 
o n l ~  lost their dwellings but the harvest, which waa already gathered 
in. The  need for help appears to be urgent. A relief committee has 
been formed. Ita hon. president, Signor Paganini, a member of the 
Italian Parliament and Alpine Club, appeah for contributions, which 
may be sent direct to the Sindaco d9Alleghe, Provincia di Belluno; 
Italy, either by P. 0. order or cheque, or will be received and forwarded 
by the Hon. Secretary of the Alpine Club, 23 Savile Row. 

THE PIZ PLATTA.-For many years this peak (I  know not why) 
had attracted me. I went up it  on August 28, 1894, and repeated the 
w e n t  on August 18, 1895. On both occasions I had the good 
fortune to enjoy very fine views. In  1895, indeed, it aas the very 
finest view I gained during that most wonderful summer, extending 
from M. Roaa, the Bietschhorn, and the Wetterhorn round through the 
Tiidi, Rhiitikon, Silvretta, Oetzthal, Ortler, and Bernina g r o u p  to the 
Rheinwaldhorn. I t  is rarely visited even by Swiss climbers, and 
seems to have been quite overlooked by English mountrrineera Yet 
it can be gained without any dificulty by way of Thali, a great slope of 
stones, two small glaciers, and some easy rocks, in  4 hre. from Cresta, 
in  the Avers valley, on the S.W. The  ascent is not more difficult, 
though rather more laborious, from Molins, on the Julier road.* But 
Cresta is the best starting-point, aa it  is over 1,600 ft. higher than Molina 
This  year the char road iiom Andeer, on the SplUgen road, to Cresta 
has been a t  last completed, while next year a good new inn (thirty 
beds) a t  Cresta will replace the present modest Gnatham Forcellina. 
The  Septimer and Forcellina Passes afford very easy meaus of access 
to Cresta from the hlaloggia. The  Piz Platta is only 3,386 m. high 
(11,109 ft.), but occupies an isolated position which makes it a most 
splendid belvedere. A few days later in 1895 I ascended the Pizzo 
della Duana and the Pizzo Gallegione, but the mountain panoramas 
thence are far inferior to that from Piz Platta, though, of couree, the 
latter summit lrrcke the grand look down into the Val Bregaglia gained 
from the two others. W.  A. B. COOLIDGE. 

THE FALL FROM THE ALTELS.-On August 17, 1782, a huge frag- 
nient of the glacier on the N.W. flank of the Altels broke loose, and 
did great damage to the Winteregg alp, killing four persons and sixty- 
five head of cattle.? This catastrophe was repeated, unfortunately on 

* For the description of the two routes on this side see Herr Imhof'a 
excellent S. A. C. Iti~terariunr f .  d. dlbi~lagebiat, 1893-6, pp. 171-1, 290. 

t See the full description in a document communicated to the Valais 
papers by N. Naurice LorBtm, and reprinted in the Bund of October 11-12. 
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also kein Touristenberg.' The Klein Lohner is a long wedge-like 
mass of rock running north and muth, with a nearly level summit 
ridge. A t  the north end lies the Bonder Grat and a t  the south the 
Bonder Krinden, two passee from Kandersteg to Adelboden ; from 
each paas the cliffs of the Klein Lohner rise abruptly to a height of 
between 600 and 700 ft. The east face is very precipitous. The rocks 
of the west face are less steep and are divided into broad hollows with 
intervening buttresses ; they dip outwards and are cumbered with loose 
stones, so that extreme caution is necessary in climbing them. On July 1, 
1895, my brother and I, with Abraham Mtiller, made an attempt by 
Mesare. Stallard and Ormerod's route up  the west face, but we were 
turned back, when half an hour from the ridge, by a high wind which 
dislodged loose stones. On July 3 bfi.iller and I, with Samuel Ogi (of 
Kandersteg), succeeded in finding an easier and safer way to the summit. 
Leaving Kandersteg at  5 A.M., we reached the Allmen Grat i n  three 
hours. Traversing acrees and rocks under the west face we rounded 
the buttress beyond the first hollow (Mr. Stallard's route), and found a 
second receRs wlth a small couloir of winter snow, which we mounted 
as far as it went. W e  found the rocks easier than thoae in  the  other 
hollow, and gained the ridge without difficulty, going straight u p  from 
the couloir. The  ridge was here composed of loosely wedged, over- 
hanging dabs of rock, so rotten that we were obliged to descend 
several feet and traverse to the right (or south), over an awkward 
slope covered with dPbris, until we struck a small, s a p  rock couloir. 
which brought us  again to the ridge, a t  a point whence the ' stone- 
man' was easily reached. Time from the top of the snow couloir: 
55 minutes. A bottle contained note8 of two previous ascents- 
Messrs. Stallard and Ormerod, with Abraham hfdller and dohann Ogi, 
on August 6, 1890, and Iierr Rsrnoulli, of Bern, with Jacob Reichen, 
of Kandersteg, on July 22, 1893. The second party made the ascent 
by the long ridge which strikes the east face at a right angle below the 
steep final cliffs-an ascent which, as seen from above, does not 
recomn~end itself. HENRY CANDLER. 

THE I ~ O H S T O C K . - T ~ ~  Hohstock (3,175 m. = 10,417 ft.) i s  a rocky 
point on one of the outlying ridges of the Nesthorn. Any one who knows 
the Be1 Alp will recollect the long series of craggy ridges, steep cliffs, 
and high small glaciers which hide the Nesthorn from view, and are 
in fact its outworks and bastions. The Hohstock lies between the 
Unterbachhorn and the Sparrl:orn, and is a humpy broken arste, with 
a well-defined cone, and several steep couloirs leading down from the 
summit to the base of the cliffs. 

The merits of the ridge were first seen by the Rev. Henry Wilson, 
last year,' and aince then it  has been often ascended; but the result of 
pursuing the route I am about to indicate is a most interesting 
scramble. I left the Be1 Alp h6tel about ten o'clock on a hot morning, 
with Clemenz Huppen, best and most cheerful of guides, and Mr. H. F. 
W .  Tatham. 8 x 1  hour's sharp walking over steep grass slopes brought 
us into the Hohstock valley, with the steep cliffs of the Sparrhorn 

- 

* See the d l p i ? ~  Poat, 189.1, pp. 318, 336, 116. 
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THE WASENHORN.-The ' Lepontine Guide ' seems to give no account 
of the w e n t  of this mountain by the S.W. arste, the route d l y  
taken from Berisal and equally convenient for a piuty starting from 
the Simplon Hospice. The col between the Wasenhorn and the 
Miiderhorner can be reached in an easy three hours from Beriaal, either 
by the Waaen alp or by an inferior path on the right bank of the 
stream. From the w l  a short traverae is made on the S. face, the 
ad te  then regained, and the snmniit reached in another hour over very 
e q  rocks, no rope being required by an experienced party. At 
Berieal this route is said to be the quickest aa well the eaeieat way. 

G. BROKE. 
THE DENT BLANCHE FROM THE S C H ~ N B ~ ~ H L  GLACIER.-Every one 

knows how hard it is to deecribe a difficult route in such a fashion aa 
ta make it easy to identify the preciae line taken. In order to help 
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with Mr. Whltwell'a mate of 18'74, -Led by himsell. 

Alpine historians as well aa climbem Mr. Whitwell h a  kindly marked 
on the photograph reproduced above his 1874 route up the Dent 
Blanche from the SchonbUliI Glacier, which he described a t  length in 
theae pagee, vol. vii. pp. 427-431. 

FROM MONTANA TO ZANFLEURON.-There are three mountain routes 
between these inns, viz. (1 )  Col dea Audannea, (2) Col de la Saourie, 
(3) Col des Eaux Froidea, all about 2,950 mbtres. 

On August 21,1895, Mr. Frederick Corbett and MiaaMabel Corbett 
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expeditions to the chaleta of Les Ravin~ .  Then proceed either by the 
mule path towards Lenk as fkr as the pastures of Armillon, or in the 
alternative by a fairit tmck further W. which climhv first shale slopes 
and afterwards grass slopes on the N. side of the stream descending from 
the col, and gradually diverges from the stream in a northwardly 
direction. In  either case crow glacier-worn limestone rocks helow the 
Glacier de Thnkhet to the col, which passes between the S.E. buttress 
of the Wildhorn and the Six des Eaux Proides. Thence keep ilnder 
the  rock^ of the Wildhorn and join the two preceding routes on the 
ridge N.W. of Le Sexrouge. Time : about 10 hours. This pass in 
combination with the Rawyl Pas8 offers a convenient route from 
Zanfleuron to Iffigen and Lenk. FREDERICK CORBETT. 

THE ROTHSTOCK AGAIN.-My note at  p. 522 of the August ' Alpine 
Journal' haa brought several earlier ascents of this little peak to 
light. In July 1892 Mems. Sydney Spencer, with Christian Jossi and 
Ulrich Kaufinann, and Gatty, with Aloys Zurbriggen and Basil 
Andenmatten, ascended it, having been beaten that day on the E i p r ,  
and in August 1894 it  was twice climbed by Mr. A. C. Renson. 
Doubtless it has been attained by other parties before mine, and I am 
glad that my note has helped to clear up the Alpine history of this 
striking little peak. W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

TEE B ~ R ~ ~ E N H ~ R N  BY THE S. FACE.-Measrs. George Wherry and F. 
Aston Binns, with Joseph Truffer, on August 12, 1894, made this 
good climb, which has probably not before been done by travellers, 
though it is said to he a hunter's way. Mr. Wherry repeated the 
ascent on August 14, 1895. 

T o  climb the Birrenhorn (2,511 m.) by the S. face go from 
Kandersteg up the nearest and steepest grms slopes which lie to the 
E.N.E. of the Victoria HGtel to a couloir which is found by following 
the highest shingle. Here i t  is well to rope in order to ascend the 
couloir to a chimney. Climb through this to a shelf above, and turning 
slightly to the W. continue straight up until a narrow horizontal shelf 
is reached running to the W.S.W. aa far as some little pine trees; 
thence ascend by going up  the face more to the E., until after a 
&iff scramble up 12 ft. of difficult rock (which may be avoided by a 
circuit) a cleft is found in which lies an enormous grass-covered fhllen 
block. Beneath this you crawl through a ' Fenster,' and soon reach a 
narrow graas saddle with views into the two valleys (Kander and 
Oeschinen). The final climb is  then before you. Cross the graq 
saddle, ascend the rocks or grass slopes beneath which the shepherd's 
path is seen. The rock ar&te above the highest grass has a rairn and 
pole on the summit, reached in 41, hm. from Kandernteg. In  descending 
the path towards the Oeschinen See the may down to the valley is 
difficult to find, especially if there be any mist. 

The  three-fingered rock (Drei Eidgenosren) will be seen opposite 
the couloir, which is the last hut one before reaching a great gracre 
promontory. After a considerable descent a traverse is made to the 
right where two iron stanchions guard an awkward place. 
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4 Alpine Dietrese-Signal. I 
An ideal signal should conform to the following con- 

ditions, viz. :- 
(a )  I t  should be extremely simple, so that the sender 

cannot possibly go wrong in making it, nor the reader in 
u~idemtanding it. 

(b) It should be unmistakable for anything but a signal 
of communication. 

(c) It should be intelligible a t  great, no leas than at 
small distances. 

(4 It should be available by night aa well aa by day, 
and by means of sound aa well as of sight. 

(e) It should, so far aa possible, be independent of 
atmospheric conditions of light and shade, and colohr, and 
dso of perspective. 

(f) I t  should be capable of being easily made, and should 
require the minimum of constant attention or labour. 

(9)  It should be readily improvisablei.e., it must not of 
necessity require, though certainly it should not exclude, the 
use of special apparatus. 

If, in addition, it leads up to or can be developed into 
an alphabetic or other extended code of communication 
between persons properly qualified, ao much the better. 

I t  was clear, a t  starting, that the above conditions 
absolutely excluded more than one c h s  of signal which has 
for other purposes been found practicable. For instance, 
all signals depending solely upon colwr, whether of lights or 
flags, &c., and also all smaphore signals, however useful as 
subsidiaries, cannot in the mountains be upplica.ble under a:. 
circumstances. Colour entails apparatus ; and it is doubtful 

light) would be visible a t  any great distance a t  night, o r  
the colour of a flag or other object be distinguishable from 
far off in a sunset glow, or in a blue haze, or against the  

whether a coloured lamp (unless burning a specially strong 

light. The use of colour, moreover, as the essential distinc- 
tion, is inconsistent with the use of the reflected raysof the 
sun, one of the best means of making signals ; and it is 
difficult to imagine a correlative audible signal. The natural 
uuggestion of u flag, to be hoisted and kept flying, besidee 
being open to the objection that climbers are prone to hoist 
flags as indications of success, and to leave them flying for 
good (or unt'il the next storm), was ruled out of court on the 
ground that i t  would have no parallel luminous or audible 
signal-a mere steady light being manifestly open to con- 
fusion. Semaphores, again, except when the arms are human 
(with or without flags in the hands), also require apparatus, 





Alpine Dietrers-Signal. 7 

animal. If there is any prospect of night signalling being 
necessary, the signaller should not forget that the sights 
can be much more easily adjusted by day than in failing 
light. He will therefore beforehand, when circumstances 
admit (e.g., before leaving a camp to which he intends to 
return), establish his sights in bearing upon the point, if 
any, to which an appeal for help may, in w e  of need, be 
made. At suitable distances a lamp may be waved, like a 
flw. 

If working by reflected sunlight, constant attention will 
be found necessary to keep the mirror beam truly directed 
aa the sun moves ; if the party comprises two or more persons, 
one man should devote himself entirely to this. The mirror 
need not be more than three or four inches in diameter. It 
should be held very steady, resting on an axe-head or other 
firm support. 

When the sun is a t  all behind the sender, two mirrors 
must be used, one facing the sun, the other facing the 
objective, as before directed; but the inclination of the 
former mirror alone need be varied to suit the sun, the latter 
mirror being used to pass on along the sight-tips the beam 
reflected into it from the former mirror. Care muat be 
taken to keep the centres of both mirrors as nearly as 
possible in their original positions. 

(3) With regard to signals by sound, perhaps no more 
can be said than that they will not always in themselves tell 
the receiver the exact position of the sender. Every effort 
should therefore be made to supplement them by visual 
signals. 

In  all s igna l s  regularity of interval is ef the d m s t  impor- 
tance, both as regards intervals between dots, and ae regards the 
' minute inte~vals ' behueen the seriea. 

Aa to a subsidiary or more extended system of signding, 
the sub-committee did not,, as already stated, make any 
express recommendation on this point. But where parties 
desire to conimunicate more fully, the Morse code (a com- 
pound of short and long signs, or dots and dashes, the dash 
being three times as long as the dot ') is, it is submitted 
much the best, and for the following reasons, viz. :- 

(a) It can be expressed by the same means as the distress- 
signal. 

In using the Morse code the dots and dashes composing any letter mnet 
be given continuozlsly, a panse being made between letters, and each word being 
answered by a single dash. Frill instructions will be found in the dimwl of 
Amty Signalling, which can be bought at Stanford's, price 1s. 



APPENDIX. 

Report of the Sub-Committee appointed to consider the 
Q w t h  of Bignulling on ths Mountaim. 

THE sub-committee have carefully considered the queetion submitted 
to them for consideration, and beg to report aa follows :- 

In their opinion it is desirable- 

I. That a single signal, implying distrese and want of help, should be 
approved by the Alpine Club and recommended for adoption generally 
in all other Alpine and mountaineering clubs or associations. 

11. That this signal should be of the ampleat character possible, not 
liable to be mietaken for any other, and that it be anitable for use 
during the day, nicht, or in foq. 

111. That  in their opinion the form of communiciition best adapted 
for  the purpose is an intcrrnittent signal recurring, or interrupted, a t  
regular intervals of ten seconds-i.e., repeated six times in the minute 
-during alternate minutes, any means whatever being used to attract 
attention in the first instance, it' necessary. 

IV. Thnt the ' answer' (if any) be a similar signal, but a t  twcnty- 
seconds' interval-i.e., three times a minute. 

They submit that the advantages of this form of communication lie 
in its wide npplicahilitp, any method being permissible by which 
intermittent signals can be n~adc. Il'or instance (without entering into 
minute drtaila), such signals may be made ( a )  during the day hy the 
movement of any suitable articlc-such as a flag, or an extemporisetl 
flag--or by the alternate exposure and concealment of any conspicuous 
ohject, or of a flmh of reflected sunlight; ( b )  a t  night by the similar 
movement, or the concenllnent and exposure, of a light ; and (c) a t  
rlny time, under favou~tl)lc circumstances, by the employment of sound 
on the tame principle. 

The  sub-committee have considered the n d v i ~ b i l i t y  of employing 
:r different signal to imply safety, or 'all well,' and they are unan; 
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mounly of opinion that this ie unnecessary, and would tend to con- 
fusion. 

The eub-committee are of opinion that if a general coneeneus of 
opinion in favour of thie proposal is obtained from o t h a  Alpine clubs, 
endeavoum should be made to insure ita wide adoption, and that all 
hotele in mountain districts and all huta should be provided with a 
dmcription of the distress-eignal and hinte aa to the various methods 
in which it may be employed. 

The sub-committee deaire to point out that the aignal recommended 
haa the further advantage that it may be extended to almoet any 
degree by the employment of the Morse wde, without leading to any 
confusion or possibility of miatake. 

The sub-committee further recommend that during the ensuing 
seeion an evening should be set apart for the reading of papere on the 
subject, and a discussion at a general meeting of the Club. 

i 
C. T. DENT. 
H. G. WILLLNK. 

(Signed) FELIX 0. SCBUSTER. 
E. D. Law. 

To the President and Cammittee of the Alpine Club. 
Janucs~y 12, 1894. 










